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PREFACE

The aoeoimt of Seistan contained in the foHowing pages has been based

on actual observation and on information collected in that country during

the sojourn of the Boundary CommisBion, under Sir Arthur Mc]fah<m, togeUier

withdieresultofmany years of close study of the History of Khurassan. The
object that has been carefully kqpt in view is to reccod inf<»mation and the

re^t has been that the rep<»t is longer than is usuaOy «M>nsidered to be neces-

sary, as it was believed to be advisable to preserve information rather than

to aim at literary efie^
Thetraditionsof the past are in danger of being lost, as there were in 1906

only <me or two very old men whaknew anything at all of these matters or

who cared to preserve the knowledge. The population of Sdstan is largely

composed of tribes, or odd sections of ^bes, who have migrated at a com-
paratively recent date into the country. These persons know nothing of the

pasthistory of the country and their struggle for a livelihood has rendered them
i:idifferent to all but the problems ofthw daily existence.

This rqport has been revised during odd moments of leisure from official

du^es—and extennve emendations-have been impossible. I hope all short-

comings will, lor this teas<m, be regarded with leniem^.

G. P. Tats.
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THE HISTORY OF SEISTAN.

CHAPTER I.

THE oases of Central Asia—those favoured and celebrated districts round

Samarkand, Merv, Balkh, and the fertile valley of Herat—have been

the homes of an agricultural population for many centuries before their names

appear in History. The delta of Seistan nourished by the Helmand was on

an equality in all respects but area, with those more widely known tracts. The

former, however, passed in course of time into the possession of rulers of an

alien race, and the ancient races have been overlaid by the influx of foreigners.

Seistan on the other hand owing to its remote position, surrounded as it has

always been by wide spreading deserts or semi-deserted tracts, has remained

the patoimony of a family of ruling princes up to a century ago—the Kaiani

Maliks ; who claim to be the descendants of the most ancient dynasty

of Monarcha who ruled over the Persian Empire before the existence

of History.

This claim was put forward many centuries ago, and it has been allowed

to stand presumably in the absence of evidence to the contrary. It cannot bn

challenged now. The Kai&nis of Seistan are not, however, even in these days

the only himily which claims the Legendary Monarchs of Persia for its ances-

tors. It is underatood that among the Zoroastrian Community so long domi-

ciled in India, tiiere are families styled Kainni who advance such a claim,

and whose jwetensions are tolerated or assented to by that Community.

Oriental writers who treat of the various dynasties which have from time

to time ruled over tiie Audent Persian Empire, generally represent the purely

native dynasties as being of one stock or race : the descendants of earlier

dynasties whidi were overthrown, and for a season relegated to a

podtion of obscurity by the inroads and con^nent predominance

of fordgners.

The Parsis believe the most ahdent dynasty of Persian Monarchs. to

have been tiie To it bdonged Qoshta^ the father of Isfandiyar,

a
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and grandfather of Bahman. Their capital was Balkh,^ oldest of all the

cities <»f Khiirassan.

The Akhcemenean Dynasty is said to be a continuation, and possibly may
have been founded by a descendant of the Kaiani& Tbe capital of this

family was Pasargadoe and Shustar. Between these dynasties intervened a

long period when Iran is believed to have been overrun by the Assyrians,

and after them to have been in a condition of servitude to the Medes. Such

a condition of affairs would be sufficient to account for a change of capital ;

and the relations that had grown up in course of time with the states of the

Mediterranean littoral would have rendered the change of capital in a west-

ward direction very necessary.

The Court of the Monarch and the headquarters of the administration

was any pleasant locality where the Royal Pavilions happened to be placed.

But the archives of the dynasty and the centre of religion must have been

located in some city, more favoured than others, which was honoured by the

actual residence of the Monarch during some portion of the year. This became

the capital city of the dynasty which happened to be in power. The Empire

itself was an unweildy fabric, composed of Great Provinces, each of which

was ruled by a Satrap appointed by the central Government. In many
instances these Governors were undoubtedly members of territorial families

which by reason of their numerous adherents and the following they were

able to bring into the field under their banners, were more powerful than

any other sections of the people inhabiting the province.

The loyalty, or disaffection, of these great families rendered the Great

King powerful and victorious ; or led him to supplicate the co-operation, and
fealty which he had perhaps alienated, or weakened.

The personal qualities of the Supreme Ruler was the bond that drew

together the discordant elements of his vast kingdom. A great soldier

—

himself an accomplished man-at-arms and a wise statesman, would be able to

3 Balkh ; the ancient Bakhdi mentioned in the Aveeta. has not been often described by travellers ;

and the more recent of those descriptions are probably contained in narratives that are not available to
the public. The following notices are taken from the notes made by Dr. Gerard Bumes* travelling com-
panion who accompanied the latter to Bokhara. The latter wrote that the modem inhabitants will

inform ymi tha^ ** the country between the Balkh and Kabul has the name of lEbtkhtar Zsmin **

(Journal of Asiatic Society, Bengal, Volume IJ, page 307). This name extended further to the south of

Kabul, and both in the Ma!fuzat-i-»Sahih Kiran and the Bauzat-ul-Jannat it is stated that the
country to the south of, and around the modem town of, Kandahar was known as Bakhtar Zamin.
I>r. Gerard writes of Balkh :—** The ruins which are mostly of mud, are very extensive : but they
only mark the modem site of the ci:y. The insalubrity of Balkh is proverbisl • s * The eighteen
beautiful acqueducts (Karezes), by which it was irrigate, no longer guided by the art of the husband-
man have spread their waters over the face of the country, and transformed its fair landscape into a
stagnant marsh.* * (/b/d, page 15.) Bumes and Gerard visited the graves of Moorcroft, and his travel-

ling companions Trebeck and Guthrie at that place. After this city had for many generations been
exposed to the vicissitudes of aur, during the struggles that took place for the possession of the Umpire of
Timur, among the numerous dew ondants of the Grc^at Amir, tl e min of BalU according to the author
of the Rauxt-us-Sata. wss completed by Shaibani Khan the ITzbek, who besieged and took Balkh In
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compel the obedience, and stifle the personal and diversified interests of his

subjects ; smd render his influence predominant over the neighbouring king-

doms. Under a weaker successor the racial animosities and personal jealousies

and ambitions of the great feudal chiefs might at any time break and the

kingdom lately feared and respected would be at the mercy of a numerically

weaker enemy at the head of a homogeneous force acting under a well

recognised central authority.

This condition of the political fabric of the ancient Persian Empire is

portrayed most vividly in the Shahnameh. Only when he was aided by the

personal prowess and the armed strength of the Prince of Khurassan, could

the Oreat King make head against the Scythian invaders.

Faridim the mythical sovereign portioned the Empire he had built

up among his three sons ; assigning according to some authorities, the

province of Khurassan to his son Iraj together with portions of Hind and

Sind.

In his turn Zuhak the Tasi was overcome and a number of his descend-

ants fled into the district of Ghur where they found a refuge. They became

subjects of Faridup.

Korshasp, ancestor of Rustam, held Kabul, Zabul and Rijistan for Fari*

dun : and the descendants of Zuhak would in this case have been subject to

Karshasp. His nephew Nariman had a son Ram, who in turn became the

father of ZaL Sam is said to have held Zabul and Kabul, as far as Hind

in feudal sovereignty from the Rulers of Iran. Zal having succeeded to

his father’s fief went to Zabul from Zaranj (founded by Karshasp) and Mihr(\]t>

Shah of the race of Zuhak, the Tazi, the tributary ruler, came forth to meet

Zal and acknowledge his supremacy. Mihrab Shah also gave his daughter

in marriage to Zal, and she was the mother of Rustam.

The same Mihrab Shah is said to have afterwards led the right wing of

the army of Kaikubad 1 the first of the Kaianian Dynasty in the campaign

against Afrasiyab and the Turk.

In the Jami-ut-Tawarik however it is stated, that when this invader

crossed the Jaihun into SJiurassan, he detached a force to intercept Sam or

keep him in check. At this time Mihrab Shah is said to have held the city and
fortress of Zabul as deputy for Zal ; and when the invaders reached the Hir-

mend, the former tried to delude the enemy by means of a message to the

commander, stating that he was neither Zabuli nor Irani, but of the race of

Zuhak (an alien in fact), and consequently loyidly inclined towards

Afrasiyab.

The appanage of Zal was the territoiy included within the limits of

JEhmassan. The author of tiie Raueat-ul-Jannat-fi-ausaf-i-Madinati-il-flerat

i»M preserved some notices regarding the cities of that great province.

^ wrote in the year 898 H. ; and though not an early author he has in very
a 2
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many in stances recorded the statements of those who lived and wrote cer'.turies

before hi.' time as well as traditions existing in the country in his day relating

to the foundir^ of the great cities of Khurassan.

There had been in existence in or close to Balkh a celebrated Fire Temple,

named Bahar, reverenced by all Fire Worshippers on the face of the earth.

The ruins of this pyxoeum were said to be existing as late as the time when
the author wrote ; and he mentions that a legend was in existence to the

effect that under its ruins vast treasures had been buried.

This city has already been mentioned as being according to the traditions

of the Parsis, the capital of Gushtap. The famous city of Herat celebrated

as the latter capital of Khurassan was built in comparatively recent times

compared with the foundation of both Shamiran, Khuhanduz ; Rhiaban ; or

Aobah ; all of which it outgrew. In course of time those towns, villages,

cr districts became the suburbs or were dependant on, the city of Herat.

Mulla Muin preserves a quatrain which was current in his day contam-

ing another version again of the building of Herat.

“ Lohrasp had laid the foundations of fleri.”

*' Guahtasp, on them raised a superstructure.’*

“ After him Rahman constructed the buildings and Alexander of Bum com*
pleted all.”

Zabul or Zawul however appears to have been the chief city of Khurassan

while Balkh was the capital of the empire. Together with Elabul, and Zaranj,

there seem to have existed three chief towns of as many provinces which

formed the appanage of Zal, son of Sam ; and after the former of his son the

hero Rustom.

As late as the period of Mulla Muin the name of Zabul or Zawal stQl

S'lrvived. It was at that time one of the districts of Isfirar or Sabmwar,

the native place of that author. Zawid is also entered in the map drawn up
by Connolly to illustrate his account of Seistan, which appeared during the

year 1840, in the journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. The name prob-

ably still exists. According to Mulla Muin, in his day the district of Zawid

was 3 farsakhs across. In it there were no less than 80 karezes, none of which

discharged less than enough to turn one watermill, while others contained

so much water that it was not possible to repair or cleanse them ; for if the flow

of water was stopped the waters rose at once to the tops of the weUs above
the obstacle and overflowed, spreading over the land.

With regard to the city of IsfirAr or Sabzawar, he states that it was uni-

versally believed in the country to be older than Herat ; having been built

3,000 years before the time in which he wrote.. This was 428 years ago.

He also describes a very ancient fortress, a place of very great strength

in its day, which was called the Shahristan of Queen Belkis. The walls rest

upon an outcrop of rock which rises to the height of a yard or so above the
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surface of the soil. Around the fort arc verdant meadovs and water is no

more than a yard below the surface. Owing to this, and to the rock

on W'hich the walls were founded, it was impossible to undermine the defences.

The city of Isfirar was situated between this fortress and another which

crowned a height called Mozaffar Koh. The latter was however a modern work
as its foundation was attributed to Alb-i-Ghazi whereas the Fort of Queen
Belkis dated from prehistoric times. According to Connolly’s map the town
of Isfirar or Sabzawar is situated in the western portion of the Zawul District.

It was built at the junction of the Rud-i-Bcjzghanan with the Adraskan, a

stream which there encircled the town on three sides. The place was very

famous for its sweet water, and the salubrity of its climate. The extent of

its meadows (Ulang), its beautiful trees, and splendid kanats : and, in conse<

quence, the fruit raised there was celebrated throughout Khurassan.

Colonel Yate who visited Sabzawar in April 1893 mentions the fact that

the ruins of the capital were almost concealed by the gardens which surrounded

it. There was abundance of water and much cultivation. Writing of the

view from the top of the Governor’s quarters, he states that “the whole

•ground below the town as I saw it that May evening, was one sheet of * * green

the air was cool and pleasant after the heat of Farah.” This author also

mentions the old fortress of Muzaifar Koh, some three miles to the south of

the town. The name of this place was given to him as being Kala-i-Dukhtar :

but as hie description agrees with tl information recorded to by Mulla Muin,

there can be no doubt that the fortress of MuzafTar Koh ^ and the Kala-i*

Dukhtar are identical.

1 Alb-i-Gliau was Govemor of Herat in 600 A. H. (1203-4) and surrendered the City to £?ultan

Shihab-ud-din, Ghuri. He was the nephew (sister's son) to the two Princes Gheiath-ud-din and Shihab-

ud-din, Ghuri : Tabak-i-Nas, page 2S7, by Major Rarerty, Alb-i-Ghasi may have been the builder

of the Fortress of Muzaffar Koh, but it was perhaps merely restored by him, and had been used as a
stronghold from prehistoric times.

Mulla Muin of Sabcawftr, writing 425 years ago, gave the following account of this well known
stronghold. Built of baked brick and clay mortar upon an offshoot of the hills, composed of an
rztremely hard rock, very high and striking in appearance, and nearly one faraakh (about 4 miles)

in circumferenoe.

** The gate is situated at the foot of the hill t m the banks of the river of Isfirir, while the citadel

crowns the summit of the hill, and is extremely lofty and imposing in app^rancek Within the fort

there is a Jami-Ma^jid, Basar, oontaining lofty buildings, and caravan serais, without exception plastered

with Oaoh and SamJ. The width of the walls was such that seven horsemen could ride along them
side by side and insi^ the gate there was a qxring, the water of which used to flow out throi^ the

entrance fall into the river. It is now choked with rubbish and the water has disappeared inc de
the citadel, also, there are reservoirs of great size constructed with baked brick and lime mortar, wh«ch

esfd to be filled with rain water. On no ride of that fort can a horseman reach the foot of the welU,

except where the gate is rituated on the bank of the river. On two rides there are places where man
on footcanreach the foot of the walla. On the othertwo sides not evena bird can flyup^ them (II)

from the gateway to the citadel is a distance of a mile or more, and the path for half the distance is

practicable for a horse. The walls are so constructed that for the greater part of Iheir circuit haneme.i
could ride along their summit.

** Xhe plaee where the clay had been excavated t make the bricks and clay mortar used in the

building of the walls Is about one larsakh distant from them.

••There waa a tradition that the l:.rtreei built by pereona who had bean brought for that purpoee

hmn Bagdad.*’
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('olonel Y ite cilst- inentjonrd hat on the other side of the river “ were

the mii<> walls' of some ancient city, and in the hilL^ beyond there was

said to have bef!n another fortress ” cither of these may have been the

Shahristan-i'Belkis.

Farah is also one of the ancient sites of Khurassan. The author from

whose work the description of Sabzawar is taken mentions it as such. He
also alludes to its fertility and states that this district produced (then) wheat

and barley in great abundance. Also, that in the district there were many
strong fortresses. The town of Farah itself was also a place of great strength.

M. Ferrier in 1846 visited Farah and describes it as a parallelogram

oriented due north and south. The Herat gate was placed in the middle

of the north face and that of Kandahar in the middle of the southern face.

The citadel occupied the north angle of the place. The walls were enormously

thick and stood on a bank some 35 to 40 feet in height ; apparently of pise

work ; which in the course of time had become so hard that a pickaxe could

make no impression on it. A covered way on the outside surrounded the

fortifications, and beyond it again there was a broad and deep ditch which

could be flooded at pleasure.

Yate, who visited Farah in 1893, entered the town by the Kandahar gate.

** Farah,” he writes, is a square walled place standing out in the middle

of the plain something like Kandahar, but with the ramparts of Herat. It

is no longer a town.”

He also mentions another conspicuous mound close to which he halted,

having marched from Farah. It is called the Kala-i-Sam “ or the fort of

tSam, grand-father of Rustam, the hero of Scistan, a high square mound with

a swamp all round, is the remains apparently of the ancient moat.**

Localities such as those already described where good soil and water

existed have undoubtedly been inhabited from the earliest ages ; a space of

time of which no record exists. For many centuries in historical times they

have continued to be fertile and populous centres, and the talc of their decline

and ruin will be unfolded in the course of this narrative. They were intimately

connected with Seistan. Their rulers were members of Tajik families, and

in the case of the maliks of Farah, connected by ties of relationship and alii*

ance, if not ethnolo^cally of the same stock, as the Kaianis of the latter

country.

Whether of this particular family or not, they belonged to the ancient

Iranian race that formed the bulk of the population of this Great Province

of Khurassan, from whence also sprung the Kaianis, who for many centuries

ruled over Iran.

The dates recorded by Mulla Muin of Sabzawar of the founding of his

native town and Herat and other places are of very great interest. He does

not state, and probably he could not learn from his authorities, how they hod
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been, arrived at. A few, a very few dates of a similar character exist in

Seistani legends,* • • * • * •

• One of these, however, still remains to be noticed. It refers to the
hero Rustam. He is said to have lived and flourished 1,000 years ** before

the Prophet Mohamed.” The terms are vague; but if they mean that
the 1,000 years was prior to the birth of Mohamed, then the period of

Rustam, according to this tradition was the 6th century before the com-
mencement of our era ; and only some 100 years prior to the expedition of

Alexander. The date, however, is based on no known authority, but it is

an interesting piece of information, and as such is well worth preserving,

though of course reliance cannot be placed on it, as being accurate, or even
approximately correct.*

It seems strange, that if this great hero, the Champion of the Arians,

and the bulwark of his country against the inroads of Turanian hordes, had
lived only some 4 or 5 generations previous to the expedition of Alexander,

no notice of him and his achievements should have reached the latter, for

whom the martial fame and prowess of the Prince of Khhrassan would have

possessed a peculiar interest ; and it seems improbable in that case that

mention of him should not have been preserved in the accounts from which

the historian Arian compiled his history. They however were incomplete.

The sensation caused by the ingratitude and treachery of Bessus, the

Bactrian satrap, towards his unfortunate Sovereign Darius may have been

strengthened by the contrast between his conduct and the loyalty shown

by Rustam towards his master.

This loyalty is emphasized in the accounts preserved in the Shahnameh

of the relations that existed between the hero and his unworthy sovereign.

Zawul the capital of fief handed down to Rustam by his father was prob-

ably Sabzawar (of later ages) ; and which was held by Mihrab Shah the

Tazi. Thus early in the history of Khiuassan the Ghuris (for the descendants

of Zuhak settled in that mountainous district) had begun to take that pro-

minent part in the. affairs of Khurassan which they continued to do during

subsequent ages. The inroads also of hordes from the country beyond the

Oxus, or from High Asia, which in subsequent ages changed the face of the

countries of the nearer east, had been recurring from time immemorial.

The great invasion of the Turks under Afrasiyab was a foreshadowing of the

irruption of the similar hordes under Tamurchi, the Chingiz Khan, during

comparatively recent historical times.

The Samnameh which with the Gershasp (Karshasp) nameh was an

older romance on which Firdausi built up his famous epic, treated (according

1 Aooording to » Sc<iBtMii tmditlon. the town or forlrew of S»r-o-T»r woe obendoufd once

1,702 yeen ago. This will be refemd to again in the MduLological ch^ter, wImim other detee will be

d^t with.
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to the late Sir Henry Rawlinson) of the three expeditions of Sam against

the Sakasaran (a Scythian race) by order of Faridun.
“ The Greeks had a very early tradition, acquired in the country apparently at the

time of Alexander’s expedition, that Cyrus being reduced to great straits in his Scythian

was received from a tribe named AgriaspcB, or Ariaspoe residing in the southern part of

Drangiana ; in acknowledgment of which aid he gave them the honorary title of Euergetoe

or the benefactors.”

Drangiana was the Groecised form of the name Zaranj by which the

Arabs in later times knew Seistan. The limits of ancient Seistan were very

much wider than they are at the present day, or even were as late as 100

years ago. In modern Seistan there are living the impoverished remnants of

It family, all that is left of a once powerful community, to Avhom in past ages

certain privileges are said to have been assigned by a former “ King of Persia ”

in return for the very effective assistance they rendered him, when sore pressed

by his enemies. The Reis* were once powerful in the south of the delta cf

Seistan, and in the adjoining districts of Sarhad ; but they have now almost

entirely disappeared. They were Farsiwan, that is, they belonged to the

ancient Iranian population, though modified to a certain extent in recent

times by an admixture of Arab blood due to the influx to bands of Arab
soldiers who settled among them.

The legends about the Reis is that they w^ere “ Ru-Shinas ” admitted,

that is, to the presence of the Monarch, and they had privileges of self-

> Tho Keis nt one time were a W’ell known and influential ri.ee in the 8outh>caBU*rn district c»f

Sorhad, to the north of Fampur. Some part of the Ghua tribes settled among and intennarried with
the Reis whose desctuidanta calling themselves by their name, say they are the de-scendants of the Ghuz.
Tlic Reis of Seistan were the he:td of this race. After that the Helmand left the soutliorn delta the
head of the tribe clung to Hauzdar hoping against hope that the river would chan'/^f or that the
canal from the Holmand would be revived and protected againsl: the Afghans. They eventually had
to abandon Hauzdar and emigrated to Sehkoha which had been the boundary bctw'cen their posst'ssioiis

and those of the KaiSiiis. Muhammad Reza Khan Sarbandi had then possession of Sehkoha, and ow ing
to kinship with the Reis chief gave land to the latte^ at that place. On the dow’nfall of all nile and order
in Seistan some of the Reises emigrated to Kabul) where their doscendants still exist.

In ancient times they say, that the Kai&nis.on the north, and the Reises on the south were the
** Lords of the Soil " in Seistan r>nd all other tribes held their pro|M*rty sul ject to these tw'o families.

The following is the Reis genealogy, so far back as information is available of the family of ' he
chief :

—

Reis Muhammad Ali.

I

Reis Ghulam Muhammad. Reis Muhammad.

Reis Akbar.

Reis Husena (no brothers, left an orphan at an early age).

I

/ ^

Rais Hasan Haji
(Sons deceased) (Sons deceased)
(without issue). (without issue).

Reis Ghulam Shah held on to Hauzdar, but had in the end to abandon it, and died short after.

The Kamrodis belong to this tribe, but aro perhaps a servile section of the tribk They also are a very
few in number. In the old days a gaitg of 400 men were always on hand to maintain and repair the
Cuuals of Ramrod and Hauzdar.

'1

Reis^^akh Muhammad A!i.
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government, it is said, which rendered them independent of Kaiani and
other rulers of Seistan. These privileges were granted a very long time

ago—^it is not known by what king or to what particular dynasty he belonged,

but they were bestowed, in return for the service rendered by the Reis

to that Monarch, in bis warfare with enemies who were bearing hard upon
him.

It is impossible to say definitely that the Reis is the representative of that

ancient tribe who aided Cyrus ; but the geographical position of this (practi-

cally extinct) tribe and the stories of the privileges that were given them agree

very closely’ with the tradition referring to the Euergetoe.

Some families very’ few in number of the Reis, or their servile tribes,

are still to be found in Scistan. Sunk in utter poverty', they' drag on an exis-

tence, as agriculturists in a small way.

The northern districts of Khurassan lay in the path of invaders from

beyond the Oxus, and these inroads must in the course of time result in por-

tions of Scy’thian tribes being left behind in the districts which had been

overrun. The population of this great province therefore from prehistoric

times must have been replenished by these inclusions of tribes from bey’ond

the others ; and so the infusion of foreign blood has been a long continued

process.

The Expedition of Alexander overthrew the whole political and social

fabric which the ancestors of Darius had built up. Persian, Mede, Scy'thian

and Arian, alike succumbed to the genius and interpidity of the son of Phillip

of Macedon ; and for a short space of time the eastern world and its nations

lay' helpless and subdued at his feet.

Seistan must have formed a subsidiary base for the army of Kratcras

on his march from Upper Sind into Karamania. This coimtry however

lay too far from the great lines of communication between Babylon and India

to have ever been worth holding by means of a Colony. The coins of the

Groec-o Bactrian Kings that are foimd from time to time, were therefore prob-

ably brought into Seistan in the course of trade.

As the Grceco Bactrian kingdom yielded to the pressure of Parthian and

Scythian enemies, the barrier to the advance of the latter into Khurassan

was no longer effective ; and those nomad and equestrian tribes which the

ancient writers classed as Serbians overflowed unchecked -into Seistan, to

such an extent as to give their name to the country, Sakastane, which in

a corrupted form it bears at the present day.

In the 5th century of our era the Armenian historian Moses of jChoreiie

alluding to Rustam as the chief flgure m the heroic poetry, of Persia, gives him
“ the title of Sakjik or the Socan.*' This shows that the local nomenclature

had displaced the ethnic distinction *' as early as that date. At the present
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day there is a well known tribe occnpjdng the country to the nor& of the

Hamun, around Lash and Juwein, and in Kala-i-Kah and also in the oasis

of ; to the east of the Hamun which calls itself Sak>zi. They are

** Afghans, ” that is, they . are included among the tribes of varioiis races

which are grouped under that general term. The tribe is called Ishakzai*

by foreigners ; but the people themselves do not call themselves Ishakzai,

but very distinctly Sak-zi. They may possibly represent the vestiges at

the present of the Sakas who overflowed into Seistan. The Jat element is

also present in Seistan at the present day. A very small portion of the

people call themselves Jat. There is probably also a large proportion of

the so-called Farsiwan population of the country who are ethnologically the

descendants of tribes who migrated from beyond the Oxns and made their

home in Seistan some 2,000 years or so ago.

Ardeshar-i-Babak who overthrew the declining power of the Parthians

and founded the last dynasty of Monarch in Persia, claimed to be a de-

scendant of the more ancient native Royal Families who had previously ruled

over that Empire, but their successors established their authority over not

nearly the same extent of territory as those earlier Bfonarchs had governed.

Mulla Mnin of Sabzawar, the author of the Rauzat-nl-Jannat, gives the fol-

lowing derivation of the name by which the famous city of Nishapur, in

Khurassan was called :

—

“ They say it was built by Sbapnr, sen of Azdesbir ; and in the (dd Persian Language

a city was called Neb. Thus the city of Shapur was called NebSbapur, which inthe course

of time was abbreviated into Nishapur.”

It became one of the great cities * of the Empire foimded by
Ardeshir.

There was a tradition which has been alluded to, that during the period

of the Parthian Empire, Herat was a capital of a governor or prince called

Ashg. . Seistan also was probably governed by a family or rulers or princes

of the same race whose seat, or capital, was in Sar-o-Tar.

ilshak Zfti that is the deaoendanta (sons of—^used as in the Bihle) of lahak, eon of Abrahams
** The Friend of God.*' The oonTenuon to lalam of aboriginal, or tribes who had been long settled in
the countries brought under the influence of that faith, upset all the old Ethnological distinctions, afad
the tribal or racial names that very often perhaps afforded an indication to the Ethnology of those
who bore them.

These tribes^ in course of time, claimed descent from the first converts to Islam.

tlstakhr was the capital of this Dynasty, but the seat of government was afterwards transferred
to Madain in the plains that are watered by the k^phrates. Istakhr, however, is said to have held
the Royal Archives, and to have been the head-quarters of the later form of the Zoroastrian religion.

It occupied very nearly the same position as Pasaigados probably designedly, as the Wassanians claim-
ed to be a continuation of the older Dynasty was thrown by Alexander.

Istakhr was a city till comparatively recent years. Takub-ibn-ul Leith is said to have occupM
it and to have collect^ the Mubids and ordered them to compile a history of his ancestor prior to the
Conquest of Persia by the Arabs.

Abu iMhak, al-istakhari^ the famous geographer who wrote in the earfy years of the 4th century of
the HMira or a little over years ago, was a native ol this place.
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The descendants of Ardeshir-i-Babak completed the task which he hiul

taken in hand. The Eastern provinces of the Parthian Empire had probably

fallen away from the allegiance due to the latter kings of that race ; and the

territories np to the watershed of the valley of the Indus towards the East

were included in the Kingdom ruled by the Sassanian Monarchs. SeistaJi was

governed by satraps who were perhaps local princes, belonging to a family

native to Seistan, or to one which had obtained precedence, in Khurassan,

over the other chiefs of that Province.

The successors of Ardcshir-i-Babak had always to guard their kingdom

against the successive hordes of nomadic tribes which advanced westwards

from the eastern confines of Central Asia ; until they found their progress

barred by the arms of the Persian Monarch.

The history of the Sassanide Dynasty is a chronicle of expeditions against

these hordes of nomads. At times the latter proved too strong for the forces

of the Great King ; and at other times the latter were victorious ami the

nomads were pushed back. These struggles must bnx'e taken place in the

northern portions of the province of Khurassan ; as the iSaasanides never

held any of the districts beyond the Oxus which had become the home of

Turkish and Tarter tribes. About the commencement of the Christian Kra

the Kushans were settled in Bactria and the Romans condescended to enter

into diplomatic relations with their chiefs in order to obtain assistance from

the latter against the Parthians to whom Rome was then hostile. The inroads

of the nomadic tribes during the period of the Sassanian Dynasty was also a

very welcome diversion in favour of the latter Romans under the Eastern

or Byzantine Empire, which was constantly embroiled with the Persian

Monarchs ; and had experienced frequent defeats at the hands of the Great

King. Dissension among the members of the Royal family also helped the

foreign enemies of Persia. Thenomadstookupthecauseof one of the grand-

sons of Bahram Gur who disputed the throne with his brother ; and these

civil wars reduced Persia to a position of extreme insecurity ; a condition

of atbirs which lasted until Khasrau I, better known as .\nuahirwnn the

Just, ascended the throne. More than half of his long reign was taken

up with the task of restoring the supremacy of Persia which had before his

fimn been seriously threatened by the Turkish hordes that had taktm part

in the struggle for power between Hurmuz III and his brother Piruz the

sons of Tesdigird IIL

The Turks were at last pushed back into the country beyond the Uxus

and the Persians extended their authority over the districts of Tokharistan

and Balkh. The Great King married the daughter of the Chief of the

Turkish hordes and the successw of Annshirwan was his son by tills >-‘**1* ihiiaomter

,
A3I to Mort'li A7!l

miirriaite. a.d.
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In the next generation the latter wan embroiled with the Romans, and a

horde of Turks made a diversion in their favour by advancing into the dis>

tricts of Badgliis and Herat; while the Khazars and two Arab Chieftains

added their hostility to the difficulties that beset Hormuz the Fourth, the son

of Anushirwan.

The scene of the operations which resulted in the rout of the Turks

was far removed from Seistan. The portion of the Sakas which remained

in that country had doubtless —long before this time—settled down as

peaceful cultivators ; and not being of the same stock and race with the

Turks, the inroads of the latter probably never disturbed the prosperity of

Seistan.

In the 7th century of our era the Districts of Kej were subject to the

Hindu Kings of Sind, and one of the latter lust his life in a battle fought with

the Satrap of Nimruz who had invaded Kej. This Satrap also most have

had jurisdiction up to the limits of the country ruled from Sind, in those

days, in the direction of the modern city of Kandahar.^

The direct line of communication between Seistan and those eastern

districts under the jiuisdiction of the Satrap of that country, followed the

river to the Oasis of Khash : where the town of Khisht was then in existence.

This district was undoubtedly reckoned as a part of Seistan. It is a

fertile locality
:
possessing an important area of cultivable soil, watered by

the floods of the Khash Rud by means of canals. Large crops of wheat and

barley are raised. The population is Tajik of the same stock, and allied

to the Arbabs of the Helmand Valley, and the headmen of this family

still administer the government of their small district notwithstanding a

large influx of Afghan ” tribes, who have settled in the <;ountry. It was

in the early history of Khash that the country as far as BSsrig was occupied

by a Tajik population, traces of whom exist to this day in the shape of

ruined karezes which form a coDspicuous feature on the route from Khash

to Bakwn, on which Basrig (a small district on the left bank of the Khuspast

Rud) is situated about midway between those two districts.

It is through the descendants of Ardeshir-i-Babak that the families

which style themselves Kaianis, or th«Hie which in recent historical times

have claimed to be the descendants of the Royal Family of Persia (prior

to the spread of Islam) derive their descent.

Khasrau Parvez was the last of the Sassanian Dynasty of Kings who

occupied the throne of Persia with authority. After him there followed

a succession of puppets male and female members of the Royal family,

who were advanced to the throne and deposed by a succession of Palace

Intrigues.

> According to the OMchnama thii ovMt k Mid to itnvo tekM phe* pNfiow to the rtvolctloii

in the ytu 1 A. H. (022-23 A.DL) wUoli CMued in • ohanga ol d^hnaty io ShiiiL
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The decline of the Race had been hastened by massacres of those mom-

bera who were regarded as dangerous, being too near to the succession, and

the country’ demoralised and harassed by successive revolutions, and split

up into factions became unable in the course of a very few years to withstand

the impetuous onslaught of the Arabs.

To Khasrau Parvez is said to have been addressed the admonition ex-

horting him to embrace the religion of Muhammed; and by him it was

publicly contemned and the envoys dismissed with ignominy.

The bad fortimes of the Kaianis of Seistan are attributetl to these impious

acts. “ Barakat na dcirand "—they have no luck. No blessing attends their

efforts, or crowns them with success, is a common saying in Seistan, and

this is believed to be the judgment on this race consequent on the rejection

of Islam by their ancestor Khasrau the 2nd.

The details of the Conquest of Persia by the Arabs need not be

recapitulated here. They are well known. But after the defeat of

Yazdigerd a scion of the Royal Family named Kaikhasrau at the head of

his- immediate followers and the members of his family, took refuge in

Seistan where for only a very short space of time, they found a refuge from

their conquerors.

In the Caliphate of Uthman the Government of Khurassan was the prize

offered to whomsoever of the Arab Commanders first entered it. Abdullah-

ibn-ul Amir was the first who reached the goal. He was guided from Basrah,

of which he was the Ruler by the more direct route through the Kirmau desert

:

and when he had conquered the Kuhistan and overthrew all opposition to

his progress, he summoned the Governor of Herat to acknowledge the supre-

macy of the Caliph. The Litter said there would be time enough to do so

when the Arab Commander had taken Nishapur. Abdullah-iban-ul Amir

accordingly marched against this place.

Tus and -\bivard were at that time dependencies of Nishapur and they

were overran. For the space of one month severe fighting took place round

that city ; until the severity of the winter conqpelled the Arabs to resort to

a blockade. For this purpose, 4,000 men were detailed under Abdullah Jarim

to cut off communications between the city and the surrounding country.

At last Kanaz, the chief and Kad Khuda of Nishapur, made his sub-

mission, and agreed to pay 700,000 dinars in money in addition to a great

variety of other valuables : and held himself responsible for both Tus and
Abivard. The Ruler of Herat made his peace with the victorious Com-
mander accepting the usual terms as to tribute, and the agreement drawn
up in writing was dated the 14th of Ramzan 31 A. IL snd Aprilm a.d.

The last Province of the Persian Empire was, within a very few years,

brought into subjection. Seistan also was invaded, and conquered by
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expeditions despatched from Kirman ; the ancient political fabric and religion

of Persia was altogether overthrown, and the old Iranian names gave place

to others derived from the language and religion of the conquerors.

In the third step from Kaikhasrau the Iranian names disappear from

the genealogical tree of the Kaianis of Sebtan.



CHAPTER II.

Thb account taken from “ Beladheri ” by Sir H. Rawlinson, of the first

invasion of Seistan by the Arabs gives some interesting information regard*

ing the country. “A detachment under Rabi’ was sent from Sirjan of Kir-

man against' Sejestan in A. H. 30. They first came to Fohrij whence they
crossed the desert 75 farsakhs (230 miles, English, according to Rawlinson,)

to a district called Zalik, S farsakhs from Sejestan. This place was attacked

and plundered on the feast of Mehrjan. Then they came to a village called

Karkuyieh, 6 miles from Zalik, which submitted without resistance. After-

wards they reached a district called Hisun, the people of which also remained

quiet and submitted : then they returned to Zalik and took guides (T) for

Zaranj, going on till they reached the Hindmcnd, and crossing a canal named
Nuk which was filled from it, then at last arriving at Rusht which was only

one-third of a mile from Zaranj. The inhabitants came out and fought a

great battle and inflicted some loss on the Moslems ; but Rabi' turned again

and fought till he conquered and drove the enemy in the city * . Then Rabi'

went on to the village of Mashrud where he gained a victory, and after-

wards passes on to Shirwodh which he took, * * * and then killing a great num-
ber of the people, he laid siege to the city of Zaranj, the Marzban of which a

Abarwizh by name at length yielded and was admitted to terms, giving as

tTibato 1,000 slaves each with a golden gobk‘,t. Rabi’ then entered the city,

and afterwards went on to the canal of the Sena Rud and passed over it, and

came to Kamein where was the manager of the horse of Rustam. There ho

gained another victory and then returned to Zaranj where he remained two

years.” The operations of the Arab forces in Seistan were almost repeated

760 years later by Timur. His light cavalry drove the inhabitants from the

open country into the forts, and the capital. To the latter he then laid siege

and captured it, after some hard fighting within a very short space of time.

The portions of Sirjan of Kirman, and of Fohrij are known. The latter

is 167 miles measured along the Trade Route, from the head of the Shela in

fUintan. From this point another 68 miles would have brought the invaders

to the country around the village of Warmal, or Kala-i Nau. Another march

of 16 miles in a northerly direction would have brought the Arabs to the

port of Seistan in which the modem villages of Bunjar and Kasimabad are

situated. Karkuyieh will be described ; and Hisun may have been, perhaps,

the WManilr of Ibn-i-Rustah. The Arabs overran the districts and collected

supplies after thdr long march across 'the desert. Their expedition was un-

doubtedly planned and carried out in the spring when the crops of Seistan

would provide forage for their horses and camels. The invasion of Sind by
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Muhammad Ibn-i-Kasam also took place in the apring. In recent years,

the extensive forays organised by the late Sardar Azod Sban of SJiaran

took place in the spring, because at that season he could feed his animals

on the young crops. The water of the Helmand at this time of the year is

generally at a high level and the reason why the Arabs retired from Hisun

may be due to the lands around that place, which was probably close to the

mouth of the river being already more or less under water. Guides would

also be necessary to point out fords and hence Ihe retreat to Zalik for that

purpose. The Helmand, that is, the living or working river lay between him
and Zaranj. Noken-ju and its equivalent Naubur is still used to designate

recently constructed canals. Both are purely Persian in their derivation

and it is not too much to suppose that when Rabi’ crossed the main river he

had also to cross a wide canal that took off close ,to> the ford of the river

itself. A large city like Zaranj would require a constant supply of water,

and canals would therefore have been kept up and renewed between every

season of flood.

The villages mentioned were nO doubt just beyond the suburbs of the capi«

tal. Ifaving cleared the immediate neighbourhood of the city of enemies

he attacked the latter and captured it. .A.fter this had been done he marched
against Karnein, or (Karyetein), and to do this had to cross the Sena Rud
which is called a canal. It was probably a Shela, that is, a former bed of the

Helmand which at that period of time, nearly 1,300 years ago, was in the

northern delta and on the west of the barrier between the modem delta and -

the districts of Ghulghula and Sar-o-Tar. The two channels could only have

separated close to the hamlet of Khwabgah. The older channel following the

line of dasht passed the site of the modern hamlet of Shorn and onwards to

the Ashkinak, entering the latter close to the site of the modern hamlet of

Memo while the Helmand itself probably occupied a bed not far from that

in which the Ilamdar canal and channel afterwards flowed. The Shela would

have been about 6 miles east of the Capital and the Helmand to the west

of the latter, and probably not far from the niore outlying suburbs and gar-

dens which must have surrounded the city.

The next allusion to the Sena Rud is also translated from the same authors

by Sir Henry Rawlinson. *'Oba*d ibn Ziyad was sent against the Frontier

of Sind from Slejestan. First he came toAho Sena Rud and then he took

his rood by the old stream (Jui Kohneh) as far as Rudbar of Sqestan <m the

Hindmend, and came to Kish and further on : —
" Rabi * was aucceeded by Ibn Samurah, who after conquering the Manban of

Zaranj and obliging him to pay 1,000,000 dirhema and 1,000 alavea, rednoed all the

counlay between Zaranj and Kish belonging to India and alao aubdued the diatrieta

along the road to Arrokhsj as far aa the land of Dawar and he afterwards reduced Bist

andZabil” .
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The Kiah mentioned in both those extracts is not Kej, but Kisht in the

Khash oasis. . It was at that time, as it is now again, a district of Kandahar,
which was alwaya regarded by the Arabs as belonging to India, of which Sind

was the most western Kingdom, and one with which the Arabs were most
familiar.

The author was no doubt misled between Kisht of the oasis of Khash
and Kech, or Kej of Bfakran.

It cannot be supposed for a moment that Obad ibn Ziyad or Ibn-i-Samu-

rah would invade Kala-i-Bist by way of Kej in Makran. It must be, that

the place Kish, named by that author is Kisht of the district of Khash. It

is also altogether unlikely that Obad ibn Ziyad would have proceeded to Rud-
bar on the Helmand from Zaranj in order to reach Kisht, when the shortest

route lay up the course of the Khash Rud. Rudbar is a name applied to any
valley drained by a river which contains flowing water. The district in Persian

Irak in which the Ismailians (Assassins) held some of their famous strongholds

is called Rudbar, it is drained by the Shah Rud, one of the many affluents

of the Safed Rud. There is also a Rudbar near Bampur to the south>en.st of

Kirman.
The Shela (to use a modem expression in vogue in Scistan) of the Sena

Bud had first to be crossed, and from what is known to be the case now tht^

allusion to the Helmand contained in the foregoing notices of events in Seistan

'prove that in the latter end of the 7th century A.D. the Helmand was estab-

lished in that part of the horthern delta where it is now to be found. It alsc»

at that date had two branches, one maintained as a canal (though it had been

a natural channel once), and the main stream as well.

In Ibn-i*Rustah alternative route from Juwein to the city of Seistan he

speaks of the Helmand lying to the east of the capital. The Helmand of his

account and the Sena Rud of the Beladheri are no doubt the same stream.

Both the Istakhri and Ibn-i-Rustah wrote in about the first half of the

10th century A.D. And at that time there does not seem to have been the great

changes in the course of the river which are proved to have occurred withiii

the last 100 or 125 years. With a great city like Bina-i-Kai surrounded hy

suburbs and gardens, the centre of trade and well-populated with a civilized

people who had all the desires for comfort and luxury that civilizati^ bring.-

in its train, the river could never have been permitted to oscillate uncontrolled.

At one time threatening to ford out the capital at another allowed to threaten

it with, draught. The history of Seistan has always been an unrecorded

struggle between the river and mankind ; and although at times the river

has been victorious, yet the balance of success has ever been greatly in

favour of the people of Seistan. This hns in course of time been altered. As
the people gMw exhausted by invasions and their spirit broken by frequent

massacres and domestic turmoils th^ became unable to maintain the nc%’er

D
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ending struggle with the river. They have instead adapted their small re-

quirements to the caprice of the river, instead of subduing it, and the result

of this will be described further on.

The conquest of Persia by the Arabs differed from the destructive ravages

of succeeding invaders from Central Asia, who left behind them a broad track

of ruin and desolation. Where resistance was met with, or where the subject

people proved contumacious, the Arab leaders did not hesitate to make an

example ; but as a rule their conquest was marked by a breadth of view and
a wise tolerance which is remarkable.

With reference to Seishin this policy of toleration must have interfered

very little with the existing state of things in the country, when it was sub-

dued by the Arabs. There was in course of time continuous influx of Arabs

into the country, but it was probably not large, until the absence of fresh

fields of conquest caused those later religious dissensions to make their ap-

pearance, which were speedily rendered more bitter by the claims advanced

to the oflice of Caliph by contending families.

Political adversaries and religious schismatics were alike involved in one

general persecution and were compelled to Cake refuge on the outermost limits

of the Empire of the Caliphs of the House of Ommeya. In these remote dis-

tricts they were able to obtain some respite from persecution, as their valour

was a valuable reinforcement to the forces available for the maintenance of

the prestige of Islam against inroads of unbelieving Indian or Turkish tribes.

But parties of Airab irreconcileables, urged by the bitter hatred which reli-

gious and politlical intolerance had engendered, sometimes went so far as to

abandon the sta\idard of Islam ; and these found an asylufn in Sind and in

Kabul, where native dynasties for a time maintained their independence.

It was this persecuting zeal which drove the descendants of Abbas into

Khurassan, and which peopled Seistan and the fastnesses of Kirman and the

Kuhistan with crowds of Khariji schismatics, and which eventually led to a

junction between them.

When the Arabs first took possession of Seistan, they probably garrisoned

the capital, and destroyed the more prominent fire temples which were replac-

ed by Masjids. Arab Governors collected the poll-tax and land revenue, but,

as far as the latter was concerned, the administrative machinery in force at

the conquest was allowed to continue. Towns and villages continued to exist

as before, and to be supported by their system of irrigation. In the valley

of the Tigris and Euphrates, on the banks of the Oxus and in Seistan, the

Arabs found a system of revenue administration and an agricultural popula-

tion living in villages under their ancient office holders, and dependant on a

system of irrigation, in all essential particulars the same. These were doubtless

preserved and maintained by the conquerors who dully appreciated their

value, while unfainiliar with such institutions which did not exist in their
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native lands. The religion oi Zoroaster no doubt lingered for a considerable

iitne among the people at large. The edict of the Caliph Omar admitted the

Persian Gabar to the benefits of the poll-tax, imposed on both Christian and
•Jew, who acknowledged the political supremacy of Islam, but determined

to follow their rdigious observances. Towns and villages in existence at

the conquest, with a few exceptions, mu^t have continued to exist fot a long

time afterwards ; and others sprang up as time went on. There can be but

few, if any, of all the ruins in Seistan, now visible, which date from that time

;

although the sites that are mentioned as being in existence then and which

were perhaps even at that time ancient, are inmany cases occupied by remains

of buildings which took the place of the ancient buildings as the latter fell

into decay. In almost every case the older forms of the names of sites have

disappeared, but yet there are a very few of the ancient names which have'

survived, and which are still to be found attached to localities where bardy

a trace of ruins exists at the present time.

The history of Seistan for many generations is a record of frequent out-

breaks on the part of the Khotijis who had settled in great numbers in that

country and in Khurassan. A famous battle was fought close to the city of

Herat betwera a great body of these sectarians and the Governor of Nicha-

pur. This place called. Karzargah, or the ** Battle Field ” became in after

years a famous cemetery where the remains of many eminent divines and

Holy Persons were committed to the Earth. In after yeath the name was

corrupted into Kazargah and probably is still so called.

In liH A. H. (742 A.D.) the Caliph Hisham of the house of Ommeya
died and his snccessors, three in number, were in no way fitted, or found it

possible, to deal with the events that paved the way for the revolution that

brought the house of Abbas to power.

Khurassan had been thoroughly canvassed by the emissaries of'the

Family of Abbas, and the suffrages of the people in the various districts had

been recorded in favour of the representative of that Family The rivalily

between tiie Arab tribes of Modhar and Yemen also broke out in open hostility

and in addition to this an obfwure prophe<7 b^n to be put into circulation

regarding the downfall of the House of Ommeya. In 130 A. H. Abu Muslim 747 48 A.i>.

raised the black banner of the House of Abbas in Merv and caused the public

prayers to be read in the name of the representative of the Abbarides. But

shortly before he had declued himself, there had been a serious rising in

Seistan, of Kharijis ; which at first rifj^t semned to be the fulfilment of the

prophet^ rqiarding the termination of the dynasty of the Bani Ommeya.*

tThisiaplM»wM*pndialioDtlwt th«BMiiOmmqra wooUbAdiipowMMdof powsrhy m
tedlFidwl BiDied JUldw Bwmwiit and whMi » wfkMM lUiig of tbd XbariJIfi^ Saiitui took plaoe niider

tba iBadaiahtp of Abdof BalnuA Ibn-vl-MvIiammad A1 Athath» it ira» diind to bo the foUlment

of Um piopbewa ThtofWngboioeFerwMpatdpwn. It wee foOoired wfUdn a ohoit time by that of

Abdor Bauaa Aba Mwriim of wbM did tmmiaate tba powor of the Baoi Ommejra.
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None of these turmoils appear to have given the Kaianis of Seistan (now

of bourse converted to Islam), a chance for distinction. And none of them

are mentioned in history till the rise of the great Provincial Families to the

status of Ruling Princes that took place in the 3td century of the Hegira,

corresponding to the 0th and 10th centuries of our era.

This century saw the rise of the House of Saman to the position of Ruling

Princes in the countries beyond the Oxus, and the sons of Leith, the Kaiani

known in history as the Coppersmith (in Arabic Saffar) ; from the occupation

he followed. This term Saffar gave its name to that dynasty, and it has always

been the appellation by which it has been known in history. There have been

many coppersnuths in Septan since the days of I^eith, the Kaiani. The mins

of ancient towns and habitations yield great quantities of ornaments and also

articles of domestic use which are invariably made of copper either pure or in

an alloyed state, the profession of a coppersmith must have been most lucra-

tive, and therft are many at this present time who follow it, but the term

Saffar has remained the peculiar appellation of the sons of Leith, and the

shortlived dynasty they founded. .

In the year 261 A, H. Yakub, son of Leith, established himself as the

Ruler of Seistan, and on the 14th of Shawal in the year 266 A. H. he died

at Jandi Shahpur, a town in Ahwaz, where he was buried. In the space of 15

years he had built up a vast kingdom that extended from Irak to the confines

of Hindustan ; which he bequeathed to his brother Umro. The Caliph with

whom he had become embroiled played off the House of SAman against the

Saffarides, while treating this family with dbtinction, and bestowing on its

representative patents confirming him in the Government of Khurassan, Pars,

Ispahan, Eirman and Sind. In addition to this a banner was sent by the

Caliph to Umro, who hoisted it on the summit of the Citadel of Zaranj for three

days as a sign to all the surrounding country of the honour conferred on him.

But notwithstanding bis personal qualities the empire so hastily put to-

gether by his brother and afterwards by his own efforts, contained within it

the elements of weakness. His own ambition, also, brought him very soon

into collision with the Samanide Prince of Trans-Oziana. Undor the wells

of Balkh, Umro was completely defeated by Ismail Samani and made prisoner

thirteen years after he had succeeded to his brother’s possessions. He was

sent to Baghdad by the Conqueror and died in the prison of the Caliph. Two

years afterwards his brother’s son and his own descendants made many’

attempts to assert their independence but one by one they were overthrown

and were forwarded to Baghdad where they laiiguished in the prisons of the

Caliph.

Thus terminated what was no doubt the elder brandi of the Eaian.

Family and their country became subject to the House of Ssman and was

tilled by a Governor appointed by that,dynasty.
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The family was, however, by no means extinct ; and in 309 A. H. Ahmad, 02 i 22 a.d.

son of Muhammad, son of Khalaf, son of Abu J’afar, son of Leith (a grandson
probably of Leith the Coppersmith), who was living in great poverty in Herat,

by some chance attracted the notice of Amir Abu-l-Hasan i-Nftsr, son of

Ahmad, the fifth Prince of the House of Saman. The latter bestowed on
Ahmad the Government of Seistan.

In 311 A. H. Shah Malik, son of Yakub-i-LeiGi, with a body of Sanjaris, 923 a4 a.d.

attempted to gain possession of Herat, but after a time he went off to

Foshanj. He returned again and invested Herat for 4 months, but was

compelled to retire discomfited. Ahmad was succeeded by his son Khalaf ;

probably in 344 A. H. In 363 A. H. Khalaf set out for Mekka leaving his sss nsn a.d.

son-in-law Tahir, the son of A1 Husen, to act as regent m hie absence. On
***'*

Khalaf’s return, Tahir refused to allow him to resume the Government, and the

latter was compelled to seek for aid in person from th? Amir Mansur, son of

Nuh ; the 8th of the Samani Princes. Khalaf was reinstated and the troops

returned to Bukhara. Tahir, however, returned again and dispossessed

Khalaf. Amir Mansur Samani once more sent troops to aid Khalaf. By the

time the troops arrived in Seistan, Tahir was dead but his son Husen main-

tained his father’s cause and shut himself up in one of the strongholds of

Seistan and was besieged in it. He sent an envoy to the Samani Prince and

was ordered to attend at Court ; and Husen was allowed to proceed to Bukhara.

At this period the power of the Samanis had become very much weakened,

and in 395 A. H. the last Prince Abu Ibrahim was murdered and with him locM-.f a.d.

terminated the dynasty which had existed for 150 years. Nothing is known

of the acts of Khalaf except his rebellion against Nuh Samani and the seven

years’ investment of his capital.

Under this Prince Seistan appears to have been a flourishing state. Both

Khalaf and his father, Ahmad, son of Muhammad, struck coins in their own

name. Gold and copper coins of the latter have been found in Seistan and

are described (in the journal of the Asiatic Society for July 1906). The descent

of the Prince is given, in the former as Ahmad bin Muhammed bin Khalaf,

also the fact of their having been struck in Sijistan. c

A gold coin of Khalaf, son of the former, has also been described in that

number of the Journal, and the date is probably 379 H. As the coins have no sss-oo a.d.

mention of the Suzerain Prince of the House of Saman it would appear that

the Princes of Seistan were independent rulers, and that even as early as those

dates, the power of the Suzerain Princes was on the wane, and that Seistan

was to all intents and purposes, an independent state. In the reign of Khalaf-

ibn-ul-Ahmad, the Capital was, also, probably changed from 21aranj to Zahi-

A&n- 80 much can be gathered from the writings of historians. They, how-

eveti do not mention the name oi the new city, but the transference of the

seat of government is clearly indicated.
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The family of the hereditary Majtahida of Seistan has been for very many

centuries settied in that country, and as long as the Kaiini Maliks ruled in the

country, some member of this family enjoyed that dignity ; and in the family

was fixed the cha^ of educating the sons of the Princes, and ofthelead>

ing men. They had the charge of the State College or Madrassah, the mins

of the two of the latest of these establishments can yet be recognised.

Mulla Khasrau, one of the descendants, of a younger branch of this priestly

family, stated that his forebears came into ^istan when Z&hidin was first

built and the prosperity of Seistan restor^. The country had no men of

learning at that period, and his ancestors had been invited to migrate to it

from Shiras. These first arrivals built the Masjid and Madrassah, to the

noitii of Zihidfin the mins of which are still to be seen around the Mild*

Kasamibid, the larger mound to the north of the minaret having been the

Maqid. The smaller chambers, the remains of which adjoin the minaret,

mark the site of the Madrassah, and the traces of the court to the North and

East and South of tiie minaret, the extent or precincts of this religions and

educational foundation.

Khalaf*ibn>ul*Ahmad is known, from historical sources, to have been a

sealous professor of Islam. He encouraged learned divines to settle in his

country, and he was a great patron of learning, and many works on the exe*

gesis of the Korin were attributed to him which were the work of the learned

men whmn he gathered round him.

It does not seem, therefore, to be an unwarrantable assumption to ascribe

the foundation of the religioos establishment the ruins of which have been just

described to his reign. And nowhere else could a more appropriate place

have been chosen than close to the new town he built. Situated upon the ele«

vated tongue of land (or Lurg) these buildings would Imve been beyond the

reach of floods ; a contingency whkfi is the first consideration in a deltaic

tract of country. These facts also account for the similarity between the mins

that exist aromid the minaret (afterwards built there) and the mins of building

of similar sice within the area of Zfihid&n.

As the power of tiie SimSni Princes declined, their patrimony to the South

of the Oxus was absorbed by the Ghaznavide Sultan Mahmud famed for his

tws-e A.D. conquests in India. In S89 H. he defeated the last prince of the Siminides

who was able to take the field in support of his pretensions, and in the same

year the Caliph-A1 KSdir B’illah sent Amir Mahmud a dress of honour and

bestowed on him titles of honour. Balkh at this time became his capital for

a season. In 800 A. H. Mahmud made a dash on Nishapur which he took

possesnon of and BakTuzun, tile tiave of the Simini Princes, fled frmn there.

In this year Khalaf-ibn-ul-Ahmad also made an attempt to increase his

dominions, ^obably in the bdief that he would be able to take possesrion of

some of the territory of his late suzerain. This brought hiro into oompetitiwi
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with the power of Mahmud, and in 390 H. Tahir, the eldest son of Khalaf, slew i*x*" v

Bughrajak, the uncle of Mahmud, at Fushanj. This accident (for some say

that Bughrajak, who was under the influence of wine fell off his horse and was

killed in that way) drew down the wTath Mahmud on Khalaf. Seistan was

invaded and Khalaf was beseiged in the fortress of Tak. Some arrangement was

doubtless made as the Ghaznavide troops were withdrawn ; very probsibly

Khalaf was induced to recognise Mahmud as his suzerain.

In 393 U. Khalaf abdicated in favour of his son Tahir, but soon after he khi^ •);! v i>.

regretted this step and resumed the authority
;
putting his son to death.

By some authorities he is accused of having put both his sons, Tahir an<l

Umro, to death, with his own hand. They were buried outside the walls of

Tak. This act apparently completed his downfall. He had become un-

popular, and after the murder of his son, the chief men of Seistan including no

doubt the greater part of his own kinsmen discarded their allegiance to him

and invested him in;the city he had made his capital, and read the public

prayers and struck coin in the name of Mahmud of Ghazni.

As'the rebels were probably unable to effect anything against Khalaf,

Mahmud in person invaded Seistan, and Khalaf was forced to shut himself up

again in the fortress of Tak. After a long seige he was forced to surrender and

was brought before Mahmud ; this occasion is famous in history as having been

seized by Khalaf to address the conqueror by the title of Sultan which so pleased

the latter that he spared the life of the Prince of Seistan ; and merely deported

him with his family and effects to Juzjanan which was assigned for his main-

tenance. Khalaf left Seistan for good.

In 398 A. H. he was detected in correspondence with Ilak Khan, Ruler of iuut-s a u.

Turkestan, against Mahmud ; and in consequence he was sent to the fortress of

Juzdez where he was placed in confinement. He died there in 399 A. H. and loos-s a.d.

Mahmud directed that his property should be made over to his youngest son

Abu-l-Hifs, from whom the later Kaianis derive their descent, according to

the Shijrat-ul-Muluk, a copy of which was found in Seistan in 1903.

Notwithstanding his cruelty and hife evidently bloodthirsty and cruel dis-

position, Khalaf like the Italian Princes of the Renaissance was a great patron

of learning, as it was understood in his day. By his command and at his ex-

pense, the learned men of his time compiled a commentary on the Koran in one

hundred volumes, which cost him, it is said, the enormous sum of 100,000

dinars—^taking into consideration the value of money at that period.

Mahmud of Ghazni bestowed Seistan on his brother N&sr and this coun-

try continued as an appandage of the Sultans of Ghazni until in course

of time their power declined, and the Saljuks made their appearance on the

Political stage of Khurassan.

Sultan Bfahamud of Ghazni reigned' for a poiod^ 83 or 84 years, and

after his death none of his successors occupied his throne for more than 10
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yean. The throne was filled in rapid succession by memben of his family, and

descendants, whose power gradually waned as that of the Seljuka increased.

At last with the support of the Sultans Alb Arsalan, and Malik Shah, a great

grandson of Ehalaf, Tahir son of Muhammad, son of Tahir, son of Khalaf

,

obtained the government of his native country. Alb Arsalan, son of Daud

Beg, was assassinated in 466 A. H., in the month of Rabi-ul-awal : and was

succeeded by Malik Shah.

Tahir bin Muhanunad, bin Tahir, son of Khalaf was restored to his native

land in 460 H. and ruled over it as the vassal of the Saljuk Sultans Alb Arsalan

and Malik Shah for a period of 20 years (460—480 A. H. or 1067-68 A.D.—

1087-8 A.D.O.S.). “After the assassination of Alb Arsalan, several rival pre-

ttaders were in the field, viz. :

—

“Baha-ud-Daulah Tahir bin Nasr bin Ahmad, Badr-ul-dauiah Shams-ul-

Muluk Amir Abu-l’Abbas Arab, Abbas and Amir Shahinshah.” There have

been two families of Arab descent settled in Seistan from a very early date in

its history. One of these enjoyed great influence in that country and have

been known as the Mirs of Seistan. Their descendants are still living in Seis-

tan where the family is represented by the sons of the late Mir Abbas of Iskil.

The fact of the pretender Amir Abu-1-’Abbas being styled Arab shows that he

was not a member of the Kaiani family but belonged to an Arab family domi-

ciled in Seistan.

The other family was that of the Mir-i-’Arab of Chakansur ; and it is possi-

ble that a member of either of these powerful families may have attempted

to seize the government of Seistan after the murder of Sultan Alb Arsalan.

Amir Shahinshah was doubtless a member of the Kaiani family ; and he

“ having got possession of Zaranj and there assumed sovereignty, finally seized

the City of Seistan in the year 480 H. Tahir bin Mahammad died in 480 H. ac-

cording to the Jannat-al Fiidaus, and Baha-ud-Daulah Tahir bin Nasr, bin

Ahmad obtained the sovereignty of Seistan as vassal of Malik Shah, towards

the end of the latter’s reign.’’ He died in 481 A. H.

The government however was confirmed to the posterity of T&hir bin

Muhammad, in the peMon of his son ; who is styled Taj-ud-din, abul Fazl-i-

Nasr, son of Tahir by some writers. He succeeded to the sovereignty in 480

A. H. This is the date obtained by Major Raverty^, and it is possible that the

period of the power of the pretender Baha-ud-Daulah, who ruled for about a

year, may have been ignored or was unknown to the authorities consulted by

that learned translator.

Before however proceeding witii the account of the son of Tahir, son of

Muhanunad, the Malik T&j-nd-Din, it will be useful to give some details of the

condition of the country at the time of the reftpration of Tahir, the great-

grandson of KhaUf'ibn-ul-Ahmad.
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“ In the time of Tahir restoration of the fortresses and other buildings of

Seistan took place, and the Royal palace which he built in the castle (Ark)

became known as the Palace of Tahir. From the ruins thereof the munificence

of his House is evident.”

This is the fortified palace within the citadel of Zaliidan, the remains of

which still form a very prominent landmark in that country ; and this

palace became the keep or citadel itself ; within the Ark or citadel of the

town.

During the tenure of Seistan by the Ghaznavide Sultans the country was
doubtles s governed by Deputies of the Sultans. And all fortifications were

probably more or less dismantled or allowed to fall into disrepair, in order to

render their seizure and occupation by insurgents a matter of little import-

ance, or of avail to the latter. Tahir with an insecure scat on the throne would

naturally wish to provide himself with a place of refuge in which he could tlefv

all those who might revolt and attempt to overthrow his govern nuuit.

The pretender the “Amir Shahinshah caused the Khutbah to be in his own
name in Zaranj. During several years a struggle was carried on between the

King and nobles of that place on the one si<le, assisted by tlje people of Uk,

and the Amirs of Seistan on the other. Finally in 480 II. the city was surren-

dered to Amir Shahinshah.” He probably obtained possession of Zuhiilari on

the death of Tahir and held it for a short time. There .seems to have b<*en

therefore two cities, both of the first importance, at that period in Seustan, that

they were Zahidan and Bina-i-Kai, there can be but little doubt. The popula-

tion of barge cities in tlie east have always been factions and turbulent, and it

was no doubt owing to this that Khalaf-ibn-ul-Ahmad transferred the seat of

his government to another city which he built for himself and peopled with his

adherents.

With reference to Zaranj or Bina-i-Kai ; Abu Isliak, A1 Istakbri (cir 305 H.) 317-I«

notices its ys et ditch, the water in which flowed from natural springs in its bed.

In the low-lying tract of land in which the city of Zaranj wa.s situated, water

would be found at no great depth from the surface, and there a deep fosses

rounding the walls would become filled by the percolation of subsoil water,

which was very likely also (unknown to him) —rejdenished by spill water from

canals. No great exercise of the imagination is needed to picture the deep

(and also wide) ditch with its stagnant water, fringed with reeds wherever

the people allowed these to spring up ; not at all unlike the ditch to be seen

round the fort of Nasirabad, the modern capital of Seistan, at the present

day.

The factions existing in Seistan during the reign of Tahir bin Muhammad

from whom the five pretenders derived support is also .a touch of local colour

which is true to nature. This factious spirit, and the divided counsels

consequent thereon, was a direct heritage from the Khariji element, for ages
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powerful in Seistan ; and at every stage in its history when foreign invasions

or otlier causes have weakened the influence of the Ruler, this factious, and

turbulent spirit has repeatedly made itself apparent. The nuineroa.s

branches of the Kaianis have always produced individuals willing to fill the

part of pretenders, or to be puppets in the hands of designing persons to the

ruin of the true interests of the family in general and of the country as

well.

Malik Tajud-din Abul Path succeeded his father Tahir, the son of Muham-

mad. His was a long and prosperous reign. As the vassal of the Saljuk Mon-

archs, he marched at the head of the armed forces of Seistan to serve under

the standard of Sultan Sanjar in his campaign against the Kara Khitai. This

was in 5.34 H. Sultan Sanjar was defeated, but at the head of 300 horse effected

hia escape from the battlefield ; the Malik of Nimroz (as the country of Seistan

IS now beginning to be called) on the contrary maintained his ground, and was

Tjiade prisoner together with Turkan Khatun, the consort of Sultan Sanjar.

This battle was fought on the l)asht-i-Katran on the frontier of Samarkand ;

and the defeated Monarch fled to the fortress of Tirmiz where he found a

refuge.

After a considerable time spent in of captivity Malik Taj-ud-diii returned to

Seistan. The lower inscription on the ruins of the great minaret now called the

Mili-Kasimabad, because it is not far from that village, contains the name of

this ruler ; and it is not assuming too much to say that this work was probably

commenced and nearly completed by him as a mark of gratitude for Divine

Aid in effecting his escape or release from the bonds of the infidel Kara Khitais.

It was a work whicK a pious follower of Islam might well undertake, as an

embellishment to the religious foundation that existed at that spot, and it was

probably in the Masjid at that place that Maik Taj -ud- din, hung up the fetters

which he had worn during his captivity in the hands of the nomands ; and which

the author of the Tabakat' i-Nasiri saw when he visited Seistan. Events also

were taking place in Khurassan towards the pnd of the reign of Taj-ud-din

which rendered him independent of the Saljucks. The westward movement

of the Turkish horde of the Ghuz had begun, and in 648 A. H. Sultan Sanjar

havingattackedthem, suffered a complete defeat and was made prisoner with

his Consort Turkan Khatun. In 551 H. Sultan Sanjar made his escape from

the hands of his captors ; but in 552 A. H. he died st Merv. Sultan Sanjar

was the last of the great sovereigns of the Saljuk family or tribe, but that

empire lasted for 32 years after his death. A branch of the same tribe estab-

lished itself in Kirman. In 466 H. Takish, brother of Sultan Malik Shah, re-

belled in Herat, he was taken prisoner and confined in Isfahan. In the same

year Kaward Shah rebelled in Kirman, but fel^ in battle. The successors of

Kiward Shah however ruled as independent princes till 607 A. H. when Kirmaii

ws s annexed to the Empire of Khwarazam,afW the family of Kaward had
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become extinct : but before the annexation of Kirman ; the Ghuz^ tribes had
settled in that Province under Malik Dinar, and his subordinate chiefs

; and
had destroyed the prosperity of the country. The great tribes of Sarhad,
the eastern districts of Kirman, such as the Gamshadzais, Yar Ahmadzais.
Nahruis, and others probably represent the Ghuz. Their habits, mode of

life, and turbulence, and the low scale of civilization generally which charac-
terizes these tribes and the so-called “ Brahui ” tribes, also render it probable
that they are the representatives of the Ghuz, modilied howciver, by associa-

tion and intermarriage with people of other origin among whom they dwell.

Malik Taj -ud-din died in 659 A. H. and was succeeded by his eldest son C4 a. o.

Malik Shams-ud-din ; known as the ** Executioner.’’ This Prince, who built

the Sarai-i-Siasati (the Royal Palace), was known by his nickname of the
Malik us-Sais. He however maintained his principality against the inroads

of the Ghuz who had by that time overrun Khurassan and Ghazni
; and he

on one occasion extended his hospitality to the brothers Gheiath-ud-din and
Muiz-ud-din, Princes of Ghur, the latter being the future conqueror of Hindus-
tan.

Malik Shams-ud-din had deprived his brother Izz-ul-MuIuk of sight
; ami

put to death 18 other sons of his father, as well as many of the leading men
of Seistan. His sanguinary disposition and tyranny led to conspiracy being

formed, and he was put to death by his own officers.

Malik Taj -ud-din Harab was raised to the dignity of Malik of Seistan. He
was the son of the blind Izz-ul Muluk who was still living. Being however

*Tho following brief notice on the Ghaz or Ghuz tribes has been principally compiled from th«
valuable notes by Major Raverty to his translation of the Tabakat i NaHiri.

Shash is the name of a district, river and city in the country beyond the Ozus : on the frontiers of
Turks. It was also known as Fanakat, and corresponds to the Modern Tashkand. It was also ealled
Oiato and Jaj. lU inhabitants were Musulmans of the tribes oi Ghuz and Khalaj.

The Ghuz took Ghazni in 545 H. which was retaken in 569 H. (1173-4 A.D.) by Sultan Ghoiath ud-
din who made it over to his brother (and successor) Muiz-ud-din. Sultan Muiz-ud-din Ghuri defeated a
horde of the Sankuran, a sept of the Ghuz in 571 H. (1175-6 A.O.).

A horde of the Ghuz advanced from Khutlan and Khandan and defeated Sultan, Sanjar the Siiljuk.
in 548 H. (20th March 1056 A.D. ). The Ghuz laid waste Khurassan and it is said upwards of KHi.OOd
persons not including women and phildren were massacred by the invaders. The Kliwarazm Rulers
.wm compelled to srak the aid of the Khan of the Khitais to free Khurassan from the Ghuz. With this
aid he attacked Malik Dinar, who held Sarakhs : and drove the latter and his tribe intr> Kirman in
570-6 H. he reached Kirman in 581 H. (1174-1181 A.D. and 1185 A.D.). He established his auUiority
there in the month of Rajab in the year 583 H. (August 1187 A.D.) and ruled 8 yean. He was
succeeded by his son.

The Ghuz were oonverted during the Caliphate of Mahdi the Abbassid. They became followers of
Mokanna, the veiU prophet of Khurassan dimrted him and retired to the country beyond ths Ox us.

This tribe owned great herds of sheep, umually used to pay 84,000 sheep to the Saljuk Monarch and
it was a dispute with them aboutan increase of this tribute that led to his defeat and downfall

The Ohiu streamed over the Zarain^Dawar, Merve, daiakhs and Balkh, the country around
Kala-i-Bist and the Gaimrir ;iuid had taken possessioa even of Herat. Nishapur was eaok^ by them
and they broke up and oarriod away on their camels, the famous copper lamp which was susfiendcd by a
chain from the dome of the JamiMasiid. This lamp hed 400 lights. The great copper reservoir in front
of the Masjid wae also broken Into pieces by them and removed.. The Ghuz who had flowed into the
Zamin-i-Dawar and the Qannsirsreie subdued by Saltan Muiz-ud-din of Ghui.

These tdbss were thus gfadna% puriied down towards the South, where theirde >caadantsnow are Ui
be ioiuid among the Brahui and tlieiv Undiad tribes who are regarded in Baluclustau a« new-oomirra.
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blind, the latter would have been debarred from the succession, after the

murder of his brother. According to the MS. of the Ihya-ul-Muluk, Malik

Taj -ud-din “ assumed the Insignia of Royalty on this father’s death.” Also

according to the author of the Tabakut-i-Nasiri, Malik Taj-ud-din Harab,

entered into communication with the Sultans of Ghur and Khurassan, and

became feudatory to them.” In 571 A.^H. according to the same author

Saltan Gheiath-ud-din of Ghur obtained possession of Herat ; which, how-

ever, was probably only a temporary success and the town was evacuated

by them not long after. There were probably indications of the supremacy

of the Ghuris being about to be established over the western districts of

Khurassan and this induced the Malik Taj-ud-din to enter into relations with

the Sultan of Ghur, as being the only powerful ruler of that period and one

who was a neighbour also. Moreover even in his predecessor’s reign rela-

tions between Seistan and Ghur had been established.

The accession of Taj-ud-din Harab of Seistan took place probably, there-

fore, prior to 671 H. This date would give a period of 12 years for the reign of

the Malik-ul-Sais ; which is probably too long a time for such a bloodthirsty

tyrant to have oppressed his family and subjects generally. The title

Harab borne by Malik Taj-ud-din and his successors may have been due to his

prowess as a warrior, and an equivalent to the title of Mono Machus ; in use

in the Bysantine Empire. > This Prince completed the Minaret com-

menced by his grandfather, already described ; as the name “ Taj-ud-din,

Abu-l-Fath, Harb bin Muhammad ” is to be fou id in the upper inscription on

the Mil-i-Kasimabad.

There is no doubt that his reign was a long and a prosperous one, but the

statement that it lasted for 60 years, contained in the Tabakat-i-Nasiri (at

page 193 of Major Raverty’s translation), is manifestly absurd. Fifty years

would however be not improbable, allowingonlyl years for the reign of his

tyrannical Uncle the Malik-ul-Sais.

Eventually becoming blind Malik Taj-ud-din Abn-l-Fath, Harab,

appointed his eldest son Naslr-ud-^ Uthman as regent. The latter was

married to a daughter of the Malik of Khurassan, Umi-i-Maraghani. The

author of the Rauzat-ul-Jannat calls him Izz-ud-din Umar, Maraghani, and

states that he was the All Powerful Vizier of Sultan Gheiath-ud-din of Ghur.

By this marriage of Malik Nasr-ud-din Uthman, the Maliks of S^tan

became connected with the Maliks of the Al-i-Eurt who afterwards played a

great part in the history of Khurassan : this family being descended from

Malik Taj-ud-din Uthman, the brother of Izz-ud-din Maraghani.

1 Mono Machus, the singto combatant, the title of C^mtantine X, lO34.f0 A.D., Emperor of

nho lived about a century and a quarter earlier than *he Malik of Seistan who bore che title

of Harab.
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Malik Taj-ud-din Uthman of Seiatan served under the banners of the
Sultan of Ghur (already named) at the taking of Nishapur in 697 A. H. The 12001 a.d.

author of the Tabakat-i-Nasiri mentions that he founded a large and noble

palace outside the City of Seistan, on the banks of the Hirmend. He died in

his father’s lifetime.

The latter was succeeded in 612 A. II. by the eldest son of Naalr-ud-din 1 >i.'> is .a d.

fJthman, who is called in the Ihya-uI-Muluk, Shams-ud-din. but in the Taba-
kat-i-Nasiri, Malik-ul-Ghazi Yamin-ud-daulah wa-ud-din Haharam Shah.

A just and strong ruler, he became embroiled with the Mulahidah of the

Kuhistan,^ and was assassinated by four emissaries sent to remove him,

while passing through the Bazar on his way to the Masjid, where he was to

have performed his devotions on a Friday.

It was during the reign of this Malik that the author of the Tabuknt-

i-Nasiri visited Seistan in 613 A. H. His description of the City is most t2'6 17 a.d

vague and he does not appear to have observed much. His mind being

occupied with the high affairs of kingdoms and of their rulers, he does not

seem to have paid attention to details of topography. It is not at all eu.sy

to do so when the time that is available is taken up with state visits, and

ceremonious interviews with recurring crowds of visitors
; such as a person

(»f his standing would have to undergo. The ruins of the ancient city men-

tioned by him where the conspirators assembled to mature their de.signs

<The MuHhidah were the followers of Hasan -i-Sabah, and were known to h'ltropf^ans as tint

ass?wS8ins. Hasan-i-Sabah was a school follow of Umar Khayam (the lent maker) in Mshapur. Th'*

fullow'era of Hasan who held many fortresses of stronffth (besides Alamnt) in the west, hrriiif(ht iiit.o

contract with Kuropeans (during the crusades) have thus booome more relebratwl than their fellowH

who held the Kuhistan, the country to the South of Meshed now known as the Kainat. In this tract they
held 7 forts, an i when the hordes of Ch ng Khan bro‘ o imo Ktiur».s» tn. the Mulahidah f^MVe

s :o ter to crowds of refuges (Ullmah and others included) who fled before the fnfldol Moghols.

The Head of the Mulf«hidah of the Kuhistan was styled the MuhtaHhim (leader of the Ubngre-
gation, hashm being the root of this word). He was appointed from Alaniut.

A ruined fort is still pointed out as the biilh place of Hasan -i -Sabah, it is called .Mir-lsmailoe. It

is a historical fact that Hasan was born in these parts.

At the time of the Moghol invasion, the Mulahidah besides the town of Katn, held possession of the
forts of Sar-i>Takhot, Takht, Sowarsher, and Farmandih. The head or MulitaHhim, of the sect was
Shihftb-i'Mansur, Abul Fath.

Momin&bAd, the town of Karah, Tun, and Tabas were also in their hands, in 622 H. (1225 A.D.).

The author of the Rauzat-ul-Jannat lyentions that the doctrines of Hasan-i-Sab&b were held by the

inhabitants of certain district in his time ; 425 years ago.

Hulaku Khan who captured Alamut and broke the power of the western branch of this sect

summoned the Muhtashim Nftsir-ud-din, one of the chief D5>is of the Ismailians ; whose head-quarters

wore then in the town of Tun. The fortress of Sard-Takht was in the neighbourhood of that place.

NAsir-ud-din, the Ismailian appeared before Hulaku on the 17 JAmadi-ul-awwal in the year 614 H.
(26th July 1217 A.D.).

425 years ago the author of the Rauzat-ul-jann&t mentioned that the Kuhistan was divided into (0)

nine districts Tun, Tabas, Masita, Dasht-i-Biaz (the white plain 7), NaharjAn, MominAbAd, ShAkhim.
Fasharud, JanAbi^, Zerkuh, and Bushiah. Tutf and MaharjAn were chiefly populated by peop|o of

the Ismailian sect.

A revere earthquake was felt in the country on the evening of the 2l8t Rabt I in the year 898 H.
(6th December 1492 A.D.O.S.). In the villages of NauzAd and Mask, hi the Baluk of MominAbAd much
damage was wrought, houses were levelled with the ground and a very large number of human beings

lost their lives. The inhabitants of these villages were suspeoleci of being followers of Haren Sai«h.

Between Mask and NauzAd a Assure appeared in the earth, snvf ral oiilre in length, the traces of which
are still visible in a narrow long glen or ravine.
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against the Malik-ul-Sais, outside the City was no doubt the ancient site of

Ram Shahristan ; although the author calls it Hashnu. The mound of

Shahristan is only 4 miles in a direct line from the southern end of the

mined town of Znhidin ; a convenient distance ; and a spot to which the

conspirators could easily make their way without the fear of detection.

These ancient mounds are still the resort of idlers, and the play-grounds of

children and it is not at all unlikely that the mounds of Shahristan was also

the resort of the Sons of Leith and their companions ; where the ambitious

plans of the former were formulated. This great mound is clearly visible

from Zahidiin, and at the present day all the names of intervening.places are

given in reply to a question as to the name of any prominent landmark at a

distance.

'Hie Shahristan Mound is due S. of Zahidan. The city having been built

in the direction of the wind of 120 days or on a bearing of 30 to the W. of N.

and as dwellings extended along this bearing for many miles ; the term N.

and S. or E. and W. are not so exactly applicable to it as they would to a

place trul3' oriented.

At the eastern angle of the town walls, there are ruins of windmills, and
other buildings which formed a group by themselves, in advance of the town
walls. The Dar-i-Ta’am would be a very natural appellation for the south or

south-eastern gate of the town for the grain that was ground in these wind-

mills would have to be taken to them through that gate. These windmills

were of considerable size and were probably maintained by the Government.
To the N. W. of the Sarai-i-Siasati, which is most likely to have been

the extramural palace described in the preceding paragraph ; there are still

existing the ruins of a reservoir, covered over with a dome and close to it

the ruins of a Masjid adjoining which there are ruins of other buildings. But
the place where Minhaj-i-Saraj alighted was probably the group of ruins

to the south-east of the windmills and the town. These are now in ruins, but it is

evident that they are the remains of some establishment, which may have been
that which is mentioned by the author of the Tabakat-i-Nasiri.

The latter must have journeyed from Bist to Seistan by the direct route

through Khnsh and he would in that case have entered the Delta at Chakfinsur.

Where the Gumbaz-i-Baluch is situated is not now known, but it could not

have been far from the town, as he was met there by a deputation who brought

him to his destination. The ruins at Milak may be the remains of the Gum-
baz of the Baluchis.

The fortress of Shahin Shnhi, mentioned in the Tabakat-i-Nasiri, as being

the cause of the quarrel between the Mulahidah of Kuhistan and Maliy

Bnhram Shah on account of which the latter was assassinated, is said to have
been situated in the condnes of Neh in the tenitory of Nimroz that is Seistan.

There is little doubt but that it is the fortress now called Shahdujc, the ruins
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{ which crown an isolated hill not far from the town of N«di. The name
it now goes by, is most probably a corruption of Shalidiz : the word duz or

diz in the old Persian language meant a fort, and the name ,would therefore

signify the fort of the Shah of Seistan which is the same in elTeet as the

fortress of Shahin shahi ” mentioned by Minhaj-i-Saraj. The ruins include

those of reservoirs in which rain water collected. Vestiges of lunises anil

fortifications are still plainly visible. A steep path leads to the summit.

Nch is of course the Old Persian word for town ; as in Nishapur. It was,

and is still the only town in the district to the west of the Hainun and south

of the Kainrit.

Malik Bahram Shah reigned for a period about 7 years from fil2 to (VI 8 H.

or 1215 -1221 A. I).

Malik Nusrat-ud-din, the middle son of the li\te Malik Bahr’im Shah,

succeeded the latter, but he was involved in a civil war with his eldest brother

Malik Rukn-ud-din who had been imprisoned by his father for gross mis-

conduct. The latter had the support of the heretical party of the peoph* ot

Seistan while the orthodox Section favoured his brother. After a struggle

in which fortune favoured first (me and then anoth«»T ; both chiimants were

Silain by an invading force of Mongols. Tn this way passiMl the year (51 H H. uji v .d.

Malik Shihab-iul-din Mahmud, son of the late Malik Nasir-ud-din, came

out of concealment and assumed the (foverninent of Seistan. in (>I!> H.: afte r .'JJ' a.d.

the Moghols retired, llis claims were opposed by the heretics of Seistan who

again brought forward their man, in the person of Utlnnan, tlu^ grandsonoi

Nasir-ud-din, Uthman-i-Taj-ud-din Harab, as a rival claimant.

The latter asked for help from Kirman, at that time held by Bur'ik Hfijib .

the Kara Khitai, who despatched Taj-ud-din, Ni 4l Tigin, a cousin of Mahmud
KJiwarnzm Shah, and his own vassal, to help the pretender. Nidi Tigin

joined the latter at Neh in the year 622 H. whence he was invited to Seistan,

after that Malik Shihab-ud-din had been killed. Niul Tigin, thereupon

ignored the grandson of Nasir-u-din-i-Tdj-ud-din, Harab ; and seized tin?

partimony of the latter for himself.

Malik Taj-ud'din Nial Tigin was embroiled with the Mulahidah of th(^

Kuhistan, as well as the Kbariji element in Seistan, but he proved victorious

and even took the fortress of Tulak and Isfirar. In 625 H. an army of Moghols I 2i 7 jh \).

invaded Seistan, and besieged him in the fortress of Arg and after a defence

of 19 mouths, or perhaps of two years, he was forced to surrender in 627 H. ^

He was afterwards executed before the walls Safed Koh.

This fortress of Arg was not inrthe delta but to the N. E. of the Sharistan.

This term Sharistan refers to the area in that country in. which there exist

permanent villages and it is still in use.

At this period both Kal-i-Kah and Farah were included' in Seistan, and

though it seems more than probable that Lash was the fortress of Arg alluded
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1205-1206 A.W

1221-1222 A.l).

to, still it is not impossible that either the former or another fort in the terri-

tory of Farah may have been the fortress so long defended by T»i-ud-din,

Nial Tigin. The Moghols also suffered heavy losses before the fortress of

Arg was surrendered, as it is recorded that the leader of their host was slain,

or died, during the course of tlie siege ; and that his place was taken by the

Bahadur Tair : a name that figures prominently in the annals of Khurassan

in after years. There are also discrepancies in the account of the siege of the

fortress of Arg (it is also called the fortress of Uk) : the latter being the name
of the District of Ifokat, or Aukat. According to some authorities the siege

of this fortress lasted tor two years ; and this shows how very strong the place

must have been. No city or fortress, attacked by the Moghols of Chingiz

Khan ever made such a prolonged resistance and it was the outbreak of

scurvy and the wound and capture of the gallant commander, Taj-ud-din

Nial Tigin, that at last compelled the survivors of the garrison to

surrender.

The unwieldy Empire of the Khwarazm Shahi Dynasty had been built

upon the neighbouring kingdom as the latter decayed and broke up. Prov-

ince had been added to Province, and the death of Sultan Shihab-ud-din

Ghiiri (the conqueror of India) in 602 A. H. enableil Sultan Muhammad of

Khwarazm to turn his attention towards the countries beyond the Oxns.

In course of time his ambitiotis designs in this direction brought him into

collision with the rising power of Chingiz Khan. It is indeerl stated that,

owing to the deadly hostility that existed between the family of Sultan Mu-

hammad and the Caliphs, the Caliph An Nasr dcsi)atched an agent to Chingiz

Klian inciting him to take war upon Sultan Muhammad who was then contem-

plating his expedition into ’Irak. Seistan was a feudatory state of the Em-

pire of the Sultan of KJjwarazm. During the lifetime of M.alik Bahrain Shah,

a mandate was sent to him from Sultan Muhammad of Khwarazm, command-

ing him to mobilize the armed forces of Seistan, and to despatch them to the

aid of his Suzerain. This force marched under the command of Malik Rukn-

ud-din, eldest son of the Malik of Seistan, but when he had arrived at Foshang

the young Malik while engaged in drinking wine slew the envoy of Khwarazm.

Alarmed at this, Malik Rukn-ud-din returned to Seistan where his father put

him into confinement ; and despatched another force to join Sultan Muham-

mad. On their arrival the troops of Seistan were detailed for duty to the

frontier fortress of Tirmid, and when Chingiz Khan advanced against that

place, and had taken it and massacred the garrison, the troops of Seistan

perished with the rest.

In the last month of the year 617 or early in the year 618 H. Chingiz

Khan crossed the Oxus, and his armies overran Kburassan. In the course

of a short period of time the Moghol hordes had penetrated into Persia^ and

had captured most of the strong places in KKurasaan.
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“ In three months the world-seizing Tuli
”

**
Captured these all to the Gates of Seistan.

’ ’

“ He razed and he slew, and he swept and he seized.*’

Not a person remained, neither of great nor small.”

It was on this occasion that the Moghols first entered Seistan and

the rival claimants to the government, Malik Nusrat Uddin and his

brother Rukn-ud-din, were slain. The first inroads of these fierce warriors,

however, did not result in the appalling massacres and destruction of the great

cities which took place later on. There was a great deal of very hard fighting

;

but once a city had surrendered, it received good treatment. This was not-

ably the case with regard to Herat. According to the history of Asif (or

Seifi) the Hirawi, quoted by the author of the Rauzat-ul Jannat, the enemy

appeared first opposite the gateway of Firuzabad ; and for 7 days there was

all round the city much hard fighting. After this Tuli £han and his officers

rode up to the edge of the great ditch and summoned the town to surrender

promising quarter ; and stating that no more tribute would be demanded

than the revenue which the town had paid to the Sultan Jallaludin Kbwarazm

Shah. These terms he swore with solemn oaths to observe. The city opened

its gates, and a formal submission was made. Twelve thousand men, adher-

ents of Prince Jallaludin were put to death, but not a single other person was

molested. Malik Abu Bakr Marjaki was appointed to be Governor of the

city and one of Tuli Oan’s Moghols named Mangutae was left there to re-

present Chingiz Khan’s interests. So lenient was the government, that it

took no heed of the warlike preparations made by the populace to resist fur-

ther demands, especially if the Tajiks were to be ordered to furnish their

quota of troops to aid the Moghols in their further conquests.

Nishapur also submitted on terms ; and all the conditions were observed

by the conquerors ; until the short-lived success obtained by Prince Jallaludin

over the Moghols in the battle of Parwan caused a general rising, in very many

parts of Kburassan against the Moghols. The populace of Herat took part

in the movement and slew both Malik Abu Bakr, and Mangutae, the Moghrd

Intendant. The author of the History of Herat states that the people en-

tered into a compact with the garrison of Kaliyun, better known afterwards as

Nar-Tu in Badghis ; and a body of men from that place made for Herat, which

they entered as merchants, by different gates, and having stirred up the

people of Herat put the Malik to death in the Chahar Su ; while Mangutae

was slain outside the citadel. Malik Mubariz-ud-din was chosen as the

leader of the movement—he had come to Herat from Firuzkuh, with the

^iwajah Fakkbi-ud^in, Abdui Rahman Qhairani, as the head of his

admimstrative staff.

lljikdae Nuyin was appointed to conduct the operations against Herat,

and in the month of Bhawal of the year 618 H. he appeared in front of Herat December \j‘i\
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and placed his camp on the Herat Rud, haying advanced from (^azni for the

purpose of punishing the insurgents.

1222 A.D. The defence was stubborn and 6 months and 18 days had passed, and the

Moghols had obtained no distinct success. In the 7th month of the year

019 H. njikdae made a general assault on the defences which cost him

nearly 6,000 men in killed alone, and directing his principal attack on the tower

of Ebarlak, he obtained a footing on the bank at the foot of the walls with

a lai^e body of miners. The wall was pierced in several places and this re-

sulted in bringing down 60 yards of the lofty curtain, burying 400 Moghols,

warriors of fame, under the debris.
n

.

The people of the city were by this time reduced to very great straits ;

and a division took place among them, one party being in favour of a sur-

render, while the opporite faction were for holding out to the last.

July 1222 The decision, however, rested with Hjikdae Nuyin ; and on a Friday in

the month of Jamadi-As-Sani of the same year, he assaulted the city in the

direction of the tower of ^ak, and having captured the tower, he effected an

entrance into Herat. In the general massacre that took place, it is said

1,600,000 persons were slain. He stayed 8 days at Herat ; and having demol-

ished the town, he set out to reduce the fortress of Nar Tu ; but from Aobah

he sent back 2,000 horseto kill those who had been able to conceal themselves

and thus escape the general massacre. Two thousand persons were accounted

for by this detachment. In the end only 16 persons, who had found a refuge

on the summit and the steeper declivities of the hills, survived the massacre.

They were eventually joined by others until their numbers were brouf^t up to

40, and these refugees took up their abode in the Jami Masjid built by Sultan

Qheiath-ud-din-us-Qhuri, by the side of which that monarch’s remains had

been laid to rest.>

Ten thousand Kankulis, belonging to the army of Prince Jallaludin of

Kbwarazm, had drawn to ahead under three leaders, Earacha, Tu^an, and

Sikur, among the hills of Nishapur and Tus. They infested the roads passing

through those districts, and slew Q.eitain of Chingiz Khan’s envoys.

The Moghol leader Jurma^tm sent from Shwarazm a force to disperse

them, and the Kankulis were defeated in three engagements. The latter,

however, re-assembled again and were again attacked and compelled to fight

a battle oi| the border of thiSabzawar, and a second time the Kankulis were

put to flight, but with a loss of 2,000 men on the part of the Moghols, Karacha

fled into Seistan and Tughan into the Kuhistan. Sikur is not alluded to again.

Three thousand Kankulis fled to Herat, and 4,000 Moghol horse were sent in

pursuit of th< m. The fugitives took post in the Jami Masjid where,they were

The author of the lUusat-ul-Jaiiiiat lUtee that over the arch of the great eiitranoe to the Ma^id
a K ufio ineoriptioii eziated. in ffie day. ataiing that that monanh built the Maajid. and the date 597 H.
waa given aa that of the building (597 A.H.—1200 I A.D.).
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brought to bay, and massacred to a man after a desperate struggle lasting for

three days, in which they inflicted great losses on their assailants.

The refugees were at this time dwelling in Azab and Shafllan, during the

period of 15 years in which Herat lay in ruins, and at other times among the

hills.

Kaliyun or Nar-Tu was taken by the Moghols, and completely destroyed ;

and Nishapur and Shadyak were also captured and razed to the ground.

The invasion of Seistan a second time in 625 A. H. may possibly i237-itts A.l).

have been due to the flight of the Kankuli chief Karacha in that direction ;

but it was .more likely to have been due to the fact that Prince

Jallaludin had returned from India, and had collected troops once more in

Fars
;
perhaps to the attempt made by his kinsman Nial Tigin in Seistan

and Farah to establish himself as an independent ruler ; as well as his ambi-

tions with regard to Tulak and Isflrar. He was in addition a member of the

Royal Family of S^wari^zm, and as such, an object of suspicion to Chingiz

Khan. A great army of Moghols wintered in the conflnes of Panjgur during

the cold weather of 619-20 H. (1222-23 A.D.). The name of the district is

given in a corrupt form in the Jami-ut-Tawarikh, but the last syllable of the

name is distinctly “gur : and there are existing to this day very distinct

traditions of a large force of Moghols having passed a winter in the country

around Dizak, a well-known tract of country bordering on the Panjgur dis-

trict ; the latter being sitjaated in that portion of Makran which belongs to

the Kalat State.

As long as Prince Jallaludin of Khwarazm was alive, and able to collect

troops, and indulge in an irreconcilable hostility towards the Moghols, the

ambitions of his kinsman Niul Tigin must have been looked on with grave

suspicion by the Prince of the Moghols ; and so it was that another expedition

was undertaken against the former which resulted in his being wounded,

taken prisoner, and then put to death.



CHAPTER HI.

Many of the dynasties which had risen in ^urassan to sovereign power

previous to the Moghol invasion, and who in turn had extended their power

over the Provinces of Modem Persia on one hand and into Hindustan on the

other, were founded by persons belonging to the Tajik or Farsiw&n race. The
Tahiri Maliks who arose in Sliurassan, and afterwards were famous during

the most, glorious period of the Abbasid Caliphs, derived their descent from

Minuchihr of the earliest race of Persian kings from which the Kaianis of Seis-

tan also claim to be descended. It was the last of that family whom Takub,

the son of Leith, dispossessed of the government, first of Seistan, and after-

wards of Kburassan.

The house of Saman which rose to great power beyond the Oxus claimed

to be descendants of that Bahram Chubin, who, in the reign of Hurmuz.
son of Naushirwan, overthrew the son of the ^akan of Turkestan (at the

head of an immense army) under the walls of Balkh. Having been insulted

by Hurmuz, Chubin afterwards rebelled and dethroned the former, setting

up another in his stead.

The ancestor of the Al-i-Buwiah was said to have been a fisherman of

Dilem ; he belonged probably to a family native to that district. The last of

this family died in 487 H., a dependant of the Saljuks.

The ancestor of the Yaminiah dynasty whose capital was Ghazni and
to which the famous Mahmud Qhaznawi belonged is also said to have been

a descendant of Yazdigerd, the last of the sovereigns of Persia.

The Ghuri Sultans, to whom Shihab-ud-din, the conqueror of Hindustan

belonged, were of the stock of the Tajiks (also written T&zik) of ^ur, and
claimed to be the descendants of Zuhak the Tazi.

The Khwarazm Sh&hi dynasty, overthrown by Ching^, were Turks who
had migrated from the tribes of Kipchak and Kankulis ; but these had merely

taken possession of the patrimony of an earlier race. lOiwarazm is said to

have been acquired by a kinsman of Bahram Gur, the famous monarch of

the Sassaniandynasty ;andthe title of ^bwarazmShah belongedto the earlier

race of its rulers who were probably T&jiks.

After the first severities of the Moghols gradually became mitigated, the

whole of Shorassan once more came under the rule of a Tajik family of Ghnr
who claimed to be the representatives of that family of Ghuri Monarchs to

which Shihab-ud-din, of Indian fame, belonged.

This family is known as the Al-i-Kurt. A Tftjik family also ruled over

Isfirar and another of the same race over Parah. These two families of local
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rulers were always recognised as being subordinate to the Al-i-Kurt, but

frequently were in a state of opposition to the latter.

The Maliks of Farah are said by the author of the Rauzat-ubJannat to

have been related to the Kaianis of Seistan, and to have been an ancient

and distinguished race. In the transactions of this family with the .4l-i-Kurt

the name borne by many members of the former is said to have been Nial

Tipn, which was evidently a family name. Farah and Kala-i-Kah were in

ancient times portions of Seistan ; and when Taj-ud-din NiAl Tigin had seized

the patrimony of the Malik of Seistan to whose aid he had been sent by

Burak Hajib, from Kirman, he evidently had made Farah his head-quarters,

for it was at this place that the author of the Tabakat-i-Naslri met Nial Tigin

in 623 H.

Having usurped the government of Seistan Taj-nd-din Nial Tigin very

probably married a female member of Malik Uthman’s family, and in this way
became a member of that family himself. The later Maliks of Farah are very

probably descended from this Nial Tigin, which would account for the name
recurring in their family.

Chingiz Kban died on the 4th of the month of Ramzan 624 H. (or the

16th of August 1227 A.D.). He w'as born in the year 649 H., following that

in which Sultan Sanjar the Saljuk was overthrown and taken prisoner by the

Qbuzz In the year 626 A. H. and the month of Rabi-ul-awal (February

1228 A.D.), Uktae was proclaimed the successor of the late chieftain accord-

ing to the last wishes of his father. Uktae was the second son of the late

Chingiz Slban, and incharacter he was the reverse of his elder brother Chagatai,

the latter being specially inimical to the faith of Islam and its professors. In

634 A. H. a decrM of Uktae was promulgated regarding the restoration of

cities destroyed during his father’s lifetime, and Herat was one of the places

selected for restoration owing to its climate.

Amirlzz-ud-din, theprovostof the guild of weavers of fine cloths, who with 1239-1240 a.d.

1,000 families had been transported to Beshbsli|^ after the destruction of

Herat, was ordered to take 100 families with him and proceed to Herat and

settle there, with a view to commence the restoration of * the city. In 637

A. H. 200 other families were sent to Herat. In this year the canals of Herat

were divided among the inhabitants and the canals of Sikur, the Jui-

Malani, and some of the Anjil canals were cleaned and restored.

In 638 H. Malik Mujd-ud-din Kaliyuni became Qovemor of Herat. In 1240-1241 .4 .I).

conjunction with Karlu^, the Moghol Intendent, this Qovemor restored the

system of the Anjil canals to their former condition, as well as that of the

Alinjan canals.

In 640 H. this Governor fell a victim to an intrigue and was put to death. 1242 1243 i).

In 641 his son, Malik Shams-nd-din, was appointed by Batu Khan, Governor 12431244 a u.

of Herat, and in 649 waspoisonedby one of his confidential servants, suborned 1231 12.12 .a.d.
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for this purpose, by Shsms-ud-din Lachin, who had been acting as the deputy

of his master, whom he caused to be murdered.

Shams-ud-din Lachin fled from Herat and the administration of the
country passed into the hands of the Al-i-Kurt.

In 638 H. Malik Mujd-ud-din Kalijnini had caused an enumeration to

be made of the population of Herat, and it was found to number 6,000 families.

This was due to the influx of people into Herat, owing in great measure to

the character of this Governor. He was the son of the chief of all the head-

men of Badris who, with his family and fellow townsmen, was cut off in the

calamity that befell Kaliyun or Nar-Tu, following upon the destruction of

Herat. Mujd-ud-din had been carried away as a child and preserved by a

certain Amir named Arsalan in the service of Chingiz Shan.

At the time of the predominance of the Moghols when the Provinces of

Khurassan had been overrun by the various hordes despatched by Chingiz

lihan, Malik Kukn-ud-din Kurt had shut himself up in the fortress of Kbaesar
where he was besieged, but the Moghols despairing of reducing the place ac-

cepted his submission and recognized him as the Governor of ^ur by virtue

of which his descendants claimed to hold that country. Malik Rukn-ud-din

was the son of Malik Taj-ud-din Uthman, the brother of Izz-ud-din Umar
MaragJjani already alluded to as the Vizier of Sultan Qbeiath-ud-din of Qbur.

The Vizier placed each of his sons and relatives in charge of a Province, and

to his brother Taj-ud-din Uthman was assigned the stronghold of Kbaesar,

which his son Malik Rukn-ud-din inherited. The latter died in the year 643 H.

According to the history of W’assaf, Malik Shams-ud-din was the descend-

ant of Kurt who had been the Leader-in-Chief of the armed forces of that

district at the Court of Sultan Maudud ; and was himself related to Sultan

Shihab-ud-din, the rival of Saltan Muhammed, of Khwarazm. In the year

644 H. Malik Shams-ud-din is said to have accompanied Sail Nuyin into

Hindustan, but owing to the jealousy of his rivals he abandoned that leader

with the intention of making his way to the camp of Tair Bahadur in

IQlurassan. Having joined this chief he stayed in the camp till the latter

died in the year 646 H.

The son of Tair Bahadur was not well disposed towards the Malik who
thereupon made his way to the Court of Mangu Kban, who at that time oc-

cupied the throne of Chingiz Kban.

Mangu Kban bestowed on Malik Shams-ud-din the government of Herat

with all its dependencies, such as Jam, Bakharz, Kuhsuiah, Firuzkoh, Gharjin.

tan, Mur^ab, Maruchak, and Faryab, up to the Oxus ; Isfirar, Farah, Sijistan,

Takyan, Kabul, Tirah of Afghanistan up to the Frontiers of Sind. In addition

to the usual dresses of honour, choice weapons and 10,000 din>i*« in were

bestowed on him and an order was issued on ArgbAu Aka to make over to

the Mabk 50 tomans (bodies) of troops.
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Malik ShamS'Ud-din arrived at Herat and took over the government. i 2M-i2iw a.

In the year 662 H. Malik Shams-ud-din besieged the town of Mastung, a de-
pendency of the Oarmsir, and conducted an expedition into the country of the

Afghans, taking the forts of Pin, Kuhpura, Daki and Saji. In 656 Malik

Shams-ud-din returned to Herat. In the meantime intrigues had been set

on foot against the Tajik ruler of Herat, in consequence of which Prince Batu
sent orders to the Prince Bulgha, his nephew, to seize Malik Shams-ud-din.

Prince Bulgha, who had by that time moved from Khurassan into Mazender-

an, despatched an agent who was to arrest the Malik and, placing him in strict

custody, to forward the latter to his camp. While these matters were being

set on foot Malik Shams-ud-din had set out for Seistan in order to settle the

affairs of that country. On the way he was met by Malik Ali-i-Mas’ud who was

ruler of Seistan. The latter was on his way to the camp of Katbuga Nuyin (to

whom the order for the arrest of Malik Shams-ud-din had been intrusted for

execution). The Malik of Seistan informed Malik Shams-ud-din that he would

be back again in the course of a month, when he would present himself again

before the ruler of Herat, and in the meantime letters were written to his

kinsmen in Seistan to place the fortress of Malik AH at the disposal of Malik

Shams-ud-din ; and to do everything in their power, to show due respect and

honour towards him. Malik Shams-ud-din set out towards Seistan, but sent an

agent, the Amir Shams-ud-din of IsHrar, to follow Malik AH Seistani to the

camp of Kitbuga Nuyin. There the matter of the arrest of Malik Shams-ud-din

was made known to the Chief of Seistan, and the messengers of Prince Bulgha

were ordered to proceed with the Malik to Seistan and execute their warrant.

News of the danger that threatened him was brought to Malik Shams-ud-

din Kurt to Seistan, so that he was prepared to act by the time that Malik

Ali-i-Mas’ud arrived with the emissaries of the Moghol Prince. Negotia-

tions were opened with the MaUk of Herat, and each side endeavoured to out-

wit the other, till at last Malik Ali-i-Mas’ud accepted an invitation to enter

the fortress for the purpose of conferring with the former, hoping to find an

opportunity of slaying him. Malik Shams-ud-din had also made a similar

plan ; and as soon as Malik Ali set foot within the place, the former, who was

standing behind the door, with his own sabre struck off the head of the Chief

of Seistan. This untoward event dispersed Malik Ali’s retinue and the armed

men he had collected ; and Malik Shams-ud-din was able to leave Seistan,

and made straight for the Court of the Ilkhan, after putting to death three of

the leading men of Seistan ; distributing alms ami largesses on the learned and

religious community as well as conferring dresses of honour on 1,700 of the

chief men of the countoy. Arrived at the Court of the llkban both Malik

Shams-ud-din and his detractors were able to state their resper^J ve cases, and

the former having succeeded in convincing the Ilkhan of his loyalty received

fresh patent restoring to him the government of Herat.
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In the year 667 H. Malik Sbams-ud'din reduced the fortress of Bakar in

the country of the A^hans which was built on a plateau in a wide river.

The Glovemor agreed to pay tribute. Fifty Sitarwars of fine cloth were given

to the conqueror with 60 slaves, 10,000 dinars in money, five Arab horses,

and a variety of other rarities and valuables were likewise tendered.

Ft'

'

ti thence Malik Shams>ud-din entered the country of the Zamin-i-

Dawar where he captured Malik Miran Shah who was on this occasion put

to death.

In the year 663 Malik Taj-ud>din Sbar, a relation of MaUk Shains-ud>

din, was put to death by him.

In the year 665 H. the latter proceeded to Irak to the Court of Abaka

E3)an and served under his standards in the struggle between him and his

rival Barka Shan, after which the Malik returned to Herat.

In the year 676 H. the latter again proceeded to the Court of the Bklian,

but the great influence he had built up in Khurassan and the countries under

his sway had not been without its effect on the mind of his Suiserain. The

Malik was kept in attendance in the camp of the Ilkhan, and his son Rukn-

ud-din and his brother were sent off to Darband-i-Baku. Eventually Malik

Shams-ud-din died from the effects of poison administered in a water melon

by order of Abaka Khan in a Hamman in Tabriz. This took place during

the month of Shawal of the year 676 H.

So much did Abaka Shan fear the deceased, and his wily nature, that a

special messenger, a Moghol named Halkato, was sent from Court to verify

the circumstance by a personal examination of the corpse.

In the year 677 H. Abaka l^an visited Herat and finding it in a condi-

tion of decline appointed Malik Rukn-ud-din as Governor of the city and its

dependencies, bestowing on the latter the title of Shams-ud-din enjoyed by his

father. And he is known in the History of the Kurts as Shams-ud-din the Less.

In 680 A. H. he took Kandahar after 13 days’ hard fighting by assault,

the ruler having disregarded his appointment to Herat.

In the year 682 Shams-ud-din the Less installed his son Ala-ud-din as his

deputy in Herat and retired to Khaesar. Bands of Moghols under leaders of

lower rank, and hordes under Princes of the Blood of Chingiz, wandered at

will through the more Eastern and Hurthern Provinces imder the govern-

ment of the Hkhan, the member of the Royal Family, who filled the throne of

Chingiz. These Princes of the Blood exercised sovereign powers, and their

mandates could only be overruled by the Ilkban. Moreover, the position of

rulers of T&jik race was one of extreme difficulty as they were exposed to

unceasing misrepresentations at the hands of the Moghol Chiefs as well as

the Princes of t^ Blood. Owing to the exactions of a rebel leader of

Moghols, both Malik Bhams-ud-din and his Son Ala-ud-din abandoned Herat

and retired to the fortress of Kbaesar; the population of Herat migrated to
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other dutnets and the eity was almcctliepopiilated. The general dieordeir

was h^htened by the raid of Aytji, the NUnidari leader who pltKtfdtoed tiie

city and its dietricte. making prieonew of tlm fhaiF tama;—

In the year 890 H. a decree of Qbmen Qan was promolgated by which MM a.lk.

Malik Hisam-nd-din of Sabsaw&r (bfirar), Malik Jallaladin ot Farah, and
Nadr-ud-din of Sejistan were oonunanded to send all people of Herat who
had migrated to those districts under the sway of the Malilw back to

dty.

The Amir Nanros was sent Ity the nkban with 8,000 iMttse to protect

the city and. Province ; and no one, Moghol or ModMin, was permitted to levy

any revenue or make other demandailOn thb'ihhaMtants. In this way it oanm
to pass that proq>erity again restored to the city, and all the peo[^e

blessed the Amir Nanros for his' benevolence and the protection he afforded

them. Malik Shams-nd>din had imjnisoned his eldest son Faklir*ud*din f(w

seven years, but the Amir Naurot obtained the youth’s release, and took the

latter into his care, educated and disciplined him, and used him as occasion

offered against the enemies of the Tlldbsn. 'Among other appdntments Malik

Fakbr-ud-din was entrusted with the conuiOand of the expedition against Malik

Ni&l Tigin of Farah. The latter had rebriled because, while he was absent

in Irak, the Amir Nanros had seised his brother Malik Jallaluddin and im>

prisoned him in a fortress of .Cftarjist&n. When Malik Niftl Tigin returned

from Irak he took possession of all tiie forts held by Amir Nauros’s men, and

put to death the members of the party in his Province who had come to an

understanding with that leader. Malik Fakhr-ud-din entered into communi-

cation with NUd Tigin,-and induced him to surrender, promising to intercede

for him and his brother Jallaluddin as well.

The Midiks of Farah had very probably attempted to assert their inde-

pendence during the period of the disturbances that had taken place in

Sburassan, owing to which the population of the city of Herat had been

forced to emigrate. About thesame time, PrinreDua, son of Barak (BarkaT),

entered ^^urassan at the head of 10(^000 men, and attempted open com-

munications with Malik Fakbr-ud-din. The latter refused to deal with Prince

Dua, and Attiir Nanros taking his proftyf witii him, retired to the Court of

Qbnsnn ^b*& in Hide.

The Bkbsn bestowed the government of Herat on Malik Fakbr-ud-din,

10,000 in ready numqr and a nuniber of other valuable presents, and

gavehim in addition abody of 1,000 Moghols to be his personal escort.

Li course of time, it came to pass that the Amir Nanros fell out mth
*imI «ir«ntw«.lly was driwn to saskrefuge in the citadd ofHent.

The Amir KuMug^ nt the head of 70,000 soldids i^peated before Herat which

was invested for 18 days. Hi this quandary Malik Fakbr-ud-din decided to be

loyal to the Ilkban, rather thanto his benefactor, be therefore seised tbs latter

o
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•nd d^vered him over to his wfimj whom he was at once pnt tf'

death,—10th Xogost 1207.

In the year 806 H. the Amir-i-Mikndar arrived from Irak at the head

of 8,000 men, and were allotted lands round Herat. They were an inq>udent

and low minded race ; and the havOo th^ wrought by their raids in Kuhis*

tan, Faiah, Sijistan, and Jasman, and the ezoesses they committed, earned

them nnivetsal r^robation.

At length Qbssan Kbsn ordered his brother Sbudabanda to disperse

the Nikndsris^ Sanjaris, and (Shvians whom the Malik had allowed to settle

around Herat.

Malik Fakhr>ud-din refused to consent to this and Sbudabanda
on Herat, but when he had reached the Herat Bud, the Malik abandoned the

mty and fled to the fortress of Amin Koh,* known later as Iq»kslaoheh.

Kbndabanda laid riege to it for four days without avail, after which a
great battle took place in which the besiegers lost 2,000 men killed as wdl as

2,000 wounded. The following night tiie Malik sallied out, at the head of a
body of ^oked men, cut his way through the investing force, and entered

Herat ; but leaving the city the same night, he took the road towards Qhur.

Sbvdabanda laid si^e to Herat for 18 days, but the Sheikh-ul.Islam re-

presented that Malik Fakbr-nd-din was not there ; and induced

to draw off his forces. Malik Fakbr-ud-dih immediately returned to the city,

and after distributing alms, he set about to strengthen the fortification of

Herat. Ihe whole population ofthe city was set to labour on this task which
was completed in 699 A. H. In 701 A. H. Malik Fakbr-nd-din set out to sub-

due Malik Hisam-ud-din of Sabsawar and his brother Malik Rukn-ud-din,

neither of whom recognised the supremacy of the Malik ’ of Herat. Ttf^nir

Hiaam-nd-din died in tlie meantime, but his brother met the invasion in

arms^ and after severe fighting shut himself in the fortress of Bobah, and
Malik Fakbr-nd-din retreated to Herat.

A second time the latter haring raised a large army of Mogholg and
Muhammadan warriors attacked Isfirar (Sabzaw&r), but was

again to retire.

A third time did Malik Fakhr-nd-din invade Sabsawtr {Isfirar) at the

head of a vast force composed of Heraris, Tnlalds Bakharsis, Sbafis, dburis.

and Nikudatis, while his brother Ala-ud-din marched to his aid from Qbur at

the head df 8,000 men of the hilly country. After seven days’ de(q»erate fight-

ing the capital town of Isfirar was taken and a great slau^ter took place

;

while a large number of the inhabitants were carried away to Herat and com-

pelled to work at making bricks and Lmiediiig day.

* hy to tbo Moth-woot aad not far bom Hmt. Ataotaootowfafathotltooeinfail
• poplifaaolM.tothoaMdMnitfiliirfaii. TUiMMBoripillw**tlwpo<^offlhot**iad Aims
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After this kason Malik Rokn-ud-din submitted and yiaited Malilr Fakbr-

nd>din in Herat, but becoming apprehensive of treachery he fled away. After*

wards his son Malik Iss-ud-din visited Herat, where in oontse of time he was

arrested and placed in confinement.

Hi the year 703 H. Shndabanda succeeded his brother Qbasan Gban, and iS(n<iSM Jta

assumed the title and style of Uljutu Sultan. On Panj Shamba, the 12th of

the month of Safer, in 706 A. H., Malik l^ms>ud>din Muhammad, the Kurt, 4tb

died at Sbaesar and his funeral service was performed in the Jami Masjid of

Herat. In 706 A. H. hostilities broke out between Malik FaUir-nd>din and lass-isor a.d.

his Suserain, and Danishmand Bahadur was detailed with 10,000 hom to

capture Malik Fakbr-ud<din and the micudaris and bring them to the pres-

ence of Uljaitn Sultan. Malik Fakhr-ud-din had shut himself up in Amin
Eoh, and his son Jamil-ud-din Muhammad Sim held the citadel of Herat,

called the Fort of Ikbtiyir-ud-din, with a selected garrison. After some de-

sultory operations on the part of the Moghol leader he was inveigled into the

citadel with a party of followers, where all were massacred to a man by Malik

Jamil-ud-din. Malik Niil Tigin of Farah with an escort of Danishmand’s

troops were waiting for the latter without the citadel, when a certain Sanjari,

an acquaintance of the Malik of Farah, came out from the fortress and, in reply

to a question put by the latter, said that Danishmand had partaken of the

meal which Amir Nanros had tasted. Alarmed by this intelligence the Malik

mil llgin, who knew what was the full import of the statement, mounted his

horse and with the rest of the escort fled away in a state of terror. When the

fugitives arrived at the gate of Finuabad, the southern gateway of the city,

they found it closed, but one of their number, named Umar, hewed the lock

and the chains that fastened the gates into pieces with his battle-axe, and the

party made their escape.

The murder of Danishmand Bahadur was avenged Iqr his son Bujae, and

during his si^e of Herat, Malik Fakhr-ud-din fell ill and died on the 24th of

Sha’aban in the year 706 H., Malik Jamal-ud-din Muhammad Sim having at-smKfojr, istk lantt-

length surrendered was eventually put to death by Amir Bujae.

Malik Qjb^tii-ul-Hak-wa-ud-din, brother of Malik Fakhr*ad-din, suc-

ceeded to the government of. Herat in the year 707 H. under Uljaitn Sultan, isoy-isus a.d.

and in 708 A. H. he visited Qbnx and Isfirar to establish his authority. ism-isos a.i>.

In consequence of intrigues set on foot by tiie Moghols who were in

Sbuassan, Malik Qkeiath-ud-din was summoned to the presence of his

Suterain Uljaitn Saltan in^ year 711 H. He was detained there till the isii-isis A i».

year 716 H. In this year he was reinstated in the government of Herat, isis-uie a.d.

With extraordinary marks of the Saltan’s favour.

In the year 716 H. Malik flbeiath-nd-din visited Isfirar and defeated and uis-isi? .\.n.

(Braised a great body of the Nikodacis.

03
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In thii year Prince Yaeur of the Blood Royal of the Moghols overran the

Ftovince of Khuraasan. and the next year 717 H. was passed in conflicts

with these marauders. In this same year Sultan Uljaitu died and was suc-

ceeded by his son Abu Said Sultan. The latter confirmed Malik (^iatb-ud-

din in the government of Herat and its dependencies.

The Prince Yasur ravaged Sburassantili the year 719 H. when he drew

off his h<nde towards the Garmrir.

The disteicts of Sabzawar (Isfirar), Farah, and Seistan woe subject to

Malik Oheiath-ud-din, but during the inroads of the Moghol hordes under

Prince Yasur the MAlilfs of Sabzawar and Farah had made friends with that

errant Prince, who had won them over from their allegiance to Malik Qheiath-

ud-din. Malik Kntb-ud-din of Sabzaw&r made an attempt to sieze the forfress

of 'Ikil, but Amir Ali Khat-tai, who was the Governor leftby Malik Qbeiath-

ud-din, collected all those who were well disposed to his master and blockaded

Malik Kutb-ud*din in the citadel of Isfirar. Malik Qbciath-ud-din collected

a strong force and marched to the aid of his adherents ; while Malik Nial

Tigin of Farah from the south, at the head of 10,000 men, set out to the rescue

of his ally of Sabzaw&r. He arrived at the plain of Sh&kan when he heard of

the presence of Malik Qbcith-ud-din. This news so alarmed Nial Tigin that ho

fled away abandoning his men to their fate, and returned by way of the desert

to Farah. The troops of Nial llgin were attacked by Malik Oybeiath-ud-din

in thrir camp at Sh&kan, and, without leaders to direct them, were overthrown

and dispersed, leaving 2,000 prisoners in the hands of their assailants. In

consequence of this Malik Kutb-ud-din and his son Malik Khasrau were com*

peUed to render themselves up to the Malik of Herat and were carried away

prisoners to that place when the former was publicly beaten in the Oiaharsu

of the city. News of all that had taken place was sent to the Court of Abu
Said Sultan who was well satisfied by the way in which Malik Qbeiath*ud*din

had maintuned the interests of his Suzerain in Sbiuassan against all comers.

The fiefs of Malik Kutb*ud*din of Isfirar, the Malik of Farah, and of all those

who had joined Prince Yasur were declared to be forfdted, and they, with

all the leaders of the inkndari^ were ordered to recognise the Malik as thefr

feudal overlord, ifalik Qbriath*nd*din restored the Jam’i Masjid of Herat

built Iqr his naihesake, Ihe Sultan of Qbor. Most of the precincts of this
i

building had lathis time fallen into disrepair, while the eastern and southern

cloisters had become altogether ruinous. These were all restened by this

Haltk, who in persmi, with the leading men of the oi^, encamped on the spot

lor a space <d 00 days while the restoration was in progress. Many other

buildings also did he construct, both in Herat itself and in outlying towns

of the districts under his jurisdiction.

fri the year 72V H. he conquered ^e district of Bakhatz, and in this

year also, his inveterate and powerful antagonist, Prince Yasur, fell in a
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battle against the forces of the Malik aided by the Moghols of Prince Kipak

from beyond the Oxus.

In the year 720 H. Malik Qheiath*ud>din accompanied by a great reti7 1320 a. 1).

nr.e set out to make the pilgrimage to Mecca ; having made over his govern-

ment to his son Malik Shams-ud-din Muhammad.

In 721 A. H. Amir Husen who commanded in chief in Kliurassan. on I32i-1322 a.d.

behalf of Abu Said Sultan, sent an official order|to Malik Nidi Tigin of Farah

to forward 6,000 Kbarwars of grain to his Suzerain the Malik of Herat. Nidi

Tigin utterly refused to comply with this request, and declared that as in

the past all dealings with Herat would be referred to the arbitration of the

sword.

Malik Shams-ud-din Muhammad Kurt accordingly overran the districts

of Farah and having collected much booty he returned to Herat!

Malik Qheiath-ud-din Kurt died in the year 720 H., leaving four sons.' i328-n20 .v.D.

Malik Shams-ud-din Muhammad, Malik Hafiz Malik Muiz-ud-din, and Afalik

Bakr.

Under their father the fortunes of the Al-i-Kurt had reached their zenith.

The whole of Khurassan was subject to him, and Seistan norrfinally so. Al-

though nothing is clearly stated as to the relations existing betweeHithe Kaiani

Maliks and their nominal Suzerain, there seems to be but littlc doubt that

the former were in close alliance with Malik Nial Tigin of Fsirah, and co-

operated with him in his opposition to the Maliks of Herat. The author of the

Bauzat-ul-Jannat has recorded a satirical verse referring to the abortive

attempt to reliei^e Isfirar, when Malik Kutb-ud-din was besieged therein by

the Heratis.

It is also expressly stated that Malik Kutb-ud-din was warned against

expecting to be relieved by the troops of Farah and Seistan.

During the troubles consequent on the inroads of Prince Yasur, and

previously also, the Maliks of Seistan, there can be but little doubt, ruled as

independent Princes.

Seistan never seems to have been entered by the Maliks of the Al-i-Kurt

after the occasion in which Malik Ali-i-Masud lost his life.

Malilf Shams-ud-din Muhammad succeeded his father in the government

of Herat, and proved himself to be a wise and just ruler. But the period of

bis life, like a day of rejoicing'and happiness, came all too quickly to a close

as he died only two months after his secession.

Malilr Hafiz succeeded his deceased brother. He was a weak Prince and

in his day the Obnria did what they pleased, as he could not restrain their

ferocity.

At this lime also, in the year 736 H., Abu Said Sultan died. This Prince iA3a.M.i6 a o.

was the last and greatest of the descendants of Chingiz B[ba»r and after him

there was left no one to occupy the throne bequeathed by the Great
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Conqueror. In all directions there sprang up tumults, and on every side there

arose those who asserted their pretensions to sovereignty. Iran, owing to

these disturances, became unsettled and desolate.

In these gloomy times the justice of Malik Muiz-ud-din Husen of Herat

formed a brilliant exception. He was a strong barrier to injustice and vio-

lence ; the dispenser of justice and benevolence
;
and he was the refuge of all

who were oppressed.

The Al-i-Muzaffar rose to power in Fare, while in Sabzawar (Nishapur)

the Sarbadaris represented by Amir Abdur Rahman, one of the great men
of Baihak, claimed the position of an independent state. He was murdered

by his brother Wajih-ud-din on the 12th of the month Rajab, in the year

oth January 1338 738 H., and the latter became the head of the government.

Amir Wajih-ud-din at last made war against Herat and Malik Muiz-ud-

din Husen advanced to meet him at the head of a great array of Qburis, men
Khaesar. Sanjaris, Baluch, and Nikudaris. Both parties came into collision

1342-1343 A. D. in the district of Zawsh on the 13th of Safar 743 A.H. and after a hard

struggle victory deHared at last for the Mtilik of Herat owing to his personal

valour and presence of mind.

After this decisive victory Malik Muiz-ud-din Husen subdued parts of the

Kuhistan, and set up as an independent ruler. He turned his attention

towards Badgbis, and led a force in the directions of Balkh, Shibargban and

Andikbud. He laid waste those districts and defeated the tribes of Arlat and

Abivard with great slaughter, and made two pillars of the heads of the slain.

In those days the countries beyond the Oxus were in a condition of anar-

chy, and no one cared what happened in Kburassan in consequence of which

Malik Muiz-ud-din Husen found himself at liberty to set up as an independent

ruler. His state music was played five times a day, and he prepared all the

usual regulations and insignia of an independent sovereign. He greatly

strengthened the existing defences of Herat, and added an out« line of ex-

tremely strong and massive fortifications which enclosed a very wide area.

The author of the Rauzat-ul-Jannat describes their ruins as follows :
*' They

extended from the bridge over the Jui Anjil to the gate (Darband) of -Shaikh

Khuram and from the confines of Malasian to the bridge of the jke^ makers,

a distance of nearly one farsakh.” His ambitious projects brought him into

collision with the Kaiani Maliks of l^istan, who had for some time past been

ruling as an independent dynasty of Princes, a point on which their coins

afford clear evidence.

*' Malik Qutb-nd-din bin 8hah RnVn anoeaeclad bis uncle Shah Nuitat on the throne

of 8eiatan inA H. 731,having been duly elected at the votea of the princes of the royal

house and great men of the State. Hia investiture with the sovereignty of Himma todk-

ISth Janusiy 1331 place on Monday, Rabi I. on which occasion much largm was jndieionaly diBtribnted.

^ Qutb ud din was an excellent ruler, firm, politic, just, liberal, brave, devout, a patron of
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learning, genius and piety, an enemy of vice and profligacy. He was wont to encourage

worth^y conferring of stipends, and every day there used to issue from his kitchens thirty

ass toads of bread and ton of meat, with other necessaries in proportion wjiich were distri-

buted to strangers and poot. All Seistan acknowledged his sway. When he had coia-

pleted/th« organisation of his kingdom, certain traitorous persons incited M^liy Husain

Qhuri, Ruler of Herat, to invade Seistan, who in consequence in A. H. 734 led an army 1333-I33i a.D.

more numerous than ants or locusts against the King. When the news of this invasion

reached Malik Qutb-ud>din he gathered a force of 80,000 veteran troops, foot and horse,

tqg^her with elephants, and set out from the city of Seistan to meet the army of Khuras.

san. When the troops of Seistan had reached Chargewak (?) , the army of Klturassan being

encamped by the stream of Panjdeh, Amir Iqbal Sabiq.l one of the trusted adherents

of Shaik AIa-ud>daulah Seistani, came to Malik Qutb-ud-din and besought him to halt

his army that he might go to'she King of Herat and dissuade him from this enterpris<\

attacking Moslems, without just cause. The King said. Go and tell him that I have no

fear or dread of him, but that I am loth to shed the blood of Moslems. If he will not

relinquish this enterprise out dispute must be settled on the field of battle. Mir Iqbal

delivered this message to Malik Husain, and showed him the overwhelming superiority

of the army of Seistan. Malik Husain accepted his advice, and at once returned to Herat

by double maichea Thus the two Kingi returned home without fighting.”

The geographical position of Seistan favoured the independence of the

Kaiani Princes. While varrous claimants were striving for power in the

countries to the north, the ambitions of the Kaianis would necessarily be

unable to find expression in the acquisition df.territory in that direction.

In the opposite direction, however, towards the south there lay the

districts which are now called Baluchistan and in these tracts the expansion

of authority of the Kaiani family probably found unchecked scope.

There is evidence to show that after the decease of Abu Said Sultan,

Malik Kutb-ud-din probably took advantage of the condition of anarchy

which ensued to extend his authority over Kirman. A gold coin bearing

the title of Kutb-ul-Hak Waud-dunya-wa-ud-din was examined in Seistan

which bore, as mint town, the name Kirman. It was also dated 74 x, the last

figure being illegible.

The Al-i-Muzafiar who obtained possession of Pars, and KiTman in the

course of a few years after the demise of Abu Said Sultan was a very short-lived

dynasty and it did not gain possession of Kirman until after the year 764 H., 13S3 A. i>.

or 18 years after the death of the last sovereign of the House of Chingiz Kban

;

while Malik Kutb-ud-din alluded to in the extract from the Ihya-ul-Mulukas

having repulsed Malik Husen Kurt, of Herat, was raised to the government

lit ia piobabfe that SaUq wm hte {atber'a oame, foilowing * well eeUbliahed curtom io

Seistaa at the pteeeat day.

Ihe ehriiie of Kir Iqbal jaaar the ruint of ^MhawataD also waeptobaUy eetaUiihad at the
» of thie holy penan whoae tomb it probably ia that eziata iaaide tha boilding, where after

hla death aud eaminwatioii tha people of the cooatry have raaocted to lUvoke hia aid aud perform
their vowa.
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isao-issi a.d. of Seistan in 731 A. H. It would therefore not have been imposaible for

Malik Kutb-ud'din to have gained poseeaaion of Kirman after the death of

Abu Said Saltan.

To return to the account of the affairs of Seistan, it is apparent that

after the retreat of Malik Husen Kurt, of Herat, the Kaianis continued to

rule as independent Princes in Seistan for some time until they in their tom
came into collision with Timur.

This great conqueror, who had revived the supremacy of the Turks and

who emulated the achievements of the Chingiz Khan, was bom in the year

in which had died Abu Said, the last Sultan of the family.-of Chingiz Khan.

He was born in Kesh in the coimtiy beyond the Oxus on the 26th of the

sstiiFabcMiyisss month of Shab’an in the year 736 H.

In his early years he was involved in the straggles that were taking

place in the Provinces beyond the Oxus, and in this period of his career he

was brought into contact with the Kaianis of Seistan and the Maliks of

Herat, both of whom he subdued at a later date.

Just before the turning point in his career he was compelled to retire into

the country to the south of the Oxus, and in company with his ally, the Amir

Husen (a descendant of Chingiz Kbnn), he retreated into the district of Kirmiz

in the direction of Kandahar, and the district of Bakhtar Zamin. His in*

tention was to wait for an opportunity to take possession of Kandahar, then

in the possession of the Qburis, and to make it his capital. WMe he was

waitmg for a chance to effect this, a revolution or insurrection had taken

place in Seistan, and the Prince of Seistan having been worsted by his enemies

asked for help from Timur (who was at that time in his 29th year). This took

1882*1383 A.i>. place in the year 764 H.

Umar and his ally, Amir Husen, marched to the assistance of the Kai&ni,

and the latter, who is named Jallal*ud*din Mahmud, received them well

expressing his everlasting gratitude and bestowing valuable presents on his

allies. Suitable provision was also made for the 1,000 men atarms who

formed the retinae of Timur.

At this time seven forts were in the hands of the faction opposed to Malik

Jallal*ud*din Mahmud ; and three of these were quickly taken by Timur.

This so alarmed the Seistanis that they made their submission to the Malik

and pointed out that if Timur captured the rest of the strongholds the coun*

try would be at his mercy. Malik Jallal*ud*din Mahmud also saw the danger

and without informing his allies withdrew to his own territory, where his

subjects rallied round him, and he raised a large forceV of both horse and

foot, at the head of which he marched against Timur and Amir Husen. Timur

divided his force into three bodies, Amir Husen faced the right wing of the

Seistanis, the second body under one of Timur’s chiefs was opposed tu their

left wing, and Timur himself comicanded the third body of his troops and the
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advanced gnard in person fronting the centre of the array of the men of
Seistan. A fierce struggle took place and the troops of Timur and Amir
Husen were being pushed back by the Seistanis ; seeing this Timur, at the head
of his personal escort, entered the battle and after a severe struggle broke
through the army of Seistan. In this struggle Timur received two woimds.
one on his arm and another at the back of his foot, both of which were in-

flicted by arrows discharged by one of the enemy. The wound in his foot left

permaneitt effects, and it was owing to it that Timur was lame for the rest of
his life, and was ever afterwards called “ Timur-lang, ” “ the lame Timur ”

which has been corrupted into Tamerlane by European writers.

In the list of Princes translated by A. G. Ellis, Esq., from the Ihva-ul-

Muluk, there is no Prince of that name reigning in 764 H. But Sultan Mahmud
bin Shah, Ali bin Nasr-ud-din (Kaiani) appears in that list as having reigned

from 751 to 753 H. Either the latter date is wrong, or he was deposed in

favour of his successor ’Izz-ud-din bin Rukn-ud'-din Mahmud. If the date

is wrong then ’Izz-ud-din was the pretender or rival candidate whose suc-

cessor brought Timur into Seistan to the aid of Jallal-ud-din Mahmud. It

is impossible to suppose that Timur did not know which of the two was the

rightful ruler, and it is still less probable that he made a mistake as to his

name, and the date given for t]<c transaction is too precise to admit of a mis-

take being possible with respect to it. It can be shown that another date in

the same list is also very-probably incorrect, so that the probabilities in

favour of the date given in the History of the Maliks being in this case

doubtful are very great.

A revolution therefore appears to have taken place during the lifetime of

Sultan Mahmud Kaiani, and after his death Malik ’Izz-ud-din succeeded to the

government of Seistan.

The state of affairs that prevailed in Seistan is very apparent from a

reference to the genealogical scheme in Plate III. The office of ruler was not

fixed and hereditary in one branch of this family, but the individual was

elected by his kinsmen to hold the office, and he was in consequence at the

mercy of those who raised him to that position which he could only hold

while he kept friends with them. The stories of Arbab Seif-ud-din are borne

put by the genealogical scheme, as he was full of the existence of Kai&ni

nobles, men of position and great power ; and his statement that the ruined

palaces were the abodes of those persons is no doubt correct, or as close to

the Ixuth as it isp<^ble to attain at this distance of time.

The period of 50 years following the death of Abu Said Sultan was one of

great prosperity for the Tajik Rulers in Sburassan. The Maliks of the Al-i-

Kurt, mling in Herat, held the eastern districts round Kandahar which in

764 H. was held by the Ghuris. The Kaianis had extended their power laes-isiis a.d.

probably over Kirman, and to the south over Baluchistan.
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Trade must have been briskly maintained with India, for if Malik Kutb-

ud-din actually did possess elephants, as stated in the account taken from

the Ihya<ul-Muluk, he could only have obtained them from India through

Kandahar. From this place to Seistan there were two routes, one by way of

Khisht in the oasis of Kh^h, and the second down the valley of the Hel-

mand. But these routes were not always open and generally unsafe owing
to the encampments of the Nikudari tomans on the upper reaches of the

Helmand. These were almost all non-Moslem tribes, professing the ancient

pagan religion which their forefathers had brought with them from the

steppes of High Asia. There were frequent complaints about the excesses

of these predatory tribes, and it was this conduct that in the end drew upon
them the wrath of the Great Amir Timur.

Some of these tribes were doubtless subject to Seistan ; or at all events

in the service of the Princes of that country. It was one of these tribal Maliks,

or the headman of a toman serving in the Seistan army, who discharged the

arrows at Timur in the engagement already alluded to, by which the latter

was severely injured ; but it was also to the encampment of the Nikudaris that

he repaired for treatment, and where he rested until his wounds had healed.

Elephants are not mentioned in the war with Timur on the first occasion

or later. Either there were no longer elephants in Seistan, owing to the facili-

ties for trade having disappeared, through the growing insecurity of the

trade route, or the author of the Ihya-ul-Muluk was desirous of exalting the

past glories of his family, in the eyes of the Persian Monarch, at whose

Court he resided, by fanciful details of the resources of his ancestors.

Ma,lik Muiz-ud-din Husen Kurt, as has already been mentioned, extended

his jurisdiction over the tribes of Turkish origin settled in Badj^tlis. These

carried the complaints to the Amir Aziz, a chieftain of the Yurt of Chingiz

Khan who had established supremacy for a time in the country beyond the

Oxus. This chieftain thereupon r^folved to put down the pretensions of the

Tajik Ruler of Herat He collected troops from all the districts between
KashgDar on the east, and Andikhud on the west, and appointed their

rendezvous at Balkh- The outposts of Malik Muiz-ud-din Kurt brought in

intelligence of the advance of this great army towards Herat ; and that chief

determined to confine himself to a strong position under the walls of Herat

;

and he drew up intrenchments for this puipose which extended from the

meadows of Kuhdastan, on the east and north side of the city of Herat, up to

the village 4)f Yumurgjil (?) and the force he mustered to hold this line

amounted to 4,000 horse and from 10,000 to 12.000 foot soldiers. The issue

was, however, unfavourable for the Malik,..and after a strenuous resistance he

was compelled to obtain terms of surrender through the good offices of the

heads of the religious establishments in Herat. Malik Muiz-ud-din promised

to regard the ruler of trans-Oxiana as his Suzerain.
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These events took place in the year 762 H. A conspiracy among the a.d.

Gbuiis in Herat drove him from the city to the fortress of Amin Koh, and his

youngest brother Malik Bakir was raised to l^e seat of authority in Herat.

In the year 763 Malik Muis-ud-din set out for the country beyond the

Oxus. He was well received, and was ])ermitted to return to Herat where he

seized Malik Bakir and re-established his own authority.

In the year 769 H. he was involved in a struggle with the Amir Sitalmish >3^ a.d.

who held the Kuhistan and with Amir Muhammad J^wajah, two Turkish

Chiefs, each of whom were at the head of a large body of followers. Both

these chieftains were, however, slain in battle.

During the early period of his career, Timur was on terms of friendship

with Malik Husen, and when the former moved across the Oxus to attempt

the conquest of the country beyond that river, he left his family and those

of his followers in the charge of the Malik.

When Malik Muiz-ud-din Husen discerned that he had not much longer

to live, he nominated his eldest son Malik Ql)eiath-ud-din Pir Ali to be his suc-

cessor, and he willed the fort of Sarakliaand the surrounding country to his

next son Malik Muhamad, better known as the Amir-i-Kburd, and to his own

widow, of the Arlat tribe. Malik Muiz-ud-din Husen, the Kurt, died on the

6th of Zil-Eadeh in the year 772 H. roth M»y 1371 a.c.

Malik Gheiath-ud-din Pir Ali succeeded his father, anil he strengthened

the walls of Herat and built a new line of fortifications, included within them

many buildings and gardens, which before that time had been beyond the

walls of the cHy. His attitude, however, towards Timur was not particularly

friendly, and he was much too powerful to be neglected ; so that eventually

Timur decided to inarch against him and reduce him to a position of sub-

serviency ; and to this end, having given orders for the mobilisation of his

forces, he crossed the Oxus in the last days of the year 782 H. at the head of i>w a.d.

a very numerous force.

Malik Muhammad, the brother of the Malik (^eiath-ud-din, submitted

to the invader. The latter was at Nishapur operating against the Sarbadaris,

and Timur at once entered Jam and the Kohsmeh in order to prevent the

fighting men of those districts joining the Malik.

Before, however, advancing on Herat, Timur attacked and took the strong-

hold of Foshanj, and then marched on the city itsell The gateway of Ansfiii,

one of the exits in the new fortifications, was the scene of the principal attack,

but two days afterwards a party of Timor’s soldiers effected an entrance by

means of the passage, close to the Kushk-i-Maragbani, through which the Anjil

canal entered the defences and which had apparently been left unguarded.

The outer line of his defences having been pierced, the Malik, who had been

fighting bravely at the gate which opened on the bridge over tilie Anjil canal.,

was fenced to retire within the waffs. Further resistance was rendered
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impossible by Timur having promised quarter to all those who desisted from

strife, and the Malik was compelled to surrender, and the next day he ad-

vanced from the citadel of Ikhtiyar-ud-din and made his formal submission

to Timur, in the Bagb-i-Zaghan where that chief had placed his head-

quarters.

The outer walls of Herat were demolished. A sum of money was imposed

as a ransom bn the city. It was paid within lour days. The treasury and

store-houses containing the hoards of the house of Kurt, which had been

amassed during many generations, were taken possession of and removed

by Timur, who in addition ordered Maulana Nizam-ud-din with 200 families

to remove to Shahr-i-Sabz, with all their dependants and clients.

The fortress of Aman Koh which was held by the younger son of Malik

Qbeiath-ud-din, the Amir-i-Qhuri, was also rendered up to Timur.

In 784 A. H. after the capture of the fortress of Turshiz and the reduction

of the famous stronghold of Kallat, Malik ^eiath-ud-din Kurt was carried

to Samarkand * with other captives of rank by Timur.

The sons of Malik Fakhr-ud-din Muhammad and of his brother com-

plained in person to Timur that during the lifetime of Malik Husen and his

son Qbeiath-ud-din Fir Ali, they had been deprived of their inheritance

they were well received and the government of Qbur was conferred on the

elder of the brothers, named Muhammad.

At the close of the year 784 H. a revolution took place in Herat, the

moving spirit being a certain man of Qhur named Abu Said-i-Ispahbad. This

man, also known as the “ Qbori Bacha,” had been imprisoned for ten years

by Malik Qbaiath-ud-din, but was released by Timur when he took Herat.

iSamarkand, the traditionary capital of that loader of the Turkish horde, whom the Persians

call Afrasyab. Principal E. Denison Ross in Part I of the Heart of Asia, in a footnote to page 115, states

that ** Tradition has it that Afrasiyab flourished about B.C. 580 he does not, however, mention the

source from whence he derived his information. According to this tradition he must have been a eon
temporary of Kyazarcs, the Median King who died in 584 B.C. according to some authorities.

A dynasty of Princes who are called the Afrasiyabi Maliks flourished in the countries beyond the

Ozus, whose capital city was Samarkand until just previous to the invasion of the Moghols when the

overgrown Empire of ]^wftrazm absorbed their principality. But their power had previously been

reduced by the encroachments of the Kara Khitais and other tribes whose westward movement heralded

ihe advent of the Chingiz Kh^-
These Afrasiyabi Maliks were Turks, but they had long been professors of Islam and their titles

and names are derived from Arabic sources. After capture of Bokhara, the Chingiz Kh<tn advanced
against Samarkand before which he appeared at the end of the month of Zib.~Haj 616 A. H. (end of

February 1220 A.D.) ; after the siege had continued for a few days, varying in different authorities from

the 5th to the 9th day, the Kazi of the city, the Sbeijsb*ul-Islam, and a body of the ecclesiastical class

and profession, who were old officials of the Afrasiyabi Maliks, went out and made their submission to

Chingiz Kh^ having returiod to the city wised an opportunity and opened the gate, either of the

Namazgah or Idgah, and admitted the Moghols.

The citadel garrisoned by troops of Sultan Muhammad Khwtrazm Shah was invested and assaulted.

Tt was taken and the garrison put to theswon. This tojk
f
lme on the 4th of April 1220 A.D. A Mo-

ghol Intendent was left at Samarkand and a native of the place, a Muhammadan, was planed in charge

of the city undtsr him. The latter, therefore, was not destioyiM by the Mogbola ; although the walla

and th» works of the citadel were doubtless, to a great extent* dismandecl.

There n at this day close to the medsm city of Samarkand the ancient site called '^Afrosiah.*’

This site was examined in 1903, in a very onraory manner, by the Ammioaii Expedition under the
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Malik Muhammad advanced on the city from Ghur. at the head of an array

oi the turbulent inhabitants of that country, more foolish than he ; and the

Qfauri Bacha ” having joined him they drove Timur’s officials into the

citadel of Ikhtiyar-ud-din ; and their bands spreading over the city com-
mitted all sorts of excesses. A portion of these desperadoes approached the

gates of that fortress, and having piled the faggots of wood against the doors

set them on fire. A body of Turks hoping to escape let themselves down from
the walls, but they were intercepted and massacred to a man by these villains.

Prince Miran Shah, son of Timur, was, however, in winter quarters at Panj -

deh (commonly known as Pandi), and when he heard of the state of affairs

in the city, he forthwith despatched troops under Amir Haji Seif-ud-din, and
Amir Ak Bug^a, to Herat, following-in person with the rest of his forces. When
those leaders arrived on the scene, they .were met in the streets of Khiaban
by the Qhuris, where a desperate struggle took place. The Ghuris were

defeated and some of them fled into the city. Having dispersed during the

night they wandered about the country. When, however, the Prince arrived

in Herat, he made search for the fugitives, of whom his troops slew a great

number and made a pillar of their heads as a warning to others.

This foolish and ill-timed outbreak sealed the fate of the captive Malik

and his family ; for, on news of the occurrence having reached Timur,

he issued orders for the execution of Malik Gheiath -ud-din Pir ’Ali

who was imprisoned in the citadel in Samarkand, and his brother

Malik Muhammad, the Amir Ghuri, and Ali Beg, the Chief of the Jun Gjiur-

banis, who had held out in Kallat against Timur were likewise put to death

in Andijan where they had been detained. The eldest son of the Malik, j*ir

Muhammad, however, still languished in prison, but the family of the Kurt

Maliks of Herat ceased from this time forth to be of any importance.

dirccliioR of Mr. Raphael Pumpelly. The following dcEcription is from hispubliahed report :
— ** This is

a pi iteau of made earth, the d^bria of riiiRs, standing on the * loess ’ plain. It is covered to a great
extent with Muhammadan cemeteries, with some tracee of Mussulman occupation and with fragments
of pottery and bricks. The loess plain is deeply dissected by a stream, and several gullies have been
out in both the plateau of tlie ruins and the loess. It is difficult to distinguish between the made earth

of the plateau and the underlying loess, except through the presence of fragments of pottery, charccjal

and bones.
** We found such fragments down to a d^pth of about 40 feet below the general surface in the

gullies, and it is not improbable that the thickness of debris is still greater.*’

** .Above this general surface rises the citadel mound to an additional height of 30 to 40 feet, or 170
feet above stream at its base.”

e a m m a a.** aa a

** The former walls of the city are represented now by ridges rising 20 or 30 feet above the surface

within. Wher^the walls are cut by gullies old galleries are exposed which seem to have been continuous
with the wall. * * (pages 11 and 12). The circumference of these remains is about 3 miles.**

The town of Samarkand as it existed after the conquest by Chingiz, even to so late a date as the
early years of Timur’s career, possessed no walls nor a ditch. It was an open town or large villsgn

and was doubtless founded by those of the inhabitants of the older city whose lives had been sp. nd ly
Ghiugis lU^an. Timur made Samarksod his capital, fortified it and raised those buildings whoM daesy-
log ieiii.*iiis are still to bp olaased amoqg the wonders of the wc^rld.
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There now remained only the Kaisni Maliks of Seistan ; and they were

destined to feel the force of Timur’s power very shortly. The Sarbadatis

continued to rule in Sabzawar, where ^wajah *Ali Mu’wid held authority

in subordinate to Timur, whereas the Maliks of Seistan were independent

rulers, though they had doubtless before this recognized Timur as their

Suzerain.
*

1338-1384 A.D. Jq the year 785 H. Timur lost his elder sister Kutlug^ Turkin Agha ;

and in addition to his private grief he was involved in hostilities in the direction

olthe Jattah. In the autumn of the same year he was, however, once more

at liberty to tium his attention towards Mazenderan ; but when he had reached

the Murgbnb news was brought to him that Sheikh Daud had broken out in

open rebellion in Sabzawar. That Taban Bahadur had been slain, and the

Sheikh had shut himself up in the foveas of Badarabad, which is a stionghold

situated on the summit of a hilL The Nikudaris of the Garmsir were also

exhibiting signs of disaffection, as well as the people of Seistan. On learning

of the state of affairs in Khurassan Timur gave up his plan for the invation

of Mazenderan, merely despatching a force to watch the movements of Amir

Wali, and to safeguard his own frontier, and at the head of his troops he turned

aside to deal with the movement in Shnrassan.

The fort of Badarabad was of great strength. It was one of the ancient

strongholds in the hills of Isiirar (Sabzawar). Taban Bahadur was slain

at Farmakan by an arrow and the Sheikh Daud, or^ he is styled in the

Rauzat-ul-Jannat, Sheikh Ali, Khat*tai, fled to Badarabad because he con-

sidered that the responsibilily for this deed would be thrown on him. A
general tumult had evidently arisen in the district ; for Farmakan is one of the

fortress in it- It is said to have been*of exceeding great strength anci its

construction is attributed to Sultan Masud Gfaaznawi.

The Government of Sabzawar had been conferred on Sheikh Daud, while

TSban Bahadur was the - Intendent or Resident at his Court to watch over

Timur’s interests. The operations in Sabzawar were intrusted to an expedi-

tionary force, while Timur himself proceeded to Herat. After he had settled

the affairs of Herat Timur set out for Sabzawar. 'Badarabad was reduced

and the garrison numbering 6,000 men were put to the sword. After this place

had been reduced Timui continued his march towards Seistan.,

Shah Jallaludin, the Malik of Farah, hastened to make his submission

and was rewarded with gifts.

“ And from Farah I set my face towards Seistan and sent on in advance Ak Timur

Bahadur, at the head of a force of my devoted and valiant sddiera and leaders of squad-

rons. and I ordered him to lay waste the country at Snstan. They having set forth, over-

ran the whole country up to the very gatea of (the city of) Seistan and rejoined me with

a great store of wheat, flocks of sheep, cattle and slaves without number. Having dis-

posed of the affairs of Uk I arrived before the fortress of ZiiteL The nan witUu closed
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the gates and opposed me. I thereupon ordered my commanders and the leaders of my
troops to advance against the fort at once, to give the garrison no rest, and to carry it by
assault. In accordance with my orders my devoted soldiers attacked the place like swarms
of ants and locusts upon every side. Having gained the bank and the foot of the walls

they made breaches in the defences and entered the place. They commenced slaying

and spoiling the enemy within it. But within the citadel fortress there were 5,000 men
of war who, renouncing all hope of existence, offered a brave resistance until they fell under

the weapon of my soldiers. By the assistance of Divine Providence the capture of this

fortress was effected in the first day of the operations. Having captured the fortress

of Zirreh I mounted my charger and set out with the intention of taking the fortress of

Seistan itself, and when I had approached that place I halted my troops at some distance

from it ; and accompanied by a detachment, I advanced to make a personal reconnaissance

of the fortress of Seistan and its approaches and the points open to attack, I made
towards a gate, and when only a short distance away I ascended a ‘*tappa ** (mound)

which is called Kutiuk and halted upon the sununit. I placed as a precautionary measure

2,000 men at arms in complete armour, in an ambush. When the people of the country

saw me come to a stand upon the summit of the tappa*’ they recognised whom they had

to deal with, and Shah Kutb-ud-din, the Prince of Seistan, despatched to my presence

Shah-i-Shahan and Taj-ud-din Seistan^ who were the chief of all his leaders. When
they had been admitted to my presence and had bent their knees in homage they gave

me the message entrusted to them by Malik Kutb*ud-din, to the effect that if my bene-

volence and favour would be directed to the affairs of Seistan and the people of that coun-

try any tribute which my officials might fix would be accepted by him and no delay in

its payment would be allowed to occur.’*

A reference to the plan of Zahidan, which the traditions of Seistan represent

as having been the city which Timur captured and which was the capital at

that period, will show the natural mound that exists at the present day nqt

far from the southern angle of the ruins of the town wall of Zahidan. The

word tappa used in the record from which the foregoing account has been

taken is in ordinary use to this day in Seistan, and it is applied either to the

natural outlying mounds of *^dasht ” formation, such as is the isolated mound
close to Zahidan, or to those formed by the debris of ruined buildings. In the

account of Sharaf-ud-din Ali, Yazdi, it is stated that Timur ascended a sandhill,

or dune. It, however, is certain that Timur must have had in attendance

on him a considerable staff of officers of high rank, as well as his own personal

escort of horsemen ; and it would have been a very large sandhill which would

have afforded room for this body of horsemen on its summit and its slopes.

It does not seem to be likely that in the immediate vicinity of the city there

should be such a group of sandhills of such a height as would afford a favour-

^Taj-ud-dUn SeiataDi who b mentioned hero woo not » member of the family of the M «liko of

Sebtan. There are aome gronndo for believing him to have been the head of the family of the Mire
of Sebtan, whooe deoeendanti are now Kad-Khmi^ of the oirob of villages for whieh lakil b the centre,

and thb b also the reoidenoe of the family ; the eldeet ocnof the late Mir Abbaob the Kad-Khsuta. of that

oirde ; of hb ganger bmthero two hold ffie same office in other cirdeo. Ihb family of the Mbs, the

deooendants cl Mir Bari^'., is one of undoubted and great antiquity.
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able position for reconnoitring. Timur must have ridden round the whole

of the town which he proposed to attack, and as his course would be just beyond

the walls of the gardens that surrounded Zahidan he would come upon the

natural “ tappa,” or pass, so close to it as at once to see the advantages it

offered for a general view of the positions held by the Seistanis. To the east

of the ruins, wherever the sands have- been moved by the summer wind^ ex-

tending up to the deposit of recent alluvium in the direction of ^adang
(a modem village), there are revealed the traces of ancient canals, watercourses

and their distributaries, and the time-worn mounds formed by the walls of

enclosures, evidently once upon a time gardens, each having been surrounded

by a mud wall. In the direction of Khadang these gardens (among which

there were also pleasure houses and residences of rich men and the people

employed in the care of the gardens) extended for at least half a mile beyond

the city. To the north-west beyond the Maidan that stretches between the

Extra Mural Palace (the Sarai-i-Siasati), and the Masjid, the surface of the

country is strewn with debris, the remaihs of humble tenements occupied by
agriculturists, who lived on the banks of the canals that irrigated the land

which they tilled. To the east, gardens and residences must have extended

up very nearly to the foot of the natural mound alluded to and up to the string

of loosely linked but striking sandhills which at this day shut out the view of

the country towards the west from the ruins of Zahidan.

The gardens were irrigated by means of the distributaries from the canals'

which existed at that time. To the south-east of Zahidan these canals entered

the city through passages left- in the walls of the town, just such as that by
which the Anjil canal entered the new defences of Herat (the negl^t of which

led to the fall of that city) already alluded to. Beyond the city walls of

2<ahid;an towards the south-east there is a trace of the fosse that cut through

the Lurg, or rise in the ground on which the city stood : an ancient canal comes

up to the outer edge of this fosse, and there it ends ; there were no doubt aque-

ducts which admitted the canal water into the city. To the south-east of

Zahidan the ground is however so tom by the wind and overlaid by sand

that at a very short distance from the ruined walls all traces of ancient canals

or gardens and their enclosing walls have disappeared. But there is no doubt

that the old windmills and the remains of buildings to the south-east of the

former, which are situated at the east angle of the ruined city, were well within

the suburbs and gardens that surrounded Zahidan.

No trees could have shut out the view of the city waUs on that afternoon

when Tim.ur rode up to the summit of the mound to view the defences he was

about to assail. The high walls of the gaerdens, as they do now, sheltered

orchards of pomegranates and also vines. ' A few mulberry, cypress or Kom
Gaz trees must alone have broken the fiat lines of the mud ^Us, and the

round outlines of the smaller trees appearing over them.
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The entrances of the narrow lanes that were bounded by the gardens

and which pursued a devious course between their walls towards the city

probably had been closed and their openings in the direction of the country

beyond probably fortified by banks and ditches, and they were full of armed
men.

Behind the outlying gardens, rose the walls and towers of Zahidan,

doubtless crowded with deeply interested spectators, and further away to

the left hand there stood the yet loftier battlements of the Sarai-i-Tahiri with
its massive outer fortifications. On the highest tower of this pile of buildings,

where now is pointed out the so-called bower of Malik Kutb-ud-din’s fair daugh-
ter, the insignia of the Kaianis and their banners must have been displayed

on that day.

The declining rays of a winter sun cast its pale light, on that fateful after-

noon, upon the scene, illuminating the walls of gardens, city and palace alike,

and its rays were reflected back from the weapons and armour of the crowds
that lined the.walls to view that group of chieftains gathered on the summit
and slopes of the mound beyond the outlying gardens.

From the ramparts, and from the city itself, there must have arisen .a

confused murmur of human voices, mingled with the cries of animals, from the

crowds of fugitives who had streamed for days into the space within the town
walls, driven to shelter within their protective sweep by the bunds of fierce

riders of the advanced screen of Timur’s light horsemen.

The fate of Zirreh might well be guessed from the presence of that group

of chiefs of the invading force who had reined up their chargers on the summit
of that mound.

There must have been many persons that day among that crowd of anxious

spectators who had seen Timur previously, and these could have pointed

out to their more ignorant brethem that figure, the centre of the group of

chieftains, mounted on a war horse, the best of all the studs of conquered pro-

vinces ; as the Great Amir whose fame even then as a leader and as an intrepid

man-at-arms himself had rendered him the idol of his followers and the

great exemplar of the Champion of Islam and the Holy Warrior, through all

succeeding ages of the History of the Nearer East.

Concealed from the view of the crowds which lined the ramparts stood

the serried ranks of the 2,000 men-at-arms, armed cap-a-pie after the oriental

fashion. These men were drawn up out of sight of the garrison of Z&hidan

ready for any emergency.

Their services were soon required.

While negotiations were being instituted and Timur was listening to

the petition of the deputation from the Malik, the Seistanis seeing him on

the with apparently only a few men around him, with one accord

issued from tibie shelter of the walls, and regardless of the chiefs who were
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is Timar’s presence, and unmindful of the ord^ of their ruler Malik Kutb-

ud-din, they advanced in warlike array with the obvious intention of referrii^

matters to the arbitration of the sword.'

“ When a breach of the negotiations became apparent,” to continue the narrative

of the Malfuzat-i>Sahib Kiran, I detailed Muhammad Sultan at the head of a small body

of men to attract the Smstanis in the direction of the open country and by engaging the

enemy to entice them into a position in which my troops hidden in ambush could act

effectually. In accordance with my arders>, Muhammad Sultan advanced and engaging

the enemy conunenced gradually to give way before their attack until at last the enemy
were drawn towards those 2,000 horsemen. The Seistanis thinking Muhammad Sultan’s

retirement to be real became greatly emboldened and fiercer in their efforts, and

advanced into the open country. Then the 2,000 horsemen (emerging from their con-

cealment) suddenly charged the men of Seistan and cut off their retreat. A desperate

conflict took place and on both sides a very great number of men were laid low upon

that field of death. At this crisis I ordered my personal escort to advance and they

riding to the aid of their comrades completely overthrew the Seistanis. A very great

number of these were killed and wounded, and the remainder fled in a sad plight and

entered their defences closing the gate behind them.”

The Seistanis were almost all foot soldiers and with their daggers brought

down the chargers of Timur’s horsemen.

Timur thereupon returned to the main body of his troops, who had

encamped for the night, and during the hours of darkness a vigilant guard

was maintained.

The next day Timur anayed his forces for the attack on Zahiditn,

and his divisions advanced to take up their respective positions with Jbbeir

wiirlike music playing and shouting their war cries, in order to overawe the

garrison. On this day there was no fighting and the troops returned to their

lines, which as a precautionary measure had been entrenched.

The night being dark, 10,000 Seistanis stole out of Zahidan to make a

night attack on the besiegers ; and perceiving that the position occupied by
Amir Shams-ud-din, the son of Mir ’Abbas, and BiiAt Khwajah, was not vigil-

antly guarded, they fell upon it, and those officers failing to repulse the attack,

the enemy entered the entrenchments aud penetrated to the camp itself

;

and there they destroyed and injured many transport and other animals such

as camels and horses. When the assailants got among the tents, the troops

now thoroughly roused assembled from all sides, and poured volleys of arrows

into the ranks of the enemy who were at length driven back with the loss of a

very great number who fell under the lances and swords of Timur’s men, and

only a small proportion of the attacking force retired woundedand disheartened

to their positions.

The next morning at dawn Timur drew up his forces in the order assigned

' to them the day previous^ and a general attack was maintained on the works
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the whole of that day. In the midst of the struggle the Amir Zadah Ali

at the head of 500 horse charged a body of the enemy who were drawn up
before the gate opposite him, and compelling them to retire entered the place

with the fugitives. The Seistanis from all sides rushed upon this devoted band,

and a desperate battle took place, the enemy succeeding in cutting off the re-

treat of this band of their enemies. Amir Zadah Ali, however, at the head

of the few men at his disposal maintained a valiant attitude inflicting great

loss on the enemy, but of his men there was hardly one left alive who was

not wounded. Ak Timur, Bahadur, had in the meantime come to their

rescue at the head of 1,000 horse, and having dispersed the body of the enemy
who were keeping the gate, entered it, and brought away Amir Zadah Ali

and his own men. Returning after this feat of arms to the presence of Timur

who commanded the centre in person, these officers received prompt reward

and his congratulations on their conduct. At this juncture, having made
trial of his fortune, and perceiving ha was not at all likely to oppose Timur

with any prospect of success, Shah Kutb-ud-din consulted with his chieftains

as to whether he ought not to repair to the presence of Timur and contrive to

avert the calamity which threatened to overwhelm his state. Some of his

nobles agreed with him, while others were all for continuing the struggle.

Sh&h Kutb-ud-din, however, cut short all further discussion by coming out

of the fortress and lowering his banners.

^*My commanders having reported the circumstances to me, taking the lowering of the

standards of Seistan as a sign of the enemy having submitted, while I was discussing

the subject the envoy of Shfih Kutb-ud-din relying on my benevolence came into my
presence, and making a humble obeisance asked for a cessation of hostilities. I accord-

ingly ordered my troops to refrain from further strife and despatched Amir Zadah Ali

to bring Shah Kutb-ud*din to me. When Shah Kutb-ud-din rode up he alighted from

his horse and bent his knee in token of submission, but I desired him to mount his horse

again. He then broached the subject at issue, and asked pardon for his faults and mis-

deed. I replied that as he had shown his sincerity by coming in person to me, I bestowed

on him again the country of Seistan, and with deep obeisance he expressed his gratitude

for my clemency. My officers and soldiers thereupon entered into conversation with him

and offered their congratulations on bis conduct throughout (the operations). ’’

Timur now laid aside his armour, and retained only the quilted jacket

worn under it, and mounting a palfrey and attended only by 15 men-at-arms

he set out to visit the left division of his forces. On * his way 20.000 or

30,000 Seistanis let themselves down from the battlements and set upon

Timur and his small escort. He thereupon was compelled to retire to the

centre, but before he got out of range of the arrows, shot by the enemy, his

horse was wounded by one of these missiles.

Orders were at once issued that Shab Kutb-ud-din was to be forthwith

put into confinement and orders were also issued to recommence hostilities.
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Zahidan was taken ; and the garrison that remained was put to the sword and

a general massacre took place. The assailants obtained much booty.

“ I issurd ordftrs that the fortrees and city of Seiatan should be destroyed and that

the treasures and buried hoards laid up by the Maliks and sovereigns of past ages

should be collected and brought into niy presence.

“ Arab horses, pacing mules, Backtrian camels, and other valuable booty without

end were seized and reserved as my personal property.”

Timur rested several days in Scistan and then set out up the valley of

the Helmand for Kala-i-Bist. The destruction of Tak and of the Band-i-

Rustam, and the consequent alteration of the scheme in existence and balance

of population followed.

Although the name of the city of Seistan was not mentioned in the narra-

tive of ibs destruction, there does not seem, however, any probability that the

statement of the Shijrat-ul-Muluk and the traditions that Zahidan was the

city is incorrect. The interior of the ruined city is full of decaying human

skeletons, which occur also beyond the north-east wall of the town and in

front of the Darwaza-i-Bakhtiari.^ These are the remains of corpses

hastily buried under fallen walls and which now after the course of centuries

have been uncovered by erosion due to wind action. The high and dry

situation of Zahidan has preserved these remains, which are probably the

lowest layer of the buried corpses of the victims of their own rashness, put

to the sword by Timur’s orders.

The government of Seistan was made over to Shah-i-Shahan, a member
of the Princely Family to which Shah Kutb-ud-din belonged, and the latter

with his family was deputed to Samark, while the Ulema, men of the reli-

gious profession and Kazis of the country, were ordered to betake themselves

to Farah, there to dwell. Scistan was conquered in the month of Shawal in

nweiiibrr I3S3 .A.D. the year 786 H.

It henceforward ceased to exist as an independent state, and although

its rulers (of the Kai'ani family) were afterwards reinstated, they held the

country of the descendants of Timur. It required, however, another massacre

and invasion to bring them completely under the sway of the Timurid Princes,

after the great Amir Timur had departed from this transitory world.

According to the Ihya-ul-Muluk, Shah Kutb-ud-din was executed by
Timur, and this is also the account preserved in a very confused and mani-

festly inaccurate legend in which Timur and his son Shah Rukh are inter-

changed, and both are made to play a part in the sack of Zahidan. Neither

the Malfuzat-i-Sahib Kiran, n(« the Zafarnamah, makes any mention of Mitlil-

Kutb-ud-din having been executed.

‘The Dwwfa»-i-B«hlitiVi, to Judiw from Uie rnini, wu the principal entnnoe to
Why it dionid have beei\ Buoh is not obvious. None of thoremains of tho other gntee are anything
like as massive. Indeed with the ezcieption of the gates of the oitadkip the entranecs to the town
other than the gate of the BakhtiariSp are merely gape in the oirouit of the milled walkL
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Kniiu of Zahidan, destroyed by Timur (Tamerlane}, Deor -Jany. 1381 A.D.
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The Malik Qheiath-ud-din of Herat waa put to death, but his death was
due to the tumult and sedition raised by the Qhuri Bacha and Malik Muham-
mad, the Kurt.

Seistanafter the terrible fate of Zahldan remained quiescent, if not loyal,

under the government of the Shah-i-Shahan, and the troops of Seistnn saw
much service under the banners of the Great Amir, notably 6 years after the isssa.d.

episode of Zahidan, when the Shah-i-Shahan commanded in person with the

troops of his country aided by other contingents of Timur’s troops, at the

prolonged siege of Rirjan, in which Gudarz, the Mamluk of Abu Ishak of the Al-i-

Muzzaffar, held out for a long time. There was therefore no r^son why Shah
Kutb-ud-din should have been put to death by Timur, nor is the fact of his

having died in Samarkand alluded to. As he was, in all probability, a young
man when Zahidan was taken, it is not improbable that he returned to Seistan

and resumed the government on the'death of Timur in 807 H. The author of

the Ihya-ul-Muluk appears to have had a very convenient memory, and he

never alludes to the fate of Malik Husen, Shahid, the Malik Muiz-ud-din Husen
of the Rauzat-ul-Jannat. > This Prince is styled Shahid, or the Martyr,

to this day, and his end and reign are altogether omitted by the author of

the Ihya-ul-Muluk ; he does not appear among the Princes of Seistan in the

genealogical scheme nor in the list of Princes. Moreover, the legends and the

Shijrat-ul-Muluk distinctly mention the building of Kala-i-Fath by Malik

Kutb-ud-din, and the latter mentions his release by Shah Rukh, and his re-

appointment to Seistan, and his subsequent rebellion against that Prince.

lA good example of the partiality of the Ih^^-uUMuluk » to bo found in uiv vemionii of the
position of Malik Kutb>ud>din with reference to Malik Husen of Herat, and the account of the same
in the Rauzat-us-Safa. Malik Kutb-ud-din, bin Shah Rukn, is represented by the author of the Ihya-ul-

Muluk as being a most puissant chieftain, and to have possessed elephiints, and a veteran army at hiH

command. The following acoount is taken from the Rauzat-us-Safa :—In the month of Muhairam of

the year 741 H. the Muzzaffaiides invaded Kirman and took possession of it.

Malik Kutb-ud-din of Nimroz asked for aid to capture Kirman of Malik Husen of Herat. 'Fhf*

latter despatched Malik Daud in command of a body of GJ^uris to effect the capture of Kirman, who
marched with Malik Kutb-ud-din.

This 'body of troops, by marching at night and hiding among the hills by day, succeeded in con-

cealing their movements, and arrived all unperceived to a distance of 4 farsakhs of Kirman. One of the

officials of the Amir Mubftriz discovered their presence in the village of Khash Khak and fled to Kirman
with the news. After consulting with his adherents the Amir Mubftriz evacuated Kirman, and Malik

Daud and his men took possession of it. Amir Mubftriz returned, however, aith troops to Kirman and
laid sie^e to it and. notwithstanding the sorties made by the ^uris, reduced the garrison to great

straits. MiJik Kutb-ud-din left the city on the pretence of going to bring reinforcements to raise the

siege, and Malik Daud and his son, after prolonging their resistance for some time longer, eventually

were forced to make terms, and in the month of Jamgdi-ul-Akhi‘r in the year 741 H. (Novemlxv
1310 A.D.) he wa4^^mitted to march away in the direction of Kburassan. This Malik Kutb-ud-din
of Nimroz is the same person as he who is mentioned in the Ihya-ul-Muluk as having successfully
** bluffed** Malik Husen of Herat in 734 A. H. (1333-1334 A.D.). Unless a pestilence had killed his

elephants and swept away his veterans in the space of seven years that had elapsed, it appears

inexplicable, that he was compelled to ask for assistance fiom his former antagonist.

The Muzaflarides, however, dispossessed the Shkwinid Maliks, some two or three of whom
IbUpwed the last of the Kara Khitai Rulers ofKirman. This dynasty founded by BuiAk HAjib in 010 A. H.
(1213-1214 A.D.) is said by the author of the Habib-us-Siyir to have lastedM yeors.

ne last of the Malilm of the Shirwan' family was named Kutb-ud-din, Nekroz, and abandoned
Kirman to the Amir MubBris-nd-din in 741 A. H.

Hie same author Just‘alluded to mentioned that one of the rulers of the ffhIrwAnid family introduced
a laige body of Eazarm and ‘*Avghac** tribes whom he settled on his frontiers as a protective meMuie

;

but as these mien bad no means at their dispo^ to overawe theee guardiaos of the peace, the latter,

waxing bold and defying the kxnd mien, committed great depredations in Abar Koh and Firs,
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After he had completed the subjugation of the country, and destroyed

the dam, or weir, in the Helmand, Timur continued his journey towards Kala-

i-6ist, along rtie banks of the Helmand. It is not possible to identify any of

the localities mentioned in his route. Though the names exist, the sites have

long ag(» been obliterated partially or altogether. Arbab Scif-ud-din, whose

stories anri information as to the legends, and old sites of Seistan, were of very

great interest, was nut with the Mission when it marched down the valley

of the Helmand in the winter of 1903. The names of Kala-i-Kakah and Kala-

i'Surkh exist, but which of the crumbling ruins through which the Mission

passed on its journey along the banks of the Helnaand should bear those names

it is not possible to decide.

At Kala-i-Kakah information reached Timur that the Nikudaris who

were encamped in the valley of the Helmand, their usual resort in the winter,

had broken up their encampments and were on the move towards Kej and

Makran. A strong force under the Amir Zadah Miranshah was despatched

in pursuit of those fugitives, and after travelling day and night across the

waterless desert, the Nikudaris were discovered in the pasture lands of

Karan.' The latter, true to their traditions, elected to fight rather than

submit tamely ; and probably the recollections of past misdemeanours

weighed heavily upon their conscience ; at any rate they fought, and were

defeated and the head of their leader taken back as a voucher of the complete

fulfilment of his orders to Timur. In the meantime Timur had met the Malik

Mamakatu who had wounded him so grievously many years previously in

Seistan. The bearing of the'Malik was regarded as suspicious, notwithstand-

ing the submission he had made, and the presents he had placed before the

Great Amir. Upon a sign from the latter, as soon as Malik Mamakatu had

left the presence, he waa seiredv and volleys of arrows were discharged at

him, which soon put him out of the world.

Nothing of importance is heard of Seistan during the lifetime of Timur

;

and it undoubtedly continued as a district subject to the Governor of Kburas*

san who held his Count in Herat.

18th Kcbrosrjr 1-105. The Great Amir died in the year 807 H. and the usual scramble for power

took place among the 36 descendants whom he left behind him. The only

surviving son of the Great Conqueror Shah RuUl Mirza, however, veiyshortly

afterwards succeeded in gaining possession of his father’s empire ; and in

* KArao 19 spelM both in the Zhfar Namah and Malfu%at-i-Sahib Karaoi with a hard K : frpm
its general direction from the H^tnand^ it p|pbably was the district io which CShagai is fituataih or
the delta ot tbe MAshkel river.
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808 H. there was a Shah Kutb-ud-din reigning in Seistan, as a feuda^^ory o£

that Prince who held his court in Herat.*

In that year the Prince of Seistan (according to the Rauzut-us-Safa)

reported that the brothers ’Ali Shah and Oheiath-ud-din Shah, sons of the

late Jallal-ud-din Shah of Farah, were becoming restive, and were not amen-

able to authority. Shah Rukh accordingly despatched an expedition to

Farah and the refractory brothers having been made prisoners were duly

punished.

According to the Ihya-ul Muluk, there are two Maliks of Seistan of the

name of Kutb-ud-din, but it does not appear to be improbable that there

was in reality only one of that name who was taken prisoner by Timur and

released, or who made his escape, after the death of the conqueror. The

author of the Rauzat-ul-Jannat mentions the fact of Malik Kutb-ud-din Mu-

hammad having on more than one occasion proved refractory, and to have

actively opposed Shah Rukb’s demands for money and help ; no dates are

given in that account ; but the Rauzat-us-Safa mentions that in 819 A. H. uiiis.d.

Shah Rukh, marched from Fars to Kirman to put down local disturbanct^s,

and that he continued his march towards Herat from Kirman, by way of the

desert, that is to say, by way of Gurg and Nasirabad, along the ancient Trade

Route. He would in this case have passed through Seistan, and probably

it was on this occasion that the intercession of the Famous Divine, styled

the Zain-ul-Millat Wa-ud-din, saved, Malik Kutb-ud-din from experiencing

the wrath of his Suzerain.*

According to the “ Ihya-ul-Muluk,” in 826-826 A. H. thie city “ having 1 121 1422 a o.

become largely invaded by the moving sands, Malik Ali decided to build a

new city. For this purpose he selected a locality (called Mirak), the pro-

perty of Miran Mir-Abd-Allah, and acquired it by purchase. The spot thus

chosen was removed from the sands and close to the Helmand.” This perhai>6

refers to the building of the town which grew up round the citadel of Kala-

i-Fath. The ruins from which the fragments of tile bearing the date 831

A. H. was brought are now submerged by great drifts of sand, and the

temporary capital after the sack and destruction of Zuhidiin probably

occupied that site. The position of Kala-i-Fath is even now removed from

the encroachments of sand and at that time it was also close to the

Helmand.
Kala-i-Mir, Deh Mirak and Mirabad are names that still linger in the uzv-uzs a

country closely adjoining the ruins of Kala-i-Fath, and the district in which

the latter stands may have been called Mirak as it was held by the Mir family

1 Malik Kutb'Ud'diD KaULoi ap|>areotJy escaped during the coofusion which followed oq MkO

doath o; Timur, sad made his way to Herat and threw himself on the clemeocy of Shlih Rujdk.

Sh&h Kukh did invade Se.stau in force (Matl'a-us-Sa’acain), but the capital Kala Fath
held out soooessfully and on the intervention of the Chie? Priest of »SeistaD Shah Itiikh withdrew t4

Hijrai after laying waele the country and debuo^ing the U.me weiis la the Helmand Hiver
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of which Abdallah was the chief. In course of time Sultan Shah Rukh passed

away. He had seven sons born to him, of whom six had died during his own

lifetime. His eldest and sole surviving son was secure in his government

of the provinces beyond the Oxus, but the wide dominion of the late monarch

to the south of that river was the scene of the struggles for their possession

that took place between the progeny of the six sons who had predeceased

their father. Seistan had for many years been recovering from the effects

of the conquest of the country by Timur
; and to such an extent that the

Prince of Seistan was able to take advantage of the state of anarchy that

prevailed to set up as an independent ruler.

1447 1448 A.D. In 851 A. H. Prince Babar Mirza, son of Baisanghar Mirza son of Shah

Rukh, established himself in Herat, and the pretensions of the Eaiani Prince

of Seistan towards independence brought the latter very soon into collision

with that Prince. Malik Mu"i*z>ud-din Husen, ‘‘Husen Shahid’’ as he is

called in the local traditions, is a historical personage and he is mentioned

in the Rauzat-ul-Jannat as having set up as an independent Prince in Seistan

v/here he had coined money and had caused the public prayers to be read

in his own name omitting alh mention of his Suzerain in both. He had in

addition greatly strengthened his city (Kala-i-Fath). He had, however,

become unpopular. He was a tyrant and had alienated the regard of his sub-

fects by undue severity, and a too close regard for humiliating observances

on the part of his chief men and nobles. He is also accused of having put

to death many of the latter, and had also slain many of his ^’ibjects, who were

not deserving of death. This description reads very much like the account

of a revolution, in which the defeated side had suffered greatly from the

vindictive nature of the successful claimant to supreme authority. He also

inaugurated' changes in the currency and the money coined by him had been

increased to a Weight of 2^ Mith Kals.

None of his coins have, however, been discovered.

The first expedition undertaken by Prince Babar in person was not very

successful. Amir Khalil Ilindukah, his chief supporter, was away in Badghis,

to watch the movements of Ilagh Beg and his son Abdul Latif ,* who were mass-

ing troops on their frontier. Malik Husen was induced to make a nominal

surrender. He promised to behave in a proper manner in the future, and he

also sent presents to the Prince, who was in all prpbability only too glad to have

saved his face, and was thus set free to act against his more formidable

enemies who were drawing to a head in the north. Malik Husen evidently did

not fulfil his promises of amendment, and continued to ignore the rights of

the Lord Paramount over him and his state.

When Prince Babar had placed his own affairs on a more stable footing

for th]^ time being and had returned to Herat in 859 A. H., he despatched a

force under the command of Amir ShAlil Hindukah to reduce the Prince of
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Seistan to a state of complete obedience. Malik Quseu seems, however, to

have been a match for this force, and the commander was obliged to ask for

reinforcements. These were despatched under the Amirs Aweis Tarkhan,
Husen, Jandar, and others to assist Amir ^alil Hindukah . who drove Malik

Husen into his city, which was thereupon blockaded.

The Seistanis issued from the place and fought an action in the open field

' in which they were defeated with heavy loss. Malik Husen finding himaolf

hard pressed, and that his subjects also were tired of him, fled from the capital

to the island in the Zirreh, where he took shelter among the jungle (reed beds).

This place was undoubtedly the Koh-i-Sbwajah and the city (now in ruins)

upon its slopes. Seistan was bestowed on the successful leader by Prince

Babar to be held as a fief under the latter ; and all the Sardars of Seistan and
Zabulistan submitted to their new master. Malik Qusen, however, still pos-

sessed influence in Seistan for he again collected a force and attempted to re-

gain possession of his capital. He was unsuccessful, and in the end he was

routed and his followers dispersed. Then at last, after a short time had

lapsed, his head was brought in to Amir ^^alil Hindukah who was freed

from all further anxiety with reference to this energetic but unfortunate Prince.

The Rauzat-us-Safa contains details as to the manner in which the

death of Malik Husen was compassed which were gathered from the accounts

that existed in the country.

After that their cause had become desperate and they had been com-

pletelv overthrown by the Royal troops, Shah Husen and his elder (or eldest)

brother, Shah £utb-ud-din, abandoned Seistan and at the head of only

3 or 4 attendants set out towards Kej and Makran. In the course of the

journey Shah Husen dismounted one of his attendants, a rash and vindictive

person ; and gave his horse to another who was his master’s favourite. The
TTiftn deprived of his horse was grievously offended ; and he pondered over this

injustice as he followed on foot after the cavalcade. It was midnight when

this man reached the camp, where everybody, worn out with fatigue and the

hardships of the march, were in deep slumber. Under cover of the darkness

the servant took advantage of there being no one on watch, to sever the heads

of both Shah Kutb-ud-din and Shah Husen from their bodies ; and taking

to flight brought them both to Amir ^aUl Hindukah as an acceptable

offering.

The various fiefs held by this great noble extended up to Kabul

itself and included the districts dependent upon Kandahar up to the very

confines of Hindustan. In Seistan, however, the Kaiani family were still

numerous they had a following ; so in order to completely break the spirit

of the people AtniT Khalil gave free vent to his naturally fierce and blood-

thirsty nature. He caused a great slaughter in Seistan. Chiefs as well as the

conunon people were put to death until the country became depopulated
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and fell ibto ail utterly disorganized condition. Irrigation was neglected

as numbers of the people must have fled into other districts to preserve their

lives.

Both the districts of Farah and Sabzawar were included in this destruc-

tion. The Maliks of Sabzawar had probably ceased to exist, for they are not

again mentioned as a ruling family after that Malik Fakhr-ud-din Kurt

removed Malik Kutb-ud-din from Sabzawar, and imprisoned his son in Herat.

But their country continued in a condition of prosperity, and its downfall

and ruin is attributed to Amir OalU Hindukah. He raided it on many
occasions, either in person or by his officers and members of his family,

and sacked the town nine times.

The citadel within the town was always kept in repair until at last, driven

to despair, the people of the country, taking advantage of an occasion when

it was unoccupied, came together and with one accord dismantled it them-

1492-1493 A. D. selves. The author of the Rauzat-ul-Jannat (writing in 898 H.) states that

he had heard that in former times in the main bazaar of Sabzawar itself

there were 1,200 shops, not counting those which existed in the various quar-

ters of the town or in the surrounding districts. The desolation that pre-

vailed in his day was the result of the violence and excesses committed by the

chief and his followers.

Like the people of Seistan, the inhabitants of Farah were strongly attached

to the family of their local chiefs ; and did not prove amenable to the severe

and oppressive rule of the Amir Hindukah and his companions. Amir Husen

Jandar was the Governor of "Farah after the desolation of Seistan and he

perceived that as long as there were any representatives of the family of

the Shahs alive, the people of the country would not respect his authority as

Governor. Ha therefore formed a plan by which to extirpate the whole

family. For this purpase he inveigled the members of this family to an

assembly, and when they bad all come together, he cause.1 them to be put

to the sword, thereby overthrowing at one stroke a d)Txasty that had endured

fpz many ages.”

“ It is stated -that after the massacre of the Shaks, Amir Aweis, the

Tarkhan, summoned the notables of Farah to his presence, and after ho had

pacified their fears, be signified his willingness to make them all Tarkhans ;
>

but MauUna Muhammad Shah of Farah, who was present, declined this

honour on behalf of his fellow countrymen.”

At the time of writing (898 A. H.) the above, the author stated that a

member of thb family was still alive ; he was named Shah Sikandar and he

was living in a state of great poverty.

iTarkhftn was a title which distinguiihed a or olan^ of iiobt« amoqg tho tribei bpyoad
the Oxua. Gertain jirivikiges were attai^od to this title.
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The representative of this family who was contemporary with Shah Rnkh
the son of Timur, was named Sh&h Sikandar Nial Tigin. He was frequently

at variance with his Suzerain.

The Maulana Muhammad Shah alluded to was perhaps the represents*

tive of a branch of this same family the founder of which resigned his right

to the succession (he was the eldest son) and adopted a religious life.

Amir Aweis, the Tarkhan noble, was himself involved in a catastrophe

similar to that which resulted in the downfall of the Maliks of Farah. Aftet

the death of Prince Babar Mirza on the 26th of the month of Rabi-us-Sani lith March 1M7
AD

in the year 861 H., his 11 -year-old son proclaimed his successor, and the

chief supporter of the youthful Prince, the Amir Sheikh Hfiji, found it neces-

sary to curb the insolence and break the strength of the Tarkhan nobles, who

had become, by reason of their possessions, so powerful, that their good

will or opposition was of atipreme importance and decided the fate and fortune

of any Prince who aspired to possess Herat. That noble accordingly, upon

the 1st of Jamadi-ul-Akhir of the same year, invited all the Tarkhfins to an isth M»y 1457

entertainment in the Bagh-i-Zaghan close to Herat where certain matters

were also to be discussed. When they had all gathered together, a general

massacre took place. With the exception of Amir Aweis Tarkhan, who had

a small dagger by him, no one of them was armed, but he succeeded in reach-

ing Amir Sheikh Haji and wounded the latter severely. Both Amir Aweis

and his son were, however, put to death.

The family of the Maliks of Farah still exists. No longer possessed of

authority, they, however, hold some land and are thus somewhat more favour-

ably situated than the Kaiani Maliks oi Seistan with whom they have so long

been allied.

Malik Baha-ud-din (<a Ma-iid-din), son of Malik Zainalo (Zain-ul-’Abidin),

and his nephew returned to Farah from Kabul in 1904-05, and came into

Seistan with the Governor of Farah in 1906. A nephew of the Malik, named

Seif-ud-din, accompanied him.

It is saic^ but with what amount of truth it is not possible to state, that

the lands of Farah were originally, divided between the Maliks, the Arbabs,

and Aghazadah. The Maliks were the rulers, but the lea4ers of the two other

tribes, or races^ had a voice in aftairs. Indeed it is said that the Aghazadah

were considered the most iUustrious of these three groups.

The Maliks at the present day are of course quite subordinate to the

Afghan^ the extent of their ImMinga is also said to be small ; whereas the

Arbabs hold the villages and forts of dun and Saj ; also Bas^ close to Farah

itself.

Kala-i-Kah is a district which in older times was included within the

limits of Farah. It is divided into two purts by two ranges of hills^ the strike

of which is from north-east to south-west They are not continuous. 'The

s 2
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part to the south of these hills is known as the Sheb-i>Koh and. the district

of Kala-i-Kah to the north of the hills is called Pusht-i-Koh.

The inhabitants are very mixed. **Afghans ” naturally predominate, but

there is a large leaven of Tajiks, Arabs, SJlwajahs (or Khojas), and Mirs also

to be found. In the Sheb-i-Koh district there is the famous shrine of Imam
Zeid. The tomb or ziarat is on the summit of a flat-topped hill and there axe

two great drifts of sand on the slopes. The custodians of the shrine are Sheikhs

who are believed to have been the original inhabitants of this tract in pre-

Islamitic times. The Imam Zeid, it is said, was made a prisoner by these

unbelievers in the early days of Islam, and taken to. the summit of this hill

to be put to death. Iiflam Zeid prayed fervently for divine aid, and he was

concealed by the sand. Finding their victim had eluded them the enemies

of that holy person went to their homes, leaving a party to watch for the

re-appearance of the fugitives. Their descendants still continue the watch ;

no longer as enemies do they await the advent of the Holy Imam, but as the

custodians of his shrine. Such is the legend.

The sand drifts are famous for certain sounds that issue from them or

from the hills, which are attributed to supernatural agency. The author

of the Rauzat-ul-Jannat wrote that pilgrims ascend the hill and casting

thenue./es down on the slope of the sand-drift elide down to the bottom,

and the sound continues to be heard till they reach the bottom.

The following account is taken from the account of Sir Frederick Gold-

smidt’s Mission of 1872 :

—

** Captain Lovett, who was fortunate enough to hear it, deacribes its effect upon
him as like the wailing of an olion harp or the sound occasioned by the vibration of several

telegraph wires * * * It should be remarked* * * that the sound is often heard in perfectly

still weather and when nobody is near the hill, and it is singular also that the limit of sand
at the bottom seems never to be encroached upon by falling sand from the summit, though
the face of the hill and sand drift is very steep.”

The circumstance is also mentioned by the author of the Bauzat-ul-
Jannat who believed that the sand that descended was miraculously
conveyed back to the summit.^

The Sheb-i-Koh district is watered by a large canal, said to be a natural
drainage line, which takes off from the Far&h Bud just below the village of

Kuk-i-Sheb. This canal or old river bed flows past the ebrine dedicated to

Sheikh Mahmud. There is an ancient superstition attaching to this water-'

course. It is said never to require any cleaning ; and whenever any cleansing
is necessary, the earth at the bottom ought merely to be scraped aDowed
to be carried away by the water, and the spoil should never be cast out upon

>.

* *• bffl. to which • cini^ Itgniii mttmabm hi the dMriet of Farwli^ abuuft 40
milcai'to the north of Kobul City.
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the banks. The supply of water is very plentiful and it irrigates, or helps

to irrigate, almost all the villages in the district. It terminates at, or close

to, the village of Jurg, 6 farsakhs (about 20 miles) from its source, where it

breaks up into many channels and forms a meadow or Ulang.

The ziarat of Sheikh Mahmud is a very celebrated shrine, the custodians

of which are Tajiks. There is, it is said, at this place a grove of about 100

large trees of the “ Kora Gaz ” variety of tamarisk. The trunks are said

to be about 16 feet in circumference and the height of the trees to be greater

than that of the cypress trees of Darg.

“ Within a fstsakh distance of Farah,” wrote the author of the Rauzat-uI-Jannat,
“ there is a certain hill called Barandak where there is a shallow recess from which

water issues in drops. This is resorted to as a shrine by those who have any desires they

wish gratified . Below thisrecess they take up their position, and stretching forth their hands

in prayer make mention of their needs. If the dropping of the water increases they go'

away satisfied that their desires will be fulfilled ;
but if there is no increase in the flow it is

looked upon as a sign that their requests will not be gratified. During the petitions offered

up by some people the dropping of the water increases so much as to make a continuous

flow. I have seen many people who have witnessed this occurrence. And at the petitions

of certain persons which it is not lawful should he fulfilled the water ceases to

drop.”

• ***••*
The ancient site of Kala-i-Eah is at present almost deserted. The remains

of the ancient fort are still traceable, but the former populous character of

the place can be judged by the fact thi^t 18 karezes are at this day out of work

and only 10 are utilized for cultivation.

The devastation brought by the inroads of Chingiz Khan and Timur

wrought but little damage compared to that which took place after they

had died, and their degen^te successors fought over the Empires built up by

them.

In the case of the Timurides this period of anarchy was greatly prolonged.

The great'grandsons of Sh&h Rulcb became mere puppets in the hands of one

or oth«r of the Commanders, or Chiefs, who found an opportunity in the tur-

moil for thdr ambitions.

Sultah Said, the Timuride, a great-grandson of Shih Rnkb Mirza, ad-

vanced on Sburassan from the country beyond the Ozus, and eventually

established his authority in that province, and Ir&k and Mizeuderfin as

weU.

In the year 864 H. that sovereign turned his attention towards Stistan ; ueoA n
and Sh&h Yihyih (caUed in the Rm^t-ul-Jannat, Miz&m-ud-din YAhy&h),

who was distingoishdd above all his connttymen and family for valour and

generosity, was invested wi^ Seistan as a fief. In addition to this the
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sovereign issued orders that certain of his chiefs should inarch to Seistan at

the head of a powerful force, and wrest that country from the control of Amir

Oalil Hindukah. Having proceeded some distance these leaders consult-

ed together, and decided to send one of their number to Amir ^alil to try

and induce him to yield to the sovereign’s wishes, by means of threats on the

one hand, and by means of promises on the other of benefits that he might

expect from his sovereign’s good pleasure. In the meantime, however, the

latter found himself compelled to march towards Mazenderan and he recalled

the expedition he had despatched towards Seistan.

Amir Khalil finding that Sultan Said had left Herat considered it to be

a favourable opportunity of asserting his independence, and even of taking

possession of that city itself. He collected a force of armed men and advanced
4th May U60 .I.D. qjj the city which he reached on the 12th of Ramzan of the same year. The

inhabitants of the outlying districts had fled before him into the city, aban-

doning their crops which were at the time fit to be reaped. The Amir Khalil

was' only able to blockade the gate of Irak and Firuzabad and Kbush, as he

had not men enough to completely surround the walls, and his attempts to

storm the city were also defeated. An alarm of the return of Sultan Said

from Mazenderan so terrified Amir Khalil that he fled from Herat, and never

halted until he had reached the boundary of Seistan.

Sultan Said was actually on his march towards Herat, and at Jam he

heard of the events that had taken place, and of the retirement of that

ambitious chief.

From Herat the sovereign detailed a force to reduce Amir S])alil Hindu-

kah which overran the outlying districts of Seistan, but as the leader of this

1492-1493 A.D. force was an old friend of the refractory noble he induced the latter to submit

himself to the Royal authority. Amir Kbalil was received by the sovereign

who overlooked his past conduct, and again enrolled him among the servants

of the state, but he was sent away to Balldi to govern the frontier districts

in that direction, and in this way Seistan and the countries adjoining it were

freed from his grasp. The havoc wrought was, however, very lasting in its

1492 1493 A.D.
effect, and the country as. late as 898 was still in ruinous and desolate con-

dition, while the dearth of water, alluded to by the author of the Rauzat-ul-

Jannat, must have been due to the fact that canals and weirs had been

neglected and the river passed down in its undiminished volume into the

southurn end of the Hamun, and into the Shela.

Notwithstanding the bestowal of Seistan as his appanage upon Malik

Nizam-ud-din Yahyah, the status of the Maliks was very far removed from that

enjoyed by their forefathers.

During the r^ign of Stdtan Husen,- Baikara, Seistan was held by Amir

Sultan Argbun, who is styled in the Rausat-ul-Safa, the Hakim of Seistan,
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and who was the Huler or Governor of that territory. It was reported that
this person had manifested signs of disloyalty, and the Ptince Ibn-ul-Husen
was accordingly despatched with 2,000 horse to reduce the Governor to
obedience. This raised the ire of all the members of the family of Arghfin.

Zulnun Beg from the Zamin-i-Dawar and Shuja Beg from Kandahar mus-
tered their fighting men and proceeded to the help of their kinsman. The
Aj^huns were too strong for the Prince, and attacking the latter when his

forces were dispersed in his quarters in the Hokat, drove him out of the

country to Herat, wounded and unsuccessful. The status of the Kaiani Princes

of Seistnn is clearly evidenced by the absence of coins bearing their own
names or titles. With the exception of the ill-fated Malik Husen, none of the

Maliks coined money in their own name after the capture of Zahidan. At
least none of their coins have been found. Copper coins were struck by Malik

Jallal-ud-din later on, but they are very rare, and he does not appear to have

coined money in gold or silver. *'

As the descendants of the Great Amir grew more and more effete, and ns

their fortunes waned before the rise of the Uzbek power under Shalbani Mian,

their hold over Seistan weakened. The Argbuns abandoned Kburassan.

They were eventually forced to relinquish Kandahar and to retire to Sind-

where they founded a short-lived dynasty. Shaibani Kban overthrew the

sons of SultanHusen Baikara in 912 H. (1507 A.D.) ; and on the other side of leoe-im A.o.

Sei.stan Shah Ismail Saffavi was consolidating his power in the Western Pro".

ince's. These two ambitious chiefs very soon came into colli.sion and the Uzbek

suffered a decisive overthrow and was slain in battle in the vicinity of Merv

in 916 A. H. (1510).

The decisive victory won by Shah Ismail over Shaibani lU:an and the

death of that chief for a time relieved Khurassan of the depredations of the

Uzbeks. Herat once more was the capital of the Province which was annexed

to the Empire of the Safiavis ; and Meshed, the Holy City, began to obtain that

pre-eminence which is now its due in the sight of all those who follow the faith

of Islam according to the doctrines of the Shiah persuasion. Relatives <>:

the ruling family of the Saffavis received in fief districts in Khurassan. over

which their deputies held authority in the name of the particular Prince. Seis-

tan had been the personal appanage of Prince Badi-uz-Zanmn Mirza, Saffavi,

whose deputy, and the actual Governor of that country, was an Afshar noble

named Timur Mian, of the tribe of Istajlu. His harshness, together witU the

violence and rapacity of his fellow tribesmen, alienated the hearts of the people,

who led by their own chiefs rose up with one accord, and turned the Afshan

out of Seistnn. For a long time that country was free from the presence of

Persian officials and their troops. After this had been effected, the Seistanis

led by the Mira of Seiaf.in, desired to raise one of the laiiiil} of" their ancient A.jr

Princes to the chiefside of that country ; and after some discussion the oflBoe
''
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of ruler was offered to Malik Mahmud and accepted by him. He was elected

as their Prince ; but before he consolidated his power, J’afir Sultan, who had

been appointed Governor of Seistan by the Persian Government, appeared

on the scene. The greater part of tlffe Seistanis, with the Mirs, and the more

cautious element among the people abandoned Malik Mahmud and gave the

newlv appointed Governor a fitting reception and inducted him to his residence

in the capital, Kala-i-Fath. But Malik Mahmud and his party had betaken

themselves to the island and the other strongholds they possessed and dwelt

therein for a season.

J’afir Sultan possessed no means by which to enforce his authority ; and

being suspicious also of the sincerity of the welcome he had received, treated

all those that came to him, without distinction, with \iniform kindness and

courtesy. After his installation he retained by his side a representative of the

Maliks, the Malik Qbeiath-ud-din Muhammad ; and of the Mira, Mir Ali ;

and dismissed all the rest of the people to their own homes. He made friends

with the Arbabs, the inhabitants of land to the north of the city, while the

districts between the canals furnished him with suppUes.

After six months had passed Malik ^beiath-ud-din died ; and his com*

panions and followers asked for leave to visit their tribesmen and the members

of their family. The party of Malik Mahmud now cast aside all restraint

and incited a feeling of hostility towards the Persian Governor, and day by

day the disloyal faction waxing bolder, they began at last to commit acts of

overt hostility, extending their depredations up to the very city itself. J’afir

Sultan had in the meantime been joined by ’Ubad Sultan from the Garmsir

at the head of 2,000 well appointed troops ; and the two leaders advanced

from the city to punish the disloyal section of the people of Seistan whose

depredations had exceeded all bounds and could no longer be tolerated. In

addition to the troops of his colleague, the Governor was aided by a contingent

of about 1,000 men drawn from his supporters in the country, who joined him

as auxiliaries.

Malik Mahmud with all his kinsmen and the Amirs of Seistan took the

field against the Persians and their allies, and having crossed the Hirmend,

the two parties met in combat on the banks of that river. J’afir Sultan had

his charger shot under him, and falling heavily was unable to rise, and in this

condition he was put to death by one of his enemies.

The Persians fled to Kala-i-Fath ; but Malik Mahmud with a rare fore-

sight strictly held back his men from pursuing them, and in addition allowed

the Persians to evacuate Kala-i-Fath and march away with all their property,

unmolested. Malik Mahmud thereupon took possession of the city with great

pomp, and assumed the government ; and the fame of his exploit was noised

abroad throughout Kburassan. He, however, did ^t allow this succeu to
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inflame his ambition, but despatched an '^nvoy to the Court of the Shah to make
known his sincerity, and plead his case.

Muhammad ^an, the Turkman, who had been the Deputy Governor

of Seistan in the lifetime of Badi*uz>Zaman Mirza,was at this time in high office

at the Shah’s Court. Interest was made with this powerful noble, and by
means of his efforts on behalf of Malik Mahmud, the actions of the latter were

condoned, and the government of Seistan conferred upon him by the

Shah.

His reign was prosperous and beneficial to his country on the whole, but

the times were unfavourable to the arts of peace ; and it needed all the talents

which this Malik undoubtedly possessed to maintain his hold on the govern-

ment. He was evidently a strong ruler, as in course of time there grew up a

party opposed to him among his subjects which eventually compassed his

death. The grand-nephews of the late Prince Badi-uz-Zaman had divided the

appanage of their father Sultan Husen Mirza, after the latter died. The
eldest son of the late Sultan, Muzaffar Husen Mirza, obtained possession of

Kandahar, while to Rustam Mirza was assigned the Zamin-i-Dawar ; and the

two youngest sons of the late Sultan,who were by the same mother as the second

son, continued to dwell with him in his portion of his father’s appanage.

Both Muzaffar HuMiii Mirza and his brother Ri^stam Mirza were deficient

in ability and those qualities which the times demanded of all who aspired to

fill exalted positions. Muzaffar Husen Mirza was Prince only in name ; all

real authority being exercised by his deputy, a person named Hamza Beg,

who had received t^ oflioe directly from the Shah of Persia. This person,

with a view to add Seistan to the territory of the sons of his late master Sultan

Husen Mirza, and unaware of the resources at the disposal of the Malik Mah-

mud Kai&ni, entered that country at the head of a body of troops.

“ When he reached the ancient city of Seistan and hod established his camp
at a distance of two faisakhs to the north of the Zirreh, which was the refuge and

stronghold of Malik Mahmud, the Malik Zadabs and Amirs of Seistan, he perceived

the strength of the Mands and the number of valiant men of,that country.”

H#™** Beg was compelled to rest satisfied with the treaty which was

drawn up with the consent of his master and Malik Mahmud. It was also

agreed upon that Muzaffar Husmi Mirza should marry the daughter of Malik

Mahmnd ; and that Malik Jallftl-ud-din, the eldest son of the Malik, should

many the dau^ter of Hamza Beg. The Mirzas. thereupon returned to Kan-

dahar. Soon afterwards^ Mnsaffar Husen Mirza become discontented with his

position and connived at a plot to murderHamza Beg. The latter having ob-

tained information of thi^ fled to Zamin-i-D&ww and returned with Rustam
Mirza whom he imposed to set up in place of his ungrateful brother. Muzaffar

Husen was defeated in a battle fought on the banks of the Ai^hand Ab River,

and fled to Kandahar. By the good offices of the leaders of the Persian
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element in that place, Muzaffar Qusen Mirza was reconcfled to his deputy

;

and peace having been ostensibly restored, the latter resumed his office.

Three years after, and in consequence of another plot against his life,

Hamza Beg deposed his master in favour of his brother Rustam Mirza, and
the former was placed as a prisoner at large in the fortress of Kallat under the

care of Muhammad Beg, the chief of the Biyat tribe, and also son>in-law of

Hamza Beg ; the revenues of the Hazarajat, being assigned for the mainten-

ance of the captive prince.

Six months later, the latter having won over his jailor and the garrison

of Kallat, effected his escape, and escorted by a body of 300 Biy&ts from that

garrison, made his way to Seistan, by the route through the desert. Malik
Mahmud received the fugitive most hospitably, and showed him every atten-

tion, making over to the Prince his affianced wife. For the space of six months
Muzaffar Huseu Mirza dwelt in Seistan in amity with its ruler. At last,

however, a party of the Mirs of Seistan, who were always exciting strife and
replenishing the fires of discord, estranged the fickle tempered Mirza from
his host, and one day the Prince, on the pretence of hunting, left his quarters

and made his way to the m>rth of the Zirreh to the fort of Tahzun (or Tahaz-

wun) which was the residence of these chiefs and Mirza of Seistan who were

disaffected towards the Malik. In the course of one week he was joined by all

the Nakibs and Mirs of Zirreh, Riiiamrod, > and the headmen of the lower

classes also flocked to his side. .Parties of Kiszilbashes had moreover joined

him from Farah, and at the head of this gathering he laid siege to the fort of

Charunak (or Jarunak), the residence of Malik Nasr-ud-din, the uncle of Malik

Mahmud.

When thb outbreak took place Malik Mahmud was in residence in the

village or town of Rasalik ‘ on the bank of the Helmand, and at the time

when, the Mirza left him, the Malik was quite unattended by any of his

adherents. By great exertions he, however, raised a large fmee to put down
this movement. He despatched in advance his son Jallal-ud-din together

with his cousins, the Maliks Mahmud, and Malik Shah Qusen in command
of a force of his own tribesmen, following in person at the head of his main
army. On the forenoon of 6th March 1682 A.D. a great battle was fou^t
before the fort of J&runak in which the malcontents were defeated and the

Mirs retreated towards the jungles and the islands. Malik Mahmud at the

iThw i« the ooljr name about which there aeema to be UttI* or aogr doaha It aauat he
Raniri<d. The other Dantes ate, howeTer, doubtful to a driiree. Tahshn awy fxmnbtf stand for irakim,
and probably docs. Hie Ziiah is the Gaud-i-Zisrh.

This is called ** Housah-bKasalik ” : it is possible to translate it as tho**e«ltivatedlaDuswii
the bank” : in this case RasaUk wonU not bo a proper name.

Mo help is obtained fioni tho 8h4rat>nl*llnhik, as the prthozrapliy of the. nawsa in the Banns*
cript found in Seistsn is a great dsa! worse than in the copy of the dlsB Atn nsad fat this part of
the narratise.
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end of a week deputed a party of Seiads to the Mirza and they reconciled

the Prince to his father-in-law.

At the same time Hamza Beg invited the former to return to Kandahar

»

and the Prince set out for his capital escorted by 3,000 fighting men of Seistan

(under command of one of Malik Mahmud’s kinsmen), who returned from
Kandahar.

Six months later, the Malik again had to support his son-in-law with

another detachment of 3,000 men, commanded by his cousin Malik Izzat,

from Seistan.

A short time after this Muzaffar Husen Mirza was once more a fugitive

in Seistan, where he again listened to the promptings of the malcontents, and
headed another rising against the Malik. The rebels again attacked Jarunak,

and Malik Jallal-ud-din who was entrusted with the task of putting down the

insurrection was on the first day defeated near the village of Deh ’Ali and forced

to take shelter within the village behind the houses and the walls of its garden.

The same afternoon, however,- he was reinforced by Malik Mahmud in person,

and early in the next day N^r-ud-din sallied out of J&runak at'the head of

about 1,000 men and the rebels attacked from two directions were utterly de-

featedand the Mirs were compelled to seek refuge in the mountains and jungles.

In this engagement about 300 men of the Malik’s adherentsand about 1,000 of

the enemy were slain. The Mirza was a second time reconciled to Malik Mah-
mud, and two months later proceeded to Kandahar. Muhammad

.
Beg, the

Biyat, assassin and successor of Hamza Beg, was in his turn removed, having

fallen a victim to a plot against his life instituted by his master. Muzafiar

Qusen Mirza now araumed the control of affairs, and the grudge he enter-

tained against his benefactor Malik Mahmud increased, but he was only re-

strained by the predominance in Kburassan of the Uzbeks, and his own
dangerous position in consequence- of-their supremacv.

Kburassan had for many years been the exercising ground of the Uzbek

horsemen, and the whole of this j^eat province was reduced to a state of

chaos.

Herat and Meshed had in turn been occupied and bands of marauding

horsemen had penetrated even as fat as. Yazd.

Tn tills state of affairs the Aishars of Farah invited Bustam Mirza to as-

sume the government of that district. The Prince eagerly availed himsdf of

this invitation and was accorded a most cordial reception. Two days after he

put to death Yakan chief of the Aishars,who had invited him, and shortly

afterwards took possession of that chieTs wealth and the common property of

his tribesmen. Threatened by the Uzbeks the latter were compelled to sub-

mit to this usage ; and on his part the tyrant they tiiemselves introduced '

proved victorious over the Uzbeks, and on one occasion he ddeated

them with the loss oi 800 of their most approved warriors.

l2
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Riutam Mirza also was casting coveteous glances in the direction of Seis-

tan. Malik Mahmud aware of this had raised an array of nearly 10,000 men
and had established himself in the fort of Chap (or CSiiD?).^ Here he con-
tinued for the space of six months when a pestilence broke out, caused by
the concourse of such a large number of human beings ; and his forces were
dispersed.

Rustam Mirza by means of his favourite and tool, Malik Abdullah, one of

the Malik family of Farah, who were related to the Kaianis, succeeded in se-

ducing from his allegiance one Malik Zarif, son of that Malik Nasr-ud-din
Kaiani already mentioned. This youth, although destitute of wisdom and
ability, was very ambitious ; and he was led away by promises to betray his

kinsman and chieftain, Malik Mahmud, to the Mirza.

^
Malik Zarif had invited his chief to the fort oi Jarunak^ for a change of

air'while the pestilence was raging ; and the Malik, against the advice of his

son Jallal-ud-din and his own relations, accepted this invitation, to give plea-
sure to his young kinsman ; and proceeded to Jarunak.

News was sent to Rustam Mirza, who at the head of a force of Afshars
and others hastened towards that place. Malik Zarif, urged by a feeling of
shame, held out for 16 days, but at last he and his followers went over to the
enemy. Malik Mahmud was thereupon also compelled to surrender. The
traitors met with a fitting recompense as they were put into restraint and two
days later Malik Nasr-ud-din, his son Malik Zarif, and his family were put to
death by the Prince ; but Malik Mahmud with one or two companions con-
tinued in prison.

Malik Jallal-ud-din had before this retired to Kala-i-Fath, where he was
blockaded by a body of troops detailed for the purpose of Rustam Mirza.

until he was relieved.

Malik Shah Rusen with his brother and Malik Ali, however, broke their

lionds and escaped from prison. Those persons fell in with a band of Seistanis

who were searching for them in the \'icinity of the scene of their imprisonment.
The refugees thereupon went off to theirhomes in Zirreh and raised the country'

against the invaders and very soon found themselves at the head of nearly

10,000 men. A thousand men relieved Kala-i-Fath, and enabled Malik

* This iMuno M Uk«B from th« Shijnt-ul-Malak. Hie Alam Ara merely atatea it to have
bi^n a atronghold fortifiedon the right aad left. I am inelin' d to think it may have been meant for Ju-
avin. But it ia not poaaible to apeak with any certainly on thia point.

s niia place from the narrative aiqpeara to have been at aome diatanoe ftom Kala-i-FMh. I
am inclined to think it waaChakanaur. But tbia ia only a conjecture on my part. If it waa Cbakafiaur
then the direct route from thia place to Zamfai DSwar would be through Khsah. Moreover, it ia poaaible
for a force ofcavalry to have reached the vicinity of Chakanaiir ftom Farah in twodaya. JSronakmuat
ha\-e been a place of aome aize t , have held enough men for Malik NSar-ud-din to have biou|At 1.000
men to the belpof MalikJalUl-ud-din, aa nMntiohad ia the naitative. previoua to thfe preeeot >i

|nTntn
Vbe river croaeed by RnatSm Miraa moat therafora ha.te bean the and not the Helmand U thia
place waa Chakaaaur. On the other hand JSrSnak may have occupied the aite covered by the mina of
Chatgewak about 3 or 4 miha to the north of Juwein.
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Jallal-ud-din to join his kinsmen and the fighting men of Zirreh ; and the

whole array with one accord then marched agftinst Rustam Mirsa.

This Prince obtaining news of the impending attack put Malik MeliwuMl

to death and, crossing the Hirmend, retired in the direction of Sarayin (or

Saraban?) intending to retire into Zamin D&war. Malik JaU&l-ud>dinand the

men of Seistan followed hard on his tracks, and in the neighbourhood of Pusht*

i-Zawah the Prince was brought to bay and compelled to fight. Defeated rn

the engagement, he was again forced to make a stand the next day in Sarayin

(or Sarabin) and was completely routed and forced to retire in disorder to the

Zamin Dawar. According to the Shijrat-ul-Muluk, Malik Mahmud was

murdered in the year 996 H. - The foregoing account is, however, taken from i.w7 a.D.

the Alam Ar&-i>Abbasi. No date is given in the latter with reference to this

event, and the orthography also of some of the names in the manuscript is very

doubtful

After the expulsion of Rustam Mirza, Saffavi, from Seistan, Malik Jallil-

ud-din was declared successor to the late Malik Mahmud by the unanimous

decision of his family and the chief men of Seistan.

The opening years of the reign of this ruler were full of troubles. The

Uzbeks were everywhere in great strength, and there seems to have been a

design to annex Sbuiassan to the kingdom of Abdullah Khan II, the last but

one of the family of Abdul Khair (who was the father of the famous Muham*

mad Shaib&ni Kb&n) who ruled the country beyond the Oxus.

Seistanwas exposed to the redds of these invaders andforalmigtime there

was continuous fighting between the Uzbeks and the subjects of Malik Jallil*

ud'din. While the Maliks maintained their grasp on the frats and towns in

which they held out against the attacks of the Uzbeks, the latter had acquired

possession of many of the districts of the opencountry,andhadeven attempted

to capture Kala-i-Fath itself. Malik Jallil-ud-din was not uniformly unsuc-

cessful in his endeavours to stem the tide of invasion, but the general balance

of success was greatly in favour of the invaders, and despairing of effectingany

permanent result unaided, he placed his family in the charge of his retainers

inside the fort of Kala-i-Fath, and by way of Kirman made his way to the

Court of the Shah, which he reached during its stay in Isfah&n, in the year

1 0U6 H. He met with a distinguished reception, and many ngnal marks of his a.d.

Suzerain’s favour were bestowed on him ; and he continued to dwell at the

Court of the Shah for some time. Seized at last with a great desire to see his

family and country again, he received permission to leave the Court and set out

for Seistan. Arrived in that country he discovered that the descendants of

Sani Sultan, who had been appointed by Abdullah Khan II of Bokhara

to the government of Seistan, and entrusted with the conquest of Nimroz,

had obtauned a complete msstery over that country. Malik Jall&l-ud-din

found himself unable to cope with toe Uzbeks ; and he was also unable
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submit to their predominance, until such time as the Shah would put into effect

his intention of moving towards Kburassan to restore his authority. Under

these circumstances the Malik collected his retainers and gathering up his

family and effects he made his way into Kandahar where he resided for some

time. He had even entertained the idea of following these old enemies of his

house, the Prince Musaffar Husen and his brother Rustam Mirza, into India

;

when the rumour of the Shah’s march towards Khurassan reached him and

after that Khurassan had been rid of the presence of the Uzbeks, Malik Jallal-

ud-din who had hastened to join the Shah was raised to the dignity of KbaOt

1G98-M and in 1006 or 1007 A. H. he was also rewarded with the government of Seistan.

The Princes Muzaffar Husen and Rustam had been compelled to retire

into India before the continued advance eastwards of the Uzbeks. The purely

Kizzilbash or Persian element among the followers had been greatly reduced

in numbers, owing to.casualties in the fighting that had taken place regularly

for so many years. Both brothers found an honourable asylum at the Court

of the Great Akbar, who despatched Shahi Beg Khan. Kabuli, to take posses-

sion of Kandahar from Muzaffar Husen Mirza, and that Province passed in

this manner into the hands of the Emperors of India with the Zamin-i-Dawar

and the Hazarajat.

In the struggle that took place periodically for the possession of Kanda-

har between the Emperors of Delhi and the Sovereigns of Persia, Seistan owing

to its position became a base of operations, and for this reason the movements

of Malik Jallal-udrdin, the ruler of that country, were reported in India and his

name appears in the chronicles of the Timuride Sovereigns of Delhi. Malik

Jallal-ud-din was succeeded by his second son Malik Hamza. Malik Hamza
waq a benevolent ruler and his name is mentioned with respect in the traditions

which still exist in Seistan. His tomb inside the cental building of the Gum*
baz-i-Surkh, the State College (the remains of which exist just beyond the

ruined walls of Kala-i-Fath), was for a long time a place of pilgrimage as a

ziarat. Here in course of time the ex voto offerings placed by pilgrims in-

creased to such an extent that the interior of the building was filled with great

stacks and sheaves of tamarisk rods, on which the pilgrims suspended hand-

kerchiefs and strips of cloth torn from Gieir garments. The usual offering of

strangely shaped stones, fr^pnents of old sculptures, and slabs of toavertine

-formed a great pile, until about 26 or 30 years ago the legends of treasuro con-

cealed among the remains of the buildings excited the cupidity of a certain

Fakir called Sartor, a Sheikh by descent, who was greatly reverenced by the

Afghans who had swarmed into the valley of the Helmand. Malik H«itn»

was a Shiah ; and the Fakir Sartor, carried away by his zeal as a Sunni, and by

hia avarice as well, set fire to the great sheaves of tamarisk rods over Malik

Hamza’s tomb ; ani aided by his followers he dug up the ground, and threw

down walls in the search for the two Kharwats of gold and silver said to have
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been buried somewhere on the premises. He found nothing ; but his efforts

completed the ruin of the buildings.

Malik Hamza Khan died without male issue. His tenure of office lasted

from about 1028 to 1056 H. 'He was succeeded by his nephew Malik Nusrat ibis-iom a.d.

Khan, who held the reins of authority from 1055 to 1085'H. This Prince was iam-I674 a.d.

succeeded by the younger of his two sons Malik J’afir Kb&n who ruled over

Seistan from 1085-1104 H. The mother of this Prince was a Lady of the House- a.d.

hold of the Shah, and her son took precedence of his brother Malik Path Ali

Khan. On his brother’s death, however, the latter was raised to the seat of

authority and ruled from 1104-1134 H. In his reign Kala-i-Fath was finally i(n*2-i72i.-.>2 a.d.

abandoned and the capital transferred to Kundrak in the northern delta of

the Helmand.

Malik J’afir left a son named Asadullah Kben, who eventually, after as-

serting himself ineffectually in support of his pretensions, retired to the Court

of the ShaL

Noi'B.—After the surrender of Kandahar by Ali Mardan Khan, to the Indian on tin-

22nd of March ld38, Malik Hamza Khan appears to hare entered intit commuiiiration ait h Kitij Khan,
the Subahd&r, or Viceroy, of the Kandahar IVuvinoCf who was probably very anxious to extiMid his

sovereign’s authority over Soistan ; for at this i«<«riod in Indian history a revival of energy had taken
place, and the tyranny of Shah t!$eti which had estranged the Governor of Kandahar had proltahly u

similar effect on Provincial Rulers in other directions, and the time was favouraltle for a foraaiti istlicy

on the part of the Indian Government to find expression, and with a prospect of success.

At this time the limits of the Kandahar Province certainly extended as far as Khwaja Ali on the

Helmand. and KhAnshi (the modem Khinishin) appears to have been the frontier d'strict in this dir(*c-

tion. This district was under Ixat Khan, who held the lands dependant on Kala Bist a" a military lief.

At this time also, Kh&nshi was in the hands of Abdal (probably meant for the (liief of the Ahdalis)

whose authority extended over half of the lands in the Province of Kandahar ; and who resided in the

fort at Khftnsi (prtbably the ruined fort at Land! Muhammad Amin Khan). This (Person had been
inciting Malik Hamza to take possession of the Kh&nshi district, and also, while the Siilsihd&r had
refiaired to the Km|)eror*s presence, to make an attempt on the fort of Kala Bist. Malik Hamza like a
wise man turned a deaf ear to the instigation of the Abdali Chief ; until a friend at the Persian ('ourt

gave him warning that the Shah had become aware of his relatioDS with the Indian Governor of

Kandahar, and that, if he wished to avert the Shah’s wrath, he ought to take prompt actio i to pro-

jutiatc the tyrant by deolaiing himself loysL Bfallk Hamza thereupon availed himeelf of the Alidaii's

invitation and Usik possession of Khlnshi.

Tliis at onee provoked a retaliatory expedition, and the Indian troops, 1,000 strong. ree«»vered

KhXnshi, and drove the Seistania down the Helmand. Fillowing up this success the Indian tns»|M

entered Hc'isian. They laid waste many townships, and destroyed the band, or weir, in the Hel.wand,

1^ means of whu h the prosperity of the country had been restored, and on which iU rontinuanee

dqiended. All the water (of the river) flowed towards the dwtricts lower down and the up|ier part of

Heistan was n*nden<l dtsuilaie and waterless.

Malik Hamza shut himself up in Kala Path, which w'as his capital, and the Indian expediti<»nary

force having worked their will cm the country in its vicinity, retreated to Kandahar. This ex|sslition

took place late in the autumn of 1030 : and the report of the result of the operations was placed ls*fore

the Empemr Hhah Jahan cm the 23rd December 1630. The Aldali who was st the bottom of this

trouble was puiuslwd (with dimth T).

Radsbaknimah, HiMiothoca Indica, pages 170—173.

In 1715 Mir Weis, the Gliilzai. sfler he bed thrown off the Persian yoke, overran Seistan and took
iwmsiasiim of Farali. In I71N-I0 a Malik Jafar Kailni was in detention in Kandahar. The gn*ai

diffimire in the daUv makes it very improbable that be was the Melik Jsfar of the text, son of .Malik

Muarai Khan. Tin* itnilumaiianee nf the Afghans in Seistan was probably the cause of Maliks Hiiscm

and Mahmud (jiagr Hii) and Asadullah, mm ii Malik Jafar (and grandson A Nosrat Khan), abandoning
Heistan. The lonner fvtm^ in the distrirt of IMn, end the latter to Isfahan. The enmity between the

Gbilsais end Alidelis in Heimi, and the intrusion intoSeistan of the Qhilsais (who were rebels also againrt

the Persian (hivemment), |irulialily decided Malik Mahmud in after years to ksspfridnds with his

neii^lioms the Abdelis*



CHAPTER IV.

la the stormy period succeeding the conquest of Seistan by Timur, the

Kaianis had become greatly weakened, and the representatives or chiefs of

tribes settled in Seistan had gradually obtained influence in the country and

they were destined eventually to reduce the family of their Princes to a condi-

tion inferior to that which they hold themselves.
'

Two sons survived Malik Path Ali £2}un, Muhammad ^u8en Kbau and
Mahmud. The former was confirmed as his father’s successor and he pro-

ceeded to Court where he stayed for some time. According to the Shijrat-ul-

Muluk from which these details are taken, the Shah, for some reason best

known to his Ministers, bestowed Seistan, including the territory from Kala-i-

Bist to the Khushk Rud, Uk (that is the modem district of Lash and Juwein)

as well as the Province of Tun and Khiabad, on Assadullah Kh&u, with a varie-

ty of other gifts of value, and he became ruler of Seistan.

The sons of Malik Path Ali, Muhammad ffusen Sh&n and Malik Mahmud,
with a party of the chiefs of their country abandoned their native land, and

made for Kirman. IVom that place they proceeded to Tun. Here they were

joined by the chiefs of the tribes of Nakhe, Lalue, and Hamdin ; while the

leaders of the inhabitants of Tun and Khiabad also gathered round the Kaiani

Princes.

The following they had collected soon attracted the attention of the

Persian Government who regarded the matter as being too serious to be neg-'

lected. Por this reason, therefore, the Beglar Begi of Meshed, Path Ali filian,

Afsbar, was ordered by Shah Qusen Saffavi to crush this movement, and at the

head of 12,000 men (according to the Shijrat-ul-Muluk) he set out to put these

orders into effect. Having marched to within two farsakhs of Tun, where the

gardens of that town were situated, the Beglar Begi commenced to lay waste

the country and eventually invested the town itself. The fighting strength at

the disposal of the Maliks did not exceed 300 men, but at the head of these

Malik Mahmud sallied out and attacked the Persian troops and having slain

the Gommander put his men to flight.

The account of the Shijrat-ul-Muluk is corroborated by the notice oi vnis

event contained in the Tarikh-i-Jahan Kusha-i-Nadiri. l^e latter makes it

evident that Muhammad Husen Kb&n was more or less of a nonentity ;
perhaps

the stronger character of his brother Malik Mahmud, and hia subsequent

brilliant career, contributed to place his elder brother in the background. Ac-

cording to the Torikh-i-Jahan Kusha-i-IT&diri, MaUk Mahmud was enabled

to take the offensive against the Shah’s troops owing to the defection of Fir

Muhammad, an Afghan leader in the Persian Army,, who went over to Mftlik

Mahmud.
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This victory put Malik Mahmud on the footing of an independent ruler,

and he maintained himself as such in Tun.

The d3masty of the SafEavis was now in its death throes. The Afghan.

Ma.Iimini Ohilxai, had invaded Persia and was threatening the capital at that

time (Isfahan). Shah Qusen, the last of the Saffavis, had been a devoted

follower of the arts of peace. His time was taken up wholly in designing

buildings and erecting palaces, in literature and self-indulgence ; and the war-

like resources of Persia improved und^ the superintendence of Europeans in

the reign of Shah Abbas the Great, had by his successors been neglected until

in the reign of Shah Qusen no effectual moans could be taken to defend even the

capital from the attack of the undisciplined levies composed of Afghan and

Baluch adventurers led by Mahmud. According to the Shijrat-ul-Muluk,

Malik MAhmiitl raised an army and volunteered his services to aid in repelling

the invasion. He had reached Yazd with this object in view, and had de-

spatch^ an envoy to the Shah informing him of his advance ; and asking to be

forgiven for his action in j>pposing the Royal troops and for having been the

cause of the death of the Beglar Begi. The Shah’s Conunandcrs advised their

nmster that he had nothing to fear from the rabble under Mahmud ; but that

the movement of the Kai&nis were open to very grave suspicion. Orders were

accordingly issued, instructing Malik Mahmud to return, by the same road by

which he advanced, to his own territory, and that he should maintain a close

watch over affairs in Khumssan.

From point in his career, the account of the doings of Malik Mahmud
is from ^e Tarikh-i-Jah&n Kusha-i-Nadiri. Disturbances had broken

out in all the outlying Provinces of the Empire. In Kandahar the Ghilzais

had set up as independent rulers, and the Abd&lis had taken possession of

Herat and Farah. In Kirman, Saiyad Ahmad, the grandson of Mirza Da’ud,

was in rebellion ; and in Baluchistan towards Banidir (that is, the ports on

the Persian Gulf) Sultan M]i^mmad,.^tter known as the Khar Saw&r (** don-

key rider ”), was committing depredations.

Many attempts were made to reduce the Abdalis of Herat to obedience

by the Shah’s Government, but these had failed. The Ghilzais had in the

meantime attacked the Abd&lis and in an engagement fought at Dil&rftm be-

tween Farah and Kandahar, Asadullah, the Abdali chief, had been slain. This

event was reported to the Shah’s Government, then at Kazvin, and the title of

Husen Kuli had been conferred bn Mahmud who had commanded the Ghilzais

in that action.

After this. y-AinSn having declared himself to be the heir, took posses-

sion of Herat and placed Abdullah, the father of the late Asad ^&n, in confine-

ment, while J’afir Sb&n and the other Kazzilbash prisoners were put to death

by him in the garden of Naubarreh at the head (or commencement) of Khai-

Kh&& assumed the reins of authority. While the Ghilzais
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and Abdalis were engaged with one another and Mahmud Ghilzai had been

rewarded for hie so-called loyalty, Sufi Kuli Kb&n Turkman Oghli, was ap-

pointed Sardar of Herat and despatched at the head of a number of efficient

troops and with warlike stores in abundance to take possession of that city.

In the plains around Kafir Kal’a he was met by Zaman Sban, and in the action

that took place the Sardar was slain. This event was the chief reason of the

future predominance of the Afghans, as after it they obtained a complete con-

trol over the country around Herat, and held it for many years until they were

driven thence by Nadir.

1710-1720 A.D. In the year 1 132 H. when news of the death of Sufi Kuli l^an reached the

Court, Ismail Kbfiu, Ohulam, was advanced to the position of Commander-in-

Chief, and ordered to re-take Herat. He, however, loitered in Meshed on his

way to Herat.

The expedition had subsequently been undertaken against Malik Mahmud
which resulted in the death and overthrow of the Beglar Begi, and the pre-

dominance of the Malik. After the death of the Beglar Begi, the office of

Commander-in-Chief, and Governor in Meshed, was conferred upon Ali

Kuli ^an Shamlu, at that time Beglar Begi of Merv, but who resided in Me-

shed. Dissensions sprang up between Ali Kuli Q)an and Ismail Khan, and the

former deputed a gang of bad characters, who were devoted to his interests, to

proceed to the residence of the latter, and drag him from his private apart-

I2th October 1722 ments and, through the Khaibam to prison. This event took place on the

11th of the month of Muharram in the year 1136 H., the date on which the

Afghans took Isfahan.*

Mareb 1723 A.D. The bad characters of the town gradually obtained complete control over

the city of Meshed, until in the month of Jamadi-ul-Awal they invaded the

privacy of Ali Kuli’s dwelling and put him to death, and taking Ismail Kh&n

out of prison, they set him up as Governor. His authority was only nominal*

as he was in the hands of the lower orders who did as they pleased, and carried

on the administration ; he was therefore compelled to send letters to Malik

Mahmud, and invite him to Meshed.

Malik Mahmud, who had been waiting for such an opportunity to take

place, hastened to that city with the utmost speed, and on his arrival he took

measures to suppress the seditious and rebellious sections among the popula-

tion. Ismail Khun was made away with, and Malik Mahmud took full posses-

sion oi the city.

His elder brother reugnod his claims in bivour of Mahmud, and shortly

after he had g^ven place to his younger brother he died.* He left four

sons—Lutf Ali Kbun* Fath Ali Kb&m Suleman, and Muhammad.

lA goU eoin itniek by Mahmod Shah, aa lie'ii called after the oapton of Irfahau and hie coo-
qoeat of Penia, was esamioed by me hi Sehtao. It bote the foUowhig legend on the obrwae:—“Zaiab
KSihSit,” Bihah Mahstud Shlh Ahun dw-Sinat 113 (S). Hie lastSgim was mneh won and afght have
stood foi a flee or an ei(^t as thelower halt was illegible

tHe was taken ill in Fatah.
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Malik Mahmud built a palace for himself, and prepared a crown fashioned

after that of the Kaianis of ancient times ; this head>dress was decked with

gems ; and, having sought out skilful Mobids, he ordered them to select an

suspicious hour for his ascending the throne. The latter was placed in a

lofty Aiwan, or hall, also planned after the traditions relating to Faridun

and Ksi Khssrau.

This event took place in the year 1136 H., and the Kai&ni Prince styled >722 \.i)

himself Shah-i-Meshed. He is said to have struck money, but no coins issued

by him have so far been discovered, though search has been made, especially,

for this issue.

Among bis troops it is said that Nadir Kuli, the Afshar, was himself en-

rolled. The future Conqueror of India and the middle east, who was him-

self to overthrow Malik Mahmud’s power, is said to have continued for a year

in the service of the latter. Nadir Kuli then deserted the Malik and set up for

himself in Abivard, and the knowledge he gained in the Malik’s service no

doubt proved most useful ; for Malik Mahmud soon was at the head of a dis-

ciplined force, and he had armed his infantry vdth matchlocks, and possessed

a large number of guns. In after years these very musketeers and the artil-

lery in Malik Mahmud’s army foiled the attacks of Nadir’s cavalry in many an

engagement.

Malik Mahmud seems to have avoided a collision with the Abdalis who
had taken possession of Farah and Sabzawar, as he never seemed to direct his

attention towards these districts, but he led his armies towards the western

districts of Kburassan. During the early period of Nadir’s career, when he

commenced to establish his authority among the Afsb&rs of Abivard and

Kallat, along the edge of the Great Plain towards the north, there was a party

in those tribes and also among the Kurds, who were opposed to his pretensions J

and these joined themselves to Malik Mahmud. The latter also had received

the submission of the leaders of the Iliyat tribes in Kburassanr including

Kilich Sban> Pa-Palu and Imam Kuli, Irlu, of the Afshars. Nadir visited

Malik Mahmud in Meshed with treacherous dengns against the latim which,

however, he was unable to put into execution. He won over Kmcn ]y)hn and

Imam Kuli, and while the Kaiani Prince was away on a hunting expedition

Nadir carried away both these leaders with him to Abivard. Ibis showed

the attitude of Nadir towards the Malik ; and not long after open hostilities

resulted.

The rival chi^tains first came into hostile contact in Khabushan (Kuchan)

where the Malik had proceeded with 6,000 or 6»000 men to put down an out-

break that had taken place. Nadir had marched to the aid of the rebellious

Kurds, and within a distance of two farsakhs of Kuchan had cut up a detach-

ment of the Malik’s troops. Mahmud upon this retired towards Meshed

u 2
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protecting his rear with his artillery and musketeers against whom Nadir

refused lo adventure his horsemen.

In the meantime Bhah Thamasp (son of the late Shah ^usen Safavi) had
determined to proceed to Khurassan. Nadir also advanced from Kuchan and
took up a position at a place called Mirkahrez, one farsakh distant from
Meshed in the direction of Khiaban Alia. Here he was attacked by the

Afalik, who was repulsed with heavy loss and forced to retire behind the walls

of the city. Nadir thereupon took possession of the fort of Tus called Haji

Turab, 3 farsakhs to the west of Meshed, from whence he harassed the com-
munications of the Malik.

Shah ThamEsp in the meantime had despatched Reza Kuli Khan, one of

his nobles, to represent his interests in Khurassan, and the latter having raised

a force among the Kurds of Kuchan, directed his march towards Meshed. He
was beaten off by the Malik, and was driven back on Tus ; where he sank into

u condition of careless repose and allowed his levies to disperse.

The inhabitants of Meshed had been prepared to open the gates to Reza

Kuli ; and, disappointed at his retreat, had raised bands of armed men, and

shut the gates of the city against the Malik. The citadel, however, was held

by Mahdi, the Meshedi, for the Malik ; and the latter was admitted into the

place with all his ordnance and artillery. He very speedily regained his hold

over the city and for the future he treated the populace with severity being

convinced of their faithlessness. -

Nadir becoming convinced that no good result would accrue to him from

hiS' alliance with the Sardar, Reza Kuli, marched back to Abivard, and the

latter retired to Kuchan. He made another attempt on Meshed, but was

defeated by Malik Mahmud, and driven back to Kuchan. News of these oc-

currences reached Shah Thamasp in Azarbaijan where he held his Court ; and

he appointed Muhammad Kbau, Turkoman to the Sardari of Khurassan. Be-

fore, however, the latter could arrive, Malik Mahmud hud declared his inde-

pendence and had seized Nishapur, having deputed his brother’s son, Malik

Ishak, to carry out this project. The Biyats of Nishapur appealed to Nadir

for aid ; and the latter having raised a force from among the Afshars and

Kurds of Kallat, the Darah-i-Juz * and Abivard, he set out for Nishapur.

The Kurds of Kuchan, threw' in their lot, also with Nadir, and by means of

their aid Malik Ishak was driven out of Nishapur with great loss ; 'and com-

pelled to intrench himself in a garden on the outskirts of the town.

He, however, through the efforts of Mulla Muhammad Rafi-ai, one of the

celebrated divines of the day, obtained terms enabling him to march with all

his forces back to Meshed. Some of the savage and bestial Kurds resented this

and attempted to seize the baggage and effects of the Malik on account of an

*
'.the modem fono ii Dervbges
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old R^^anding grudge against him. But boforo tlu v coulil act Malik .Mahmiut
arrived in person from Meshed having marched with all haste to his nephew's
assistance; and he took up a position at the Kadamgah in the neighbour-

hood of Nishapux. Nadir issued from the town and attaeke<l the Halik but

was repulsed with loss, his brother having been wounded. Tlx* turbulent

Kurds, unaccustomed to restraint, and continuous exertion, .seeing the firm

attitude of the Malik, made off to their homes with such plunder as they had
obtained. Ikblik Mahmud thereupon laid scige ti> the city of Nishapur, and
the populace seeing that they had been abandoned by Nadir made their sub-

mission to the former. He reinstated the former Clovernor Path .Mi Khnn,

Biyat, and returned to Meshed.

According to the Tarikh-i-Jahan Kusha-i-Nadiri, it was after this event

that Malik Mahmud caused himself to be crowned. The fact that he had

struck money in his own name is also mentioned.

The people of Bu Kamij situated iHaween Meshed and Abivard having

proved refractory Malik Mahmud deputed his nephew to reduce them to obe

dicnce. The Bu Kamij called in Nadir to help them, but before he could n*acli

them Malik Ishak had compelled the Bu Kamij to submit and had retinul to

Meshed. In order to effect a diversion in favour of the Bu Kamij Nadir a<l-

vanced on Meshed by way of Radkan, and Malik Mahmud issuing from the

city in order to oppose that advance marched in the direction of Kuchan. The

tw'o forces came into contact at Ashtarpi, one of the villages of Meshed and in

the battle that took place. Nadir was defeated with great loss in killiMl and

wounded ; his forces dispersed to their own homes, while he himself reached

Kallat with only two companions. Malik Mahmud next marched to Kuchan

to punish the inhabitants of that district. Nadir at this crisis was culled upon

to take measures to put down a serious rising against him on the part of the

Afshars who called in the Turkomans of Darun to their aid. Nadir marched

from Kallat to Abivard and in front of the fort at that place inflicted a severe

defeat on the malcontents. Having freed himself from this danger he set emt

for Kuchan, but by that time Malik Mahmud had plundered the Kurds and

scattered their levies of armed men, and had retired to Meshed, an<l Nudir

finding he was too late also returned to Abivard.

At this juncture Muhammad Khan, the Turkoman whom Shah Thamasp

had appoint^ to be the Sardar of Khurassan, reached the Province, and Path

All Khan* the Biyat whom Malik Mahmud had appointed Governor of Nishs-

pur, immediately cast off his allegiance to the Kaiani and declared for the re

presentative of the Shah. The Malik a second time marched on the city by

the right hand route, the rebellious Governor came out to fight him, but was

defeated, captured, and beheaded. Malik Mahmud having gained posses-

sion of the city installed his nephew Malik Ishak as his representative and

returned to Meshed. Nadir was advancing against Meshed and the Maiik in
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order to oppose him, after the reduction of Niehl^ur, summoned Malik Ish&k
from that place witk his troops, while he himself at the head of a great array,

marched in state to the gardens without the City of Meshed. When Nadir
reached Janabad, he found it to be held by that same Pir Muhammad, who
had deserted to Malik Mahmud at Tun some years before. This Chief opposed
Nfidir’s advance, but was defeated and compelled to take refuge within the fort,

after which NSdir continued his march towards Meshed. At Koshk-i*Mahdi

he learnt of the Malik’s movements. This place was two farsakhs from Meshed
and Nadir marched from it to the Koh-i-Sangin. distant one fusakh from the
city.

Malik tshak had that same day arrived at Turuk, 2 farsaldis from Meshed.
In the afternoon Malik Ish&k from the direction of Bab&kudrat and MaUk
Mahmud from his position among the gardens led their fmoes against the

position taken up by Nadir. Victory, however, declared for the latter on this

occasion and the Maliks were defeated witii heavy losses. The kettle drums
and guns of Malik Mahmud fell into the hands of Nadir and the RAiania fled

into the city. Such of his prisoners who were natives of Meshed were rrieased

and kindly treated by the victor ; whfle the men of distinction bdonging to the

party of the Malik were sent away to Kallat, and Nadir himself retired to that

place.

After this defeat Malik Mahmud instigated by tiie party adverse to Nadir

among the Afshais, who were weU disposed towards his rivid, despatched

agents to the Turkomans of Darfln and Nisa, and to the Knnb of Kuchan to

effect a diversion in his favour by taking the fi^ against Nftdir Kuli. This

plan was successful, but Nadar obtaining exact information with r^|;ard to tiiis

intrigue, marched with the utmost speed against Meshed where his rendesvous

was the fort of Behar. Midik Mahmud sallied out to attack him, but owing

to the severe weather, aU operations were 8to{^>ed by heavy falls of snow and
rain. The Kai&ni Prince was compelled to retreat into the city, and Nadir

retired to Alnvard. From this place he 'was compelled to {noceed to Merv
where a movement had taken place in favour of Malik Mahmud. The latter

relieved from immediate dangw took advantage of this respite to march in

the direction of Juwein and bfuain in the hope of obtainiag a victory over

Shah Tham&sp before the latter was joined by Nadir Kali. Hie Prince was at

that rime in Shihrud-i-Bnstam and hearing of riie movements of the Malik,

marched 1^ way of Jajurm and Isfarain to effect 'a junction with Nadir, and

despatched in advance ^Taaea. ’Ali Beg the Muiar-ul-Mamalik to Nidir’s camp.

Malik Mahmud at this time had reduced riie fortress of Juwein and was

busied in taking possession of the wh<de country along the Shah’s proposed

route, but having heard that N&dir had moved out of Merv and was marching

upon Meshed, he was compiled to relinquish his recent acquisiticms and fall

back to protect the city.
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Queen ’Ali Beg having reached Nadir, and informed him of the Shah’s

advance, the latter renounced his intention of attacking Meshed and marched

to join the Royal Cortege in Kuchan. N&dir was suspicious of the intrigues of

the Kurds, but on his arrival he happily found that they had quarrelled with

the Shah, and were bard pressed by the Royal Troops. The Kurds were thus

compelled to ask Nadir to make their peace with the Shah, and having obtained

an audience he was successful in his efforts on behalf of the rebels, and on his

advice the Shah appointed Muhammad Qusen Beg, son of Sam Beg, Vakil, to

act as Governor of Kuchan, and promoted him to the Chieftainship of the tribes.

Upon the 2nd of the month of Muharram in the year 1139 H. the Royal 27Ui AuguHt iTSe

Forces marched from Kuoh&n to lay siege to Meshed, where Malik Mahmud

had shut himself up in the citadel, and, having closed the gates of the city, pre-

pared for a siege.

The Royal Forces reached Meshed on the 2nd of the month of Safar ; and

passing by the citadel under fire of the guns mounted on the walls, took up a

position at the Ziwiyeh of Khwajah Rabi. There was fighting every day with

the enemy who held the outworks of the place.

On the 14th of the same month, Fath ’Ali Kban, Chief of the Kajirs of aoth Septoniwr.

Astarabad, was put to death ; and Malik Mahmud having obtained intelligence

of this event, hoping that the Kaj&rs would abandon the cause of Shah Tham-

Mp, sallied out of Meshed in great strength to attack the Royal Camp. Nadir

Kuli led the Shah’s troops against the assailants, and half a hursakh from the

city a desperate battle took place, in which Malik Mahmud was completely de-

feated. A number of his leading men fell on the field, among whom was

Ibrahim the Commander of his artillery. Malik Mahmud retreated into

the city, and never again issued beyond the walls. The siege continued after

this for two months, and as it had then become evident that the fortunes of the

Kejtnie were in a desperate condition, his adherents began to desert to his

enemies.

Fir Muhammad, the Commander of the Malik’s troops, again was ready to

change sides ; and he de^tched a messenger to Nadir, to say that if he received

a perfect assurance of safety he would undertake to overpower the guards at

the gateway in the direction of Mir ’Ali Amuyiah and admit the troops of Nadir

who was to advance at night and lie in wait b^ond the gate, in readiness to

enter the dty. After dark on the night of the 16th of the month of Rabi-us-

Sfini 1139 A. H. Nidir set out from ELhwajah Rab’i at the head of 12,000 men, N%ht of s>Ha Nor-

and Fir Muhammad opened the gate and admitted the - enemy. Nadir im-

mediately took poesesMon of tiie dty up to the Sacred Area and the Chahar

and tiie troops of the Malik who were holding the dty walla fled into

tile citadd.

The noct morning Malik Maemnd sallied out in great strength to dear the

dty, ficom two directioE i; one oolnnm advanced towards the Khaiban-i'
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Chah&r and another column advanced towards the B[haibia-i>Sifli and

with the utmost valour assaulted the enemy who were holding the city. Nftdir

in person led his men against this attack and after a severe struggle drove the

Malik into the citadel. That day the whole of the city was occupied by the

Shah’s troops ; and the Prince himself visited the shrine and returned to his

camp after having performed his devotions. The next day Malik Mahmud
laid aside the Insignia of Royalty ; and having obtained quarter for himself,

his family and partisans, he betook himself, as a fugitive to the shrine of Imam
Reza.

Fir Muhammad was rewarded with the government of Jim.

MalikMahmud remained for sometime a fugitive within the precincts of

the shrine. The times were, however, full of danger. Shah Thimisp, jealous

of Nadir’s power, intrigued against him, inciting Malik Mahmud and Malik

Ishik and even the leaders of Nadir’s own troops to rise against that Chief-

tain. Mahmud and his nephew were, however, loyal to Nidir, and disclosed

8th February 1727 the intrigue to him. On the 26th of the month of Rajab the Kurds of Kallat

and Darah-i-Juz made a hostile demonstration. The Tatars also of Merv re-

belled and proclaimed Malik Mahmud as their Chief. Nidir in person put

down the movements among the Kurds, and his brother marched againt Merv.

He destroyed the Band-i-Sultani at that place and reduced the Tatars to sub-

jection by depriving them of water. Letters written to the Tatars by Malik

Mahmud were discovered, and as he was possessed of great influence his con-

tinued existence was felt to be an ever present source of danger.

Prnbabiy in Uarob By Order of Nadir, Muhammad Kban Chuleh put both Malik Mahmud
172 1 A.D.

Malik Ish&k to death, in retaliation for the execution of Muhammad Beg,

the Min Bashi of the Chulehs who had been slain by order ofthe Malik. Muham-

mad Ali, younger brother of the latter, was sent to Bira Ma’aU Shsn, the Biyat,

and was put to death in retaliation for the execution of Fath Ali Kban, the

brother of Bira Ma’ali Khan. “ These three persons each of whom was worthy

of wearing a Crown, had thus to bow their heads to the decree of Fate.”

After their death Malik Asadullah Khan, the former ml«r of Seistan, who

had arrived in Nadir’s Camp from that country, was sent away to his govern-

ment in charge of the children, women, and relations of Malik Mahmud.

While these events were taking place at Meshed, Qusen Sultan* one of the

leading men of Sristan, who was in the counixy of Kiin by <»der of Malik

Mahmud, had set on foot a rebellion against Nadir, and had defeated a force

sent to reduce him to obedience.

(ith .^nna 1727 As it had become necesssry to subdue the Afghans of Khtf up<» the 16th

. of the month Zi-i-Haj in the year 1139 H. ; in company with tiie CHiah, N&dir

Kuli set out from Meshed at the head of 8,000 well equipped troops. This

movement on Nadir’apart threw the people of Kain into a state of constema-

^tion, and Malik Kalb ’Ali, a son of the late Malik Mahmud, Lutf ’Ali,the8onof
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his brother, with the Chiefs of Seistan, fled to Isfahin and joined themselves

to Ashraf, the Ohilsai. ^osen Sultan, however, dint himself up in the fort of

Kain, and when Nadir arrived before that place Qusen surrendered the place,

and found favour in the sight of the conqueror.

From this point in the narrative the Tarikh*i>Jahan Kusha-i-Nadiri con-

tains no further allusions to Seistan, and for the remainder of this narrative

we shall have to depend altogether on the Shijrat-ul-Muluk.

The narrative of the eventful career of Malik Mahmud who set up as an

independent ruler in Khurassan, contained in the latter, and that found in the

Tarikhi-Jahan Kusha, differs only in unimportant details. Instead of Malik

Ishak, in the account of the Shijrat-ul-Muluk, Lutf ’Ali Kban appears as the

commander of his uncle’s forces. But the son of Malik Busen Kiian the elder

brother of Malik Mahmud could hardly haye been of sufficient age, to take a

very prominent part in the events that took place during his uncle’s short

tenure of power.

Seven sons survived Malik Mahmud and one daughter also is known to

have existed. The names of the sons were ’Abbas Kban, J’afir liJian, Kalb

’Ali, Malik Rustam, Qusen Kban, Muhammad and Ahmad. Most of these

are represented at this present date, and the descendents of these seven sons

are to be found at this day in Tabas of the Kuhistan, in Persia ; and in the

Kohat District of the Punjab in India.

Malik Lutf ’Ali is said to have been received with honour, at first by

Ashraf the Ghilzai, but to have been subsequently placed in confinement by

the Afghan Chief in' Isfahan, and on the capture of the place by Nadir ho was

set free with the other captives.

Lutf ’Ali is said to have received the government of Seistan from Nadir

and the Malik Asadullah retired to Persia where he died shortly afterwards.

Malik Lutf ’Ali served with the contingent of fighting men supplied by Seistan

against Farah. He also is said to have served under Nadir’s standards in the

campaign against the Turks, in which Nadir was wounded in the battle fought

with'Topal Othman, the Turkish Pasha of Baghdad.

Nadir Shah passed through Seistan on his way to the seige of Kandahar

(he left Isfahan on the 17th of the month of Rajab in the year 1149 H). He i3th Oetobo' itsh

left his family with those of his men, under a strong escort of musketeers and

on the 2nd of the month of Shawal of the same year he set out for Girishk by iMth January 17.17

way of Dalkhak and Dilaram. He, at the same time, ordered Malik Lutf *Ali

Khan to proceed to Makran and subdue the turbulent tribesmen of that dis-

trict. The Chief of Sarbaz hastUy collected the fighting men of the hilly coun-

try and offered what resistance he was able. The Malik however overpowered

the opposition of the tribes and defeating them had compelled them to

submit. The camp of the invaders was set up in the vicinity of Sarbaz, and

hostilities against the Rinds had ceased. There arrived, however, to their aid
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a contingent of armed men, all of wliom were bent on fighting and too late

to participate in the quarrel that had been adjusted ; they induced the Chief

to break the agreement arrived at and to recommence hostilities. Malik Lutf

’Ali was unaware of the reinforcements that had joined the Chief of Sarbaz

until the latter attacked him ; and in leading his men to the encounter, he was

shot down by one of the enemy who had singled him out and waited for him.

The expedition to Makran broke up after the death of their leader.

When news of the death of Malik Lutf *Ali jOian reached Nadir, the latter

summoned the brother of the deceased Chieftain to his presence and bestowed

on him thagovemment of Seistan. Malik Fath ’Ali Shan served under Nadir’s

orders in Afghanistan, the forcing of the Khyber Pass, and the subsequent

operations in Hindustan. He also took paii> in the campaign against the Ruler

of Bokhara, and rendered good service. After this last campaign Malik Fath

’Ali appears to have returned to Seistan and taken up the government of that

country. The country of Seistan, in common with the other provinces of

Nadir Shah’s empire, experienced the oppression of the last years of his life and

rmgn. The taxes were increased to such an extent that (to quote again from

the Tarikh-i-Jahan Kusha-i-Nadiri) it would have been impossible to make
up the tenth part of the amount assessed even if the leaves of the trees had been
of gold.

The money revenue at which Seistan had been assessed had been fixed at

four “ AUfs ” and from the work already quoted, it appears that each “ Alif
”

represented 6,000 tomans ; and according to this calculation the four Alifs were

equivalent to 20,000 tomans. Under the later regime of violence and oppres-

sion, each of those Alifs was increased fivefold and 100,000 tomans therefore

were demanded fromthe Governor of Seistan.

The people of that country resolved to resist the imposition or the realiza-

tion of the enhanced contribution to the Imperial Exchequer, and even if it

was necessary, to do so with arms in their hands. Before however, he resorted

to desperate measures, Malik Fath Ali lOian (according to the Shijrat-ul-

Muluk) represented the inability of the Seistanis to raise such a contribution.

Having obtained no relief by means of this submissive line of conduct, Malik

Fath Ali fUien. took up arms and threw off his allegiance to Nadir. The people

of Uk and Kala-i-Kah flocked to his standard, and he advanced against Farah

where a similar course of tyranny bed estranged the population of that district.

In consequence of this when Malik Fath ’Ali IQian reached Farah he was wel-

comed by all ranks of the population, who laid hold of the Governor and

brought him to the presence of the Malik^/; but this unfortunate man had merely

obeyed the instructions he had recciyed, and he was released after a time.

Seistan became the refuge to which the inhabitants of Uk, Eala-*i*Kah,

and Farah fled from the oppression of Nadir Shah ; and on all sides there took

place tumults and risings against his tyranny.
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When Nadir Shah heard of the rising in'Seistan^ 'he laid hoM of the brother

of Fath Ali fiibant named Muhammad, who represented the Malik at the Court
of the Shah, and had him made away with in private, cutting him off in the

bloom of his youth. The task of putting down the rising was made over to

Muhammad Reza ^an, Farklu, Afshar.

Malik Fath Ali Sbau, on his part, selected a commander whom he in*

tended to des^tch into the Garmsir, to raid that flourishing district.

choice fell on the Amir Seif-ud-din, Chief of the Shahiakis. This raid was
successful and followed by the Malik in person ; Amir Seif-ud-din defeated the

officer of N&dir Shah who was detailed to protect the district of the Gktfmsir

with 6,000 men. The men of Seistan returned to their homes with much spoil.

After the raid on the Oarmsir, Malik Fath *Ali ILban marched on Farah to

meet the invading force under the command of Muhammad Reza Sban Afshar.

The whole of the Kalantars of Seistan followed the Malik into the field, but

evidently the result of the campaign was disastrous to Seistan, or the Malik

was foolish and credulous ; for, it is said, that after much fighting, Malik Fath

’Ali accompanied by his Cbmmander-in-Chief Mir Kambar and Muhammad
Reza Shan, the Kalantar (of the Sarbandis), were induced to accompany the

Persian General to the Court of Nadir where the Malik and his two companions

were condemned to have their sight destroyed. The former, after enduring

agonies for two days, was eventually put to death. This event took place in

the year 1160 H.

There were, however, still living two other sons of Malik Muhammad
liusen fiibun ; the elder brother of Malik Mahmud the Shah of

Meshed.”

They were Suleiman (the elder of the two) and Husen Khan-i-Sani. Both

were at the Court of Nadir Shah in Kuchan. On the death of Malik Fath ’Ali>

the Shah appointed Qusen Shan-i-Sani to be ruler of Seistan. On his way to

take up the government, this Prince was waylaid by a party of Afghans of

Farah, who had been incensed by the disturbances caused in that district,

and by them he was put to death.

Malik Suleman Khan, and his uncle’s son, J’afir Khan (son of Malik Mah-

mud), continued to reside on Persian soil. The former had been sent to Kas-

han as Governor of that place (Shijrat-ul-Muluk),where he served for 4 months.

After the overthrow of Nadir’s nephew and also (the iiutigator of his murder)

Adil Shah, and when it came to pass tiiat the grandson of N&dir Shah, Shah

RuU) Mirza, was raised to the throne in Meshed, the latter recalled the Kaiani

Princes to his Court.

Sulem&a Sban was appointed Malik of Seistan, and his brother J’afir

inian Governor of Herat. With him went his younger brother Rustam

£bsn from whom the Indian Branch of the Kaiani FamOy are

descended.

V 2

1747 A D.
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17S6-S7 A. D.

1778 3 A.D.

17812 AJ>.

1787-8 A O.

When Ahmad Shah the Durrani captured Herat he took away with him

on his return to Kandahar, the Kaiani Princes sons of Malik Mahmud, Abbas

. Khan, J’afir Khan and Rustam Kban.

The power of the Durrani Chieftain being in the ascendant, Malik Suleman

Kbon visited Kandahar and on his return he begged that his cousins might be

allowed to accompany him to their native land. Ahmad Shah permitted

both J’afir Elhan and Rustam Khan to return to Seistan, but ’Abbas ^an he

retained at his court.

Suleman Kbno> Kaiani, Malik of Seistan, was ordered to march at the

head of the levies of his subject to aid his Suzerain, Ahmad Shah, in his expedi-

tion against Kain. The Malik was absent for a year or more, and the chief

men among the population of Seistan seized the opportunity to raise a tumult,

and a civil war broke out in that coimtry. Malik Suleman Khan returned to

Seistan, where for some years he had difficulty in asserting his authority ; there

were frequent rebellions and the country remained in a disturbed condition

;

but eventually he succeeded in establishing his power in his native land.

In the year 1170 H. a son was bom to him by the daughter of Malik

Mahmud (his principal wife). This child was named Muhammad Nasir Khan.

After the child had attained a certain age, Ahmad Shah Durrani bestowed on

Um the districts of Khiabad and K&kh, an extensive and fertile tract of coun-

try. MaUk Suleman Khan then proceeded to take possession of this appanage

and at Khiabad he was welcomed by Muhammad Qusen Khan, another son of

Malik Mahmud, “ Shah of Meshed, ” with the headmen of the place, and this

valuable possession remained in the family of the Maliks for a long period of

time.

Ahmad Shah Durr&ni next ordered Malik Sulem^ to take possession of

Kirman. For this purpose he raised a force of armed men in Khiabad and

Khusf enrolling many of the Nakhd tribe under his banner. The people of

Seistan again proving turbulent, the Malik used this force to restore order in

his native country before proceeding to Kirman.

In the year 1186 H. Timur Shah succeeded his hitherAhmad Shah as Ruler

over Afghanistan and this monarch confirmed Malik Nasir Kbftn in all his

honours and possessions. Malik Suleman Khan died in 1196 A.H. at the age

of 66 years, and was succeeded by his eldest son. The latter and his brother

Bahram Khan observed the funeral rites of their father with great pomp, as

was the custom in their famfly ; and the period of mourning was 40 days. The

corpse of the deceased Prince was sent for interment to Najaf.

Malik Nasir-ud-din Khan was confirmed by his suzerain in his father’s

possessions, and pfts were in due course forwarded to him by Timur Shah.

A son was born to him in the year 1202 who was named Sulem&n Khan

after^ grandfather, hccording to the Shijrat-ul-Muluk ; but in other records,

discovered in the countoy, this child is named as Khan Jahan Kbui*
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In 1207 A. H. Timur Shah Durrani also died and his successor continued 1792-3 a.d.

to show favour to the Ruler of Seistan. The latter had some years previously

received the government of Kirman, and had advanced at the head of an army
to esiert his authority in that quarter and to take effective possession of his

appanage.

When Malik Muhammad NasTr Khan died in 1208 A. H. the chiefs and 1793.4 a.d.

headmen of the NakhS and of the people of Seistan urged Malik Bahram Khan

to take possession of the country as his brother’s successor, but the latter, with

a rare and commendable generosity, refused to do this, and was content to

act as the tutor and regent, of his nephew.

Malik Suleman Khan (or Khan Jahan Khan) died while in his minority 18O2-3 a.d.

from the effects of a fall from his horse while hunting in 1217 A. H. He had,

however, received the Royal Letters Patent conferring on him this office of

Malik of Seistan, and also Sardar of Kirman ; while his uncle had also been

appointed as the Deputy of the young Chieftain.

According to certain MS. records alluded to, even after the death of his

nephew, Malik Bahram preferred to act as the deputy of the daughter of Malik

Mahmud, “ Shah of Meshed,” who lived, it is said, for two years after the un-

timely death of her grandson. All real power was, however, vested in the

hands of Malik Bahram Khan ; and all his acts, and the public works he con-

structed, and the reputation he enjoyed need not be repeated here.

Malik Bahram Kban was the last Prince of his race who possessed authority

in Seistan.

His eldest son Malik Muhammad Jallal-ud-din Khan was bom in 1210 itw-s a.d.

A. H., Malik Hamza Khan, his second son, was born in about 1211 or 12 A. H., ^
and two years after the latter a third son, named Ali Akbar Khan, who however

is never alluded to again and probably died young.

The great influx of Baluch tribes into Seistan came about in the reign of

this Malik. The Shijrat-ul-Muluk states that from the skirts of the moun-

tains to the tower of Humdar the country was covered with the tents of these

nomads. Bam was the last place in Persia which afforded a refuge to the

representative of the Zend FamOy which for a short time had ruled over Persia

;

having seized the reins of authority as they fell from the nerveless grasp of the

last degenerate representative of the shortlived dynasty founded by Nadir

ahfth. Luft ’Ali, the last Zend Prince, had very many adherents among the

Baluch tribes of the Kirman Province. He was seized and put to deach, hav-

ing been betrayed while attempting to escape from Bam ‘ in the fortress of itsb On.

which he was surrounded by the forces of the Kajar Chieftain who had disputed

his claim to the sovereignty of Persia. After that the fortress had been

iThe h’^idiiian of Bftm who wtn iDsiiaineiiuJ in eurr^nderii^ the Zeod Pripca to Ago Miiham-

oiod Kh«a Kajar were Bhtbarkia from Seiataa.
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delivered up to the latter, a most feairful vengeance was wreaked on the

people of the surrounding country.

The Province of Eirman could have been no dwelling place at that time

for those who had favoured the losing cause, as the Baluchis had done ; so the

emigration into Seistan of these nomads must have taken place shortly before

the time in which Christie passed through the country. In this country the

adherents of Luft ’Ali Khan, Zend, were assured a refuge ; for Seistan was a

part of the dominions of the Afghan Kings ; and it lay therefore beyond, the

seope of any pursuit by the victorious troops of the.Kajar Chief
; as the great

achievements of Ahnoad Shah, Durrani, still shed a glamour over his degener-

ate successors.

. Alam Khan, the Nahrui Chief, a nephew of Mir Mehrab, the head of that

clan domiciled in the country around Bampur, migrated about the same time

to Seistan, where he received permission to settle in the lands around Kala-i-

Nau. In that district the Chief built the village of Burj-i-Mir Alam Khan,

now called Kala-i-Kohna.

MaUk Jallal-ud-din Khan, the son of Malik Bahram Khan, was a volupr

tuary, immoderately addicted to wine, narcotics and debauchery in general

;

he was turned out of Seisten by a combination of the Sarbandi and Shahraki

diiefs. He was reinstated in (about) 1836 A.D. by Shah Kamr^ Sadozai,

who ruled in Herat, but was, shortly after, again deprived of his power. He
lived in exile in the Hokat, and died there attended in his last hours by his

grandson (now alive) Malik Muhammad Azim Kban.

18M-6S or 18SS-S7 This event took place in either 1271 or 3 A. H.

The Sarbandi and Shahraki Chiefs raised Malik Hamza to a position of

nominal power after that Malik Jallal-ud-din had been turned out of Seistan

for good.

Malik Hanoza was also a voluptuary ; but, though addicted to the same

evil habits as his elder brother, he did not carry them to the same pitch of

excess. He, however, possessed no real authority.

1847 A.D. Malik Hamza died in 1263 A. H.

Malik Jallal-ud-din married into the family of Ibrahim Khan Sanjarani,

the Chief of Chakansur ; and Hamza Khan into that of the Sarbandi Chief of

Sehkoha. These opposing factions played off these young Chiefs against each

other, using their names as a warrant for all the wrong Ibat was committed by

their partisans.

.Tallal-ud-din^ proving worthless, and being also of bad uncertain

temper and desirous of asserting his claim as Ruler of the country, was

discarded and thrust forth into exile.

’Major Abbott who faw Mti* pmon in Herat in 183^ demlbea kirn os an estmordinori'ly

One kokfaig man. Snob waahhdiitingaidied bearing and oppeoranoe that people of the oMjjrraiqpeDiled

the baefateea or work, on which they iiii{^t be engage when he pawed by, to look'athim fat admiratloii.

Pify of it wai that hia dobanohedhabitateadecodhim nnable io hold bis own fat SeMan.
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By the time that Connolly visited Seistan in 1839, the Kaianis had lost all

authority. Seistan of that time was partitioned between the Chiefs of the

Sarbandis, Sanjaranis, Nahruis and the Shahrakis. The Kaianis are not

alluded to by that observant traveller in the account published in the journal

of the Asiatic Society of Bengal in 1840 ; and in his map of Seistan attached to

that account the country is shown to be divided between those tribal Chiefs.

For a space of a generation or a little more they misused their power, and

the country became the scene of raids and reprisals until the Persians took

advantage of the Civil War that had raged in Afghanistan after the death of

Dost Muhammad, the Barakzai Ruler, between his descendants ; and of its

after effects, to extend their frontier to the east including within it almost the

whole extent of Seistan as it existed in the days of later Maliks of that country

when that family held effectual possession of their patrimony.

Before concluding this Memoir a brief notice of the so-called Baluch tribes

who attained to such notoriety in the recent history of Seistan may not be

amiss. No reference at any length is necessary as to the ethnology, or origin,

of these tribes as that has formed the subject of a separate note.

The Mir Kambar, who was the Commandcr-in-Chief of Malik Fath Ali’s

forces in his campaign against Nadir Shah, belonged to the Sarbandi family of

whom he was the Chief, and the Kalantar Muliammad Bcza Khan alluded to

in the account of that ill-fated expedition was, there can be little doubt, tlit^

second son of Mir Kambar. The usually accepted story about the family is

that they have been settled in Seistan for not less than 300 years, and in course

of time gradually obtained the predominance they attained afterwards in its

affairs. They are reputed to be (and are considered so by the people of Seistan)

the descendants of the famous Malik U1 Ashtar, the general of Ali the rival of

Moaviyah, the Calif of the Bani Ommeya.

The elder son of Mir Kambar, named Kuchak, was killed in Kirman, per-

haps daring the reign of Suleman Khan Kaiani. The Sarbandis and Shahrakis

took their share in the troubles that that Malik had to put down.

Muhammad Reza Khan, the grandson of the Chief, who was blinded by

the orders of Nadir Shah, is said to have been the eldest of five sons. He took

a prominent part in expelling Malik Jallal-ud-din Khan. He died at a good

old age it is said, and, according to Sir Frederik Doldsmidt, this event took

place in 1848. This Muhammad Reza Khan is said to have dug the wells

which bear his name, at the present time, to the south of Sehkoha. He is

revered as a wise and benevolent ruler, and bis grave was regarded as a ziarat

by the people of Seistan ; after his remains had been removed to Karbala.

Lutf ’Ali, eldest son of the deceased Chief, succeeded to his father’s hon«

ours and property, but his uncle Ali Kban conspired against the young Chief,

and he was seiaed and his sight destroyed. Ali Kban then became Chief.
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This revolution was effected by means of a force of Afghans as Ali Shan had

obtained help from the Sardar of Kandahar.

Ali Khan afterwards looked to the Persians for help to retain the power ho

had thus obtained, and he proceeded to Teheran and received a Princess of

Royal Blood in marriage. After a stay of some time in the Capital, Ali E3)an

returned to Seistan. He built or enlarged the northern square tower of Seh-

koha, which he called Burj-i>Falak-Sar, as a residence for his bride. But his

tenure of power was destined to be short. Even as he bad conspired against

his nephew, two years or so after his return, he became the victim of a plot.

The con^irators obtained entrance to his dwelling and put him to death be-

fore the eyes of the Princess, his wife, who returned to Persia after this event

had taken place.

Strangely enough the murder of Ali Kban is reprobated very strongly by
the common people of the country, who one and all declare that with the mur-

der of Ali the prosperity of Seistan departed for ever. They also attri-

bute this deed to Taj Muhammad, a nephew of the murdered Chief, who was

raised to that position in his uncle’s stead and thus directly benefited by the

crime.

A daughter of Mir ^an, son of the Muhammad Reza Khan, whose sight

was destroyed by Nadir Shah, was given in marriage to Malik Hamza ^an,
the second son of Malik Bahram Khan.

The Nahruis entered Seistan daring the lifetime of Malik Bahram Khan.

Alam Khan was given the lands where now the villages of Aliabad, Kala-i-

Kuhna and Kala-i-Nan exist, Burj-i-Alam or Kala-i-Alam Khan occupied the

now deserted site of the last named village. The gradual reclamation of these

lands has already been noticed, but as late as 1839 when Connolly visited Seis-

tan, the reclamation was not completed, and he mentions that Burj-i-Alam as

it seems alway.s to have been called was situated on the edge of a Hamun. It

was at that time regarded as being the principal town in the country.

Mir Alam Khan left many sons, but the commanding talents of his second

son Sharif Kban raised him to the position of head of the family. Sharif

Kban was the perfect type of a Sardar after the Baluch idea. He was lavish

and profuse when he was in funds or property. Reputed to be a good swords-

man and marksman ; although he was more than a trifle given to ostentation ;

and full of words, he led the Baluch fad ion in Seistan, and became a power in

the land.

The son of the Amir of Kain of that day married the daughter of Sharif

Kban, and Mir Masum Kban, the present Deputy Governor of Seistan, is the

son of this marriage. Always favourably disposed towards the Persians, his

friendship enabled that power to take possession of Seistan ; in his later years,

however, Sharif Kban turned against the Persians, and caused a tumult in the

country, which resulted, if anything, in the Persians getting a firmer grip on
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the coontty. This took place in or about 1806. Shortly after thia, Shwif

Q)an died and his ddest son succeeded to his lather’s position, but not to the

property of the latter, the greater part of which the Hashmat-nl-Mulk, his

son-in-law, took possession ot.

Said Shan, the successor of Sharif Qtan, lived in the small village of

Ehw&ja Ahmad on the Bud-i-Seistan. In 1904 after the Hashmat-ul-Mulk

was called to Teheran to render an account of his stewardship. Said ^an him-

self went to the Court of the Shah.,

Six villages which belonged to his father were, it was said,, restored to

Said Kban, and the latter was on his way back to Seistan when the report of

his death was received in that country in April 1906.

His son succeeds to his property.

The Sh&hrakis are said to have immigrated into Seistan some 900 years

ago from Irak- They are probably a remnant or the descendants of the old

Khariji element so strong at one time in Seistan and Kirman.

In the recent history of Seistan, the Shahrakis have generally been in alli-

ance with the Sarbandis as a counterpoise to tiie
*' Baluoh ” party formed by

the Nahruis and Sanjaranis.

The Shahrakis have ever been noted for their courage, bodily strength and

want of acuteness ; and this has been well exemplified in the course of events

in recent history. They have generally pulled the nuts out of the fire for the

Sarbandis ; the Chief of this clan or family having reaped the rewords such as

they are.

The Shahrakis once held a great extent of land along the Helmand, but

they seem to have shared in the decadence of their country and to have declined

with it. At one time the leaders of the population, or at any rate possessing

more influence tiian any other section of the population, th^ are now inferior

in influence to the Sarbandis or N&hruis.

The Shahraki holdings lie to the south of the Husenki system of canals

;

and to the north of the Rnd-i-Seistan. Within this area are situated the

greater portion of the lands they still own. ^e head-quarters of their Chiefs

is in tile village of Dashtak, a collection of ruinous houses, built on an outiying

block of the dasht to the south of that place. Hence the.name—^the little

dasht. In tiie seasons of flood, this village occupies an island and at low river

an embankment leads up to the place from the mainland to the south of the

village.

Muhammad Ali Sian, the Chief of this tribe or race, has not much infln*

enoe ; he leads the usual self-indnlgent life of notables in thustaii. They

are sunk in poverty. They have no ambitions, and they caii do nothing.

Petty intrigues at the small court of the Deputy (>ov«*mor or the KuriruzAr

affwd the only outlet for such ability these men poiMCHs.
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Tlie Sanjaranis are a aaneh older tribe tban their so-called genealogies

cause tiiem to appear. In eomparison with other and neif^bouring tribes

whether in Seistan or in the diagai Distoiot, the men of this tribe contras^

very unlaTOuxably whether on the score of intelligence or energy.

Compared with either the Sarbandi or Nahrui Chiefs, the present repre-

sentative BliAii Jahia Sban Sanjarani is a boor, a semi-savage Baluch. His

father Sardar Iloahim Khan (who murdered Dr. Forbes) * ruled over the

Unbe for over 60 years. Forbes was murdered in 1840 or 1841, and Ibrahim

Shan died as recently as the autumn of 1892.

Khan Jahan Elian, the father of Ibrahim Shan, had, it is said, four sons,

Muin, Ali Shan, Ibrahim Shan, and Jan Beg. Each of the two elder sons

came to a violent end. Muin, it is said, was murdered by his brother Ali Shan,
and the latter was also murdered or killed in a skirmish, with his Naib, a Baluch

of the Jamalsai tribe. This man had acquired a great deal of influence, and
thpugh he had served Ali Khan and his father before him for many years, the

young Sardar fell out with him and is said to have attempted his life.

According to Sir Frederik Gk>ldsmidt, Ali Khan is supposed to have died in

1840. He built the fortalice on the summit of the citadel mound at Bina-i-Kai,

nnce when the rite has been known m Nad Ali—so the story goes. It was at

this place that *Ali Sban was either murdered or wounded in a skirmish in the

immediate vicinity of the mound.
Ibrahim Sbuu who possessed the Jahanabad property of the Sanjaranis,

then became the head of this tribe.

At the death of Malik Bahram Khan the patrimony of the Kaianis, the

lands held by the members of that family formed but a narrow' strip to the

west of what is now the Pariun branch of the River Helmand. A straight

line connecting the villages of Hamsabad and Sharifabad, and another straight

line parallel to the first, passing through Jallalabad would include the greatest

part of the possessions of that ancient family. This formed the prize on which

the Sarbandis aided by the Shahrakis on the one side and the Sanjaranis

on the other were casting covetous (Ranees. When Malik Jallal-ud-din, the

sem and heir of the late Malik B&hram Shan, had succeeded in alienating all

classes of his subjects, and his presence in Seistan was no longer necessary to

anyone, but proved likely to be a hinderanoe, he was summarily ejected.

Hiereupon smaller villages along the western edge of the present Pariun area
were seised 1^ the Sanjarani Sardar who also coveted Jall&labad, at that time
a most valuable and desirable property. Jallalabad was also wanted ba^y
by tile Sarbandi CSiie^ T&j Muhamad, and from all accounts the Sanjar&nis

1 Dr. n«dwiok VorbMb a Aumpb ib th* Hon’hle Baat ladi* OompMiy’s Onriot,- viiitad
Bebtan with th0 intanCion of pMMag through to Kunduhur duriiig ovr first oooapotion of thoi
eonatry. Dr. Forbuu hud prorioMly troaolled Kurdiutun. Ho wm un entermisii^ ofiloor uud
•PfiorMitlj u Tory dooo oBUorror. Hli pupor on hiu truTols ia KurdisUit b publithodl in tho RotuI
UB^rnphioul Sooioiy*u JonmulB Yolnmo IX.
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were proving too strong for him, and so he called in the Persians. This event

took place in 1866 according to Sir Frederik Ooldsmidt, and the Persians then
gained the hold over Seistan which they continue to keep. Kban Jahan Kh&n,
son of Ibrahim Khan, returned to Seistan in March 1903. He seemed to be in

very poor circumstances. A fewGhulama and a few women formed his retinue.

He was given the village of Siadak in the Mian Kangi and a few small hamlets

in the vicinity of that village ; and these form his appanage at the present time

(1904).

Under a boorish and rough manner he conceals a considerable amount of

shrewdness, but his manners are those of an ordinary Baluch nomad.

The Kaiani family is however by no means extinct, as the geneological

schemes in Plates IV and V will prove.

The representatives of the family, in Seistan, are however very unpromis*

ing. Pride will not allow them to give their daughters in marriage to other

Chiefs in that country ; and they are too poor and uninfluential to be able now
to marry their daughters into great territorial families in the surrounding

country, and it seems to be possible that the mortality of female infants is very

considerable among the family. The daughters of this house are given in inar>

riage to the members of the family in Seistan, Tabas, or Meshed, but even the

money needed for a journey to the last two places is rarely forthcoming.

The best of all the rising generation of the Kaianis is the young son of

Malik Muhammad ’Azim Kban, Ijlaidar Kuli, who as yet has not taken to the

use of opium or other narcotics ; under the influence of which the descendants

of this princely family forget the sordid details of their poverty and their

fallen estate.

The late Governor, the Hashmat-ul-Mulk, is said to have nourished a

grievance against the Kaianis, and to have pressed heavily on them, cither

as a matter of policy or to satisfy a private grudge. It was whispered that

the Kaianis had rejected proposals for the hand of one of the daughters of

the family made by the Governor. *

The late Malik Gulzar Kljan Kaiani was compelled by the ffashmat^ul*

Mulk to give one of his daughters in marriage to Kad Kbuda, Taj Mubamniad.
This man belonged to the servile race or class called Kul,” and the blow

thus inflicted on the pride of the Malik is said to have helped greatly to shorten

his life. As far as it is possible to judge of such matters the Kai&nis have no
prospect of ever rising to any position in their own country. This is due first

of all not to a glaring deficiency of talent, but to their pride and the tenacity

with which they cling to the memory of their former status. But, though they

cannot or will not work, they do not beg in quite the same shameless and very

<»pen manner which is the prevailing custom even among the higher ranks of

society in Seistan.

o 2
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THE TOPOGRAPHY OF SEISTAN.

CHAPTER I.

'''pHE physical record is the only source of informatiou regarding the oodhtuI

1 changes that have taken place in this country. These have left scars.

Some of these scars have now faded and need very close observation before

they can be recognised, as they have been so overlaid by traces of subsequent

changes that it is a very difficult matter to arrive at any conclusion regarding

the sequence of the geographical changes, which have left evidences on the face

of the country: The ruins of Seistan do not (except in a very few instances)

afford very much help in working out the history of the country ; and local

traditions and even the legends of later events need to be very carefully aim-

lysed, before they can be finally accepted.

Modern Seistan is one of that series of inland lake basins which form such a inland na^inn.

conspicuous feature in Central Asian geography, and of which the Caspian and

Aral Seas are the most important. In Baluchistan and Persia, these inland

lake basins occur in the tracts that lie to the north of the watershed of the

Persian Golf. The streams which take their rise in the southern slopes of

the ranges that form that watershed reach the sea. The streams that flow

from those ranges to the north, discharge into Hamuns or landlocked basins.

In Baluchistan there are the Hamuns of the Lora and Mashkol. These arc

however, generally dry, clayey expanses, with here and there deposits rich

in salt. The volume of water brought down by the Lora and Mashkel Rivers is

not large enough to replenish the moisture that is lost by evaporation. The

Hamun-i-Seistan receives the discharge of three rivers, each of which drains

a large tract of country, as their wide catchment areas are situated on the

southern slopes of the great Hindu Kush Range, where the climate is

favourable, and the springs are replenished yearly by snow and rain. These

rivers in consequence fertilize large tracts of country along their banks, and

save, in very exceptional years, discharge their surplus water into the Hamun.

The volume of these floods is not constant : as it varies from year to year, a

larger or smaller ‘area of the Hamun is flooded ; and in consequence of this

the outline of the Hamun basin (except.in those places where cliffs form the

shore) is subject to great alterations.

There are, roughly speaking, four pockets or basins. The Hamun-i-Puza iv four ixK^krti

to the east of the Sawari ; tiie Hamun-i-Sawari itself, in the north-west angle ****" Himann.

of the basin. Another to the north of the Koh-i-Khwajah, and between it

R
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and the Sawari ; and lastly the Daiya-i-Singi to the south of Koh-i-Khwajah.

As water enters these great basins, it spreads into the smaller saucer-like

depressions or Chungs within them.

For an unknown number of centuries the Helmand, the Farah Rud and

the Khash Rud have deposited silt and built up, each of them, its delta. From
the west, a wide glacis or talus descends from the hills. The deltas built up

by the various channels of the Helmand and the other rivers have been thrust

forward and have formed a contact with the snoall deltas which exist at the

embouchure of each of the wadis that discharge the rarely occurring floods

which run down from the western hills into the Hamun.

RMgra fnrming Where these opposite deltas touch, a ridge or Lurg is formed. There are

MmuD.***”**
****

three of these. The first is formed by the contact of ancient silt deposits

formed by old channels of the Helnmnd and Farah Rud. The high road from

Seistan to Juwein follows this ridge. Next is the ridge called the Kucha-i<

AJzalabad. This has been formed by the ancient silt deposit of the Helmand

on the east and the much smaller delta formed by the River of Randan on the

west. The latter only occasionally contains water. The third is the deposit

of silt formed by a very ancient channel of the Helmand, and thrust out

against the smaller delta formed by the streams that issue from the Baloch-

ap and Trushpap Passes, in the western hills.

These ridges are gently swelling, and it is not possible to detect them with

the naked eye ; but they are the last dry land that is covered by highest

floods and they are first to appear when the leVel of the water decreases.

The high road between Seistan and Birjand or Meshed crosses the Hamuta

Basin by the Kucha-i-Afzalabad, and this is also followed by the Persian tele-

graph line. When this Lurg is submerged, travellers and their effects have to

be ferried across on rafts of reeds. The third, and southenunost of the three

ridges, - fonns a barrier between the Hamun-i-Seistan and the Gaud-i-Zireh,

which can only be surmounted by the water in the former, in seasons of highest

floods and of the strongest wind.

The opposite deltas meet in undulating lines of contact and there, where

the lowest levels would probably be found, exist a series of laterial communi-

cations between Hamun and Hamun, and one chung and another.

As the volume of water brought down in flood by the Helmand is greater

t-liim that contributed by the rivers of Farah and Khash, and much more so

than the contributions of the uadis that descend from the west ; their undu-

lating of contact and the channels they form, are closer to the western

and northern shore of .the Hamun.

The re-entrant angles
,
of these deltaic fans enclose saucer-like basins

forming ehungs, and where a number of these run into one another they

form large expanses of clear water called Hamun. Both C!hung and Hamuns

ChvDg.
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being fringed by dense growths of reeds and bulrushes where the soil is con-

genial to the growth of aquatic plants.

While the reeds grow in the shallows, those tracts along the edge of the Aihkin.

Haraun which are subject to annual inundation, but are not always under

water, are called Ashkin and are covered with a species of that coarse grass.

This is an excellent fodder for cattle.

The H&mun-i-Seistan hitherto considered is merely that portion of the The Htmun-i-

great basin which is situated within the present limits of that country. This

occupies only a part of a great tract of hollow land, whose southern shores

are formed by the edge of the northern glacis of the Koh-i-Sultan and of the

Kacha Koh hills. The western limit of the extensive tract is the glacis of

the Palangan hills, and the long slope that descends eastwards from the Ban-

dan hills.

If We take the delta of the Helmand in the widest sense of the term we Osad-i-zireb.

find that it fills a very large area of this depression. The Gaud-i-Zireh to

which allusion has been made is nothing more than a large pocket, situated

at the extreme eastern part or end of this great depression.

The deepest channel of the Shela (which is a continuation of the Helmand) The .shcia.

affords a passage in favourable years for water to reach the Gaud, and it

marks the undulating line of contact between the south edge of the great

Helmand Talus or delta and the opposite slope of the depression.

This great Talus of the Helmand is Beistan proper. It consists of allu-

vial soil and “dasht” or a gravelly plateau, in the proportions about two-thirds

to one-third of the latter.

We have seen what the southern and western limits of this tract are. Its

eastern one is the scarp of the great Talus which descends towards the south

from the skirts of the mountainous districts of Zamin-i-Dawar and Ghur.

This Talus is drained by the Khash and Farah Rud, as well as by other Khbh. Fwah,

streams of less importance, such as the Khuspas Rud, which interposes be-

tween the basins of the rivers of Farah and Khash. The Harut Rud, to the

west of the former, receives a small portion of the drainage from these ex-

tensive steppes. But the Harut Rud is not replenished by the streams,

that rise in the bills to the west of its course, and only in years of good rain-

fall do more than one or two floods make their way through its channel to the

Sawari pocket of the Seistan Hamniu

The RbSab Rud emerges from the hills at a place called Dilaram. This

is a district containing several viUages. Between Dilaram and Sebtan,

equicUstant from both,^there is the small fertile district of Khash. Between

the latter and Seistan, although there is a certain amount of cultivable soil,

on either bank of the river, there is no place of importance, below Khash,

The cultivable land lies in loops or bays between the Dasht and the bed of

the stream, each of which has its dbtinctive name.

K 2
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A series of fertile districts, Eala-i-Kah, Farah, Sabzawar (the ancient

Isfirar) connect Seistan with the great and fertile areas within the Herat

district ; and to the west of tiiis lie the districts of Khaf, and further away

'country arotmd Meshed.

Owing to its situation Seistan has always possessed a permanent supply

of water which could he diverted for purposes of irrigation. It was, thmefore,

and still is, a much more prosperous and fertile country than any of the inter-

mediate links that connected it with the more extensive countries to the north

and east.

In a direct line, a strip of waterless desert some 60 miles wide, divided

the district of Khash from the fertile districts on the Helmand around Girishk,

or £ala-i-Bist and Kandahar.

Trwu towathud To the south and south-west expanses of desert or semi-desert tracts
MDth-wwt of Soft-

between the fertile districts of Bam, and Makran and Seistan.

To the west, there is the mountainous country of Euhistan, and the

Eainat.

!: oiftted lituUon By reason of its geographical situation, Seistan has always been isolated,
i. SeutM. ^ ^ great extent, from neighbouring countries, and this has influenced its

history and civilization. These geographical conditions have prevailed from

the earliest ages. At various times the course uf the Helmand within the

delta had been subject to change, and these alterations of its course have

affected various parts of the delta modifying the condition; of human ex-

istence in each ; but these changes have been purely local, and have not

influenced the general configuration of the country to any great appreciable

extent.

r gru^Dire'deMi- A mental survey of the country of Seistan shows very clearly the process
..Kr. ID DOC D

dessication that has taken place. That the lake basin was at one time

filled to a greater depth with water is clearly indicated, and the present

extent of water in the Hamun covers barely a third part of tie area of the

. ancient lake.

This is no doubt the reason of the fable that the ancient lake of Seistan

was filled by genii acting according to the orders of the celebrated Pir Khizr *

as this task occupied but half a day, the country was called Nimroz. All

the legends of saints after whom the highest summits of mountains are named

in the country to the south of Seistan are associated with earth move-

ments.

Ramadthan Qhaibt 'ind Pulchota disappeared in chasms that opened

in the earth’s surface and Josed after those mythical personages had been

received within, pir Sultan vanished into the Koh-i-Sultan in an outburst

tii flame. Sheikh Husen was also swallowed by the earth opening ; and this

is supposed ive taken nlace on the peak now called after him. These

ancient legends become significant when we find them associated with localities
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which MB either close to oi actually show traces of having been centres of
volcanic activity.

The aUuvial deltas which form the greater part of this country, wereun
doubtedly at one time under water. The volume of water contributed by
the rivers which drained into the lake must have been very much greater.

As the discharge of these rivers diminished the lake would naturally contract
and in the course of countless centuries the present stage in the process of
dessication has been arrived at.

Long lines of shingly beaches are found at the head of deep bays and gulfs Anoiwt bMohM.
which the ancient lake had eaten into the gravelly plateau which represent,

perhaps, the delta of the Helmand during geolo^cal periods of time. These
beaches can now best be seen on the bays that indent the shores of the Sawari-

Hamun, in the process of formation. At the present embouchure of the

Farah Rud to the north of the river’s channel a beach of shingle has been piled

up to a height of fully 10 feet above the present level of water in the Himun.
Beaches of gravel and coarse shingle are overlaid by the alluvial soil in

the northern delta and here and there where the latter has been removed by
the action of water or by the efforts of man, portions of the long buried

beaches are exposed to view, and gravel and shingle are found to exist many
feet below the alluvial surface. One such beach was found close to the mound
of ancient Shahristag ; what was probably a continuation of this beach was

exposed by the cutting made by the Afghans in 1902 immediately above

the bifurcation of the Pariun and Nad Ali channels of the river. One ofthe

surveyors attached to the mission brought a stone 1 lb. avoir, in weight

from a beach about 6 or 7 miles to the south of Shwabgah. The latter

being about 8 miles higher up stream than the first named beach, it is only

to be expected that the boulders an^ stones would be coarse and heavier

in the higher beach. The water worn stones which are so common in the

country around Sar-o-Tar are probably from some ancient each overlaid

by silt, and have been turned up by the plough. The succession of those

b^hes or banks of water worn gravel and shingle prove that there has been

at a very ancient period a subsidence of the waters of the lake as each of

these beaches maria a stag^in that subsidence. This was apparently followed

by an increase in the wat<^ and in the discharge of the rivers during which the

present alluvium has been laid down. This was followed by the dessication

which has reduced the lake to its present size.

These beaches have been formed, as they are now being formed, by the

action of the water under the influence of the strong gales that prevail in this

country during the summer. The shinj^e is derived to a great extent from the

cap of conglomerate which covers the clay formation of the Dasht ; as the

wain eats into the clay, nutsses of the latter subside and the conglomerate is

broken up by the fall and speedily disintegrated by the water acting on

the coarse matrix. The fine water-worn pebbles are released and distribnted
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gradually the unceasing wash of the waves as they enta the bays and

indentations. Shingle is then in course of time washed inwards from the head^

lauds and piled in orderly and regular curves on the shelving slopes at the

head of the bays. Then alluvial soil collects behind these bars of shingle» and

the latter become the lakeward face of a small natural reclamation or plateau.

In succeeding ages, after the water had receded to its present compar-

ativriy restricted area, the scour of the wind has removed tho’ alluvial soil

and the beach of shingle stands by itself, with beautifully dressed sides some

10 or more feet, perhaps, above the level of the ground in its neighbourhood.

In some of the indentations of the geological delta of the Helmaml, these

shingle beaches are ve^ remarkable. They invariably merge into the general

slope of the enclosing head-lands and extend in a perfectly regular curve

round the head of the indentations.

The ridges are slightly troughed and this lends the appearance to the

shingle bars of having been constructed artificially, to serve as an acqueduct.

The natives of the country in consequence regard these as the works of men’s

hands, and say, they were built by Rustam, for purposes of irrigation, or to act

as dams.

The cbys of Seis clays of Seistan are well worth studying. Even in the alluvial delta
tAO

of the present day there is a great diversity. Tracts of loam or sandy soil

are bounded by tracts where the soil is hard, stiff, white clay. The former is

always clothed with vegetation, dwarf kahur, camel thorn, tamarisk, and salt

bush. The latter is often almost destitute of vegetation. Except in a wind

scoured rift in its surface, where sand has collected, or where some slight

obstacle has enabled sand to gather round it, the hard smooth surface of the

stiff clay does not allow wind bom seeds to find a resting place upon it and to

germinate. The clay is of two sorts. A friable variety containing large

traces of gypsum, and a stiff variety, which is almost as hard m stone. The

inhabitants call the latter Sir or Kim. It is laid in horizontal beds. A pale

reddish brown alternating with a pale greenish grey. The strata are some-

times so thin as to be measured in inches, brown succeeding grey, a

series of thin famine of either, followed by strata several feet in depth.

That part of the great Tains which forms the eastern and northern boundary

of the Seistan Basin, is formed very extensively of this hard Kim or Sir.

The action of water appears to harden this particular variety of clay. In

many parts of the Basin of Seistan bordering on the Hamun, there are

isolated bluffs of Kim, which seem to have resisted. the general subsidence

that appears to have taken place all round them when the depression of

Sristan was formed.

Some of these isolated blufb are ve^ neariy the same height above sea-

levd, and quite as high relatively as the scarp of the Talus to the east of the

alluvial delta of the country.
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The isolated bills of the Koh>i>S[l)w&jah, and Koh-i-Chako* appear, so

far as it is possible for an untrained observer to judge, to be formed of a lava

cap, very nearly horizontal, resting on horizontal (or nearly so) strata of

Kim. The stratum of the latter immediately below the lava cap, in the

case of the Koh-i-Chako, is of a bright red or orange colour, as though it had
been baked. At the western extremity of the Koh-i*S[bwajah, there is a

subsidence of the lava cap apparently caused by the partial settling of the clay

(Kim) on which it rests. The clays of the dasht are however covered with

a cap of conglomerate comprised, generally, of fine water-worn pebbles set

in a coarse matrix, which disintegrates very readily.

This cap covers a layer of friable clay. The order in the descending scale

seems to be friable clay, then Kim. And below the surface of the ground in

wells, the water bearing stratum is a bed of either very sandy loam, or an

almost pure sand about 6 to 8 feet thick underlying a stratum of hard clay

the impermeable stratum below, again, being Kim of the densest and hardest

variety. This alternation of extremely hard, with a softer stratum cause

wells to fall in after a time unless they are lined with tamarisk boughs, and

wattles. The same sequence of strata of varying densities is found on the

plateaux themselves. The wind scours out the more friable clay, and scores

deep grooves in the stratum where it is most exposed to the force of the gales

;

giving a water-worn appearance to the cliffs, and in course of time causing

heavy falls of clay blocks on the under cut faces. The linO of springs high up

on the scarp of the dasht, overlooking the bay, at the foot of Koh-i-C!hako,

is due to a softer stratum existing between a hard and dense upper and

lower layer of Kim. This dasht slopes gradually down towards the Hamun,

and the subsoil water oozing through the more permeable stratum finally makes

its appearance on tlxe face of the cliff, where the bluffs of Kim below the softer

stratum are moistened by the dripping of water which finally reaches the beach

below, and forms shallow puddles. A growth of reeds and tamarisk bushes

find nourishment on the outer face of the water-sodden stratum of clay ; and

where ravines have cut back into the dasht, there is a tiny flow of water in

their beds, which collects in the hollows and forms miniature pools and

rivulets among the tamarisk bushes and clamps of reeds, which grow in

the watercourses and along thdr banks. This water is too saline to be of

use, animals even refuse to touch it.

In parts of Seistan the power of the wind is very well illustrated. Over Aotioaoi«]i*strmi)i

large areas almost the whole of the uj^r layer of friable clay apparently has

been eroded, exposing the level floor of Slim that lay beneath it. In certain

areas the upper strata has not been removed altogether. Where layers or

j Similar Uva eappad hllb aziit lo the billa to the wmt of the Himna, and Id the dinotioii

of Neti, and alao to wmt of the PataegSo Moontalofi. Tbaae taUa-topj^ billa an lavariabljr

called Ram-Kub bj the Bahiebla. O/^TbeSam-Knh to thaaortb of Aolr ChM walls (Kob^i-Sultaa)
examiqad iu IbQll by K. VndeDbiii|» Baq.
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bands of harder material have existed, they have offered a resistance to the

action of the wind, and patches of unequal density have been worn into long

mounds whose strike is the same as the direction from which the wind blows

at the present day. The windward ends of these mounds are bluff and

comparatively rounded while their leeward extremities taper off to a fine

point decreasing in height, as well as in thickness very rapidly.^ As the

softer clay between is scoured away by the wind, these mounds act as bench

marks, such as are left by railway engineers in excavations in order to enable

the latter to be measured up. Where such mounds are numerous, the tract

looks exactly like an enormous cemetery filled to overflowing with the

graves of giants. Many of these mounds are fully 15 to 40 feet in height, so

that to remove the softer clay, by a process of erosion, and by wind action

alone, must have required very many centuries of time. The regular direc*

tioD of these bench marks proves that for unknown ages of time, the direc-

tion of the strong summer gales has been unchanged, and they have blown

exactly from the quarter from which the wind sets in now.

Plains of hard white The floor of Kim thus exposed to view is so hard that it is a very difficult
clay or Kim.

matter to drive wooden tent pegs to any depth at all. The latter unless made

of very hard wood split or lose their points. The hard white clay, of which

mention has been made as existing in the modem delta of the Helmand, is also

of very nearly the same density.

The plain thus formed is a very striking feature in the country, as it is

almost destitute of vegetation. In some of the deserted canals that traverse

its expanse, sand has collected, and in these a struggling growth of Ta gaz,

the desert tamarisk, or Salsola, manages to find nourishment. With such

exceptions there is nothing to break the monotony of the expanse of white

clay. Almost truly level, its white hard surface reflects the rays of the sun

almost like a mirror. The action of the climate produces a small
*
^crackle”

such as is seen on the surface of white porcelain. It is the existence of the

underlying stratum of Kim that makes the wells which the Baluchis dig-

hard and almost impervious to water. The subsoil water collects in the slight

undulations that exist in its surface, and wherever a well hits off one of these

pockets, a fairly permanent supply is obtained, as water drains into the hol-

low from all sides, percolating through the permeable stratum which overlies

the Kim. An examination of dry wells, reveals the impermeable stratum

in all its strength, and any attempt to' pierce it shows at once the difference

between it and the stratum above. Flakes and chips are ail that come up in

the basket, instead of loose material.

Method by which The bed of the Hamun Basin, also, has in the course of centuries become
waters of lake are

dkiierNd. Very thoroughly puddled, and with the lower stratum of impermeable Eim

^ Shaped like a Ssh viewed from iboxe iki back.
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has rendered absorption almost non-existent. The diminution of water in

the lake area is due perhaps so very nearly altogether to evaporation that the

loss by absorption may be regarded almost as a negligible quantity.

Evaporation owing to the heat of summer, and the strong north-v'est^rly

gales, goes on very rapidly. The lake presents a large surface to tlio influence

of these agents, and as the average depth of water is not great, the loss of

moisture is very rapid. Unless replenished by floods, the fall in the level of
^

water is rapid, and by August the “ Lurg” or ridges are practicable and can

be used to cross the lake. Then the smaller depressions in the floor begin

to dry, and this process once set on foot goes on very rapidly, as the depth of

water decreases until at length, only the deeper and larger areas have any

water at all in their basins. Fish die in shoals, and the edges of the dried

Chungs are fringed with the remains of thousands of small fish.

In 1902 the Helmand ran dry. For a space of about G2 days there was Descriptum of Hi-

no water at all in its bed, and the Haimm including the Siiwari basin * *

(which is the deepest of all the basins in the Hamun) was perfectly dry.

Not only did the inhabitants of Seistan flock to tins drying basin for the

fish, which had collected therein and died in thousands as the water

gradually evaporated, but they were able also to ransack the ancient

town of Sawari, whose foundations are ordinarily several feet under water.

Coins, copper seals—all highly oxidised, were obtained for sale, having been

picked up among the debris of ruined walls, and crumbling brick work.

Those who have seen these remains declare them to represent a town of

considerable size, burnt bricks having been used very largely in the con-

struction of the walls and foundations. In other parts of the Hfimun

area, traces of.w^ells, lined with burnt bricks, have been found to exist

when the water has receded and exposed the floor of the basin to view.

Brick kilns also have been discovered, well within the annual flood limits.

Owing to long submersion the bricks have disintegrated and exist only as

dust or by small fragments, much worn and softened by water. Only vitri-

fied portions of the kilns preserve any coherence. These ancient kilns are re-

cognicablo very clearly by the russet colour of the crumbled bricks, and the

existence of masses of vitrified clay, some of which closely resembles the

refuse of smelting furnaces.

A margin on the east and southern shores of the Hamun contains the Area of inunUa.

debateable area which is liable to inundation when the level of the water

rises above a certain height ; or is dry, or nearly dry, land when the general

level of the floods fall short of that standard. In the case of the period of

the highest known flood, and that of low or moderate flood, the area between

the extreme limits can be expressed in square miles. Within this debateable

area, ruins of ancient forts, canals, and dwellings, and tombs abound. Shape-

less though they be, worn by the action of damp, and of water itself in seasons
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oi high floods, with their salient angles ground away by the action of the

wind, yet the original purpose they were intended to fulfil is very clearly

indicated. Burnt brick or Pise work and sundried brick are alike covered

with a thick coating of saline e£9orescence which gives a curious winter-like

appearance to the landscape. The white and glittering expanses of saline

flats are fringed with salsola and tamarisk, the dark coloring of their foliage

giving greater prominence to the white crust of saline matter, and they bear

undeniable traces of man’s handiwork and of his occupation.

It is impossible to suppose that human beings could have placed their

dwellings, ox made permanent works like the i^stem of canals, the remains

of which can now be traced, in a situation where they would be exposed to

inundation. The presence of such remains as. those just described proves

thst the localities which are now subject to the variations of flood level in

bad and good years, were at one time safe from the effects of floods.

The ancient canals were not open ditches, almost obliterated with debris,

but regular and well established works of considerable magnitude, with their

channels, and spoil bank above the level of the lands they at one time irri-

gated. As the volume of water discharged by the Helmand, and the rivers

of Farah and Khash cannot have decreased appreciably within the past 1,000

years, and perhaps not for many an equal period, previous to that time, the

inference is that the rivers themselves have altered their embouchures and an

attempt will be made to prove this with respect to the Helmand and the Farah

Rud.

Notb.—The Basin of Seistan has been formed by a soooeesjon of subsidenoes of the earth’s emst

there. In the lowest part of all, the Koh-i-Khwajah stands as a bench mark ; its mmmit level with

the lofty dasht to the east of the Basin. The chimney, and alteratbn of the underlying Kim by heat,

etc., has rendered the lower strata stable. The lines of cliff surrounding the Basin, are the original

lines of fracture, modified of course by dimatio influences^ The cap of friable conglomerate covering

plateaus of varying altitudes is the nme everywhere, and its differences of position can only be due to

subsidences, one after another, that have taken place. The exposed faces of the cliffs show only one

stratum of conglomerate at the top of the most recent of all the strata composing the Dashts. No

fossils were discovered. In parts the strata contain nodules of a coarse calcareous lime.—G. Tam



CHAPl’ER It
The Deltas of' the Farah and Khdsh Hudy and a decryption of the Lake.

More interesting, and of much greater importance than any attempt to AiWationi. ii river

identify ancient sites and locate places named by ancient authors, is the in-

vestigation of changes that have taken place in the country of Seistan, that in
course of time have been brought about by the rivers themselves which feed
the great Lake.

Ihe Helmand having the largest discharge has been responsible to a
much greater degree for such changes, and as its effects have been consider*

able, affecting the balance of population, they can better be considered last,

and at leisure.

The Khash Rud almost ceases to exist as a river before it reaches the 'jTio Dpita if

easternmost end of the Seistan Lake Basin. As soon as it emerges from the

control of the dashts below Khash, its bed dwindles away in the midst of a

wide clay plain which it has itself, in past ages of time, helped very materially

to build up. Its flood waters spread over this plain, and fertilize it. The
surplus flows into a depression where it lodges until evaporation dissipates its

accumulated volume after '^the season of floods has passed. The tract then

subjected to annual inundation is known as the Ashkin. It affords pasture

for herds of cattle as the water evaporates. At its southern end there is a

saucer like basin the Chung-i-Darazgu into which several canals from the

Helmand empty their surplus water. Owing to this there is generally water

in this Chung when the remainder of the Ashkin is dry. From the earliest

ages of which there is any information available the discharge of the River

of Khash has been diverted very largely for cultivation, and as it has no con-

tinuous flow of water its delta presents no features which claim especial notice.

The case of the Farah Rud is very different. In the course of ages it has The Ddu of ih

cut a passage through the broad talus that forms the glacis of the hills towards

the north, and emerges beyond the last scarp of that talus which overlooks

the basin of the Seistan depression. This scarp is a well-defined and prominent

feature in the country, and it represents the southern limit of the high talus.

South of it there are merely islands, and under features of the higher plateau,

forming an intermediate step between\t and the lower levels in which the lake

is placed. • This intermediate terrace extends in a wedge whose greatest length

is about 16 miles, and the river of Farah emerges on the delta in the re-entrant

angle formed by the eastern edge of the wedge of lower dasht where it

merges into the higher.

At this point the Farah Rud leaves the shelter of the higher glacis, and
emerges from a gorge, about half a mile wide. The eastern dasht immediately

s 2
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above the riverbed, is low, and is a step or underfeature of the higher ground

further to the east ; which forms an angle or bay, whose limit is

a line of wf^'l marked cliffs, recognisable from afar. The western side of the

gorge is a line of perpendicular cliffs some 200 feet high, formed by a

huge block of dasht, capped with gravel at the foot of which the river

flows. Upon the south-eastern corner of the plateau is placed the fortress

of Lash, while the town of Juwcin, the headquarters of the civil adminis-

tration of the district, is situated to the east of the river upon the lower dasht

the under feature already alluded to.

To the south of the gorge, there is a small extent of alluvial soil beyond
which there is a tongue of slightly higher ground formed of a low gravel-top-

ped plateaux. Originally these, no doubt, extended up to the lower dasht

terraces that exist further to the west, and from which they are now se-

parated by a narrow strip of alluvium. The low plateau has in course of time

been cut up by the ancient channels of the Farah Rud of wl^ch there appear

to have been three. All of these in turn discharged their waters into the

Hamun-i-Puza. The first of these ancient channels, close to the modern vil-

lage of Laftan, turns almost due cast, and its course is now distinguished by
a broad belt of alluvium in which there are ruins and several very large cypress

trees, both of which, and more especially the latter, show that at one time this

old bed of the Farah Rud, after it ceased to be a river, was occupied and cul-

tivated by means of a canal. The second of the ancient riverbeds takes off

from almost abreast of the ancient site of Darg ; and in its lower end is the

hamlet of Zahak, inhabited temporarily by Sarunis,whose dwellings are con-

cealed from view by t^e group of ruins which show that it had also been a
village in past ages.

The third ancient bed also takes off from the patch of alluvial soil to the

east of Darg ; and makes its way through the low dasht issuing forth on the

east in the ihidst of ruins ; the remains of a more considerable and older collec-

tion of alluvial lands around the village of Salihan. This is a modern hamlet.

These ancient river beds are marked by bands of alluvial soil nhich, whe-
ther bare or sparsely covered with coarse grass, are very easily recognised
by the difference of colour between the "soil in them, and that of the
gravelly plateau^ through which they had made their way, and which form a
low but marked bank on cither side of the alluvial.

The largest of these beds is the first. It is wider, and the soil is not
clothed ivith the coarse grass, which springs up so readily in the light clay of

the district. The bare appearance of the clay in this ancient bed, shows that

the river when it flowed in that direction, deposited a finely divided alluvium,

and that the silt was chiefly composed of the scour from strata of hard clay

^ These mark lowest stage in the subsidence of the country in which the gravel or oon^e-
merate cap of the dasht formation oan be reoogu’sei Hie Farah Rud and its aneient channels (Tike

the Uelroand) follows lines of fracture.
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or Kim. The absence of vegetation on this older cla}' has already been

noticed and accounted for. Below the southernmost of these ancient

channels, the low gravel-covered plateau sinks down and disappears under

the loam which forms the delta of the river in the more recent stages of its

existence. A small patch of gravel a short distance to the north of the ruins

of Kolmarut, is the last appearance of the low plateau.

The Farah Rud of the present day flows rather more towards the wedge of

dasht that forms the under feature of the higher plateau, and projects

beyond it towards the south. The course of the stream is a little to the west

of south. To within a distance of about 5 or 6 miles above its more

recent delta, the shallow bed of the river deepens,, and in its flnal length of

5 or 6 miles, it attains to a depth of about 40 feet. Here it is deeper than the

Hamun-i-Sawari into which its flood waters discharge, and, in consequence,

the last 6 miles of the Farah Rud is one deep pool of standing water, fringed

with a growth of poplar, willow, and tamarisk ; the long reaches of clear, still

water, set in a mass of foliage, combined with the width of the river, appear all

the more beautiful by the commonplace nature of the surrounding country

—

either wind scoured and bleak plains of alluvial soil, or the still more unhappy

expanses of saline flats, or beds of reeds.

In the last 7 or 8 miles the Farah Rud doubles back upon its former

course ; to such an extent is this the case, that if the axes of these beds were

prolonged so that they might meet, the angle enclosed between them would '

fall short of a right angle by as much as 20 degrees or more. The direction of

the last portion is towards the northwest. Unlike the opposite shore of the

delta of the -Helmand the alluvial delta of the Farah Rud has a well-defined

limit, beyond which no flood has probably ever been known to encroach.

Even in 1885, the last of the years of Noah,” the waters of the Hamun
did not rise above this coastline. Beyond this, that is, to the east, and.

south there is no defined limit which any one can point to and say that it is the

edge of the Hamun. A succession of saline flats shelve away into the “Nuizar.
’ ’

The flats are covered with the vestiges of ancient civilization. Weatherworn

tumuli of various sizes mark where in olden days there stood the dwellings of

mankind.

There is a reason that will account for the traces of human handwork that ”"1" ""

1 j t th« floors of tin*

exist o&.-li&e floor of the Haniun and which are now only revealed when the Hftmun.

water in it fails completely. The deltaic fan, that has been thrust forward

by the Helmand till it met and overlaid the lower portion of the delta of the

Farah Rud, was formed when the former discharged its full volume of water,

or the greater part of it, directly to the northern portion of the Hamun. And

when this ^scharge ceased, the delta would at once be laid bbre, and eust

as an ordinavy expanse of dry land, ^available for occupation by human beings.

It is quite clear that this ocunpation did take place, and as the tracoj of it are
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now covered either annually, or always, with water, the inference is very clear

that there most have been some great changes (within the delta area) of the

channels by which the flood waters of the Helmand found an outlet into the

Hamun. These changes must have been sufiiciently great to allow of a large

portion of the present Hamun, existing for many generations, and probably

for many centuries, as dry land. There is evidence to show that this change

occurred more than once in historical times.

The Oeiuof the Before, however, the discussiou of the changes in the coursc of the Helmand

(within its delta) is taken up, it will be more convenient to finish the descrip-

tion of the Farah Kud and its delta.

,The banks of the Farah Rud, close to its inouth form a perceptible lip,

sloping away from the river, and this is rendered all the more prominent

by the fact that a line of sand dunes now stationary, and covered with a thick

growth of small tan arisk, extends along the banks from the point where the

stream leaves the coxn 'aratively defined line of the coast up to about 2 miles

short of its actual mout

The sand dunes thai re heaped up on the right bank are higher than those

along the opposite bank. They form a low ridge which is recognisable from a

distance of several miles. The sand is coarser, and of a darker colour than

the usual desert sand, but it is so thickly covered with small tamarisk that the

material is concealed by this growth, and the light reddish brown of their

twigs and stems gives an appearance to the dunes of being mounds of gravel

or of brick debris. . Many modem spill-water channels break through the lip

<1 ( the stream bed, and lose themselves in the low-lying ground along the Hamun
Basin. One of these passes by the ruins of Peshawaran and is lost in the

Hamun area, not far from the Tapa (mound) of Kharan. A second spill-

.yater channel takes ofi from the elbow, where the change of direction takes

,)lace in the last reaches of the stream, and this channel dies away among

the lowdying saline flats and hollows which form the'Hamun area to the west

of the mound of Kharan. The third spill-water channel is much smaller and

disappears also in the Hamun area. The raised edge along the banks continue

up to the present mouth of the Farah Rud, and is thickly wooded with

tamarisk jungle and poplar willows. The top of the bank above the level

of the standing water in the bed is some 130 feet in places.

Between the mouth of the Farah Rud and the permanent coastline to the

east of the former, there is an expanse of alluvial soil which rests against a

high gravel beach. The latter is some 10 feet above the winter water level (in

1004) of the Hamun-i-Sawari ; and acts like a revetment behind which an

accumulation of sojl has taken place, iliere raems at one time to have been

a spill channel that took off at the elbow of the Farah Rud and followed the

toe of the coast (which here becomes more pronounced) in the direction of the

Hamun. This chanilel is.now almost entirely obliterated. The crest of the
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beach just alluded to is some 6 feet above the 'soil behind it, and the plateau

thus formed, close to the beach is covered with Bannu grass ; while tamarisic

thickets line the junction bewcen alluvial soil and ^he shingle. This beach

curves round in an irregular curve, and becoming less marked as it extends

southwards, finally disappears under the alluvial soil some half a mile from the

left bank of the stream. The Farah Rud has cut a passage through it, and

owing to this the river, in winter at least, is easily fordable at its mouth,

although a very short distance upstream of this ford the depth is too great to

admit of this being done. On the left or west of the river, to trace the conti-

nuation of the old beacK is not at all easy, but on the opposite bank it slopes

down in steps to the present beach of the Hamun, and there are faint

indications of a second old beach, or bar of shingle in the rear again of that

just described.

The Farah Rud appears to have flowed in its present course for very many Ancient <anM!< in

centuries. The older channels probably date to periods of which there is no r*
j**

record. The ancient canals of which so many traces exist, among other

mounds within the present Hamun area, evidently were fed by the river

as it now exists. The canals which are to be found among the later ruins also

take off from the river as it was found to exist in 1904.

Watercourses no doubt followed the course of the three ancient river

beds and distributed the water in the tract along the east shore of the

Hamun-i-Puza. The only difference between this very ancient canal system

and that in use when Peshawarau was an inhabited town is that the latter

appear to have taken off from the river lower down than did the former.

The more ancient canals were not only much more numerous, but they seem

to have been more elaborate and carefully made. Their distributancs

carried the water in a bold curve eastward to irrigate the lands close to

Salihan. The Zahak, and part of the Salihan, lands were undoubtedly fed

by means of canals following the old beds that debouched upon those

tracks.

There is a very great space of time separating the oldest ruins of canals

and mounds, and the later ruins which are now thickly studded over the plain

above the level of the flood of 1886. The canals belonging to the latter stages

of civilization seem to have been more numerous and to have had, in some of

them at least, a continuous supply of water, because over the water-way of

two, there still exist, culverts constructed of burnt brick. These would hardly

have been found to be necessary unless the canals had a larger supply of water

than is contained in the present canals of Darg and Kairabad. The l.ands of

Salihan are still apparently irrigated by a canal that closely follows one of the

older beds of the Farah Rud.

The oldest system of canals almost appear to suggest a much greater

supply of watw in the river than is to be found in it now.
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HokuandJuito:!!. The name of the District is Hokat. The exact significance of the name

cannot be ascertained. As it is now pronounced, the word differs from the

form in which it is met with in the writings of ancient historians and geo>

graphers. In their works it is written as though it was pronounced Uk.

Another form in vogue at the present day in Seistan is Auk and the inhabi-

tants are called Aukatis ; this is very much closer to the ancient form of the

name than the first.

The name of Juwein is ijso found in old records ; but whether the modem
town occupies the site ofone that was older, it is impossible to say. Looking at

it from a distance of several miles, there appear to be many ruins around the

fort, and the small town outside of the walls of the latter. These ruins were,

however, said to belong to another town or village called Chargewak.

The name Juwein is said to be given to the town because it is the centre of

a tract famous for its crops of barley. It is said that the soil is especially

congenial to this cereal. Barley is said to yield a hundredfold on the seed

that is sown, whereas wheat returns about a third of that amount. The

barley also is said to be very fine. The name of Juwein occurs in itineraries

which were compiled 1,000 years ago. The fort of Juwein, the modern town,

is imposing in its extent, but whether it is in repair or not it was impossible

to see from a distance.

CesrriptioD of tt.« The description of the Hamun-i-Seistan contained in the translation made

by^ieot writers ^rom Istakhri’s work is as true now as it was when he wrote. Both his and
903—062 a.D. Ibn-i-Rusteh’s narrative gives a most faithful outline picture of the country,

and contains touches of local colour, which stamp their record as having been

carefully compiled from reliable information.

The period in which they were wrote, was one closely following that in

which the fortunes of the House of Leis, the coppersmith, had reached their

height. Seistan bulked largely in the field of Oriental Politics at that time,

and thus the country, its people, and its geography must have attracted a

very great deal of attention. Reliable information was no doubt easily

obtained, as the rise of a native dynasty of rulers brought Seistan into contact

with the surrounding principalities, as well as with the supreme head of

Islam, in Baghdad.

Istakhri states, regarding the Lake of Seistan, that its extreme length

is about 30 farsakhs from the district of Kuring road to Kushistan, to

the bridge of Eirman on the road to Fars, and its breadth throughout is

about the distance of one stage. Its water is sweet and it produces fish in

abundance and reeds, and there are villages all round it except on the side

which faces the desert. He had previously mentioned that the Hindmend
* * * finishes in Seistan (Sejestan, he calls it) where it falls into

the lake of Zireh, and this lake of Zireh increases or diminishes in sixe accord*

ing as a greater or less quantity of water faUs into it."
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The bridge of Kirman, according to the same author, was no bridge at all,

but a rab&t built by Amru, son of Leis, about 4 stages west of the capital of

Seistan. This crossing must have been practically at nearly the same spot
where the old trail from Hurmuk to Seistan crossed the Shela at its head or

close to it. The distance between this point and the site of Kurun, or Kuring,>

is 88 miles measured in a direct line down the middle of the lake area. Sir

Henry Rawlinson allowed a little over 3 miles, as the equivalent for the far-

sakh of the oriental geographers whom he quotes ; the exact equivalent worked
from his figures give 3*1 miles to each farsakh and at this average the length

of the lake area would be 93 miles, or five miles in excess of the truth. This
is a sufiGlciently close approximation, and it shows that the author must have
exercised great care in collecting his material, and had access to reliable sources

of knowledge. The breadth of the Ham'un varies, 'i>ut whatever the actual

distance in miles may be, it always forme one stage. Both when the waters

are out and cover the surface of the floor from shore to shore, and when it is

perfectly dry, it is equally impossible to divide the stages and to camp
midway.

The years of flood and of drought cause the volume of water in the lake to

increase or to shrink. The conditions when Istakhri wrote were the same in

their general aspect as they are now. Ibn-i-Rusteh mentions that there was
sometimes water to be crossed in the stage beyond Kurung, deep enough, and
therefore wide enough, to compel the use of boats ; and on such occasions the

alternative route might be used by travellers. The flooded areas of the Hamun
depended on the situation of the working channel of the Helmand and of its

actual mouth, and were also due to the discharge of superfluoiis water through

the canals that toiled ofi into the lake basin ; and the depth of the water in the

latter depended on the volume of the discharge from the river as well as canals.

In order therefore to allow of boats (or tutins) being used for the crossing

of the lake the depth of water must have been fairly great, and it could only

have been great if the Helmand had emptied its waters directly into the

northern section of the Hamun basin. Ibn-i-Rusteh states that Hisaiiik on
the southern shore was a distance of 4 farsakhs. At present the direct distance

across the Hamun from the centre of the Kuring district measures about 9

miles, taking os the southern shore of the lake the watermark of 1903. This

is an arbitrary shore line and on the occasion of a year of Noah,” when the

Helmand comes down in its might, this arbitrary coastline would be greatly

changed. The low-lying tracts of the Mian Kang^ have been built up by
auwurI deposits of silt, and this may have thrust out the deltaic &n quite 2 or

3 miles in 1,000 yea^ That the northern shore of the Mian Kangi has been

pushed forward in the. course of centuries of time, is sufficiently indicated by

1 The poaitionof tfaia pUoe will be dteeuwed letor oa It WM about Sor S milee to ishe aofth.w«et
of the Tape-i-KhlrSo.
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the absence of very ancient sites near the present coastline. The ridge or lurg

on which the modem village of Burj-i-Mirgol stands is composed largely of

the harder (and older) clays, and it is probably a more ancient deposit than the

softer and friable clay around it. The mounds around Takht-i-Shah ard others

to the east were probably islands in the Naizar, as they can be proved to have

again been within the memory of persons who are now alive in Seistan.

DcaoripUoD of Uie The H&mun abounds with fish. Prom the neifd^bouring villages gangs of

»"*y be seen going towards the Hamun with nets for the purpos3 of fishing,

mno at the pn- )Vhatever portion of their take is not required for their own food, finds
(ODt day. rwiing.

villages around their homes. These fishermen are quite

distinct from the regular SeiAd folk, who live in collections of huts formed of

m&ts and sheaves of reeds and bulrushes whose principal means of livelihood

is the fish and game they take in the Hamun.

The naizars, or reed beds, mentioned by A1 Istakhri, still afford pasture to

herds of cattle which browse on the leaves. As the water recedes, the reeds

dry ; and in the winter the greater part of the growth in the beds is of a dull

yellow hue. They are set fire to about the end of January, and by the end of

February, there are clearings of burnt reeds all over the lake area. The basins

fill gradually, as the Helmand begins to rise in January ; and as the water

creeps in among the charred stamps where the growth of reeds have been

fired a fresh growth of tender leaves makes its appearance; and by. the end of

April the fresh reeds have attained to their full size. The seeds of both reeds

and bulrushes are distributed by the strong winds, which blow for some .days

at a time during the winter. As the wind shakes the stems the sheaths con-

taining the seed of the bulrushes burst and set free a white down not unlike

thistledown, and the country and all that is on it to the leeward of a bed of

reeds and bulrushes is covered with a coating of the fluffy seeds that escape

from the bursting sheaths.

HomM of The Slimmer huts of the Seiads and cattle graziers are formed of mats
ud Mttk owDws. jtretched over hoops of wood, the latter being the branches and stems of

tamarisk. The winter huts are built of sheaves of bulrushes placed on end,

and the roof formed of the same material.

The wild reeds of the Naizar are not used for any other purposes than those

already enumerated. The reed from which oriental scribes fashion their

pens, and from which flageolets are made, and which also is used for pipe

stems, is grown in gardens, and is a cultivated variety. The latter may be

seen in some corner of any garden of considerable siz*, growing in thickets.

The wild reed will grow anywhere where its roots c..a obtain the smallest

amount of moisture that will nourish it. The bulrush on the contrary will

only thrive when there is a depth of water and a fairly constant supply.

The lake area is portioned out among the Seiads, each community of whom
must conform to the limits of their allotment. Within these they fish and

Reeds and bul-

nishes.

BtUin.
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snare game. The oatt]eher<!s also, who are in the habit of taking the village

cattle into the reed beds and who live with their charges in huts or shelters

made of sheaves of bulrushes and reeds, have likewise theirown well established

runs. Asthe waterarecede,the cattle shelters and huts of the herds are moved

down into the beds of reeds where they are renewed within the protection of

low banks of earth. By the end of December, when the first rise in the level

of the water may be expected, the cattle and their herds with their families

move up to higher levels which are above the reach of all but the highest

floods. Here are set up their winter huts, each group being surrounded by a

low embankment and outer trench to keep the water out of their huts. When
the sheaves of reeds and bulrushes are no longer needed for the winter quarters

they are carefully stacked within the enclosure of the embankment, and there

they remain until needed again the next winter. The cattleherds settlement

and the stacks of sheaves not in use, are a very prominent feature in the basin

of the Hamun.

The basin of the Hamun is in this way parcelled out among communities Uie produoiive

each living under its own headman who is res{x>nsible to the Qovemment for
of'the**n*mun.^'""

the annual payment of revenue. The organisation of these communities

resembles those which exist among the agricultural population. The latter

make a living out of the land, while the Seiad makes his from the produce of

the water, and the herdsman from the reeds and bulrushes that grow therein.

The basin of the Hamun is, therefore, by no means a waste or unproductive

area. And so it has come to pass that as the streets and squares of a great

city need to be named for the convenience of the inhabitants thereof, the

chungs and reed beds and shelas of the H&mun have each of them their ap-

propriate names by which they are known to those who frequent the lake.

So it ever must, of necessity have been. No useful purpose would be served by

giving a list of these names. To describe and locate the Chung-i-Aruna^ or

the C%ung-i-Reg-i-2bruni, or to specify which of these various basins receive

their water in the first instance through the Shela-i-Ghulam Shah, or those

others whicfi are served by the Shela-i-Meshkushi, would be a profitless task

and is better omitted.

> Hm Choiig or bMia of tho {tinolii oomeLJ



CHAPTER TIT.

The new HHmand and Us DdUu.

Ancient and Recent.

The i^uTfei wilt Tij® statement contained in the writings of A1 Istakhri that there were
of Seuton like .

PtHmpcet villages all round the lake, except on the side which faces the desert, is quite

applicable to the country at the present day. To the east and south of tho

lake basin the country has always been inhabited, and in this tract are to

bo found the traces of successive ages of human occupation. In this area,

the centres of Political and Religious authority have always been placed. In it

are the sites of the various towns which have at different times been the seat of

the Government of the country. The modem record which is borne on the

face of the delta overlies that of more ancient times, and in this way Seistan

resembles a Palimpset, for while the more evident and recent characters are

ying examined, others reveal themselves partially erased and in most cases

barely intelligible, which carry the record back to periods of time lying very

far beyond those of which any historical information exists. These ancient

characters, so far as they can be deciphered, provethe antiquity of the

general scheme of human exis^nce as it is found to exist at the present day.

The system of irrigation has been the same as it now is, excepting that .in

past ages it was more efficiently carried out, perhaps, than it is in the present

time of decadence of skill and energy on the part of the present inhabitants.

Before, however, any attempt is made to work out problems of the ancient

topography of the Helmand and its deltas, it is necessary to describe the

country as it exists. The main features of the topography of Seistan cannot

have altered very appreciably since the first appearance of life and of human

beings in the country. It will therefore be useful first to obtain a general

idea of {hese existing conditions, and to complete the description of the geo-

graphical record which the forces of nature have engraved in indelible char-

acters upon the face of the country, and which in point of antiquity take pre-

cedence over the earliest traces of man’s handiwork which are to be found on

those portions of the delta which have always been the scene of his existence

and his work.

crapwiwn of the xhe author of a recent work, treating of his travels in Persia, describes in-
Helmeod with the . . . .

°

.Nile. oidentally the relation of fertile Seistan to the surrounding less fovoured tracts

adjoining it, as resembling that of ancient Eg3rpt with the countries that lay

to the east and west of the fertile lands of that delta. The resemUanoe is

even closer in the case of the Nile and the Helnumd. A considerable extent

iif desert is traversed by these rivers, both of which have furrowed narrow
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ohannek for themselves thioagh the inhospitable tracts which separate their

catchment areas from their deltas. The loss of fluid by evaporation while

travendng the intervening desert most in both cases be enormous. In the

case of the Helmand, it is an unknown quantity, and affects the supply

of water that is finally delivered in the delta to a very great extent. Here

the resemblance ceases. In one case the catchment area is greater and the

nature of the vast forest-clad regions comprised within the area, the drainage

from which feeds the River of Egypt, ensures the flow of water therein

against failure.

The catchment of the Helmand comprises a tract of country less in area

and of a very different character to that of the Nile. The snows of winter and

the modest autumn and spring rainfall is the source whence the springs that

feed the Helmand draw their supplies, and any diminution of the latter

results in a great decrease of the supply in the delta which is only the excess

over the quantity lost by evaporation and requirements of the country above

the desert area. Hence the Helmand sometimes fails altogether, and in its

periods of highest possible flood, it can barely be comparable with the Nile at

its season of low river.

At Kala-i-Bist the Arghandab joins the Helmand, and below that June- The Tsiky of the

tion the river receives no other tributaries. The remainder of the course of

the river is a ** single channel ” as described about 1,000 years ago by A1 Ista-

khri. This bed forms a great curve, its termination in the Hamun being on

the same latitude as Kala-i-Bist. The river lies within well defined limits in

a narrow trough at the southern end of the great talus which slopes towards

the south from the last of the foot-hills of the tract of country called

Zamind&war.

Between Kala-i-Bist and the elbow at the village of Landi Wali Huham-

med, the country to the east of the river is low and covered with sand hills,

but from a point a short distance below that village the river enters a very

narrow valley, confined by a line of rugged cliffs, formed by the talus to the

north and by a similar plateau to the south. From this point to another,

about 36 or 40 miles above the delta of Seistan, the valley of the Helmand is

a narrow trough lying at the foot of the northern talus. Below the village

and district of Khawajah Ali, this trough is separated by a very narrow

terrace of dasht kom the extensive depression in which' the lake of Seistan

and the Oaud-i-Zireh are situated, and which has already been described.*

At the point where the Helmand emerges beyond the control of the cliffs Th* Helmand at

which up to that place have formed the sides of the trough, a bifurcation

place, raised above the level of the modern delta of Seistan. It is

formed by a plateau, very much broken, whose apex is thrust like a wedge

> At Radbir (on tha HaloMiid) the tfoigh of the river ia 390 feetatove U-.a toot of the Ge'id- *

i-Kiroh to the aoutb ol that d:atrict The apringa at Urak on the banka above the flour of the great

dapfeerioa ate piobal^ dim to leakage from the Helmand allovted bjr a aotter atntum.—G. P. T.
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into the jaws of the vall^ where the cliffs on either side open out and finally

come to an abrupt end. dose to this apex, but on the alluvial fioor of the

valley, is an insignificant hamlet and also the remains of a small fortalice built

by one Kamal Khan, a Baluch of the Sanjarini tribe, who took possession d
the lands at that place in an unsettled period of modem Seistani history. It

is widely known as it used to be the point to which caravans from the hilly

tracts of Sarhad and around Jalk, and even from Makran, directed their steps

when they journeyed to the Helmand and Seistan for the purpose of buying

grain and exchanging the produce of their flocks and herds for wheat and

barley grown in those more favoured districts. It was owing to its being the

rendezvous of caravans that it obtained the name of Bandar. It is an im>

portant point in the geography of the country. The terrace that forms the

southern edge of the trough of the Helmand ends abruptly abreast of that

place in s bidd cliff some 200 feet in height above the talus and the river bed.

iiMBortiMni buid From Deshu and Malakh&n, above Kbwaja Ali, the northern edge of the
of (ho rnrw.

gf the Helmand is formed by the clifb of the southern scarp of the

Dasht-i-Margo. The latter forms an unbroken line up to Bandar, and just

a little to the east of that place the cliffs swing away towards the north and

finally terminate in a bold headline above the town of Kala-i-Fath from

whence the edge of the plateau retreats towards the east, rejoining the eastern

scarp of Seistan. This outlier of the eastern plateau is known as the Dasht-

i-Meski and rises to over 200 feet above the valley of the Helmand at Bandar.

NoctiMn obHioai From Bandar-i-Kamal S]ian the present channel of the Helmand turns
to Kkwitigih.

ai)ruptly to the north^ and hugs the eastern edge of the western dasht to

which it clingB for a distance of about 36 miles where it emerges on the plain

of Seistan which is the modern recent delta. This embouchure of the

Helmand is another very important point, and it so happens that at it there

is an insignificant hamlet called “ fiJbwabgah ” perched upon a block of

dasht, or clay plateau, some 34 feet above the river and beyond the reach

of its highest floods. At this point the dasht just described, curves away

towards the west and south-west.

^
Midway between Bandar and Kbwabgah there is a third channel and the

most ancient of all the channels which the Helmand has occupied at one time

or another of its existence. It is called the Sana Rud, also the Rnd-i-Sina.

This ancient bed of the river enters the south-western portion of the northern

of the two modem deltas. Its embouchure is situated at the eastern end of a

«|t'op bay where its ancient delta has been obliterated by more recent deposits

itf silt.*

The aorthera en.i There are two deltas in Seistan. The northern, where all the cultivation
*”****'™ *****

An 1 population of the country is located at the present time (and always

Rod-tSiM.

> VoUoHinKM eridant line of baetura or diatocotioa.

< Abo a baatara of tha dMln.
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has been located), and the aouthon, which ia aeparated from the former by
the plateau, projecta towards the west, ending in a weU marked hea<Uand

about 3 miles to the south of the modem village of Warmal.

The exBtem limit of both the northern and southern deltas is the water-

mark in any year of the Hamun. The head of the northern ddta is where

the Helmahd enters it at the village of Silvabgah. The southern delta lies

at the tail of that ancient bed of the river which runs straight away in a

direction almost due west from Bandar-i-Kamal Sban.

This old bed of the Helmand is called the Rud-i-Biyaban (the river of the p-ii j uiythin or

desert) in a manuscript which was found in Seistan. A shorter and more con- ohonneL

venient name for it is the Trakun channel from some remarkable rains that

exist in the deserted bed of this stream.

All the old channels of the Helmand are at a higher level than the present

course of the river.

The southern delta has been always a separate district from the northern The two

delta. It is smaller than the latter. These deltas are treated of as geograph-

ical features, without any regard to the political divisions of Persian and

Afghan territory. There is evidence to show that in past ages both of these

deltas existed as inhabited tracts at the same period, and this presupposes a

division of the water in the Helmand river.

The Trakun channel is not the only course the Helmand has ever adopted SpUl from

in the southern delta. A smaller channel (and an older one exists on the^ «•»“-

gravelly plain that forms the left bank of the ancient channel. This was

probably a spill-water channel and took off from the main channel below, that

is, to the west of Bandar-i-Kamal Kban. From close to the same point,

some 6 or 6 miles to the west of Bandar, another spill-water channel descends

the eastern edge of the fan in a south-easterly direction into the Gaud-i-

Zireh following the line where the lower western plateau touches the foot

of the cliffs that form the southern scarp (overlooking the Gaud-i-Zireh)

of the terrace that separates the Helmand valley from that depression.^

The whole of this area bears ample evidence of having been at one time EtUmmo ol pn-

well populated. The banks of the Trakun channel were at that time graced by

the presence of man, and the rennains of human dwellings and other strnc-^ **

tures raised by human hands exist in great profusion along the low clifb that

form the banks of this channel. The actual ribbon of alluvial soil inside these

limits varies much in width. The dasht on either hand encloses well marked

loops, and within the bold curves of the clifb on either side in these places

there may be as much as lor 2 square miles of alluvial soil. The limit between

one loop and the next is formed by the difis of the dasht closing in and pinch-

^ Hare the fMt of the lubeidefice of the weetem end now bwer pleteen ie Ylyadlj preeented to the

obaamr. The line of frioture eJeo « empheiiied by the esieteooe of the ipiB^welw ehiuviel. The fane

ii the h^er pleteeu ia very mnoh wulpliiied bynW eotitms
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ing ihe atrip of alluTial between opporing headlands of gravd-capped day.

Each of these loops formed a. small distriott and the whole of the ooltiyable

soil was thus divided by nature into districts with separate names which

distinguish one from anodier. Within the limits imposed by the low plateau

on each bank, the andent Helmand must have flowed in bold ouives»

crossing the wider reaches of soil within the loops as its course changed in

its periodical osdllarions.

The floor of this narrow valley between the low difls that form its

on dther hand is composed of the findy divided silt that forms the hard

white plains in the delta. But by reason of the channd having been deserted

by the river, and abandoned by the inhabitants, the alluvial floor has suffered

very ^[^dy from the force of the wind. The latter has tom up the sdl into

deep rifts and caused the floor to resemble in places a network of shallow

ravines sometimes as much as 6 or 6 feet in depth. Wherever this has not

taken place in some of the loops within this old channel, the floor is almost

level from one cliff across to the opposite, the white hard day that fonns

it being scantily clothed with the desert tamarisk or Tagaz.

Phtom of tha daa* The desert plateau to the north of the channd, whose cliffs form its bank

tte in that direction, is higher than the desert plateau to the south of this old bed

of the Helmand.1 xhis difference of level is, however, most noticeable to the

west of Tr&kun and takes place at a point almost abreast of that place. This

rise in the ground is due to the presence upon the surface of the plateau of

isolated bocks of a similar formation, and covered with a cap of gravel which,

form higher plateaus rising some 16 or 20 feet above the levd of the lower

terrace. Then again the eastern portion rises in low steps from the present

river bed towards the west. Examined closdy these steps appear as beaches

and as if their low cliffs bad been eaten away by the water lapping at tiieir

feet. And each line of cliffs marks (apparently) a stage or period in the sub*

sidence of the plateau. The last stage of this progresdve subsidence being

the. present low cliff which overlooks the valley, and at the foot of which the

Helmand of the present day is to be found. To the west of the village of

^w&bgih, upon the low plateau overlooking the plain of Seistan, it u
possible to follow indications of these higher terraces and islands and by

their means to trace the course of wbat look like more than one ancient

channel of the Htimand upon the terraces of the dasht which evidently

took off from the modem valley of the river 6 or 0 miles above Shw&bgih, and

which ultimately fell into the lake 4 or 6 miles to the west of that hamlet.

The PUteM be- The suooessive fall of the river bed in the trough of the Helmand is also

very marked. The present river hugs the foot of the I>asht*i*]fiirgo whose

cliffs rise sheer from the bed, the current during the months of flood sometimes

t ThaIlnd-i’Bb*UbataoiQlio«i*lhwaficMtiit6kUka«lw ipill-iratar «h«iMil dlndtd to alfMdjr

o dOM the northern end laodMii, or trowing eheanet of the Hetoend Rher.
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bean towards these steep slopes and has increased their declivitjr by under*

catting the clay and thereby causing land slides. Upon these slopes the lines

of former levels are not very easily followed, but on the opponte side of the

trough they are so clearly indicated as to an^ attention. In addition to

other signs the track which descends the trough of the Helmand itself crosses

these changes of levels ; at fint almost unnoticeable, they soon attract atten*

tion owing to the necessity of descending a few feet from a low gravel terrace

to a lower plain. The low terrace thus left behind runs into and forms an

under terrace of the south clii! immediately overlooking the narrow valley.

These successive changes of level are about four in number, and as one

climbs towards the summit of the southern terrace from the river valley,

they rise towards the south in a succession of low terraces with marked bluffs

and eliffa- The highest terrace of all is a flat expanse covered with a dark

brown gravel, and upon this stand low isolated island-like blocks of the same

formation. This southern terrace is not more than 100 feet above the river

valley close to Bandar-i-Kamal Kban.

Its southern face overlooking the 6aud-i*Zireh is quite different. It

ends abruptly in a line of frowning cliffs overlooking a tangle of ravines and

outlying and isolated bluffs of clay ; the yellow and red clays comprising

these are for the most part naked, scoured and smoothed by wind action and

devoid of their gravel cap, of which only portions may be found crowning

.the larger sized isolated blocks of Kim. This belt of broken ground at the

foot of the cliffs is intersected by an almost unintelligible system of ravines,

but which as they descend towards the Gaud-i-Zireh become more defined

and develop ultimately into viadis ” which en<l in the expanse of clay

which forms the floor or bottom of the Hollow of Zireh.

The edges of terraces on the dasht described in the foregoing paragraphs

resemble contours graven on the surface of the country, and although altered

by subsequent exposure to climatic influences and the unequal weathering

of the material of which they are composed, if they are carefully followed,

they reveal a histor}' of changes that have taken place at a period very far

back from the present.

The scarp of the Dasht-i-M-irgo exhibits Kim in horizontal strata. sitM of maiMt

There is the same alternation of pale reddish clay with the pale green or almost
***

white deposit. The cap of friable conglomerate that covers the deposits is

thick, terrace to the south of the river b also composed of the same

material, and at intervals, barriers of Kim stretch across the bed of the river

and form rapids. This stiff clay consolidates and hardens under water,

and the existence of these bars of Kim has been taken advantage of, in past

ages of the history of Seistan, to build weirs or regulators by means of which a

system of irrigation was mmntained by which very nearly all the arable soil

in the deltas was at one time or anofJier brought under cultivation. Ths
V
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unequal density of the material results in inequalities in the outline of thu

Dasht-i'Margo. Blu£b or headlands project beyond the crest of the steep

slope towards the river, and these form well known landmarks. The natives

call such a headland ** Fuz ” or nose. At a considerable distance above

Bandar-i'Kamal ^an there is a very prominent headland, well known for

a considerable distance down stream. It is called the Puz>i<Mashi, and

below this headland there is a bar of Kim which extends across the river

bed and forms a rapid when the water in the river is at a low level.

The Trakim channel, or Bud-i-Biyaban, discharged its water in times past

through 6 or 6 mouths into the Hamun. These channeb are still very clearly

defined as they have cut their way through the outer talus to the level of the

lake. This outer talus is also covered with gravel, though the pebbles are

much smaller than the shingle which covers the plateau on either banks of

the old channel. The channels which the water had cut through this outer

talus are now ribbons of alluvium, of the same kind as the floor of the main

stream bed and thus are clearly traceable up to the point where they leave

the gravel talus and enter the alluvial tract to the west. This district is,

however, so torn by the action of the wind that it is not easy to trace the

continuation of the 6 or 6 mouths of the Trakun channel once they leave the

low undulating talus with its covering of fine dark coloured gravel and enter

the region of deep fissures and wind scours.

The western face of the lower plateau between the Trakun channel and

the working river presents most interesting evidences of the sculpture of the

exposed cliff faces by the wind alone—for the rainfall and its effect is a negli*

gible quantity in Seistan. On the surface of this plateau also may be seen the

same operation also in progress as that which has broken and altered the ori-

ginal level outline of the lower plateau, which faces the west. One great bay

is here full of the bench marks alluded to which gives the locality the appear-

ance of a vast cemetery. The southern edge of the southern plateau forms a

line of low cliffs overlooking a strip of alluvial soil some 16 or 16 miles wide

;

the opposite limit of this tract being the north glacis of the Kacha Koh moun-

tains to the south of the depression. In this strip of alluvial and lying closer

to its southern edge is the Shela, the channel through which ar.y overflows

of the Seistan lake may find its way into, the Gaud-i-Zireh. The alluvial soil

is however covered with barkhans or mounds of drift sand, and it is only occa-

sionally in the open spaces between the great heaps of loose sand that the

alluvial floor is to be seen.

The distributaries of the Trakun channel in the days when it was a river,

discharged their overflow into the Hamun, and also directly into the Shela,

which at that time was a continuation of the Helmand. At the point where

this delta recurves back to the plateau, there is a deep bay, similar to that
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of th? Surh Dagal^ and separated from the latter by a narrow projecting

ridge of Kim, which is widely known as the Puah-i-Surh Dagal. This bay

adjoining the talus at the mouth of the Trakun channel, presents the same

effects of wind scour which exists in the more northern bay. The basins on

the plateaux also exhibit the same effect of wind's erosive action. This has

gone on, until a hard substratum of Kim has been exposed, or until gravel

loosened from the enclosing banks have slid down into the hollows, and thus

afforded protection to the clay floor. In all of these depressions there are

bench marks left to show what extent of material has been removed.

But the country to the south of the Trakun channel has been inhabited of huiiM.t

at a very early period—how long ago it is impossible to say, but from the
''*'’****'““*'

appearance of the canals which once irrigated this tract,* now a waterless

desert, it is conclusively proved that in this tract at least the erosion of soil

in the basins has taken place subsequently to the existence of human

btings in this country. In more than one instance in the course of a cursory

examination of the tract there were found remains of canals by which some of

these batins had been irrigated. That section of the canal which passed

through the plateau dividing the basins can be clearly followed by means of

the permanent scar left by the excavation upon the dasht, while both ends

may be now some 8 or 10 feet above the present floor of the adjacent basins.

The eronon that has taken place can bo thus clearly estimated, and this

is open to confirmation by the existence of bench marks, a mound or two, per-

haps, of clay where, owing to some accident, the material has been able to

withstand the persistent removal of soil that has gone on around. These

tracts, once deserted, were evidently never reoccupied, and thus the effects

of the wind have never been retarded, nor has the material thus removed been

replaced by later silt and an equilibrium maintained between erosion and

accumulation by flood-borne alluvium. Upon this deserted plateau, lying to

the south of the Rud-i-Biyab&n, are thus to be seen the remains of a prehistoric

civilization, dating back perhaps to legendary periods of time when those

Princes of Seistan lived and ruled, whose mighty deeds are preserved in a

Firdausi’s great romance.

The Sana Rud differs greatly from the Rud-i-Biyaban. If appearances De^criptioii of the

are to be trusted, it does not seem to have been an actual flowing river

subsequent to geologically recent times, speaking, that is to say, under

correction, and always as an untrained observer. Along its whole course,

from its western embouchure to the point where its valley diverges firom the

present Helmand valley, there is not one single remain or sign that points to

human occupation. It enters the bay in which the village oi Ahabid is

1 fVgM the red earth; owing to the darker colour of the materiat <J which the bar.oh marka

Me eoauioaed, eontieeied againat the ivory white plain on which they aland.

* Thtf ia the platein called the DMbt.i4Siio!t ar.d ita wectem continuatioo, tha Mrface of the

latt.T wee ocoa oauMnded by water ooavayed to it in casala—0. P. T.
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situated close to the modern hamlet of Shamsabad about 4 piiles to the east

of the former. In its course after that it diverges from the modem valley of

the Helmand ; there are no features tiiat may be considered as abnormal. Its

embouchtire is interesting, and in some respects is not unlike the mouth of

the Farah Rud. The stream of the Sana Rud entered the lake on a leeshore.

When the Sana Rud entered the bay there roust have been a depth of

water in it, ani there extends a bar of fine gravel across it from the southern

olifb overlooking the bay to the foot of the northern coastline. This gravel

bar resembles that other one at the head of the Surh Dagal bay. The former

is however not so pronounced owing to later deposits of silt, which has

replaced any loss which might have taken place by the erosive action of the

wind. The height of the bar across the mouth of the Sana Rud is about 16

feet above the level of the plain on either side. It continues for a short dis-

tance only at this height which refers to that portion of it alone which retains

its original condition. Two original outlets communicate between the hollows

or depressions behind it with the open valley in the bay to the west. The
deposit of modern silt, and still more recent additions of sand, have obscured

the detail to a considerable extent.

About 2 miles above the hamlet of Shamsabad, the Sans Rud developed a

third outlet which cut a way through a low plateau, evidently composed of

debris, gravel, and clays, washed down from the higher ground, and this channel

can still be traced through the gorge it had made for itself, and issued forth

upon a small plateau of alluvial soil which rests against the gravel beach

already described. This on a smaller scale is like the similar feature which was
found in very much the same position to the north of the mouth of the Farah

Rud, where there is a plain of alluvial deposit resting against a gravel beach

which forms a revetment facing the Hamun. This third outlet of the

Sana Rud appears to have entered the Aliabad bay under the Sabz Kim
bluff over a bar of fine gravel resting on a shingly beach below. The other

oruilet of the Sana Rud issues on the Shamsabad plain through a distinct

gorge about a mile south of the hamlet.. From this point and onwards

there are indications of two channels, one of which to the right Or east is

followed.by the modem canal, and the other which entered- the bay about a

mile to the sonth of the small village of Deh Khalkdad. Between these outlets

the bar is very much broken, and with the exception of a section of about a

third of a mile in length, midway between these outlets, it has almost disap-

peared, having been worn doWn to the level of the alluvial deposit nhich has

overlaid its east and west slopes. Wherever there is a wind scorir in the

surface of the clay, the existence of fine gravel undemea.tli is revealed, the

deposit of day deepening towards the west as it recedes from the bar.

The bar or beach of fine sliingle can be traced from the east end of the

slopes of the Sabz Kim mound up to the blufb that overlook the plain op the
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south of the village of Kala-i<Nau. To the north-west of the Sabs Kim
mound, there is a sloping beach of coarse shingle which follows the toe of the

blu& that form the coast of the Aliabad bay in this direction. It can be traced

along the foot of these clifis, up to the point where there is a large graveyard

with a veay conspicuous domed mausoleum built upon the dasht. Beyond

this point the alluvial soil comes right up to the foot of the plateau, and the

well defined shingly beach is not a prominent feature any longer. The

shingle and gravel are now covered by a depth of alluvial deposit, ancient

and modem, and it is probably owing to this subsoil of gravel which keeps

the alluvial clays well drained that the fertility of the lands around Aliabad

and the villages in its neighbourhood is due. Another very striking feature

is the way in which the shingly beach is littered with bivalve shells of various

sizes. The lands in the vicinity of Aliabad are also full of minute shells of this

description. Acres of soil appear to be chiefly composed of these remains.

They are not, however, to be referred to any but a quite modern period,

as will be demonstrated further on.

At the back of the hamlet of Shamsabad, between it and the clifb of the

dasht to the east, there is a large depression or Nawar called Bandik. At

first sight it appears as if an outlet of the Sana Rud flowed into it, but if

this was ever the case a low bar or ridge had formed and opposed a barrier

to the ingress of water. Two low ridges of rounded summits separates the

Bandik from the lowlying plain around the hamlet of Shamsabad. These

ridges are separated by a narrow gorge or passage through which an irrigation

channel enters the Bandik depression, and by means of which some cultiva-

tion is carried on in the latter. This water is derived from the canals that

are supplied by the main canal which takes off from the modem or present

chaimel of the Helmand, close to Khwabgah.

The ground at the outlet of the Sana Rud is broken, and the recent addi-

tions of alluvial deposit have modified the older features of this part of the

country to such an extent that to arrive at any definite conclusions as to what

may have been the ancient condition of the head of the Aliabad bay is now

impossible. The separation of the Sana Rud fron^ the Helmand takes place

almost under a tall pinnacle of Kim, which rises in narrow terraces and ledges

to a height of quite 150 feet above the level of the Helmand at its foot. A
miniature fortress stands on the ledges and the peak of this hill of Kim. The

towers and walls are of necessity small' and low, which lend an air of unreality

to it, as if it was a model of a mountain stronghold. There is a companion

hill, also of Kim, but the latter is smaller and steeper with no room on it for

building. It is also a good deal lower than the fortified peak.

The fortalice is called Dik-i-Dela, or Dela’s Peak. Dela, they say, was an Dik-i-Dciii m Um

official of Naodurwfin, the Just, and the fortalice was constracted to bold

ganison to whose care the weir or regulator, which existed in the Helmand
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below this point, was entrusted. This place is about 12 miles to the north of

Bandar-i-Kamal tj^an. This section of the present chann^ of the Helmand

is common to both the present river and also to the Sana Rud or Rud-i-Sina.

Kala-i-Fath, the last capital of the Kaiani Maliks of Seistan, before that family

lost their independence, lies about 8 miles below Dik-i>Dela. It will be neces*

sary to refer to that place frequently later on.

To the east of Bandar-i-Kamal Kban, on the right bank of the river, there

is a low plateau covered with shingle, the eastern clifi of which is some 2 miles

distant from Chaharburjak. The latter, a modern village, is about 10 miles to

the east of Baitdar-i-Kamal Kbnti. About 2 miles to the north of the latter,

and upon the opposite bank of the Helmand, there is situated the modern

village of Deh Ghulam Haidar. The low plateau lies immediately to the east

of this village, and about a mile to the north of it, there is a deep cutting

through a narrow part of the dasht through which the tail of the Chaharbur-

jak canal is able to irrigate some land belonging to the village. Further north

of this cutting the dasht is intact, and it continues for a distance of about

2 miles beyond it and then finally breaks up. Its continuation to the north is

a series of broken clay knolls and sand dunes, and the plateau of Kim opposite

to Dik-i-Dela is a part of this dblocated series of mounds of Kim. Upon this

plateau is a very ancient enclosure, the walls of which are now in heaps, dis-

solving under the action of the weather. Between this place and Kala-i-Fath

the sand dunes and clay knolls finally disappear almost completely, the former

reappearing at intervals until they again form a continuous line of dunes along

the river bank to the north of Kala-i-Fath. Between the detached plateau

above and to the east of Deh Ghulam Haidar, and the line of low cliffs which

form the toe of the lofty Meski plateau, there is a wide channel, capacious

enough to contain the Helmand, the eastern end of which opens on the alluvial

soil to the west of and around Chaharburjak. This channel continues along

the foot of the lofty plateau until the clay knolls and broken ground which lie

between it and the Helmand disappear. Here the channel is practically lost

in the sandy soil, but the under-features of the plateau to the east continue to

end in a water and wind-worn line of cliffs, which are further on separated from

the great block of kim, on which the citadel of Kala-i-Fath is built, by a con-

tinuation of that channel.

The plateau upon which the ancient fortified enclosure of Tirkoh stands is

a block of kim. Along the Helmand, the term “ Sirr ” is used to distin-

guish this hard clay. A bar of this material extends across the bed of the

Helmand from the Tirkoh plateau, forming a rapid over which the current

during low river makes a distinct ripple. The kim formation upon which the

fortalice of Dik-i-Dela stands together with its companion mound is a part of

this ledge of idm which has withstood the action of weather and the inroads

of the river. About miles to the north-east of the Dik-i-Dela crag, there is
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a detached plateau rising to a height ot about 50 feet above the level of the

ground at its foot. This is also a block of kim. This oatcrop of the hard

elay extends in a north-westerly direction from Tirkoh. Qn the north-east

and east faces tUs isolated plateau is very broken, and a subordinate ledge or

plateau extends beyond the highest part for nearly | mile, and that part of this

lower terrace which meets the river forms a low but marked cliff. Between this

cliff on the western and Tirkoh cliff on the oppbrite side of the river, the latter

issues forth as out of a gate oh the open valley in which the town of Kala-i-

Fath is situated. To the south and west of that isolated block of kim, there is

alluvial soil and at tlus end of the Sana Rud the canal that follows Hs course

as far as the western limit of the Kemari district is very distinct. It is said

that this canal originally took off a considerable distance above Dik-i-Dela.

In years of very high river, it still receives a supply of water which, however,

does not reach to any great distance down its bed. It is also said that in the

days when Kala-i-Fath was in the height of its prosperity, this canal was used

to cultivate the eastern end of the valley of the Sana Rud. There appears to

be very little doubt that the Helmand did, once upon a time, flow to the west

of the Dik-i-Dela mound and turned the western end of the high isolated plateau

to the north-west of that little fortress, and regained the valley where it now

flows about 3 or 4 miles further down.

The Sana Rud does not appear ever to have possessed any practical value Tra^ of human

as a river. There are along its course many places where by means of irri- H*nnRud
***"

gation crops could have been raised. The floor of the valley along which it

flowed, although covered now with a layer of dark brown gravel, contains in

many places good soil not iax from the channel of the stream which could

easily have l«en irrigated and brought into cultivation. No attempt seems

ever to have been made, nor are there the faintest indications of habitation

along its banks. Nomad shepherds occarionally enter its valley and traces

of their encampments are here and there to be met with. Fragments of

pottery, so common on the present waterless dasht along the channel of the

Rud-i-Biyaban, are non-existent along the banks of the Sana Rud.

It appears also from the direction of the old canal that it was constructed
^^"31

with a view to conduct water from the Helmand into the districts in which the oompletod.

ruins of Machi andHauzdar are situated, for the purpose of irrigating the very

excellent land around those places. The task evidently was abandoned, as

proving too difficult, or was cut short by some commotion in the country, or

the death of the person to whose energy and foresight it had owed its inception.

It was undoubtedly constructed many centuries ago. The only branches of

the H*l*"*"d that seem to have possessed any value whatever and to have

affected the condition of the country axe the Rud-i-Biyabin and the present

.
working river.
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Dmoriftiok of Dklta to the bast of Eala-i-Fath.

When the river issues out of the gorge immediately below Dikd-Dela, it »
practically freed from all control except towards the west where the dasht forms

a defined bank, and prevents any attempt at a change of course in that direc-

tion. -On the east the toe of the slope of the Meski plateau forms a line of low

cliffs i«'hich are situated about a mile from the bank of the Helmand, and with-

in these narrow limits only it is possible for the river to oscillate. At a point

some 2^ miles to the north of Kala-i-Fath, this restricted opposition ceases.

At this point the slope from the plateau of Meski follows the course of that

plateau which recedes towards the east and rejoins the Dasht-i-Margo of which

it is an outlying portion. The point where this change of direction in the

under-features takes place is a fairly conspicuous promontory of the last low

series of clifb which overlook the alluvial plain. Beyond this point towards

the east the orderly termination of the lower slope ceases after a short distance,

and further on, the slope of the plateau descends in a steady incline to the allu-

vial deposit that rests upon it, but its junction with the latter is obscured by an

untidy jumble of broken mounds of naked clay, interspersed here and there

with small plateaux of insignificant elevation covered with gravel and the all-

pervading sand. The promontory had evidently been fortified at one time,

and the position was divided into two separate strongholds by a channel which

it is very evident is artificial (constructed to admit of a canal some 50 feet wide)

out through the kim to the level of the alluvial tract on each side. The south-

ern fort was connected with the slope that descends from the lofty plateau, but

the block of kim thus cut through rises to a height above the ground near it.

Stfsih-i-SeMM or The northern block rises in a cliff some 15 or 20 feet in height above the
Ouiib-i-RwUin.

lands on its three sides. This site is known as the Sargah-i-Seistan,

and it is ^Iso called Damb-i-Rustam, or Rustam’s mound. This latter term

merely denoted the &ct thattheremainsareof very great age, and their origin

is unknown. The two fortalices separated by the canal are only some 300 feet

in length, but their position is important for many retuons.

These ruins stand at the head of the great area of alluvial soil which

formed the heart of Seistan lying at the termination of the Helmand , To the

east of the promontory there extends the great district, now a waterless tract,

which at one time was the seat of an ancient and advanced condition of

civilization. This tract is limited towards the east by the under-features of

the Dasht-i-Margo plateau. To the north the delta extends for a dii^tanee of

about 60 miles, gradually sloping down to the lake which occupies the lowest

levelm the country.

Old chaoiieb of the

fifflmMidtotho

eaftof the

SiTgih-l Seif^AO.

{Standing on the mound to the north of this artificial cutting that sepa-

rates the two fortified positions at Sargah, and looking at the alluvial plain to-

wards the north and east, there wte visible to the eye very clear indications
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that the Helmand at one time swung to the east under the promontoiy on

which Sargah is situated and flowed in a parallel direction to the foot of the

slope that descends from the summit of the Meski plateau to the north. This

faint trace of the ancient bed of the Helmand continues in this direction until

past the ruins known as Paisai, where it forsakes its hitherto easterly course

and turns towards the north gradually becoming fainter. It is finally lost

among the sand hills, but long before the ruins are reached it completely dis-

appears in the level plain of hard alluvium upon which the barkhans (moving

sand hills) stand.

To the north the present Helmand continues its course, past Sargah, and pMoription ot the

past the modem village of Arbab Dost Muhammad. This village is about 3^ SJ'bwtod'?*®*

miles to the north of Sarg&h and about i mile from the right bank of the river.

This bank of the Helmand is fringed with a chain of fairly high sand dunes

such as were found on the banks of the Farah Rud.

For a space of about 2 miles to the north of the Sargah promontory the

alluvial plain continues at the same level as that of the ground immediately to

the west of that place, and along the bank of the river. To the north of this

plain the ground commences to rise very gently at first, but by the time that

the village of Dost Muhamm;'ri is reached there is a marked gravel covered

rise, a little to the north-west of the Paisai ruins, and closer to the village

there are patches of soil covered with gravel which point to the existence of

a gravel covered undulation overlaid by alluviumi The latter in places has

worn away and the summit of the undulation having been but lightly covered

are laid bare by the erosion that has taken place in the course of time.

The more eastern moimds apparently take the form of low detached

plateaux of gravel, the spaces between being covered with alluvial, but the

system of detached blocks is very soon lost to sight under a great height of

drift sand which stands on the terraces and forms a barrier which effec|;ualiy

shutsoSany viewof the great collection of ruins that exist to the east of them.

They extend up to the latitude of Nad Ali, a modern fort, which exists below

the bifurcation of the two working branches of the Helmand. The ruins that

lie choked with drifts of sand in the tract to the east of this barrier are many

of them large and important masses of sundried brick work, which the dry air

of the desert has to a great extent preserved from utter deca^. So marked,

however, is the barrier that lies between them and the present delta of the

Helmand that, even from the lofty mound of the Safedik, 90 feet above

ground level, it is not possible to get a glimpse of the ruins that lie beyond

the barriers, some of the ruins being not more than 16 miles distant and the

'intervening country covered for a short distance only beyond Nad Ali with

low tamarisk. From abreast of this place the height ul this barrier de-

oresaes rapidly, and it finally mds in several low gravel covered terrscea that
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stand some 6 or 6 miles to the south-west of the modem hamlet of Meno

.on the southern end of the Ashkin, the eastern termination of the Hamun.

Abreast of the hamlet of Khwabgah and to the east of it there are some

isolated blocks of dasht, outliers of the barrier just described. They are

parated one from another by strips of alluvial soil of varying width.

In the direction of this barrier the area affected by the annual floods of

the Hclmand is very limited. Whether by canals or by simple inundation

there is merely a narrow strip of land that is nourished by water from the

Helmand. This is due to the existence of the higher ground that separates

the district of Sar-o-Tar and Ghulghula from the working delta.

GeNBRAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SIr-O-TAR TRACT AND HOW IT WAS IRRIGATED.

The districts of Sar-o-Tar and Ghulghula were dependent on canals taking

their water from the river above Kala-i-Fath or in the vicinity of that place.

Cknal (yitems. These Works would naturally demand great care and attention to be main-

tained in working order. It is evident that such was the case. The remains

of old canals prove this. Some of these were constracted to pass through the

opening towards the east along which the Helmand once' made its way, below

the Sargah promontory. Others radiated from a centre or focus close to the

mins which are now known as Kala-i-Gawak. Upon these canals the pros-

perity of the districts of Sar-o-Tar and Ghulghula was dependent. Any cala-

mity which destroyed the head of this extensive system of irrigation would at

once render those districts uninhabitable. Circumstances rendered it impos-

sible to thoroughly explore those tracts, but they were visited by members of

the Indian Staff and a good general idea obtained as to the undoubtedly popu-

lous condition of these tracts in past ages.

Natimof Ute inini. They abound in ruins (massive stractures), fortified manor houses and de-

fensive posts, domed mausolea and the remains of the dwellings of the more

wealthy classes.

Ruins of gardens, traces of cultivation, are laid bare at each movement of

the drifts of soft loose sand, under the impulse of the wind of 120 days as it

hurries the barkhans in their march across that tract towards their final des-

tination in the wadis of the Dasht-i-Margo and that dreadful tract called by

the natives “ Jehanam ” or **Hell.” This great scour, which forms a deep in-

dentation in the western face of the Dasht-i-Margo, is the dustbin of the

country. There are to be found, piled high against the steep scarps that en-

close that hollow, vast drifts of loose sands. Among the ruins there are traces

of canals and innumerable watercourses. Drain pipes were used to cany

water underneath garden paths, and syphon bridges also have been discovered.

The divitiion of water in canals and watercourses are affected by means of; per-

manent stractures, masonry distributaries with baked earthen drain pipes set

in the brickwork to allow of the water passing through. Lime mortar,wss
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wed in aU places where the action of water had to be resisted. Human skele
tons, whole and in ftagmento, are laid bare by the action of the wind whicli
teats away and temoves the tombs under which these remains had been laid to
rest. The tales which the Baluchis teU of this country having been depopn-
lat^ by a great pestilence or by a general massacre are due to the skeleton
which they see lying on the surface of the wind scoured ground.

It is from these mins that the treasure seekers bring back coins of Par-
thian^Sassanianmonatchs, mixed with the early Muhammadan mintages,
intaglios, seals, some bearing representations of human heads, others in'
scriptions alone, some in ancient characters and others in Arabic, beads of
oomeUans, agate and crystal and a variety of relics, all of which prove that
the people who inhabited those districts in ancient time were civilized and
cultured persons. Those districts which are now deserts were the seat,
perhaps, of the moot ancient of all the various stages of civilization

through which Seistan has passed. The knowledge that is available of
the past history of this country covers an extent of only some 1,100
or 1,200 years. Everything before the Arab conquest of Seistan is

legendary and uncertain to a very great degree. But it seems to be
clearly established that never since that conquest has the river Helmand
passed to the east of the barrier between those districts of Seistan and the
present northern delta. And it was owing to this that the relics of the old
civilization of the country are still above ground.

In the northern delta the silt distributed over the face of the country by CoitMpoDdinz
the various changes in the channels of the Helmand for centuries past has^!°^?*‘*“**’*'y

buried the evidences of a corresponding period of history below the present
""o^tbern

level of the country. The northern delta of the Helmand has been the loca-

tion of the population of the country and subject to cultivation, and this also

eomlnned with other causes alluded to, has eSa^ nearly all traces of former

periods of dvihzation.

That the population of the ancient districts to the east of the barrier were nonw went
dependent on canal irrigation alone, and not on water from any channel of the of the bar*

Helmand situated in those districts, ctin be deduced from the disposition of the

ruins. They are most numerous where the old canals enter that district,

and as these watercourses tail off towards the Dasht-i-Margo, and in the
direction of the delta of the Khash Bud,-the rains themselves become less

numerous and there is a great deal of open ground between the more import-

ant blocks of rains.

Before proceeding with the task ,of reconstructing the delta of the

Helmand as it probably existed subsequent to the conquest by the Arabs,

it will he useful to complete the account of the topographical features

which now exist and which cannot have altered to any appreciable extent

since tha t period. The reconstruotiQn of the ancient topography must of
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course conform to those features, for any hypothesis that are contradicted

by them would naturally be unsupportable by any arguments that could

be produced in their favour.

From a point abreast of the hamlet of lOiwabgah the western plateau

sheers off from the river, and continues for about 7 miles to a point a mile or so

below the site of the modern village of Shahristan. From this most northerly

point the dasht turns abruptly towards the south-west, making less than a

right angle with its former course with a greater angle than 270 degrees facing

the plain of the delta. This change of course in the line of cliffs forms one limit

of the Aliabad bay. Between the most northerly point and the mouth of the

Sana Rud, the line of cliffs is not continuous
;
great rents exist on the terrace

of the dasht, and one of these forms an irregular shaped valley that extends

in a south-east direction towards the Helmand. The bottom of this valley

is a succession of basins or nawars,’’ those towards the eastern end being

raised above the western floor of the valley. Other smaller fissures exist to

the south of this great rent. In addition to the fissures which communicate in

a measure with the Aliabad bay, there extends, further to the south-west and

closer to the Helmand, a succession of smaller and land-locked basins. As

these extend further towards the Helmand they decrease in area as well as in

depth, until about 6 or 7 miles from the isolated plateau at Dik-i-Dela the

series of basins come to an end. Whatever may have been their origin at an

early stage of their formation, there can be no doubt whatever that their fur-

ther excavation is almost due to the wind. Signs of wind sculpture is plainly

visible in the cliffs that form their banks and in the isolated mounds that stand

in places upon their floors like bench marks. Their direction also is the same

as that of the wind of 120 days.

The Chah Nima depression is at the present time being put under culti-

vation. Irrigation is carried on by means of a canal which is supplied by

water from the main artery of the Rud-i-Seistan that derives its existence from

the Helmand at a point about a mile to the north of lOiwabgah. This irriga-

tion cut is carried back almost to the head of the main depression only some 2^
miles to the west of the river banks under Khwabgah.

A most ancient karez was once constructed with a view to bring water

directly from the ancient bed of the Helmand into the Chah Nima depression.

The course of this karez is still plainly visible upon the surface of the dasht by

little heaps of white clay, which are all that remains of the earth, excavated

from the shafts which also exist, though more or less filled up with wind-

borne debris. This karez never was completed. It did not reach the head

of the depression it was intended to irrigate. The last shaft is nearly a mile

from the eastern and highest part of the depression which at this point is

very shallow. Between the last shaft of the karez and the depression there is

no other shaft, nor even a cutting to allow of the water to flow out into the
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lower ground. tliu ever takoi place, and had the karez been completed

and worked, there would have resulted a scar on the surface of the ground

which the lapse of centuries of time could not have completely effaced. The

cutting would have been too deep to allow of this, and it would have extended

for several hundreds of yards beyond the last shaft upon the.dasht. This

karez, as far as it is possible to judge at present from indications, took off

from the canal which was constructed at the toe of this low plateau and which

in its turn must have taken off from the river fully 7 miles above the present

head of the Seistan canal system. The actual point where the karez across

the dasht to the Chal^ Nima depression branched off from that ancient canal

is about 3 miles above Khwabgah.

The only reason for abandoning the canal could have been the fact that Deduction* to be

the levels at that time did not admit of its being worked successfully. A very

short distance only separates the last shaft from the head of the depression,

and if the levels had been favourable a very little more work would have car-

ried the scheme through to completion. There must be therefore a consider-

able difference in leyel between the delta now and what it was at the time

when the karez was planned. There has always been a canal upon which the

lower or southern districts'of the modem delta is dependent for its water sup-

ply. The head of the cultivable area in the Chah Nima valley could not

have been commanded by it, because if such had been the case there would

have been no reason for the karez being put in hand. The difference in level

between now and then must amount to several feet, and how many centuries

were required to raise the.present level it is impossible to say, especially as the

water of the Helmand is so lightly burdened with silt as to enable a minimum

of annual clearing being sufficient to keep the modem canals working satis-

factorily. A similar attempt was made lower down to irrigate a portion of

land at the mouth of the Chah Nima depression. This also was abandoned.

If appearances are of any value, both these abortive undertakings look as

they belonged to one and the same period of time, or that very many years

cannot separate their dates. These karezes are the only irrigation ^orks '

whose traces remain on the face of the dasht to the north of the Ttakun

channel

The entrance to the Chah Nima depression g^ves no clue to the configura- i>epi«sK)n.

tion of the valley beyond. It is a narrow channel, half shela or old branch of

the river, and half canal. The portion under the modem hamlet of Chah Nima

partakes of the nature of a canal, while further to the west this channel is, in

all respects and appearance, an o&hoot of the river which at the commence-

ment of the 19th century can be proved to have flowed in a southerly direction

into the Ali&bad valley on its course towards tha Hamun. At the village of

Chah Nima is a broad embankment thrown across tiie canal whidi arrests the

progress of the water contained in it. Otherwise as the valley immediately
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to the east of this erabankment begins to descend and foims fottlMk on

an extenuve depression, the water admitted by the canal wonld fill the

hollow and form a lake. A supply of water is admitted by means of a

irrigation channel by means of which crops ate grown in one part oithe

depression, and in another part a little farther on the admiasion of wkter

forms a shallow pool, where after evaporation had taken place and the ifVfcter

dried up, the floor of the pool is coated with a thick deposit of impure Salt.

This the natives collect ; they separate the earthy matter from the salt Ind

use the latter.

,

There is another “ Nawar or depression a short distance to the south of

tMtt Alt the valley of Chah Nima where there is salt deposit. This is not far from th^

phrine of Murtaza Ali, and is under the protectiop of the Patron Saint, in this

case the son-in-law of the Prophet of Islam. It was a very wise precaution

placing the source whence this necessary article is obtained under the plo-

tection of AU, as it is practically rendered neutral territory and free to all ad-

herents of contending factions, and it is not long since Seistan was dividsid

into three parties at deadly feud with one another.

With the Bandik depressions, the two just described compose the great-

est of all the basins into which this dasht is broken, and all of these at one tiihe

no doubt communicated with the Aliabad bay when the latter was a part of

the older lake of Seistan.

These tedious descriptive paragraphs are necessary to allow of the changes

which have taken place in the northern delta being described with any degree

of certainty. There now remain only a few minor points which it is useful to

describe before proceeding with the following chapters.

Thepl^Mtn^ The north-WMtem promontory of the dasht overlooks the alluvial ddta
Kinmak aod Kalft* « •

i-Nau. of the Helmand, and about 2| miles further in this direction in the midst of a

low-lying alluvial tract there is a triangular patch of isolated and low plateaux

covered with ruins, and separated from one another by stretches of alluvial

soil. Between the promontory and the mouth of the valley of Chah Nima the

ground is broken, but through the mounds and detached and covered plateaux

a strip of low-lying alluvial soil can be traced in broad curves, immediately at

the foot of the detached Uock of dasht on which stands, the modem village of

Kimak (the little Kim), and farther to the south it entns the Aliabad plain.

In this direction the isolated bfty bluff of clay oh whose eastern slopes the

village of Kala-i-Nau stood, till it was overwhelmed by drifting sand, forms

a very conspicaous land-mark. To the north of this bluff there is a simile

isolated plateau barely a mile to the west of Kimmak, on whose fummit there

are some very ancient ruins. These are called the mins cf Atiahkada or tiie

Temple of the Sacred Fire. These complete the description of the salient

feature of the modem delta of Seistan.



CHAPTER IV.

The following extract is taken from Sir H. Rawlinsou' s memoir. It is from istakhrrii account.

A1 Istakhri who gives a sketch of the hydrqgrapjiy of Seistan which contains

many very realistic touches. He writes :
‘‘ The largest river of this region is

the Hihdmend, which rises at the back of the country of Ohur, and comes

out on the border of Arrokhaj and the district of Date wor. Then it goes on

to Bist, and finishee in Sejestan, Where it falls into the Lake of Zirreh.”

** The Hindmend flows in one single bed from Bist until it arrives within

one stage of Sejestan where canals begin to be taken off from it. The first canal

which is derived from the river is the Te’am which waters several districts till

it arrives at the borders of Nishk. The second canal is the Nashrud which also

irrigates many districts. Then is taken off the Sena Rud which flows to within

a farsakh of Sejestan, and this is the stream on which boats ply from Bist to

Sejestan, when the river |s in flood, for at that season only is the river practical

to boats ; and all the streams of the city of Sejestan are derived from this canal

of Sena Rud. This as tl^a Hindmend descends, the canal of Shabch is taken

off from it, which waters some 30 villages and after that the canal of Mili

branches off which irrigr.tes many districts. Lower down the canal of Zalik is

also taken off, which furnishes water to a large tract of country ; and what re-

mains of the Hindmend goes on in a river bed which is named the Karak and

here there is a band or dam to prevent the residue falling into the Lake of

Zineh, except in the time of flood, for when that arrives the dam is of course

broken down and the overflow falls into the lake.”

The current oithe Helmand in flood is about 4 miles an hour. That boats

can descend it at that time is also certain, provided their draught is small.

In the winter during the period of low river the stream is too shallow to allow

of navigation, and that season there probably existed, in older times, weirs in

the river bed in order to keep a good level of water in the canals. There is no

mention made of a permanent weir or regulator such as evidently existved later

on. Had any work of this nature been in existence it would have put an end

to all navigation, even by the smallest of craft.

If the ruins of Sargal^-i-Beistan (Damb-i-Rustan it is also called) are rc- The To’am canal,

gaided as the point from which Seistan was generally reckoned to commence,

as the name certainly implies it did, a stage above that point would place the

head of the first canal mentioned by A1 Istakhri close to the position of the

modern village of Chahorburjak. Near that place a very large canal some 200

feet in width can yet be traced, although it is much broken up and partially

erased by more recent canals. This would have given the Te’am canal sufti*
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cieat command over tlie districts k was intended to water, and this an*

cientand wide canal bed is perhaps the remains of that work. It would

in this case have passed down the old river bed between the foot of the

' Meski plateau and the low dasht which separates the present river from that

old bed.

In the immediate vicinity of Eala-i*Fath a wisp of modem canals of no

very great size, and now also in ruins, took off from the river, and they have

obliterated all traces of the ancient alignment of the Te’am canal except in

places where the latter was carried through a dasht or rise in the ground. The

cutting which divides the ruins of Sargeh into two distinct forts must have

been made to allow of a canal to pass through and hug the toe of

the dasht, at a high level, to carry water from the parent stream to

lands around the ruins of Paisai and Tikala, towards the ruins now called

Sar*o-T&r.

The ancient cimals called in tradition the Zorkan and Zarkan and ascribed

to Nushirwan the Just, also bifurcated either under the ruins of Sargah or more

probably above the ancient site marked by a mound known as Damb-i-Ealan.

The exact spot of this parting of the waters cannot now be recognised as the

vestiges of the old canal have been overlaid and effaced by recent silt deposits.

But tradition states, and the general statement may be accepted, that both the

sites were fortified posts to keep watch over a regulator where the waters of the

canals were distributed to the various districts they nourished. These canals

of Zorkan or Zarkan are said to have been made during the early years of the

reign of Naushirwan, and a detailed account of the various weirs that have at

one time or another been made across the Helmand will include another of these

ancient works. From the description of the Te’am canal recoded by IstUhri,

and the traces of the Zorkan and Zarican canals followed up carefully to their

final termination in the lands around Nishk, there seems to be no room for

doubting that they were part of the great Te’am canal. The Zor^ran kept to

the west of the barrier alluded to and pawed the now mined fort of Eui^o af^

a cdiort distance to its west, llte Zarkan, a much larger canal judged by the

scars it has left, trended towards the north-east and was carried, by means of a

deep cutting with very high spoil banks both of which still exist, through the

barrier to the south-east of Eala-i-6awak and thence by altenWte deep cuttings

through dasht and ordinary channels in the idluvial tracts it distributed its

fertilizing waters over the district of Ghulf^ula and further to the north-east

around the sites to the north-east of Chahilturj. ^ At a pmnt.sonw 6 or 6 miles

to the nordttof the Ziarat of Amir&n the Zorican canal turned back towards the

Zarkan, and onwaida from tiiis point tlio two canals flowed side by side with

merely the Sickness of tiieir spoil banks beiwem their chaouela. The reason

for this siiddiin riiahge of course was tbe.a tcient deltaic fen of the ancient end
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now deserted river bed called the Dor* which enters the Seistan delta to the

north-east of Ziarat-i-Amiran, and which lay beyond the command of the Zar-

kan canal to a very great extent.

The continuity of the beds of these twin canals has been broken up by the

Khash Rud in the course of time. This was however a contingency which

was always foreseen and guarded against. There is yet a well-known place

to the south of Chakansur, a locality called Dahana, or the embouchure of the

river, to which its waters were confined artificially, for the^ are signs at this

place still existing of an acqueduct by which the waters of the canals were

carried over the river channel thereby safeguarding them from, being breached

and interrupted by floods. The traces of the brick flooring and other remains

of baked brick stiU exist, and the river of Khash was probably kept to this, as

an escape for its flood water, by artificial means.

The remains of the Zorkan and Zarkan fulfil all the conditions of Ist&kh-

ri*s description. From what little is known of the districts of Ghulghula and

Sar>o-Tar, and of the soil now covered with sand drifts,there seems to be room

for very little doubt that it was these districts which were known as the Rasa-

lik and which were the granary of ancient Seistan. The twin canals have been

laboriously followed for purposes of identification to their very end, and the

lie of their channels and their situation generally fulfils so closely all the con-

ditions laid down in their description as to render the identification complete

up to the last point. The Te’am canal, therefore, which separated from the

Helniand close to Chaharburjak was the parent stream of these as well as the

canal which flowed eastward through the cutting through the Sargah head-

land.

A laogt-.h of about 300 feet of the ancient Zarkan canal can be still seen

about a to the north of the village of Arbab Dost Muhammad, and further

on in places where its spoil banks, or a portion of one of them, u weathered into

all the appearance of a natural mound there stands a cairn called after one

Ohulam, a Baluch . Further to the north and from a point almost abreast

of the Kurdo fort (ruined) the course of this branch of the Te’am can be

followed up to its termination, as this tract of country seems not to have been

overrun by the Helmand and no recent silt has in consequence been deposited.

1 Tbe Fndai or Dor to wider then the Rud i-Biyefcen end iU bed ia deSned hjr low clilTa of deabt.

The floor ia a haid and ivory white aurfaoe of aUnvinm. The famoua wella at Shand and further to

the eaat aie all aituated in the bed of thia ancient river, which, however, ao far above ita termination

ii foil of ahingla, coveted with wind borne depoaita. The water bearing atratum ia ahingle~49hand

iaBaluohi 1 am inclined .to believe that thia ancient river bed waa occupied at one time the

before the river turned aaido from it, ahreaat of Giriahk. How can it be poaaibfe on other

grounds to acoouflt for thia wide river bed in a notorioualy waterleaa tract. The latter ia aa yet, how-

ever, abaohitely.unknowiL How ia it ppaaibla on o^ier groucda to account for the gravel, the water

bearing stratum, or the preaence of water, unleaa it ia fed by moiatuie that ooaea into th^ old line of

drainage through the Chaman, or low meadow on which Giriahk ia located. The deep bed of the Khaah

Rad interoepta aubaoil drainage from the Zamindawar foot hilla. With a arnaU and uncertain rainfall

the water in the bad of the Uoroannotbi attributed to local apringarepleiLdbad the annual rainfall,

—G. P. X.
Y
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There is a modem hamlet called Deh Ni&a Sban dose to the remains of

. this canal, and abreast of this {dace there are two mason^ abutments of beVed
Iwick which line both banks for about 40 feet in length. They give a water*

way of 10 feet to the canal, which at this point is some 8 feet deep now.. These

masonry abutments are partly exposed and partiy buried under a tnnn^d

which marks the site of an ancient village^ or buildings, and upon this

are perched the group of squalid huts which form the hamlet. From this

point onwards nothing of a similar nature was discovered until the remains of

the fcoqueduct were reached which have already been described.

The Neeh Rod. The next conal on the list is that of the Nash Rud which probably took off

on the left bank, for there would not have been room for two large on
the right bonk of the river. ' It is also quite natural to suppose that some effort

was made to keep the southern ddta supplied with water.

At present, on a low cliff of a terrace, some 3 miles above Omharburjak,
there stands a rained fort called Chahilimires, built it is said to safeguard 40
distrib.ataries, or a canal whose share of water were distributed into 40 parts

of 24 hours each. Mi ” is the same word as “ Shabanaraz, !’ and used to

describe a share of water flowing for 24 hours, or a “day and night.” The
ancient Nash Rud would probably not have needed to take off as h^ np
river os this. It perhaps did so, not very far above Bandar-i-Kamal .

and in the remains of the great canal of the Jui Gershasp we may perhaps
find the canal mentioned by A1 Istikhri. There seemed to have existed a
number of canals at this point, so that while the canal named the Nash
Rud fed the lands at the end of the Rudd-Biyaban, the others may have
irrigated the lands on the terrace of dasht to the south of the

name of the Nash Rod {wobabty lingers in the form of Rudd-Nasru which is

the name given to a mudi later bed of the Hehnand. With the Sena Rud this

is the only name of an ancient canal which survives.

Tht Sena RihL The next in order is the Sena Rud, and the statement that it flowed (lower

down) within a farsakh of the Gapital* diq>oses of any claim the present Sena
Rud may be considered to possess as being tiie representative of this ancient

river bed. From indications on the bee of the country the pnint of bifurca-

tion between this branch of the river and the Helmand may^ located with a
very great deal of probability near the ruins known as the HaftirEu^ about

7 n^es up stream of Sbwibgih. The Sena Rud flowed to the east of the de-

tached block of dasht 2^ miles to the south-east of that hamlet and tlionce past

the modem hamlet of Dantanu, past the site where Kala-i-Mahmud "faiTidp,

and into the de^ession near the other modem hamlet of Diw&lak through
which its waters reached the Chung-i-DarftzgUi The whole of this tract

through which the Sona Rod passed is now a marshy bottom, and with the

1 TteraiBo(BiM-i-luit,tlieOity of •«(h»agaUs|e{8tfaWB at tha
tioMiawkUi At Irilkhii •tola otfe PortUL

-piwoiBowoii .1 tfco
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suburbs and gardens which existed then, it must have been a very short 6
miles from the outskirts of that City. If the Sena Rud did not take off close to

Haftar Kund, it must have done so near Kbwabgah, following the western

toe of the isolated dasht terraces about 2^ miles to the east of that place.

On the western cliffs of these terraces there are most ancient ruins which mav
have overlooked the waters of the Sena Rud. This alternative channel would
join the first above Pantanu,' and thence onwards, as already indicated. The
Helmanl probably occupied its present bed a»- far as the modern fort of

Kuhak, and thence wheeling towards the west or left, past the (now) ruined

fort ^w&jah Ahmad, it must have occupied very nearly the same channel, or

course, which the llamdar River held for‘some time about 60 years ago, and

passing to the west and hot far from the capital.

Below Bandar-i-Kamal Khan no canal could have taken off to the west

from the river except through a very deep cutting through the dasht. This
,

would have left a scar which the lapse of centuries could not have healed. No
such scar exists until abreast of Mashi on the present Helmand.

The Sha’abeh canal was the next in order on the list and it was the fore- Tbn Ch* ab«ii

runner of the modern Rud-i-Seistan. The word Sha’abeh may be taken to

mean the lower or southern oianal, and it watered the same tracts which are

now served by the Rud-i-Seistan. This district, to the left of the main canal,

is called Sheb-i-Ab^(soath of the water), and the district probably gave its

name to the ancient canal which irrigated it. Or the latter may have been

named from the fact that it served the southern districts of Seistan. The

Sha’abeh canal differed considerably from the uspal type. Its actual take

off from the Helmand when Istakhri wrote was at a point opposite the

ruins of Qawak at the locality now called Mashi. It crosses the dasht

immediately to the west by a kares, the spoil heaps of which form a series

of tumuli of considerable height. This plateau is separated from the table-

land to the west by a depression, once no doubt a bed of the Helmand.' The

northern end of this small valley is filled with alluvium, and as soon as the

kares comes up to this narrow plain, it is succeeded by an open canal now some

16 feet wide, which crosses the alluvial soil up to the foot of the western dasht.

From this ^int where the open canal ceased, it was carried through the western

dasht by a tunnel with vertical shafts at intervals, a karez in fact, up to a

point abreast of the hamlet of Khwabg&h where a deep cutting exists at the

point where the karez was a^ain succeeded by an open channel. About 1^

miles further on the open channel again ceased and a promontory of the dasht

was tunnelled, as a karez to carry the water through it, instead of rotmd the

toe of the promontory, and once more on the north of this dasht the karez gave

place to an open channel. This succession of open channel and karoz in the

first 10 or 12 miles of the tSha’abeh canal is very remarkable. This canal was

evidently kept at as high a level as was possible in order to obtain greater com*
v2
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ncand for its water. The labour in constructing it mnrt have been very con>

^iderable. There is, however, another point of very great interest attaching to

the karea portions of this canal. The shafts at the present time are of course

filled up. hut their spoil mounds are still in existence, and though much reduced

in sise, they afford a certain guide to the alignment of the tunnel below. They

are however so very close to the present edge of the dasht, as to render them

useless. Many of them have disappeared in the course of time. Ravines have

cut back into the dasht, and the latter has been gradually eroded. The fact

that it had been considered worth while to make certain sections of the

canal as karezes. and not to cany an open channel round those projections

which the karezes crossed, shows that at the time of construction the dasht

undoubtedly extended very much further to the east and north-east and that

the kar^es at that time gave a better alignment. The karez that had been

made with a view to irrigate the Chah Nima depression and then abandoned

within a short distance of its south-eairt end was a branch of the s^nd karez

section of this ancient Sha’abeh canal. A continuation of the ancient canal

may have been carried through the promontory to the south of .Warmsl by a

karez (signs of which exist) and so reached.the northern portion of the southern

delta of Seistan. The fact of certain sections of the Sha’abeh canal having

been carried across projections of the dasht either in an open channel or by

means of karezes has preserved those portions, and enabled some idea to be

formed of the magnitude of the work and its alignment, after the lapse of 1 ,000

years. To the north-west of the site of the Mission camp at Euhak, this

ancient canal enters a nawar or depression in the dasht ctdled Ja-i-surkh

owing to the red colour of thelbil through which it passed. There exists a

great cuttings through the dasht forming the north bank of this basin, and it

may have been that this depression was used as a reservoir whence the water

was distiibuted into more tiiian one channel beyond it. The depression is

stiU filled by the overflow of the Rud-i-Seistan.

Innde the course of the present Ebwabgah canal it is said that the abut-

ments of an ancient bridge or regulator were found embedded in the banks on

each tide of the waterway. These were constructed with baked bricks, and as

the arch is absent it was not possible to say to what particular class of public

.
work it at.one time belonged. Jt was In this part of the country that wind

scours have revealed tiie existence of certainly a most ancient system of irriga-

tion, the canak or watercourses of which have been buried 2| feet below the

present level of the ground.

The canakof Zalikarenextin order in A1 Istikhri’s list. Thedistrictof

Zalik was probably the tract of country between Bunjir^1 Kasamabad (both

old villagea) on the west, with Jallalabad and K&tkn on the north and east.

The limits'nSsthis sub-division may have ext^ded a great deal fhtther than

Jallalabad tqward.s the north, and it probablyJncloded the country as far
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as the Kohlak mound, in the direction of Sawari Shah. The Za'ik canal

probably took off not very far from where the modem village of SharifabM

stands. Beyond this point the course of the canal was probably towards die

north-west where now the Pariun channels lie, and it probably had very much
the same alignment as the old M&rgo canal, a work of some age and importanc e

in its time, the remains of which are traceable here and there between Jallala-

bid and Earku, but closer to the latter. The remains called Chahardari. a

group of strange ruins about 6 miles south-west of the Karku mound, were

built along the course of the old canal of Mir^. The ruins of Chahardari be-

long, as &r as it is now possible to judge by their appearance, to the period of

Zahidan. but whether the old canal in their neighbourhood belongs also to that

period or not, it is impossible to say. To the north and east of the Tappa-i-

Kohlak there are traces of a great canal which extended towards the north-west

and which must have irrigated the lands around the ancient town of Sawari

Shah. The course of this canal can still be traced by a line of mounds, the frag-

ments of its lofty spoil banks, which, when the waters are out over this lqi,w-

lying tract, stand up as islands whose outline the tall reeds cannot conceal.

The considerable mound of Akbarabad and innumerable fragments of walls

(and brick kilns) mark the course of this great canal and are the remains of

ancient dwellings which once graced its banks The furthest mound formed

by this old spoil banks is, the Tappa-i-Beringak which stands in the Chung of

that name, the greatest of ail the reed beds of the Hamun. All round Taps-i-

Kohlak the ground is full of.traces of canals and buildings, all of course nearly

obliterated by,,the swtiiiaI submersion of this tract by the Pariun. These re-

or rather the mounds formed by the spoil banks of old canals and d4bris

of buildings form little iriands in the swamp that surrocnd»the mound of Koh-

lak for 8 or 9 months in every year. Ifany of the remains in the vicin'.ty of the

Kohlak mound are, however, of quite modem date.

Another point has to be borne in mind when dealing with the ancient hy-^ Mtruicp <,r ih..

drography of Seistan. That is—the entrance of the river on the northern delf ii

has always been a fixed point or moveable only w'thin certain narrow iimits

that do not allow of much scope for change.^ Whenever ihe river, in the

centuries that have passed since Istskhri lived and wrote, has entered the pre-

sent delta it has done So at this point ; and whenever its course has approxi-

mated neatty to that which it occupied ' 1,000 years ago, the alignment of the

canals necessary to maintain the population has also gone back of necessity

almost to the actual alignment of the older canals, that is to say as long as

any pretence has been kept up with regard to a control of the water supply and

of tire river. So that canals, the traces of which exist in a more or less legible

condition now, are possibly eitiier ocoipying almost the same alignment of

1 TIm limi'i wlthia whioh the duiDfd rtn now (or oror could) luiro taken pleoe, !• lupieeeQted

by thoMnaef eBkoceleetifeiigleh«eeliekfeofwbichiaaboQtOmi!iikag jni beet (to ito uorrb

ol (ho epos) not moio thea 4 milce widOp
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much older works, or are existing over the latter buried under 2 or 3 feet and

perhaps more of silt. The modern alignment of canals under the conditions

prevailing at present bear the same relation to the river as the older canals

bore to the Helmand 1,000 years ago.

Til? Mill canal. The Mili Canal took off perhaps not very far from the site of the modern

Kuhak fort. Its course was also in a north-west direction and it irrigated

probably a good deal of the present lands of Kasamabad and Bunjar, if not

the whole of the tract further on in the direction of Kachian, a modern village.

The Mili canal and its distributaries did the work which now falls to the share

of the modern Husenki canal system. The name is very curious : Mili—or

belonging to the Mil. It almost presupposes thp existence of the Mil-i-Kasam-

abad up to whose very foot the waters of the old Mili canal must have reached.

If the great minaret had been then in existence it would account for the name

given tb the canal.



CHAPTER V.

The river being the source from which the canals were fed, it was neces-

sary to adopt some means of maintaining a head of water in these channels.

This has always been done by means of weirs, and a notice of these important

works and at the same time of the great changes that have taken place in the

course of the river itself will now be of interest.

First in order, being the most ancient was the weir attributed to Jamshid, Band i Kosi.k

the famous legendary and prehistoric monarch of the First Persian Dynasty.

This work was built and kept up at such a remote period of time that its name

has been almost forgotten. It is referred to as the Rand-i-Koshk, because it

spanned the river some four miles above lOiwabgah ^nd two miles above a

small ruin called Koshk.

This ruin stands on a mound of dasht at the mouth of a bay weathered out

of a rectangular piece of dasht whose greater diagonal lay in an almost exactly

north and south direction. The southern angle overlooks the present Helmand»

and the eastern some modern ruins called Haftar Kund. It is not at all clear

whether the dam, weir, or regulator existed across the channel when the river

was in the bed where it now lies, or when it flowed past the eastern angle of

the dasht. The tradition is vague in all essential particulars. But wherever

the river may have been, there are to the north of the Haftar Kund ruins of

the remains of at least four very old canals, the general alignment of which

can be followed by the remains of their spoil banks ; and two of these canals

must have been large. They seemed to take off from the river when it was

very much in its pre.sent position, and the point of divergence must have been

about a mile-and-half above the Haftar Kund ruins.

The clay soil contains a considerable proportion of very fine water worn How th«- MhinKicr ft-

gravel, and when the spoil banks of a newly excavated canal are heaped up the

stones are not noticeable. But in the revolution of centuries of time, the wind

carries away the soil which has become loosened by the alternations of heat

and ^f cold and the action of damp combined with the presence of saline matter.

The shinj^e is left behind, and thus in course of ages the earth heaped up dis-

appear and leaves a heap of shingle which overlies and protects from the wind a

residuum of clay. The broken and worn spoil banks in this condition are very

easily mistaken for natural mounds where they occur singly. But in the case

of several ancient canals that Imve flowed parallel to one another, or' whose

courses have otherwise conformed to similar curves, the isolated mounds group

themsdves and lead the eye of a spectator to their original alignment.

Once the river turned, into the northern delta its point of ertibouchure

cotdd not find much Scope for change, and so it is that the present Helmand
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may very poeeibly occupy what is practically the same channel as it did when

the dam or weir of Jamshed was in existence.

Dam of NMiihfr- The next in otdeT is theDam of Naushiiwan. This was many miles higher

kob udl^-i-Dei*^ Up the river. It was bnilt according to tradition on the reef of kirn that

stretches across the river bed from the mound or blufi overlooking the river on

the right bank on which some ruins are situated. The bluff is called Tirkoh.

The letters r and 1 are constantly and easQy interchanged and Tirkoh is the

same word as Tilgkoh, the g being sQent or omitted before the k. Tilg is a

very old word for a grave, and is used frequently in place of the more familiar

Persian word Our. The remains of this bluff are said to be those of a grave-

yard, and in the face of the low cliff there are ancient sepulchres excavated in

the day. T&e little fort of Dik-i-Dda was built by an official of Naushirwan to

guard the dam, and to give timdy notice of its needing repair. The tradition

«ith refaence to this dam and the purpose it served is very detailed. The

ancient canals of Zorkan and Zarkan, already referred to, are said to have

taken off in one ohannd from the right bank, or end of the weir, constructed

with a view to maintain a head of water in these important canals and to keep

the Bnd-i-Sina or Sena Rnd also supplied with water. The canal on the right

bank nourished tracts of country now a desert anid lands as far as their

channds extended.

EtpUoatioo of names Zarkan and Zorkan are thus accounted for. The Zorkan was

ZarSn***"
*** ^ ^ Constructed. Forced labour was employed, and in consequence of

this it was so called. The Zarlmn was constructed after it, and the labourers

received wages and in consequence worked more willinj^y, and this was the

larger of the two canals.*

Both the Dam of Jamshid and that of Naushirwan are said to have been

carried away by floods.

The traditions probably contain a proportion of truth, as it is for other

reasons more than possible that weirs did exist at these points. The work
attributed to Naushirwin being of a later date would need to be built higher

up the stream, as the river kept {uling up its delta below ; and also inbrder to

help the abandoned channel of the Rud-i-Sina. It is, however, more probable

that instead of these weirs being swept away, when it would have been

easy to rebuild them, the river itself changed its course rither into the Rnd-i-

Biyabin or some one or other of the older and now almost obUterated chan-

nels on the terrace to the south of Trikun. By the rime it came back ag^ifi

to the northern delta, a fresh alignment or a readjustmmit of riie

system would have b^me absolutely necessary, as several oentories.,must

have separated the date of one change from that another. Khusrau I,

siumamed Naushirwin the Just, trigned for about 48 years, dying in the

1 Zm~icroe; henw oppMiioa. gcU, m,, wi|m.
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year 679 A.D. A1 Ist&khri wrote about tbe middle of the 10th century A.D.,

or about 400 years after the death of that monarch. A longer period of time

therefore has passed since the invasion of Seistan by Timur, which resulted in

the sack of Zahidan and the captivity of its Prince, Malik Kutb-ud>din, and
the present day, than had separated the death of Nanshirwan from the period

in which A1 Istakhri wrote. The account of the movements of the forces of

the Arabs in 36 and 40 A.H. show that the Helmand river was at that time in.

the northern delta, and it is not impossible that the Dam of Naushirwan

may really have been a much older structure and which tradition has assigned

to him in default of exact knowledge. These same remarks would apply to

the two celebrated canals. The presence of the capital renders it certain that

the river must have been in the northern delta for a very long time before

the Arabs crossed it on their way to the city.

This Band-i-Naushirwan is said to have been called also Band>i<

Chash-maki.

The Jui Kohneh followed by Obad Ibn Zi3rad, after he had crossed the

Sena Rud on his march from Zaranj to Kish, was undoubtedly the Zorkan, the

western of the two canals attributed to Naushirwan the Just. The informa-

tion is taken from Sir Henry Rawlinson’s memoir and translated by him from

Beladhuri. In course of time when Ist&khri obtained his information the Te’am

canal had been constructed taking off higher up the river, and from his account

it must have been brought down to the^wo older canals which it supplied with

water. That these canals fertilized exa^ly the same tracts of country as that

alluded to by the Istakhri, is clearly proved by their remains which exist at this

present time. The Zarkan canal where it passes through the dasht must have

had a waterway of nearly 100 feet when it was clean and in working order. In

its tuined-condition it appears to have been larger than the old Sha’abeh

canal, of .which the remains are still visible. • Its spoil banks on the dasht also

belong to two distinct periods, the u^tm and more recent resting on the older

spoil banks.

The third weir in the Helmand was higher up again than the Band-i* Bm-A i-iuwMa.

Chashmaka. The tradition relating to its existence is more definite than

the tale attached to the latter. It was a much more recent work and there

are allunons to it in historical writings which prove that this great and use-

ful wbrk didvsctnally exist. As the traditions deal with facts doaer to tiie

jHcesent time, tiiey take definite form, and contain many interesting details

that are likely to be true. The order in ediioh these dams are said to hisve

been in existence at various periods oftime is also in agreenunt with geo-

gia]^ioal knowledge and the configuration -of the country.

The story of the Band-i-Bustam will be rdated in its pn^er j^aoe.

The destmetkm of Bim CRiahristin alluded to by Al Xrtftkhri ptobaUy
took place owing to the sudden return of the Helmand into the nortbem ddta.

T
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It can be shewn to have done so at comparatively recent period, when

Kala-i-Fath had to be vacated for the same reason and the seat of Govern-

ment transferred to another site.

The dam across the Helmand described by AI Istakhri which prevented

the water in the river running to waste in the Hamun, daring the season of

low river, must have existed below or to the north-west of the Takht-i-Pul

bridge. It was probably built with fascines of tamarisk branches, having

been merely a temporary structure as that author is careful to explain. It

enabled a great deal of cultivation to be earned on in tracts now overgrown

with reeds, or submerged to the depths of several feet by the water of the Hel-

mand, and the existence of the town of Sawari Shah was rendered possible

within the actual Hamun. This ruin occupies undoubtedly a very ancient

site, and its continuance was dependent on the control of the river which

is Indicated by the legends of the dams built and maintained by the mythical

Persian Monarch Jamshid and the later and historical personage Naushirwan

the Just. In the absence of the Helmand the superfluous waters that may
have reached the Hamun-i-Sawari from the Farah Bud probably supported

the agricultural population, and for the rest wells would have answered all

demands for domestic use. The existence of the dam near the mouth of the

Helmand, and probably within a couple of miles of the bridge, would account

for the necessity of providing some means of crossing the channel, as above

the band the flow of water having been arrested it would accumulate and

attain a considerable depth. Between Karku Shah and Nad Ali no other

bridge has been found, although it is very possible that ruins may have been

overlooked in that tract owing to the growth of tamarisk, or lie buried in silt.

The isTMion of The invasion of Seistan by Timur brought to an end the state of affairs
SeietM by Timur,

lasted since the time when Al Istakhri wrote, and which had been,

in existence with perhaps very little modification from the time '^hen the coun-

try was a province of the Persian kingdom under the Sassanians. Changes

had of course taken place, but they were gradual and tended towards improve-

ment. Some time long before the period of Malik Kutb-ud-din, the Helmand

had altered its course from the nortliem to the southern delta, and flowed down

the Rud-i-Biyab&n into the Hamun.
The weir aerom (h* fhe effects of this change were, however, modified by a great woric which

was constructed in the Helmand to give the districts of the northern delta

sufficient water for cultivation. This was the great weir built in the river

b^ above Bandat-i-Kamal Kban. Wh^ this change took place, and when
A. D. 138S. this weir was built it is impossible to say for certain. In 78S A. H. it is

mentioned in history as the Bnnd-i-Rustam, and this is sufficient to stamp*

it ^s having been at that time regarded as an ancient work. Zahidfin had

been in existence then 430 years according to traditions, and the Band-i-

Rostam must have been certainly as old as Zahidan. Asiatics have long
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memories, and traditions of 200 or 300 years frequently contain facts, and
are often replete with valuable information. So that if the Band had been

a structure of merely two centuries, there would have existed some distinct

tradition as to its age. It is, however, quite possible that when the change

took place, a weir was built on an older site where an earlier work bad once

existed, and the modem structure being thus a revival of the older was

merged into the legend attaching to the latter, and its later origin for-

gotten. The sites of the weirs attributed to Jamshid and to Naushirwan

are still pointed out, and if it was necessary to reconstruct either in these days

the latter would be looked on merely as a reconstruction of the ancient work

by the country folk. The Band-i-Rustam which Timur destroyed may,

therefore, have weU been in existence for some 300 or more years previous

to its destruction. The tradition regarding the irrigation system is explicit

and most valuable. According to it, for nine months of the year the canals

were kept full by the head of water that accumulated behind the weir. During

the three months of floods the surplus water escaped over the weir down

the Bud-i-Biyaban and into the Hamun, and also to the Gaud-i-Zireh.

The Kai&nis may well be proud of their ancestry when among their fore-

bears there were princes capable of constructing and maintaining such

a great work, and of keeping up a fairly large and complex system of

irrigation.

The last act of Timur in Seistan was to destroy the famous Band-i-

Rustam. Tradition locates this great work in a portion of the river bed

some 4 or 6 miles above Bandar-i-Kamal ^an. Here the river bed narrowed

and a bar of Kim stretched across the bed, the banks on either side being for

this reason well marked and forming low cliSs. At this point a great weir

had been built by some previous Ruler of Seistan when the Helmand had

altered its course and flowed down the Rud-i-Biyaban. Such a work then

became absolutely necessary in order to maintain the prosperity of the country

around the capital. Tradition also states that the water that accumulated

behind this band submerged a good portion of the alluvial soil that lies between

Chaharburjak village and the low isolated plateau to the west of the former.

The old channel of the Helmand that existed in the northern delta was in this

way kept supplied with water which flowed in the old channel already de-

scribed as existing between those limits. * * *

• • ThisweiritisTradHioa ngMd-

said was built with baked brick lime and saruj ; along the summit of this^,^ Bsnd i-

structure there was a line of large earthenware pipes through which the flood

water found an outlet towards the west. The name of the weir is said to have

been Yakan, and it is as well known as the Band-i-Takau as it is by the

name of Band-i-Rustam. The rtkins that grace the terraces overlooking the

Rttd-i-Biyaban evidently date from a period anterior to the destructios of
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weir lo

UtarAlm

this great work, wkea in the sttmmer the escape of the water down the bed

of the western channel rendered it unsafe to build within reach of a .sudden

flood. The^tricts on the banks of the Shela were cultivated and inhabited

tracts and whatever water escaped during the season of floods entered the

. Hamun-i'SeiStan south, of the Koh>i-Khwaja, and formed a lake and Naizar

in this direction.

The architect of this band is said to have been a person of the tribe of

Elakah, but his name unhappily has perished, as well as that of the ruler

under whose auspices it was constructed. On either flanks of tiiis weir there

were two forti^ed posts established in which permanent garrisons were kept

up to guard the weir against destruction and to give early notice of repairs

burning necessary.

to the Tumingnowtosuchworksof reference as are available, the weir recorded

** by Sharafud>i-din Ali of Yazd and in the Malfuzat-i>Sahib Eiran are identi-

cal and a point of interest makes itself at once apparent. It is most im-

portant as it bears out the truth of the tradition. After the destruction of Tak,

Timur continued his march and when the camp was pitched on the Helmand

the work of destruction was begun and carried on until not a vestige of the

weir remained visible. The Helmand must have been at some distance from

Tak, and it had not been met with in the vicinity of the capital. Secondly

it was necessary to form a camp so that the work of destruction could be car-

ried out thoroughly. This shows that the work could not have been of a

temporary nature, though it would not have been an easy task to remove

any weir strong enough to withstand the weight and force of the water

behind it, except when the river was almost quite dry. This revengeful act

put an end to the irrigation system of the northern delta.

At this period the southern delta must have been the principal cultivated

area, and all the population of the northnn delta must have gravitated into

the lands around the distributaries of the Bud-i-Biyaban, while a part of the

present valley of the Helmand as low down perhaps as Kala-i-Fath was also

probably cultivated by means of local canals.

Malik Kutb-ud-din remained in Samarkand for 21 years until the spring

of 807 A. H. Timur had formed the intention of invading China where the

founder of the Miwg Dynasty had sometime before di^rossessed the de-

scendants of KuUlai Khan of their throne. In order to succour the repre-

sentative of the illustrious race of Chingiz and to curb the insolence of the

heathen who had usurped their throne, the forces of Central Asia were mobil-

ized and before the winter was well over the Bojral pavilions were pitched

bey<md the walls of Otrir. But the spirit ' of the great soldier was stronger

than the frail and warworn body iriiich had housed it so long^ and the

prageeas of tiie expedition was put an end to by his Olnees. * *

« ••*«*•*
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« * • •

Eaily news of his death was probably conveyed to Malik Kutb-nd-dia

who succeeded in escaping to Herat, where the son of the late Ruler of

was keeping his court. Shah Rnkb Mirza restored to the Kaiani his appanage

of Seistan, which he was to govern as a feudatory of his benefactor. MaHV
Eutb-ud-din took over the Government and one of his first acts was apparently

the building of Eala-i-Fath, which he made his capital, and the restoration of

the prosperity of his country. Shortly after his return to Seistan, the op*

presnve demands for revenue made by the Suzerain to meet the charges entail^ Mma aMh Rakh

by the quarrel with his nephew, who had seized Trans-Oxiana and was setting
^

himself up as an independent sovereign, drove Eutb*ud*din into rebdlion*

This entailed an invasion of Seistan by Shah Rnkb, but as the Seistani declined

to put their fortunes to the test of a battle, the Imperial troops effected

nothing
;
peace was made, and Shah RuUt proceeded to Eandahar to con*

solidate his authority in that direction.^

The fact that the capital was located at Eala-i*Fath proves the absence Rmmom Ijt my.

of the Helmand from the northern delta. Had the river been in this delta,

there were many sites which Eutb*ud*din might have selected for that pur*^ ohan«i.

pose. And it would not have been necessary to look for a strong position

for his palace so high up the river. It is undoubtedly owing to the necessity

of being close to the source from which the water for irrigation purposes was

drawn that led Malik Entb*od*din to place his capital and residence at Eala*

i*Fath. Although Timur had punished Seistan very severdy, still he did

not uttedy destroy the country, and during the 21 years that Shah*i*ffliahfin

bad governed it he ^d doubtless done something towards restoring the pros*

perity of the country.

It is to the period that was ushered in by the return of Malik Eutb*nd*din n*

that the third ]E^nd*i*Seistan must be attributed. This was built on a bar of

Eim that extends across the river bed Mow the Puz*i*Mfishi. This dam is

called in tradition the Band*i*Bnl’baka. The architect of this is also said

to have been a person belonging to the Eakah tribe. This band though

not quite a permanent structure was such in & great measure. It was care*

fully constructed. A row of tamarisk stakes was first placed in line across the

river ; then hurdles of tamarisk boughs bent to form cylinders were arranged

ftykiwaf. the stakes and toudiing one another. These were filled witii shingle

and boulders from the river bed, fascines of tamarisk boughs and trunks were

muHa and i^aced against the line of gabions on the upper side, then shingle

1 Thfa inwMliiB tank pUaa fa 1407*1408 A. P. TbcMvm thtB tkiM wtht or iNMdimU ky Om
hhtectotohsfsSMedhoaths time of Bast— 1(1) tfc» (S) BeBd.>-Shikf (ia. Ike

•t,orof,ttieC%). (I) Bmid-i-Bdskta .Wssj (« lew*
ottiwtium AllinndmtR9od,l«tfkeo^^vaeiioloaelmod. flheh Itahb left (WMm Mth
Jmiimj 1408.
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and boulders were pUed on both sides of the lattw. This band or weir

remamed in position during flood and low water and from above it there took

off canals which not only supplied Kala-i-Fath with water, but which con-

veyed the latter almost as far as the “ District of Nishk.”

Froob Either the Zorkan and Zarkan canals were resuscitated, or some others

ortomaMohoaiMbwere constructed by means of which water was carried into the lands to the
were reatored. ^ barrier as far as the ruins of Ghulghula. In March 1905 a frag-

ment of a dedicatory tablet was brought in from a ruin between Ghulghula

and the fort of Eurdo. This tablet was a coarsely glazed tile, the letters

were written in a bad hand fluctuating between Arabic and Persian script.

14S8-9 A.D. This was only a fragment, but the date 831 A. H. was so well preserved as

to be perfectly legible. The fragment with one or two others was found on

a low mound on the north of a graveyard, and the mound may have been

the nuns of a mausoleum. It is highly improbable that a corpse would have

been taken into the desert for burial ; and the deceased person must have

lived near the place of his burial, and the place must have been rendered

habitable by means of a canal.^

The counter round Chakansur was nourished by the Khash End and

the district the southern delta, and the tract around Kala-i-Fath, were the

localities where the bulk of the cultivation existed. In the northern delta

to the west of the barrier there may have been cultivation as far north as the

village of Malik Haidari or up to Zahidan, but the lands beyond towards

the present Himun must have been a desert.

Nnabw of ooHi- The CSti^ni ruins in this direction mark the furthest extent of the cultiva-

oMMoTHanM tion that was carried on by means of the Helmand ,craals in the time of

Malik Hamza, and it is said that jhOOO pagans or of labourers were

nde^ed iot tiie ope^ions of agrioultur#and the malignance of the canals

and watercourses between the capital and that place. The lands in the

direction of Post-i-Gsu and to the north of that ruined town, in the direction

of the rite called Khwaja Surju, required another 1,000 pagans to carry on

the task of cultivation, the lands they tilled'' being watered from the

Khash Bud.

CM»sb of KUth If this information is correct, it appears that the ancient canals that-took
Rud Mt Kidah wtw •

'

in Sow soo rwnoff from the river of Khash near Kadah must have been working barriy 300

***** years ago. It is possible, as the spoil banks of these cuttings, it is said, present

a clayey surface and have not been worn down into heaps of gravel. The Hokat

was also cultivated and irrigated from the Farah Bud, so that the patrimony

that descended to Malik Hamza was a valuable and flourishing possession.

HMid'r tNot vM Those tracts of land, now a desert, around Trakun Bamrod and Hauzdar,
MltiTstoiL wvn at that time cultivated and populated. The Bud-i-Biyaban discharged

TliiiWM in nil probnbUity ttw aite of the oapiul foanSed after ttie daatmerion of MhMln, which

was buried bj drift* of eand, and had to be abandon^ by ita inhabitant*.
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the water in separate outlets and one of these flowed into the deep bay to the

south of the Puza-i-Surhdagal, into which its course can yet be easily traced.

These outlets could only have been very full during the season of floods, when

the water escaped over the weir of Mashi. During the winter months the

volume of water must have been considerably reduced, and the task of utilising

and controlling it was therefore rendered much easier. That deserted TrMt around sbah-

region around Kala-i-Maksud and the Ziarat of Shah-i-Mardan was at that G^!j!2irX‘' wu
time also populated and under cultivation, and around that ruined fort and the ouitivated.

Ziarat there are visible at the present day remains of watercourses which

brought water from the southernmost of the outlets of the river. Then

also, when the river came down in flood, and the superfluous water found its

way into the Jlamun and into the Shela, the latter was a flowing stream of

water and slowly made its way into the Gaud-i-Zireh. The bed of the Shela

must have contained reeds in abundance, as these were to be found, even

in 1896, growing in one or two small but luxuriant patches, in places near

the pools of water that existed close to the Zi'arat at Gudar-i-Shah. The

Gaud-i-Zireh also, instead of being the inhospitable tract it now is, covered

with saline efflorescence, was at that time a pasture for sheep and cattle in the

spring and autumn after the Bunnu grass and reeds had sprung up wherever

the flood water of the Hamun had made its presence felt. It is said that oui.

there were in those days from 1,000 to 1,600 pagans engaged in agriculture in

the districts from Trakun westwards. These figures are of course not to be time of Malik

taken as being absolutely correct, but at any rate in the absence of all other

information they ate too valuable to be neglected.

Kala-i-Fath had been held to ransom one year before the death of Malik Dewription of the

Hamza, and at the same time the Band-i-Bulbaka had been damaged if not of ''Sm Hver'’°rom

destroyed by a column of Indian troops which had marched down the valley

of the Helmand. Tradition however states that the period of prosperity of

Kala-i*Fath lasted for about 239 years, while its decay set in about 240 years

ago. These figures do not agree very closely with the dates and periods of

time obtainable from these, which are to be found in history. There is how-

ever only a difierence of 26 years in defect, and from historical dates it appears

that the two periods of prosperity and decadence were probably almost equal

mitlring a total of 496 years. The period of its gradual descent in the scale

of prosperity had now come about and in the time of Fath Ali Khan the Hel- isw-s to 17212

mand changed its course from the Rud-i-Biyaban. The great change occurred,

if tradition be correct, in his reign, but the river had probably for some time

previously shown its liability to effect a change of course. The 6 or 7 out-

lets of the Rud-i-Biyaban, each of them narrow, had been gradually clogged

by the accumulation of ^t, and the bed of the channel itself hud beeu

rused by a similar process. In the reigns of previous Maliks the ancient

Shela or bed which most have existed among the gardens and pleasant suburbs
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of Kala-i-Fath had probably been receiving gradually an increasing share of

superfluous water from the river during seasons of flood, and in this insiduous

manner was being gradually cleared for the reception of the Helmand. This

channel it was which probably afforded an outlet to such water as it received

and rendered possible the foimdations by Malik Haidar of the village that

bears his name in the lands to the south of Zahidan.

Notx.—

A

pagan* cr pagan ia an aaaooiation usually ci aeren men who take up land for
culfivation ard share both Ihe outlay and the profita. Ea<A pago therefore repreaenta 7 families, and
taking as an average the family to ocnaiat of 4*6 souls, the pago represents about 30 souls—a modest
etimate—Q. P. T.



CHAPTER VI.

It was in the reign of Malik Fath Ali, however, that the great change took

place. According to an exceedingly precise and consistent tradition, the year

when this occurred was a season of very great flood. The Helmand came

down in its fullest strength. The waters it is said swept away the weir known

as the Band-i-Burbaka, and all other embankments also melted away before

the rush of the furious torrent. The choked outlets of the Rud-i-Biyaban

could not have been able to relieve the pressure of the water, which turned

aside down the old and probably neglected channel to force its way ipto the

northern delta. The river spread over both banks and as the dasht on the

right of the west of the valley offered an impregnable barrier, the floods wreakc<l

their fury on the suburbs of Kala-i-Fath which lay at their mercy and broke

into the town itself ;
it became necessary to seek for a fresh site to which the

seat of Government could be transferred. A site was taken up in the north

delta 11 miles to the south-west of Zahidan; and almost exactly the same dis-

tance from Ram Shahristan, and on a wide plain at some distance no doubt

from the newly developed river the town of Kundarak was built.

To this period of change must also be referred those buildings which arc i)rs. M|.iiMi, ,.i ih.

now found to exist on the floor of the Rud-i»Biyabrin. The newly formed

channel within the course of a very short time, must have rapidly increased

at the expense of the older, till at last it was found to be necessary to construct

those canals, the traces of which are now to be seen following the course of

the old river along its bed. When this came to pass, men abandoned their

ancient dwellings on the terrace to the south of the riverbed, and moved

down into the latter, erecting their new dwellings on the banks of, or very close

to, the canals. Hence the ruins of old Gina are to be found on the terrace

overlooking the Rud-i-Biyaban surrounded by the domed mausolea containing

the tombs of past generations of its leading families of citizens. This place

was abandoned, and the chief or headman built the modern fort of Gina for

his own residence upon the floor of the ancient riverbed, while the cultivators

spread themselves over the alluvial soil thus laid bare, dwelling in unpre-

tending homes on the land they cultivated. They were secure from all appre-

hension of floods, and as long as the gangs assembled to keep the head of the

canal open and the channel clear, they were equally safe from the calamities

of bad seasons and drought. The change in the course of the Helmand was

without doubt followed by a corresponding alteration in the disi ribution

of population. The wider lands of the northern delta offered a great return

to the agriculturist for his labour, and to them undoubtedly must have flocked

the mass of the people, who left their narrow holdings around Kaln-i-Fath,

2a
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and the Helmand valley for the wide spreading lands of the northern delta<

From the southern delta must have also migrated the bulk of its labouring

population. The alteration in the river’s course must have very nearly at one

blow extinguished the cultivation in that direction, and the canal that was

constructed to replace the river coul^ have afforded but a scanty supply of

water to those sunbaked and thirsty lands that fringe the Shela and those

which the outiets of the Rud4-Biyaban were wont to nourish when that was

the Helmand.
Deicription of^ The now almost forgotten channel called the Rud>i-Naseru was the outlet

not them delta that which the Helmand made for its waters towards the north. The old channel

after'uto the'east of Z&hidan had doubtless in the course of centuries of time become
Kud-i-Miwru. obliterated filled up with sand drifts and obstacles to the free course needed

by the river. The latter however formed a small lagoon in the delta itself

which covered a tract of land some 5 or 6 miles long and about 2 miles wide.

This tract is still liable to inundation in the summer from the spill water of the

canals, and there is a tradition that “ in the time of the Kaianis ” it was a

iialzar.' The modem villages of Malik Haidari lies just to the south of this

depression, and the village of Jalai, also of recent date, at about its northern

end. The Rud-i-Niseru emerges from this hollow and passing close to the

western edge of the rising ground on which Zahidan was built, reaches the

.

present Hamun to the south 6l the Kohlak mound close to the ruin called

Adira.

After the river had become definitely fixed in the northern delta, the second

branch must have formed. The latter a’so emerges from that depression out

of which the Rud-i>Ndseru takes its origin, but while the latter took a north-

westerly direction, the second branch swung almost directly away towards

the west. The hol’ow alluded to thus became the head of the delta, and

two branches enclosed a fairly large tract of land between them almost as large

as the present Mian Kangi. Within this area there can now be tracedn third

channel which emerges from the low lying tract, and pursues a course almost

midway' between the two branches of the Helmand just alluded to, passing

about a mile to the east of the village of Jalai, and about 2 miles to the south

and again to the west of the equa’.Iy modem village of Bunjar, and finally

reaching the Hamun area close to the modern village of Nasirabad.* This

intermediate bed is rather closer to the old southern branch of the Helmand

than to the Rud-i-Nasera, and it mns into a low lying arm of the Hamun
just to the N. of the ruins of the town of Allahabad-miyan-i>Bhela. Lines

of embankments encircled the depression between the villages of Jalai and

Malik Haidari, and though these have tb some extent been destroyed by

subsequent water action, here and there are yet to be met the rapidly hiding

traces of these embankments. They were needed to prevent the water of tbb

A brd uf rrctif.
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Bcflmand, which filled the depreaaion in flood time, from pleading over the

unonnding countiy. Similarly the southern of the two dumnels that

emerged ^m that depression still shows the traces of embankments along

its banks. These also were intended as protectave worlm, as tiiere was only

a short distance intervening between this riverbed and the Capital, Kundarak,

not only was it necessary to protect the cultivated lands but also that town

itself. The set of the river was undoubtedly towards the west or the south

of the delta. The need of maintaining the protective embankment was there-

fore imperative, and very shortly after the <»pital had been transferred and

the town of Kundarak built, it must have made itself recognised'.

The fate that befell Kala-i-Fath was one that has always hung over the

Capital of Seistan, Bina-i-Kai in ito low lying- site must have- been always

threatened with destruction, and during the period of strife and confusion

which prevailed after the downfall of .Amru, son of Leis, it is probable tiiat the

city had suffered from the inroads of the river.

Kundarak continued to be the capital for a. generation after Malik Fath Dewription ot

-Ali Khan’s death, and a desperate struggle, was maintuned between Uie

people and the river which was indining towards it. The. embankments

to which allusion has been made date from this period and were raised to

protect the capital from, the inroads of the river.

In the time of Malik Muhammad Nasir Kban, Kundarak- having been Building o(tb«

ruined by floods as wdl as the town of AUahabadtmiyan-i-Shela* the laesentJUJJU^***®***"

fort of Nasirabad was built closely adjoining the village of Hnsen&b&d. The

latter had also been fortified but its walls havenow -almost disaj^fwaredi llie

Helmand in the process of moving from Budni-Nfiseru into the extrema sou-

thern edge of the alluvial ddta had built up the lands on which its.watera

debouched during this period of change, and owing to this inorsijUM in heig^^

the site of Nasirabad was rendered secure from floods. At.the,time whentlds

place was built, probably between theyears 1196 and 1200 H, thaHekpsand ms-i78r

had reached its'Turthest southerly limit beyond which tha.dssht- formed an

impassable barrier. To the west of the new capital a Inrg or plateau of hard

wide day also offered a barrier to any water reaching the town from the

Hpninn. These conditions account for the tite oceupied by the present

capital,- built, by Nadr Khan Kaiani which is by no- means the best which

might be chosen now-a-days. At the time in which Nadrabad was built, the

main livet was Several miles distant towards the south and there existed no

doubt a very reasonable prospect for its continuance there and for the safety

of the town from its floods. The name of the capital,- by the way, is rightly

Nadrabad and not Nasratabad.

By the end of the 12th century A. H. the Helmand was flowing pcmtioally

at the toe of the dasht which separates the nenrthem from the southern ddta.

Here it was destined to rest until the time came round to mak^ oaoe more

2a2
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a move towards the east. The political conditions were such that'no opposi-

tion worth mentioning could be offered to any change of course it might make,
and hence it has come to pass that information regarding the changes that

have taken {dace in the course of the Hdmand during the 13th century A. H.
is almost as scanty as to detail and lacking in precision as those which deal
with similar orourrences which took place centuries earlier. Changes in the
river’s bed which have taken place within the lifetime of now living

cannot be described by them in detail, and seein to have failed to arrest the
attention of the inhabitants of the districts affected by them.

There were very good reasons for this. The state of disorganisation that
prevailed was such that it mattered but little to the unfortunate inhabitants
whether they were ruined, by their stock being carried away by floods, or by
the crews of brigands that formed the tail of each of the Chiefs who were
quarrelling over the remains of the inheritance of the RaiAwn result
was the same. Excepting in certain villages where the mustered
strong, and owned the lands, security for life and property (once such a dis-

tinguishing feature in the government of the country), had practically ceased
to exist. It mattered little to any one whether his kith and kin, and loved
ones, perished in the swirling eddies of the Helmand or fell victims to some
treacherous attack in overwhelming numbers Ity the caitiff retainers of Ibra-

him Khan Sanjarani, or the followers of the Sarbandi and Nshrui Sardars.

The changes in the river that took place in.this period did so unopposed, and
their occurrence passed unnoticed in the presence of other events that engaged

to their utmost the powers of human observation to follow and to avoid.

As long, however, as Malik Bahram Khan was alive, some resemblance of

order was preserved in Seistan. The Malik, the last of his House who retained

any authority, undoubtedly possessed a great deal of ability and administrative

talent. He made a great effort, shortly after his accession, to revive the pros-

perity of Seistan, and the Sadozai dynasty being then nominally his Suzerain

and in the enjoyment of power, he was able to enforce his authority, and
he would, no doubt, have succeeded in restoring the covmtry to some degree

of proq>erity had he continued to be able to assert his authority over the dis-

cordant factions into which the country was at that time divided. Least of

all did he receive imy aid from his own family. The last pruning of the Kaiani

stock which had been carried out by the riithless hand of Nadir seems to have

resulted in the destruction of its vitality. Instead of throwing out fresh vigor-

t*os shoots, that severe treatment appears tc have killed the little remaining

vigour that the race still possessed. Ma^ Bahram, Hierefore, was utterly

dependant on such aid as his Suzerain could affordhim, and as time went on

and the dissensiohs between the Sadozais and their tribal Chie& became ncute,

tbie source of hdp was gradually out off or the supply from it was intermit-

tent and feeble.
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Bshtim Khan, however, began well. The Shijiatrul-Mnlnk mentions three inigatioD " nrk

of his great works. One was the restoration of the canal in the Rud-i-Biyabiin
‘

and the other revival of the Husenki canal. He also oonstmoted the Dushnk

canal so called from its two great branches, one of which the Jn-i>Ilamdir

flowed in a northemly direction, while the other passed to the north-west.

The former fertilized the lands in the direction of the Ziarat-i-Khwajah Rabat

and the mounds of Kurki, while the second nourished the country around

Jallalabad and the Kohlak mound. These lands were for many years in the

hands of the Malik himself, and at that time their condition was one of great

prosperity. The Husenki canal fertilized the lands around Hamzabad

(Kachian) andBunjar. The lands of Hamzabad formed the inheritance

of his younger son after whom it was named. Bunjar was divided into equal

shares between the family of the Miis and that of Mulla Khasrau who it is

said founded the religious establishment where in after years the piety of

Malik Taj-ud-din the first, raised the minaret now called the Mil-i-Kasamabad.

The canal in the Rud-i-Biyaban had evidently fallen into disrepair and it Th« omwI in Ui<i

was revived by Malik Bahram, but its existence depended on a strong govern-

ment which was able to protect its head from being damaged by the A^han
who were pressing down the Helmand valley, driving the Sharaki and Arb&b

population before them towa^ the delta. The canalization of the deserted

channel is said to have depended upon a weir built at some distance up the

valley, and the canal which now can be followed along its bed conveyed water

to the districts around Ramrod and Hauzdar. It is to this work that the

author of the Shijrat-ul-Muluk refers which he says that a tract of land extend-

ing for a distance of a two days’ journey was once more rendered fertile.

Rmall distributary channels nourished the districts of Gina and Burri,

and the excellent alluvial soil that formed the floor of the variousnarrow outlets

into which the Rud-i-Biyaban broke up just below Burri were cultivated by

fnonnn of these watercourses. Thetwo larger canals which irrigated the districts

of R&mrod and Hauzdar bifurcated at a point about two miles to the east

of a conspicuous mausoleum which crowns an island of dasht surrounded by

the old outlets of the Rud-i-Biyab&n. This mausoleum is called Yak Oumbad

or the " Solitary Domed Building.” The two canab alluded to separated at

a masonry regulator which had originally, no doubt, been constructed when

the Helmand first altered its course, and by means of which a head of water

was in both of the canab. The existence of the regubtor was

discovered by the merest acc-ident. The width of the old channel at that place

b about 66 feet and there b a bar of Kim which aflorded a reliable foundation

for the masonry of the regubtor. This work was 30 feet in length, and ito

width about 6 or 6 feet. The bricks were of two sizes, one of which was 12

square, and the smaller (12X6 inches), and both about 2 inches thick.

The regtdator was carefully bid bare to the depth of about 2 feet in order to
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I>uahftk canal

allow of examinat'on, as it was almost completely hidden by wind-home

deposits of sand which supported a growth of salsola bushes. The bricks

composing this work were set in Saruj, of a very good quality, as the thin

layers were quite as hard as the bricks they had held in position. The

openings of the regulator had been heavily plastered with Saraj and there

were traces of floors extending towards each side of the depression in which

the work was situated. To the right and left canals took off. That on the

left had a water-way of some 15 feet, and the other on the opposite bank was

about 10 feet wide and these formed the source from which the districts of

Bamrod and Hauzd&r derived their water. On the spoil banks of the

Ramrod canal there are yet to be seen the roots of the coarse ‘‘ Drug ” grass

that at one time clothed the banks, as on this side the soil is of a lighter

quality than that on the opposite bank which is the hard white clay so often

alluded to, and along the spoil banks of the canal on this bank there are no

traces of grass ever having grown. About 16 feet from the head of the right

bapk canal, the spoil banks of the latter widen, and the bank on the side to-

wards the old channel, in which the regulator was built, had been strengthened

with baked bricks. A distributary also took off at this point parallel to the

main canal by means of which local cultivation was carried on in the alluvial

lands to the north of the Yak Gumbad min. The Hausdar canal has been

followed up as its course is still quite legible, this being due to the harder soil

of the'country it traversed. It irrigated the Machi lands to the east of Hauzdar

and those around' Kundar and the City of Rustam (also called Zamigar) to the

south of the latter.

The Ramrod canal followed the course of an outlet of the Rud-i-Biyaban

called B&dali, and distributaries took off down all the neighbouring outlets of

that old river most of which partially under cultivation.

The size of these canals combined with evaporation precluded a very large

and constant supply of water being delivered and the inhabitants must have

been dependant to a great extent on wells. The area under cultivation also

could not have been very extensive ; but it was nevertheless a gallant attempt

to keep up portions of the southern delta as a cultivated and inhabitated dis-

trict, on the part of Malik Bahram Khan. The effects were, however, not per-

manent and first Ramrod, and then the northern district languished and were

at last finally abandoned. Hauzdar and Machi being in the hands of the Chief

of the Sarbandis were probably maintained after the Ramrod District was

abandoned.

Malik Bahram Khan’s other great work, the canal bf the Dushak or Dah-

shakh, has also disappeared. The Jui Ilamdar, a branch of this canal was so

called because it watered the lands around the tower of Ilamdar, close to the

site now occupied by the modem village of Jan Muhammad, in Afghan terri-

tory.
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in the beginning of the 12th century A*. H., oonespoadiii^ii^ltli the lastDeKriptionof the

quarter of the 18th of our reckoning, the Helman4 had attained its. greatest

Bouthem declination and it occupied this position for many years. It turned oentury

to the south at a point close to the modem, village of Burj-i-Sarband, and^*^*^*^

flowing in great looj^ it passed to the east of Kala-l-Ifau where its bed can still

be followed, hugging the cliffs of the dasht» which it turned close to the present

viUage of Dashtak. Ftom this point some two miles to the west of that village

it swung towards the west, its main channel emptpng its waters into the

Hamun immediately south of the Koh-i-Knwajah through the. Shela-i-Kafiri*

In those days the lands around Aliabad were for the most part under waters

The head of the delta was not far from the modem village of Muhammadabad.
From a point close to this place one outlet trended towards the south-west

passing the ancient fort of Kala-i-Sam and falling into the Hamun near the

modern village of Wamal. Another outlet went away to the north-west and

entered the Hamun close to the village of Afsalabad. The area included

between the extreme outlets was more or less a naisar and seiads punted their

rafts and pursued their avocations of fishermen over the lands which are now
occupied by flourishing villages.

Around the villages of Kala-i-Kohna and Kala-i-Nau, the land which is

now a bare plain, covered in parts with sand dunes, at that time was covered

with a dense growth of tamarisk, and
.
there are men*alive how who mention

the existence of tamarisk trees in that district whose girth could with difficulty

be encircled by a man’s arms extended to their fullest extent. The Husenk^

canal took off close to the ruins of the old village of Kaud, while the head of the

Dushakh canal was situated close to the modern hamlet of Kalnkhi. The

village of Burj-i-Sarband^ was founded at some time early in the lUth century

of the Christian era to safeguard the dam which was thrown across the river

about half mile above the village, by means of which those canals were kept

supplied with water.

In the month of April In the jrear 1810 Captain Christie arrived in Seistan DeiicripUon nf

on his way to Persia. That officer and his companion Lieutenant Pottinger on

had been deputed to explore the countries lying between Persia and the tvjrri-
*“

tories of the Khan of Kalat. They separated at Nushki, the former making

for the Helmand which he reached in 10 marches striking the valley above

Budb&r. The river was in flood and two attempts to cross it proved unsuc-

cessful. A third attempt near Rudbar was, however, successful and he fol-

lowed the right bank of the river into Seistan. He eventually reached a place

which he called Bamdar (10 miles from Jallalftb&d), and from this place he rode

to Jallalabid to call on Malik Bahrain Khan. Christie describes the river at

a place which he calls Poolgee (but which was no doubt Palangi) as being 400

^ Hnija-SulMMid—th« tow«r mpo9 (or mmif) the dim. R Wi iolmbifod by tho Sbornkb wbo till

lliolandi.
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yards wide and very deep. “ Poolgee ” he describes as a **city in ruins,*’

and was, no doubt, the great mass of ruins near Palangi which he describes,

Christia’s Hamdar was 32 miles from this place, and 10 from Jallalabad, and

these distances show that it was Jahanabad, and not the tower of Hamdar, that

is meant, as the latter is much further from both of these places which are still

existing and about the positions of which no doubt exists.

The Ju-i-llamdar passed close to Jah&nd^bad and Christie’s bivouac was

probably on the banks of that great canal, close to that town, and owing to

this he has confused the names giving to the town the name which belonged

to the canal, the former being about a mile to the west of the canaL

In the same way he wrote of Jallalabad which according to the Shijrat-uN

Mulu& was irrigated by theDushakh canal. Christie gives this name to the

very conspicuous ruins that are such a striking feature in the landscape, and
which are close to that towa

Christie’s itinerary appears among others in Kinneir’s Geographical

Memoir of the Persian Empire aTid in his introduction to the itineraries the

compiler devotes 4.} pages to a description of Seistan. At page 192 of the Me-

moir it is stated that “ the country in the vicinity of DooshSk is open, well

cultivated and produces wheat and barley in sufficient quantities to be export-

ed to Herat. The pasturage is good and abundant”,—a condition of things

very different to the present state of the lands around Jallalabad. This town
is described as being situated among the ruins of an ancient city, and it is

described as being small but compact, but the ruins cover a vast extent of

ground. It is populous, has a good bazar, and the inhabitants who dressed

in the Persian manner had a more civilized appearance than the other * ^ Patan

or Balouche shepherds who live a wandering life and pitch their tents amidst

the ruins of ancient palaces.
* ’

Prom ‘
* Dooshak ’

’ Christie marched to Juwein, but he describes the

country in only a very few words. He passed through the villages of Akbar

and Daulatabad. Then over ” a bare hard desert ” he reached Peshawaran

(in ruins) and on to Juw^ein. The bare hard desert was undoubtedly the dry

floor of the Hamun, and it must have been free from water for many years

previously as the reed beds had ceased to exist. The village of Akbar was
probably a collection of temporary huts, and it has disappeared, but the site

of Daulatabad exists. A mound of white clay marks the place and it is called

the Tappa-i-Daulatabad. Upon this mound in a squalid building dwell the

representatives of one branch of the Ki&ni family, with, a collection of mean
hovels which house the agricultiira! families that till the lands; Jallalabad

stUl exists and the lofty palace at that place, which Malik Bahram Khan
built for his eldest son, forms a very conspicuous landmark* From a distance

it presents an imposing appearance, but a closer examination very soon dispels

all iUusions* It is a very modem buildirg constructed in the usual slovenly
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manner. Both the palace and the small town nestling round its walls have

been deserted for some 10 years and have suffered much from the inroads of

floods which ^very year submerge a large tract of the adjoining lands. The

remains of gardens still exist, and at ore time JallalabSd was celebrated for its

fruit. All the vines liave been killed by the floods. Here and there a pome-

granate tree still exists, but the only trees that are still alive are a few mul-

berries whose trunks are a veritable record of the depth of water that has at

variotis times covered the laud on which they grow.

The rich lands around Jallalabad show traces of having at one time been

highly cultivated. Old watercourses and embankments can yet be traced,

but the soil now nourishes a rank growth of camel thorn and salsola, and

dense thickets of tamarisk clothe the land and fringe the channels which the

flood waters have excavated in this district.

Even as late as 1872. when the Mission under Sir Frederick Goldsmit

passed through the Seistan, the conditions were temporarily, however, nearly

the same as those which Christie’s itinerary show to have existed in his day.

The Hamun was quite dry, and so was the tract to the north of Jallalabad and

around the Tapa-i-Kohlak. In the month of October 1903, in order to reach

this mound it was necessary to wade across (very nearly) 7 miles of swamp,

and the once cultivated lands around the town of Jallalabad are now the breed-

ing grounds of the Seistan fly and myriads of {dher specimens of insect life.

Owing to that excusable error
‘
‘ Dushak ’

' has been regarded as the site

of the ancient capital of Seistan, and has figured as such in all disqtiisitions on

the history or topography of that country. The name of Dushak or Dashak

occurs in the continuation of the Shijrat-ul-Muluk and it is applied to the canal

which irrigated Jallalabad, and as such this name has been found to exist in

the country at the present day. Malik Bahram called the town after his eldest

son Jallaluddiu Khan. Malik Bahram had succeeded to the Government of

Seistan while the French Revolution was at its height, and when Captain

Christie vinted Jallal&bad he had held authority for more than fifteen years

and must have been then an <fld man, for he succeeded his elder brother and

the son of the latter, a minor, and after this lad’s death had allowed the mother

of the deceased to figure as ruler of Seistan, having been himself content to

act as the deputy of the lady and her son. She was a daughter of Malik

Mahmud Khan Eaiani, Shah of Mashad as he was called, and this no doubt

promoted Malik Bahr&m Khan in acting as he did, with a forbearance and

self-denial tare in the annals of an Asiatic family of Princes.

Kinneir, at page 192 of Im Memoir of the Persian Empire, states that the tIio mvaour i.l

revenues of Malik Bahram Khan amounted to “ «o more than 80,000 rupees. ’
’

iw

’

The italics are Kinneir’s who goes on to say that the Chief of Seistan co\dd Ktaa.

bring into the field about 3,000 men. By rupees, no doubt, the Indian rupee

of the Honourable East India Company is meant, the value of wliich at that

2 B
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period was probably double that wbicb prevails at the present time, so that

the revenues of Seistan at that lime would have been equal to about 1,70,000

rupees of the present day, or about 68,000 Tomans roughly in modem Persian

coinage. It ^ows that notwithstanding the growth of the power of the fac-

tions headed by the Sanjarani and Sarbandi chiefs, Malik Bahram Khan had

contrived to maintain authority to some extent over Seistan.to the end of his

lifetime, thus bearing out the tradition which states tiiat this was the case.

After describing the Helmand as he saw it close to *‘Pooljee” Christie

only once again refers to it. The river itself lay at a distance from jallala-

bod, though the Rnd-i-Naseru still continued to receive a little water when the

Helmand was in flood. It is no doubt to this channel that Christie refers, in

the statement that the river was 8 or 9 miles from Jallalabad, and he does not

mention crossing it between his camp on the Ilamdar canal and Jidlalabad.

The distance given by him agrees very well with the position of the Rud-i-

N&seru with«espect to that town. That old bed of the Helmand did continue

to receive water for many years after Christie’s visit — there are men

living now, whose parents dwelt on its banks, cultivating small patches of

melons and grain, long after the death of Malik Bahram Khan. To the north

and west of the village of Aliabad, there can yet be traced the channel of the

Helmand, restrained on either bank with protective embankments, the traces

of which are clearly visible. The reclamation oi the fertile lands around that

prosperous village had been taken in hand, and to the south of the village of

Burj-i-Sarband, there is still virible the strong embankment which barred the

progress of the water further in that direction, and by means of which the

Aliabad lands and others in the same direction were protected from inundation.

Other works of a like nature trained the river to flow in the old bed just

alluded to. Mir Alam Khan had occupied the lands affected by their main-

tenance, and this accounts for the fact that these works were kept up efficiently.

Between Khwabgah and Burj-i-Sarband, the river was also controlled by simi-

lar works. Restrained within those narrow limits the annual deposits of silt

took place over a restricted area, and the delta on which the towns of Chilling,

Daulatabad and many another flourishing village now stand was rapidly

built up.

In course of time the free course of water to the Lake was impeded, and

the floods checked on all sides by embankments and their discharge by the

formation of land sought out and found a weak spot in the embankment and

broke through it, making a new channel by means of which access to theHamun
was insured. This great change took place in 1830 according to Connolly.

Whether there were any intermediate changes is not known. No information

on the subject is forthcoming. The traditions that exist and the stories that

old men tell of this period are wrarisome recitals of bloodshed, and it is with

the greatest difficulty that the narrators can be dissuaded from enumerating
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the casnatfy lists of their Idnsfolk who at various times met their deaths at

the hands of the adherents of the opposite faction to which they themselves

had belonged. At this time the Sarbandi and Sanjarani Chiefs had each taken

up the cause of a son of the late Malik and were ostensibly pushing the

interests of their candidates from whom they used to hide their own personal

ambitions and aims. Amidst the welter of bloodshed and intrigue such minor

details as the position of the river were completely lost sight of except when

either the river itself or an older channel happened to be the scene of some act

of violence, when only it is possible to gather some slight and valuable indica-

tions of the Hydrography of the country. Connolly in 1839 learnt “ that

about nine years ago an unusually large inundation changed the whole face

of the country. The main stream of the Helmand deserted its old bed, and

cutting o£E for itself a wide channel out of that small branch which went o£E

from Ehwajah Ahmed, carried the greater part of its waters to the Dak-i-

Tir.” The position of Khwajah Ahmed mentioned by Connolly is well known.

It is that mound of d4bris which marks the site of some ancient building, per-

haps a fortihed palace, or manor house, which is situated about two miles to

the north of the fort at Kuhak and upon which in quite recent times, Bunyad

Ktmn the Baluch built a modern enclosure, which in its turn has nearly dis-

appeared. The ‘ * small branch ’
’ of the Helmand must have formed at a

much earlier period, and it occupied very probably the depression in which

the Jharoki canal in Afghan Seistan is situated. This low-lying tract receives

water during floods from the surplus of the Sultani canal and also from the

river. This ancient bed in its lower part bifurcates into two branches both

of which discharge into the Ashkin, the right or eastern outlet existing

about two or three miles to the east of the modem hamlet of Meno, and the

left hand mouth, immediately to the west of the hamlet of Diwalak. The

last eight or ten mfles of the tract probably represent the Shela of the Sena

Bud, which figures so prominently in the old accounts of Seistan.

Abreast of Nad Ali the water it receives forms great lagoons and the course

of this depression is clearly marked by the sombre tones of the Tamarisk

thickets, dense growths of which outline the depression and fringe the margin

of the narrow reaches. This river played an important part in Seistan history

at one time during the invasion df that country by the Sadoaai Prince

Shah Kamran, who continued to maintain himself in Herat for some time

after the family to which he belonged bad been driven from Kabul. The river

at that time flowed where the modem hamlet of Deh Karimdad is situated,

and its general direction was towards north-east and a lofty mound to the

east df the hamlet is said at that time to have overlooked the river. In about An rjooo^ ol fihat

the year 1836, Malik Jallaludin was driven out of Seistan by his subjects. He

fled to Herat, and after a time persuaded Shah Eamrin to march into Seistan a<i>>

at the head of an army to reinstate him. The advance of the troops from

2b2
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Herat having been noised abroad, the contending factions in Seistan agreed

to suspend their diffaences for a time, and making common cause with one

another, they collected their fighting men and took up a position on the

bank of the river just alluded to. The forces of Shah Eamran arrived at the

river and p^eiving it to be very broed and that the Seistanis were assem-

bled on the off-bank to dispute the crossing, the Shah halted his men on the

river and formed a camp. This camp was protected by works and a lofty

mound was thrown up, or was already in existence, on which the pavilion

of Shah Kamran was placed. This mound stUl exists and is known as the

Dik-i-Shah or the “ mound of the Shah.”

The river was then beginning to fail, and though it was broad and appar-

ently a formidable obstacle it was in reality fordable, but the Afghans, it is

said, had not discovered this fact and did not know of the existence of any

fords. For some time the two forces were in position facing one another until

at last the ra.shne8s of a young man named Asghar, son of Ghulam Shah, the

headman of Sharak, betrayed the fact of the river being fordable. Tired

of the undecided and inactive part which the leaders of the Seistanis had

adopted, he determined to attack the Afghans accompanied by only a few

others as impetuous as himsdf. He crossed the river and fell upon the Af-

ghans, but the attack failed, as he was not supported, and the invaders per-

ceiving what a delusive barrier the river was in reality, themselves crossed to

the other bank and assailed the levies of Seistan, who immediately ran away.

On this occasion the river having played a part in the history of Seistan

is dignified by being brought into the recital, and its position is approximately

ascertained.

The Dik-i-Shah-still exists, and by it the exact position of the channel as

it existed in the year 1836 or thereabouts can be laid down, and the scars left

on the surface of the ground by it can be assigned to their proper date with

reference to similar marks of old rivers in the neighbouring districts. As this

channel developed, it did so at the expense of the other that flowed towards

the west, still however a river of some size. The lands hitherto covered

with water at its anbouchure began to be exposed and the town of Chilling

was founded ; one or two other settlements sprang up and land was gradually

taken up and put under cultivation.

ciiangwi''^* At what time the branch of the Helmand which flowed past the Dik-i-

riw began to fail it is impossible to say, but it must have been seme time

after the invasion of Shah Eamran just alluded to. When that channel had

become clogged and failed to affwd an outlet for the Helmand, the lattermade

a fresh channel towards the north. This change is said to have taken place at

the spot where themodern hamlet of Ealuldbi now stands, and the Hchnand

forced a way which coincided very closely with, or was drawn intoy the

TlftifiAAr and discharged its waters directly' into the H^uo^i-FUEa sod into
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the Ashkin to the east of the village of Chakansur. The details regarding this

channel are.very precise. Three points are mentioned by which the course of

this channel can be laid down. First its point of bifurcation at the site now

occupied by the hamlet of Kalukbi. Deh Jahangir, a modern hamlet also, is

said to occupy a site which was in the very bed of the Ilamdar channel. The

tower of Ilamdar already described under which the main channel flowed and

whercrit divided into two branches. In after years, during the time of Ali

Khan when the Dushak or Dash&k Canal was revived, in order to put the lands

around Jallalabad aj^ain under cultivation, it took off from a point close to the

site of Deh Jahangir where the Ilamdar Branch of the Helmand then flowed.

At that place a weir was placed acioes the stream to keep up a head of water

in the new canal. The old town of Jahanabad was about a mile west of the

rivei to the south of the tower of Ilamdar ; this stream flowed past the site

now occupied by Deh Ido, and some traces of the river are still visible in the

deep Shela or canalized anti natural channel called the Shela-i-Rud-Gashta.

This evidently natural, deep, and wide bed probably represents the deep water

channel of the Ilamdar river at the last period of its existence. The

head of the Delta,- at that time, was a point somewhere in the xncinity of the

present hamlet of Deh Luch. The exact position cannot be located with any

degree of exactitude, butHt could not have been very far from this village as

the scars of its old channel's all appear to converge on this place. Below this

pmnt the river broke up at once. There were four channels. The most west-

ern of all the four took off close to Deh Lir^h and is now represented by the

8hela-i-Sha.mshiri. The next passed close to Deh 6ul Rhah. The third can

still be recognised, when attention has been drawn to it, on the east of the

modem village of Deh Bahlol. The fourth channel broke up into two branches

close to the tower of Ilamdar, one of which was the Chung-i-Chori imme-

diately to the west of the isolated plateau on which the ziarat dedicated to

Khwajah Rabat is located.

The other branch formed the Rhela-i-Inglisi and lay immediately to the Aoeoant o( the

east of that istdated plateau- This branch was named the “ Rhela of the of or. Forhei.

'

Englishman
’
’ from the fact that it was the scene of the murder of the ill-fated

and foolhardy traveller Dr. Forbes by his host that demented Chieftain of the

Sanjaranis, Ibrahim Khan.

This traveller had been repeatedly warred against visiiang this Chief,

both by the Chief of Lash; and again, it is said, by the notables of the town of

Chilling to which he had made his way from Ldsh. His visit is remembered

yet. Undeterred by these warnings he went on to Jahan&b&d where Ibrahim

Khan resided. The latter was an enthusiastic sportsman, while his guest

wished to collect specimens of water fowl, and they set out down the river in

one tutin'to Ibr«himabad. From that place they punted down into the Shela,*

both occni^g the same raft, when in a sodden paroxysm of homicidal
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mania the savage Chieftain deliberately shot his guest. After this deed

Ibrahim Khan returned to his dwellings and when darkness had set in his

henchman sought out two or three men on whom he could absolutely rely,

and began to search for the body of their master’s victim with the object of

mitigating the scandal attaching to the deed by giving the remains a decent

burial and hiding the traces of the crime. The body was recovered the

next day, and it was committed to the earth somewhere on the outskirts of.

the cemetery around the ziarat of Khwajah Rabat. The spot has been

forgotten as the pious act was performed by stealth, and those who carried

it out have themselves passed away long ago.

In addition to the four outlets of this liver, there was a fifth, a mere spill

water channel, which passed close to Karku ; it is traceable up to that place

and is now called the Khar Kushta.

The discharge from the Ilamdar channel filled the Hamun-i-Puza>i>Dak-

i-Tir with water, and also the Ashkin lands to the west of the Chakansur, and

the Ghung-i-Khargoshki. The naizar, or reed bed, extended as far as Kala-i-

Kang, the low mound on which this fort was afterwards built having been at

that time an island. The reed beds extended very nearly to within 2 or 3

miles of the modern village of Dost Muhammad Saruni. The mounds at

Takht-i-Shah were, it is said, islands surrounded by water and marshes,—as

were also those other conspicuous mounds to the east of the former ca led

Kurki and Sharaki, and Kaud-i-6az. The country in the direction of the

modem settlements of Khamak and Pulgi to the north-west of the Karku

mound, it is said, also supported beds of reeds.

In those days Ibrahim Khan Sanjarani had built the fort of Ibrahimabad

inside the limits of the naizar, selecting that site on account of its being near

his favourite shooting ground and also because he looked on it as a more or less

impregnable position, surrounded as it was by marshes and land subject to

annual inundation by the river.

In 1846, General Ferrier, the well-known traveller, visited Jahdnabad, and

mentions the dispersal of the waters of the river at Burj-i-Ilamdar, and as he

also crossed the other branch of the Helmand about a mile and-a-half from the

' illagc of Aliabad which according to him was wide and a deep channel, the

llaiiJilar Branch of the Helmand had not at that time drawn to itself all the

water supplied by the Helmand.

lii course of a few years afterwards this did disappear. The western

channel failed and in order to keep up the irrigation of the lands which it had

hitherto nourished Taj Muhammad Sarbandi tonstracted the great canal called

after him the Rud-i-Taj Muhammad utilizing older beds of the Helmand for

this purpose. The Rud-i-Taj Muhammad issued from the ]ow-l}ring tract

between the villages of Jalai and Malik Haidari and passing to the south of the

foinacr was continued towards the village of Bahramabad, the source from
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which he derived the water being the Hamdar Channel. At this time also

water used on occasions to enter the Rud-i-Naseru diiring the season of flood,

by means of which a little cultivation was carried out in the lands adjoining

its bed to the north of the village of Bolai.

^e increased volume of the Ilamdar channel also resulted in an acoele* The ohaage

rated deposit of silt at its mouth and after some years had passed, this accu>
°

mulation of soil prepared the way for another change of course. The change

when itcame about took place, it is said, towards the east. The river apparent-

ly for a short distance flowed not far from the course it had taken in 1830,

and broke through the ruins of Bina-i-Kai^ between the channel of that year

and the Ilamdar bed. The time-worn ruins of the ancient Capital of Seistan

up to this period had been practically buried under drifts of sand, but they

were henceforward exposed to the direct action of water. At the point where

now the modem garden of Rustam Khan is laid out, close to the south-east

comer of the inner town, the newly developed channel divided into two bran-

ches. The righthand channel passed to the east ofand underthe great mound

of Safed-dik, when the bed of the river can still be traced without difiiculty.

This was apparently the main branch and it entered the Ashkin lands near the

hamlet of Diwalak. The other branch passed to the west of the Sorhdik

mound and it also reached the Ashkin at the point where the present Charkh

canal discharges its surplus waters.

When the entered Seistan at the head of a body ofinisss/'.

Vnsian troops to putan end to the anarchy that prevailed so long in Seistan,

the river is saidto have occupied this position. In 1866, a year of great floods,

the river changed its course and reverted to the channel in which approximately

it is now to be found. This was the Helmand of (the Boundary Commission

of) 1872, and it had continued as such ever tdnee. It now has two branches

:

the Siksar, which practically occupies the bed formed in 1866, and the Pariun,

a. comparatively recent development, and under the very altered circum-

stances which prevail in the country, with a settled (Government on either side

of the boundary, this condition of things will imdoubtedly be carefully main*

tained as it is to the interest of all concerned to do so.

ixiisttoindAU.

Notk—Hie dev^pment of the SamdAr Channel, according to a very precise tradition delivered

by ArbAb Seif-ud-ding probably took place 05 years previous to 1904, or in the spring or summer of

IMO. Kala Fath was washed out. Hie whole of the western and north-western walls were ruined or
washed away ; and the houses about and inside the widb were destroyed, completing the desolation of

lhadesertedcapital. After this oooorred the drying up of the Rud MAhi, Connolly's name for the eastern

bniieli of the Hdmand in 1830 (pages 173-4) must have been completed in a year or two->oertainly

befotc the adventurous traveller M. Ferrier visited the Seistan (page 176). This date for the flood

whkh ofsatedthellamdAr Channel depends on the tradition of ArMb Seif-ud-din, and although undoub-
tedly.eofieot generally cannot be regtfded as ilnal with regard to the date of the occurrence to within
two or Itosa years. Connolly’s visit in 1839 however proves that this channel must have developed

dfNr 18181 so that the aummer of 1840 as the date of the flood is probably not far from the truth ; pro-

bably llAflh when IL Ferrier visited Seisteo the Ilamdar Gbannel was well established.—O. P. T.
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THE RUINS IN SEISTAN.

CHAPTER L

lirtEODucnos.

8oufee$ of infomaticm.

For the sabjeot of ihia section, we have to depend altogether on traditions.

Vagne though these be, jetthey containsome facts, and in the absence

of other infoAmation it is not posnblb to disr^ard the legeiuls, and an attempt

has been made to ^eal with them by the funt light of historical information

that is available.

There were (in 1905) Uving in Seistan, actually only two persons who knew ^rbtb Sctr ud^Hn

anything at. all about the traditions relating to the past history of that

country. The first of these, Arbab Seif-ud-din, is the descendant of an ancient

family, members of whom are said to have been the ministers and trusted

ofificuds of the Eaiani rulers. As recently as the time of the famous Ahmad

Shah, Abdali, he who founded the kingdom of Afghanistan, an ancestor of

8eif>ud<dtn htid the z^^ffice of Yesswal,—an executive office which it is not

ea^ to define. This person, however, seems to have held the charge of the

lands that formed the district cd Garmsir, which began at or close to Ksla-i<

But, and extended down to the head of the delta of the Helmand, and a com-

nussibn issued by the sovereign to him is still extant and was examined in

'^904. Arb&jl) S^-nd-din accompanied his father to Kandahar when that

jdace was occupied by our troops in 1839, and it was from the former that

Leech obtamed his information regarding Seistan which he furnished to the

Asiittio Socie^ of Bengi^, and which was published in the journal of that

Society.

As lone M the Msliks retained any semblance of authority over

Beistah the Arbabs held the lands round Eala Fath where in the 16th and

17tii centanes'%)By fonned a numerous and important community, and in

those daya could put 1,000 men into the field as their quota towards the

tenito"al ndlitiaOE theii country. With the progressive decay of the family

of the Princes of the oofdition of the Arb&b community has gone

from,bad to worse, and, although they still cling tenadously to the land, the

band of the Afgliaii lulers has despoiled them of their former privileges

and cdl their patrinumy as wdL Notwithstanding his poverty Arbib Seif-ud-

2 D
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din still retains some flavonr of gentle birth and breeding which nuses him

above his neighbours and compatriots, a pathetic, relic of better times.

Mnhumiud, DidL Muhammad Dadi> the other person who knows something about the

past history of Seistan, is the descendant of a family the members of which

have apparently always followed the profession of irtigatioa officers— held

the appointments of engineers and water bailiffs, and it is not surprising

that his knowledge of the past conditions of the country extends more in the

direction of the ancient water systems, rather than in the direction of the

ancient history of l^stan. In recent years the inherited knowledge of

Muhammad D&di wasfound most useful by the A^han Governor of Chakan-

sur, the Akundsada, in his schemes of irrigating the land on the right bank of

the Helmand. Like Arbab Seif-ud*din, he is an old man and in the usual

course of nature both must soon pass away, and with them will die out all

knowledge relating to ancient Seistan. The traditions handed down to these

Aged persons have proved of the greatest value as they provide clues which

we used in prosecuting enquiries into a condition of affairs that has passed

sway for ever. Independent enquiries in the direction indicated by the tradi-

tions have resulted, most unexpectedly-^f not in actual confirmation in all

details yet in showing that in the absence of direct proof or confirmation a

Strong 'probability exists in favour of tbe general truth of the traditions, and

also that it would be most unsafe to ignore or de&pise such 'sources or

information.

Both these persons beloxtg to the Tajik or Farsi-wan (Farsi-khwin

or Persian-spiMking) races, which represent at the present day the

ancient Iranian race that formed the bulk of the population down to the

first quarter.,of the 13th century of our era when the irruption of the

hordes of Chingiz Khan shattered and overthrew the civilization which

Islam had crjrstallized into a form that had endured for over six centuries

of time.

Aiici2iit raooidi- The Princes of Seistan haveldways been more distinguished for their high

spirit than for prudence—and a spirited foreign policy beyond the resources

at tiieir disposal has exposed their country to the vicissitudes of foreign inva*

sions that, have periodically dj^d the fields of Seistan with the blood of its

people. Even after that this country enjoyed a degree of prosperity; as a

province of the empire of the Safavis, it was always in a condition of unstable

equilibrium, liable to foreign inroads and to domestic treason. During this

period of some 300 years there must have accumulated masses of records, and

survivals of earlier ages also are known to have existed from which the author

of the Ihya-ul-Muluk wrote his account of the family of the Ptinces, of which

he was himself a member. The ancestors of Arbab Seif-ud-din, and of Muham-

mad Dadi (Dadi is the name of the tiibe to which the latter belonged), had

access to tiiese records, and it is from these that thb knowledge they posjwss
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has been derived. These records have unfortanate]7 been destroyed in the

turmoils oi the last 76 or 80 years.

The last great destruction of records took place after the death of Malik Dcatmctiun of

Bahram Khan. His heir JallSl-ud-din was despoiled by Shah' Kamiin of the

last of the manuscripts, whether books or records, and of illuminated out* •

genealogical tables his ancestors had accumulated for about 200 years and

more. This act of plunder disposed of the records of the ruling family.

Any that escaped Shah Kamran were probably afterwards sold by

the voluptuaries JallSl-ud<din and his yofinger brother Hamza Khan, or

passed without their knowledge into other hands. Papers, documents, title

deeds of other families were however destroyed at one fell blow when the

Muzaflar-ud-daulah (on behalf of the Persian Government) took formal

possession of Seistan about 1866. The repre»>entatives of the leading families

in Seistan were called upon (by him) to produce all records in their posses-

sion, so as to enable him to ascertain the rights and privileges they had

enjoyed in the past. This order was obeyed with alacrity. Every family

of consequence was only too glad to submit these vouchers of their former

position in the country, and bundles of original documents were delivered

into the hands of the Muzaffar-ud-daulah. They were ruthlessly destroyed.

It is said that the country to the leeward of the Persian camp was strewed

with fragments of these ancient records. The Arbabs of the H^lmaod (the

family of Arbab Seif-ud-din) it is said, in this way lost the whole of their

“ daftar ” or family papers. Any that escaped the hands of the Persian on

this occasion were caught up later by Mir Alam Khan, Sardar of Bijrjand,

when he became ruler over Seistan.

A few memorial tablets with inscriptions that had survived the destruc- Dettraetion o( uii-

tion had been collected at Kachian by the Kaiani headman of that village to

whom they would naturally be of great interest. A large slab, said to have

been the memorial tablet of Malik Kutb-ud-din, was set up at one of the

entrances of that village. Just before the arrival of the Mission in Seistan, in

February 1903, it is said that the Governor of Seistan, incited by the Persian

officials, collected these tablets and caused them to be broken into pieces. The

two which escaped, and which we found at the shrine of the 44 recluses- in

thef Taliidan ruins, owed their escape to the sanctity of that place. They

were purely memorial tablets of little or no value. The inscriptions were

photographed, and translated from prints of the latter by A. G. Ellis, Esq., of

the British Museum.

We were thus out oS from any sources of information other than the tradi- Exeevaiont wen

tions which had been handed down to Arbab Seif-ud-din and Muhammad
D&di. Examination of the more important sites covered with ruins gave

interestinff details connected with the architecture prevailing at evidently

different pniods, but as excavations were out of the question, owing to the
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jealous attitude of the Afghan and Persian authorities, the examination of

Hites was conhned to ruins above ground, and those which the accumulations

of winddmpelled sand had not completely hidden. In that part of the basin

of Seistan in which the Helmand is at present, the operations of agriculture

have effaced ancient ruins, except in one narrow strip where the soil is not

commanded by water. The remains in this strip are however exploited by
the natives, who use them as quarries and extract baked bricks where these

exist or use the nitre impregnated soil from the debris of mud walls as manure

for their fields. One authentic and most interesting relic of andent

Seistan is the great minaret known as the Mil (or pillar) of Kasam&b&d,

with its two bands of inscriptions, recording the names of father and ton»

two. Princes who ruled over that country. Both of these are historical

.
persons. It is, however, on account of the high degree of skill shown in its

construction that this forlorn relic of mediaeval times is of interest. It is a

testimony to the state of civilization that at one time prevailed in Seistan,

both as regards architecture and the perfection of the materials used. The
minaret although 75 feet in height is only a fragment, and when inits

perfect condition must have been quite 100 feet in heiglit, if not more. An
enterprising person had obtained permission from the local authorities

to demolish this ruin, and to sell the bricks to any one who cared to buy
them. Doubtless the permission had been paid for handsomely. The

intervention of the British Commissioner, however, obtain^ a respite from

the threatened danger for the remains of the minaret.

Apathy of or;eiitt.i The apathy shown by the present generation of Asiatic races for the past

^ history of their country is a very curious feature in qrientid character. It is

the zeal of foreigners that has rescued the andent history of Asia from oblivion,

and the few remaining monuments at the present day from destruction,

at the hands of those who might be regarded as having an interest in tiieir

preservation.

Themeaningof ihs The older sites in Seistan are always connected with stories of Rustam

—

Ruatam legand^.
members of his family, or his famous war horse. These fables are never

assigned to any but genuinely ancient sites, and at these places experience

has proved that the existence of Zoroastrian remains will reward a diligent

search. A legend of Rustam coupled with such a place is, of course, another

form of stating that the locdity has (perhaps for centuries) been regarded

as one of very great antiquity.



CHAITER II.

The names hy which Seielan has been known.

The xiame Seistan ia a modem corruption of Sakastana, and the latter in nadim by whMi
its turn was altered to Sagaatan by the change of the * k * into a *

g/ both theae

lettera being conatantly interchanged at the preaent day. The Araba again

•wrote the name Sajeatan>aa in Arabic a hard *g* and are alao interchange*

able* The word jemal—a camel, in the Egyptian dialect of Arabic—^ia altered

into gemal (or kemal), and our word camel waa introduced probably by thq

cruaadera from the pronounciation met with in Eg3rpt and Palestine* There

are however two other, and probably more ancient, names for this country of

Seiatan* One is Nimruz and the other Zari* The latter again is more ancient

than the first. From it waa derived the form Drangiana used by Qreek and
Latin authors^ and. this form was introduced to the West by the writers whose

records formed the basis of the detailed accounts which we possess of the

eiqMditioii of Alexander. The Arab conquerors also found the name Zari

in existence when they added Seistan to the dominions of the Caliphs,

but they altered the name into 2Saran] and in this form the name appears

in the early chronicles which mention this country* From - Zari we get Zireh, a

form that is still in existence, but which is in common use in a restricted sense.

The Ghiud*i-Zireh, means the Hollow of Zireh, but while it would apply to the

whole of Seistan its use is confined to the depression to the south of the

Lake. This local application is in all probability due to the fact that for

many centuries this particular depression has remained destitute of water, and

where the saline matter that so strongly impregnates the soil of the floor

renders it hostile to the presence or introduction of vegetable growth. The

northern depression on the other hand appears more often to have been the

receptacle of the waters of the Helmand and auxiliary rivers. Owing to the

superior quality of the soil the floor of this depression, wherever it is not

covered with water, ^s always been utilized in the service of manicind.

Hence the northern basin has always been known as the Hamun, or Lake.

The antiquity of the name Zari is established by the discovery, in the zan. Zirakor

famous inscription of Darius Hystaspes, of the word Zranka (Jour., Royal

As. 8oc., 1906) as the name for Seistan. The word zrayah (send) or draya

(old Persian) has been regarded as applicable to the Hamun Lake» .(^Vf.).

The well known word dary& or darials of course a descendant of the older

word. When the Hel^nd is at its height the Lake may well be termed

the Sea of Seistan. But the name continued to be used for the low-lying

tracts certainly in the middle of the 12ih century.
.
Abu-1-Fazl AUami. of

Baihak, wrote it Zaragin (plural of Zireh or Zarah) the Zirehs, and applied
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it with reference to the lowJying country south of Sabzawar. Incidentally

he throws a light on the nature of the countries to the south of Nishapur

and Herat. He describes a hunting expedition of Masaud, the son of the

famous Muhammad of Qhasni. The Prince and his suite proceeded to

Isfirar (Sabzawar), and from the jungles or forests oh the Adraskan river the

party went on towards Farah and the 2^rah8. In the latter a male tiger was

slain* and satisfied with the success of his exi)edition the Royal cort^e made
for Eala-Bist and returned to Ghazni. The forest or jungles on the banks

of the Adraskan River and in the lower country adjoining the Zarah or Lake

of Seistan have long since vanished and the tamarisk thickets in Seistan no

longer harbour larger game than wild pig and jackals. The name Zireh or

Zar^h still lingers in the country. Besides the 6aud-i-Zireh, the plateau over-

looking the Shela in known as the Dusht-i-Zireh, and a group of insignificant

ruins to the south of the modern capital, Nasratabad, is still called Zaro or

Zireh with great impartiality.

In the Avesta the Lake of Seistan is spoken of as Kansu, and in the Bunda-

hish this name has been transformed into Kyansih, where the Lake is spoken of

as a sea. At the present day the part of the Lake to the west of the Kuh-
Khwaja is still called the Darya-i-Singi. The Lake Frazdan* also mentioned

in the Bundahish, has been identified with the Ab-i-Istadah—the Lake south-

east of Ghazni, but it is barely possible that the limits of Seistan—that is of

the country and not the State—ever extended so far to the east. Rather it

may be that, the M^hkel and Tahlab-Hamuns may, under ancient conditions

of cliQiate, be the remains of the I^alco Frazdan.

Abu-1-Fazl of Baihak uses the name Nimruz when speaking of the ad-

ministrative division, or province, of Seistan—as well as Sijistan. The Armen-

ian monk, Moses, of Khoren, mentions that Fars (Persia proper) was called

Chiustia Nimroz and enumerates the provinces of Persia or Nimruz, and among
them appears Sagastan. The name which in the 5th century of our era was

applied to the kingdom (according to the authority cited) has in course of

time been restricted to the province of Sagastan. In poetry Seistan is spoken

of as Nimruz, but this fiame was used for other purposes as well. The mint-

ages of the Caliphs included the mint town of Zaranj—the capital of that

country—but when the local Princes began to coin their own money, Zaranj

gave way to Nimruz, and their coins bear the legend on the reverse—Stzpck

in the town (or country) of Nimruz.

Another peculiarity is, that the name of the capital is never specified

in ancient history. It is written either the city, or the city of Seistan—or

simply Seistan ; the ancient usage is foUowed by the modem custom..



CHAPTER ITT.

Cains^ seals, intaglios, etc.

Sometimes the mattock or plough of a cultivator brings to light small P^namof old

hoards of coins in the inhabited area of Seistan^ but all our finds of coins, seals,

and intaj^os were obtained from the ruin-covered area to the east of the pre*

sent ddta of the Helmand. In Seistan there are families who depend on
treasure-seeking in a great measure for their support. They visit the ruins

after heavy rain has fallen, when on the slopes of ancient mounds and in the

heaps of ddbris the action of water lays bare these souvenirs of a bygone age.

The coins which I collected were sent by me to the British Museum and
have been described in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society. These coins

were obtained from the treasure-seekers and are of interest, and of some
value from a numismatic point of view. In every case I was careful to

locate the sited of the finds. They vary from a very early archaic type to

the more finished and known types of the Sassanian Oroeco-Bactrian and

Parthian mintages. Considerable interest attached to the last, owing to their

having been countermarked (and probably re-issued) by Indo-Parthian Kings.

The intaglios were of various periods if the workmanship is to be relied on.

Some were of an evidently earlier period than others. On the later the human
form was conventionally and crudely represented, but the earlier types

showed the influence of Greek art in the exquisite modelling of the figures

and of the heads and torsos represented on pieces of cornelian and other

stones. On one was the representation of a figure of a man, curioiuly

Chinese, in the details. ^
V

Copper seems to have been largely used in those early days. Crude n»p~».

figures of human beings, animals and birds were very plenti^ ; and copper

rings, some of which seemed to reveal the use of armorial bearings and

devicM, were also found in abundance. In the ruins of Sar>o-T»r I found a

seal on which was the representation of two humped sebus, or Indian oxen,

combined with characters resembling some form of Sanskrit. This was

a curious confirmation of the legend, that at one time Sar-o*Tar was the

seat of a Hindu king. This tradition will be alluded to when the site is

described.

No remains that could be said to be Buddhist were discovered, but to AbMuoaoCBadd.

the east and south of the Sar*o>Tar mound and ruins, there were one or two
^ '*"'**^

that appeared at a distance as if they might have been small topes. It was

imposmUe to excavate these, or to examine them in detail owing to their

remote position, far from the river.
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TlMZacoMMui Of the period when the tdigion of Zoroaster flourished ill Seutanthien an
traces, and then can be no doubt that this form ^ religions belief

"
flourished in Seistan long after the country was conquered by the Arabs, and

there must have been large communities of Gato (Fin worshippers—Parsees)

in who wen tolerated hj the early oonqueron, befon the latter de-

veloped the bigotry that flndly quenched the Sacred Fires and destn^ed the

altan on which they burned. Then an traditions as to the sites of Fire

Temples, one of which can be verifled from the writings of Arab autiunn. The

of these sites, .and of the early capitals of Seistan destroyed and

founded long befon the day of Mohammad, depend on the notices of the

authors mentioned, and they will be dealt with separately as the identifications

depend cn the scanty historical and other notices of the country oontained

in those writings.



CHAPTER IV.

ilie most ancient of all the time-worn remains in Seistan are tlie mounds Rufaisof Poim'-

or Tells which mark the site of the neighbouring towns of Post-i-Gau and
**** Chapa

Chapu. These extensive ruins are situated about six miles to the north of

Chakansur. The lands round them and to the north, around the equally old

ruin called. Khwajah Siah-posh by the Baluchis, were in days gone by irri-

gated by the wisp of four or five canals which took off from the right bank of

the Khash Bud in the district of Kadah. These canals fertilised the country

to the north of the Khash Bud and must have exhausted its supply of water,

for to the south of the ruins the Zorkan and Zarkan canals die away before

they reached Post-i-Gau and Chapui

These sites are said to date from the times of Bustam, and certainly the

former in all probability may be referred to the 7th or 6th century B.C. The

remains at Post-i-Gau consist of a very large enclosure with remains of lofty

massive walls. The latter are now in ruins akid form a chain of conspicuous

mounds. These enclosed an area of about 500 yards square, and the mounds

are now about thirty feet high- and id places perhaps a little more. The

angles face the cardinal points of the compass. Opposite the northern angle

there was a fort (?) built on a solid plinth of pise. The whole of the walls

of this building having fallen in and they form a mound which is about fifty

feet in height. Adjoining the north-western face of the enclosure are the

remains of what must have been a goodly town in its day. These ruins

extend fully a mUe and-a-half in that direction ; and beyond them again are

the ruins of a smaller town or village, -uow called Kala-i-Baian (Bhai-Khan)

which is also said to be an ancient site. These remains contain no burnt

bricks.

Ksla-i-Ghap.u is said to have been a town in times of antiquity. The

citadel is irregular in its trace ; the walls are in heaps ; the gateway alone is

standing. .Unl»ked bricks were extensively used in its construction. Baked

bricks are rate. The keep or palace inside the citadel occupied the cehtre of

the enclosed area. It has fallen and its ddbris forms a mound some fifty feet

high. .
To the south of the citadel is another enclosure within which are the

mins of two handsome buddings, the plinths of which, and about five.feet of

the walls above it, had been constracted with baked bricks. The superstruc-

ture was of sundried brick. This enclosure is about one hundred and twenty

feet square, and the ruins of its walls are now about twenty feet high. The

entrance faced the citadel which is only some hundred feet away. On

the west of the ritadel there are the remains of two other buildings which still

exhibit signs of very great care in their constraction, and of having been

elabotately decorated. The surrounding country is full of other ruins. The
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sites of Post-i-Gau and Chapu are practically continuous, as the short interral

between them is covered with ruins.

I^ly HorhrSd’from The name Post-i-Gau is at first sight unmeaning. It recalls the ancient

thonameoftho devices of acquiring a hide of land, by cutting a buUoek’s hide into thin
Kin* Parshat Gau.

. , . . , . » « i i ,

Tura (or the Bull), strips practised at the foundation of Carthage as descnbod by Virgil. At the.

time when the name was obtained it seemed to be of modem date, but despite

the absence of any obvious meaning its form was carefully preserved by me.

But with more time at my disposal, and with increasing knowledge, it seems

to be highly probable that Post-i-Gau is a modernised version (or corruption)

of the Avcstan Parshat-Gau, the king who, according to the Dinkard, dwelt

at the end of Sagastan ; and whose title was * Tora * the bull. This royal

person %as not converted by Zoroaster’s preaching. Here al^ the teacher is

said to have cured a four-year old bull which had lost its virile power by means

of the HOm-water from the River DaitI, the ‘ Iranian Jordan.’ If the generally

accepted date for the lifetime of Zoroaster can be regarded as correct, the

native tradition places the opening of his ministry 258 years before Alexander,

we can assign a very respectable antiquity to the site of Post-i-Gau—possibly

the capital of the kir.g who dwelt at the end of Seiatan and also for the com-

'panion town of Chapu. As a further coincidence—which however must not be

strained in application—the roed beds of the H&mun immediately to the west

of this ruin-covered site are still the resort of large camps of graziers—cattle-

owners pure and simple. One of the tribes to which these belong is the Abil,

or Abir, who in their mode of life are the same in every respect as that of.

other Indian people who in the Ist century A.D. gave their name to a‘ part

of the Indian coast of the Arabian Sea—{ind who probably were inunigrants

from Seistan.

It is not imreasonable to regard these as the sites of early towhs and as

the only known places of great antiquity—as antiquity is reckoned in' the

East.

Cypress trees noi r

Darg, in the

ascribed to Xau-
Shirw&n.

There ate three other remains of well ascertained 2<oroastrian antiquity.

These are the cypress trees about 2 miles north of the modem village of Barg

in the Hokat and about sixteen miles below the town of Juwein. Accordii^

to tradition they wore planted in the “ days of Naushirwan.” The cypress

is a slow-growing tree—and for these to have attained their present size they

must have been planted certainly not later than that period (some 1,500 years

almost ago); and very probably at a much earlier date. Turning again to

the life and teachings of Zoroaster, we see that a peculiar significance was

attached to this species of the vegetable kingdom. There is, for instance, the

legend regarding the planting of the'cypress tree of Kishmar. This tree is

said to have been planted by Zoroaster himself to commemorate the fact and

its importance of the conversion of King 'Vishtaapa, by his teaching. The

evergreen foliage and sturdy vitality of the cypress was probaUy intended to
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be symbolical of the endarance and increase of this form of belief, as well as

a fitting memorial for all time of the especial event it; was intended to mark.
This tree existed till 'very nearly, the ninth century of our era. Kishmar
is situated in KKurasean, and the famous tree was cut down in A.D. 846 (232

A.H.) by the command of Mutawakkal, tenth Caliph of the family of

Abbas. By that time.probably the ancient tree had assumed a sacred aspect,

and probably its destruction bad a great deal to do with a desire to bring

the people of the country into closer communion with Islam.*

A giant specimen of cypress was found by Colond P. M. Sykes in 1899 at (yi«e« tm> at

the village of Sangun, intheSarhad district of Eastern Persia. “ Xo onr

surprise we saw in this remote hamlet perhaps one of the largest cypresses

in the world. Its girth at about 6 feet from the ground was 26 feet,

and just above huge limbs like those of an oak branched off. From a
distance it resembled a big Plane tree except for its colour, and it was quite

worth a long journey to inspect it.”

The cypresses of Darg in Seistan were carefully measured by me. I also Moiwienifutof

at first mistook them for Plane trees, but the dull and dark green colour of the

foliage assured me of a mistake long before I reached them. The taller of

the two trees is not a perfect specimen. Its crown has been broken off

;

nevertheless it was found to be 84 feet in height. At a height of six feet

above the ground its girth was found to be 17 feet. It was in good leaf.

From the roots of this tree another had sprung up which does not attain to

quite half of the stature of the parent tree. At six feet above ground the

sapling gave a measurement of 12 feet. About two hundred yards to the

east stands the butt end of a much larger specimen. This imperfect tree

at 6 feet above ground measured about 23 feet in girth, and its height is

only 26 feet. It is a much older tree than the others. The latter stand on

the banks of an old irrigation channel and as their roots conform to the spoil

banks and bed of the latter the channel must have endured for innhmerable

centuries and the tree must have been originally planted where it now stands.

The villagers of Darg told me that this variety of cypress may be propa-

gated by means of cuttings, and if so it is by no means impossible that both

the cypresses of Darg in Seistan and of Sangun in Sarhad may have been in

this way propagated from the famous tree of Kishmar, and may have both

been planted to commemorate some event of importance in Sarhad and in

1 For A Yory intmiting notioo by GenoiAl Honlovin-Soliiiidlor on the Cypren of ZoroAtter, tee
Jour. R. As. Soo. for JanuAry 1909. KMhmar or KiohmAr is sakI to Iiaya bem n^r Tunihb. Ae-
oording to the kgend this tras was 1,400 ysAii old wlte i% was ovt down by tho Csliph's order and car-

ried to Slmarri (north of Baghdad) to be used in the oonstnietionof the J*AfAriyA paLioo. When the
tree rsaohed the station which is one day^s march from Slmarri the Caliph was murdered 1^ his son—
9th December, 861 A.D. This files tht date of legend ; but there is nothing in the early Arab chronic

dee to corroborate the story of the tree.

The omission of all alliieion to the tree casia a doubt on the legend, but is not mcessnrily fatal to

it.—G, P. T.

2 Y
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Seistan, connected with the ^read oi the doctrines of Zoroaster. A smaller

and less perfect cypress ezistt. in Beistan to the west of the Pariuni which;

I was told was once a catting from the trees of DATg. l^ese trees arc'

undoabtedlj regarded with respect if not veneration bythe. Seistanis who

also hold the kora-gas variety of the tamarisk family in a rimilar light.

A grove of these trees exist round a shrine (now of a Muhammadan Saint).

-They a|e both numerous and of large size. It is said that when any calamity

IS about to befall the countiy , one of these trees always falls, and the country

folk bring'offerings to the ^hrine in order to avert or minimise the threatened

disasters. The shrine and grove is situated in the Kala-i-Kah district.

In the next chapter those Zoroastrian remains will be dealt with, which

camiot be assigned tc a period anterior to the spread of Islam.



CHAPTER V.

ZoroaHrian remains of probably more recent date.

The remains of Dakhmas, or towers of silence^ are so numerous and inTowenoftikno^
some cases the remains are in such preservation as to clearly indicate their

original purpose—^that it seems quite probable that the religion of Zoroaster

lingered in Seistan for many centuries after the conquest of the country by
the Arabs and the promulgation of the doctrines of Muhammad. This was
a condition of afEairs that we know to have existed in parts of Persia not
remote from Seistan. The Khariji sectarians embittered by their quarrel

with the orthodox parfy in Islam, regarded the infidel Turk or Indian as less

of an enemy than the orthodox community of their countrymen. The
great schisms first of the Aliide sect which developed later into the Ismailian

heresy took its rise in the eastern parts of the empire of the Caliphs, and
were probably due to the imperfect conversion of the people of that terri-

tory. The extinction of the religion of Zoroaster was probably synchronous

with the extermination of the Kharijite sectaries in Seistan, and Khurassan

generally. It follows therefore that the existing remains such as those of

towers of silence, of fire temples, by no means belong to a period prior to

the promulgation of Islam. The fact of any traces existing at this time

raises a presumption in favour of their comparatively recent date of aban-

donment.

The Seistanis call the ruins of towers of silences akhurs or mangers Roptam legenda

and assign them to the period of Rustam, for the use of whose fabulous charger

they are believed to have been constructed. In Khurassan circular mangers to whih they weie

are built—about 2 feet or SO inches in diameter—in which is placed the
^“™***‘

feed of chopped straw for the use of horses, camels and cattle. The remains

of the Dakhmas consist of the ruined inner or outer walls, which are circular.

Hence the application of the term akhur. Wherever the people say that one
of the mangers of Rustam’s charger exists, there it is quite legitimate to sup-

pose that a ruined Dakhma is to be found. These remains are most common
in the tract on the left bank of the Helmand River. One notable example
stood in 1906 on a mound by the side of the track that led from the Mission

Gamp to the capital Nasratabad. These ancient buildings are generally met
with occupying such commanding sites. This is in agreement with the modem
practice of the Paisees of India, whenever such sites are available. One of

these mins crowned a conspicuous height near the village of Eala-i-Nau. It

was broken into and explored by the villagers, and out of the ddbris a much
decayed bone was found which was pronounced to be a finger bone of a human
beiiig, thus the origin of these mins was established beyond doubt. Owing to
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their situation some of these ruins have been utilized in still more recent times

as watch towers, on which beacon fires were lit in order to signal the approach

of an enemy. One of these crowned the height immediately above the village

of Kala-i-Nau. The story runs that when this method of disposing of the

dead was discontinued, the people filled up the iimer annulci of the

Dakhmas with earth, and the building if not used as already has been men-

tioned, was allowed to fall into ruin. In many instances the ground in the

vicinity of a ruiired tower of silence has been in use as a cemetery where the

dead are laid to rest in conformity with the tenets of Islam,

About 8 miles to the east of the ruins of Chapu a very prominent promon-

tory of the plateau is crowned with a tower, named Buij-l-Lar—the road

tower. It commands an extensive view of the valley of the Ehash River and

was used to light a beacon fire in the troublous times, when this was the route

by which Afghan or other invaders were in the habit of entering Seistan.

This tower was originally a Dakhma, and used, when Post-i-Gau and Chapu

were inhabited, by those who followed the religion of thdr ancestors.

These ruins are most numerous in the vicinity of the monndthat marks

the site of the ancient city of Ram Shahristan, the oldest of the cities of Seistan

of which any knowledge survives. This city was inhabited long before the

time of Muhammad, and it is not surprising therefore that such mins should

be met with near the ancient site. Ram Shahristan was a populous city, and

the dead in those days were exposed in the Dakhmas, which must have been

numerous in consequence—and at a distance from human abodes. When
R&m Sh&hristan was destroyed and abandoned, the towers of silence must

have been used by the rural population until the use of these structures was

discontinued in later times.

In this area also was pointed out the remains of a building of very ancient

datOT-and now almost formless, which is believed to have been a Pyreeum.

It goes by the name of Atish Kadah—the fire temjde. This is the only trace

of such an institution met with in Seistan, though the emstmee of cele-

brated Pyreea at Earku Shah and Trakun is still known to thepeo|de. Here,

however, the buildings have disappeared. The min named Atish Kadah is at

the northern end of a block of Dasht about a mile or a little more to the west

of the modem village of Kimmak, inside the flood limits of the Rud-i-

Seistan canal, and it is generally surrounded wii^ and swumpy
ground. This buililing was constmeted either of unbaked bride or of pied

—no baked bricks were found in it. A largo hall or room oripnally covered

with a domed roof can still be recognised. These remains shmild not be

ooidounded wi^ the domed buildings which crown the southern extremity

of the island. These are of quite a recent date. They arc mansolea, and

in one of them is buried the Hahroi Sardw, Alam Khan. Although there
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is nothing to show that the ruins named Atish Kada are actually those of

a fire temple, yet all the local traditions agree on this point. The remains

are certainly very old—in appearance almost as old as the few ruins on the

mound of Bam Shahristan.

Ziocal information was also forthcoming to the effect that the Atish Tbennit.u division

Kada also marks the site of a place called Rashak, which, like so many place*

names, is the designation of a small district. This information was volunteered

by the inhabitants of a modern hamlet, ntuated in the old Mahal or sub-

division, which it is said, at the time of the conquest of Beistan by Timur,

was named Gulistan, or the Bose Gardens. This name is not in use now

—

and it is no longer applicable to the locality.

In the following chapters an attempt will be made to identify the sites of

the earlier capitats of Seistan, and of the places mentioned by the authors

A1 Istakhri and Ibn-i-Rusteh, for the accounts of these writers contain all that

can be discovered in the way of hints, rather than actual information

regarding Seistan in the dth and 10th centuries of our era.



CHAPTEa vr.

Ram Shdhristdn.

Deicription of R&m
Sh&hrittiiu

DiBtanoe from Nad
AU.

Description of the
*

site.

Although Bina-i-Kai was the chief city of Seistan over 1,000 years ago,

there was another still more ancient, which had been the seat of government

before that later capital came into existence. The site of this is still well

known, and the name attaching to it^ Ram Shahristan, is the same as that

contained in the authors alluded to. Like other places in >Seistan the name

exists, with nothing worthy of remark in the way of ruins to mark the posi-

tion of the site.

The position of this more ancient city is about 12 miles in direct distance

from Nad Ali, in a south-westerly direction, and some 6 miles in,a north-west-

erly direction from the hamlet of Khwabgah.

Just short of the most northerly point of the plateau which overlooks the

delta, there is an outlying fragment of dasht separated from the rest of the

plateau by a narrow strip of alluvial soil some 200 or 300 yards wide. This

detached bluff is about ^ mile long and about 200 yards in width, and is sur-

rounded on all sides by heavy deposits of alluvial soil. The strike of the island

of dasht is towards the north-west and at its southern end is a great mound

which rises about 100 feet above the plain. An ancient fosse or ditch sepa-

rates the southern end from the rest, and this isolated position was evidently

either a fortified palace or the keep of the citadel which at one time undoubt-

edly crowned the plateau. At present a few graves and a Baluch Ziarat oc-

cupy the centre of the mound, and at the north end overlooking the alluvial

plain there stands the remains of a wind mill of comparatively recent date.

The summit of the mound is covered with very little debris, as the bricks, burnt

though they had been, have crumbled away to a reddish dust. There is a

great quantity of ordinary red pottery ; all in very small fragments. The

southern mound or keep is a mass of shapeless ruins, in such an advanced

stage of decay as to be quite undistinguishable from the natural surface of the

mound itself. The ddbris of unbaked brick is streaked with the red dust of

decayed burnt brick, and only a few pieces of vitrified brick, too hard to be

dissolved, are to be found imbedded in the mass of clay or in the ravines and

fissures cut by the action of the weather, which are full of broken pottery.

None of the pieces show any ugns of having been glazed.

Battlements and towers haye long since lost all shape and distinction, but

along the western edge of the mound it is possible to trace some resemblance

to the outline of defensive works. The latter is much too broken to be easily

recognised on the spot, but from the plateau to the west the detached frag-

ments, divided by deep fissures and gaps, are grouped and a general effect

is obtained of the ancient fortifications. In a small patch of cultivation
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to the eMt a moimd Mme 20 yards in length m vinble, and to the west

about a mile away there is a worn and decaying enclosure just visible, in

spite of- the silt which has concealed everything, and drifts of sand which

have hidden all that the silt could not cover up. This is all that remains of

R&m l^ilhrist&U, except the name, by which it is still well known,'

^e popular account of the desertion ofR&m Shahristan is that an ancient TrMiitionu to the

dam on the Helmand gave way ^d the river broke in upion the town flooding

it out, and causing the inhabitants to'fty for their lives. They founded another

city, and 2ahidSn (being the nearest ati^ most obvious group of ruins) is said

to base bemt built by the fugitives.

.

A1 Istakhri'S account of R&m.Shahrisjt&n has been translated by Sir H. iiitaUiri*«Meoiint

Rawlinson ; it is to this effect : “ ^t is said that the ancient capital of the

Province, in the time of the Ist Persian D3ma8ty, was on the high road from

Sejestan to Kirman, as you go to Darek, opposite to Rasak, at the disCanco

of three stages from Zaranj, its fCundations and many oi its buildings remain*
'

ing to the present day. The name of the city was Ram Shihristan, and the

canal of Sejeetan flowed to it owing to the bursting of.the dyke in the Hel*

mand, the whia of this canal was lowered and cut off from it $ so that its pros*

perity diminished and the inhabitants removed from’ it and built Zaranj.”

The'* canal of Sejestan”—^the Rud*iJ9ei8tan of the present day—still ^
passes dose to the ancient'site, and all the details given by the Istakhri agree

with the position assif^ed by the people of the country to their most ancient

capital city, excepting the di8tance-‘-tbree stages. If the position given by

local tradition to the ancient site of Rishak is coirect, it places the identifica*

tion of Rani Shahrist&n beyond a doubt. The great ihound of the latter may

very correctly be said to lie opposite to RMhak. Biit, not even with the most

liberal aUoWance for detours can the 12. niiles oi direct distance be increased

beyond fifteen. That .section of the great Trsde Route from the Persian Gulf

ports to Herat which liep in Seistan has been dearly identified, and Rasa?*:

or Radiak lies on it. The crossing of the ** canal of Sejestan ” mentioned

in the foregoing account was at that time probably not far from Rashak.

The name Darek, however, no -trace can be discovered in the country.

The tradw route alluded to passed to the east of the modern fort of Ancient tiwie route

Sehkoha, leaving the latter some miles to the west. Where this track crosses
^

the dasht that sepimtes the northern from the southern delta, it was marked

by asuocession ol low |nllam ctmstructed with bakedbrick, and lime was prob*

eUy also used to render them aniable. These lullars were placed by the side

•I tile road, a certain number ctmsecutively on the left and no doubt a corre*

sponding fwqoenoe bn tiie right of the track. Hie pillars have dissolved, but

the.red Ixick dust into sHdeh their materials have been reduced has stained

the ground, where tiwy ttood, a dull omnge colour which is indellible. In

some oi these i^ts tiny fragBente ol lime mortarcan also be discovered.

2 »
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This portion of the ancient trade route is still the direct road from the

eastern districts of the present delta towards the south. It is also, as far as

Bam, the road to Kirman. The town of Darek must therefore have been situ-

ated on that trade route. It could not have occupied the site of modem
Sehkoha. The trade route passes through the tract of country where the

modem manor house of Machi and the equally recent fort of Hauzd&r are to

be found, both haying lain empty and deserted only for the last 100 years or so.

South of Hauzdir fort there is a mound some 15 or 20 feet high and about

300 feet in diameter, and apparently not artificial, on the northern toe of which

there stands an akhur or manger of Rustam’s charger. To the north of this

between it and Hauzdir is a fairly ancient rain called the Pi’Kash-i-Rustam.

Tradition assigns this as having been the peg to which the heel ropes of

Rustam’s charger used to be fastened. The akhur is the shell of an old tower

of silence, and the existence of such a ruin, with the Rustam legend attached

to it, marks the locality as having been the site of a settlement in days long

past. This locality is over 50 miles 'from the ruins of Bina-i-Kai, which

would make it three stages from Zarang, if that distance was intended to

refer to Darek instead of to Rashak (or Ran Shahristan).

Sir H. Rawlinson was disposed to find the position of this more ancient

capital in the ruins of Ramrod. This place is modem though it probably

occupies an ancient site. Nowhere in the vicinity of Rimrod is there any

trace of a large city or even a town ever having existed, nor is there any legend

to this effect. The present fort at this place was a very small affair—more-

over it is situated almost at the Muthem end of the Seistan basin and there

are no signs of any towns of considerable size between it and the Shela.

Modern Ranuod.was deserted owing to the failure of Malik Bahram

Khan’s ca^ which has been described in its appropriate place. Such a

catastrophe would also have caused a city in its position to be deserted at

any time previously. The bifurcation of the Rud-i-Biyaban from the present

Helmand is some 60 miles to the east, and a change taking place here would

render all the country to the west uninhabitable. In this respect alone does

the site of Ramrod appear to fulfil the conditions of the description of Ram
Shahristan given by A1 IstakhrL Ramrod is also 75 miles approximately

from Bina-i-Kai.' The tradition that Ram Shahristan had been rendered

1 Sevaotjr STe mib* h too great • diatMMo to be regarded ac rep>eee*ti'g three etagea. It wae the

general praotiee in the east and it ttill the eoninoB ueage. to acake the first stage fron a large town or

city a TWy dhart one. Traeellers vsudly in such a ease eaap just outside the town for theyi^t, and

then make their ordinary day’s stage from thwe. TeelTe miles would not be too short a distance for

traders to traeerse in such marehes Utron(^ a cultivated, irrigated and populous distiiot. At any rate

it is impossible to ignore t^ existence of the nanw of the ancient capital, and the general consensue

of local opiniOB,' simply on tiie grounds of the short distance which separatee the ruins at Nfid AK from

those ofMm Silhristla, especially whra other conditions agree with A1 IstakhrTs dssoription. A
v«y great deal of the btformationcoUeeted by that writer and Ibn-i-Rnsteh must have been hearsay:

Uiero is also very little dUferenoe' between the Arabic numctals 2 and S—and a bad or moypio eopyisl

couli origiMte an smr that would easi|ybe perpetrated. Turn slagss from ZaranJ to Kasek would

exactly a|pee wMh actual conditions.
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uninhabitable by floods also appears to be more probable than that the water

supply was cut off. It would in this case have b^^ easier to restore or rebuild

the dam rather than to found a new capital. Floods have always been the

danger to which sites, ancient and modern* in the delta of Seistan have been

liable.
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CHAPTER VII.

Bina-i-Kai~-the eity of Kai Khturau.

Before dealiug with the remains that mark the ate of this ancient citv

built after that Rom Shohristan had been destroyed, it will be necessary to

revert to the itinerary of Ibn Rusteh and A1 Istakhii oncemore, using for the

purpose of course the translations mode by that eminent scholar—^the late

Sir Henry Rawlinson. We ore only concerned now with that section of

the itinerary from Juwein to Zoronj. The names of the stages differ. Ibn

Rusteh gives them os follows—Kuiing or Kuiinj , Hisonik, Zaionj. According

to A1 Istakhri, the halting places were—Basher (Peshaworoh) ; Korkuyeh

;

Zaranj. The place-name Hisonik of Ibn Rusteh and the SQsun of Belad-

heriis account of the invasion of Seistan by Rabi must be variants of the

same name. According to the route of the invaders given by this writer it

' ay S miles from Karkuyieh, also mentioned by him. As the Arabs were ad<

vancing towards the north, Hisun or Hisanik must have been situated either

north or north-west of karkuyieh, and the ancient moimds in the locality

now known as Takht-i-Shah,or those further to the east towards Gnud-i-Gaz,

now crowned by pillars of the boundary between Persia and Afghanistan,

probably mark the position of the ancient sub-division of Hisun. Ibn Rusteh’s

route therefore lay to the east of that perpetuated by A1 Istakhri, and prob-

ably it was an alternative route, which avoided the Helmand of that period

and led to' Zaranj without the necessity of crossing the channel of the river.

The latter especially mentions the fact that between Basher and Karkuyieh

the residue of the water of the Helmand was crossed by a bridge which can be no

other' than the ancient bridge of two arches which was discovered in the jungle

of the Mian Kangi and which is now called Takht-i-Pul, to the north of the

Korku Shah mound. The distance between this ancient site and the ruins at

Ali, according. to Istakhri, was 3 forsangs or about 12 miles which

agrees very well with the actual distance in a straight line from one site to

another, at the present time.

Ibn Rusteh hoVcver has recorded the fact that in order to get from Kur-

ung to Hisanik, if there was water 6n the rood (*.e., if that port of the H&mun
was full), it was necessary to take boats (tutin or raft) to traverse the four

farsakhs (16 miles). But if the traveller was notminded to make the tranship-

nent of his property, or goods in the case of a merchant, it was posuble to

avoid doing so by following an alternative route colled the desert route, to the

left He states (to quote ffir' Henry Rai^linson’s translation)—*^ Tou need

vot cross anysfiver tfr water at all except the river of Miahk : for you leave the

Serat (Straits or Homun)- uid the Hindmend to the right-hand and at a



t iiMotml Hlth* Mmr'>ii ol itm Murvrr of j'uilm CivI. iiU i IHi<
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{^nt below wbeie you would come out below Hisanik, but two fanakhe

before reaching the cafutal you cross the Hindmend and another river called

the Wadi Abras and so on to Sejestan.” This route can be clearly traced at

the present time,, for the site of the'town and small district of Nishk has been

identified, and the name is still in existence. IVom Juwein the alternative

route followed the toe of the dasht, passing by the mound called Takht-i*

Rustam, at the head of the Hamun>i-Puzah, by the ruins of Khwajah Siah*

posh and Pdst-i-Gau to Chakansur and so on to Nad Ali.

Nishk is a small district on the right bank of the Khssh Rud and the Nishk and the Sena

“ river of Nishk “ mentioned by the author quoted must be the Khash Rud. Ab^^^baWy a

At the present day there is the swampy tract between Meno and Nad Ali,

filled by the spill water of the Jaroki canal which occupies the position of the

Helmand in. 1830 to 1839. The channel of the Helmand mentioned by Ibn

Rusteh must therefore have been the Sena Rud channel mentioned by Bela>

dheri as having been crossed first of aU by ’Obad bin Ziyad when that leader

marched by Kish (Khisht or Eisht to the east of Khash) on his way to conquer

Kandahar. The Wadi Abras was in all likelihood a great canal that irri*

gated the country to the north of Kala-i-Kang—fmnt traces of the spoil

banks of which were found by me further to the north of this modern fort.

The writers A1 Istakhri and Ibn Rusteh appear to have recorded informa* period of Al

tion obtained at two periods of time : the latter is the earlier author who lived

at the end of the 9th and the early part of the 10th century—^his work is sup-

posed to have been compiled about 903,^A.D. ;
while Al Istakhri wrote his

account in about- 951. * The route given'!'by the former from Kurung to

Hisanik and thence to the capital of Seistan was used probably before the

construction of the bridge mentioned by the later author, which must have

caused the earlier route to have been abandoned. Once the bridge wan

available the crossing of the tail of the Helmand river was obviated—and

the crossing must have been notoriously difficult for the bridge to have

been considered necessary.

The information that it has been possible to collect from independent informatton point*

sources with reference to the site of Zaranj. the capital city of Seistan in the

10th century of our era, as far as it goes, confirms the local tradition that

the ruins which exist at Nad Ali are those of the great city founded by

Kai Khasrau, when Ram Shahristan had to be abandoned—^known to the

Arabs as Zaranj.

It will be as well at this stage to describe the ruins as we foinud them to
MM ^ ruiu§ oft

exist in 1903. The greater part of the ruins have neen destroyed and enaoed

by the action of water and the silt deposited when the Helmand forced its

way through the ruins. What is undoubtedly the vestiges of the inner town

I The leads of the iCMteni Cil^ete—tivj Leetnunigen
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is all that is left. Encircled by the remains of masaiye walls which form a

continuous line of mounds—showing here add there a fragment of the wall

still erect—^there is a formless mass of debris composed of broken pottery and

baked brick, with the exception of the ruins of a minaret. Thepro^ting

walls and heaps of ruins have formed an island beyond the reach of all floods

the recurrence of which can be recognised by the deposit- of rich alluvial soil

above which rise the vestiges of the walls that protected the inner city.

Ruinte^loiMjorXhe ruins of the latter are in a fair way of disappearing altogether. They

bfiaitpetre.
^ form a quarry which is freely exploited for baked bricks by all who need

materials for building. A contractor who has obtained the monopoly of the

manufacture of gunpowder in the Chakansur district is helping the process

of destruction as his workmen delve in the mounds of the walls and piles oi

debris searching for saltpetre which abounds in such localities and which is

extracted largely from the ruins of Nad Ali.

Walk of the inner The trace of the walls can however be followed with ease. The trace is

twc^***“'*^ irregular as will be seen from a reference to the plan. A group of modem
dwellings, and a garden laid out by one Rustam Khan, occupy the south-east

angle of the defences, and here it is said that, when the ground was being

cleared for building, the foundations of other remains—identified as those of a

lladrassah or College—were laid bare.

like gTMt eiud^ Separated from the remains of the inner city by ajnoat (now silted up to a

great extent) about 100 feet wide, there rises a huge mound some 90 feet above

the imier city. ground level. This is the site of the ancient citadel, and on its southern slope

it is possible to recognise the vestiges of massive fortifications, espedally one

circular - bastion which overlooks the angle formed by the moat towards the

south-west. The silt that filled the latter now reaches up to the foot of the

mound and the moat cannot be traced on the sides away from the rains of

the inner city. The sides of the mound are strewn with bricks, and of these

Ali Khan, the Sanjarani, built the modem fort that occupies the summit

which is now held by a garrison of A^han regular troops as an outpost. This'

post is called Nad Ali and has given a name to the andent site.

T1i« Surhdik aod
Sftfedik mounds
stNfld Ali

To the north-east of the inner dty there are two lofty mounds, the re-

mains of great piles of buildings, the summits of which are over 90 feet in

height above the level- of the plain of alluvium on which they stand. The

northern one of these mounds is comprised of the debris of bufidings con-

structed either altogether, or very largely of baked brick. This gives a russet

colour to the slopes owing to which it is called the “ Red hill ’* (Surhdik).

;
About half mile to the south of tiiis is an equally loffy mound, but the build-

ings, of the remains of whidi it is formed, wSM constructed with either un-

baked bnck or
'*
pis£," owing to which the mound is dl a pale gfejr .colour.

Fortius reason it is called the white lull ” (Safedik). These great mounds
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dooiiiwte evuy other feature in the landscape and are visible for a very long

distance in every direction where there is no tamarisk jungle to obstruct the

view. And the buildings of which they are the remains must have been

huge piles of masonry and pisi work—either fortresses or well fortified palaces.

Safedik is fully a mile from the central or inner city, and Surhdik is three* storr of NUir

fifths of a mile distant. These distances quite disprove the Baluch tradition ^boUa!
that these mounds were ridsed by Ntidir Shah upon which to plant his batter*

ies when he captured and destroyed Nad AIL None of Nadir’s guns could

have hadsuch an effective range. The mounds are called Dam Damah, because

they are attributed to Nfidir Shah, the last great conqueror who arose in

Asia before the influence of Europe extended into that continent and ren-

dered for ever a similar occurrence impossible.^

The space betweenthese moundsand the inner city isnow covered with an

alluvial deposit which is at times even now renewed in every year of high

river. But through- this covering of silt remains of buildings, too large to be

completely buried, here and there make their appearance as tumuli of bricks,

with perhaps a small fragment of wall that has been able to resist the action

of water and the more insidious ravages of damp.

To the north and east of Surhdik there is a long and low mound of white ^MadraM at

clay, the undoubted remains of the outer wall, about 400 yards in advance of

that hill. At the northern end of this low ridge there is the undoubted site

of a gateway, which was certainly the north gate of the outer city. About

half mile of water*worn and saline soil separates the two mounds, and at the

foot of Safedik facing the ” Red hill ” there are the remains of a Madrassa

( college), or Courtihouse. The ends of the building face the north*west and

south*ea8t, and in each end there was a gateway. The centre was an open

quadrangle, around which on either side there ran a colonnade which doubt*

less supported an upper row of cells. On either side of the 80uth*east entrance

is a group of ruined apartments, on an upp«r and lower story, which extend

over the gateway or entrance arch. The method of building is very well

illustrated in these remains. The foundations, and for 3 or 4 febt' above

ground the walls also, were built of baked brick, the superstructure being con*

structed of sundried brick. Tempered clay was used in place of mortar.

To the north*west of the inner city there ore several low mounds of

and on one of these about a mile and*a*half distance from the ruins there

stands a ruinous but very modem tower known as the '* horse’s tower
”

(Burj.*i*A8p), because it is said to have been the stable in which Rustam’s

charger had been stalled. This particular mound is higher than others in

its vicinity. Beyond the ruiqed wtils the ground for upwards of a mile

NetdbwtoMjr thstNidiriMTarbMioeeMiaatolMAg* « MVton Nad AH vUohwaaiaraioa

whe hapa^edthwaighHatatan fl P.T.
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around shows everywhere traces of old buildings, the larger of which have

formed low mounds composed of baked brick and debris. To the west of the

principal ruins the land has been cultivated for several years, and for this

reason the mounds are not as numerous as they are to the east of the ruins.

Extnit of the u- There is, however, evidence to show that the outer city must have extended
cwnt city of Bin*-

the north as far as Deh Gul Muhammad. Thence to Burj-i-As, and

in a southerly direction towards J&n Muhammad, the Tapa-i-Mari, Deh

Khoja and Alam Khan, and towards the eastup to the mound which represents

the north-east face of the wall of the outer city. There are men still alive

who have seen the ruins of Nad Ali when they were half covered with drifts

of sand, extending for great distances on all sides. The inroads of the Uelraand

and the effects of damp have been, however, too powerful to be resisted, and

to such potent influences the time-worn remains of the ancient city have at

last succumbed. In the drought of 1902, when the Helmand remained dry

for some time, it is said that the foundations of buildings constructed with

baked bricks were laid bare in the channel near Burj-i- As, and even when the

channel re-£lled remains of walls and baked bricks haVe been seen projecting

from the banks.

To the north a succession of low mounds extend for fully two miles and

are at last concealed by sand dunes. These mouuCs are probably the sites of

an old suburb.

Kains iniido th« Within the city is a chaotic jumble of bricks, potsherds and other debris,

spread over the ground and piled in high mounds. But within the walls of

the inner city the remains are all of buildings (carefully constructed with

burnt brick) closely packed. No remains of buildings of sundried brick

or
“

pis4 ” ruins are to be found within this city. The walls were, however,

composed of these materials, merely the lower courses having been built

with baked brick.

Dem-ripiioti of
,

the The only ruin inside the walls of any importance is the minaret, a mere

Wit Hhk"! uulAur! fragment about 26 or 30 feet in height. It is surrounded by piles of fidlen

bricks. Octagonal in plan, e^h side, above the piles of debris, meadures 10

feet. About 26 feet ajiove the present ground level there are. traces of a bal-

cony having projected beyond the sides. Great baked bricks caarved and fixed

in the walls as brackets still retain their positions in places, and above tbi«

the upper part of the minaret evidently rose in a plain shaft much less in dia-

meter than that portion below the balcony. In the middle of each face there

is a semi-circular pilaster or buttress which was carried up to the biJeony.

The latter u'us reached by a flight of spiral steps which closed the Centre of

the shaft, the first turn of the spiral above ground forming a vaulted

chamber.

The following description of this minaret is taken from the record of Sir

F. Qoldsmidt’s Mission of 1872. It wiU be interesting to refer to, as it shows
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clearly the nature of the building to which the minaret belonged, and the Sir f. aoUKniiiiV

progreas of deiapidation that has gone on since then. “ The most interesting

min still standing is that of a very massive brick-built octagonal shaped

tower, with excellent mortar, situated at the south-west comer of the town

walls, in the neighbourhood of which are the remains of a reservoir with enor-

mous bricks and a very spacious gateway. This tower has a spiral vaulted

staircase of 40 steps, about four feet broad, by which we ascended to the top.

It was probably designed for the Muersin, and has two rooms inside it.

Between this minaret and the Safedik mound and Surhdik the members of

that Mission described the mins as a vast extent of ground from which crop

up solid brick foundations of tenements, or on which are strewed detached

baked bricks of large sise and broken specimens of painted tiles and earthen-

ware of past generations.”

The minaret stood at the north-east corner of a quadrangle, around which

there were or chambers. The centre of the court is now a hollow silted

up, and the remains of walls and piles of bricks which surround it form a bank

some 8 or 10 feet high. Immediately to the north of the minaret there are

highmounds of brick d6bris. The massivegatewayand reservoircan no longer

be traced.

The fragments of pottery are of the most varied description. Among pottonr BtKnn

the ordinary kinds of -glased earthenware are to be found pieces ©f"’"*™**-

coarse porcelain and earthenware covered with a white glase and bearing a

floral or scroll design in blue of not a bad colour. Ordinary red earthenware

is most abundant, and among those fragments of finer porcelain are to be

found covered with a smooth, hard and pale olive coloured glase, underneath

which is a white vitreous biscuit.

There was also a story told of a great well, the shaft of which was lined

with baked brick, somewhere among the rains, which, it was said, is full of

hnfn»n bones. The position of this well could not be discovered.

In Sir H. Rawlinson’s most valuable memoir on Seistan there is a list of

the gates of Zaranj taken from the writings of A1 Istakhri, whose descriptions zurjij.

have been copied by later authors. The inner city possessed five gates:

the outer “ thirteen entrances. The names of the latter commencing from the

south, and circling round by the east to the north were as follows (1) Mina

;

<2) J^an ; (3) Ssak (?) ; (4) Sarak ; (6) Shuib ; (6) Nub Kih (?) ; (7) Alkam

;

(8) Bishk, (9) Karkuyieh; (10) Istris; (11) Ghanjerah; (12) Nustan; (13)

Rudgeran.” Also in another place t.hat '* the south-eastern gate of Zaranj

leading to the gram district was called the Bab-et-Te*am.” This was perhaps

idmitical with the gate called Shuib, the latter is almost the very word now

used in Smstan todenotethe southern* or tower part of the inhabited country.

1 ahea4<M*raiMdteaaaeletto«MUi. s«:. 8hab-i-Ab-MSHioi*riWr or mmL BriKnppw

a wsd hr tte torth Ek?a-i-Afc—auiUi of • river or couol llw metd Paabt k •'»> end hr tho

Mftli of tibo kail or -O. P. f,

3a
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Identifiofttion of
the g&tewayii and
other build ngi
mentioned by A1
litaUiri.

According to the same authority, ** the great buildings in the city were (1)

the great Mosque at the southern or Fars gate of the inner town
; (2) the

Court-house in the outer town between the Te*am and the Pars gates; (3)

the prison in the inner town near the Mosque
; (4) another Court-house at the

back of the Mosque near the prison
; (6) between the Te’am and the Pars

gates, the palaces of Yakub and of Amru, sons of Leis ; and (<S) inside the city

between the Karkuyieh and the Kishk gates, the celebrate citadel called the

Ark in which was the treasury luilt by Amru, son of Leis.” Besides a de-

scription of the bazaars, mosques, hospitals, markets, interior canals and re-

servoirs, etc., the shapeless gaps which now exist in the ruins of the walls

that once enclosed the inner town to the south and south-west of the ruined

minaret, are probably the positions of the old gateways of Te^am and Fars.

There seems not to be room for doubt, but that the great mounds of Surhdik

and Safedik are the ruins of the Palaces of Yakub and Amru, sons of Leis.

There is some confusion, however, between the capital of Seistan and the

town which was the birthplace of the sons of the coppersmith. The statement

that at this place there was to be seen the site of the manger of Rustam’s

charger probably referred to the capital, where still the people of the country

point to Burj-i-As as the site of the manger of the celebrated Rakhsh, the

charger which so often bore his master to victory, and which the genius of

Firdusi has rendered as famous in story as the steed of Alexander the Great

has been in subsequent ages.

That the palace of one of the sons of Leis should have been built of sun-

dried brick or even of pis4 is not at all -surprising. The Seistanis have always

been celebrated for the way in which thev handled these materials. At the

present time there are biiildinfirs not much more than 200 years old which con-

tain handsome domed apartments 25 feet square and well built even though
they date from a period of decadence.



CHAPTER VIII.

IdetUifiefAton of <4her ancient remain* and eke* mentioned «n the itinerarie* of

Ihn Ruateh and Al luakhri.

For this purpose it is again necessary to refer to the two itineraries trans-

lated and quoted by Sir H. Rawlinson. One is the route from Herat to Zaranj

taken front the Istakhri, which has already been referred to with respect to

the positions of Kuring and Basher. The second itinerary describes the route

from Zaranj to Kala-i-Bist by way of Khash.

In the first it is stated that having passed Basher (Peshawaran) the travel- DMoriptiM ei <h«

ler will pass on the way to Kar Euyich by a bridge, the residue of the Hel-

mand water, 4 farsakhs to Kar Kuyieh and 3 farsakhs to Zaranj.” That

bridge still exists. It is known as Takht-i-Pul. It stands in its delapidated

present condition on an alluvial plain surrounded by a fairly thick jungle of

tall tamarisk. The broken roadway is about 8 feetabovethe level ofthe plain.

There are only two brick-built relics of antiquity outside Bina-i-Kai in Seis-

tan that still retain some of their original plan and shape. One is the Mil-i-

Kasamabad, the other is this bridge, and the latter is certainly to all appear-

ance the older structure. It is very massively built, a great deal more

material having been used in its construction than was absolutely necessary

to safely bear the straiiu of traffic. The architect evidently was not sure of

his skill. Labour no doubt was abundant and material as well, and in order

to be perfectly certain of the result he sacrificed appearances.

In addition to the clumsy strength of this bridge it was not countersunk,

and the approach at either end must have been an inclined plane, the ascent

being relieved, perhaps, by the roadway being ramped to meet the slope of

the bridge. There is no trace of baked bricks having been employed for this

purpose.

The bridge has two arches separated by a pier 10 feet in width, the ends Vimair uoitM.

of which project beyond the sides ol the bridge to a length of 6 feet, and both

of the ends of the pier are brought to a point. The waterway of each arch

is 13 feet and the abutments on either bank of the canal perhaps projected

1} to 2 feet. These dimensions make the width of the ancient channel or

riverwhich it must have Spanned about 40 feet. The bricks forming the arches

radiate from a centre as is usual, and the waterways themselves are practically

intact. The bricks forming the roadway above have been tom up and re-

moved, leaving barely anything more than the thickness of the bricks neces-

sary to form the arches.

The width of the roadway must have been fully 22 feet, ailording plenty

of room for laden camels from opposite directions crossing on the bridge.

2 a2
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There was a parapet which was continued down to the ends of the bridge where

they ended in an outward curve; These may possibly have been used to

retain the earthen ramp at either end in its place. Excavations to tiie founds*

tions of the bridge give a height of 18| feet from the floor of the latter to the

crown of the arches above the heaps of debris inside the old waterways.

AocumolMioik of This gives an accumulation of silt or sand to a depth of about 12 feet above

MmmpU^ floor. The depth of water which it spanned must have been not

fied by rd^ed than 8 or 6 feet, and this channel must have been a serious obstacle. The

of afM* per* great trade route through Seistan passed over this bridge. The merchandise

in those remote periods was very costly in comparison with its bulk, and any

accident to a camel which resulted in total destruction or damage to its load

meant perhaps that the profits on the whole venture were at once lost. The

bridge then was an important and valuable public work ; hence the anxious

c-are to make it strong enough. The abutments at either side are hea\y

blocks of masonry. The cement used is the celebrated Saruj, still very exten*

sively used in Persia for all works exposed to the action of water. The process

of preparation at the present day is almost the same as to ingredients and

process as described by Pedro Texeira in the 16th century. In this particular

case, the Takht-i*Pul bridge, the thin layers of Sarflj between the bricks are

as hard as the latter.

Direct ion or orient* The roadway overthe bridge bears 329 degrees, or 3 1 degrees west of north,

weaver Uie*** 1“ direction there arc . a group of mounds, evidently of old buildings,

bridge. around the Ziarat of Shah Ismail about 3 miles beyond the bridge. And as

the general direction of the trade route must have determined the direction

of the roadway over the bridge, the route must have entered the Hamun
area not far from the ancient graveyard close to which the modem hamlet

of Deh Surkh is situated. In the reverse direction, that is, on the bearing of

149 degrees, the sight of the prismatic compass intersected the mound of

Karku, or as it is often called Karku Shah. From this place towards Deh

Surkh there is a low undulation or rise in the ground on which the modem
village of Burj-i- Mir Gul is situated. The trade route followed this rise. From

a few yards to the east of this bridge a system of old canals ran parallel to the

old road or track. They pass to the west of Mir Gul and are still traceable by

their spoil banks, though the latter are very much broken. Along the banks

of these canals there were a very large number of brick kilns and fragments

of walls as well, which are the remains of old buildings.

of Karku Sh&h is the most conspicuous landmark in the district of the Mian
KSrkssuh. Kangi. It is a mound about 30 feet high, above which a splinter of a wall

rises to the height of 26 feet. The lower part of this wall is built of very large

baked bricks, and the part above this (which rises about 6 feet above

ground) was built of either snndried brick or pis^.



Bemains of an ancient building at Earkn Shah

(Part ill to faci- pasa 206 t
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Upon the eummit of the mound is a platform, the lower part of a plinth

of the ancient building of which the wall was a part. The remains of the walls

forming the apartments, built of huge baked bricks, stand on a plinth some
3 or 4 feet in height, the interior of the rooms having been filled up to the Remain,

level of the bricks with the debris of the decayed superstructure. The whole buiwing.

forms the platform, some 80 feet square, lying to the south of the upright

fragment of wall. The plinth is formed entirely of baked bricks, and in order

to make an ornamental design alternate course of bricks have been set up

on edge, the dividing courses being laid in headers and istretchers. The

largest sized bricks were used in the main building alone, the baked

brick largely excavated in its vicinity being of the usual size 6' XI 2".

Judging from the great size of the bricks in the main building, it appears

to have been built at a very early date, and nowhere else have such large

bricks been excavated or seen in the other ruins of Seistan.*

This mound is 760 feet long by 360 feet in width, and it slopes down- Dimonsions and

wards to the ground towards the south-east. Along the north-west foot of

the mound there are still left signs of towers and bastions of “ pis^ ” or sun-

dried brick which were without doubt a part of a fortification which once

encircled the buildings that form the mound.

The whole of the country around Karku Shah has been subjected to the character or ihn

inroads of floods. On every side there are old channels scoured by the water. *'*'*

Dense thickets of tamarisk, some 26 feet high and more, flourish on the alluvial

soil and render it not at all an easy matter to detect the existence of ruins.

Immediately to thenorth ofthe greatmound there are a line of low mounds

which look like the remains of a wall, but which can be traced only for a short

distance. Between them and the former there are several tumuli or mounds

composed of baked bricks, thickly coated with nitre. These are ruins of larger

buildings which havenot been concealed asyetby silt deposits. To the east of

the central mounds there are other ruins, one of which was evidently a noauso-

leum. To the south of the central mound there are the remains of a building

which may have been either a mausoleum or a gatehouse, and on each side

of this there are low water-worn mounds which may perhaps be the remains

of a wall. These ruins are about } mile from the central mound.

Hidden away among the jungle are mounds of brick, white with a coating Bemaim of » tow*

of nitre, the remains of large sized buildings. About 3 miles to the east of

Karku, there is still to be seen the remains of a small out-lying fort, or defensive

post, a place of refuge, or the residence of some person of consequence, and a

outpost of Karku Shah. It is called the Kala Tapa or *' fort mound, ” and it

consists of ^n outer line of defences with a small keep or citadel nearer the

north-west face. The jungle hides many more remains for which there was

not time to make a search.

1 They were 14' and ebovt 4' tblA—iou|^ mcMiinnaat.
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KftrkuSbah iiw-
doubtedly the site

of Karkuyieh. A1

Kasvmi’s aooount

of the Pyr<»um at

this pleoe.

The ancient build-

ng laid bare is pro
bably the temple.

There is no doubt that the mound at Karku (or Kaiku Shah} represents

the citadel of a town, which in olden days was the centre of a thickly populated

little district. The settlement (as seemed to have been the case generally m
Seistan) was no doubt composed of isolated manor houses and cultivators’

homesteads, and at certain localities fortified centrea existed to whiah the in-

habitants could fly for safety on occasions of war and invasion. The vestiges

of the former prosperity of this district are very few, and it will not be long

perhaps before they fade away altogether in this part of Seistan. Karku

seems to have been the furthest place in the direction of the H&mun where

there were permanent habitations. Beyond it, that is to the north and south-

west, there could not have been many settlements containing large buildings,

for of these only two or three mounds*have been found to exist and the lands

in this direction were either cultivated from Karku—the agriculturists living

in temporary dwellings, or they were in the hands of graziers. There can

be no doubt that the ruins in and around Karku (or Karku Shah)^ are those

of Karkuyieh of the Istakhri, where in pre-Islamitic times there existed*, ac-

cording the Mas’udi, the third most ancient of the fire temples of Persia. The

name has come down to us through all the many intervening centuries with-

out suffering any change at all. In Sir Henry Bawlinson’s memoir is .the

following translation from the work of the Kasvini,* a later author than Istak-

hri :
“ Karkuyieh is an ancient city of Seistan where there are two lofty cu-

polas about a mile apart, and each surmounted by a bom which resembles the

horns of a bull. They are reported to belong to the age of Bustam and have

remained from that time to the present as objects of wonder. And beneath

the two cupolas is a fire temple of the Magi, which would seem to show tiiat the

king had built near his dwelling place a temple where he might worship.

The fire of this Pyroeum has never been esftinguished, for the servitors who are

told off to the duty of keeping up the flame, sit down at the distance of 20

cubits from the fire, and covering their mouth and breath, take with silver

tongs bits of tamarisk wood of the size of a span, and when the flame

languishes and threatens to be extinguished, throw them upon the fire stick

after stick ; and this Pyroeum is one of the most celebrated of all the temples

of the Magi.” Further on it is stated that Mas’udi assigned the founda-

tions of the temple to Bahman, son pf Isfandiar, whose warlike exploits in

Seistan are famous in story.

Karku is without doubt the site of that ancient P}rroBum—^perhaps the

pliuth and walls that are laid bare on the summit of the mound may have

1 The wo d Shih is a term of respect applied to holy men much as the.word revvierAl ** isused
hy Koropsiins. There are two ancient sites in Seistan, to the names of which this suffix is attached :

one ii Kirku. and the other ii the ruined and submerged town of Slwari Shih. There is also a Zii-
ral oTcrlooking the sheet of water which ooyers the latter, dedicated to Siwari Shih.

t He is bslieTcd to have compiled or finished his work in 1275 A.D. (The lands of the eastern
Caliphale ; Ouy Les^range).
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themselves supported that temple. The name at any rate is applied exclusive*

ly to the mounds and the ruins on its summit where the fragments of wall as

yet stands. And there is every probability that some lingering tradition

of its having been holy ground at a remote period of the histor}' of Seistan

may have caused the place to be held in respect and spoken of in corresponding

terms. 1

Seistan was the refuge of the Kharijis who settled in the country inThoiifoofit kiiiti

great numbers, and the history of Islam contains frequent references to dis*

turbances in Seistan caused by some fanatical leader of that sect rebelling

against the authority of the religious head of Islam, both with reference to

his spiritual and temporal jurisdiction. The translation made by Sir Henry

Rawlinson from oriental authors contains a strange reference to this sect as

being weavers of cloth. This is a touch of local colour which even at this dis-

tance of time retains its distinctive effect, and it is a point which evidently

struck the persons from whom ancient authors obtained their information. It

is a very striking feature in Seistani villages at the present day where groups of

men may be seen busily engaged in weaving the narrow coarse cloth of the

country. A place is set apart for this, and there, on the leeward side of a

high garden wall, a slight shelter from the sun is constructed under which

there are shallow pits sunk where the weavers take their seats,

the weft of the piece of cloth upon which they work being attached to a peg

some 60 or 80 feet beyond the booths, a cross bar being used to keep the

threads apart. Sometimes parties of as many as a dozen men may be seen

engaged in this work> and a hum of conversation goes on as they ply their

shuttles. After a time the process must become mechanical, and demand

but the smallest amount of attention. The close association of the workers

favours conversation, and it is very easy to imagine how the fierce sectarians

of ancient Seistan, as they sat at work, could have discussed the religious

and political shortcomings of any ruler who had made himself obnoxious

to them. Karkuyieh was the seat of a Khariji community, who followed

the profession of hand-loom weavers.

The itinerary of Ibn-i-Rusteh has also been noticed in reference to theTharoutanacrow

sites of Kurun and Juwein. The tutins landed travellers at Hisanik on the

southern edge of the Hai^un. From Hisanik there was evidently a direct

road to Zaranj, which did not pass through the district of Karkuyieh. Hisa-

nik, therefore, was probably situated at the head of the Chung-i-Chaharshahr,

or perhaps still further east. The road to Zaranj from either of those points

at the present day leaves Earktt on the right.

^ Ik li highly probable that the peculiar reepeot with which the mine of Klrkn ShAh and 8Awari
ShAh are 1lpolr«^Q of, and they are aliio regarded ar datiog from moet aocieot time«, k du^ U> there
haviDg esiated in the pre-Talamitio period nre templet at both the ftitee.
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second itineraiy from Zaranj (or Sojestan) to Bist is given by the

Istakhri. Sir Henry Rawlinson translates it as follows :

—

(1)
“ Zanbuk (a very doubtful name).”

(2)
“ Suruwar, a large royal village.”

(3)
” Haruri, a flourisbing place

;
in this stage yon cross the Nishk river by an

arched bridge of brick.”

(4)
” Dehak, halt at the Robat ; deswt from here.”

(5 to 8)
” Robats, posts or caravansarais,” named in the itinerary, but it is not

necessary to repeat the list of them here.

(9)
“ Bist ;

all desert from Robat-i-Dehak to within <Hie farsakh of Bist.”

identuiration of The story of the building of Chakansur gives us the information that the

•wijjrton of"a!tt-
^bich it stands was known as Dik-i-Surh. This may mean the

ana.ir end its mod- mound of Stir, or merely the “ Red mound.”
eui liiiifiry.

But Chak&nsur is said to have been in existence for very many centuries.

It was in the hands of a family who possessed the hereditary title of Mir,

and the family was known as the Mir-i>Arab, or Mir Arab. Jan Beg, the

cadet of the House of Chagai who emigrated into Seistan, promised allegiance

to the Mirs of Chakansur. The Sanjarani paid grazing dues for the privilege

of pasturing his flocks on the lands belonging to that family. In course of

a generation the Sanjarini Chief got possession ol the Ark by stratagem,

having married the daughter of the Mir of his day. Seistan had been drained

so often of treasure and of human blood that all the old families were in a

condition of instability, and in order to maintain some condition of equili*

brium, they willingly allied themselves to any Chief of Baluchis who could

muster a tail of armed men. After being dispossessed of their properly the

Mir-i-Arab family of Ch^kAnsur fell upon evil days. The last known repre-

sentative of the ancient lar/tly was a pensioner on the bounty of the late Blir

Abbas Kai&ni, and lived in JallalAbad. After this place was abandoned that

person took refuge in the hamlet of Margo, in the Mian Kangi. He still

lives, it is said, but has fallen into a state of dotage. A family existing in

obscurity in Chakansur claim to be the ancient Mirs of that place, but they are

not regarded as being of true descent. Chakansur may be the royal village of

8umwar. There are wide and fertile lands around it which in olden times

were irrigated, and the signs of the ancient canals still are both numerous

and distinct. But although there are many other sites as dd as Chak&nsur,

there are none that command anything like the same acreage of cultivated

soil. If there is no water in the Ashinak, (Thakinsur by the direct road m:

even by way of Kala-i-Kang is not more than 18 miles from N&d Ali, but if

the water is out between those two places, it is necessary to turn Mie soathern

end of the basin which increases the distance to about 26 miles. Or the place
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Surawar may also have occupied the ancient site about 6 miles to the east of

Chakansur which is cow called Irindivs.^

The fourth stage was the post or caravansarai at Dehak. The present identification of

village of Khash is about 50 miles from Chakansur, so that it could easily be
Haruri.

reached from the latter in two stages.^

The intermediate stage was Haruri, This is undoubtedly the place

called, at the present day, Aleli. The substitution of 1 for r being by no

means uncommon. This direct road from Chakansur to Bist is still well

known and used by those who need to travel quickly.

With reference to Aleli, Connolly mentions the fact that it was at this

point that the road to Khash town from Chakansur crosses the Khash river

and that it was known as Gudar or Guzar-i-Kh^h—both the name and the

necessity for crossing the river at this point exist at this present day, and

Connolly also heard of the tradition regarding a bridge over the Khash river

at or close to the modern site of Aleli.

There remains anothei identification with which we will close this chapter. Idontifioation of

It is the town or city which was the home of the coppersmith Leis and his sons

w'ho formed the Suffari dvnasty of Princes. This town was named Karnein. ohuMVA-

.
tion*.

According to Sir Hemy Rawlinson, who states that in the printed edition of

Beladheri it is written Kariyetein, the editor of the text, M. De Goeje, consi-

dered this name (Kariyetein) to be different from that of Karnein, whence

sprung the Suffarians. In the Arabic character the difference between the

two names lies in the number and position of the dots which represent the

letters t and y and n. Kariyetein, the two villages—or towns, also makes sense,

whereas Karnein—the two horns (or conjunctions), makes no sense. The mis-

take could very easily have been made by a weaksighted and not very pains-

taking copyist, or from using a badly written or a mutilated original ; and

once it was perpetrated it would be passed on, and be accepted by subsequent

copyists. The word Karnein also would be regarded with favour by these

persons, because in their minds it would associate the locality with the tra-

dition of the Two Horned Alexander, Sikander Zul Karnein—one of the fabu-

lous heroes of antiquity, whose exploits are based on a legendary knowledge

of the Macedonian sovereign’s famous campaigns in the East. Kariyetein, the

two towns, was at first believed by me to have been the city whose ruins have

been described at Nad Ali, especially as here also was one of the famous

Mangers of Rustam’s charger. In all the notices of the city which was the

home of the Suffarians it is noted that the remains of the manger of Rustam’s

horse used to be pointed out close to that place. It would have not been

unreasonable to suppose that the family of Leis the coppersmith dwelt at the

1 TiMre in a lofty mound—or Tell, at Irindae, formed probably by the mine of ao aedent fortalico

.

s Thera ia a TiUase or township of Dehak in the Khiah Diatriot.—G. 1*. T.

‘ H 2
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capital, where the outer aud inner cities each girt with a prctecting wall

might well have been known as the two towns. But there are definite state-'

ments regarding the position of the latter which at once shows that the birth-

place of the Suffarians was not the cajutaL

Poaition of Kari- Tumiug to Sir Henry Rawlinson’s Memoir on Sieistan the following

allusions to Kamein are to be found by means of which the position of the
*"***• town.can be determined:—“ k'akut (1226 A. D.) in voce Karnein, says * it

“
‘is a village in the district of Nishk, in the Province of Sistan. Ahmad

‘‘
* ibn Sahal al Balkhi reports that it is a small town with dependent villages

“ ‘ and district, one stage from Sistan, to the left of the road leading to Bist

;

“
‘ and distant 2 farsakhs from Suruwar.* * * Istakhii, and Ibn-Haukal (978

“ A. D), have the very same words that are quoted from Al Balkhi by Yakut.

“ In the same way Bcladheri says, page 394, that ‘Rabi crossed the Sina
“

‘ Rud from Zaranj and came to Kamein, where the traces are to be seen of
“

‘the manger of Rustam’s horse’—again—Istakhri says, vrith respect to
‘
‘ position, ‘that Khash is one stage from Kamein and a farsakh to the left of
“

‘ the road leading from Zaranj to Bist ; also that Farah is two stages from
“

‘ Kamein, the intermediate stage being Jizeh * * *.’ The manuscripts

“ however vary much as to these distances, and the numbers are therefore

“ not much to be depended on.”

The neighbouring SuTuwar we have seen was either the site on which Chakaasiir Stand or

^ined towiMof Irindas, and from either of these sites Post-i-Gau and Chapu are distant about
PoBt-i-Gau and

. , . i

Chapu. undoubted. 8 miles, while both these groups of rums are .situated in the district of Nishk—

Kslriyetei^* *0 ^^® ^oute to Khash now in use—which has been identified ;

and the name of which still exists. Horsemen carrying despatches reach Farah

in two days from Chakansur, and the name Jizeh still exists on the direct

route between these places. Post-i-Oau and Chapu are therefore practically

the same distance (measured in stages) from Farah, and as the direct route

crosses a waterless plain, caravans also would cross it as rapidly as pos.sible'

and would thus also make Farah on the second day. Khash however is fully

60 miles from either Post-i-Oau or Chapu, and in this direction the distance

(in stages) is too long, unless the district of Khash is meant, for the boundary

of this district is still a little above Kadah and the latter is a short march

from Chapu. The statement that Rabi crossed the Sina Rud on his march

from Zaranj to Kamein is also in accordance with what can be gathered at

this interval of time as to the position of the Helmand and its partially

deserted branch at that period.

These indications point to the rains of Post-i-Gan and Chapu as being the

two towns which may claim to have been the home of Leis the coppersmith.

Better evidence than that which has been offered cannot ever be expected to

be forthcoming, and the strong presumption in favour of Post-i-Gau dating

The neighbouring

ruined towns of

Post-i-Gau and
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back to a remote antiquity tends to confirm the conclusion as to it and Chapu
being the sites once upon a time known as the “ two towns " or Kariyetein.

With regard to theremains of the manger of Rustam’s charger—the Dakh- Burj-i-Ur u

ma on the lofty promontory, some 3 miles east of the ruins of Chapu, after* RwtunWhlfiHPr.

wards converted into a watch tower and place for a beacon, may very well

have been the akhui or manger even then regarded as having been built for

the use of the celebrated steed. The remains of the tower of silence on this

bluff would have been clearly visible from mther Post-i-Gau or Chapu—I have

seen it with my unaided vision from the mounds at Nad Ali.

The ruins which lie close to those of PoBt*i>Gau show that this town was

surrounded by dependent villages, agreeing closely with the description of

the place recorded by A1 Balkhi.

In conclusion it may be stated, that Chakansur is still regarded as one

stage from Nad Ali and the ruins of Post*i>Gau, which begin at about 6 miles

from Chakansur, and would therefore also be one stage from Zaranj —espe*

daily if the country between was full of small villages as the ruins show it to

have been.



CHAFJ'ER IX.

SeistMi the resort

of merahants,

bound from the

Pcriicji Qulf to

Herat.

Restoratfon of the

Trade Route by
the first Saljuk

Ruler of Kirmio,
after ravages of

the Qhasz.

Facilities for the

passage of Cara-

van®.

The ancient trade routes connecting SeisUm with the Persian Ovdf and the

countries to the North, West and East.

At the period when Zaranj was the capital of Seistan, that city must

have witnessed a brisk trade carried on by the caravans that passed to and

from the Perisan Oulf and Herat^ and in a lesser degree between Kandahar

on the east aijyd Yazd on the west. The people of Seistan must have bene-

fited by the passing of caravans and profited by the intercourse with countries

richer and more civilized than it was. Owing to its position, surrounded on

all sides by deserts or semi-deserted tracts Seistan lay in the direct track of

merchants, and its capital must have been a house of call for traders from

remote countries.

From the ports of Tiz, oi Siraf, or from Hormuz in later times, the great

trade route passed through Jirnft and Regan, and thence to Bam where the

caravans probably rested before they attempted the passage across the

semi-deserted tiact that intervened before they could reach the fertile lands

watered by the Helmand. The importance of this route can be estimated by
the efforts inade to restore it in the 12th century of our era, by the first Saljuk

ruler of Kirtnan-<Kawafd Shah ; after that the country had been ravaged

by the hordes of the barbarous Ghazz. At this period the pass on the route

from Seistan to Bam, now named the Darband-i-Nadiri, was the boundary

of Seistan in this direction.

Kaward ShAh built caravansarais and out-posts to safeguard the pro-

gress of camel trains loaded with merchandise. He sunk wells, dug karezes

to supply travellers with water. Then in addition he constructed lofty

minarets to serve as land marks, and in order to further insure that travellers

should run no risk of losing their way in darkness of night or in bad weather

the trade route was marked by masonry pillars of the height of a man, so

placed as to be mutually visible. In the pass alluded to he built a gateway

of masonry and put up gates which was held by an outpost of troops in order

to prevent irruptions of marauding bands from Seistan. This work was

styled Darband-i-Seistan—the gate of Seistan—-and itmarked the boundary

between his dominions and those of the Rulers of Seistan. To the north-west

of this pass there were doubtless similar facilities for the comfort of travellers

and merchants up to the capital of Seistan, the great City of Zaranj. The

historian of the Saljuk Rulers of Kirman ascribes all these works to Kaward
Shah, but there can hardly be a doubt that in many cases he must have re-

stored earlier buildings, wells and harexes constructed in those earUer days
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when the power of the Caliphs was felt in these outlying districts of their

Empire.

At the present time acrpss the wide plains to the north-west of the BaisssithtH<

remains of the works restored or constructed by the Saljuk Ruler are still to

bo met with, and form a melancholy contrast with the impotence of the

modern rulers of the country and their neglect to maintain these useful and
important structures. When the telegraph line was in contemplation, which

now links Seistan with Kirmin, many of the ancient wells along this route

from Bam to Seistan were cleaned and were found to contain water and were

once more rendered of service to the needs of man. These wells were lined

with masonry, and the latter was found to be still in good repair after having

been neglected for centuries. Kaward Shah and his far-sighted policy has

faded from the minds' of the people, and the handiwork of this benevolent

ruler is attributed to Nadir Shah who used this route in the 18th century on

his march to Kandahar. Faint traces of the masonry pillars which marked

the route in Seistan were discovered by me, and these have been alluded to.

The itineraries of the Istakhri and Ibn Rusteh contain information itiner^mi ai

regarding the trade route from Seistan to Herat which is of value, and both {,*'^'‘*1!''

these narratives are almost as true now as they were at the time when they mead.

were compiled, and contain details which stamp their record as having been

drawn up from reliable information.

Both Istakhri and Ibn Rusteh state that there were sixteen stages from Number of

Herat to Zaranj, though the names of stages differ. At the 6th stage

Herat travellers entered Seistan territory according to the first named

author and both mention Juwein as the 13th stage from Herat. The town

which is now the capital of the Hokat is therefore a place of considerable

antiquity. Across the river stands the fortress of Lash, also famous in times

past for its great strength. It is mentioned in history as the foi tress of Uk.

The defence made by the garrison of this place against the Moghol troops of

Chingiz Khan has already been described, but in the early part of the 16th

century Lash again held out against the forces of Shah Rukh, son of Tamerlane.

At this time the fort is mentioned as being in the possession of the Sigzis,

who acquitted themselves manfully in its defence. It seemingly held out

successfully against all attacks, and the besiegers were compelled to drive

galleries under the walls until the mines reached the wells on which garrison

depended for water. These efforts were successful, and the water being cut The Forin-«io( Uk

off the defenders were compelled to yield the fortress. The caves which are

mentioned by Connolly as existing at the foot of the cliffs on which the fortress

stands, in 1839, are probably the entrances of Shah Rukh’s mines, and the

Assures on the enstern face of the bluff which in his opinion threatened the

stability of the walls in this direction were perhaps due to the partial
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sabsiilence of the strata owing to the galleries which penetrated to the wells

within the works of the fort. As the cliff on which Lash stands is about 200

feet in height above the river bedand the ground at their feet on the south,

these wells must have been of very great depth and the task of raising water

to their months must have been one of very great labour.

Bmher-PMhSwu- Basher, or Euring, the next s^ge on the road to Zaranj, can also be

identified. The formw is the group of ruins that are known at the present

day as Peshawaran. At pne time there was a town of some size here, and part

of the south-west walls can be recognised. These ruins are however of re-

cent date
;
but within the perimeter of the modern town there is an ancient

mound which may have been composed of the debris of ancient Basher. To

the north of the latter is a shrine dedicated to Mir Ikbil, who very probably

was the holy person despatched by Malik Kutb-ud-din of Seistan to carry his

defiance to the Bnler of Her^ti when the latter invaded Seistan, in the

latter part of the 14th century. The town of Peshawaran and the ruins that

are such a prominent feature in the Hokat at the present time date probably

from the 16th century or may be as late as the I7th century. The group of

ruins called Kol Marut are also assignable to the same period. Both these

groups of ruins were examined by Bellew in 1872, but the latter did not visit

the ruins of a fine Masjid among the ruins of Peshawar&n.

identifiontionof Kuriug was about four miles further to the south, and the name in a
Knring or Kunin.

form still exists. ‘ There are five mounds of considerable size,

named Masjidak, Tapa-i-Shagalak and Kharan which are evidently remains

of forts. These mounds stand on the brink of the Hamun of Seistan, and

owing to the damp they are coated with a thick outcrop o1 saline matter.

Between them there are very many remains of canals and smaller mounds.

The mound of Kharan owes its name, according to the modern inhabitants

of the adjoining districts, to the fact that somebody’s donkeys were drowned

there or died there, or because some one else’s sisters lived there. These

people have never heard of the existence of Euring—or according to other

authors Eurun,—and when pressed to account for the existence of the name

Kharan, they took refuge behind the puerile statement alluded to rather than

own their ignorance. Ibn Rusteh mentions that at Juwein a river was crossed

which must have been the Farah Rud ; and that at Euring also there was

running water. One of the months by which the Farah Rud discharged into

the Hamun passes through the ruins, and at the present day at times wafa

from that river flows down the abandoned channel. The canals, the ruins

of which have been alluded to, also took off from the Farah Rud and Euring

was thus.8upplied with flowing water from that rivet. Yakut thus alludes

to this place which he calls Eurun according to some authorities. It is a

pleasant and flourishing place, the inhabitants of which were aQ Ehariji
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weavers. According to Ibn Rusteh, Raring was the birthplace of Abu
Auf, a Khariji leader, who evidently was famous, but of whom no mention

survives in history.

In the Hokat we discovered two bridges crossing fairly large irrigation Routes of ai

channels, both of these structures being well built of baked brick. They were ?
* i-Ruiteh oonfirmed

evidently of a much recent date to the bridge at Takht-i-PuI. Both werei>ydi/»«owryof

skilfully constructed without superfluous material such as we found in the blS^briokr****

last named structure and both weie countersunk, so that the arch of the

bridge was level with the approaches at either end. One of these bridges, and
evidently the older of the two, was at Kol Marut. It is in the direct line from

Juwein to Kuring and must have been made for the convenience of traders

on the ancient trade route. The other bridge lay to the east and carried

a road from Kuring that went towards the east, perhaps the alternative route

mentioned by Ibn Rusteh. Kuring is 20 miles south of Juwein and is a

district containing perhaps 20 square miles covered with ancient mounds

some of which, especially one facing Kol Marut, are of considerable area. It

stood on the brink of the Hamun and thus was eminently suited for a halting

place when water was in that part of the lake, as goods could be at once put

on the tiitins. For this very reason however Kuring was never re-occupied

in recent times as Basher has been. It lay below the highest flood level of

the lake, and when the latter is full water even now surrounds many of the

time-worn mounds. What may be called the coast line of the Hokat, the

limit beyond which the water did not encroach in 1885, is about one mile to

the north of the greater part of the remains which define the position of this

Khariji settlement of the 10th century A.D.

The Hokat is in the hands of the Sakzi Afghans, usually called (but notTbeSaksiaof the

by themselves) Ishakzai. Their chief resides at Juwein, the headquarters of

the district.

An ancient trade route connected the towns of Juwein and Neh. From Trade Route frrun

the latter access to Kain and onwards to Yazd was by the desert route

which as far as the former traversed the valleys of the southern portion of the

Kuhistan—the home of the eastern and less known division of the sect of

the Ismailians or Assassins. This road is now only used by migratory Baluch

tribes. It passes close to the head of the Hamun-i-Sawari, and about half a

mile from the shore of the latter are the faint traces of a tower (of course now

called NAdir Shah’s tower) once undoubtedly a post or stage on the road,

about 20 miles from Juwein (and about 16 from the village of Laftan) which

was probably the first stage from Juwein on the Neh road. Where the latter

crosses the plateau, which terminates in the Safed Kim headland overlooking

the Hamun, the path is still well marked, ascending by well graded ascent on

the east, and similarly descending on the west to the ruined tower. From this

pmnt the route made straight for the Tabar Kan Pass, crossing the northern
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prolongation of the range distinguished by the peaks named the Male

and Female Antelope. The pass owes its name to the fact that it had been

cut down to a depth ot 20 or 25 feet, through hard rock, in order to make the

gradient easier fur laden camels—hence Tabar Kan or the “ Axehewn ” pass.

I'o the east of the pass in the valley Tabasain and Zainulabad are situated

;

and oh the side of this ancient road there are the remains of an artificial

reservoir and of a tower marking a stage or halting place. This was the

road which Minhaj-us-Saraj, the author of the Tabakat-i-Nasiri, used when he

visited the chieftains of the Ismailian sect at the beginning of the 13th century

—at the bidding of Nial-Tigin who had seized the government of Seistan.

The trade route from Zaranj to Bist, by way of Khash and Khisht,

has been alluded to in several places in earlier chapters ; there is no need

therefore to allude to it here. Before however we bring this chapter to an

end a short description of Kadah will, perhaps, be not uninteresting. The

district of that name is the last district of Seistan on the way to Khash. It

was till not very long ago in the possession of a family who traced their de-

scent back to the early ages of Islam. The dagger with which the miscreant

Shimir is believed to have slain the holy Imam at Karbala was believed to

have been handed down in this family. The Arbabs of Kadah, the Mir Arab

family of Chakansur, and the Mirs of Seistan (the Iskil family) are supposed

to have contributed 80 warriors who took part in that unhallowed war against

the progeny of Ali. The two first named families are extinct and the Mirs

of Seistan labour under a curse. None of this family may be interred in a

cemetery with orthodox followers of Islam, for the earth is said to reject

their unhallowed remains, and they must therefore bury their dead apart

from true believers ! Female members of this family labour under other

bodily defects

!

The site of Bina-i-Kai, or Nad .\li, fulfils all the conditions of those

itineraries without difficulty. The discovery of the ancient site of Nishk,

however, puts the fact of Nad Ali being the ancient capital of the country

beyond a doubt.

There is SSahidan of course. There are many points of similarity between

the architecture of Zahidan and of Nad Ali. But there can be no doubt that

the formec is of very much later date than the latter. In a timberless country

like Seistan the style of architecture cannot vary to any considerable extent.

Judging from the oldest ruins there is no striking change in the buildings of

the present day, as far as design and construction are concerned ; only in

carrying out the latter, careless workmanship is very palpable in the more
recent buildings.

The other places and geographical details by the various writers who
have dealt with Seistan at once fall into what is known to be their probable

pi oper relation to Nad AIL



CHAPTER X.

Description of Zdhiidn.

The mins of Zahidan are well known. Although the extent of the mins situiition of Zfthi-

is not nearly as large as some persons have reported them to be, they are yet*^*”*
and lU ru ivk

considerable. The* place is said to have been the capital of Seistan to which

Timur laid siege, and which he destroyed. The mins owe their preservation

to the site they occupy on a Lurg (t.e., ridge) of white hard clay which has

saved them from the fate which befell the remains of Bina-i-Kai, when the

Helmand broke through this place. The sand has been merciful to these frail

remains of the past glory of Seistan and*has sheltered them from the ravages

of the wind. The state of the city wall of Zahidan shows how the effects of

the wind can be modified by the position of the objects exposed to its fury.

The north and south walls of Zahidan have practically ceased to exist ; a

line of mounds marks their position and direction. The walls to the east

and west are in somewhat better condition, and their continuity is well

preserved. The city is almost a rectangle, and its length is almost double

its width : and it is placed in the direction from which the wind blows. The

south-east and south-west angles of the rectangle are curtailed, and the

reason for destroying the symmetry of the plan is not obvious. The great

citadel with its triple line of defences occupies a position a little above the

line that would divide the city into two equal parts. The bazar and a small

town occupied a position abreast of the fort and separated from the latter

by the outer moat. The remainder of the area included within the city

walls was devoted to gardens and cultivation among which the chief men of

the country had their town residences. This vacant space was. necessary

to allow of the people of the country taking refuge within the outer walls

which the manhood of the country could defend while their families found

shelter behind them. There were four gates, one in each face, and two gates

to the fortress, both of the latter well protected by flanking towers ; and

roomy gatehouses or guard-rooms above, which with the towers would have

held 200 to 300 men, whose -duty it was exclusively to guard the entrance. FortiSo»tioMor

Within the gate there w&e traverses built to force an enemy who might

penetrate into the fort afte^ having overpowered the defenders of the ^te. Fhlwa.

to remain under fire as loi^ as possible. In the north-west comer of the

mtadel there stood the palace where the Princes of Seistan dwelt. The

dwellings within the two outer lines of defences of the citadel formed the

precincts of the palace. Beyond the north-western wall of the town, and

^ qiuurter of a mile from it. there are the ruins of an extra-mural

This was situated in a garden, surrounded by a wall guard^ by
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towers at short intervals. This enclosure was almost a square, its width

from east to west being about 1,000 feet while its other dimension was a little

less. Within this enclosure the remains of the palaces are yet standing.

Each face of the garden wall possessed a gate j but the main entrance seemed

to have been in the east wall where a handsome double storied building formed

the gatehouse. In this building there were several handsome apartments.

None to compare in site with the apartments of the palaces, but still suffi*

ciently large to have been commodious and pleasant retreats.

The palaces show quite a modem standard of comfort to have been

attained in the interior anangement, a central lofty hall of audience reach-

ing to the domed roof, with smaller apartments around it on two floors. In

the larger of the two palaces the western end of the hall ends in a bay. This

was probably done, because the Prmce, and his nobles-in-waiting, could turn

their faces towards that direction at the stated times of prayer, and perform

their devotions. A staircase placed on the outside of the larger palace gave

access to the upper story. Offices for. the menials were arranged in rear of

this palace
;
just as in India they are arranged out of sight, behind an Euro-

pean dwelling. In fact the whole arrangement of the palace shows an al-

most modem appreciation of comfott and order.

In the fortress palace, or the citadel, within the town comfort, of course,

had been sacrificed to considerations-of defence. The whole is now in a state

of rain and only two domed rooms at the top of two lofty towers remain

intact or nearly so. These are octagonal and 8 feet in diameter, each face

having a window looking out over the country outride, above which there was

an arched recess. The interior had been finished with stucco and plastered,

and in one of the octagonal sides the window was replaced by a tiny fireplace

with, a chimney leading through the wall and having an exit on the side of the

dome. These chambers must be 60 feet above the ground below, even in the

present delapidated condition of the towers, the d6bris from which has formed

a great heap at their foot. The citadel was most massively built. The

bastions of its outer defences were built of pise with a thick skin of unbaked

brick over the pis4. Baked brick also was largely used for the lower portions

of the walk, the harder material extending a long way above ground. The

cores of archways were all formed with baked brick above and behind which

were massive piles of pis^. The town walls were constructed on the same

principle ;
but they lacked the massive strength of the citadel and its out-

works ; and tliey have consequently not worn as well as the latter.

Zahidan was watered by canals as the river was nowhere near it. The

large canals, of which there were three, can be followed up for sewal miles,

and the water was distributed in small cuts through the city : the gardens

and cultivated lands. The environs of the city consisted of walled gardens
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extending about half a nule perhaps on either aide. On the east side of the Envimia of Zthi-

dty there are signs of gardens still visible where the sand has preserved them^*
from being obliterated by cultivation. This part of the ground also seems to

ben trifle above the command of the modem watercourses. Whatever may
have been the reason for it, the traces of old garden enclosures, houses and
canals have not been erased in this directioiL On the west the plough has

passed over the face of the country and all signs have been effaced. The
mins also are being placed under crops ; small pieces of ground between the

mounds are ploughed and irrigated ; and as the citadel and mounds within

the city wall abound in baked bricks they are freely drawn upon for building

material. To the north there is the extra-mural palace
; and there are other

ruins to the east and north-east of it which may be those of garden-houses

similarly enclosed within walls, forming in their day pleasant resorts. To-

the north-west of the palace beyond the walls, the most conspicuous remains

are those of a Masjid, and close to it of a reservoir covered with a domed roof Mujid, Re«ervoii

which of coiuse has fallen in. A great canal passed to the west of these re-S*!tP**""*^***

mains and trended away to the north-west. This canal is fringed with heaps

of bricks and mounds where houses at one time stood close to its banks.

Immediately to the north of the extra-mural palace there is a maidan that

extends for almost a quarter of a square mile, and right up to the Masjid.

This plain is covered with gravel and does not appear to have ever been built

upon. Canals pass to the east and west of it, and there seems to be no doubt

that it was the maidan of Zahidan where the prayers of the Id that follows

the Ramzan were held, also other functions which needed an open space.

Beyond this space towards the north-west the country was covered with

homesteads ; the site of the latter being marked by piles of baked bricks.

The plinths of even the more humble class of dwellings were apparently

always made of baked bricks and.the latter are all that mark the sites, be-

cause as these plinths get broken up their material forms heaps and mounds

of bricks. These dwellings extended for miles. Up to and around the great

minaret and beyond it ruins of humble dwellings and groups of more preten-

tious mansions extend for miles following the course of ancient canals until Outlying ruins -

the area is reached which is affected by the annual floods. To the west of

the modnn and prosperous villages of Bolai, there stand the ruins of an old

square fort, built of baked bricks and said by the people to have been the site

of an oldn village of Bolai which had existed at the time of Timur’s invasion

and had been desfaoyed by his troops., - To the south and south-east of

Zg>»id&n the face of the country is scoured and torn to such an extent by the

violence of the wind that all traces of ancient times have been erased, with

the exception of old canals, and even these have been so broken and inter-

rupted tLtt it is impossible to distinguish them from the torn suifa7e of the

ground. Moreover, in tliis direction there are sand dunes piled over the wind

2i2
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SCOUTS, and beyond these again is that triangle of country within which all

the changes in the course of the Helmand have been initiated, and where

these alterations of the river-bed have completely erased all remains of ancient

days. The eastern gate of Zahidan is the only object that rises above

the undulating contours of the sandhills, with the exception of the mins of

the great windmills a little further to the south, where no doubt the revenue

grain was converted into flour. This eastern gate, it is said, was the fighting

station of the Chief of the Bakhtiaris, who, or a part of this tribe, at that

time were inhabitants of Seistan and whose task was to man a length of the

walls on either side of the gate where their chief took post. The.other tribes

of Seistan each had their own places assigned to them in the general scheme

of defence.

Thj natural rnttnod. To the Bouth-west of Z&hidfin almost abreast of the south-west angle of the

city walls, there is a low, isolated mound covered with gravel where there

are a few very old graves, and a ziarat. This point is a little more than half

a mile from the ruins of the city wall, but in the days when Timur invaded

the country the gardens and suburbs must have extended to within a couple

of hundred yards or so of that knoll. Within the walls of the town is a small

ziarat dedicated to the 44 Krs df Zahidan. It is a tomb with a rude wall of

baked bricks built recently, in isolated piers surrounding the toinb. The

ground in the vicinity of the siarat is used as a cemetery by the people of

the surrounding country.

Th» nsrrihu'f tab- Among a few odds and ends placed there as ex volo offerings, there are
tuattie .Ar.u

tablets. The inscriptions date from the middle of the 9th

century A. H. and are well executed. From tianslationS made by A. G. Ellis,

Es<|., of the British Museum, it appears that one of these was a dedicatray

tablet, commemorating the building of a Masjid by Shah Ali, a member of

the princely family of Seistan : and the second the death of the head of the

junior branch of the same family, Amir Gheiath-ud-din Muhammad, Kaiani.

The pious care of some members of this family, or dependent thereof, had

saved these poor relics of the past status of the Princes of Seistan, and their

relatives, from destruction, and in order to protect them from danger in the

future had transferred them to a place of safety at the ziarat.

111 .' I'l.'M Zahidan is 6 miles in a direct line to the noHh of the mound of Bam
ru'.y ( f ?il • IlilCO .... - 1 • -rs. t

Shahristan, and about 12 imles to the south-west of Bina-i-KaL Here
curaii.

within a Hinall area are the mins of tbe three capitals of Seistan each of which

rnaika a distinct period in the history of that cotmtry. The question of pre-

cedence lies between the latter and Z&hid&n : and there is no doubt whatever

that th!e latter is the more recent city.

A tradition exists, which states that this town had existed 42u years,

when it was destiroyed by l^mur, and this would place the completion of tiie

The DftrwftEa-t

Bakht.'iri or Em-
tem gate of Zihi-

d&n.
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capital in 366 A. H. or well within the reign of Khalaf-ibn-i-Ahmad who had DMeotroviwu.

been besieged for seven years in his capital, before he was finally subdued by

Sultan Mahmud of Ghazni.

There is nothing improbable in asagning the building of Zahidan toFoowMbyKiMbt

Khalaf, son of Ahmad. The dates and other information taken from Major

Raverty’s transalation of the Tabakat-i-Nasiri suggest the inference that the

city which Khalaf had made his capital was some place other than Zaranj

(or Bina-i-Kai), the former capital from which he had removed- the seat of

government. There can be no doubt that Zahidan is not the city described

by A1 Istakhri ss the capital of Seistan. The details given by that author,

as translated by Sir H. Rawlinson, do not fit Zahidan. But the description

of th^ capital of Seistan, meagre though it be, given by the author of the

Tabakat-i-Nasiri, do apply with a great deal of appropriateness to Zahidan.

The Sarsi-i-Sinsati is no doubt the extrc,-muial palace now called the Kala-i-

Taimur. The Masjid near the Hauz, or reservoir, is also existing close to this

palace. So that it may be taken as fairly well established that the Sequent

sieges and the rebellions that led to them had caused the older capital to fall

into disrepair. And as the power of the Samani Princes had commenced

to decline, Khalaf, the Prince of Seistan, probably thought he would be able

to maintain himself as an independent ruler. The time was one in which a

change of capital would naturally have suggested itself, and it probably saw

the rise of Zahidan as such. The site was a good one. Built upon the low

ridge of hard clay, a good foundation for the fortress and town walls was

obtained, and the slight elevation of the ridge would promise safety from

the inroads of floods, an ever-present danger in Seistan at all times, which

also no doubt helped to reduce Zaranj to insignificance. According to the

traditions or the condition of the country when it was invadea by Timur, a

Shela—a great canal-^-existed to the east of Z&hidan and at a distance from

the city ; and it was probably on the banks of this canal, which might very

well have been a Shela or the old canalized bed of the Heimand, that Timur

halted his army.





Bemains of a bye-gone age; at the shrine of the 44 reclnses-rnini of Z^idan.





CHAPTER XL
The ruins of Sdr-o-Tdr^ or Tdk.

ThsfortiMiofTik. Of all tli6 ancient fortresaes of Seiatan* Tak alone is mentioned in

lustoey.

The first appearance of Tak» as a fortress, in history is the account of the

9SS-1003 A.D. nege of that place in 390 A. H. by Mahmud of Ghasni. Khalaf-ibn-Ahmad

was the Prince of Seistan at that time. The ruler of Gbasni invaded the

country ; and Khalaf elected to stand a siege in Tak. He probably was only

able to muster a small party of adherents, on whom he could implicitly rely,

too few to hold out in the capital against the invasion. Tak being a com-

paratively small place he chose it, no doubt, as a refuge, as it was possible

to defend, it with those ofily of his followers upon whom he was

thoroughly able to depend. In addition the place was an ancient and
famous stronghold and in it no doubt he thought he would be able to wear

out the constancy of his enemies ; or at least obtain better terms.

Kotiou of TSk. The standazd notice of At Tnk, wrote Sir Henry Rawlinson, repeated by Istakhri-

Ibn-i-Haukal, etc., is simply that it is a small city of Sejestan at the back of one who

travels fromZaranjto Khurassan
;
one of its districts supplies grapes to all the people

of the Provinoe. It is also said in one passage to be a stage distant from Zaranj, and

in another to be on the road from Zaranj to Kish, and at the distance of five farsakhs

from iheformer place.*’

The author of the Rauzat-ul-Jannat-fi-l-ausaf-i-Madinat-l-Herat supple-

ments the aooount of Tak by some details which, although they be few, yet

afford means of identifying the site of the fortress :

—

** There is also the fort of Tak which is celebrated throughout the universe e « e «

This sras a fort of great rise. It had throe lines of defences. The outer space was culti-

vated and oontained gardens. That between the second and third lines of defences was

inhabited by the populace, and within the last enclosure was the residence of an evil

spirit, which had been built by the Magians. This is a malevolent demon which desired

the death of all people * * and Khalaf-bin-Ahmad, who was the author of innumerable

worirs dealing with the ex^esis of the Holy Texts, was the master of the fortress. And

it sras here that he was besieged, and compelled to surrender the fortress, by Sultan Mah-

mud-i-SabakTigin.”

Dsftrofltloaof isk About 100 or 125 years before the author of the forgoing description
by Timer. wrote his account, T&k had been destroyed, or at all events dismantled, by

Timur on his departure from Seistan after the destruction of the capital city.

As Timur marched towards the Helmand he must have passed through the

valley where the present Helmand is to be found, below Bandnr; Tak,
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therefore, mtiet have been some fortress that lay towards the south from

Zahidau.

No ruins of such a fortress exist anywhere within a radius of five far* idratifieatioD of

sakhs or 20 to 25 miles from either Zahidan or Bina-i-Eai, so the record of iVk.

the distance between the capital and it must be erroneous. Neither could

it have been on the road to Kish, which has been shown to stand for Kisht

in the oasis of Khosh. The bearing assigned to it by A1 Istakhri, that it

‘ lay at the back of one who travels from Zaranj to Khurasan, is correct. Any
person going on such a ]ourney at that time would have been travelling to-

wards the north or to the west of north in a general direction. This would

have placed the fortress of Tak to the' south or south-east of the capital.

Moreover; Timur had a previous knowledge of Seistan acquired years before he

became famous. It is not likely that any other but the actual fortress would

liave been called by that name. The site of ^-o-Tar is offered for identi*

fication as being the fortress of Tak. Of all the places of Seistan after

Bina-i-Kai, Sar-o-Tar is said to be the most ancient, Ram Shahristftn

being of course excepted.

Sar*o*Tar has been visited, and although it was impossible to make aiDMoriptionofSSr-

very exhaustive search of this district and the ruins that are visible from the**^^'

walls of the ruined fort, yet that tract has been examined, and its more

important details and ruins understood. A rough plan, also, of Sar-o-T&r

has been made. The following details are from personal inspection of the

site and its ruins.

It is situated in what at one time was an alluvial plain, in a rather isolated of the

position with reference to the bulk of the ruins in the Ghulghula district about
**

14 miles to the north-east of this ancient, fortress. The site also is placed

well back into the great re-entrant angle, where the western slopes of the

Dasht-i-Margo are joined by Meski plateau, and at the entrance to that great

scour in the former at the bottom of which the Lalla basin is set. There

are no great or e:rteniiive ruins close to Sar-o-Tar. A little further to

the east the wat«Tcourses, which all come in from the west and irrigated the

land around it. .commence to tail off towards the gravelly soil at the foot of

the Margo plateau. Two ancient tracks cross the Dasht-i-Meski. One start- RoatM fram the

ing from a short distance below the Puz-i-M&shi headland on the Helmand^l'^'*’^'**'

traverses the narrow plateau of Meski ; descends into the great scour alluded

to ; and crossing the low lip or edge of this depression reaches Sir-o-Tar.

Upon the low ridge which forms the lip of that great depression to the east

of the fort there is tl^e ruin of a tower. It appears to be too tall and too

narrow to have been a Dakhma, or tower of silence, and it was probably

used as a watch tower, from which to signal the apjwoach of any intruders

by that route. The southern route is much shorter than the first named.
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It starta directly from CSiaharburjak on the Helmand and after crossing the

Meski plateau descends by a valley into the plain and reaches S&r-o Tar to the

north of that plateau.

When the canals were flowing and the ruins around the fort inhabited,

the. country must have been populous and very extensively cultivated. It

is about 32 miles from Bina-i-Kai ; and about the same from E^liiS&n In a

direct line it is 17 or 16 miles from the present Helmand, but owing to the huge

drifts of loose sand -which have hidden both alluvial plain and ruins alike, in

its soft mantle, the actual distance to be traversed from the river is increased

to about 22 miles. Sar-o-Tar is situated at the tail of the old canal that

entered this district under the Sargah ruins ; and a still more ancient river-

bed can just be traced by most careful observation to a point about 6 or 7

miles to the south of the ruins of that place. It was a fortress pure and simple,

which is said to have existed from time immemorial.

PAi-o-Tir was defended by a double line of walls, or if the fortified palace

or citadel be regarded as a separate position, which it undoubtedly has been,

there are three lines of defences, all of which are in suflicient preservation

to be able to present a very fair amount of material by means of which it is

possible to reconstruct the fortress as it undoubtedly did exist. There is

nothing in the description which cannot be supported by the evidence of the

ruins.

The third and outer line of defences is in a very ruinous condition,

and the sequence of the fragments of wall still standing is very much

interrupted by great drifts of sand that are piled over them ; but still

the pontion of two gates can be recognised and the remains here and there

of a tower (mere shells) can be also distinguished. This outer wall forms

an irregular rhomboid. It is oriented in the direction of the wind and its

north-eastern wall measures 4,300 feet, its north-western wail 3,fi00, and the

south-western wall 3,000 feet. Between this line of walls and the second

line, there are scarcely any ruins. The second line of defences is in very

much better repair. They are enormously high and solid piles of snndried

bricks and pia£, and form, in plan, an irr^lat circle, the diameter of which

k about 1,800 feet. In the centre of this girdle of walls rises a lofty mound

crowned with the remains of a fortress palace, which with its outer defences

fonned the citadel and in which the Prince, when in residence, took up

his abode. M of the three lines of walls were protected by moats. The

first beyond the outer wall oiiginaOy must have been about 160 feet in

width, the next about 120 feet, and the third which surrounded the citadel

about 80 or 100 feet, in width. All three are now filled up by the washing

down of the materials from the decaring walls ; and they are now reduced

to mere shallow depressions, easily overlooked in a casual examination.

Twenty feet above the third moat, m vertical height, there are the retaains
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of aa outer wall beliind which tan a covered way round the citadel. This work

defended the ditch and the' foot of the defences of the citadel. The existence

of this outwork is still veiy clearly indicated, though the wall as such has al-

most disappeared. From the palace, above a steep slope descends to this

covered way, which is now littered with debris, bricks and decomposing clay

from the works that crowned the summit of the mound.

A very strong gatehouse protected a narrow entrance to the covered way,

and this fortified entrance was connected with the citadel by means of two

parallel walls divided by traverses, which cut of) all access to the covered way

except through an opening to the left and right of the entrance. There was

no doubt a sally port ip the citadel walls by means of which r^forcements

could be hurried down to make good the defences of the outer gate. Notwith*

standing the zealous care with which the entrance was defended, the

walls were not loopholed and in consequence there must have been a great

deal of dead ground at their base.

From the outer gate an inclined road passing under the citadel walls

ascended to tite entrance of that work. The walls above are also singularly

devoid of loopholes, aUd the missiles of the defenders must have been dis-

charged from the snnunits alone of the walls. Everything about Sar-o-Tftr

points to a period when the art of war was in av^ simple stage ; when the

ranges were short, and individual strength and prowess was a very large bctor

in determining the success of an enterprise, and exercised in a combat eitiier

hand to hand or at very dose ranges.

The palace buildings are now almost formless mins as to their upper fimi of thaqtadci-

chambers, and their dfibris covers up the entrances of those bdow. Through

a hole in a wall it is possible to enter a vaulted chamber, evidently

paved with large baked bricks, and the tale is possibly trae that bdow the

surface of the mound there are still lower tiers of chambers. The outer walls

also have weathered badly and lost the crenelations that graced that summit.

The plan of the citadd is a ploygon of six irregular sides. The out«r walls

are of sundried bricks or pis£, but below the crest there van a moulding,

the string course of baked bricks being still in its place here and there.

An outer skin of baked bricks may have covered the clay or sundried ibterirJi aMd< nd

bricks, but the former has been stripped very nearly completdy of^ and the luiw

material composing it strews the steep slope of the mound down to the covered

way itsdf. Among this litter of brick and potterythm are numerous water-

worn boulders varying in size, some being about 2 lbs. and others as much
as 4 lbs. in weight. These are also to be found in the surrounding country,

but they do not appear to have been used for building purposes. Within the

inner walls there is a great litter of baked bricks, and fragments of walls,

broken arches and other traces of a closely packed, hive like mass of mins
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the whole of which now form an untidy and much decayed mass, the

arrangement of which it is n6t possible to unravel. To add to the confusion

great drifts of sand have occupied the deserted area of the inner fort and

have very effectually concealed most of the ruined contents. Some of the

ruins appear to have been larger buildings than the rest. Baked bricks were

largely employed in those parts of the buildings which were exposed to great

strains or inroads of damp as well as for purely decorative purposes.

The remains of a handsome building of great size occupies c site in the

inner fort adjoining the walls and overlooking the western angle of the third

line of defeUces. This was, no doubt, a building of impottance, as it had been

very carefully constructed, decorated and plastered. It was two or three

stories in height. On the north-east front, courses of baked bricks ran along

the top of the wall or slightly below the summit. From the roof open drains

descended, which were constructed in the wall with baked bricks set in lime

mortar, and also heavily plastered with the same. Owing to the want of

q>ace, kitchens and bathrooms were no doubt placed upon the roof, and the

drains led down from those offices ; and also let rain water escape : for the

roofs must have been flat. Below the string course of baked bricks there was

a line of very shallow pilasters formed in the plaster, resembling very shallow

'machicolations. All the summits of the walls in Sar-o-Tar, where the wind

has not stripped them of their original design, are thus ornamented. It is

a very ancient style of decoration, and gives a curiously antiquated appearance

to the structures. This design can be traced on the citadel walls away from

the wind, and along the summit of the inner line of defences near the Takht-

i-Pul opening.

This outer palace shows two distinct types of arches used for openings

or entrances. In the lower story the bricks used to form the latter arc all

of them baked, and arrarged, as usual, radiating from a centre. On the

upper story arches are formed entirely with clay slabs, and only an inch or

two thick, evidently moulded in a curve and then merely dried in the sun.

These were set in clay mortar side by side and the arch was constructed in

this way, the under surface of the slabs being heavily plastered. The latter

has now peeled off, and laid bare the ribbed surface below, where the edges

of the thin slabs are exposed, displaying this curious method of building.

The archways on the upper story where it has been put into practice are large

and handsome openings ; and it has always been a hivonrite device of Mstaiii

architects to construct such with these clay lamime or tiles.

The walls of the iimer fortress were originally lined with vaulted cham*

beia and a narrow gallery extended throughout the circumference of the walls,

affording lateral communication between each chamber. These were provuled

of course with openings, that oA the inside being a low entrance, and on the

outside a loophole.
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The chambers in the round towers were provided with three of theseOwmben pro-

apertures, one facing the front, and one on each side facing respectively

to the left and right. In the wedge-shaped towers the chambers were pro-

vided with only the left and right apertures, one in each face of the wedge.

These alternated with the round towers, as in the ruins of Chahilburj, which

will be described.

The towers themselves were weak, possessing very little relief, and the wer.kflrjik'ngdo

amount of flanking defence afforded by them was quite inconsiderable. Owing

to the great height of the walls (which even now attain to an elevation of some

50 feet), unless there had been lower tiers of chambers provided with loop-

holes, the area of dead ground at the foot must have been very large. The

sand lies in great drifts against the ramparts, on the outside and on the inner,

and owing to this it is impossible to say what other details originally existed

for the defence of the walls. There must, however, have existed a covered

way between the foot of each line of walls and the edge of the ditch outside.

The wall of this out-work has long ago ditappeared, or lies buried under great

piles of loose sand which rest against the inner line of defences.

The citadel itself seemed never to have possessed towers or bastions, and the Ciu-

flat lofty walls crowned by a moulding of baked bricks with shallow and

simulated machicolations, for some 2 or 3 feet down the walls, seem to have

been all the protection deemed necessary. The expanse of the walls shows

no Mgn" of loopholes, and only in places is their surface broken by what, at

the present time, look like mere holes, but which were no doubt arched

embrasures or windows looking into the inner fort. The outer wall overlooking

the ditch was probably the only protection besides its lofty wall that the

citadel possessed.

The great' entrance was a projecting tower (also not loopholed), and itDBMriptiano(th«

was very carefully planned. The entrance was some 10 or 12 feet wide,
*******

through a vaulted passage it reached a guard-room, which gave

to the courtyard on the right. The entrance to the palace itself was

on the side away from the gatehouse, and the path which led to the former

passed under the west and north walls of the palace, which was a square

building two or more stories high, and with, it is said, three tiers of chambers

^^udAT what is now the ground level. The arch of the main gate was lined

with baked bricks, and the vaulting of the passage was probably also formed

with the same material. Above the passage was a guard-room, and the gate-

house itself was two stories high. The vaulted roof of the ascending passage

has IaIIao in, Ai»d the passage and rooms above are now open to the sky. Here

and there a few bricks hold together in the pis£ masonry which shows that the

passage and gate was very carefully finished with burnt bricks. The passage

was a curve of double flexure and the entrances of the guard-room were no
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doubtlow and narrow, capable ofbeing barricaded and held successfully against

an enemy.

Thr palace itself is of the ordinary style of Seistani architecture and was

probably renewed at a later period, while the older fortifications probably were

never altered. The arches in the palace are all formed with sundried bricks

radiating from a centre.

There was apparently an uppermost tower or chamber, one wall of which

still remains in its place. This was no doubt a pleasant retreat in time of peace

from which an extensive view could be obtained over the surrounding coun*

try, and in times of war it was a post of observation from which a watch-

man might descry the approach of an enemy, or the commander of the for-

tress control the progress of the defence. The walls of the citadel were

lined with chambers, ai\d these looked upon a small courtyard in which it is

said there was a well, which supplied the garrison and palace with water.

No actual gateway to the inner fortress can be discovered, owing to the

drifts of sand, but in the south-eastern segment of the girdle of walls there

are the remains of a very large square tower of which the only eastern face

remains in its place. This tower projected fully 30 feet from the walls and

must have contained the entrance with posterns on either side communicating

with the covered way to the right and left of the tower.

There are, however, two places in the north-west and south-east segments

of the inner walls where the latter were cut down some 26 feet or more forming

a platform or opening about the same height above ground, and measuring

about 12 feet square.

Tradition states that in these openings drawbridges or other flying

bridges existed. The western opening is in an utterly ruinous condition, but

that opposite to it is in much better order. No masonry piers appear ever

to have existed to which the tackle of a drawbridge could have been attached

and which must have supported the pulleys by means of which the bridge

was raised and lowered. The width of the moat would have forbidden the

use of such a bridge. A large semi-circular tower immediately to the south

of the platform guards the opening. The interior of this tower contains a

set of six chambers communicating with each other and loopholed on the out-

side. Each of these were capable of holding 6 or 6 persons. These also had

openings looking into the tower itself in which an ascending semi-circular

ramp led to a guard-room some 12 feet square. This room afforded access

to the five chambers, and, by means of a low brick-lined arch, to the platform

iti the opening of the walls. A han^me arched window flush with the

present floor of the guard-room afforded a view of the ramp whidi led up to it.

The outside of the opening faces lofty drifts of sand, so it is not imnibln to

say whether there was any abutment, or pier, which would have rendered

a flying bridge possible ; baton the opposite opening in the western segment
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th«;e ate no diifte of sand, and here there are faint signa of each an abutment

having been built. It is therefore hard to understand what purpose these

openipgs served, ffituated as they are on the direction of the wind they

may have been intended to admit it to the inner fort which with its closely

packed buildings within high walls must have needed ventilation very badly,

or they may have also been used to shoot rubbish into the outormost area

of the fort whence it would be carried away to manure gardens and the fields

that existed within the latter. The guard-room may also, in time of war,

have been the fighting quarters of officers to whose care the eastern and

western halves of the walls were entrusted.

dose to the Takht-i-Pul and beyond the ditch are the remains of graves GMvwoatMdetiM

built with baked bricks as to the foundations and lower portion of the walls,
* ”* 0*

.

The superstructure of the two ruined mausolea, which still lift up their shat-

tered walls, was constructed with either sundried bricks, or pis£. These

graves were the probable burial-places where the Prince Khalaf Ibn Ahmad
buried the corpses of his murdered sons Tahir and Amru, and where some

of their descendants were also laid to rest. They are to the south of the

walls.

The large palace inside the inner fort with its well proportioned and lofty

halls on the upper fioor no doubt contained the administrative staff under

the various ministers of the State. The upper halls were used when the Prince

himself gave audience, and below were the various departments of State where

the scribes sat and drew up documents and carried on the clerical work of the

Government under the general guidance of the prime minister. All the build-

ings adjoining this must have been built with-a very great proportion of baked

bricks, as the debris that is partially uncovered where the sand has moved

on is composed largely of this material. Foundations and plinths of baked

brick extend up to the edge of the most. Fragments of walls lined or decora-

.

ted with burnt bricks, or whose lower walls were built of the same, abound in

the neighbourhood, and there must have been several tiers of buildings, or

the latter must have been at least two storiM high.

The alternation of round towers with others of a triangular or wedge OMcriptkw of

shaped outl’ne is very clearly exemplified in the fortifications of Chahilbuij.

This is a square fort, much smaller than Sar-o-Tar. Within the walls there is with Sfa-o-Tir.

an open court 600 feet square. Round the walls were two storied buildings

whose remains are some 60 feet wide, and which ran all round the opm court.

A passage also continued tbrDU(*hout the whole extent of the four waDs,

^viding the upper apartments into two sets. Those towards the right or

outer side of the passage or gallery communicated with the chambers in tiie

towers. Those on the opposite side, or left of the gallery, were 7arger and

evidently used as ordinary dwellings. The roofo of those formed a wide plat-

form upon which the defmidors could assemble and stand to the embrasures
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between the orenelations which undoubtedly formed the summit of the walls

. when called upon to defend the place against attack.

This was undoubtedly the arrangement of the buildings inside the inner

fort of Sar-o-Tar, probably, however, on a larger scale. Between them and

the outer edge of the citadel ditch were larger buildings with perhaps small

open spaces and lanes. The citadel of Sar-o-Tar was represented in Chahil-

burj by a small house, a temple or the quarters of the (Jovemor. Like Chahil-

burj, Sar«o-Tar was a fortreiu pure and simple. There may have been some

permanent inhabitants in Sar-o-Tar, and the inner fort could thus have been

called a town—and very rightly, a small town.

In Sar-o-Tar and Chahilburj probably are to be found the handiwork of

thh Parthian or Indo-Parthian race and the seat of their Government of

Seistan was located at these centres. It is from the district around

these rains that most of the Sassanian and Parthian coins are brought for

sale. And according to the legend of Khwajah Amir&n, this district was

inhabited by the Ashg-ka-Putr, the sons of Ashgk. Not only is this firmly

believed by the people, but it is worthy of belief as there is a well-known tribe

in Seistan who are said to be and themselves claim descent {rom that ancient

ruling race who could have been no other than of Parthian stock.

There is a curious legend attaching to Sar-o-Tar. The story of Sish

Pal which gives the reason why the fortress was abandoned may well be al

luded to here. All of a sudden, 1,702 years ago,* for no assigned reason, an

animal of the size of a fox made its appearance in the country. This animal

had a tail, many yards in length, and wherever it went the crops were de-

stroyed and the inhabitants lost their lives. The evil spirit who was

responsible for this destruction of property and life took up its abode in

Sar-o-Tar, and for forty years that place was rendered uninhabitable. At

last the remnant of the inhabitants that bad escaped out of that tract

found a recluse celebrated for his piety and virtues. They returned bring-

ing their newly discovered ally with them, who succeeded in exorcising the

evil spirit and thus rendered both the fort and the country safe for human

habitation. This figure of speech evidently refers to a pestilence or foreign

invasion that swept the country and which is t}rpified by the quickly moving

little animal carrying destruction in its wake and which depopulated it. The

period of 1,720 years would give as the date of the occurrence the year

203 A.D. A few years previous to this date, Ardashir-i-Bftbak. the founder

of the Sassanian D3masty, had defeated the last Parthian Monarch Ardavin

in a battle which for ever put an end to the power of that long line

of monarohs. It was a period in history when the founder of the PUsian

Empire was subjugating the districts which had been held so long by chiefs

1 Tliat booanting btckwtrdt from 1905.
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who had yielded a Qominal allegiance to the varions Princes who had followed

•me another to the throne in the last days of the Parthian Empire.

Parthian or Indo-Parthian chiefs had during that period no doubt ruled

over Seistan also, and here in this out-of-the-way position there are probably

the ruins of towns and fortresses once held by them. Sar-o-Tar owing to its

strength and the distance from the river was no doubt a stronghold ivhich

was always appreciated and maintained. The ramparts themselves are no

doubt those which were constructed when first the fortress was laid out

:

and this would account for the difference in the greater part of the buildings

of the palace and inside the inner fort, which are of the tjrpe and same

descriptions as the remains inside Zahidan.

Another curious feature is the existence of drains
; there can still be The draiiw ..

-

traced no less than four open drains, built of burnt brick and mortar, which
**

are now almost completely destroyed, that led down to the covered way and

on to the ditch from the usual offices in the palace.

The condition of damp, the alternations of cold and heat, aided by the Diwumon oi tb.-

wind, have prevailed from all time in Seistan. A certain t3rpe of building

was found to be most suitable for the climate, and a certain method of con- and
ZAhidio.

struction was recognised to be best able to contend against the disintegrating

action of those elements. In all ancient remains in Seistan the type of build-

ing and the amount of orientation, and the construction varied little in essen-

tial particulars. The only comparison that can be made is between the

system of fortification when the latter are sufficiently preserved to make a

comparison possible. The relief of the bastions of Zahidan and the great

amount of protection they afford to the curtains and covered ways which they

command at once imparts an air of modem science to the works, which is

altogetuer absent in those which protect Sar-o-T&r. The enormous wall

of Sar-o-T&r seems to have been constructed at a period when the art of war

was in an undeveloped state and it was considered sufficient to oppose un-

educated valour and brute force by raising, as physical obstacles to those

qualities, enormous piles of solid masonry in the shape of walls. In its

ruined condition the summit of the citadel is 80 feet above ground level and

it can easily be seen even now from afar even though there are a succession

of huge drifts of sand to obstruct the view. From any one of the mounds

in the vicinity of the village of Arbab Deh Dost Muhammad it is possible

to see Sai-o-Tar.

In 786 A. H. after having destroyed Zahidan and made an end of remov-JConds^ ro-

ing the treasures of its Prince, the .^unir Timur, Gnrgan, marched towards

the Helmand, and his army must of necessity have passed close to where tiie

modem- village of Deh Dost Mohammad stands. In those days, when the

coiiQtiy was irrigated and cultivated, there could not have existed the
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piles of sand that are now to be found around Sar*o*Tar or Tak. The great

fortress therefore could have easily been seen and its existence must have

been known to Timur from previous knowledge, or reported by his scouts.

The conqueror turned aside to summon the place and its commander to

surrender. The destruction of the capital and the captivity’ of the Prince

of Seistan had rendered the defence ofan outlying fortress of no practical value,

and this celebrated stronghold which had long resisted the fierce valour of n

succession of enemies was delivered up to Timur by whose order probably

it was dismantled.



CHAPTER XII.

Euintt of Ote tame probable date a$ thoee of Zibidan.

The Shela on the east of Zahid&n passed on towards the nortii-west and Raiu oi the north

aponit,or close to it, were built the long line of ruins which Christie believed

to be the ruins of Dushak, an identification which has led to much confusion,

as Dushak has ever since been taken as the name, and the ruins as being

the site, of a great town. The whole of these ruins togetiier with those of

Chahardari, the remains to the east of the mi^em village of Bniji>A^han,

Old Bolai, and the ruins further to the north-west towards Tappa-i-Kohlak

belong to the period of Zahidan and were laid waste when that city was

captured.
>

The greater ruins are those of manor houses, and in a central position with RindSn.

reference to these there was a strongly fortified post to which the inhabitants

could fly for refuge. The latter is represented by the ruins that surround

the mound known as Rinda or Rindan ; the mound itself having been the old

citadel of the fort. ’ The latter was rectangular, and enclosed by solid walls

which now form mounds of considerable size. At each of the four comers there

stood large flanking towers dr bastions. The interior was divided by a wall,

extending from the citadel to the eastern face of the square enclosure, into two

unequal parts, and the mounds which are the remains of this wall are strewn

with baked bricks and broken pottery ; the former show signs of having been

set in lime mortar and not either in Saruj or in clay. The northern and larger

part of the square is full of shapeless mounds, the remains of isolated build-

ings, but the southern and smaller portion was laid out in three parallel

streets, quite straight and unlike anything which is to be met with among

other ruins, where regularity is the last thing that may be expected. The

fort having been oriented on the same bearing as Zahidan, or about 29 degrees

west of north, the streets lie in this direction, and in each portion of the fort

there was apparently a gate in the north-wes^n face. Between these streets

there are still recognisable the trace of small houses, and along the inside of

the southern rampart there are stUl to be seen the distinct vestiges of chambers

about 16 by 8 feet which extended all round the inner side of the fort walls.

These gave shelter to the garrison, and their roofe formed a banquette on which

the defenders could stand and defend the walls. This fort was square,

600 feet by 600 feet, and its trace is as yet quite distinct, though walls, bnild-

ings and citadels have been reduced to mounds of debris covered with a thick

^orescence of saline matter. To the south of this fort there is the remaira

of what may have beeu an outer line of defence, about 100 yards in advance

of the main walls, or all that now remains ofthe latter. Oni^northis a huge

81.
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ontlyiiig ruin, evidently of a fortified place, much smaller than the fort of

Rind&n ; but the country has been for so many years regularly flooded every

time that the Helmand rises, that it is not possible to do more than trace

the extent of the fort itself ; extensive and deep scours exist all over th»>

land inthevidnityofthefcfftandtheworksof the latter most have been ex-

tremely s(did to have withstood both time and the action of water.

A large canal which flowed immediately under the east wall of Zahidan

also passed this fort on the east, and another of the Zahidan canals flowed

past the fort on the west. Both these are now regularly filled by the Pariun*

and the fort is partially an island, and partly a succession of mounds sur-

rounded by water of varying depth, mr by marshy lands.

Ruini to the oorth The ruiiM to the east of Rindin are built along what may have been a
ofRudSii.

{much of the Shela or great canal alluded to as existing at a little distance

from Zahidan to the east of that town. The ruins occupy a spur of the Lurg

on which that town is situated. They are, in consequence, above the reach

of floods ; aiul it is to this that they owe their escape from total destruction.

Some three miles to the north-west of Rindan, these ruins come to an end,

as beyond this the Lurg descends to the level of the alluvial plain, and the

annual inundations have utterly wiped out the traces of all buildings that

occupied the countr}' around the Kohlak mound. These end in a large ruin

composed of domed chambers, which surround an interior hall. This was a

building of some sire as the ruins are lofty and form a striking landmark

It is called Chahil Khana, owing to the cells or chambers having numbered

40, and it may very likely have been a Masjid and Madrassah combined.

Kohlak.

The great canal to

^iwari Sbih.

Riiinf to tbe wett

of RindCn.

Kohlak was another small fort, and the mound that iu>w marks the site

of the keep is all that is left of the place, with the exception of a few low water-

worn mniinds which may be the remains of the outer wall. ThiC place must

have been half as large again almost as the fort at Rindan. But as it was the

last fort in the direction of PeshawarAn and on what is now the southern edge

of the Hamun area, it probably was built to hold a larger number of fugitives

than Rindan juld accommodate.

The great canal of which traces now exist, which passed Kohlak about

two miles to the east and extended towards Sawari Shah irrigating lands now

submerged, wm probably the Shela, or canal, alluded to as having existed to

the east of Zahidan and at some distance from its walls.

To die west and south-west of the old Rindan fort, the country is strewn

with mins ; but as in diis direction the country has been regularly cultivated

for the last 200 years, these relics of the civilisation which Timur destroyed

speedfly disappear. Here and diere an ancient brick kiln forms a mound

and the agriculturists turn up old baked bricks as they break ground for their

crops. The bricks are heiqied together, and the first person who needs material

for building brings a donkey or two, and carries them away. For this reason.
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to the east of Zahidan remains that are of the same age as it have entirdy

disappeared. Further to the west there is situated the depressed tract of land

which for a long time has been the playground of the Helmand, and where
the rich deposits of recent silt lie thick. Also whatever the silt has been

unable to completely hide, sand dunes have concealed. Most of the latter

extend in lines, and probably have accumulated over ruins as their align-

ment is parallel to the general direction of the wind ; these dunes are covered

with tamarisk whose roots probably have penetrated to the ruins that exist

below the sands, and the latter have been in this way rendered permanent,

and anchored so to speak by the vegetation they support. Looking towards

the east from Zahidan a line of high dunes extends in a north-westerly direc-

tion, and as this is the axis of the Zahidan canal systems, it is more than

probaUe that they overlie some old canals, whose channels and spoil banks

have afforded a resting place for the sand.

To the south of the city of Seistan of the present day there is an old ruin IUI»-i-Ziro.

called Kala-i-Ziro, which is the last of ruins attributable to the period of

Zahidan. Further to the south the ruins around the mound which is now
called “ Chung-i-Marghun,” and which are noticed by Colonel Yate in the

account of his journey to Seistan, also belong to this period. The present

representative of the Kaiani family in Seistan stated that in the vicinity of

the mound a small hoard of silver coins, struck in the reign of Malik Kutb-ud-

din, was turned up in a field some few years ago shortly before the Mission

arrived ji Seistan.

Seven and-a-hslf miles almost due south of the present day capital of The Mioieat die-

this country there exists a small tract of land, much cut up by the wind, nw
and covered with ruins of dwellings and canals. The most prominent being a

mound of white clay formed by the debris of a ruined building. It is said

that here stood a pleasun house in the days of Malik Kutb-ud-din which

was a great pleasure resort, as the lands all round the buildings were laid out

in gardens. Owing to this, the little sub-division, or mahal, was known as

Gulistan (the rose garden). The gardens, they say, supplied annually 70

“ mans ” or bushels of rose leaves to the palace, which were used in distilling

rose water. Anjrthing more removed from that condition of things cannot

be imagined than the present state of this once flourishing sub-division. It

included the lands of the modem villages of Bahramfibad and Bag^-ak on the

west, Jotegh on the north, and the flourishing village of Jarinak on the

east : another southern limit of this district ends as, far south as the modem

village of Pulgi ; in this direction it is overlaid by the barkhans that rest on

the north bank of the Rud Seistan. The modem ruins of Kundarak and

As-i-Qhaii are situated within the ancient limits of the Mahal of Gulistin.

These, however, are modem. The white mound of debris alluded to is called

Tapa-i-Safed, and about two miles to the west of it Ihere are some ruins

2i2
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of an old town, with gardens round it, the walla of some of the latter being

quite distinguishable, though worn very thin by the grinding of the wind

;

and to the south of these again half buried in the sand drifts are the ruins

of a domed building near which the fragments of arches are just visible.

These are known as the Madrassah or CoUege, and it is no doubt a correct ex>

planation of the purpose for which the buildings were constructed. In 1903

in some mounds to the south-west of Bahramabad a labourer, who w.is ex-

ploring the sites for bricks, was fortunate enough to find a few gold coins which

the Kaiani Sardar, Malik Azim Khan, said bore Kutb-ud-din’s name, and

which weighed 2^ miskals each, or about 170 grains. The ruins of the College,

buried in the sand, are, however, comparatively modem.

iMcriptionof In the Sheb-i-Ab district the post of refuge was no doubt the fort of
K«k-i.8»m.

Raskak which very likely occupied the site on which the present town and

castle of Sehkoha are situated. About 2| miles to north-west of the latter

there is a very old fortified enclosure about 1,900 feet long and about 600

feet wide ; a gateway in the eastern face can be still recognised, but on the

other side, there is only a gap in the walls which gives access now to the

interior. Whether this was originally a gate or a mere breach made by the

action of wind and weather it is not possible to say. This fort is built

on the edge of the dasht, but the block of dasht on which it stands

is now separated from the terrace to the east by a narrow strip of alluvial

deposit. In the commencement of the 19th century when the Helmand

flowed into the Hamun below the Koh Khwajah, one outlet of that river un-

doubtedly flowed past this fort towards the village of Warmal. The orienta-

tion of the ancient walls differs from all other ruins in tho northern delta

;

the four sides face the cardinal points of the compass. The walls must have

been very massive, for they are now great mounds of clay, and they seem
' to have been built entirely of pis6. The orientation jf this ruin is identical

with that of the older ruins on the dasht terrace sor.th of the Rud-i-Biyaban.

The east and west walls face those points where the sun. in the summer, rises

and sets. A moat was cut across the dasht to defend the south wall, and the

place seems to have been built at a time when there was water below the other

faces, either a Naizar, or the river which served to protect those faces from

attack. In appearance the ruins seem only a little more recent than those

of RAm Shahristan, and it is probable that the Kala-i-8am is a prehistoric

site. In one or two places alone are there any vestiges of buildings, and the

fort appears to have been a mere fortified enclosure to which people retired

fur shelter, and never m have mclosed a town within its walls.

Tlwi Aniist M- To the east of the Hr’mand there were no doubt similar places of refuge.

kill «d Z-slnn. But as this district was ilfiore or less hastily explored owing to circumstances,

it is not possible to speak with certainty regarding it. The Zarkan and

Zorkan canals mast have long been maintained, and the districts of Ghulghual
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and Sar-o-Tar were of course inhabited. The fort of Chahilburj also was

no doubt in repair and afforded protection to the population of the districts

around it.

Six or seven miles to the east of the ruin of Chahilbuij there is a detached Noken K«kt

fort which is in a very good state of preservation, owing to which it is called

Noken Kalat, or the new fort. It is a rectangle measuring 220 feet in width

and 300 feet in length. Four round towers stand at the angles and one in the

centie of each curtain except that facing the east, where there is instead a

gateway, lined with an arch of baked bricks ; inside the four waUs is a collec-

tion of partially ruined dwellings. The wall has no berm and merely forms

an enclosure. The gateway is not flanked by towers, but a detached work

60 feet square and about 60 feet in advance of the gate evidently defended

the entrance ; a wall joins the outwork with the curtain of the fort. The

detached tower is 70 feet high and the walls of the fort about 10 feet lower.

The former was elaborately decorated.

To the east about 2 miles distant from Noken Kalat there is a ruin called Sohim Kaiat

Sohren Kalat from the reddish colour of the remains. It was at one time a

fort 100 leet square, the walls were defended by eight towers and all ronne

the inside there were quarters two stories high ;
a banquette formed by then

afforded the garrison means of defending the wall. The entrance is on the

eastern face, and is protected by an outer fortification,

The name Qhulghula is applied both to a district and also to a group of Ghuighi k.

ruins in it. The latter consists' of a lofty ruined town, and to the south of

and close to it is a domed building, well constructed with baked bricks, the

roof of which has however fallen in. There are very numerous traces of

gardens, and the roads among the ruins crossed irrigation channels by^eans of

syphon bridges, the drain pipes of the latter being still intact. The largest site

is known merely as Shahr-i-Kalan, and is marked bytwo high mounds of unequal

height. All around this site there are the remains ofgardens and irrigation cuts.

One of the mounds was a fort built on a plinth about 40 feet thick in their pre-

sent ruined condition, and there were without doubt dwellings allround them

on the inmde. The summit of the ruined walls is about 50 or 00 feet above the

ground outside. The masonry was exclusively sundried. bricks set in clay;

a few baked bricks, however, were found inside the enclosure, one of which

measured 30 inches by 24 inches, and wa» 4 inches thick. This fort stands

on the alluvial soil of the district, and the land in its neighbourhood shows

signs of having once been highly cultivated. The divisions between fields

and irrigation channek are still very clearly visible in. many places. About

two miles to the north and west of this site is a ruin of a Ifasjid which was

constructed with baked bricks. To the north of this ruined Maqid between

the Shahr-i-Kalan mins and the fort of Kurdo, another deserted site, there
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stands an ancient icehouse, the dome of which has fallen in and the pit also

has been choked with sand.

Kurdo is a very well-known and ancient site ; it stands on the western

edge of the draerted tracts round Ghulghula ; it is a fort built on a plinth about

15 feet above the ground, and it forms a square of 200 feet sides. It is built

of unbaked bricks. The walls are about 40 feet above ground and many

feet thick at the base. The entrance was merely a doorway in the southern

curtain. Owing to its situation on the slopes of the barrier that divides

the modern delta from the 8ar-o-Tar and adioining districts, the Kurdo Fort

is a prominent landmark.

oon^ in’the Ume
addition to the prosperity of the northern delta, the southern delta

4>r Timur which at the end of the Rud-i-Biyaban was also populated and well cultivated.

mnihran dcha. rests upon the testimony of Timur himself who entered Seistan as an ally

of the Malik whom he calls Jallaludin Mahmud ; in 764 A. H. a rebellion had

broken out in Seistan and the malcontents had got the better of their ruler

to some extent, and had obtained possession of several forts in the country.

In his perplexity the Malik of Seistan called on Timur for assistance, as

the latter had under his command a compact band of free lances, all of whom
were staunch men-at-arms, and had seen much service under their leader

in Turkestan. The details of this campaign and its unfortunate ending

belong to the historical portion of this narrative, and has been,treated in

detail in it. Timur mentions seven forts as being in the hands of the mal-

contents. The seven forts, of which the enemies of this Prince were in pos-

session, were, there is hardly room for doubt, situated in the Helmand valley

and in the southern delta. This tract had always been in the hands of the

Reises, who were more or less independent of the later Maliks of Beistan, and

it is quite reasonable to suppose that the sedition arose first among this sec-

tion of the population of Seistan, which drove the Malik to call in to his aid

the great soldier who was fated to prove, 21 years after, the destroyer of the

kingdom and of the independence of his family.

Trakun was one of the seven, without doubt ; also the old fort at Ramrod,

parts of which are incorporated in the modem building ; the ruined fort,

now called by the Baluchis Girdi Kalat, and Kala Maksnd on the Bhela, about

20 miles to the west of the Gaud-i-Zireh. These were probably the forts, whose

inhabitants and garrisons made common cause with the MaUk when he

determined to expel his allies from Beistan. The three forts, of which Timur

and Airor Husen obtained possession, could not have been places of any

size or strength as they were takm without trouble or delay with the help of

1,U00 horsemen, which is all the force those two leaders could raise. These

forts were garrisoned by Amir Husen, and they could not have been de-

stroyed at this time, tiiough they may have been dismantled after the

conquest of Seistan which was carried out 21 years later. It is possible that
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the forts of Chahilmircz and Kala-i-Kharan may have been two of the three

forts taken by the allies. The former is a ruin» about three miles above
Chabarburjak^ an/i th^ latter another ruin about four or five miles to the

west of Bandar-i-Karnal Khan. The latter stands on the cliff of the low
terrace some 30 feet above the old bed of the Rud-i-Biyaban. Ksla-i-Maksud,

Ramrod and Girdi Kalat are undoubtedly all three ancient sites, which stood'

in the ' same relation to the population of the southern delta, as that which
the forts, now marked by the Kohlak and Rindan mounds, bore to the in-

hJibiociii'.v*, of dwellings by which they were surrounded. The older portions

of Ramrod, though few, are exactly like portions of the Zahidan ruins as to

style of architecture and construction. The ruins of Girdi Kidat are also,

on a small scale, like the ruins of that capital city and in very much the same
stage of decay. This place seems never to have been rebidlt in modern
times, as Ramrod is about three and a half miles distant, and it was probably
deemed sufficient to restore the latter as the place of refuge for the diminished

population of l hat dif t.
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CHAPTERXm.
Trakun and neighbonring ruins.

There is, therefore, only left for consideration the fort of Trakun. This

is undoubtedly a very ancient site. It is universally believed to have been

the birth-place of Rustam. According to the Shahnamah he was cut out of

his mother's womb and the place where this operation was performed was

named after this occurrence. It is an article of faith throughout the country

that Trakuu (or Trakan as it really ought to be written) is that place.

This place was deserted comparatively at a very recent date and must

have always been inhabited and maintained as a stronghold, for which pur-

pose its natural position has always been most suitable, especially in ancient

days before the art of war had made much progress. The town is situated

upon an isolated block of Kim which lies in a direction from north to south,

far advanced from the northern terrace of the valley of the Rud-i-Biyaban,

which abreast of this place widens out into the first of the loops or districts

which continue towards the west. A plain about half a mile wide divides the

isolated block of Kim from the northern terrace of dasht, and to the west about

400 yards of alluvial soil separates Trakun from a low mass of dasht, which

forms a second and larger island ; the western limit of the Trakun loop or dis-

trict lying about a mile to the west again of this second island. The eastern

face of the latter is scarped almost to the plain below, but the opposite slopes

have been worn into deep ravines and narrow spurs which slope gradually to-

wards the plain on the west. Between the island of Trakun and the northern

terrace the old Rud-i-Biyaban apparently sent out a branch, as there is an

unmistakable water-worn depression not far from the foot of the northern

edge of that island ; this channel formed the north-eastern end of the second

isolated block of the dasht, and flowed past it off the west joining the main

valley just to the east of the point where two projecting headlands of the

dasht pinch the alluvial plain between them and divide in this way the Trakun

loop or district from that of Oina—the next in the order and to the west of the

former.

The block of Kim on which Trakun is bji^ is in round numbers about

1,000 feet in length and about 500 in width, and dopes down towards the east.

Its height above the plain on the other sides is quite 150 feet above the

plain, and on these sides it ends in a sheer precipice ; the horizontal stratum of

TCim forming here and there narrow ledges, tfie last of which, however, is fully

80 or 100 feet above the plain. The eastern front of the block of Kim ends

in a diil some 25 feet high above the ground, and it is on this side alone that

TMkun had been fortified. The walls rise to a great height and are built

in one or two places almost from the foot of the cliff, their trace naturally
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conformed to the outline of the latter : but on both the north and south flanks,

as the clifls increase in height, the walls decrease, till at last they cease alto*

gether as a protection against enemies, and only a low pbrapet exists in open

spaces between buildings as a safeguard against accidents. The gateway

is ruined, but it probably existed nearer to the north end of the walls, and

led up into a small courtyard about 100 feet square on all sides of which, like

cells in a wasp’s hive, the domed buildings of the town rose up tier above

tier. Trakun must have been a veritable sun trap, and only less terrible to

existence thanthe city of the Kakahs on the rocky slopes of the Koh-i-Khwaja,

as only those dwellings on the ridge could, have obtained the full benefit of

the wind of Seistan. The dwellings are domed. The better class of houses

show a trace of architectural decoration very much resembling that of the

two octagonal chambers at the summit of the two western towers of Zahi*

dan. But as Trakun could have been finally deserted not more than two

hundred years ago, if so long, the buildings are in much better repair than any Desariptna of th«

in Zahidan ; many of the buildings indeed, especially some towards the north,
b«“ding»

appear to belong to the modern period of architectural design and construe*

tion of Seistan. The lower courses of the lofty northern walls were built with

baked bricks, the latter being some 1 8 inches square. The snpcrstracture and

the inside chambers were ail constructed with simdried bricks. The houses of

the town ate o this material also, baked bricks being very sparingly used

almost and for decorative purposes alone. The only structure built exclusively

oi this harder material is the shaft of the great well which supplied the town

with water. The opening of the shaft is 10 feet square and it must have been

very deep ; now, however, it is, filled up to within about 50 feet of the mouth.

About half-way down the slope there is a subterranean gallery that descends

to the bowels of the earth, and ends after a length of some one hundred feet in

a chamber about 15 feet square. This gallery was eridently vaulted and lined

with baked bricks, but only a fragment of the latter exists near the entrance.

The latter is, however, very probably not the origi nal entrance, as it is partially

choked with ashes, forming a huge kitchen midden lull of bones and rags

and other rubbish. Its appearance w'ould almost seem to indicate an earlier

date for this gallery than that of the occupation of the buildings around its

entrance, the inhabitants of which contributed to the midden of ashes and

rubbish. It is of course possible that after the conquest of Seistan Timur oe-

dered the demolition of all the strongholds of the country and Trakun was

included in the general destruction, and that it was re-inhabited afterwards

and the houses restored and rendered habitable. The complete destruction ot

the gateway and of the projecting tower in the centre of the northern walls

certainly tends to render this supposition probable, as their destruction ren*

dered the place of no value as a fortress, and the demolition seems to have been

systematic and carried out with that end in view.

211
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The walls of Trakun are defended by no towers, and are merely pierced

with large embrasures or windows, and loopholed. A series of the latter

extend along the summit of the walls, and inside a narrow berm was construct*

ed to give the defenders standing room. In order to provide.a cross fire the

Deccr ptionoftbe loopholes are arranged in sets of three ; the centre loophole facing the front,
defences.

those on the left hand and on the right facing obliquely in those direc-

tions. The ramparts are very substantial and a narrow vaulted gallery con-

structed in the thickness of the walls communicating with various chambers

afforded means of access to portions of the town adjoining the walls to the

iiorth and south. Owing to its position Trakun forms a prominent landmark

visible for many miles in all directions, and it is quite the type of a feudal

stronghold of romance. It is utterly deserted now, owing to the lack of

water ; the landscape generally is of a most melancholy description as the

neighbouring bluffs are crowned with cemeteries and mausolea in every stage

of decay. As far as the eye can reach tt .rards the west groups of domed

buildings containing tombs stand on all the headlands of the dasht, relieved

against the pale blue colours .of the distant peaks of the Palang Koh range

that forms the background to this scene of utter desolation. In pre-Islamitic

times, according to traditions still existing, but which are fast d3ring out, there

was a famous pyroeum in Trakun which was destroyed in course of time after

the Arabs obtained the mastery over the country.

'taTitoptohew
Arbftb Seif-ud-din gave me au account of the fire temple and ' the

reserved and matmer in which the priests kept up the sacred flame, which agrees almost

eif^^nffiad* for word with the description of the author Kasvini who wrote in 1276
to maintain j) ^ ig-Qot possible that Seif-ud-din had obtained his knowledge from

books, as his literary attainments are of a very modest nature—and books are

not to be had in his country. His information has been derived from oral

traditions alone. To begin with, he said the wood of the Tagaz, the variety

of the tamarisk which grows and thrives only in the waterless tracts, was used

alone for maintaining the sacred fire. Tagaz fuel burns well giving a clear

.flame with a minimum of smoke, and burns into a clean ash which can easily

be removed. Tamarisk wood on the other hand has a marked tendency to

smoulder, and gives forth a great deal of smoke.

Account of the

Fire Temple here,

preserved and
related by Arb&b
Seif-ud-din, fuel

used to maintain
the fire.

Method of keeping

theaaered flume

alight.

The attendant priests, according to Seif-ud-din, knelt at a respectful dis-

tance from the altar when on duty, veiling their mouths and nostrils, and from

time to time placed small pieces of Tagaz wood on the altar with long silver

tongs, just sufficient to maintain a steady blaze. At Trakun was a fire tem-

{de second only to that at Kfirkn Shah, and these were the chief fanes in the

country priw to the conquest by the Arabs when both the shrines were prob-

ably destroyed and the sacred fires quencheu by the invaders ; other minor,

fire temples may have been allowed to exist, bat the destruction of the prin-

cipal Pyroea was probably considered to be necemiy in order to emphasize

the snptemaqr of Islam.



CHAPTEE XIV.

Dueript^ of Kda Fath.

A description of Eala Fatii* will be (rf int^ceet. Its citadel is a vei7PbdilaBotKdft
prominent feature in the landscape, and being constructed after the &U ofJ^;^******'
2miid&n,. it is a good epecimen of the style of buildings «rected in Sriatan

dhriilg medinyal times. The citadel is said to be the of

Kutb>ud-din, and'in order to tender it secure, he built it upon aa isolated
block of Kim, some SO feet above the plain. A deep gorge probably either

cut, or enlarged artificially, separates it from the lower features of the Dasht-i*

Meski to the east. This gwge is a continoatimi of the old river-bed and the

later canal flowed through this past the town, towards the north. The citadel

is a lofty pile of pis4 work or sundried bricks with few towers, onne of the

latter possessing much relief owing to the restaicted area on the summit
of the block of Kim. The interior of the citadel is divided into two huge

pUes of buildings,both palaces, which are known as the east and west palaces.

In one the reigmng Prince took up his abode ; in the other the members of

his family—dependants, kinsm^ and others who had claims upon the bounty
of the Prince. The usual galleries and chambers line the walls. TnaittA the

courtyard there is a great well with a nwsonry shaft, the water of which in

olden times used to be lifted by means of a Persian wheel worked by a

^me few years ago the well was cleaned out, but the water after long disuse

proved to be brackish. A tower higher than the rest of the building as in the

case of the palace inside Sar-o-Tar must have afforded a veiy extensive view

of the country on all sides, owing to its height. It was no doubt also used

both as a watch tower in times of war, and a place where the banner of the

Prince was hoisted.

Around the base of the citadel and a short distance away from it

exists a second line of defence to act as a covered way and td prevent m*^’**^

enemy approaching the foot of the moui^d on which the citadel is placed

;

where, owing to the great height of the walls and the inadequate relief of the

towers, there must exist a large area of dead ground.

Far in advance of this covered way was placed the city wall. Thisformed

an irregular square, the eastern nde being shorter than the other three. Bach
of the latter it is said was ori^iudly defended by 86 towns, while the eastern

wsU had only 16 towers. The town was a flouxisliing place as late as 1069

AA, 1630 A.D.. but now it is in ruins.

iKftlii FaUl is meotioDed bynune u tbe ofSdsUb by tlie Mtlior of tho Bidshih Nioi'
on ladion ofnoniele of the reign of 8heh Jnhftn, the Ifoghnl Xjnperor of Dedi|->l7th osnlqiiy.

Mnlik IE•mtl^ thn frinoe of deitton et this timet is-olso mentioned by naaie in thnt mooRt

SMS
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Oumbas-i'Sufkli,

The Stato aided

Gollofo of Seistan.

There are remains of reservoirs and hnmmams (baths) still visible where

the river has not carried away all traces of its former splendour, or where tiie

Sand has not concealed them. There is still one hnmmam in the town which im

huddled away between the second line of defences and the front of the citadel.

Another hummam is still existing inside tiie citadel. But the glory of Kala-i-

Fath, the proud and unconquered fort, has long since departed. This name

was probably given to it by Malik Kutb-ud-din who was for some time in a

condition of insubordination to his Suzerain and benefactor, Shah Rukh,

and held out in this place successfully against the latter.

The town of Kala-i-Fath was girdled with an outer wall defended by 94

towers in all, and if on an average a space of 200 feet be assumed to have

separated the towers one from another, the perimeter of the walls alone most

have been fully 3 miles. Beyond these outer walls there were suburbs and

gardens, and these were all nourished by canals. The latter probably were

local works and had their origin below and distinct from the great canal

which distributed the water below Kala-i-Fath. -The outer wall and the de-

fences of Kala-i-Fath were the handiwork no doubt of Malik Muiz-ud-din

Husen (killed in 869 H.), but the gardens roundthem must have grown up in

course of time as the country was restored to a condition of prosperity.

There seems to be no reason to doubt the story that is told of the gardens

and hamlets having extended as far as the gravelly plateau to the west.

Beyond the wall of Kala-i-Fath, to the south-west of the citadel, there

stand the ruins of a college which is said to have been endowed by Malik

Hamza. It is now in ruins and the dome of the central building has fallen in,

and because it is built entirely with baked brick, it is called now the Gum-

baz-i-Surkh or the red domed-building. On either side of the central build-

ing there extended two wings containing apartments and a colonnade, which

were built to house the professors and their pupik, some of whom coming

from a distance probably lived there. ' It is said that a staff of 80 mullas were

maintained, who, besides fees from the parents of the scholars, received 100

Kharwars of grain and 200 tomans in money. The measures of grain was

according to the Tabrizi Kharwar.^ The actual building of the college is

attributed to the urgency of the MuUa Shahi, who was the Mujtahid of Kala-i-

Fath in the days of Malik Hamza, and when it was finished the latter endowed

it to the extent abeady mentioned. The descendants of this person, the head

of the established religion, those times in Seistan, are now living in somewhat

steaitened cbcumstances in Persi‘«n territory, in the modern villages of Bun-

jar and Gauri. Both the college and its staff have lung ago ceased to exist.

The final remayal of the des(;endants of the former head of this college into

Persian territory took place about thirty years ago. This group of buildings

^ About 100»000 lbs. in all £r.gli4i«
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cccopies & commanding poaition upon the brow of a low plateau, and it can be

seen from a distance ; the reddish colour of the baked brick of which it was

built attracts attention, as it is not usual to meet with the ruins of such

buildings in Seistan.

Further to the south of this ruin there is another domed*building. Its Derarirtion of

origin and name is lost, but a story exists that the architect lost his right ST***
*'^*^'

hand, which was struck off after he had built Gumbaz i-Surkh in order that

he might never again construct a similar work, thereby causing the former to

remain without a rival. The Gumbaz-i-Yakdast, or the domed-building of

the one handed architect, is older than the Gumbaz-i-Surkh. The fact

of its origin not being known proves that. It is not improbable that it may
contain the tombs or tomb of some previous ruler of this country, or possibly

of several members of that family. It may even be the place where Malik

Kutb'ud'din was buried. Like the College this building stands upon a low

plateau, but almast upon the very edge of the northern cliff.

The architecture of the college is remarkable for the way in which the Gumbar-i-Surkh

arches of the central building; had been constructed. Instead of the bricks “SHm!**^/***
radiating from a centre, or even laid on edge as is sometimes met with in<}wL

buildings in this country, the arches of the building in question are formed

by the horizontal courses of the bricks overlapping one another, the massive

walls giving solidity to this peculiar method of forming such openings. In

one other case has such an arrangement of the bricks forming an arch been

met with. This is in ruins called Chahardari about 6 or 7 miles to the south-

west of Karku Shah. This also strangely enough is a building constructed

with baked bricks. This method of building was probably considered to be

unsafe when any other less durable medium was employed. The Chahar-

dari ruin was a mausoleum, the four sides of which, duly oriented in the di-

rection of the cardinal points of the compass, are open archways, the angles of

the four walls forming narrow piers. In their case the openings were con-

structed by the overlapping of the horizontal courses of the bricks which

formed tite piers or supports. This bidlding also was covered with a dome

covering a grave ;
it was also built of backed bricks. Tradition also states,

with regard to the college, that when. Malik Hamza Khan died he was buried

within the central building, which, as is generally the case in all Islamitic

religious and e<lucational founditions, was also used as a Masjid and built for

this purpose.

Kala-i-Fath dates from the 9th century of the Hegira. .4nd the citadel isth Omtiuy a.o.

la a very good example of the way in which the Seistani was able to build with

sundried bricks and pise. The lofty walls are pierced here and there with win- ?***“ bnUfiings no-

dows or large embrasures. The outer face of the walls are plain with the ex-

ception of an occasional course of herring bone oraiam^tation on a small

scale, which does not obtrude its existence on the spectator. The outer walls
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Ilf Zihidin are absolutely pbia. Not a moulding exists to break the surface

of the plaster which covers the brick and pis£ work. The buildings of the age

of ZUiidan all show this absence of outward decoration. The jexocllenoe of

the work is however very striking^, and such older remains* when, as in the case

Vitfietiwiath* of the fort at Ramrod, they have been included in modem work, can be at

MohM—««mpUM picked out, so great is the difference between the old and the latei work.
intheoMwbnUd- Axches that Still exist in the ruins with which the citadel is surrounded are
ingi in SeiitMi.

Extant of Malik

Hamia*! area of

eultiTaiion.

built of square bricks laid edgeways. The thin laminso of clay met witli

in Sar-o>Tar, and the ruins on the Koh-i>EJiwaja, and in> some mins on the

dasht terrace to the south of the Rud-i-Biyaban, which were used to construct

arches, seem to have belonged to an earlier age. But the arch of the Darwaza-

i'Bakhtiari at ZahidAn, a fragment of which alone remains standing, shows

exactly the same arrangement of this lamina. This no doubt had a lining of

masonry in which baked brick could have alone been used. It seems to bo

the general mle that the older buildings in Seistan were but little adorned

without and within ; whereas the architecture of succeeding periods shows a

very flotid taste in such designs ; in the buildings of the period of Malik Jalla-1>

uddin or Malik Hamza these details are carried out skilfully. The lines are

perpendicular, and those intended to be horizontal are actually so. In later

buildings these details are, as a rule, found to be completely absent.

The result is that the general effect is both tawdry and displeasing. The

masonry of sundried brick set in clay of the later buildiligs also shows

signs of an absence of care and shill. '

There is a place some two miles below, or to the north of Kala-i Kiitli,

wluse the waters of the canal that took off above the Band-i-Bl|lIbakn were

distributed. It is still called Ab-Baksh or the dividmg of the waters. From

this place a main canal followed the alignment of the old Zorkan canal, follow-

ing the ancient channel fairiy closely. This tailed off at or close to the Ziarat

of Amran, and by means of it the- country round that place and

along the banks of the canal was rendered fertile. The distributaries of this

channel can still be seen in the vicinity of the ruin of Eah Gawak.

The area under cultivation was, however, largest close to the capital ; and no

attempt wasmade to turn to account the lands around Ohulghula or Sar-o-Tar.

These districts, it is said, were then in very much the same condition as they are

now, coveted with borkhans of loose sand moving onwards every year under

the impelling force of the wind of 120 days. It will be seen from this that the

'area which benefited from the efforts of Malik Mahmud and his snccessors

was probably less than had been reclaimed by-MaJik Kutb-ud-din and his

immediate, successors. The date on the memorial tablet found not far hrom

the ruins of Ohulghula proves that district to have been inhabited. The

desolation wrought by Amir Khalil Hindukah had given the final impulse

under which the nroeperity of Seistan had commenced to decline, following
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as it did not very long after the losses that took place during Timur’s invasion

;

and the expiry of 74 years would barely have proved long enough to allow

of the restoration of the country being placed on a firm basis. And when

again a member of the ancient family of the Maliks was allowed to return

and govern the country of his forefathers, it was necessary to cause orders

to be issued that iAl the neighbouring districts should contribute their share

of colonists and make up 1,000 families, who were forced to migrate to Seistan

and settle there, forming the nucleus of the population and assuring a supply

of labour with which to commence the task of restoring the prosperity of

the country and its population.

From the dividing of the waters to the north of Kala-i-Fath, a vrisp of Hunr t

^
.

* Khan’* canal

canals trended towards the north-east upon which depended the existence of the ayatam.

districts in that direction which are now so thickly covered with ruins. These

districts and the ruins it contains are worthy of description. The barrier

between the northern delta and the districts of Ghulghula and Sar-o-Tar

has already been described, but to the east of it there is another and

with the exception of one or two small outcrops of dasht, ths space

between them is a strip of alluvial deposit some 6 miles wide, extending

northwards for a great distance, covered now by the sandhills in this direction.

The southern end of this eastern dasht is an isolated block, separated by a

narrow space full of b^ken clay mounds and alluvial soil forming the under fea-

tures or Talus that descends from the clifts of the Dasht-i-Meski. This isolated

block of dasht is some 60 feet in height above the plain at its foot, and it is

rendered stUl more prominentby ft ruined building which stands on its northern

brow, overlooking the plain below. The Baluch and other inhabitants

have placed within the luin a ziarat dedicated to Sheikh Husen. To

the north of this isolated block of dasht a narrow strip of alluvial soil

separates it from a plateau of dasht, which a little further to the north

attains to a height ot 30 or 40 feet, forming well marked though low plateaux

which slope comparatively abruptly towards the west, but which shade off

gently into an extensive and undulating gravel covered plain which descends

gradually towards the east and south-east. The canal that turned to the east

under the ruins of 8argah-i-Seistan passed through the gap to the north of

the Ziarat ; and the spoil banks of the later canal which dates possibly from the

period of Malik Hamza can be also traced almost as far as the ruins of Paisai

about 4 miles to the east of the Ziarat-i-Sheikh Husen. The older canal

probably watered the lands around TikMa and may have also nourished the

outlying lands of Sar-o-Tar itself. This gravel plateau to the north of the

Sheikh Husen Ziarat trends away in a north-eMteriy direction. On it stands

the conspicuous mound called Dik-i-Dalil by the Baluchis, because it is the

landmark by which the Dagal Gardis, or explorerswho visit the ruins in search
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of antiques, direct their course to Sar-o-Tar. The plateau increases in height

further to the north, as in that direction there is a chain of very lofty sandhills

Dik-iwUiiuMiid. which shut out the view for several miles to the north-west of the Sar-o-Tar

runs, and which undoubtedly rests upon a continuous chain of detached

plateau. To the north of the mound of Dik-i-Dalil it is not possible to speak

with any degree of certainty as to the disposition of these blocks of dasht.

But as the canals that used to water Sar-o-Tar and the lands to the north at

an eariier period entered that district evidently some 5 miles to the north-east

of the Dik-i-Dalil mound, the only inference that can be drawn is that the

plateaux on which the sand now rests, as upon a foundation, are separated

from each other by narrow strips of alluvial soil, in exactly the same way

as the embouchures of the Rud-i-Biyabsn wind in and out towards the Hamun
through the sloping Tains of dasht. The ancient canal systems that nour-

ished these districts took advantage of these natural outlets, or where to do

so would have entailed a circuitous course they were probably cut boldly

through the dashts, as the Zarkan canal was constructed through the plateau

to the south-east of the Gdwak ruins.

The restoration of these w»e, however, beyond the resources and skill at

the disposal of Malik Hamza, who was content to see the lands up to the edge

of the sandhills placed under cultivation. His canals are as yet quite recog-

nisable.

Rnini knewnM In this tract of country in the vicinity of the capital of those days were

planed the manor house^of the leading personages of the day, and these form

the ruins around Polangi. These are so numerous, and lofty in some in-

stances, as to induce the casual observer to regard them as the ruins of a city.

Of all these ruins, that which is called Palangi is in the best state of preserva-

tion. It is called by this name because on one of its walls there is picked out

by an arrangement of small square holes in the plaster the representation of a

leopard, or panther ; whether this was done with any object, and was the cog-

nisance of the owner of the mansion, or whether it was merely a freak on

some one’s part, it is not possible to say. But it is interesting to note that

devices not unlike coats-of-arms were evidently once used in Seistan by quite

ordinary persons who lived a long time ago in this country.

The ruin known as Palangi is a very good example of the manor house of

the period. Fortified to a certain point so as to resist the attack of a private

enemy, it was intended to serve primarily as a residence. In plan it is a

square, encn side of which is 200 feet in length. The angles are oriented and

one side iartes the direction of the prevailing wind during the summer. Tbe

interior of the square is divided into two eqruil parts, the northern half in full

Vka&ni oonitnio- of dwellings of an ordinary type ; the domed roofs of these have fallen in, and
ON^tiw interior of the buildings are now choked with sand. Along tne north

wall there were two tiers of such dwellings, the roofs of which served as a
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platform, if it was necessaiy evet to man the walls against the attack of an

enemy. The southern half contained the dwelling of the landholder, or

owner of the building, and here also the apartments were arranged on two

floors. On each floor a large hall occupied the centre, the other apartments

being arranged around the halls. The interiors were handsomely finished in

lime mortar with which the walls were plastered and the inside of the domes

were divided into small lozenges, the dividing lines of the pattern having been

made with stucco and the whole plastered over and whitewashed. Each of

the halls was 30 feet long by 20 wide, and at each end an arched entrance

gave access to smaller vaulted chambers. The floor of the upper apartments

having collapsed and the roof as well,* the plan of the lower story alone can be

traced, the rooms at either end of the hall being still intact, though filled up

to half their height with sand and debris.* The apartments of the upper floor

were ventilated with large windows. These openings were arched, and at

the point where the curve of the arch springs there is a horizontal piece of

masonry,—a very flat arch—dividing the opening into two unequal portions,

the lower one being rectangular and the upper nearly a half circle. This

seems to have always been the method of forming such openings. A carpet

was probably hung before the rectangular la^er openings, while the upper

acted as a clerestory window and admitted light and air. The chambers on

the ground floor were ventilated, and to a small extent lighted also by nar-

row slits or loopholes which in times of emergency could be used in the defence

of the building. At each angle of the wall which enclosed the buildings there

stood a round tower, partly for purposes of defence and partly built to com-

plete the design and add to the appearance of the building which they certain-

ly enhanced. Towards the northern angle of the northern half of the build- unadaiiUaito

ing there is the ruin of a windmill, m which the grain raised in the surround-

ing lands was ground, and there was also no doubt a well within the walls, interior of buSdiag.

probably iniude one of the smaller houses, to secure the inhabitants against

being cut off from watei. B^ond the north-west face or curtain there were

projecting walls built at an angle with the curtain, and also built in a curVe,

all of which were undoubtedly intended to act as wind-sails to- conduct the

wind not only to the windmill, but also for purposes of ventilation of the

interior. In many of the manor houses which contained a windmill on the

premises there is evidence to show that the latter served a double purpose

:

to grind wheat and also to act as a thennantidote to ventilate and cool the

inner apartments.

Bathroonu and other offices were placed on tiie roof, and the places in

the walls where drains had been constructed can still be seen. The masonry

of the latter have disappeared, leaving deep scars to mark their position in the

face of the walls. In the north-western face to tiie south of the opening of

the windmill there is a curious semi-cizcular wall curving away from the latter

2 ir
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which cztendB from the gromid to the fall hdght of the building ; its pnrpose

is not at all evident, unleaB itWMintend^ toprevent ell chnnoee of contaminat-

ing matter being introduced to the interior of the mill, and was therefme built

as a guard to the windmilL In this face of the building there are no large

windows, and the openings that look out into the small space between the

semi-circular wall and that of the building are small, little larger than loop-

holes, and may have been used as shoots to throw sweepings and other rub-

bish out of apartments or offices above. At present the entrance Li by a gap

in the walls, and as the original gate was not especially fortified, it is not

possible to locate its position ; but it probably existed in the south-east wall

of the menials* quarters ; and the absence of protective works to the entrance

shows that the. building could never have been intended to offer serious

resistance or to withstand an organised and determined attack ; the towers,

loopholes, and crendations on the wall were added probably for decorative

purposes alone.

This building stands on a plinth of excellent pis6 work, upon which the

walls have been raised. The plinth itself is about 6 feet high, and the walls

rise to another 26 feet above it ; the outside of the walls were decorated in

panels ;
the latter included in a moulded course of baked brick, and the gene-

ral effect of these breaking the otherwise plain surface of the walls is very

plee^ing. Altogether Falangi is as good a specimen of a country gentleman’s

house during the period of Malik Hamxa which is to be seen anywhere in the

neighbourhood. In many respects it differs from its neighbours and displays

an originalily of design that is very striking. To the east, west and north

the country is covered with the remains of older or perhaps only less skilfully

constructed buildings—mere formless ruins ; and these perhaps may date from

the time of Muix-ud-din Husen and the Amir Khalil. The buildings of

which they are the remains appear to have been much older than the remains

of Falangi and some of the numerous ruins that cover the surface of the

ground so thickly to the south-west of the latter.

Next, in a southerly direction from the buildings just described, there

is a reservoir which originally had been covered in with a dome ; the cistern

is still clearly visible and the drain which admitted water as well as that at

the other end through which it escaped. The stream of flowing water in this

way kept the contents of the reservoir pure. This is called the cistern or

reservmr of Malik Hamisa, and it is said that he used to hold assemblies

inside the building. The space between the edge of the cistern and the walls

of the building was covered with carpets, and there in the cool shade of the

lofty dome by the side of the flowing water the notables of tlie dutrict were

wont to congregate and pass the hours of a sununer afternoon with kalians

and music. At these ga^erings probably a good deal of buainess was car-
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ried on in a desnltoiy waj, and the efforts of literary men of the country

submitted to the critidsm of the assembty. The canals that fed the reservoir

are still traceable without much difficulty. The domed>building was sur*

rounded by smaller apartments, in which the attendants of the persons of

quality were able to refresh themselves.

Further to the south-west there ate eacteniuve ruins of manwhouses andi>^4*UonofotJ)ct

stately residences ; some in an advanced condition, of de(Qay, others in com-

parativ^ good repair. The majority of these had the apartments' of the

gentry arranged in two floors forming a great Iflock which stood in tlw north-

west face of an open courtyard, with quarters around the three other sides.

Among these ruins there are several la^e windmills. The most celebrated of

these is one, the side walls of which are profusely decorated with diamond

shaped and cruciform studs made in high relief with stucco or plaster. This

particular windmill stood in its own premises and was on a very large scale.

The lower portion of the building is a plinth:several feet in height above which

there rose lofty walls built of sundried bricks. The buildings, of which these

are the remains, had gardezks attached to them and the land between was cul-

tivated and full of gardens. The style of the houses and the general appear-

ance of the country shows that these houses were occupied at a time of pet

feet peace, internal as well with reference to the rdations of the country, as

with neighbouring powers.^

This was characteristio of the reign of Malik Hamza. Seistan being under Pm^uI mgnu

the protection ot the Persian Empire, he enjoyed immunity from all outside Khu.

attack. The Uzbegs had subsided quietly beyond the Ozus, and tiie Indian

Empire of the Moghuls was too far away to trouble itself with the a&irs of

Seistan. The dry rot that gradually sapped the strength of both the empires

of the Suffavi Monarohs of Persia, and of the descendants of Baber, had at

yet not made itsdf evident ; and the glamour of the prowess of the founders

of both dynasties still clung to their descendants.

The Kai&nis of Seistan have always modelled their buildings on the^ '*“*‘*‘'

traditionary accounts of the palaces of the ancient Kings of Persia.

The buildings generally in Seistan followed the fashion thus set by the rulers

and lofty arched adks and halls are a most common feature iu all old buildings paboM ct the

that still preserve their form and design in Seistan. In the buildings of the
«(Pw*>a-

Kala-i-Timur to the north of the ruins of ZUiidan, which date from a period

far beyond that of Timur, the publk apartments are'great halls covered with

a vaulted roof ; while the approach from outside was under a tall arch that

rose to the level of the roof. The lofty halls of the Khasraus, their ancestors,

1 TbMB rniM McffilMPooIgeffiJbyClirjstie, Pidg ii a SeliteiU word lor fine Mod or doit Pidgi
PoolgM oiAy bo a coffoptioii of Palaogls or this tract mmj m Chiiatia’a timo (1810) liaro broo ooFnod
ih dmii of looM Mod ttiat bawi aloco loorcd oil ooder tbo inpoliicD of tbg wind*
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seemed always to have been in the minds of this family when building for

themselves in Seistan ; and every ruin in that country contains the remains

of these noble apartments.

At the site called Eala-i-Oawak ^ there is a good example of this style

of architecture. It was a castellated mansion in its days surrounded by an

outer wall. The main building is very much dilapidated and the outer wall

is in heaps, but the interior is still intelligible. It is in the shape of a Latin

cross, the four equal arms of which are lofty adits communicating with

apartments on either side, the former being open to the roof which was

arched, while on either side the apartments were arranged in two stories.

The courtyard was therefore square and open to the sky.

This site is believed to be the scene of the celebrated combat in which

eventually Rustam proved to be victorious. The champions were roused by

the song of the larks every morning and prepared themselves for the impend-

ing struggle. Hence the place is known as the foit of the larks, Kh being in

Seistan sounded like a hard G. The present ruins are said to date from the

time of Malik Hamza.^

The decorations in many of the ruins are very well carried out. !fhe best

instance of any are to be found in some ruins called Chigini by the Baluchis.

This word means adorned or decorated. These ruins are about similar to

the east of the modem hamlet of Meno, not far from the south end of the

Chung-i-Darazgu in the Ashkin lands near Chakansur.

Lancet shaped windows, heavily moulded with plaster, are the principal

items in the architectural details of old buildings in Seistan. The ruins at

Chigini are great piles of apartments one above the other occupying the

windward side of an open courtyard. In the centre a lofty arched adit

gives access to the apartments on either hand, while a small arched

doorway forms the exit opposite the lofty entrance. The detail of ornamenta-

tion is clearly preserved on the sides away from the wind, as the material

of sundried brick is very easily worn by friction of the dust-laden winds. In

this part of Seistan the difference between the highly decorated buildings

of later date and the plain unornamented buildings of an earlier period is

very plainly contrasted.

About six miles from Chigini is the Ziarat of Amran ; around the shrine

which is housed in a domed building of evidently recent date there are some

undoubtedly ancient remains, and the latter are studiously plain and the

only decorative features are simple mouldings in the walls and round arches.

ThirteeD or tourtoen milet to tho nortlt of K*U-i Falli,

< A fiDd of gold ooim itraok by tbit rahw ie takl to hftvn b«^o dltoorered. None of hit ooint htTo

been ditoovered by end it it doub^l if be ouioed eoy muoey et elL Hit father did->( f copper.
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To the north of the zkrst there is a great pile of buildings called Tak-i- o— d ttt-

Amian or the Palace of Amran. This was in its day a noble building. It

is placed with one front towards the direction of the wind, and the side walls

of the building were continued in this direction and enclosed a garden, from
which a lofty adit gave access to the interior. In this respect the building

resembles the palace to the north of Zahidan. The feature in this building is

.the size of its apartments. On either hand of the adit there are ordinary

rooms, but on the west there is a great hall 60 feet long by 20 feet wide, and
about 30 feet high, evidently a room where the owner held his lev^. The

roof has fallen in to a great extent, but the disposition of the rooms is quite

clear. An elaborate system of double walls with very narrow passages be-

tween and shafts for ventilation is also a great feature in this building. This

building may probably be coeval with that of the palaces to the north of

Z&hidSn, and the similarity in the entrance seems to connect the Tak-i-Amran

with the Kala-i-Timur as to age and period of construction. The Chigini ruins

are said to have been inhabited during the time of Malik Hamza, but not so

the Tak-i-Amran. This building is also not as profusely ornamented as those

at Chigini. The former is a very prominent feature in the landscape
; the

great height of the ruins is seen to full advantage in the open plain in which it

stands. The great pile of buildings at Tak-i-Amran stands to windward of an

open court around which were arranged the dwellings of retainers, servants and

the following that accompanied the Prince who dwelt there when he

moved from place to place. The gateway was in the south-eastern face of

the courtyard. This great pile of buildings was in all probability a residence

of one of the earlier Maliks of SeistAn or of some great personage, and from its

appearance it is possible that it was built and occupied before the destruction

of Zahidan by Timur. It is said to have been the palace of Khwaja Amran.

But this is only because it stands not- far from the shrine dedicated

to that holy person.

The presence of the Zorkan and Zarkan canals close to the ruin of Tak-i- ProteUedateof

Amran makes it probable that the place may have been inhabited when those

ancient canals were in working order. This would put the dote of its existence ud zo^

very far back, and it is not by any means impossible that this huge building

is actually so old. The situation is such that it has been saved &om the

direct action of water, and the river has never attack^ it. The countoy

around has never been seriously cultivated since the invasion of Timur,

and the massive walls have therefore had to resist merely the action of the

wind deprived of the assistance of damp, its most potent auxiliary, as well

u the ravages of human beings.

The ancimt buildings in Seistan belonging to the period of Malik Ilamsa OmmmI «h»r!Mtor

Khan or his father, or to the period before tbe invasion of Timur, all show a

very peculiar method of vortilation. The domes in some instances evidently ESm.
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wen crowned a loarte wliich allowed ventilation of the apartment Mow,
hat the- inner rooms were also ventilated and protected from the force of^
eon’s rays by doable walls. The walls which separate room from room os

the gronnd floor were solid and massively boilt. Those above were doable

md incloded a passage same 2 feet wide which were arched over a few feet

above the floor beyond which the walls continned solid to the point whence

the groining of the domes sprung. In some of the older ruins to the north

of Zahidan inner rooms on the ground floor had a series of small openings

ascending towards and communicating with such passages in the walla

above. In the lower room these openings were placed just below the spring-

ing of the domes and the openings were well finished and combined a

osefiil purpose with a certain decorative effect which broke the monotony

of a blank wall. This system of ventilation is met with in the ruins around

8ar-o-Tar, in the large palace within the inner fort at that place, and even in

many of the buddings in the vicinity of the Palangi ruins near Kala-i-Fath

iriuck are obviously not older than the period of Malik Hamza, or of his father

the Malik Jallaludin. In these buildings of a past age, and even of the

present day, there is to be found no doubt the same general plan and

method of construction that prevailed in the days of the Sassanian Kings

of Persia. The clay weU worked is most tenacious after it hds dried, and

walls built carefully of pia6 are as durable as those of brick and probably

more so, ae the pis6 work carefully carried out consolidates into a homo-

geneous mass^ and to destroy buildings made of it is by no means an easy

task. In Seistan the older buildings are a fine example of the results than

can be attained with merely sundried bricks and clay. Judging from the

accounts of recent explorations in the site of the great city of Babylon,

these materials were as well handled and as largely employed in those very

remote times in which the great piles of masonry were raised, the remains of

which now form the great mounds marking that ancient site.

Mambw olcviliM- The Chigini ruins mark the furthest extent of the cultivation that was

carried on 1^ means of the Helmand canals in the time of Malik Hamza

;

it is said that 2,000 pagos of gangs of labourers were needed for the operations

of agriculture and the maintenance of the canals and watercourses between

.
the capital and that place. The lands in the direction of Post-i-Oau and to

the nbrth of that ruined town, in the direction of the site called Khwaja Surjn,

required another 1,000 pagos to carry on the task of cultivation, the lands

they tiUed being watered from the Khash Rod.

Modan PkniM That part of Seistan now in the hands of the Persians in the northern

(TMt Id tm* u ^^ta was, however, a waste tract. Up to about the position of old Mslik

Malik Hum
Khan.

BUiidari there may have been some little attempt made to cultivate the land

in good years. But the remainder was destitute of water, save after rain,

and probably here and there wells may have been sunk, around which, in
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the spring, flocks of sheep, goats, and camels may have been pastured. Zahi-

dan lay in ruins and the country round it was a wilderness.

Those tracts of land, now a desert, around Trakun, Ramrod and Hauzdar, Hausdar tract mu
on the other hand, were at that time cultivated and populated. The Rud-i-®"***’'**®^

Biyaban discharged the water in separate outlets, and one of these flowed into

the deep bay to the south of the Puza-i-Surh Dagal, into which its course

can yet be easily traced. These outlets could only have been very full during

the season of floods, when the water escaped over the weir of Mashi.

During the winter months the volume of water must have been considerably

reduced, and the task of utilising and controlling it was therefore rendered

much easier.

It is said that there were in those days from 1,000 to 1,500 pagos en- Number of ouitu

gaged in agriculture in the districts from Trakun westwards. These figures

are of course not to be taken as being absolutely correct, but at any rate in **•*1*'

I 1 , ,1 1 • r r 111 , 1 ,
H»r«, aooordiog

the absence of all other information they are too valuable to be lost by neg- to a very precise

lect or a hypersensitive disregard of information that cannot be tested

thoroughly. While such was the condition of the outlying districts in

Malik Hamza’s lifetime, the lands near the capital needed the labours of

1,000 pagos or associations of cultivators, consisting of seven men each

;

while the lands along the Hclmand from Kala-i-Fath to the district of

Khanishin gave employment to another 1,600 such associations of agri-

culturists.

The Hamun area towards the south when the Helmand occupied the Deicr^tion of m
Rud-i-Biyaban differed considerably from its present outline. The northern

of all the outlets of that channel enters the bay which lies to the south of

Puz-i-Surh Dagal, and atthat time it most have, on occasions, converted that

bay, and the alluvial plain that intervenes between the sites of Hauzdar (and

Kundar) and Ramrod, into a branch of the Hamun ; or at all events have

flooded it with water and rendered it impossible for days. Owing to this, in

order to keep up communications, a route crossed the dasht from Trakun, and

traversing the head of that bay, and the other to the north of the Surh Dagal

headland, it passed through the western end of the Sai\a Rud valley to the site

on which modem Sehkoha is built. It is not now easy to follow up this old

road, but that it was a thoroughfare is proved by the existence, at one or

two places, of permanent marks indicating the pontions of passes by which

the ascent or descent of the cliffs which form the dasht could be easily ac-

complished. One of these marks consisted of a low platform of clay in tbe

emtre of which an upright stick of the desert tamarisk had been set. The

decayed remains of the butt of.this piece of wood was found inside the hole in

which it had orij^ally stood. These marks must have been setup to render

any mistake impossible, as the cliffs do not everywhere allow of a descent

(or ascent) being safely accomplished, as the streams tiiat cut back into the
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plateau olten disappear underground in a tangle of narrow, deep cut, and un>

practicable ravines, amid sharp ridges and knolls of clay. Thi^track had been

well used and was a recognised means of communication between Trakun and

Sehkoha, when time was a consideration, as by it the distance to be travelled

is much shorter than if a traveller proceeded to the southern delta to Ramrod

anid thence by Hauzdar to Sehkoha. Alsoin the season of a high river, the

delta of Ihe Rud-i-Biyaban mdst have frequently been under water for

days or ^eeks at a time. The- desert route between these two places

must have been in existence'at a time when both the northern delta and

Trakun also was inhabited ; th^se conditions are known to have prevailed at

a period when Malik Kutb-ud-din occupied ihe throne of Seistan as a Ruling^

Prince, and when Timur invaded this country. It is probable that after the

deetihiction of the Band-i-Rustam, when the northern delta was deprived of

water, this desert track must have at once been given up as a through route

except during the winter, when alone, after rain, water was procurable in

the northern delta.

OMoriptioa of Zi*. While, however, the outlying districts were in a very fairly prosperous

Huwd. condition, the lands nearer the capital would derive great advantage from their

position. In the^e lands also the aristocracy of the country would

naturally bo found to dwell. Therefore it is not surprising that from a point

some eight miles below the modem village of Chabarburjak to the south down

to Kala Gawak on the north the country is a grea^ mass of ruiiis vyhich differ

in character very greatly from those which are 'to be found in the outlying

districts, both in style of architecture And size. The near relations of the

rufing chief probably occupied the majority of these mansions, and it is said

that a large portion of the lands to the north of Kala-i-Fath, in the dhrcction

of the Falangi ruins, vtas assigned to Abu Tahir, the son of the elder sister

of Mali Hamza. This youth died in the 22nd year of his age, and it is said

he was buried in the cemetery on the isolated block of dasht which is now

known as the Ziarat of Sheikh Husen. The later shrine itself being placed

over the actilal burial-place of the young man. His sorrowing mother raised

the mausoleum now In mins over the grave of her only son placing a tablet

to his memory over the tomb itself. This n.ausoleum was built on a heavy

plinth of pis6, above which tl^ domed-building was raised, being entirely

built of baked bricks. Close to it are great square blocks of graves which

it is possible may have been the burial-place of members of the KaAnis.

Thae are several of these blocks of tombs, evidently those of separate

families. The tombs are built above ground. The upper surface of the

graves is a platform or terrace, and it is only where in parts this roof has

fallen in that it. is possible to understand that underneath it lie the

mouldering remains of human beings. The tomb of Abu Tahir was

rifled l^ Aff^ians in 1872 when the latter took possession of the share of Seis*
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tan (to which they became entitled by the award of the British Commissioner

in 1872). The inscription on the tablet was, it is said, taken by them to denote

the existence of treasure, and their greedy natures thus aroused impelled them
to this act of desecration. The Baluchis in course of a few years put in a

shrine inside the ruined mausoleum, and dedicated it to Sheikh Husen. Tb e

tablet erected by the mother of the young man was broken into two pieces ;

one of these now placed in the siarat bears the name Tahir, and the other

portion is said to exist in a small hamlet to the south of Kala-i-Fath, the

ignorant possessors believe that the inscription relates to a great buried

treasure, and the badly executed Arabic characters are regarded by them as

ancient Persian. The inscription to the memory of Abu Tahir was cut in a

slab of the stone from which mill stones are fashioned, the letters being

upright in a heavily formed Arabic script, which is not nearly as well

executed as those which are now to be found at the shrine inside the ruins of

Zahidan. There are also, in the Ziarat of Sheikh Husen, associated with the

broken memorial to the young Kaiani prince, fragments of another tablet,

which was carved in a slab of travertine or alabaster. The inscription on

this is in an indifferently executed and cursive modem Persian script

One of these fragments bears the inscription “ the date of His Highness’

(or Holiness’) death was the 7th Zil Haj 623 (or 923) A. H.” The word

Hazrat may refer to either a temporal or spiritual dignitary. There is .a

doubt as to whether the figure denoting the century is actually a six or the

fragment of a nine, as the latter in a partially mutilated form might be read

as a six. The difference in the script employed in the memorials shows

them to belong to two distinct tablets, and as fragments of inscribed slabs

are collected and often brought from great distances to be deposited as ex

voto offerings at the shrines of saints, the alabaster tablet may have been

brought from some place far from that where it now rests.
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CHAPTER XV.

The Utter eapikth <tnd toume of Seietan.

T^ptofinditii Eala-i<-Fath had been besieged for a very brief period, or held to ransom

before the death of Malik Hanusa, and at the same time the Band<i*

Bulbaka had been destroyed by a column of Indian troops which had march*

of isso. ed down the valley of tiie Helmand. The details of this inroad has been given

in the historical section. Its success shows on what an insecure foundation

the prosperity of Seistan rested, and that it was probably not as flourishing

as traditions and the scanty information contained in the Shijrat*ul*Muiuk

would lead one to suppose.

feMtiyne- Tradition states that the period of prosperity of Kala-i*Fath lasted for

of about 280 years, while its decay set in about 240 years ago. These figures

do not agree very closely with the dates which are to be found in history.

There is, however, only a ^fference of 26 years in defect, and from historical

data it aj^^rs that the two periods of prosperity and decadence were prob*

ably almost equal, making a total of 496 yeara The period of its gradual

descent in the scale of prosperity had now come about and in the time of

Fath All Khan the Helmand changed its course from the Rud*i*Biyaban.

The great change occurred, if tradition be correct, in his reign, but the river

had no doubt-for some, time previously shown its liability to effect a change

of course. According, to an exceedingly precise and consistent tradition, the

year when occurred was a seasou very great flood. The Helmand
came down in its gretOeU strength. The waters, it is said, swept away the

weir -known as the Band*i*Bulbaka, and all other (training) embankments
also melted away before the rush of the furious torrent.

Benoa for nmaf-
iag th* oapital

from Kalft*i*F»tit

leKiudMiik.

Ks^doik.

The fate that befdl Kala*i*Fath was one that has always hung over the

capital of Seistan.

The change of Ck>vemment from Kala-i*Fath to Kundarak was rendered

necessary once the Helmand reverted to the northern delta, both on account

of the ravages of floods, and more so because the population must have mi-

grated into the more open country again rendered fertile by the return of the

river to that tract. The lands around Kala-i*Fath must have been to a great
extent abandoned by its inhabitants, and the Oovemment had to follow the

mnigration northwards. Kala*i*Fsth thenceforward fttfinto decay, and was
never again the capital, though it continued for several generations to be the

nominal headquarters of the family of the Maliks, members of which no

doubt occupied the palaces.

Kundarak continued to be the capital for a generation after Malik Fath
All Khan’s death, and a desperate strug^e was maintained between the
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people and the river which was inclining towards it. The embankments, to

which allusion has been made, date from this period, and were raised to pro-

tect the capital from the inroads of the river.

This town is the last serious attempt made to found a capital, and its

construction bears traces of the decadence of Seistan, in the crude and

slovenly way in which the building has been carried out. In this respect it

is only a little better than Jallalabad. The plan of Kundarak is that which

has been in vogue probably since the days when the earliest fortress was built.

Two outer lines of defences enclose a fortified palace which forms the citadel,

the inner of the two lines of walls enclosing the town. Between it and the

outermost walls the space was taken up with a few large buildings set in the

midst of'gardens and cultivation. In this particular instance the trace of the

walls is rectangular ; occupying nearly a square. The sides of the enclosures

are oriented and in this respect it differs from Zahidan. The gardens and

cultivated lands must have formed a pleasant suburb for the small town that

was packed away behind the inner walls. The latter was a collection of mean

hovels, built of sundried bricks, with domed roofs. A street joining the east

to west gates divided the inner fort into two equal parts, and this street was

almost straight. It passed under the south wall of the palace, a lofty pile

of buildings, which occupied the western side of a courtyard enclosed by

high walls, along the inside of which there were quarters for the retainers

and servants of the Prince. This palace and its precincts was fortified to a

certain extent, but not very strongly. The town lay on the east and south

sides of the palace, and on the opposite sides between the latter and the walls

there were evidently only a few large sized buildings. The latter are now

in ruins, but the town is in better repair than the palace and the houses

inside probably continued to be inhabited when the palace had been

abandoned. AH the buildings and the works are built of sundried bricks.

The inner waUs, though ruined, can be traced, but the outermost wall has

faUen completely into ruin. In both the inner and outer waUs there was a

gate in each face, that of the latter facing the south was defended by a

detached work now in an advanced state of decay which looks as if it might

have been a fortified palace, or merely a strong redoubt ; it was connected

by means of a waU with the curtain of the outer wall of the town. To the

west of Kundarak there is a very conspicuous ruin of a great windmiU,

which was built by Kazi Abdullah of Kundarak, and is called As-i-Gazi‘ (the

K&zi’s windmill) throughout the country.

The ruined Madrasah also, which has been aUuded to in describing nMibditssh. or

the Mahal of Qulistan, was built by Malik Path Ali, and the principal

this ooUege was the head of the family of the Mulla Shahi of Kala-i-Fatli.

Alto wUed Ai-i.GhU.

20 2
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If. is doubtful whether the ruins in the vicinity of the villages of Jalai and

Gauri belong to the period of Kundarak, or whether they belong to

an earlier period. The inroads of floods have worn them down to heaps of

white clay ; but the older remains, which now are merely heaps of clay,

probably belong to the period of Zahidan. Those others of the ruins which

still present fragments of walls to view are very probably referable to the

period of Kundarak.

Incidents in the In the end this town succumbed to the fate which sooner or later has

and Mslik FnthAli befallen every capital (except Zahidan) of Heistan. It, however, lasted

through the period of Nadir Shah.

From it set forth the young Prince Mahmud, who with a boldness and

enterprise worthy of complete success seized the Province of Khurassan,

ova which he ruled as an independent moparch for some time ; finally suc-

cumbing to the superior military skill of that great chieftain who freed his

country from the oppressive yoke of the Afghans. Malik Path Ali Khan the

Second was put to death in 1160 A. H., according to the Shijrat-ul-Muluk,

and his death was marked by a period of confusion in the history of this

country.

Kundarak probably was not abandoned, but it came to this nevertheless,

and with its end closes the period of the revival of prosperity : though in

truth this revival was probably well on the downward path before Kundarak

was ever built.

After Kundarak was given up, the succeeding capitals degenerated into

mere villages such as the chief town is at present. The pretence of fortifying

it was maintained, but the defences were of the flimsiest nature, and the walls

and bastions mere shells. Centuries of turmoils, massacre, added to changes

in the river’s course due to want of control, produced by those disasters which

periodically appeared to overtake this country, had driven the greater part

of the ancient population out of Seistan, while the remnant that were left had

their strength, their courage, and their faith in themselves destroyed and

sapped, and they were also more or less out of hand, and not amenable

to their rulers who were without the means of compelling obedience.

Aiifthtbid-miriB.i- ^he meantime the river had been pressing down in the direction of
SheU built.

.

Kundarak, and it at last had got the better of the resistance against its inroads

offered by the people of the country. Kundarak experienced the fate of

Kala-i-Fath, and the seat of Government was placed at Allahabad-miyan-i-

Shela, a new village founded after Kundarak* had become untenable. The

site of this new capital between the Shelas. or old beds of the Helmand, was

peculiarly unhappy. Not only was it threatened with extinction every time

the Helmand rose, but the waters of the Hamun impelled by the strong

wind of 120 days were driven towards the east and submerged the lands

right up to the walls of the new capital. It shows to whal a condition of

Khan the Second.

1747 A.n.

The capitals aub-

. sequent to

Kundarak only
villages.
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ineptitude the persons had fallen who were responsible for the choice of

this site, the disadvantages of which must have been obvious, even though

the site had been examined during those months when the height of the water

both in the river, and in the Hamun as well, was very low.

The Maliks of Seistan had been granted lands in the Kainat. There was

a branch of the family settled in Tun ; and Ahmad Shah had added the

districts of Khiabad and Khusf to their possessions. It was these possessions

which, so to speak, nailed the seat of their Government to the neighbourhood

of the Hamun, where the road from Seistan to Kain and Birjand crossed the

lake by the Kucha-i-Afzalabad. Allahabad-miyan-i-Shela is about 6 miles

to the north-west of the present r^ipital.

Allah&bad-miydn-i-Shela is rectangular in plan ; its greatest length is

from north to south and covers an arm of perhaps 800 feet, by about 600 feet

wide. The interior is divided into four quarters by streets which connect the

north and south and the eastern and western gates, and within these blocks

is a mass of dwellings meaner and more squalid than those which form the

town of Kundarak. There is no palace mthin the walls, or if one had even

existed, it has completely disappeared. The walls that protect the town are

largely built of baked bricks, but notwithstanding this they are in a very ad-

vanced state of dilapidation. The outer walls some 200 or 300 feet in advance

of the inner defences were protected by a ditch, the trace of which can be stiH

followed. The country in the inunediate vicinity of the town is full of ruins

of manor houses, with windmills, and ^gments of garden walls : all, however,

greatly decayed. Allahabad-miyan-i-Shela enjoyed but a brief existence.

Malik Suleman Khan is said to have lived in the palace'at Kundarak for some

time, and it is possible that it is due to this that no palace or official residence

was built inside the newer town. Tt^ditions attributed the desertion of

Allahabad to the inroads of the water from the Hamun which under certain

conditions used to inundate the lands and even encroach on the walls of

the town. The outer walls certainly bear this out, but there can be no

doubt that the spill water from the too older branches of the Helmand had

some share as well in the destruction of this town. . The Helmand at this

period was pressing towards the southern edge of the northern delta, and

the country to the south of the present capital is full of old beds which are

the scars left by the river as it swung towards the south, and it was owing to

these changes that Kundarak had at last to be abandoned.

To the west of the present capital about 4 miles distant there are ruins, 4 repwwBUUfeol
, , . . i J -J 11 i f 1 tt»e Amit ol CWwl

consisting of castellated manor houses, detached residence, all of which were lived to Sebuo.

burrounded by gardens, grouped round a fortified dwelling. These ruins

are culled Ghulam Shah Khan, and it was the abode of the Resident or

Intendant of either Ahmad Shah, or his son Timur Shah, of Kabul, who re-

presented the Suxerain Power at the OAiirt of the Malik of Seistan, who had
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Description of

HauKhur.

Desoription of
Kundar.

become a vassal of the dynasty founded by Ahmad Shah Durrani. The
Intendant represented and watched over the interests of his master, and he

was also present to support the local prince in his dealings with refractory

subjects.

Hauzdar is a very modem fort, enclosing within its walls a small town.

A gate to the south and one to the north afforded means of egress, and it

was surrounded by a ditch some 60 feet in width. To the left of the entrance

by the northern gateway within the walls there is a huge pile of jiis^ build-

ings, which was the residence of the Chief. Inside the ditch, whicli is novr

merely a shallow depression, there are the marks of two or three wells which

supplied the town with water when the canals were not running, and even

when they were full, as the watercourses were further away from the walls.

To the north of the fort there are some broken enclosures which mark the

positions of gardens. To the south of the fort there is an extensive cemetery,

and beyond the latter is the site of the City of Rustam, with only a crum-

bling ruin of a small fortalice and an ancient tower of silence on the end of

an isolated block of Kim, about a mile to the south of the former.

Kundar was never more than a village enclosed by a wall and surrounded

by a ditch. The latter, as in the case of Hauzdar, was probably intended

more as a protection against floods rather than an enemy, as both Kundar,

Hauzdar and the City of Rustam are on a hard level plain of clay.

Some of the inscriptions in the Machi ruins were dated. No date earlier

than 1130 A. H. could be deciphered. In one the words Mir Ja’afir Khan
walad (illegible) Khan dar Sal 1130” (1717 A.D.).





CHAPTER XVI.

Deaeription of tho Ciiy of Kakha and Ruina on the Koh-i-Rhwaja,

The city of the Kakhaa has been described by recent authors who have

referred to Seistan in their narratives. There is not much to add to their

descriptions of the ruins themselves. Some doubt exists as to the origin of

the name. Christie (in 1810) is probably the authority on whose inform*

ation Kinneir based the notice of Seistan contained in his Geographical

Memoir of Persia. He calls the city “ Kookhoserd.” Jird is the old Persian

termination for a stronghold, and Kookho is the corrupted form of the word Nwna lUUiajinl

Kakha, the Seistanis turning the letter “ a ” into “ u ” in conversation.
”*"***”**^

Kakhajird would,therefore be represented by the name with which Kinneir

was supplied either by Christie or some one else. The Kakhas are still a well*

known section or tribe of the modern population of Seistan. And this ancient

fortress was built and held by the tribe in the days when it was both an

important and powerful section of the population.

This town was not by any means large. It is built on the slope of the Poiition of the

Koh-i-Khwaja below the south scarp of the plateau, and from its situation

it could have been a terrible place to live in during the summer. Of

course when it was built the land around was a cultivated and well populated

tract. There is yet a tradition to this effect lingering in Seistan. When in

course of time changes in the Helmand converted this part of the lake into

Naizar and the country was constantly under water, an Arhab of the Seiad

population built a small fort on a spit of dasht which projected towards the

south from the foot of the plateau. The city itself was strongly fortified and

defended by a double line of walls, the outer one having fallen into ruins

forms a line of mounds some distance in advance of the inner line of walls

which enclose the town and palace. The outer wall is a rough semi-circle with

both its flanks resting on the slopes of the hillsides on which the city is built.

Baked brick seems to have been very sparingly used, and its place was taken

by stone of which there was an abundant supply at hand. The lower courses

of the buildings are all composed of large blocks of stone set in clay mortar,

and the buildings above this ate altogether composed of pM. Sundried

brick was largely used in building the palace, and string courses of stone are

also set in the walls for decorative purposes as baked bricks are elsewhere

uped.

On the edge of the plateau above is a ruined fort or palace called Kala* KsU-i-Kak.

i-Kuk, built of sundried l«ick and pisA The southern y^alls of this ancient

palace .in places rcet upon revetments of stone built up from the scarped hill

side to form a platform on which the fort was built. It speaks well for the
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Water-supply.

The ihrine.

The Darrah-i-

Sokhta.

Chahil Dukhtarsn.

Legend about
Chahil rukhtarioi

Kakhas of ancient times that they had the energy and skill to raise such piles

of mud walls on a site which at all times must have been far removed from

water. Water seems to have always been a difficulty before the Hamun
became established where it now is to be mot with. In every watercourse

on the slopes of the plateau there are dams of stones, the earth between

which has long since disappeared. These could only have been built to

retain water that flowed down the ravines after heavy rain had fallen.

There must necessarily have been wells in the tovra or within the outer

walls and water must have been carried up to the top on donkeys, a wide

road having been built to the summit of the plateau. The revetment of

stones upon which it rested has fallen down in very many places, but there is

a small section as yet in fair order which gives a very good idea of the kind of

work it was when it was in good repair. The upper fort is at an elevation of

400 feet above the Hamun, and the upper part of the tow’n on the slope

about 200 feet above the lake. The hillsides immediately round the town

are covered with graves built above ground.

There is a shrine dedicated to Khwaja Ghaltan on the brow of the

northern scarp whence a fine view over the lake towards the north can be

obtained. Owing to the existence of the shrine there are a great number of

modern graves upon the plateau near it.

The Darrah-i-Sokhta is a deep valley formed by ravines which have cut

back into the plateau of the Koh-i-Khwaja, and up this valley there is a

good path by means of which it is possible to ride up to the shrine.

Upon a sheer cliff overlooking this valley and the wide expanse of the

Hamun towards the south and west there stands the ruins of a small but

ancient building called Chahil Dukhtaran. It was fortified, and the remains

of one of the towers that defended the entrance, which faced the east, show

that there were two vaulted chambers in each tower, loopholed in the same

way as those of Sar-o-Tar and Chahilburj. The arched entrance also shows

exactly the same method of construction {^s the arches of the outer palace at

Sar-o-Tar, having been formed with the same laminte of thin sundried clay.

This method of building is also to be met with in some ruins, which are un-

doubtedly most ancient, situated on the gravel terrace to the south of the

Bud-i-Biyabao, among the vestiges of ancient canals that had once irrigated

the lands around those ruins. This ruined building of Chahil Dukhtarar

stood on a plinth of larg**: stones laid in clay, and as there was a line of loopholes

just above the plinth, the place was well protected from attack. An enclosure

and huts built for stone and mud lie about 30 yards to the north of this

ruin.

It is said that in bygone ages here lived 40 maidens whose voices and

laughter could be distinctly heard by. members of their family, who lived in
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an ancient fort which occupied the same site upon which modem Sehkoha

was afterwards built. A distance of 26 miles separates the two places.

The city of Kakha is said to have been built in the days before Rustam, T^itionsl cikI

and to have been the residence of a chief who was at fend with the family of ^'kiJ**.'**'"****

that hero. It was in the assault and capture of Kakha that the latter gave

evidence of his future prowess. It is, however, not mentioned in history

until the 16th century A.D., 9th and 10th century of the Hejira. The author

of the Description of Herat, whose account of the fort of Tak has been

alluded to, mentions, with reference to Seistan, that it possessed a stronghold

in an island in the Hamun. The unfortunate Malik, Muiz-ud>din Husen,

Prince of Seistan, took refuge in it in 869 A. H., and maintained himself

there for a short time until he was eventually forced to abandon the country

by hu own subjects, who by this means made peace with the Governor

of Babar Mirza, the Timuride Prince of Herat, against whom the Prince of

Seistan had rebelled. The same author also mentions that the stronghold

was called the Fort of. Rustam, a name that is still applied to it. After the

death of Malik Husen, the fort and town were evidently abandoned, as the

same author mentions it as being in a deserted condition when he wrote, forty

years after the death of that ill-fated Prince. Later on, it seems to have been

again re-peopled and to have served as a refuge in times of trouble when

invasion was imminent^. In these later times its position in the Hamun
would render the island fairly secure from attack on all sides but the eastern,

where the water that separated it from the mainland was both narrow, as

well as not of great depth. This face of the island was defended by small

redoubts loopholed for musketry or for arrows ; these still exist and are

undoubtedly of recent date.

Sehkoha is said to be an ancient site. The modem fort is very ’mposing,

but in a condition of decay, only the citadel being repaired to some extent.

'

It was acquired by the Sarbandi Chief some 100 or 150 years ago, from which

all the present works date. This site was probably that of the ancient fort-

ress of Raskak. No trace of the latter exists, and it would be visible had it

not been re-occupied and re-built. The modern fort is not mentioned in

history until the 19th century.

Non*—^The eiiatenoe of dams In the raTines on the Koh-i'Khwaja, proTot that when the city

waa built end iihabited« the rai&fall in Seiaian must haTe been greater than it ia at the preaent day*

The pieaeat aoanty rainfaU ooold not have fiU^ the gorgea or rarinea abore the dama. li tbia ha^J

been tibe oaae at that eailf periods no one would have been at psina to oo’^atruot dama that were never

Uke^ to.be of uae. G.P.T.



CUAPTER XVIL
Description of the MiX-i-KckswnAhdd.

This interesting relic of the early prosperity of Seistan has been so often

mentioned in preceding sections, that a detailed account of it has become
necessary, and it is placed at the end of this section, as the ruin is itself quite

distinct in type from others in the country •

The Mil-i-Kasamabad is so called because the village of KiLsamabad is

closer to the ruined minaret than any other village in Seistan. The minaret

has been broken down at its summit, and it is therefore impossible to say

what its original height may have been. On the west side a great rift in

the solid masonry extends for some 20 feet below the broken summit.

The lower course of brick as far as a man can reach have been picked

out for fully a quarter of the thickness of the wall. The entrance also is

now merely a hole, the arched doorway having been defaced by the

wanton destruction that this building has been exposed to at the hands of

the Seistanis. This great landmark stands upon the low ridge or Lurg on
which Zahidan was built, and it is four and a half miles to the north-west

of the northern wall of the ruined city*

As far as it is possible to make anything of the ruins which surround it,

it appears to have stood at the southern angle of a courtyard with chambers
or small apartments around it. These also extended along the western side

of the courtyard. The orientation of the whole of these buildings is the

same as that of the city of ^hidan. The north-west face of the courtyard

was occupied by a building of considerably.greater size than the apartments
which cluster round*the base of the minaret. All these subsidiary buildings

were, however, constructed with either sundried brick or ** pis^,” baked bricks

having been sparingly used for purposes of ornamentation, mouldings and
other architectural details. Even the arches which communicated between
one dwelling and another were formed with unbaked bricks radiating from a
centre, and the lower courses only of the walls of these dwellings had been
built with baked brick ; but the ground round the bases of the ruins and the
minaret is so heaped up with the dissolved material of the buildings that the
lower portions of the walls cannot be easily examined without excavating.

A wall shut off the minaret and surrounding chambers from the courtyard.

There seems to have been many buildings of small size all round this ruin,

and in the days when it was built the intervening lands between the minaret
and the city was probably a succession of housesamid cultivation and gardens,
grouped on the banks of the canals that brought water from the Hclmand to
this tract of country.
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To the north of the ruins around the minaret, which was also very thickly BuUdingt in th«

populated, the surface of the ground is covered with baked brick and pottery.

and traces of ancient dwellings are everywhere visible. A mile distant from

the minaret is a mound, which bears a little north of west of the former, formed

by the ruins of a fortified dwelling, a manor house probably, held by some

family of rank and wealth. The village of Kasamnbad is situated a mile

beyond this mound on the same bearing as that of the latter from the minaret.

The residence of which the mound is formed occupied the north-western

side of an open courtyard, and round the interior of the latter there

ran a series of out-offices and quarters for the servants and dependants of

the owner who lived with his family in the buildings that stood on the

windward side of the court. These were two stories high, and beyond them

again about 20 or 30 feet away an outer wall was built as a further

protection, forming a covered way which probably was continued all round

the walls of courtyard. The whole of these premises occupied an outside

area of about 4,000 s(|uare feet. In the vicinity of this mound there are

exposed plints of foundations, all of baked brick, which mark the positions

of other dwellings which existed close to and surrounded the manor house.

The highest fragment of the ruined minaret is 75 feet above the present OimMMioni of tbo

ground level. Unlike the minaret inside the ruins of the inner city of Bina-i-

Kai, the Mil-i-Kasamabad is almost a cylindrical tower, standing on a plinth

18 feet square, the shaft apparently tapering gradually towards the summit,

the whole diameter of the circular tower at the bottom being 16 feet. The

plinth is now only a foot or so above the heap of debris which surrounds

this building and the adjoining ruins and which forms a'mound several feet

high around them. The bricks of the plinth are laid upright and form an

ornamental course, which probably was carried round on the four sides to

break the plain effect of the ordinary masonry. The entrance faced the north,

and from the right of the opening a spiral and narrow staircase ascends the

nside of the tower, making two complete turns in a height of about 00 feet.

At the bottom a solid pillar once stood, but above this support which did

not extend more than 10 feet above the ground, the stairs were built out of

the wall. It has been destroyed and only a -few inches of brickwork project

in parts from the wall.

On the outside the shaft is devoid of all ornamentation, except a broad inKriptiua.

band containing an inscription in Arabic characters which runs completely

round the shaft between two I'nes of mouldings. The letters of the inscrip-

tion are formed of baked bricks, especial y moulded, the height of the

letters being about feet. Above this the shaft rises with but little at-

tempt at ornamentation, and close 1i6 the summit there is a second and smaller

band of inscription, in Arabic characters, above which the minaret was ricblv

decorated ; the details- are handsome, and although somewhat florid as to
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design^ are very artistic, and well executed in brick. Baked brick of a very

excellent quality alone has been ujsd. They are laid in headers and stretchers

and the cement is the famous saruj, in this case of most excellent quality,

the thin layers of cement between the bricks being harder than the bricks

themselves.

The bricks which are used for the inscription and the details of

omamentatioil, with the exception of courses of plain mouldings, were

evidently shaped when soft and carefully dried, and afterwards equally

carefully baked. The portions of the Arabic letters having been separately

moulded were put together by the architect whi) probably took an active

share in the actual work. The general effect of the studied simplicity with

mere'y a crown of ornamentation is very fine, and the artistic sense of the

designer was evidently very well developed, and probably an inherited gift,

in a work where decoration might easily have been carried to excess, the

studied simplicity of the column is very remarkable and enhances by its

contrast the rich effect of the decorative work near the summit.

Action of the

woather on the

minaret.

The action of the weather is very well exemplified in the state of the

inscriptions and architectural detail which encircle the minaret. The por-

tion exposed to the wind of 120 days is in much better order than the portion

on the opposite side of the column. The wind has wrought muc)i less damage

to this portion than the others have suffered from being exposed on the east

and south to the heat of the sun which alternating with the cold of winter

has disintegrated to some extent the lettering and architectural detail.

The upper part of the minaret also seems to have been less affected by

the grinding action of the wind-borne sand which has smoothed the surface

of the building below a certain height ; and in this case, as also where other

lofty buildings exist, there seems to be indications that the sand or dust

does not attain to a height of more than about a few feet above ground level

even when impelled .by the strongest wind, while the grits and coarse sand

that are such an unpleasant feature in the periods of strongest wind probably

do not affect any object more than 10 or 15 -feet at the very outside above

ground level. The pciople of the country say that the “ strength of the wind

is greatest close to the surface.”

TrMcktim tte The inscriptions contain the names of two of the former Maliks of Seistan.

minJ(>tb7 A.o.
following remarks have been taken from a note on the inscriptdans by

.

nritii^uiDim British Museum, to whose courts the author of

this memoir has been greatly indebted for'translation of such inscriptions as

have hitherto been £seovered .in Seistan ;
—

“ The lower inscription on the

minaret bears the name of Taj-ud-din, AbuM Fasl-i-Nasr,.And the upper that

of his great-grandson Taj-ud-din Hatab. The elder Taj-nd-din presumably
died leaving his minaret unfinished. According to the Arab histdrial Ibn-al-

Athir his death took place in A. H. 669.” The elder T&j-od-din reigned 80
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years ; and owing to the downlaU of his Suzerain, the Saljuk Saltan Sanjar,

having occurred later in his reign, it is possible he commenced to build

this minaret towards the close of his life and reign. His great-grandson

Taj-ud-din Harab died in 612 A. H. But as this period was one of great

unrest and as the affairs of Seistan were in a very unsettied and confused

state it seems wonderful that the younger Taj-ud-din could have completed

any great work during his lifetime or reign.

This minaret, therefore, dates from about the middle period of the 6th

century of the Hejira or about the last quarter of the 12th century of the

Christian era. It cannot in any case be referred to any period later than the

first half of the following century.

The minaret was evidently built as a pious work and it must baveTheobjeotofthe

formed part of a religious establishment founded in the ages preceding these

dates by some well-known spiritual guide. The smaller chambers were

probably occupied by the priests, who managed the affairs of the foundation

and who formed a college where a religious and general education was

afforded. The premises included a school, and the largest of the mounds at

the north-western end of the courtyard probably marks the position of a

Masjid used for prayer and for instruction also.

Compared with the Takht-i-Pul bridge, the minaret shows a great ad- ComiMkriaHi of the

vance in engineering skill. The walls of the latter at the base are not more

than 3} feet thick as far as it is possible to measure them owing to the de-

struction wrought by human hands. This is attributed to the people of the

country who were attracted by the excellent material used in its construction.

Compared with the minaret, the bridge appears to have been a much

older structure, completed at a time when knowledge in respect to building

was in a more elementary stage.

A very interesting comparicion is made in the published account of the Thii minamt oim

labours of the Mission of 1872 between the Mil-i-Kasamabad and a similar

building in the country to the north of Seistan. “ Five miles from'.Sabzawar

stands the minar of Khasru-gird already alluded to, a very remarkable

round tower about 120 feet high, built of baked brick with a flight of

interior steps leading to the summit only, wide enough to admit one man.

Bound its exterior the bricks are arranged at interval^ so as to form a

Kufic inscription. It is in excellent repair though of considerable antiquity

and stands on a square foundation still prefectly sound, and which is now

(1871-72) exposed to a depth of about 6 feet. The bricks of which it is

constructed are joined together with gach (mortar) and in appearance it

remmded us much of the tower we had seen at Kasimabad in Seistan (Eastern

Penis), Volume 1, page 374.” It is doubtful, however, whether the minaret

of Kasamabad could ever have attained to that hdght of 120 feet. One hun-

dred feet must have been at the outside the height of the building in Seistan.

2 0
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PREFACE

Q|1NGE this part has been in the press, I have obtained Professor Olufsen's

recent work entitled the Emir of Bokhara and his Country, which con>

tains (with other information of very great value) a most instructive account

of that ancient Iranian race, the Tajik, which he found occupyii^ the Valleys

of the eastern sind mountainous districts of Bokhara as well as the open country

in the western portion : I have taken tlie liberty of including the Professor’s

account of tiie Tajiks in Appendix III.

1 r^pret that I have been unable to procure a copy of M. Ujfalvy’s work

Lea Aryans au nord au Sud de I'Hindou Kusoh, which would have been

invaluable for reference.

G. P. Tatb.





SEIST AN:
A Memoir on the History, Topography, Ruins, and People of the Ciuntry.

ERRATA.
PART I.

Pftgo 2—Note, 8rd line from top, alier IV. Oerofd inieit a

comma.

M 8—13th line fro^n bottom, after J/rasi^ai, delete

„ 4—18th line from bottom, for JBtutom read Rntttm,

M 6—Note, Srd para., 6th line from bottom, after toAere

reado.

8— 6th line from top, for was read mar.

„ 10—8nd para., let line, for AnlesAar read Jrdeihir.

11—8id para., 18th line from top, for loiter read later.

H 18—11th line from bottom, for Kkoepaet read Khoepae.

M —Note, bottom fine, delete in

„ 18—10th line from top» inaert a eomma after Yai-

digmd.

16—18th line from top^ dfUte a after whiel.

,1 u —82nd line from top, delete aecond a In mamaper.

.1 16—0th line from top, for mop he read mop hate been,

„ n —16th line from bottom, for Memo read Jfeao*

« 18—ISth iine‘from top, after Hate read a.

I* 81—86th line from top» for the oete of MhoU^f read the
** early etc.

H fs —18th line from bottom, delete brackeli,

M 88—18th line from bottom, for huiUinp reed huUdinpe,

„ 88—8rd line from bottom, for Foliiieol etope read politi-

eaietape,

„ w-6ndUnefrombottenvfe> Jradaieadr^

W 86—4th paia.9 4th line from bottom, for /ketione read

/MKdM.

„ „ —Sri line from bottom, torJive read /oar.

„ 86—ISth line from bottom^ for SeJJoeke fend Sotjoke.

w 87—let line, delete ^eml-eelen after jrirmaa.

M M —4th lin^Aom bottom of teit^ inaert a before coa<

.epirovp.

9 88—SOth line from top, delete «eoH>c0lea after ifoae-

jraehee.

Page 88—Note, laat para, bet one, for (£f) read (ff), for a<e«
dietriete read eleven, ete. } delete eomma after

Zerkoh.

M 81—10th line from bottuui, delete eoMeia after Naeiv
vd^din.

n 84^6th line from bottom, delete the before Sahtaw&r.

„ 40—18th line from top, delete eomma after 8hoh,

n 68—6th line from top, delete the before /layoff.

„ 60» Wherever occurring, for Amir Zddah read AmirtaJ*^

„ 60—16th lino from bottom, for Somark nad Samarkawi.

M 61—10th line from top, for Mataoffar read M^eajf'ar,

„ 66— 8th line frt^jg^ttom, for Shdke read

„ 66—16tb line from bottom, for olion harp nod molidu
harp.

„ 78—18th line from bottom, tor Malik Zadihe road Malik-
aad&he.

„ 78—18th line from top, for the follomere nad their

follomere.

.n 70-Note, and line from top, for J»l(/ Khan nad KhiliJ
^ Kham.

, i» ,r-*Note, 14th line from top, tor Zhdaei nad Khdnehi.

„ Note, 6th line from bottom, for Muerai Khan read

Nmerai Khan.

„ 80—For Chapter IF nod Chapter V. '

„ 87—8nd line from bottom, for Maemvd read Mahmud.

„ 88—For Biro Md’ali Khan, read Nfraei Ali Khdn.

„ 4th line from bottom, for Zi-i-HaJ read Zil-HeJ,

M 88—10th line from top, for dxjfere.md dijfhr.

OO—8nd line from top, delete eemi-eolon after adjueted.

„ 01—0th line from top, delete eemi-eolon after pereon.

M 06—Note, laat line, for Shaharkie read Shahrakie.

„ 06—17tb line from top, for nota reed Part.

„ M‘-*16th line from bottom, fon Cali/ read Caliph.

„ 06—0th line from bottom, delete temi-eolon attar oetenla-

Hon,

PART n.

r,,* 107—llthttMfiwi lwtlmi,diM«M after w«afcy. PSft ISO -Sad liaa fnmi to,, altar yWeoa read vUeS.

* ioO—lM liia from top. fer dM,M( eloMMl real deejn > lS4—0tfc Baa Iiwb bottom, lor iV* KUUMd. nad Vth

mU. . KkUOMd.

„ 110-tidliDafiamlo^after>rlWaievrNdfl«. » , —lait Uaaof M(t,lor apaltoryato nadlo.

, K —llllhliaaft«aito,,fotdiWIMnaddMdto. . ISO—lSlhMBalltom.lioltoBi,forea«Mi«nad»i(aM»tf».

. Ul^lTtbUaa flam bottom^ for oaarae read ooamr. a 141—SfbUBoffomtoihft'*bele(oanade<:eMofl«.

M „ —1Mb lino Ham bottom, for oaol nad SmmI. „ 14t—let liao of ^ *4'!^*'*'*-

» US-naUMfnmbottaa^deletamorabilonmrafe. . Idd-laft Uaa of for/eafan reid/Mtom.

• IM—IMbUaa ftam bottom, for fboyeaedl^alloraaftoo . Idi—Uth Uaa fnm to|h for nte after «ea« ftod nad

nadaa. eUn.
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PART II

—

eontd.

Page 148—laat line of page, for Mud read Sdua Mud.

» n —Note, for Jltfia-i-lrat> read Miua-i^Kai.

„ .
188—20th lino from bottom, after ruint read or not of.

„ 156—Marginal reference, inatead of A. D. X385 raad A. J>.

J3S3^.

157—19th line from bottom, for narrowed after 5ed.read
uarrowe.

H -I2th line from top, for Seietani read Seieianie.

„ 160—22nd line from bottom, for the dittriei raad this
dietriet,

Page. 162—2tid line from bottom, for foundatioM road founda-
tion.

„• 163—10th line from top, for ri^ht (f read right or.

w 165—4th line from bottom, for Natirabad read Naefrabad.

„ 172—8th lino from top, for Pooljfe ” reed “ Foolgee.”

n 173—19th lino from top, for Malueh read Kaehani.

„ 175—Ist.line of page, for eoef road

,» 177—Note, laat line, iniert in before 1843.

PART III.

PAgf I8d— loth line from top, after /Aojf roaihaleo.

„ i84>«13th lino from top, for Duehi-uZireh road DaekiA-
Zireh.

„ 188—19th line from bottom, for other Indian people road
another Indian people.

„ 19S^—6th line from top, for aaaalot raad annuli.

„ 196 6th line from top, for except read heeidee.

. , Iflid—I7th line from top, for Zarang road Zaran

J

5th line from toji, for eouree read eonrtee.

« 209—2&d line from top, after qf road a.

‘Ii i—lit lino of page, delete aleo.

H 314—2ijd parti, 4tli line from end. after that road dgnatig
came to a» end t and for had been roatl

woe.

*• ,, —12th line from bottom of page, read the Mot(^ dark-
neee.

Page 217—Bid line from bottom, after hg a.

M 2S0—18th line from top, for palace ivad palaces.

„ 222— 12th lino from bottom, for dependent nttul dcy-uil'

anti.

w 223—5tb line from bottom, for or road of after trodilione.

,, 282—6th line from bottom, for If20 read If02.

„ 239—18tb line from top, delete all before round.

„ 244—3rd lino from top, for berm, fnbstiinte banquette.

M 247—11th line from bottom, delete also following Tradi-

Hon.

M 253— 19th lino from bottom, inaert at after well ; and delete

at following countrg.

,, 264^2nd para., 4th line from top, for Latin raad Qreek.

„ 266—4th line from bottom, iiietead of for before done

read qf.
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CHAPTER I.

INTIIODUCTOIIY.

I
T would liavc been very interesting if, during tlie residence of the Seistnn

Mission from 1903-1905 in that country, it had beem practicable to

undertaktj and reconl anthropoinctrical m(3asiireinonts even on a very limited

scale. Extensive researches in this direction assuredly would liave given

opportunities to interested and ill-disposed persons to cn^att^ a panic among

the peoido : but measurements of civen a few selected individual types would

have been valuable, forming a link betweem researches carried on in India

and in Central Asia..

In drawing up this brief account of the |KH>ple of Seistan, the legends

collected by me during many years of travel and residence among the tribes

dealt with here have been placed on record, and such conclusions as these

legends admit of and which arc reasonable lmv(5 been drawn from the

information recorded. ' Those conclusions are perliaps not less securely

founded than they would have bcHui it* based on anthropometry alone.*

I venture to give in this place two instances of the light whicli tribal

legends sometimes cast on the origin of the tribes by whom they have been

preserved. It is very many years ago that I travelled on duty from Ajinir

* Tlic ntiiaUj acoeiitcd belief tbat the form of the bead » en extrvinrly ui4 iieniitent vhm«cter,

frhicli reeieU the inflncnoe of climate and phycical •ummndingf *’ (Tlio Petiple of Indian Sir H. Riiley, 1908, p.

96) appearc to be db]iroTed by the reiearches of Fraoz Raant Pn>fe«ior of Antliroii'dogy in Columliia Univer-

city. In 3farlare*i Magazine, Volnmo XXXV : May 1910, there ap|>eare an article entitled '* Tlie sIculU of oor

immigrants. It gives an aooount of the researches of the Professor and his assistants in a popular form, and

the lesvlts are summarised in these words—** Shortdieaded Jews hecuniing lung-hraded, and long-headed Sicilians

becoming short-headed. Fnndamental changes in physical type.** Tlie proportions of the human sknll appear to

alter ee the other proportiona of the human frame are seen to do under the influence of environment.

The sprrad of lalam in Aria broke down the barriers, if any ever liau existed in ancient times, to intermarriage

on an estontive scele briween tbe races inhabiting tlie regions in wlitcli it has lircoint* the religion of the people,

and has nndoabtodljr brought about a fusion of type in the present-day popnlatioi., the distinctions between the

various lortions of. parts of which are now more political and oocnpatioual tlian racial.

273 2 V
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across the southern p^rt of the M&rwar (Jodhporo) Stfite, to the borders of

Sind—the Tharr and Parkar District. In the Sanchor District of Mftrwftr

I encountered several very large groups of a wandering tribe named Or or

persons understood the vernacular of the country in which th^
04 with the lived though possibly speaking their own peculiar lai^ut^ among them*

selves, and in reply to inquiries as to their place of origin the headmen

said that once upon a time they had I)een a “ Baj ” in the country in

which Hinglaz is situated. Baj is a word used to denote possession of the

soil and political influence ; and Hinglaz is the celebrated shrine, a place

of pilgrimt^e for Hindus at the present day. This shrine is on the right

bank of the Hingol river, inside a defile through which its waters pass out

of the last range of mountains just before reaching the Sea of Oman. The

name Or survives, at the present day, in the names of Ormara, a sea-side

town or village, neap the mouth of the Hingol, and in Qor Kalat,* a village

in the Kolwa valley about 60 miles north-west of Ormara. This is the

tract of country in which, according to Arrian, Alexander encountered' the

Oritai. Are the Or or Od, then, the modem representatives of that people ?

Hinglaz is about 100 milos by road, from the western boundary of Sind

and in Las Bela territory. • The locality at one time occupied by the Or

or Od is clearly designated and the tract of country at one time held by

them extends to the borders of the Kej District : the identification of the

modern Or or Od with the Oritai rests on a better foundation than that of a

similarity of names alone.

The legend of Khwaja AmrAn in Seistan also throws considerable light

on the origin of the Kashd.nis, a tribe, portions of which are spread over the

country from Seistan to Kalat, and from the Panjgur district to Kanda-

har in Southern Afghanistan. Amran is said to have been the son of TTnnma

(Uncle of Muliamm^, the founder of Islam) and granddaughter of 'Naus-

hirwan. Adopting the life of a religious teacher Amran wandered over

many lands, but settled at last in Seistan where he built a Rabat. His neigh-

bours were an infidel race called the Ashg-ka-Putra, the seat of whose chief

' Od— It wandering trilio wliosc pro))er 1ionA~ aiipeart to be in Wcitcm Hindustan • • • wandering about

with their familit's in nearch of cinplegiiieiit on earthwork. They will not aa a rule take petty Jobip but prefer

•nidi contiacts on i'fiod!i, canals, lailways. and the like, or will build a homo of adobe and dig a tank or even a well
• * • . T\ioy eat anything and everything, and tbongb not unfreqnently Muamlmana, especially in the West,

are always outcast. Tliey have a speech of their own called Odki of which I know nothing, but which la roij

probably nothing more than the ordinary dialect of their place of origin. They wear woollen clothe^ or atleMt one

woollen garment.
^

Tlioy claim descent from one Bliaglrat who rowed never to drink twice ont of the mine well, and

so (lugn fii*8li one every day til! one day he dug down and down and nevercamo np agnin. It ia in mourning fbr

him that tlu\v wear wool, and in imitation of him they bury tlmir dead even wlien Hindu, though they marry by the
Hittdn cevemony. Till tlic reappearance of Bha^tat they will, they my, remain outcasts. They are said to daim
Rajput, or Ksiiatriya, and to come from Marwar. They worship Rama and Siva Punjab Ethnography, 188S,

Chap! er VI, § 573.

* Hor Kalat, the Fort of flor, or the ^or (f the Or or 0^).
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was S4r-o-Tar ; but the chief being a minor his itnclc acted os regent and '’’i'* ‘‘“y “f

dwelt in the fort of Chahilburj, not far from Amrftn’s Rabat. There was

war between the latter and his infidel neighlwurs; and one day they

surprised the holy man while ho was engaged in prayer \vith his

sister and his slave, and the three perished at the hands of the in-

fidels. The shrine of Khw&ja Amr&n iu Soisttin is carefully avoided at the

present day by the Kashdnis : while all the other inhabitants of Seistan

pray to Amrtln, no Kashftni dares to approach the shrine lest some dreadful

misfortune befall him. The reason is this : the Kash&nis are the direct

descendants of the Ashg-ka-putras who slew the holy Aniriln, and the im-

piety and sacrilege of their ancestors for over dcljar tlic Kasha nis from j^Kirti-

cipating in the gooil offices of the martyr.

()ri«ii of till*

Kasliiiiif.

Ashg-ka-Futra is an Aryan form of the term Bam Ashg, a name which

Muhammadan chroniclers apply to the Parthians, and wo may therefore

infer from this legend—which is firmly bclievcvl by all the peophs of Sois-

tan, the KasliAnis included—that the latter are tlu! descendants of the Par-

thians (or liulo-Parthians), and that they were still powerful in Seistan at

so late a date as the early years of Islam.

With regard to the possibility of Hinduism having been profe-sscil at any

time in Seistan, it should be remarked that no legend other than that of

Shisp&l was ulitaiuoil in tluit country on uhich to l>ase a conclusion. On the

site of S4r-o-Tir, however, I picked up a seal of small Ki/,e on which two

Indian humped cattle and two characters of an Indian (? Saiiscrit) script

resembling Nagari, were incised. I also ssnv nmro than one seal similar to

but la^r than tluit which I myself found, which, it was .said, luid been

obtained in the ruins of S4r-o-T4r. But this place hail been inhabitcxl down

to the end of the 1-lth century, and the seals may have been the property

of Indian trailers or others resident there.

Tl)<» Hipilii

ill SeiittiMHluii lit t ill.

Of Buddhism no remains have lieen discovered in Seistan, in the country BM<iiiiii»t reumin*

of Panjgur, or in Kej. Among the ruins near Sar-o-Tar certain ruins ’‘S'"**’*

viewed at a distance ap^ieared to resemble stu|>as. They were, however, not

large. One which was examined was built with kiln-burnt brick.s, but

Arbab Seif-ud-din said it had been a granary filled through an oiaming on

the top; as excavations could not be made, no proof of this could be

obtained. lii the country adjoining Seistan there arc, however, certain Ipcah

ities to which legends are attached, or which have names that would ahno.st

sug^t that they were connected with the legends of Nngas—deities of

springs—which are mentioned so frequently in tlie translations of the records

of the famous Chinese Pilgrims who visited India in the 5th and 7tb century

A;D. In two places, at Spintizlia near Gulistan in the Feshin District, and
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at Hiilinargh to the east of KharSn, legends of a great serpent were
discovered, and at each place there is a famous percimial spring. In the

Panjgur and Kcj Districts and in the Bolida valley Iietweon the two, there

are localities named Nag, at each of which there are strong perennial

springs which have never been known to fail. One of these localities is

about 80 miles to the cast of Panjgur, the other about 40 miles to the east

of Kej : and the third at the foot of the Zsmrau hills about 22 miles to

the north-west of the fort of Chib in the Bolida valley. No other

localities bearing this name exist in those districts, and these arc not the only

springs in the country the waters of which do not fail.

Super-terrene interment of the dead is a custom tliat was once prevalent

in Soistan but which has l)eon discontinued recently. In it perhaps may
be discerned the lingering influence of the Zoroastrian religion.' The
sepulchres of the wealthier classes or families used in more remote times

to be constructed with kiln-baked brick and mortar. A platform often of

considerable dimensions was built, and on it the corpses were laid and

enclosed with walls and roofs of the same material. The tops of the graves

thus built up are undecorated and form a level platform about 2^ feet above

the lower platform on which corpses reposed. The larger collections of

Buper-terreuo graves are open to the sky, but small groups of tombs

were usually placed inside a mausoleum covered with a domed roof.

The custom of super-terrene sepulture is said to ho followed still

by some tribes of the Kakar Afghans of the Zhob. A hole is left by

them in the tomb next to the feet of the corpse, and it is said that on

certain days the bereaved members of the family assemble to mourn

the dead. In a detached masonry tomb at Ghaharshahr a similar opening,

about 8 inches square was found to have been left in the masonry

wall nearest to the feet of the corpse. The use of masonry for such

sepulchres appears to have ceased when tiiis material was no longer

in common use in Seistan, prol)ably about 500 years i^. The masonry

sepulchres at Ghaharshahr are very probably more than 600 years old

;

dating from a period anterior to the sack of ^ihidsn (Jamuiiy 1384).

Glose to these sepulchres arc several wells lined with masonry. The

more recent super-terrene sepulchres are constructed with sun-dried

brick and clay mortar; both exposed to the sky and also within

domed mausolea. The former are of course very liable to destruction

;

the more exposed sepulchres have been eroded away in the course of

time, and the skeletons they once concealed are now exposed to view,

as in the ruins of Ghulghula.*

^ To prevent conUct of tlio uiicleftii oorpee with the earth ?

> I opened le^eral of the iiiMonry tonibe hot in ovei^ CMO I found only dnit and* few smell emmbling fregnenU

of bones, conclasive proof of the antiquity of this class of tomb,

• The adobe tombs always contained skeletons, some qnfteWplete and in soma eases fragmanb of the bier were

recognisable

The aictbud of burial was to place the bier in portion and to build np the tossb eudosing the bhir and oorpaa.
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The discontinuance of this 'method of interment is probably due to

the influx of immigrants
; tmt also to the fact that it is far easier to

dig a hole in the ground and to put away a corpse inside it and then

to fill in the hole, than it would be to erect a tomb above ground. The

last case of super-terrene sepulchre took place in 1903; when Malik

Gulzar Khan died and was buried in such a tomb.

In respect to the orientation of the super-terrene tombs the custom

enjoined by Islam is followed.

In the ancient ceinetery at the l)ack of the ruined city of the

Kak-has on the slope of the Kuh-i-Khwaja, the super-terrene sepulchres

have been built up wdth stones, w’^hich were kept in place by clay

mortar. This method of disposing of the dead was at one time generally

practised, and was not confined to the higher classes.
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CHAPTER II.

Tajik or East

Irsnisn Stock.

A^^stfiuios and

The Tajik wherever he is found in Khurassan is rosjardod as the orii^inal

owner of the soil and as the representative at the j)rosent day of the

original inhabitants of that great pr()vinci\ In the Tajik poinilation wo
perhaps may find the descendants of that East-Iranian, or Aryan race, which

was known to the Chinese as the Ta-hia, and which occupied those tracts

where agriculture was possible, and formed a dense population in lh(5

country on both banks of the Oxus, and throughout the wholes of Khurassan,

up to the time of the inroads of the hordes of Chingi/. Khan, in the first

quarter of the 13th century ^V. I).

From the annalH of Chang Ki(‘ii we li‘arn that the Ta-hia i>r Ihu^trians wen* verv like

the other tribes hotween Ferghana and An-si fl’arthia). MMie Sf people all Kpf»ke various

dialects, but all understmxl one another
;
they \v«Te agricultural, tn*atrd their wivos with

exaggerated respect, and allowed them grea*^ liberty, and were all distinguished by deep-s«‘t

eyes and thick beards. They were bad and et>war«lly soldiers, and only bnid of tr.ade.^’

'

Devotion to a settled life in village communities and ju^accful occupa-

tions have always been the leading characteristic of this race; and

this as well as their handsome physiognomy notic'ed hy tlu^ (d)ines(j emvoy

more than two thousand years ago, have also atiraettMl th(‘ attiuition of a

recent traveller.^

I remember bearing a Russian say that it was the ]»rejs)iideranee of Tajik blo»>d in

Bokhara which h^lthat Khanate to submit to tin; Czar witbout a struggle. '' '

And again :

‘'The Tajik carries the palm for gooil looks, at least aee<n-diiig to om* ideas of l)eauty.

He has the dark, expressive eye and the regular features <»f his Persian aneestors.” ‘

Tajik an unoompli- predilection of the Tajik for a life (d peaceful occupations has
nantaiy tmn* "

always placed him on the side of law and ordf*r, and has rfuidered liim

easy to govern. It has, however, made him a h;id soldifjr; and in oriental

chronicles the word Tajik is us<5d in an nncoinplirrjcntary .sensij to tlenote a

man of peace ; a mere civilian* -a Vehbi.

' Bnctria from tlM? oarliMt tiniM to the of k Kiili- m t in* runjah. Tlw Han* Cnivoriiity

Priw Ewiay, 19l)H
;
by H. O. Hawlinwn, M.A. AU» Early Jlinbiry .»f In-lia, Viiuviit .Smitlj, L union 190H, 2nd

Edition, i>agpi 23-i and 258. S«'0 Appendix III, p. .’l7d.

Cliaiig Kien waa an envoy fnnn the Chim*^ (’onrt to On* Y'ln h-riii H«* n-turin d t ) I 1 I 1 iiaii\i* land afU-r

various adventurcfl in about 125 B.C.—Early History of India.

^ In Unuian Turkestan; a garden of Alia and itsi )H>o]ilf>, by Annrtlc M. H. Minkin, autbor of A Kibboii of

Iron,” Fellow of the Anthropological Inititutc of (inwt Britain and In land, London^

Also nee the deicrlption of the Tajik* ill the Valley of the Oxui (Ba4lakliiban) by Captain John Wood in bia

miaaion to dboovei* the sou reel of the Oxui.

* IMd, page 0.

« Ibid, i«g8 10.

•27S
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Notwithstanding this love of peace few oriental races hare proved more

endurii^ than the Tajik. Wherever there is land w'hich can be cultivated,

and where water can be brought to it, the Tajik has clung to the soil which

his forefathers have tilled. Bad government, or the absence of anj sort of

government, has failed to utterly exterminate this people, or to drive them

from the land. They have bowed to the inroads of Scythian and Turkish

tribes ; the Greek and Arab conquerors to whom the Tajik has been subject

have lost their identity and have become absorbed into the mass of the

population of the countries they sulxlued, but the Tajik remains a distinct

race still.‘

The operations of agriculture and the science of irrigation were V»itteofthdT»jik.

matters in which the Tajik specialised. The desert-born Arab conquerors,

without experience of these matters, were glad to leave such affairs, and the

revenue administration of the subdued countries, in the hands of the uuwarlike

Tajik, while retaining in their more practised hands the conduct of military

operations, and the control of political relations. The Greek soldiers perhaps

may have done so
;
but the rude Turkish conquerors, and later the Mongols,

certainly did so. The Tajik, therefore, was at all times a most useful person,

and the most abandoned oriental government would hesitate from pushing

oppression to a point which Avould drive the long-suffering and peaceful

Tajik from the soil.

The various masters to which this race has been subjected have left an ModiSoatiom tu

impress, in a greater or lessor degree, upon it. But while the physique and tJS? of”alieii*M^

the features of this ancient Iranian race may have been affected, they have

preserved their chtaracter and their language practically unchanged

through the vicissitudes of time. To-day their mother-tongue is Persian.

Whether they bo called Doh-kSn, Dehwar, Arbab, Tajik, TSt or Sort *

they are practically unchanged and are Parsiwan—Persian men—as distin-

guished from the nomad tribes of Turk, Mongol, or “ Afghan ” origin to

whom they aro subject. The Tajik is of course conversant with the

languages of his overlords. In addition to a knowledge of agriculture, this

race possesses a very considerable aptitude for trade, and affairs generally.

A hereditary acuteness of intellect elevates the Tajik above the mental plane

' Tlip Greek niilitai'y um»t liave interwarned witli tlie rncet by wliicli they were rarrottuded aiid

among which they were utatioiicd as soon as they occupied their posts. Tlie deriatioii in tlio features of the later

Bactriaii Kings, Hgnretl on their coins, from the pore Greek type may be due to this admixture of indigenous

oriental blood. n

The early Arab conquests in Asia were purely military, operations, Tlie Arab garrisons in the Babits or posts,

which were established to maintain the supremacy of Islam, must at once have taken wives from the Tajik and other

races among which they were stationed. The migration of tribes e» mttUe from Arabia into Khureasac tofi

later and was restricted to certain districts.

’ In Russian Turkestan, tlie Saii apparently is a race of inixcii Usbeg and Tajik descent.
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IbjikiikllfttlXngi-

Method of alic(ning

oanale.

A rode form of

wator-level.

The Kailiiit tlic

type of the Kast
Iiaiiian Rture.

of his ruder neighbours; and though these may profess to despise the

Tajik, they cannot do withobt the latter as their subjects or their agents.'

* The author referred to praises in glowing terms the skill displayed by

the Sarts in the construction of irrigation canals and channels, and describe

the wonderful qrstem of canals in Turkestan constructed in past ages by

t^ industrious race. Her description of the method employed in aligning

the course of these canals ere the soil is turned is very interesting, and it

agrees word for word with the method described to me by Huhammad, the

Didi, in 1903 and 1904 as being followed by him in laying out canals in

Seistan. It is a method which must be as old as the earliest dawn of civiliza*

tion in Asia ; and therefore it is worthy of mention and record here

“ Out how, we naturally ask, does a Hart manage without these instruments which to

European engineers would be essential."

“ The answer is simple : where we should use a level, a Hart uses his eye. If ho wants

to know whether a caiud can bo carried to a certain part of his fielc^ he throws himself on

his back, and with his chin in the air, looks over bis forehead towards the point in

question. If be can see it with bis head in timt position ho knows tliat water will flow to

it.”*

This is exactly the way in which Muhammad, the Uadi, told me that

he carried out his trial levels. Only in the description given by the

author quoted she reverses the sequence of ideas. If a man in the position

she describes can see a point behind him, the latter must bo higher than that

on which he is lying. For further refinements in levelling canals while they

are under construction, a shallow dish of brass or iron, filled wfth water

almost to the brim, is vuod. I have seen this used both in the Pishin Dis*

trict, and also among the Bhils in Mewar (Rajputana), whoro^ iipigation

channels have to bo carried for considerable distanqes round spurs or

undulations in the ground.

In Sclstnn the Kaianis belong to the ancidnt race of the Kings of Iran,

and therefore may be taken as types of the Eastern Iranian or Aryan race

which has been described in the foregoing pages. With regard to the

Kaianis little doubt exists that they preserve to a considerable extent the

characteristics of that race, or what are regarded as such at the present

day. Malik Azim Khqn, the eldest living representative of this ancient

family (in 1905), had inherited a share of the good looks of his father, the

' WluiifviT tlie Anht cunqncred a (uwii or pnirinoe of Penia, they called the Deh-kaiie, itked them what

taxe« had jAid uiidcr the Kbotrawii, and coiiflntwd generally the ancient rcgnlatioiia. Kn Nuwa||^(M8. of

I«eytlen N. 2. P.) give* im in tlie HWtnry tif the Saiianiana, an aoeonnt of iltetr rcgulationi of the landtai.

which agn'ct literally with wliat Aha Yflaof oiauiden aa law ander the Aba«Ride Khalifl. Ai^ a* the Saeianiene

liad been the rei4orere of the ancient order of thiiiga to what tliey were before Alexander, we may trace the lame

inatltationa to tlie aticimt Per«iaiic^8|irenger*« R1 Maaodi, Volome I. pagea XLIII—IV—note.

’ In lloniian Turkcataii—pagea 18—13.
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worthless |falik Jallal-ud-din. In Malik Azim EJian’s appearance ike air

of breeding which was to be expected from his ancient lineage was
combined with n^ular, aquiline- features, full eyes set in well marked
orbits, and a well proportioned skull ; a handsome and full beard ; sinewy

hands and when young a well proportioned, though small frame, now bent

with age. In thb younger members of the family, especially in the nephews

and kinsmen of Malik Azim Khan, there was unfortunately only too

evident that air of degeneracy characteristic of the urban population of

Bokhara.

There are two other hunilies named the Jamali and Kamali, depend* Hm fcmiUM «{ th*

ants or clients of the family of the Maliks, who with the latter are regarded AwsH.

as of the ancient Iranian race ; and from these two families (Jamali and

Kamali) it is said that the Maliks of bygone days chose their personal attend-

ants. No spurious descendants of the Kaiani Maliks have been found

to exist as a caste or tribe of the population, as was the case in the family

of the Maliks of Bampur and among the Gichki Sardars* family of Fanjgur

and Kej. There these spurious descendants of the Chiefs were known as

the “ Tolag " or “ Tolagen ” Maliks or Gichkis as the case might be—the

jackal ” Maliks or Gichkis are still well known, and the family of the

Msliks of Bampur is now represented only by their spurious descendants..

Among the'Kaianis the son of the handmaid or concubine of inferior race

inherits his mother’s disabilities and inferior status.

Another tribe belonging to. the ancient race is the Kak*ha, to which

everyone in Seistan concedes an old and illustrious origin. The custo-

dians of the Sacred Fire, which was maintained in the fanes at Karku and

at Trakun, were recruited, it is said, from this tribe. Coming down to recent

the architect of the famous barrage the Band-i-Takau—better

known as the Band-i-Bustam—is believed to have been a member of this

tribe. Then again it is believed that the later weir—the Band-i-Bulbaka

—was constructed by a Kak-ha. Some 66 years ago, when it became

necessary to construct the Band-i-Seistan (to guard which the Kuhak

Fort was built), it was a Kak-ha, the Kadkhuda Shah Beg, father of

TTa^lfhiidn. GhiilAm Baza, Kak-ha, whom Taj Muhammad, the Sarbandi,

fdaced in charge of the work.

In the ages before the Arabs conquered Khurassan, there seems to have The iitaht of Km-

been a Tajik family predominant oyer their fellow countrymen in the dis- therieh^ei^.

trict round Kandahar. When the first Arabs entered that country they

found representatives of this family pre-eminent therein, and these were

probably intrusted with Bevenue affairs and other matters appertaining

to the civil side of the administration. It is in this way that tlie family
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acquired tiieir distmctiye title of Arbab—Lords. In course of time branches

of this family separated from the parent stem, one of which gained a

pre-eminence similar to those enjoyed by their kinsmen in Kandahar, in the

district of Ehash. and another branch in the valley of the Helmand.

In Seistan, the latter—now represented by Uie Arbabs of Kala Fath—were

the family from which the officials of the Kaiani Princes were recruited,

and as lately as the time of Nadir Shah and of the first Durani King of

Afghanistan, a member of this &mily was a supervisor of the revenue

collections along the Helmand. At the present day, only the head of

the Arbab family of Khash retains any vestige of their ancient authority.

He is the responsible official in that small district ; but the hand of the

Governor of Kandahar lieslieavy on his head, and the Afghan inhabitants

of the towns or villages within his jurisdiction pay him scanty respect

as a Tajik.

In physiognomy, physique and general appearance the Arbab closely

resembles the Kaiani and some of the former possess traces of the same

air of breeding which characterises the latter. This is the case with the

older members of the communities who have known better days. The

younger members show the effects of repression beneath the heel of the

Afghan
; they are uncouth, boorish, and at the same time servile in their

manners.

Another tribe now represented in Seistan and which is said to belong to

the ancient Iranian stock is tins Fahlawan. Members of this tribe possess

the same aquiline features and well proportioned skull which characterise

the Kaianis and Arbabs ; and which, therefore, we may with some degree of

confidence regard as the type of the ancient Iranian stock.

This race is divided into many tribes each of which are known by a

separate designation ; some of these names, such as Kunda, Diwana, Dadi

and others, are in use as the tribal designation of parts of the agricultural

population of Seistan, and these tribes are also to be found in other

places in Khurassan. It appears to be the case that, when the knowledge

has disappeared as to the particular tribe to which a family or group of

families have originally belonged, but where the genml knowledge is

preserved that it (or they) are descended from the ancient allodial popula-

tion, the general term Tajik is used.

Though the Tajik was a bad soldier, he had his uses in warlike opera-

tions. His athlete frame inured to, and hardened by labour, skill in

tile use of spade and mattock, and accustomed to excavating canals and

earthwork, won for him a place in oriental armies. His value lay in

tile construction and repair of fortifications, and in siege oper^ons. Bbong
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oontiiigeiits of Tajiks equipped with spades and n>stinnlr« «i>eft^pfnpfd

oriental armies, and took the place of the modem owps of aappem. It

was the Tajiks who were empl<^ed in driring the galleries of miiw directed

against the defences of a besieged stronghold ; or who were set to work to

cut channels to drain the -water from the wet moats which protected the

walls from the approach of enemies.

The Tajiks were in not very remote times distributed widely over the

districts adjoining Seistan, whi^ are now in a semi-desert condition, and

occupied by roaming communities who call themselves Baluch. In the

Disak valley (Bampuz District^ of the Kiiroah Krorinoe of Persia) there

is a huge Tajik population which style thernsrives Ddiwir. Situated as

th^ are^ among a mixture of tribes calling themselTes Baluch (among

which the Bind V element is strong), the differace between the two is

apparent at a glance. The Behwar are dwellers in villages composed oif DMribntiMsftb*

substantial tenements built of pisd, grouped together, and surrounded by tsT

fields ; whereas their neighbours are nomads dwelling in tents, or in ooUec-

tions of squalid blanket-tents or mat-huts, situated among the groves of date

palms, or upon the talus of the hills beyond the limit of permanent cultiva-

tion. The difference in physique and physiognomy is also equaUy marked.

Kadir Bakhsh who in 1889 was the chief man of the Driiwixs was able to

place a comparatively strong force of matchlock men into the field, and

• although old Dil&war Khan, a so-called Baluch,” wasthe chiefman in the

district in 1890, he was unable to take any action whatever, unless be was -

supported by the Dehwir headman. But the Dehwats of Disak dwelt in a

country surrounded by a turbulent Baludi population, where odhreaks .

against the oppression of the Persian Oovemmeht were frequent^ and as they

had also to contend against the exactions of the lobal officials^ they possessed a

retreat in the neighbouring hills to which the whole Dehwar population

used to resort with their moVeable jHoperty and the approaches to which

could be defended by the fightii^men of this race, whenever the exactions of

the local officials became outrageous and unbearable, leaving theirem]^ vil-

lages and bare fields to the meny of their enemies. The Ddiwdxs of Disak niditioM oi^
said thatth^ were the remnant of (he settled Tajik population, which at one

time occupi^ the Kharan District ; and a small tract of counby along the

south edge of the Ifashkel H&mOn is still called Dehwar after this race.

When the conditions became such that the Tajik populatitm ware no Ifmf^

able to cemtinue in the low country now known as the'Khaxin District they

withdrew to the hill% to Disak and to Mastung.

The abandonment of their lands by the Dehw&r (w Tajil^ population was

due not altogether to political causes, to bad govenanen^ or. to the oppses- bsu^
sion of their turbulent neij^ours, but most inK>babfy''to bfimatio dhanges.

Sot
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When a prolonged eyeie of scanty rainfall lowered the level of subsoil water,

and springs and streams ftdled, the Tajik population could no longer make a

living from the produce of their lands, after satisfying the demands of more

powerful neightours, or overlords, who regarded the Tajik as their prey

;

and as these tactions would naturally be enforced by violence, the agri-

cultural population had the alternative of either starving in their ancestral

ponncmnifTnflj or of abandoning their lands and moving elsewhere.

The influence of their environment in the Disak valley on the Sehwars

is apparent in their movement into the hills when driven to desperation ; but

wiik this exception they are a fixed population settled in houses among

popuMlin and shepherd neighbours, and the distinotion between the two is

marked to a degree which is not so apparent in other localities. But if the

circumstances prevailing at any period were such as to render agriculture

impossible (and such periods in the history of the country have been only

too frequent) the Tajiks as a body, or sections of them, would be forced in

self-defence to adopt a nomaidic life in order to live. In the course of a very

few generations Tajiks who had degenerated to the condition of nomads would

come to regard themselves as a part of those who had followed this mode of

life from earlier periods, and be regarded by the latter as part of their own

tribal or political association, and be classed as ** Baluch ” or as *' Brahui ”

whichever term was applied by the nomads of the localify to their associations.

In SeiBtan, -on the other hand, a reversal of this process has been in

operation. In the delta of the Helmand, where arable soil and water

has always been plentiful, immigrants have assimilated themselves to the

mode of life of the Tajiks. The tribes of acknowledged Arab origin such as

the Sarbandi, Sbahraki, the Mirs of Iskil and of Chakansur, and others of

Baluch origin are now indistinguishable from their neighbours, who are of

confessedly Tajik origin. This has been the case elsewhere than in Seistan,

wherever soil and water have been abundant.

"M. Nalivkin, in hit histoiy of Fergana, divides the Uzbegs into three classes;

nomads, semi-nomads, and nomads who have become sedentary, that is to say, those who
conquered the Tajiks, and settling down among them, giadnally adopted their manners,

their customs, and their agrioultnral pursuits." >

From the Uzbegs, who became in all respects Tajiks and who must have

intermarried with Tajiks, is descended the people who call themselves Sarts,

and this mixed race preserves a great many Uzbeg features in their appear-

ance owing to the recent admixture of Uzbeg blood with that of the older

Iranian race. In this way the Arab conquerors of Khurassan have in the

course of centuries been absorbed into the Tajik or Iranian population

whom thqy subjugated. Hie Arab remains a distinct fype only in those

tracts in which flie conditions were most favourable to a pastoral, nomadic

^ 1b Ruil'sa TwfcMltttt pflfti St7 and MS.
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and predatory mode of life. The predominance of tiie Arab in KhuiaMan

ceased Trith the downfall of the House of Omeya, and the policy of the

first Caliphs of the Abassides in discouraging the use of Arabic by the

descendants of Arabs who remained in Khurassan after the downfall of the

Houso of Omeya, rendered the absorption of the Arab element into the

mass of the Iranian population easy and rapid.

“The Eastern Iranians are considered by modem anthropologists to be what is

generally, for want of a better name, called the Aryan race, and to be strongly affected

by that branch of the Caucasian race which has been named Homo which extends

through central Europe and Asia Minor to the highlands of the Hindu Knsh. One of

the most consistent features of this race is its consistent brachyoephaly, and its purest

examples are found among the Tajiks of Turkestan and the Qalehasof the Hindu Kush.”

}

The broad head combined with “ the characteristic e^le nose * of

the true Iranian ” is the type of the Tajik wherever the race is to be

found, except in a few cases where a recent admixture of Mongol blood

has modified the ancient type. In Wakhan, the outpost of the ancient

Iranian race, the features and complexions of the people who speak “a
remarkably conservativedescendant of the ancient tongue of Eastern Iran " *

distinguished the immigrants of their race whom the adventurous

traveller met in Hunza. The “peaceful character of the Wakhis is

curiously qrmbolised by the implement which every respectable house-

holder carries about with him on State occasions. It is a long staff with a

small heart-shaped shovel of wood at the end, used for opening and damming

up the irrigation courses, that bring fertility to the laboriously cleared terraced

lands." * The comparatively fair complexion is also a heritage of the Tajiks

which distinguishes them in Seistan and elsewhere, and at once attracts atten-

tion among the darker-visaged Baluch of the same tract or country.

Individuals show the admixture of alien blood by variations in phyaque,

features, and complexion. In Seistan the offsprii^ of Tajik and Baluch

parents present curious deviations, being much taller than the usual stature

of the races to which their parents belong, and while preserving the brachy-

cephaly of their Tajik parent with frequently the same prominent “ eagle

nose,” the darker complexion is that of the Baluch parent. Bound ChakAn-

sur there seems to have been considerable intermarriage of Tajik and

Baluch, and a Ghak&nsuri (man of Chakansur) can always be easily detected

in Seistan in a crowd composed of Tajik (Farsiw&n) and Baluch by reason

of his tall stature, bony gaunt frame, and complexion.

> (Th« Balvdi Rtoe, bj M. Longworth D»mot An. 6oe. lloiK)gnplw» Ydunie lY, London, J904 Rigo 10 takon

from Lot Aiyini mi nord et tu Sad do THindoa Kntoh. UjfilTjr.)

t Stnd-bariod mini of Khottn, A. Stein, London, 1908, ptgo 46. Sot tlte Appendix III.

• iM,ptge45.
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" The Tajiks of different ports of the Iranian plateau have an index ranging from Hi

to 84^ the Darwazis 81*4 and the Ghalohas 85. The index of the Bombay Farsis^ who
have kept distinct amid their Indian neighbours, is 82*3.’^ ^

In 1901, the DehwSrs in the Kalat State (who are principally located

in the fertile rallqrs in the vicinity of Kalat itself, and of the town of Mas-

tung), numbered 6,727 souls ; besides these there were 278 in the Quetta-Pishin

District, and 18 in the Ghagai District. The average anthropometrical

measurements of the DehwArs in the Kalat State were as follows :

—

Average oephalio index 81-7

M nao*! 74-3

„ ^
aUtare l«4-2

„ wbitt-iuMl 118 -

They also present the other characteristics of the Tajik raco : they Hto
in villages, are purely agricultural, and do not migrate to the low

country in the winter. The headman of the Dehw&rs is styled Arbab.*

The photographs of the Farsiwans (or Tajiks) of Seistan and of Kanda*

har do not show many points of resemblance between the individuals com*

posing the groups. But this is due to the great difference between the

costumes of their respective countries. There can bo no doubt that the

Afghan costume follows the ancient fashion. The beard also is untrim*

med and allowed to attain the proportions permitted by nature
; and the

general effect is far more dignified than is produced by the frowsy “ Sardari,”

or frock*coat and over-worn and ill-fitting trousers, which is the modem
costume Persia hks borrowed from Europe. In Seistan the beard is usually

trinuned except in the cw of very old men and the priesthood, and this

renders the appearance of the Earsiwans of that country differentfrom that

of their fellows in Kandahar, who follow the fashion, in this respect, pre-

valent in Afghanistan.

^ The Belndi Race, page 11.

* BalochiaUn Gazetteer Serial^ VoIosm VI, 1907, page 68.

The tribea of the Uaataog Vallej are undoubtedly of Tajik origin, though in recent timet they have Imn^d joined

by Afgliine^ Baloeh, and Brahuii. A email eection, particularly good cultivatori, are known at Katlnntrzai, and are

aid to have come from Kahinir. Thqr all apeak Pervian. The nudeut of the Dobwirt—the iiiott ancient of the

priiimt inhehifeiite—it aid to have migrated here from Balkb.

In Appendix 111 will ba fomid an interating and valnabla aceoant of the Tajika of Btikhara taken from

Chapter 6 of the Xmir of Bokhara and hit oonutry. O. Olnfien : Isondou William Hcnemann, 1911.





CHAPTER III.

rpHE early oriental Muhammadan authora, whose works have surrirec^

write of Seistan as Sijistant &nd of the people as the Sigsis, but in later

chronicles there seoms to bo a' distinction made between the Sigais atnl the

Seistanis. In the first quarter of the 13th century, the Sigais are mentioned

in connection with the fortress of Uk,' which seems to hare been their

headquarters. That this fortress is that of Lash is ostablishoi by the notice

of it in the Matla-us>Saadein of Abdur llazzak (1408 A.B.). I renture to

suggest that in the Sakais or Sagzis whose headquarters arc even now in the

ancient district of Uk, which is now called Juwoin oa-Lash-Juwein,* we
find a remnant of the Sigzis of early oriental (Muhammadan) authors and in

all probability of the race known at a still earlier period as the Sakas.

The fortress of Uk was besieged by the Mongol troops for nineteen

months (or two years according to some authors) ; and again in 1408, Shah

Eukh, the son of the famous Timur (Tamerlane) laid siege to this place, which

was resolutely defended by the Sigsis writh aid from tlio Seistanis (the author

of the Matla-us-Saadein mentions the Sigzis and also speaks of the inhabit-

ants of the delta, subjects of Malik Kutb*ud'din, as Seistams). At this period

the Sigzis occupied the district of Farah and were intermixed with other

tribes in that district. Farah succiunbed to Shfth Kukh, who then marched

against the fort of Uk, that is Lash, which also eventually was siuron-

dered by its defenders. The Sakis are now regarded (and even by them*

selves) as “ A:^han ” and they are supposed to be descended from one Ishak,

a descendant of £ais. lienee this tribe is usually spoken of (and written of)

as the Ishakzais. Ishak (Isaac), son of Abraham, would naturally commend

itself to a Muhammadan genealogist as an illustrious name for the eponymous

aioeestor of this powerful tribe ; but in their headquarters in Lash-Juwein,

thii people call themselves tin Sakzi or Sagzi (but never Tahakzai) which is

practically the name to be found in early Arab writers when treating of the

country and people of Sijistan.

Ihe late Major Baverfy indeed derived the name Sigzi or Sijzi from

Sijistan (on the analogy of Bawizi for an inhabitant of. Bei) ; but the

authority for the derivation of the name flakastana from the Sakas (and

consequently of Sijistftn or Sajastan from the Sigzis) cannot be disputed.

Although the headquarters of the Sakzi ^is in the district of Uk (where

> Sm Fkit I, fgf 31 Ud sz
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it has been locate ceitainly since the 18th oentmy and probably from

time immemorial), the tribe is spread oyer a great tract of coontxy in

Southern A^hanistan; almqpt up to Herat on the north, and into the

valley of the Arghasftn river to the east of Kandahar. The seat of the

(hieftains, however, has always been the fortress of lAsh and the fort of

Juwein. Of the former they held possession as late as the middle of the

last century. Afterwards the ruler of Afghanistan took possenion of the

place and planted a garrison in it of his own troops apd the fcnrt has been

held as an outpost, after it was evacuated by the Persians in 1867 or 1878.

In their mode of life the Saksis are pastoral and their land, in the

Hokat, or L&sh-Juwein, are tilled by tenants, (» metayers, most of whom
belong to the Farsiwan race settled from time immemorial in the TTnlnd-.

,

The Tajiks of this district are called Aukati or Hokati. The Sakai are also

Oaudiis—cattleowners—and they have their stations in the reed beds of the

Hamun-i'Puaa, and along the northern edge of the Hamun. Unlike the

Ghtudars of Seistan, the Sakzis are also shepherds, but this is probably due

to the fact that only sheep and goats can thrive, or exist, on tiie Ua^t or

barren steppes over which the greater part of the tribe is scattered.

The Sakzis have always displayed a predilection for a life of rapine, and

the conditions under which they have existed for centuries on the bordets of

Persia and Aighanistim has enabled them to indulge tilieir leanings in this

direction. One of t^ir chie&, Musa Khan, is still remembered by ..his

sobriquet of “ Uun^,’* or the freebooter.*

Par to the soulKof Lash Juwein, in the district of Panjgur, there is

a tribe called the Sajiti : which may also, perhaps, be representatives of the

ancient Sakas, At the foot of the Kalat plateau, overlooking the sandy

plains of the'wide Khar&n valley, and about 100 miles to the north-east of

Pan|gar, is a small valley named Uftrd&n near a better known locality named

Greriia, which lies at the foot of the hills. Inthisvalley of Hardin is the

headquarters of ^e Sajiti. This tribe is divided into two portionB, one of
*

which, the Sangur, extends into Kej, the hills between the Kdwa valley and

the sea, and also in the direction of Ormftia. They an nomads, owning flodcs-

of sheep and goats, and breed camels. The Sajiti are found higher up

than the Sangur, and the latter may be of a sepante origin than the S&jiti,

but it is generally regarded as a bronch of the latter. The dan of the-

S&jiti <^ef, or head man, is called Sakazai ( P'Saksai-Sakri, or Sagii) and

they say that they emigrated from Seistan about 20 generations ago ; or

say, about 450 years ago.* They at first settled in the valley immediatdy

^ Dunf it a well kDown term for a laldfalf eipediticii.

* Tbifi if aeoe^Bg the atateaBent M being eorreet llUe bowerer« vary doobtftil. The SljitiarailUtifw-

ale» have bo roeoidk and the number of gesentioBa la proWj only a gneaa, and aqaivaleat to i^inglbBt

tbeir migration from Beiataa took plaoea vmy long time agOb
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to tho aotitb of Fsnjgnr, whoie th^ built a fort (which siill ezists), and

this settleinent atill bean the name of Sakai Kalat or Saka Kalat—the

Fort of the Sakaa. In the census of 1901, the Sajitis numbered 6,068 souls

and ther Sangum 4,386 souls. To complicate matten the latter assert that

they are Jat as to origin, and claim affinity with the Jokhias of Sind. Now,

if we allow 22 yean on an average for a generation, the migration of the

Sakas from Seistan took place about 1461 A.D., and the yean following the

sack of Zahidan up to the end of this century was a very disturbed period

in the history of Seistan,' when such an emigration would not have

been surprising. In the Fanjgur District and elsewhere the Sajiti

have relapsed into a nomadic mode of life; any cultivation in which

they may engage is quite insignificant and their wealth consists in their

live*stock. In Seistan there is a very small group of agriculturists belong*

ing to a tribe named Saj : and it has been suggested that perhaps the Sajiti

broke off from the Saj, smd that the latter are the remnant which clung

to the soil. There is, however, more similitude as to mode of life between

the Sakai of Lash-Juwein, and the Sajiti (or Saka) ' of Fanjgur and Kej, in

their manner of life, and possibly the latter were originally a portion of

the better known tribe whose headquarters are in Juwein.

While neither the Sakai nor the Sajiti preserve any knowledge regard*

ing their ancient location beyond the Oxus, there is a tribe whic^ still re-

members the fact that they migrated thence, the Mingal or Mengal

bribe, whose headquarters are at NushkL A section of this tribe are also

settled in the Jahlawan division of the Kalat State, where their head-

quarters are at Wadi about 100 miles to the south of Kalat.

The Mingals or Mengals of Nushki call themselves Zughar or Zaghar

Hingals, to distinguish themselvesfrom the Jahlawan section which is known

as the ffiiahisai. The Mingals say that their distinguishing appel-

lation is taken from Zughd near Samarkand, from whence their ancestors

emigrated. Ihisis one of the several provinces mentioned in the fiM chap-

ter of the Yenidad : in Zend Sughda, and in old Persian Suguda from which

the Greek Soghdiana may have been derived. This form of the ancient

name survives, for Sog^ still is the name of the district in which Samar-

kand is situated.'

* Ptet I, ptf6 65k H Mf.
* 8ttm itiU €dft offi the borden of the Caephta—BelochiiteB Oentteer t ydnae TI-B, pofi 96.

* It woolfl appear that the laeiDoiy of the Cheek eonqfaeet etill earTiTee heiei Itor fai Baeiln TtorkMlaD,

al page 240, the aathor Mm that "nm the lake named likimder or Alenader, there le a mawMm Tillage'

smiua ABtdb^ the inhhbilBite of whSdi are aid to be direet deeeendaate of eomo of the Cheek eoldlen who

aeeompHiiad ji*— the Qient on hie eoBgoeriag joamif from Maeedoo to Soi^idiaaa.’* The lake Idmader

ie Mated ia the hi|^ Yelkp of the Zerafehia BItot, a kag waj ebo?e Samarima^ ea the left baak ef

thiflTir. Oaeef the tribabariee of the ZaiafMalialeo named Xekaader fee the reaaoa gifta abovek
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This district then was the home o| the Zi^har Mingal tribe of Niuhld,

who have been domiciled for very many centuries in the oountiy round

Nuriihi Compared with their arrival, the Arab conqueri of the country

was a recent event. At the point where the Khaesar river emerges from

the hills above Nushki itself, on the right banh of the stream, and at the

end of the outer range of hills^ there was a rectangular endosure with

stone walls—built of rough stones without cement of any kind->which was

pointed out as an Arab camp ; and which was called so. There is only

one tribe in the neighourhood which, the Hingals told me many years

ago, had been settled in the country longer than they had, and this is the

people who hold the arable lands watered by the Karezes of Ahmadwal,

a few miles south of Nushki. The so-called Brahui tribes are regarded as

absolutely new comers by the Mingals of Nuriiki. The people of Ahmad-

wal are called Bakshanis, and although regarded as Brahui, they are pro-

bably a remnant of the original Tajik population of the district. It h
said that they were once upon a time the occupants of all the land west of

Nushki. A large section of the Mingals of Nushki occupy the desert

between Nushki and the eastern elbow of the Helmund river. After the

delimitation of the boundary between Baluchistan and A^hanistan (1896),

this portion of the tribe (about 4,000 families it is said) became subjects

of the Amir, and have remained such since that time. Under the leader-

ship of Idahmud they completely separated from the rest of the tribe

domiciled in Nushki. At this place, however, the Sardar of the Zaghar

Mingals continues to reside. The Zaghar Mii^als have lost their influ-

ence and prestige now-a-days, and are outnumbered. I7 the Mingals of

Jahlawaii.

The latter numltered (in 1901) 62,186 souls and are of mixed origin.

The predominant subdivision—^the Shahizai—claim a Persian origin. The

Muhammadzais and Baranzais are of Afghan l^n origin. The Baisanis

are collateralB of the Sarawan Baisanis,^ also of Afghan Tarin origin—^the

Spin Tarin section. The Mardoi section are Bul&t Jadgals (Jats) descend-

ed from Jam Arl, pre^enitor of the Baprani, Hamalani, and Loharani

Jams of Thana Bhula Khan and Tawang in the Karachi IBstrict of Sind.

They were tributary to tiie Mengal Chief, but within the last twenty years

they have been regarded as part and parcel of the Mingal or Mongol tribes.

Feroz, one of their leaders, is believed to have turned out of Khuzdar the

Mongol Intendant Malik Chap. Pahlawanzai section also claim a Persun

^ The foUiiwiiig MitbropdlogM mtifaiMneiiti given for the Kengili of JahhiWMi t—

Otyh. Index • • i . '. 81*8

Null M 88*8

Orbito-uaiel Index 18M
The People of Indie t Cideatte. 1908, App. IT.
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descent (the FahlaWan is still a 'vrelLknown Faraiwan section ofx the

population of Seistan).*

In the 17th oentoiy the Indian Moghul Emperor Shah Jahan annexed Th« Minx or Mmk,
Balkhand held the country up to’theOxus for about two years. Indian o^Mwjn^h!!^7th

troops also occupied one or two posts on the further bank to control the

principal ferries oyer that river. Abdul Akis Khan, ruler of Samarkand,

mustered his %hting men and overran the country held by the Indian

troops. Among the tribes which answered the summons of the Khan of

Samarkand was one named the Meng or Ming.*

In the Balochi language, plurals of substantives and collective nouns Th« nun* Mingki

are formed, generally, by adding the suffix gal to the noun itself, and
**p'*'''**‘'

hence all over Baluchistan the word Jadgal is used to denote the Jat

population at large, and also individualB—Jadgal a single individual, and

also the Jat element as a whole in the population. So that the term

Mei^al (Meng'gal,) merely denotes the Meng (Ming, or Men, or Min) tribe.

The well'known ancient city of Minnagar * in Sind (town of the Mins)

appears to have been so named from this tribe, a part of which still retains its

distinctive name though no longer a power for good or ill.

While the connection of the Sakzis and the Sajitis with the country tim Hinnb » 1

beyond the Oxus is conjectural, there is some evidence, not ainountmg
g*nd|"'

perhaps to absolute proof, which connects the Mingals of Nushki with

that tract of country in -which Samarkand * is situated. The fact of the

former having lost the knowledge of their origin, while the Mongals still

preserve a tradition, is almost a proof that the latter were a part of a later

horde, or migration, from beyond the Oxus. It is possible that when the

bulk of the Mins (or Mings) passed on to the valley of the Indus, where in

course of time they founded the city of Minni^r, a remnant may hare l)een

left behind in the country now occupied by the Mengals of Nusblu, where

^ BalncbiiiCaii OsMtteer mtIm, VblmM VI-B. ^3.

* BidvUhniiiMtb Bibliotheca Indica.

.

*The author of the Periplue of the Bijihnean oea (MeCriudle*# trandathm > the data of thb work

)«• been modi debated, Mr. McCrindle plaeea it between 80 and 89 A.I).* M. Renand, 246 or 847

while the autlior of the Barij Hiatory of Iirlia Btatea—p. 818 note—that ** It may be dated with aorne aonflil'mce

betwvseii 77 and 106 A.D.’’) m the iat or 2nd eentnry A.D. calla the valley of the Lower Indnr, known at the

preaent day. aa Lower Bind, Scythia, and deacrihea it as bebif uudor the govenunent of Parthian Chieia who

were at war with one another. The capital at that tine waa Minnagar, and the principal port of the oonntry

waa named BaLwrikon. Tlia capite^ lay at aome dialaaee up the country. The ehangea of the river in ita lower

ooune and the buildinf up of the cuaat by the aQt broafht down by Ite watera baa rerdered it impoaaible to

identify then towna, and it ia impMiible ae yet to penetraU the obeonrity in which the topo^phy if tbie

conntiy, at that period, ie enveloped.

* The fonndation of Sanmrkand ia attributed to Kane of Kobad, of the Kaianien Dynaety of Perafi^ and Ita

compleChm to hie eon Biavakhah. The name ia enppoaed to have been given to thb city from Samar, tlo) gwierallof

theTemeniteKbif Thba Aim Marih or Tbha»al-Akhar, and thie to he the relic of a vaiy early Arhb congneri of the

tfmntiy beyond the Qtna. The Citlee of lfon*Jby AivanJI Jamehedil Modh BJL, Bomb^ (1899), page 188.

2p2
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they have continued to dwell as a pastoral tribe and haye preserved their

identity. They are now counted among the “ Brahui ” tribes.*

The story of the origin of the Kash&nis from the Adig-ka-putras has

been already mentioned.* It shows that the “Farthians, or Indo-

Parthians/’ who are known to have ruled oyer Seistan and Araohosia are

yet represented in the first-named country, and in the adjoining districts

once included under the name of Arachosia, which comprised the districts of

Fishin, Quetta, Kalat, Khuzdar, and the country between them' and the

nelmand on the west, includii^ Eaiidahar, up to Karabagh, on the north,

and as far south as the watershed separatii^ the streams that flow into the

sea of Oman from those falling into the arid plains of Kharan. On the

north of this watershed at various places in this area, groups of Kashanis

are yet to be found. In the Fanjgur District the headquarters of the

of Fuj- Kashanis is at Shahbaz Kalat. In the Fanjgur District, where they numbered
8"' 350 souls, they say that they are an offshoot of the Shahwanis of Iskalku

near Kalat, and that their forefathers owing to a quarrel, to the number of

700 families, migrated to Fanjgur, in the time of the Maliks of Fanjgur.

The name Kashani or Kishani * is still the designation of one of the clans of

the Shahwani tribe. “ Owing to quarrels with the Gichkis most of them

migrated in the course of time to Chakansur in the Helmand valley.” *

The Kashanis of Fanjgur are flockowners and camel-brccders, but th^ also

possess dry-crop cultivation in Iho district of Shahbaz. Thu Shahwanis of

the Sarawan Division of Kalat (with whom the Kashanis of Fanjgur main-

tain communications) are, like all other clans of so-called Bruhuis, composed

of a variety of trilwjs. “ The nucleus of the tribe. Hit - ^iamadanz.'ti and Alizai

sections, is said to be of Baluch or Afghan or^in, while another story is

to the effect that they came from Sharwan in the neighbourhood of the

Caspian.”' “ All the remaining sections are of alien origin.” ® The

Shsvhwanis (who numbered 6,318 souls in Kalat) occupied the forumost

position among the Sai'awan Brahuis, until in course of time, probably

subsequent to 1839, this position was acquired by the Baisunis.*

' The Mingals of JahUw&n wore ponibly fregments of parioai noee which attached themaelvea to the Mingala

of Xoshki origiually as dopendauts or followers, when the chief of the latter possessed a great deal of influence and

power. This they possessed as late as the time of Nasir Khan I of Kalat who died in the spring of 1794, and after-

wards in the conrse of time the former called themselves Mingals, which they have continued to do ever since.

^ Ch tpter 1, 3Higes 373 and 274.

* Bainchistan Qaaetteer, Volume VII. pages 108, 104. Bunyid Khan Kashani mentioned in Part II, page 178,

wu chief of this tribe in Sebtan ; he was killed by the Afghans in about 1898, at Shflhgnl on the Hdmand, trying

to escape to Persian soil A fine of 60,000 krans liad been imposed on him and the Kotftni headn>an for soma canse

not generally known but said to have been their rerolt against Afghan oppression.

* Ibid, page 104.

* Baluohbtan Qaaetteer, Volume VI, pageiS.

* Fts.r—Zaghar Hengals of Nushki, Mirw&ris, Mcngals from Nustikt The Shahwinb are regarded as BrmhiL

* See Pottiager'fl account of the Kalat State. Ttaveli in Beludiietan end Sinde, London, 1816.
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From the foregoing p(u»graphs it would seem as if the account, in the

Gazetteer quoted aboTe, contradicts the story Obtained in Seistan as to tho

origin of the Kashanis. The story of Ehwaja Amrim, and the Ashg^ka*

putras ; of the descent of the Kashanis from that pdople ; and of tho reason

for the avoidance of the Ziarat of Amran, by Ihe Elashanis, are all genuine

traditions, clearly delivered, and firmly credited by the people of Seistan.

The refusal of two of the leading men of this tribe who were with me to

approach the shrine, led me to search for the reason which prompted such a

strange procedure in a Fir-ridden country like Seistan. The Shahwanis of

Kalat have not yet lost all idea of the original location of their remote

ancestors, and Shirwan is still the name of a small district in the Province

of Daghestan (Geoi^ia), on the west coast of the Caspian. This was one of

the provinces of the ancient Kingdom of Armenia which was annexed in

A.D. 34, by Artabanus, tho Pqrthian Monarch, on the death of Artaxias

III, the nominee of Germanicus. The throne of Armenia was bestowed

on Arsaces (the eldest son of Artabanus), the first of a lino of Parthian Kings

of Armenia, and Parthian infiuenco became all-powerful in vthat country.

The legend preserved by tho Shahwanis of Kalat merely carries the story of

their origin to a period much earlier than that referred to in tho legend of

Khwaja Amran, when the iVshg-ka-putra were still passessed of authority

over a part, at least, of Seistan.'

Among the “ Brahui ” and “ Baloch ” tribes there are fr^ments of

ancient, and at one time powerful tribes, whose original seats in times of

antiquity were very remote to those in which their impoverished descendants

are now to be found. Among tho barren hills of tho Palangan llango in

Seistan there are a few scattered families of a Brahui tribe named

Sarparra. The headquarters of this tribe is in the Kalat State, the localities

known as Kardagap and Gurgina; where, in 1901, they numbered 885

souls. These localities are in the Sarawan\Division of the Kalat State. The

Chief Imam Baksh Khan (in 1889) explained the name Sarparra to

mean decapitators, owing to the warlike propensities of his tribesmen.

“ They are notorious for quarrelling among themselves, and it is said that

they will fight each other over a .d(^ or a cat. The Murrais, who arc

dominant in Gu^na, are the most turbulent of all the clans.” *

Owing to the proximity to the border between Afghanistan and Kalat

this tribe occupies an important position, and in former times were

1 In 1904 tbe KuhiDV in Sekton nniDbered tbout 2>5S8 loali. Of thrfe 2,374 were eettled in AffflNin

tonritoiy. Of thw number about 682 aoult were cultivatora bolding about 4,500 aerei of land at Erindas to tlie eavt

of CbaIttBanr. Tbe greater part of thia land ia dependant on rain for cultivation, and cannot be cultivated, in all

prbbabflHjr, oftener than onoe in three yeara;

Tbeie were about 180 aoulaz Kaabdnii^ cultivating land, on tbe Perviaa side of tbe boundary.

a Balucbiatan District Gaietteer, Voluine VI, page 66.

DiaarCMncj be-

tween lagenda in

•Seistan and Kalat
retfarJing oHgin of
tbe Kaabdnia es-
plaiiietl.

The 8arpHrra Chief’s

inter])retution of the
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constantly at feud nrith the Batechis of Shdia'irak. The tribe is partly

of **Baludi'’ and partly of ** Af(;han ** stodc. It is interesting to note

that a tribe of almost identical name with an identical meaning was in

ancient times dwelling much further to the west "Some tribes of

ISindans, snmamed Sarsparo or decapitators, are said to lire above

Armenia, near the Gouranii and Medes. They are a savage people,

intractable mountaineers, and scalp and decapitate strangers, for such is Ihe

meanii^ of the term Saraparoe.”
‘

Unlike other Biahui tribes the Sarparra does not migrate periodically

to the plains. Their principal occupation is agriculture, but two of

the clans possess large flocks of sheep and goats.*

The position assigned by Strabo to the Saraparoe makes it appear that

they were neighbours of the tribes now known as the Kurds and dwelt

between those tribes and the Caspian Sea ; and in the Kalat State, at no

distance from thb Sarparra, there is a fragment of the Kurds, now

regarded as “ Baloch ” or " Brahui,’* who are to be found throughout the

State at the head of ihe Bolan Pass (their headquarters) ; at Baghwana

in the Jhalawan Division ; and a small group of Kurds is also to be found

in tile Las Bela Stfite.* >

N

It is only possible to divide the population of Seistan into two classes

—

those whose m^e of life is pastoral and the remainder who are agricultur-

ists and who style themselves Farsiwan. Among the latter, however, it is

possible to pick out a few sections of the population who, though called Farsi-

wan, were clearly not of ihe old East Iranian stock. The Shidirakis and Sar-

bandis * claim to be descendants of Arabs. The former are probably the

remnant of the Kharijis who were once predominant in Kirman and

Seistan, who were driven by the orthodox Muhammadans to the ea^m
fringe of the empire of the Khalifs of Bagdad. A feature that attracted

attention ' was the occupation of the Kharijis (in Seistan at least), who were

* Oeognphy, Bk. XI, Chapter XIY, § 14—Faloonfi'i tmndatioii.

* The Rodenii^ another tribe from Kardagip in the Saiawan Birision of the Kalat State which nnmhend
(in 1901) 1,978, are to be fonnd In Seietan where thqr nnmbered ibont 946 lonla. The dane of Snmalnis and
Zahroiais are represented in Sebtan.

* There were Knrds settled in the Kinnin Froeinee of Persia. Bdhbnr, a district to the south of Khrmln itself,

was their headquarters, the Kurd Chief dwelt The Kurds wen orsrpowersd hj the Ohns tribes in the

lith century, and their indnenw was destroyed, but there are Knrds still to he fou^ at Tarionq places in that

Province at the present day. For the Knrds of ^bnr see Hd. Ibrahim's History of the Saljnks of Kirmai^
an author who wrote id the I7th centnry, hut who hosed his work on earlier recorte. (Hd. Ibrahim's Hbtory
was edited by H Th. Houtrina, and published by K J. Brill, Lqydsn, 1886.)

* Traditionally the 8hahrakia came into Seistan 900 and the Saihondis 800 yean The fenaer

1 think, shonld not contain a second b. It would then be derivable from Shark, the last The Kharijis and otlwr
Schismatics being driven in that directioB, or risbif up there, were also known as Shariri% or the Bastom (heretics),

the western dominions of the Khalifs being (nominally) orthodos.

* In tlie 10th centu*y the Arab Geogtaphen who treat of Seistan allude to commnnitiss of Xhariji wenverB;i,i^

Part III, page 809.
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'WoaTfliB of doth. Weaving a ooane cotton &brio is still exolunvely the

work of men in Seistan, and it is carried on principally in Tillages

by those people. This attracted the attention of a traveller in the 19th

century (as itdoes at the present day)—Doot(» Frederick Forbes, H.B.,1.0.8.,

who was murdered in Seistan. ** Tba weavers here ” (Seistan) “ struck me
very much as resembling a class of operatives in Scotland, now fast dis>

appearing—ihe hand-loom weavers, as similarity of habits, no doubt, beget

similarity of disposition to some extent Th^ all appeared intolligwnt,

given to politics, disputations, and possessed of a quaint independent

humour very different from the generality of Persians.** ^ Doctor Forbes also

remarked the weavers of the village of Iteluwi of GunAbad in the Kuhistan

to the north-west of Seistan. The characteristics which attracted his

attention to the weavers of Seistan were exactly those of the Khariji

Sbhismatios of Seistan of the earlier days of Islam.* At one time

the Shahrakis were a very important section of the population of

: Seistan; in 1904, however, th^ numbered only about 2,300 souls.

The Sarbandis numbered about 1,800 souls, but the chief of this section p^wteibNia

ofthe population possesses influence, above all others, in Seistan. In addition

there are about 1,000 Sarbandis in the district of Chakftnsur in Afghan

territory ; while the Shahrakis are all Persian subjects. The family of the

Mirs of Seistan is also of acknowledged Arab origin, but they ate a family

and not a tribe. With the exception of the Farsiw&ns, who are regarded as the

remnant of the original ancient Iranian population of Seistan—^the Kaiinis,

ArbAbs, JamSUs, KamSlu, PahlawSns, and Eak-hfis, the rest of the Farsiwin

population, with exceptions which will be noted, cannot be placed with any

degree of certainty. They bear'names derived in most cases from their ori-

ginal seats. Thus there are the DilArftmi from Dilftrftm, to the west of

Giriahk, Dalkhakis from Dalkhak, a stage to the west of Dilaram on the

Kandahar-Herat road, Gurgs from Gu^ to the south-east of Fahraj near

Bam, Shurgasi from Shurgas near Gurg, Khara Kuhis, from Khara Euh
on the TTAlinA.nii above Landi Muhammad Amin Khan, and so on. Aihong

these are a few, such asthe Pate Pashm, Pilpili Sai^gul, Shekh Woisi and

Mir Weisi (both to be found round Kandahar)
;

' Sanchuli (also sometimes

called Sangchuli), Joteghs, and others who are called and who call themselves

FbrsiWan, biit whose origin is no longer certain. Both the Sanchuli and

the Joteghs, however^ recognise their own headmen and the heads of i)oth

these sections use the title of Dahbaahi. The Joteghs, however, believe that

* Joor. BiqfiLaMp. Soe-s Ko. X» Vol. 14.

* Vtam ttt dspodtim of Foib«* Ponba mrfioi hy BowHiunni in knodslmr wiiw Umo nfter Us mittor'#

tht oMrasIfolj opn wny k whidi bt pioMenM hii raiMiehM^ had oiOllod

mb nfUlioinj flrifcldi in tbo oooalrj. Tin Mptan of Kflkl olio nppMind lo bar# tbovougbly alanaod Ibo

pMfli of Ifafaaa and Mdafes
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The Joteghe. in the times of the ancient Maliks the tribe emigrated from tile Jabal Barit '•

to Seistan and were soldiers of the Maliks, and that their leader (Dahbashi)

was the hereditary standard-bearer of the Seistani Maliks.' The Jabal Baris :

(a corruption of Jabal Baiid—the “ cold mountains”) is the lofty range of

mountains overlooking the fertile plains of Narmashir. These mountains ;

were a natural fortress which provided retreats probably from tile earliest

times for the ancient inhabitants of the country previous to the Arab eon- -

quest, and after that to Khariji and other malcontents. It is impossible to •

say to which of these the Joteghs originally belongedr—probably, however, .

owing to their physiognomy, physique, and to their original ^bitats the

Joteghs are referrible to the Kharijis, and therefore to Arab forefathers who

probably married into the indigenous population. The Kharijis were by no

means always pure Arabs. The Sanchuli do not preserve any legends (none ^

at any rate were discovered) as to their origin, but possibly their ancestors

may have accompanied the Jot^hs into Seistan as soldiers of the Maliks of
'

ancient times, and hence the fact of their headman still retaining the title

Phyiioki difmM of Bah-bashi. Most of the Joteghs I saw were small men and the heads

of some of them appeared to be noticeably narrow. The Kakb^ among

the Farsiwans are famous for their physique and stature. The Shfthwtlfia •

are, generally, a fine race : some of tiiem would have attracted attention

anywhere owing to their athletic frames. [Hie Shahrakis are’also of darker '

.

complexion as a race than their fellow-countrymen, and occasionally

among individuals of the latter tribe I noticed the narrow head of the

Semitic race.

The Jete ue ileo

styled Feniwin.

Popu]

A^hilen Seistan.

'* Af^haue

'

deminant.
are pie*

Then among the Farsiwans are included the Jats and other sections of

the population allied to them, and other tribes which show a marked affinity

to ^ Gujar (and allied tribes) of India. These will be described

separately.

Across the Helmand in Afghan territory the acknowledged Farmwan

element is insignificant compared with the “Ai^han” and ”Balueh;”
'

except in the Chakansur District, which immediately adjoins Persian

territory. In the Kang sub-division also are settled the 1,000 Satbandis.

The "Afghan” element is strong in the Kang division, probably

placed here to prevent encroachments on the part of the Fenians.

Among the Afghans the Ghilzais and Tarins qre most numerous:

numerically they are almost eqi^. Next come the Alizais, followed I7
the Saksi and Seiads. The Ghilzais numbered (1904) about 1,827 : the

* Tbs pimhd rnffioM of iho fMilwino nml bivt lod Iho IbUki lo hirmat tht «l man mriilDi

ibQ drfiOM of iho MBky iiid oomod tbo tpiritod foraign polkgr of Um PtIboib |o «d Im dtaMlar.
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Tarbs about 1871. None of the Taiins ' are nomads, and only about 80

Ohilsais follow a pastuial life. The Alizais numbered about 1,372, with

only 25 families who were non^agricultural. There were about 611

Sakzls, all agriculturists.

Among the tribes other than Afghan in this District the Bakshanis *

predominated with 1,836 souls, agriculturists : only some 400 being pastoral.

In the Ohakansur subdivision the population was *' Baluch " with a large

admaxture of Farsiwans,” 2,614 souls, all agriculturists. Here, however, the

Dalkhaki, who in Persian territory wore agriculturists, numbered about

4,667, all of whom were either “ Gaudars,” cattle owners, or pastoral, only

four families being returned as agricultural.

Other sections of the population of Seistan, not yet noticed in the fore-

going paragraphs, are the Seiads and the Kuls. The former, as their name

indicates, depend as a means of livelihood on fishing and snaring wild

fowl on the lake of Seistan, and in addition they construct the “ tutins *’ ot

rafts which are so necessary in the country. They live in “ Shacks ”—huts

made of bundles of reeds and bulrushes—along the shore of the lake. In

the Shahristan to thewest of the Fariun, there are no Seiads among the

village conununities which are exclusively agricultural : but in the jungle-

dad district of the Mian Kangi, there were (in 1904-1905) Seiads settled

in the villages of Deh Seiad (“ the Seiad village ”) not far from the loft

bank of the Siksar, of which the Kad Khuda, Jani, was himself a Seiad, and

which contained about 482 souls, all belonging to this tribe. A proportion

of the population of Siadak were Seidds. This village is close to the

right bink of the Fariun, and the Seiads maintain the ferries across

that branch of the Helmand, and keep up the tutins used to ferry people

over. Here the Seiads might have numbered 80 souls. In the village

of Safar, also close to die right bank of the Fariim, there were a few

Seiad families, probably not more than 4 or 5. The ferrymen at

the Fariun combine fishing with their other duties. The latter are

performed by the able-bodied men ; while boys and old men devote

themselves to fishing to make a livelihood. The Seiad community in

the Minn Kangi district was (in 1904-1905) probably under 600 ; and

there were probably not more than 1,500 souls forming this community.

In addition to dieii other occupations the Seiads supply the villages,

and shepherds domiciled in the neighbourhood of the villages, with

1 TIm QQkilio tata (mnft) of tlie Tbrini !• 8S*8 ; tamX index (nrenge) 67*8, orbito-niMl , Index

(ttvofifo) 116'4i then it % doM ooRoq^ondoDoe between the oepiinllo index of the Tkrin end of the Pnrsig of

Bonbif lad of the li^iL Tho Tviiif oit ^pienltninltiiid txmden n tribe, which b eigniBeut when token intn

waMmikm wbh llwdm ogioeaent of Hitlr oTonge oephiliedndex with thoee of the Phnb otid Tojike.

• SeeMO 888 lor the Bhkrfiliib of Ahniid w8l.

2

Populotion of the

Ghoklnsur Oiotriot.

Seildf and Ksb
cIoMribed.
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mate * which are a neceasity in this pari of the country ; and this important

manufacture addsreiy oonsiderahly to their lirelihood. Mate are woTen

from the ieaves of bulrushes, and are manufactured by the women, old men,

girls, and Ix^s who are not old enough to fish or to man tutins.* 1

SaiidipniMUraf noticed that the Seiads used a hu^ proportion of Arabic words in

their speech, and were acquainted with Arabic words for objects, for w'hich

colloquially they used ordinary Persian or Baluchi words. The Seiads also,

I noticed, were much less conrersant with Baluchi, or even with Persian,

than the Farsiwan population of the villages. Their traditions point to an

Arab origin, and this is borne out by their cast of features and the tiiape of

their skulls whidi (as far as 1 could judge by mere observation unaided by

measurements) appeared to be narrower than that of the Farsiwans. I am
inclined to believe that the forefathers of the Seiads migrated from the

district of Kufa, where in the marshes of the Euphrates th^ acquired

the semi-aquatic habits of life which the Seiads in Seistan display.*

The Seiad huts are grouped in small communities, each of which is ruled

by a headman called £ad-Ehuda. The waters and swamps of tiie Hambn
are parcelled out among these communities, the members of which pursue

their vocations within those limits, and for this tbey pay a cash assessment

collected by the £ad-Ehudas. It is owing to the presence of the Seiad and

GaudSr communities, which derive their support from the waters and reed-

bel of the submerged area, that the various parte of the lake bear names to

distinguish each of them.

k^XiendMito
or helots, form a class distinct from the'rest of the inhabitants.

From their very inferior social standing it seems to be highly probable that

iMtdaiu. t&eyaie the descendants of slaves either bought or captured in war; who

were compelled to labour on the lands of their owners. The Kuls' are agri-

cultural in their mode of life. Ilieir headman (in 1903-1906) was T&j

> A mta ttkei a bundle of yellow oide them to tbe Mine *lenifth, about 6 feet or more, laje them on

the grouiidt and etampe on them till they ej^t ap. Then he ipi^e out the long email dbreii atripe otf the

leal eheatha, and plaite them into mate in a moment 8ven Hedin, Oreriand to India, Yolnnae 11, pagee

699.

* When I wiehed to obtain mate to root my hut in MlMion 'oamp^ and to ipiead on the door under my mge,

I had to lend to thedwree of the Rimiln and order them from one of the Solid oommnnitiie. The mate are of two

kinda and qnalitieo, one called Sar-i-khinas and tha other Fnaht-i-khina. The fomer ia a heary qnal^y, made np

in long atripa or large aqnaree 'and ia need in roofing hvte and to nmke the walla aewelL The latter are foraae

inaMethehnta^aadareofaUghter make, and nanallyahont the aiie of a piayer carpet Theae mate are need by

the people in the agrienltiual areaof Seiatan, inplaoe of nigi, to qpeeadon the fiooie of bonaea or mat-hniB,

The word Ha^r, a mat, ie an Arabic word, need on the ahoree of tA Feieinn Qnll, where the mate are .worm

from the learea of the Flah or palmetto. Hafir waanot ia nee nor naderalood by the people of Sdatan.

aTheieweiegMitriBingeoftheKhaiiJiiatbediatrietandol^ofKnfHaad thoeeiealola «aepara*ad them*

BdTee'*fiom theorthodoifbllowwaof lBlam,BadaftartheiefOiMe1hayBnaWbMABtthehaadeof thelnttar, thfy

departed into Kirmin and Ehniaaain whore they fonnfd atroBf oommoaitioi and beMone formidable dlatubme of

the peace mid haiaaabg their nileie by euddm rerolte wldeh ddngtd tbe oonntiy with blood ere they conld he pat
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Muhammad, who owing to being a facile tool in the hand of the governor
was used by him to humiliate the Kaianis, by compelling the late Malik
Gulzar Eaian to give a dav^hter in marriage to Taj Muhammad Kal—
a blow to his pride which, broke, the old Malik’s heart.* 'lo his credit

be it said, that Tflj Muhammad is a capable and energetic mnn ^]|q

has risen to the necessities of his responsible position, and was a most
efficient mayor, the circles under his order being well administered

from the government point of view. Unpopular with his fellow Kad-
Ehudas, who regarded him as an upstart, Taj Muhammad of necessity had

to be very amenable to his patron’s wishes and orders ; but ho to

have been a man who deserved his good fortune, and his wife Is much
better off as far as worldly circmnstances are concerned, as the wife of a pros*

perous Ead-Khuda or mayor, than she would have been if she had married

any one of her impoverished opium-eating cousins. Taj Muhammad’s sons,

by this wife at least, will probably call themselves Kaianis.

In the Shahristan, the Euls inhabited one portion of the villages

known as Deh Eul ; here they munbered about 387 souls. In the other

part the Euls shared the village .with Aukati’s (FarsiwAns from the

Hokat) and probably numbered about 300 or 350 souls. In one of the

Deh Gurg villages the Euls numbered (in 1904) about 172 souls.

The small village of Ehan Muhammad contained about 200 Euls. In Deh
Akbar Shah Nazar there were about 86 Euls ; this was a Eul village. The

important village of Jazinak contained a population of about 928, out of

which probably half were Euls. In the Mian Kangi, the village of KhAmalf

(population of over 800) contained the bulk of the Euls who probably

numbered 4M)0 ; and a few were to be found in the smaller villages and

hamlets. The Euls or helots (in 1904) probably numbered altogether

between .2*000 to 2,500 souls.

According to the testimony of Malik Azim Khan and Arbab Seif-ud-

din the tribes of Bakhtiari* and the Jamshidis inhabited Seistan down

^ Milik Galzar Klisn bad an altercation with Taj Maliainuiod’s fattier ; and the Kul, taking advantage of the

Malik’s fallen eatate, is said to have grossly affronted him. Knraged beyond all bounds and losing his self-control,

the Malik nnslang his gnn and shot the dead—a proceeding which in the days of hb ancestors would not ]«r*

haps have even provoked unfriendly criticism, for was not the victim a Kul who had so far forgotten his inferiority

as to offend his Prince ? The Huhmal*ol*Mnlk, the Governor and Chief of Kain, had been refused a daughter of the

Kaiiois in. marriage, on the grounds that his mother was only the daugliter of the Kad-Khnda of Dumb, and th ere

fore as her son he had inherited hb mother’s inferior position. Tij Mubaminsd was egged on to apply for redress to

the Hsshmat-nl-Mnlk, who happened to be in residence at Nasratabad. Seising the opportunity, the Governor ex-

pressed great indignation at the lawless set of the Ksiini, condemned him to pay a fine in money to the State whose

peaee he had distorbed, and forced him to give a daughter In marriage to Taj Mohammad for hb father’s blood to

put an end to the blood fend. Snob a fend can only eust between eqnab. An inferior cannot " demand satis-

fherion.” Since than the governor has supported Tij Muhammad and made him a Kad-huKda, greatly to the sorrow

and disgust of this class ; who resented bnt were nna^e to object to it, or to show their ill-will actively.

Hence the Dawiia'i-Bakbtiiri, a giAe of Zihidin.

Distribution of the
Knb.

Bakhtbri and Jam-
shidi Tribes once

dwelt in Sebtnn.

2a2
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to the deatrootion of Zahidan ^7 Timnx (Deo^ber 188fr—Januazy

1384). These warlike tribes piii^bly inhabited the mountains and

DariitB round the delta of the Helmand in which their chie& may
have held lands in return for military serrice. Timur is said to have

tnmsported them from Seistan to their present habitations. When the

. Agha (head chief) of the Jamshidis incurred the enmity of the late

Amir of Aighamstan, he fled to Seistan with his flunUy, hoping to flinl

a refuge and allies in his ancient country. Seeing that tiiis country was

unable to afford either, be returned to his own. country and submitted to the

Amir Abd*ur-Ilahman and was sent for to Kabul. . Sudi was the story

related by the Arbab. The cephalic index of the Bakbtisris giren by

M. UjfolTy is 88 * * although his researches among them “ are based on too

small a number of obsenrations to be alt(^;ether trustworthy.” ' Both the

Bakhtiftriand Jamshldi tribes were undoubtedly pastoral and they may
hare formed a part of the Nikudari filibusters, whose headquarters (accord*

ing to the author of the Bauzat*us*Safa) was situated within the boundaries

of Seistan, and from here they extended their forays up to Tasd. Evidence

(not amounting to absolute proof perhaps) will be presented ina subsequent

chapter that the Nikudari headquarters was probably in Dehwar (or

Begwar) the district adjoining the llashkd HamQn, which in the 14th and

jneceding centuries were witiiin the boundaries of Seistan.

Seistan was nearly depopulated in the century following the destruction

of the capital by Timur ; and the influx of immigrants, attracted thither by

the waters of the Helmand and a fertile soil, took place towiurds the close of

the 15th and commmicement of the 16th centuries, and has gone on since

those times. The man who showed me over the ruins of Z&hM&Ti did not

use a figure of speech when he said that the life*blood of his countrymen

had been drained, and had left them apathetic and inert.*

^Tlie Balodi Bsm, pigtJl.
*Tkt mafh of tho popotation of SeMsii oonteinod in the foregoing pogeo provoo bow very neefnl it

wonM hnYO been if enthroponwtrioel menroremenU oonld bnTe been un^ in Seinten.





Seistaai Ubouien at work on the Band-i-Seietan.
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CHAPTER IV.

ThB Jat, GrjAB AMD Ahirs in Sbistam.

'fllHEBE seems to be an agreement among those who have stuiUcd the Oi^oftb^Oaju

subject that the ancestors of the Jats and Gujars were members of a
'^****

pastoral horde, which migrated from the country beyond the Oxus, closely

associated with and possibly allied in blood to the White Huns,’ and that

while the Jats are recognised universally to be akin to the Gujars it is

impossible to define the relationship.* The original scats of their remoit)

ancestors is unknown, but their Central Asian, or “ Sqythian” origin * irns

first suggested by Colonel Todd ; who regarded them as probably represent-

ing the “ Scythian ” Getoe * of classical authors, lleccntly this opinion lias

Teceived a certain acceptance, and although it is impossible to bring

forward evidence in support of this opinion, still it is worthy of notice that a

tract of country beyond the Sihun, the Jaxartes of classical authors, and

the modem Syr Darya, was known by the name of Jatah, or Jitah, as late

as the 14th century of our era
; and the earlier editions of the Map of .

Turkestan perpetuated this name.' In the 14th century the famous

Timur led several expeditions in person into the Jatah. Marching from

Samarkand his troops crossed the Sihun, also called very frequently the

Biver (Ab) of Khujand (modern Khujent) probably because tlie troops

appear to have alwuvs made use of the ferry at this place. Tashkent was

usually visited and appears to have lain on the most frequented route.

Seyond the Jatah lay the Dasht-i-Kipchak, and Mogbulistan, and on one

occasion the armies of Timur crossed the Artish (Irtish) river by swim-

ming. The operations were carried on in the country towards the Asikul

(Issykkul) and the strength of the country is alluded to very pointedly.* In

those days the Jatah was overrun by Moghul tribes, and Qamar-ud-din,

the Dc^hlat chief, was Timur’s most inveterate opponent.

This is the position beyond the Jaxartes which classical authors assign to

the Sqythian Massa Getoe. Another curious name appears in the account

^Eirly Hisfeorj of Indio, V. A. Smith, 1908, Moond edition, pngo 808.

>/8id; iNige 877.

* *' No one nny longer donbU thnt the Scythiuif of Earope snd Aam were nierelj the outer, unrivilisod

bdt of the Inninn fhmily, and * * * the eloie relation of the Scythian dialecU to the 2iend and Peraian ia

beyond diepute.** Jour. R. A. 8., Jannary 1906, page 196.

* MaeaapQeto ; Maawtasthe modem Balocbi word Maian, a.#., great r The name therefore meant the great

JilaorJaUr
* In the moot recent editione of the nup, Bnaeian namee of plMee, and of dwtricta, have diaplaoed the anciout

namea whidi on^ are to be found exieting when theae namee belong to well-known towu that have beon in

• eiietanee for agea. previona to tha Buaaian eonqaeat of Central Aaia

* The earione expeditions are noticed in the Zafar-uAmah of Ali Teadi. Pera. text. Bibliotheca Indica,
Calcutta, 1887.

SOI
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of the first hostile contact between, Timia and the troops of Jstah. The*

former was prosecuting his conquests on the left hank of the Oxus when
he was forced to recross that river to repel an invasion from the Jatah.

After putting a body of tiie enemy to fiight. Timur halted in the Maidam-i-

Ovjrat or Oujarit} From thence he advanced to Eesh, the enemy, under

the Darogha (superintendent or governor) of Jatah, retiring before his

advance. This name—^the Plain of the Gujars (Maidftn>i-Ghijar&t) is curious

in view of the association that existed at a very much earlier period

between the Gujars and the White Huns, the latter Itoing clearly recc^nised

as having occupied the country in the valley of tiie Oxus.

In India the Gujars have lost all traditions with regard to their owgimtl

habitations. The Jats also are nearly in the same predicament, but among
the Jats in the Punjab some traditions exist as to the last move made by

them into India. These will be noticed later on. It is not surprising

if the Jats and the Gujars migrated from Central Asia a century and pro*

bably more than a century previous to tiie Christian era, that, being illiterate

and depending on oral traditions alone, they should have forgotten every-

thing that might have connected them with the country beyond the Sihun

in the case of the Jats, and the Oxus in that of tiie Gujars.

A link between these countries and India was found to exist in Seistui,

and it will be possible to suggest a probable connection between a portion of

the ]^pulation of Seistan with the important Jat and Gujar sections (rf the

population of Upper India. It will be better to describe this part of the

^istan population, and then to'chow the reasons for connecting them with

the Tnttiftn tribes alluded to ; lastly, the traditions of the Indian Jats will he

dealt with.

During the course of survey operations in connection with the Seistan

Mission, it came to my notice that the Baraj Jats formed a part ci the

inhabitants. This led me to devote considerable time to collecting infer--

mation regarding the population ; hoping that further light would he oast

on the extedt to which the Jat element was present.

In 1904 the Jats formed the village community of Deh NawAb and

the Ejid S[huda-Did-was a Jat. The villages of Eaud and Wannil con-

tained the rest of the Jat element of the population, which numbered about

700 souls. Thqse called themselves Jat But it is probable that other

sections of the ^ptdation, whose origin is unknown, belong to this race

;

such as the Ealavi (or Eulioi) Pate Pashm, Nuri, Mahakaki (who call

* Ztfir-oiBMk, ptft 8&
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tfaenuelTes Baloch), Saoidgul, BAruni, Fanjika, Sheikh Weiai and Mir
Wein (who also are to be found in the countrjr round Kandahar), TUlar

Shahriftri, Firi, 8afed*khaki, Siahsar (who call themselTes Baluoh but who
are cultivators), Belar, Khammar, Zaur, Karut*Kbar, Khalil, Fudna, Katiok,

Bazi, Bami, Sheikh Kuri, Jur, Aladau, RahdAr, Karim Kushta, Awizi,

Sufi, Khizri and Bahaz. The resemblance in appearance between the agri*

oulturisto of Seistan and of partis of the Funjab probably is not accidental,

hut is due to their being of the same original stock.* Of the tribes just

enumerated there seems to be little doubt in the case of the Kalavi, also

called Galavi, that thqr are Jats.. The Maha*Kakki probably migrated to

the country south-west of Nushki, where the ruins of a small village

crowded on a low rocky hillock still boars their name. The tribes just

enumerated are industrious agriculturists and form the bulk of the labour-

ing class in Seistan.

The Jats are regarded as and call themselves Farsiwan. They speak Per-

sian, and this is the case also with the other tribes, who may probably be

Jats.

The Gaudars or cattle owners, are the Bahmarda, Saruni, Kalb-Ali, Chadir tribM.

Abils, and BalUiaki (that is from Balkhak, a place to the west of Bilaram and

one stage from the latter, on the S^andahar-Herat Trade Boute). The Saruni

are also called Sarwini in the country on the Persian side of the boundary.

Toa very small extent the *' Gaudar ” tribes cultivate land, and on the Persian

tide, here and there, the Bah-mardas are agriculturists ; but the wealth of

the tribe condsts in the herds of cattle which they pasture in the reed-beds of

the Hamun. Those who engage in agriculture have their cattle* stations in

the Naizar of the Hamhn, which are placed in charge of their slaves or

hired servants ; as a rule the cultivatii^ Gaudars are those who do not own

many head of cattle.

These live in habitations which are permanent, but those whoso solo

livelihood consists in their cattle have no fixed dwellings. They dwell

in huts constructed with mats, rendered windproof by the addition of great

bundles of reeds which mote often than not conceal the mat roofs and

walls, and give tiie huts an appearance of being made from bundles of reeds

alone. Boring the season when tiie Helmand is in flood, and as long as the

level (rf waterin the Hamfin is maintained, the Gaudars place their huts just

above tho highest water-mark. As the water recedes, owing to the dessica-

tion of the lake, the Gaudars follow it till their winter dwellings are situated

well within the flood area of the Hamun. In order to protect their cattle,

1 1M( mimthiiB* wi> BoUMd Ml miwiwM niM by mj Sanjabl foUovvn. The SHiUni^ hoMm,
wmt Ihfl fall tujf, vbieh ifirm them % diffebettfi Bpptri&oe of their own.
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Tlitlrdwdlfa^

SaiiUni Cittlo am
higUj priiid.

and tiieir own huts, againet an accidental i^ul temporaiy increase of waterr

th^ surround their huts witha low embankment of earth, the ditch caused by
the remoral of the soil encloses the embankment on the outside. Sufficient

space is left in front of the dwellings to allow of cattle resting on dry ground

during the night, and occauonally separate cattle pens are similarly pro*

tected with an embankment close to the enclosure within which the huts

are located. The area of the Naizar is portiondd out among the Gaudar

communities, each of which confines itself within those limits. The sites

occupied by their summer and winter quarters, and in the intermediate

season, are occupied year after year, and this is attested by the condition of

the embankments, which are grass-grown. The reeds, which eke out the

matting of which the huts are composed, are carefully .stacked for use in

the following year (when a Gaudar community is forced to move its dwell-

ings) within the enclosures formed by the embankment.

The mats are stretched over large hoops formed by toimftTialf boughs and

stems, both ends of which are firmly embedded in the ground. As the huts

are sometimes as much as 12 to 13 feet long and about 6 or 6 feet high and

as the mats arc usually strips about 10 feet by 4 feet, they are stretched over

the hoops and securely fastened to them. The hut resembles the tilt of a

waggon placed on the ground. The open end or entrance faces the south,

and the opposite end is filled with mattmg, and in tho'winter the whole is

K't'rrounded with bundles of tall reeds, and bundles are placed across Ihese

to giro additional protection to the roof of mats. The huts are placed close

t(^;ether to afford mutu^ support in a gale ; but still more to provide shelter

from the cutting blasts from the north and north-west, to the cattle which

couch on the lee side of the huts at night Weakly or especially valuable

animals, miloh-oows as a rule, are covered at night with ragged quarter-

pieces of worn-out felts, blanketing, or other stuff, roughly stiteW tf^ethcr,

and several folds thick.'

These coverings are removed before the cattle are turned out into the

Naizar after ” milking time,” that is between the hours of 8 and 9 A.M.

The cattle are of the usual Persian type, with very little hump, and some of

the larger and finer animals, in shape, are not unlike English cattle. They

ate black as a rule, and sometimes dark brown in colour and occasionally

dappled black and white. The Seistan cattle are much prized in the

country round, and before the restrictitms on trade were placed by the

I In tlM vtUiy of thf Helmond eittloi whieh an not pltnlifnl, donkeyib oad ponief ore homod botow

groand during the nights in winter. A •qnirt bolo 'Mveral ynrdi in dimeniion ta aenvited and roofed with

tamariik bongha, admijMha it obtained by a eloping ending at the lower end of whieh tamariek bongbs and tnmks

are piaoed aeroaa from aide to aide, the ends being inaerted in aoeketa node in the aUea of the eottipm doaingthe

exit from the pen.
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Afghan Ooyenunent and duties imposed, a considerable trade was carried

on witii Kandahar, Herat and Meshed. Whenever the country was

moderately quiet, large droves .of cattle, guarded by parties of 40 or 60

matchlock men, used to be driven by regular stages destined for those places,

while a bride local trade was also carried on in the course of the journey.

Now a languid trade is carried on with Meshed, which is almut a month’s

journey from Seistan. The cattle sell at very nearly the same price ns

that which prevailed in 1839 when Conolly visited Seistan, alraut 30

Tomans. The bulk of the trade has fallen off since that time principally

on account of the diminution of cattle. Cattle disease in the vrinter of

1902>1903 following on a famine, was said to have caused the loss of

seventy-five to eighiy per cent, of the cattle and sheep in Seistan, and it

would need some years before this loss could be made good. Only
** salted ” cattle can thrive in Seistan. Buffalos were introduced, it is said,

mainy years ago, but they died off before they became acclimatised.

Hie Gaudar huts are squalid to a degree. The furniture necessary for tnm ot OawUob

a family consists usually of a spinning wheel, heavy wooden cradle (evi-

dently heirlooms) and a hand-mill or quern for grinding grain. Those

articles are usually seen placed outside the huts. On the floor inside are

mats and heaps of frow^ unhealthy-looking coverlets and mgs, judging

from appearances heirlooms of great age and liveliness. A long match-

lock may be seen occasionally leant against the wall of a hut or suspended

from the framework of the dwelling. The appearance of Ihe people is

equally squalid with their dwellings. The women appear to age very

rapidly, though young women possess considerable beauty of a purely sen-

sual type, largo lustrous eyes, regular features, thick lips often with down

on the upper lip and the hair at the temples extending down towards the

cheek, plenty of hair and stalwart forms. They are unveiled and are

not 'shy when alone ; a sack-like garment dyed blue, or red, reaching

below the knee in various stages of disrepair and dirt; some tawdry

ornaments round the neck and a coloured fillet round their heads. In

complexion they are brown, but the natural colouring is toned by neglect of

cleanliness. The men wear a long coat with a belt round the waist, a

turban, .and trowsers of a white cotton material, that is, those who can

afford these garments. The dress of their poorer brethren is a cotton smock

girdl^ at the waist and reaching to the knee.

. Alflion^ the conditions under which the wealthier members of this

ennmunity live are sufficiency squalid, Ihe conditions which prevail in the

small outlying cattle stations which are managed by hirelings and slaves are

inconceivably dieadfuL - The following description from personal observation.
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di the station situated upon the Tapfr-i-Kohlak mound in the Chung^i-

Beringak (in 1906) will give an idea of tiie conditions pierailing

in sudi places. A corral of tamarisk boughs, some 4A or 50 feet in

WiateiMdeoi^oii diameter, had been made 'to house the cattle at night On the windward

chi^ of oiit£ side of this was a screen about 10 feet high extending on both sides of the
^ t^ationi.

corral to the water’s edge, and it provided shelter from the wind for the cattle,

and for the caretakers also. The latter—three men and three women—were
dressed in rags ; barely sufficing for decency. No roof dieltered them from

the sun by day, or from the dew at night. A few ragged mats were their

beds ; and they evidently must have huddled together for warmth, in the

lee of the screen, without any other covering but their ragged clothes. A
waterlogged tutin enabled them to cany milk and butter to the villages

where the cattle owners themselves lived (who in this case cultivated lands

in the Itian Kangi). The day on which I had visited the mound

the wretched caretakers had allowed their fire to die out. The nearest

village was about 3 miles distant, from which fire might have been brought

with the very greatest care. They be^ed me to give them a box of matches,

and I was able to give them a full box of sulphur-matches, for which their

gratitudo was something wonderful. Fuel was plentiful for the mound was

covered with dung, which was fully a foot deep inside the corral. In the

larger encampments the space before the huts is in the same condition,

though here the dung is dried and stacked for use. A camp fire smoulders

day and night before the huts, and supplies the households with fire for

cooking, or for their Kalians. A few pans for warming milk, cooking-pots

and other humble household utensils (all lacking attention to cleanliness)

complete the outfit of a Gaudar homestead. The milk converted into Ghi

(roghan) is sold to dealers on the mainland, or bartered for commodities

whidi the Gaudar does not raise.

In 1904, the Dahmordas in Afghan territory numbered 863 fomilies,

XtibiUi, and Gaudars, and 170 cultivating lands who possibly may have owned cattie

also, the Balkhakis 1,318 families, cattle owners pure and simple, and

4 families who were engaged in agriculture. Sarunis numbered 219

ffimilies all cattle owners and 20 cultivating the soil ; Kalbalis, 618 fomilies

owning cattle, and 65 families who tilled the soil ; Abils about 641 families

cattle owners, and 94 ei^aged in agriculture. These figures do not in-

clude sections of these tribes residing on Persian sml in viUi^[eo, who were

enumerated with other tribes forming the village communities, and it is not

possible to separate them. The total Gandhr families, cattle owners

pore and simple, numbered (in 1904) about 8,411. If ten head of

cattle bo allowed as a very moderate average number owned by

each of these families, these must have been fully 84^110 head of Battle
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owned by tbem ; potting aside any cattie which the oultivating sections

of these tribes may have owned. A year or two later Bir Bren

Hedin mentions that some of the Gaudar households, which he met with

after crossing the Lake of Seistan, must have owned fully 100 head

cattie. The Saksi Gaudars, also, have not been included in this estimate,

and the cattle owned by them must have numbered at least another

thousand.*

The cattie grase in the reed beds during the day and in water which

frequently reaches to their bellies ; and as the afternoon wears on thqy

gradually work their way back towards the dry spots where they pass the

nig^t. The caretakers and herdsmen pole their tutins through the reeds,

and collect straj^lers and hasten the prt^ess of their chai^ homewards.

The Gaudftrs of Beistan reminded me very strongly of the Jat communities

who grase their herds of cattle on the low*lying alluvial flats in the delta

of the Indus (between the Uohto and Haidari mouths of that river), below

Keti Bandar. All over this tract there are cattle stations placed at con*

siderable distances from each other. The duellings of the cattle owners in

this tract are surrounded by high and strong embankments to keep out the

water, for at high tides the alluvial flats are submerged, and the cattle pens

ate similarly protected. At high tides the groups of huts, from a distance,

appear to be standing in water, and every group of dwellings forming these

settlements possesses a boat to allow them to communicate with one another,

for the country is intersected by a network of tidal creeks of varying

width and depth, which even at low water are never dry. The alluvial flats

are covered with dhub grass and the cattle graze on this even when the land

is submerged. The Jats in this tract keep buffalos as well, and while the oxen

keep to the shallower portions at high tide, the buffalos wander further on

into comparatively deep wator. It is a common sight to see these animaU

with only their backs just appearing above the water, dipping their heads

below the surface to reach the submerged grass, and raising their heads

above water as they chew each mouthfuL

The tribes of the Gaudars in Beistan, although distinguished by various

names (which is the case also among the Jats and Gujars of India), are

dearly related (as those tribes are in India) and are practically one people

dwdling in dose proximity to one another, and are distinct from the

^IWBikiiBUriiigto rOlifBialfloaviiidtiffwtBviilMrcf oittUMid giuid ibrn oo diy kad. Sir Sm
Bttti MBH to kiTO biflB flnick bj tbo munlMr of tnhnoli bo mm gmiof in tho Noiior, adjoinhif tho SbobrUio.

ttrwlMfl fir Tilbi, ypint IT.

XW gi«dMk of^ flittk OM^ howor. to bo fonidte thoMkn Xufi nnd Ibo (Mteor dik^
fMo in tho Xoinrof tbo Himta «id Htetod-Fnin. Onlj n boH put food lo loir down oo tbo Boinr boot

JklBtbM» wbHt tho teooai tnnronor orooNd tbo Lobo of Bokte.

ProUble nnnte of
coltio in S^tui in

1901.

Boiombliboi

botwoon oonditloni

of Ufa in tho

HimOn of StiftaB

uid in tho Dolto

of tho Indui.

2b9
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agricultutiJ popalation, the difference being tery marked. While the

agricttiturUts speak PersiMi and are compaiatiTely ciTilized, the Gaudais

Persian very indifferently, excepting those who are mixed with

the agricoltorists in village communities. The graziers appeared to hare a

dialect peculiar to themselves ; not to understand Baluchi very well ; and

generally they belong o a lower plane of civilization than the '* Faisiwan
"

agriculturists of the mainland. The Gaudar households resemble very

closely, in appearance and mode of life, the Ghijar communities to be met

with in the submontane tracts of the United Provinces of India ; and it will,

I think, be possible to show that this resemblance is not accidental. In

physique, too, the Gaudar differs from the agricultural classes. The former

are taller, with bony frames, and slighter in build than the latter.

In the Eohistan district in Sind the country is inhabited by a race

called the Xumrias. This is a corruption of Nuh-mardi or Noh-mardi by

which they were known as late as the 17th century and by which they an
mentioned in the Institutes of Akbar, compiled by Abul Pazl. The

Numiias at one time were a predatory race, but now they have settled down

to a peaceful mode of life as camel*breeders, shepherds, and in the Kotri

district as agriculturists. In this respect they resemble the Gujars of the

Punjab and India. Some years ago, 1 found a very faint tradition existing

among the Numriaa of Thana Bhula Khan (in the Karachi district)' to the

effect that they once formed part of a horde which migrated into “ Persia
"

and afterwards towards India. This horde was composed of two sections,

the Nuh*mardi and Dah*mardi, and while the former moved into India, the

latter, the Bah-mardi, did not do so. The conclusion does not seem to be

unreasonable that in the Bahmarda of Seistan we have found the Bah-mardi

of the Numria tradition ; and that at one time—^in ages far remote—they

formed one people or horde ; and that the Bahmarda of Seistan are ethno-

logically of the same original race as the Numrias of Sind.

The coimection between the two depends on this tradition alone, but the

Numrias continued, that before they moved into Sind, another division of

their people took place, and a part of them remained behind in Baluchistan,

and that these form a numerous section of the so-called “ Btahui ” tribes

of the Jahlawan Bivision of the Kalat State.* The connection between the

Bahmardas of Seistan and the Nuh-mardi or Nunoias (ff Sind would have

been established without very much room for doubt if it could have been

conftrmed by the Bah-mardi of Seistan. It was, however, quite impossible

to get so closely into touch with tiie latter as to make ai^ wngniTifla

as to their legends and traditions. Th^ are very exclusive and shy; and
not understanding either Persian or Baluchi sufficiently to ihrIta tiiai-.

' ThtobiMma—MaBilndilitMiaaMttwrMtH VBltnMVl.B, JlMl»irH,p^8tuassaM(lMwhat.
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language and dialect a means of communication, researches in this direction
reoeiyed a seveie check. The Oaudaxs also, who form the bulk of this

tribe, dwell in Afghan territory, and consequently free access to their settle-

ments was impossible, it was quite impossiblo to break down the barriers

raised by their ignorance and retiring dispositions, and, therefore, depend-
ence can only be placed on the information obtained in Sind ; and the
conneotion between the Dahmardas of Seistan and the Numrias of Sind
rests only upon a faint tradition which I discovered lingering among the

latter.

Judging from a similarity between the latter and the Gujars of the NowiMvntebiyft

Punjab and other parts of India in their mode of life in the past and also at

present—when a lawless, predatory existence can no longer be pursued
****

with impunity, it appears not unreasonable to believe that the Numrias of

Sind formed part of thathorde of Gurjaras or Gujars, which overflowed into

India, and part of which in course of time acquired considerable political

influence in Eajputana and Gujerat over which they ruled for centuries,

and whose early capital was Bhilmal (BMnmal, Primal) situated some 50

miles to the north-west of Mount Abu (Bhlnmal is now a town of only

secondary importance in the Jodhporc State),’ and who are the origin of

many of the Bajput clans of the present day, as well as less aristocratic

“ Nobody could think of doubting the identity of the modern caste-nsme Gujsr with

OOjsn (Ku-ohe-Io of Hiuen Tiung), the epoken form of Gurjua. The Giijsn ire a well-

known and powerful caate, numerous iu Bajputana, parts of the Punjab, the northern

district of the United Provinces, and Central India. They are primarily a pastoral people

with a strong tenden<7 to a life of rapine ; but of course in modem times have been

obliged to devote their attention largely to agriculture. They are closely allied to the Jats

or Jats, from vriiom th^ are almost indistinguishable in physique and are also connected

with the Ahirs and Golas. A proverb is current to the effect that " the Jat, the Gujar,

tliir and Golas are all four hail-fellows wril met.”

I also offer the suggestion that in the Abils (Habhil and Abhil are variants

of thename; this is evidently, in Seistan, a very ancient race, and which has

given its name to the terraces aboveithe Bamun, Basht-i-Habll, and who are

closely associated with the other “ Gaudais ” of Seistan), we have found

a fragment of the race which gave their name Abhiria to the northern

ooart of the Arabian sea, and who were the progenitors of the third race

mentioned in the proverb quoted in the foregoing paragraph—the Ahir of

India.*

Couiaotioo bttwm
JatiAhir

PropoMd identi-

fimon of tho Abli
with the Ahir of
India.

^ Joninil K A. Boeie^, Jaanirj 1000 s 111 theChnjine of Bajpntua end KmumiJ, by V. A.Bmitli.

PH* 50.

>iW,pngi6A.
*Thi Wilt eoMi of India and Onjanh wonid epperjr to be their andeiit hontii • • • and at one time

there wae an Ahir djnaetj in Nepal, OnfUnaeol Pnnjab EthnofiapigrrPhltOVl*
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"All obwnren (except Sir H. Biiley) ere agreed that the Ofljata and Jata aeem

to be the deacendanta of foreign immigranta, and the peoaliaritiea of the Ofijara induata- -

that their anoeatora ware membm of a paatoral hordes Ample jnatifieation, therefoM^.

exiata for the bdief that the Onijaraa were originally paatoral nomada Stem the atappea

of Central Aaia^ who entered India during the aixth oentnry, probably anbaeqnent to tiie

defeat of tiie Hunaa or Hnna.”

Hie fuit that Jaits exist in Seistan and the probability of an actual con*

nection between the Gaudats of Seistan and the Gujara of India is an inter*

esting and valuable link in the chain of evidence which would connect the

Indian Jats and Gujara with Central Asia—^the Jatah, and the country -

between the Oxus and Syr Daria. There are GCijara in the Zamindawar

country to the west of the Helmand and north of Giiishk. There are

Gujara also in the former eastern district of Afghanistan in the vallqr of

the Indus, now under British influence. The Jats also occupied the coun*

try now known as Baluchistan, and in the Kej district they were once

powerful, and are yet represented in that district as well as in the Bahil and

Dariitiari districts of Persia on the coast of the Persian Gulf, adjoining the

boundary between Persia and Kalat. And an analysis of the tribes now

calling themselves "Baluch” and “Brahui” diows a very great and

acknowledged admixture of Jats in the composition of those tribes.

It is probable that some of the “ Afghan ” tribes of Southern Afghanis*

tan may be also of Jat origin.

But India was not the only direction in which these tribes mov^ from

Seistan. There is a class in the population of Ashraff in Masendetan

on the Caspian Sea who are called Godara (Gaudar, or a corruption of Gfljar).

They are, however, regarded as pariahs.' Judging from the proverbs extant

in India referring to the Gujats, the latter were unwelcomed intruders in

India. " A desert is better than a Gujar ;

” “ wherever you see a Gfljar

'

hit him ;
" and lastly, “ when all other castes are dead make friends with a

.Gujar to selecta few quoted by the late Sir Densilibbetson* is a sufficient

indication of the estimate in which this people were held in India, where

their numbers saved them from repression ; while the Gkriars of Ashraf

being few compared to the rest of the population, it would be possible for

them to haVe been reduced to the level of pariahs. The Jats have been

associated for many centuries with the tribe of the Mods. The Zat (Jat)

and Mods' are mentioned in the 9th and 10th centuries assettled on the coast

of the Persian Gulf—^Makran. Th^ are there at fliis time. It is said thna

‘ aMtjrdo. Brit. lOtktSitiaa. VoL VIII,|*g« to.

Piiajtb Stbnofiftpby.

ATtri|8MpbHlle iadfz ...

^ niniiBte ea i

OrbitoHHMliiidei ... 187*S



> bjT R J. Wftrd. Iiq.. O.I B . M V.o. Pljoto •lii|r»Ted fc pitnlai at ihi OOr^ qI Ui« Bur v«y of IiKfii (Jolouttit, iViV

Bi'iiloh ^jpei, idulU and ohiUnii,

(P$rt I¥lotko9 pi» 910.)
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iliheire aie Mods now living in the province or dictriek of Milim on the

Caspian.

But the Jate appear to have penetrated still farther to the west, for in

the historical work of Zenobius^* a Syrian Bishop and Primate of the Convent

of Innaknian who flourished in the early port of the century from 800 to

400 A.D., there is an account of a Hindu coloiqr in Armenia :

—

"Thii people had » moat extnoidiiMijsppeannoe. They were blaok, long-hured, ugly PoMibb

and nupleaaant to the eight. The atoiy of the idola wonhipped by them is simply this

:

Demeter and Keiaaney were brothen^ and both Indian Prinoes. They were found guilty AisiiiBia

of a plot formed against their king, Dinaskey, who sent troops after them, with instmo*

tions dther to pat them to death or to banish them fnpn the conntiy. The felons,

having narrowly escaped the pursuit, took shelter in the dominions of the king of Valar*

aaoes, who has bestowed on them tue principality of the country of Taron. Here a city

was founded by the emigrants, wtio called it Vishap or the Dragon. Fifteen years after

their settlement in the country both the brothers were put to death by the king. He, how-

ever, conferred the principality on their three sons, named Knar, Meghti, and Horain.

After a certain time these three persons changed their abode and settled on the mountain

named Karki, a pleasant locality abounding in all things necessary to existence combined

with a delightful climate. Here they built temples and set up two idols dedicated to

Keiaaney and Demeter, in honour of whom attendants were appointed of their own race.

Keisaney had long flowing hair, in imitation of which his priests allowed the hair of their

heads to grow, which custom was afterwards prohibited by authority. This class of

people after being converted to Christianity were not deeply rooted in their &Hth. They

durst not, however, openly profess the religipn of their Pagan ancestors. They continued,

therefore, dissemblingly to allow their children to wear pluted hair on the crown of their

heads in remembrance of their idolatrous abominations.

"

Eventually, in the month of July (about) 300 AJ)., this community

was finally subdued, being disastrously overthrown in battle by the Chris-

tians. The idolaters put 6,946 men in the field, of whom 1,088 men with

flieir Chief Priest Arzan (PArjun) fell on the field of bdttle.

"Hm tribes of Bhular, Her, and Man regard themselves as the pure or true Jats, and

flium. to have sprang from the matted ( ? jdaited)
"

locks of. Mahadeo, whose name is

Bhnla-Mahadeo."*

Jot also is the vernacular word f<Hr hair. To the comparatively fair-

complexioned Armenians, the swarthy, long-haired immigrants must neces*

saiily have appeared ugly and repulsive ; and the Met of the long hair would

seem to establish the identity of fltese emigrants firom the east with the

Jats. li the migmtion took place from Seirtan, the route ' followed would

have probably been through the valley in which Mcdied was afterwards

rNbUiM hr Os MtsUttsrhSb SSiMjd VmIm is ISBl ksvis( bsH wnMly siOmM iriUi Sts llSna.

:w^cCnan«t^ss|M«tSiaMsSfiMs Itasdstsd kj IshsssM AvML Jsnr. If. So*. Bn||4 VoL V,

fspi Sn, OrimMi, ISIS. Iks sssssslwhhftMIsmfeMkfwcsntoffS.

*Pi4* HhMmty,UMm.Mi SM.
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built, and along tiie Attrek to the Caspian, as indicated by the existence of

file Meds on its diores.

Yalarsaoes or Waghatashi^WM a member /)! the Parthian Boyal EamUy

under whose leadership Armenia threw off the Syrian yoke; between

(about) 151 and 128 B.O. * The settlement oi this Colony in Armenia was

about the usually accepted date of the Si^ iiiroad into Sakstana or Seistan
*

in the Ist ceniwy B.G. ; though the mention of the Sakas, coupled with the

IfftloM * in the Inscription of Darius at Behistun, would appear to be con-

clusive evidence in favour of the Saka occupation of this part of Ehutassan

at a very much earlier date.

Beverting to the Jat occupation of Baluchistan and Afghanistan, there is

evidence which may be noticed with advantage before concluding this

chapter. The movement of the Jats into the Kej district may have

thrust the Or or O4 further east into India, or the latter may have accom-

panied the bulk of the Jats when they moved eastwards.

The capital of the Kalat State, in the 17th century and until the fomily

of the presenti^lem attained to independence, was of^cially known as Kalat-i

Nidutm.* Nichara ismow the la^^est permanent village in the Jhalawan

country, and consists of some 400 houses situated below the southern slopes

of the great Bagh hill of the Harboi Bange, at an elevation of about 9,000^

feet. When the Jats occupied the country, the great man, or chief,'of Nich-

ara was one Bamir, a Jat, from whom the present inhabitants are supposed

to have wrested the lands which they now occupy. The Nicharis, accord-

ing to their tradiimn, are Alakozai “ Afghans, ” and their eponym Alako

migrated with his flocks to Nicbara in the lifetime of Hamir the Jat.

Alako’s tomb is in thu place.*

According to the ballad of Sassi and Punif, which probably dates from

the early years of the Arab conquest of Sind, the hero, Punu, was a Jat,

the son of the Jam or ruler of Kej. In one of his journeys to Sind for the

^ A rHgii of n ymn it OMigncd to thit monsreh, whote kingdom It dodarod to iuiTe ettendcd from tho

CmflMnfl to Xitibiib and from tho Oapiaa to the Hediteirnnean. Parthia, bgr Oeoige Bawlinton, page 125.

* In QiUn, on the Caepian, thoro are enriont pointi of roromblaaee betweea the people ^^btero and in India. The

diet of the people It flih and rice. TImeowtof OfAn end tfaienderia are tmall ineiM ind iciemble theleiflor

bieedi of theee animali in India. They have tmall hnmpt, hat ^Ihoie of the hnlle are larger, diferiiif in theae

leepeete from the ealtle of Upper Peitia. Theiheepelaoaroaiuallaiidof thelong*taQedTariety(aeinindii). The
dnmba*' or lit-^tailed theepie not indlgenont to thie diatriet i and the people earry kadt alnag on either end of

a itiek pleeed aerom the ihoaldeie'(the Indiaa Oaietteerof Portia.

« Jonr. B. A.Soe.,Jianaiy 1908. The anoient laee inhabiting MakiML

< Kalnl it a centraetion Of thie name, hat the foondation of thb (now the capital) plaee datea from reoenl timea.

Under the Qhaanlrkie SoTenipu Kboadir waa the prineipal town both eommerelally and from a mflitaiy point of

view. It waa a gairiaon town (1brlkh4-Ba!hakl, Bfb. Indiaa) to overawe the nleio of Makiiii who were fmda- •

lorieiof CHwimi and to maintain anthoiHy in the eonliMni portion of Ai^rnlhoJ.

* Bolnchiatan iJairtteer aerlea, Vdnme VI-B, jOge 2ti.
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purpoKs of trade he saw the fair Sassi, and then befell all the misfwtanes to

both which are elaborated in the ballad. The rains of the Miri in Kej ^
mark the position of the ancient capital, the residenoe of Jam Ari, Puna's

father. The ancient name of this place was Patehpur. In the 18th cen>

tury when Mawo Polo sailed up the Persian Ghilf on his return from

China, be ^'as informed that the country of KeB>lfacoran (Kej>Makran)

Ams iidiabited by idolators and Samcens—Hindus and Muhammadans. This

agrees with the local tradition discovered by me in 1801, according to which

the country of Kej at one time was in possession of the Jad*gal, the Jats.

The country of Kej was bounded on the west by the Dashtiari river

and in the opposite direction by Las Bela (the Arman Bela of the Chach*

nama). On the north the watershed was the Imundary of Kej and the Sea

of Oman formed the southern limit.

A reference to the volumes of the Baluchistan Gaxettcer series will diow

how very stroi^ is the Jat element in the “ Brahui " tribes of Jhalawan

and in Kej*Makran.

The traditions preserved by the Jats of the Punjid) are few in numl)er, ThK^ioM me*

and very indistinct. These traditions merely record tiie fact that some of ^indu^^*rd-**

them originally came from Herat, and in some cases from Ohasni, and it

is not improbable that these were the last places from which their ancestors

migrated to India. The fame of Mahmud, the Saltan of Oaiisni, has un>

doubtedly led to the tradition that the Jats who emigrated from Ohasni

were brought to India by that famous sovereign. There was a great

admixture of races in the armies of Ohasni. Indian (Hindu) troops to*

gether with Turcomans and Khurassonis garrisoned Kirman in the reign of

Sultan Masaud, and took part in the wars waged in other directionB by him,

participating in the final defeat of that monarch by the Saljuks at Dan-

donkad, two marches from Merve, on the 9th of Bamson 481 (28rd May

1040 A.D.). Turcomans werecmployo<l in tho Punjab, where flic Oovemor

- Nialtigin reliolled against Masaud. The expedition despatched to subdue

him was led by Tilak, a Hindu, and the son of a barber, ndio had risen to a

high position in the Ghaznivide service. The troops composing this ex-

pedition were Indian, esijccially selected for this purpose by the leader.

At this time the Sotlej river formed the boundary of the Indian domin-

ions of the Sultan of Ghazni ;
and although (ho Jats on the near side

of the river ore alluded to, (he independent Jats bqrond the river are

sspedally mentioned, for Tilak ‘ addressed letters to them to seize Kialtigin

if he escaped to them, and by them he' was seized. The bulk of the Jat

> WubeaMhhBidfr Itb not fai|iiol»bI» tlirt li« wm. VMm tk aMiSvf 1m anm to bMB

mMetit llmt hU letters would liuve tiic dnirod effeet.
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population of the Punjab had been long eetabliflhed in that country by the

11th century.

The most distinct tradition relating to their or^ is that preserved by

the Vazaich tribe of Jats in the Punjab.

" The Ymieh it oae of the lugeet Jet tribes in the Province. In Akbar’s time they

held two^hirds of the Qnjrlt district, though on leas favourable terms than those allowed

to the Oujars who hdd the remunder ; and thqr still hold 170 villages in that district

* * * « Xhey do not always even pretend to be Kajpnt^ but say that

their ancestor Dhndi was a Jat who came into India with Mahmud Ghasnavi, and

settled in Onjrat, when the tribe grew powerfnl and partly dispoasesaed the original

Oujar lords of the soil Another story is that their ancestor was a descendant of Baja

Karan who went from the City of Kisrah to Delhi and was settled by Jalal-ud-din Feroze

Shab in Hissar, whence the tribe moved some five centuries ago to Onjrinwila. They are

almost all Muhammadan, but retain many of their Hindn customs. Thqr ^rpear as

Chung or Vamioh indifferently in the Lahore district They intermarry with all the liest

local tribes.”*

The traditions of this tribe not only connect them with Ghazni (that

is the district in which that town is situated) but refer them back to

Seistan. Por the “ City of Kisrah ” can be identified, as it is practically the

name given by the modem Seistanis to the ancient capital of that country,

the site of which has been identified with the ruins named (at &e present

day) Nad Ali According to this tradition, then, the Yaraich appear to

have been settled, once upon a time, in the country round that clbse to

which the Jats of the toiwnship of Deh Nawab are still to be found. In

addition the name Vandch is practically the same as that of a widespread

‘‘ A^han ” tribe'—the Barech. There are still BarechA^hans to be found

in the Ghakinsur district of the Afghan portion of the delta of the Helmand,

not far from Nad Ali, but the seat of this tribe in more recent time has been

I OvtliiMB of Punjib Ethnogmphy. Ibbetton, pongropb <ltS, pogt 27.

Ineiumitilljr the uthor of the Tirikh-i-Boiblki dnw * inoet Tirid pietnre of the etete of eode^ in KhvnMia
And FeniA in the 11th eentniy A.D. Thew oonntriei wen denidj popnlaleA end iht greeter pert of them rap-

ported e cnYflited popnletion, oommereiel end egrienltond in their inetineti^ which hed ecteined to e hig^ level of re-

finement Even inch tiibee ee the Xhelej, which hed wendcied into Khnieerfn fhmi Centiel Aeie, hed lettled down
into good dtiiene end hed become highly civiliicd. They were meinly looeted ronnd Kele-i-Biit» on the Hehnend.

The ereble lendc were highly cnltiveted while the monnieln-eidce rapported docki of eheep, etc. Tim popnletion wne

meinly of Irenien or Eeet Irenien itoek bnt emoQg them the Jete mey here foond e piece. The Bnliag Eemi^
of Gheini wee eleo of the Irenien Bece end treced their deecent throngh 8ehektekhi to the Ancient Bcyel Beee of

Penie. The erietocieqr wee, however, militery end Terkieh. The '^Huki held commend of the foreee of the

Empire^ moot of the leedeie heving been tlm memelnkee of the Snltenob who hed edrented them to high eomnmnd

by virtne of their qnelitice ee edldiere flret, end then ee leedem. TMe end Thicomene were largely reernited.

There wee e complete diviekm between the dvfl end mOiteiybranehce of the edminietretlon. IheTarid leedm
intheKing’eOonndldceltonly with qacetoheieetlaf their prafemlon. ThelbJIkorInnieA ofldalewho hed

the dvil edminietretion in their control edvieed thdr flbverdgn on metteii conneeted with Bevcnvcb the Peliqy of

ilw Empire^ end on ell qncetiooe rdeting to the Civil Adminietmtlon. The Teller wee elweye e mratbcr of the

Tejik or Bwt Irenien Bece.

The Indian treope were led by Indien ofloer% and in Comidl thqr appeiently Billowed the lend of the TMleh
Cummendeie who hed icete in the ConnoiL
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the valley of the Helinsnd, where Landi*Barechi, Pulalak and other lands Chondi r ••{ tii*

are still occupied by them. From this place they spread into the Shoran'ak fnvoiir« t lie

district, which they occupy with the Shiranis. The Barochis are to Iw found

in the district of Khash and in the country round Kandahar. They arc

maiidy an agricultural tribe, and as such are equal to the Tajik in industry

and knowledge ; and their predilection for agriculture has lowered tlie

Barech almost to the level of the Tajik in the eyes of the pastoral tribes

in Afghanistan. In ShorSwak and the Helmand also the Barech arc

breeders of camels, and the animals raised in those districts wore famous

for endurance in the old raiding days in Baluchistan. In 1880-1887 I was

told in Shorawak that the Barech had migrated into it from the west very

long ago. Although an agriculturist from choice, the Barech is by no

means averse from taking part in raids. The Barech from the Helmand and

from Shorawak always sent a contingent to swell the numl)ers of o*id Azad

Khan’s Lashkars, or forces, and shared in the plunder collected. But the

Barech is never altogether a nomad, nor do they as a tribe de]>end alto-

gether for a livelihood on flocks of sheep and goats.

The identity as to place of origin of the Varaich Jat of tlio Punjab and

the Baraich or Barech of Southern Afghanistan, and also between their names

and mode of life, and habits, renders it by no nieaus im)K)ssiblc that at one

time (very long ago) they were one tribe. Nor is it unreasojiable to

assume that, n hile a part of this tribe migrated from the City of the Kisrab

in Seistan, to Ghazni, and subsequently into India, another part elected to

remain behind, and have continued to dwell in the country in nhich their

forefathers had lived, after their migration from the Jatah.

Notb.—

F

or tbi» prewnce of JoU in Hcnoiiotaiuio, tho ndjuining couiitir niul Syria me Ap|icntliK IV.





CHAPTEE V.

fcSTjSS^ '^***
latest migration of the Jats from Kej and Baluchistan

BUiMhhtan X ^^8 probably due to a variety of causes, but the chief of these

was likely to have been a very long continued and progressive dcssication of

the country, a condition to which the depopulation of many regions of

Asia has been attributed. In Kej and Baluchistan springs prolmbly

continued to fail and at length ceased to flow. Kareses provided a steadily

diminishing supply of water and agriculture became progressively loss

profltable. As years went on and the rainfall diminished the supply

of foddw also lyould become precarious, and in course of time the con-

ditions prevailing in the country brought the struggle for existence

between the Jots and the “ Brahui ” immigrants to a crisis as the country

jwogressively became less able to support the population. The Jats

migrated eastwards into Sind, and only a remnant stayed l>chind who
in course of time became incorporated among the so-called “Baluch”
and “Brahui" immigrants, forming in many cases important sections of

these tribes ; and a reference to the volumes of the Baluchistan (Gazet-

teer series will demonstrate this very clearly.

Ballad daaoribmg
tli« war balwMB tba
data and Bmhtiifl.

FMaUt diMi.
flation of iliiat

difltrktifroai

The Ballad which commemorates the strife between the “Brahuis"

and Jadgals (Jats) clearly proves that the former were not invaders

and not a migrating horde, but that they had been settled for some

time in Baluchistan. The mother of Mir Bijjor, the “Brahui" hero,

was a woman of Khwaja-Khels of Mastung. The Jats of Ias Bela

and the Kachhi are alluded to as the opponent^ of the “ Brahui," and it

is only to be expected that th<^ should have afforded assistance to the

Jats of Kalat and Kej in their struggle for supremacy with the “ Brahui

"

tribes. This was a protracted struggle as is indicated from evidence afforded

1^ the Ballad, which like i all of its class of literature condenses in a

poetical narrative the events and rivalries of many generations which

may have at last come to a head and have resulted in a pitched battle.

It ctm be demonstrated (short of actual proof perhaps) from his-

torical and other sources that as recently as the 11th and 12th centuries

the condition of the coun^ of Kej and the adjoining districts of Panj-

gur and Ehiion were very different to what they are at present, and that

the country was capable of supporting a large, flxod, and agricultural

population ; intermixed, no doubt, with a pastoral and semi-nomadic alien

dement In Kq itself, the country along the bank of the Dasht river

816
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is irrigated now by means of andent Kareees, which derive their flow of

water &om the river and are not dependent on subsoil water other

that whidi exists in the bed of that river—^the catchment area of which

is very great. Similarly the Karezes whidi nourish the*cultivation round

the townships of Fanjgur are supplied from the water in tiie bed of

tile Baksban stream. Elsewhere in the districts adjoining Kej and Fanjgur

tiiete are numerous Karezes out of use, abandoned because the water

has eitiier completely foiled, or is so scanty that it is not worth while to

clean and restore tiie shafts and galleria When these Karezes were

made—at oonriderable cost of mon^ and labour—^thqr must have pro*

vided wator for cultivation; and the subsoil springs on which these

works d^nded must have been perennial.

The Kharan {district is situated to the north of Fanjgur, and the Has

Koh foountains separate it from the Chagai district, which lies to the

north of Kharan. Khaiftn is now to all intents and purposes a desert.

Cultivation is now only possible .in certain localities after rain. This

districtwas drained by the Bade stream, the deeply cut diannel of which can

be fdlowed till it dunppears in the lowlying tract into which the Madikel

river duchargea its floods, and the bed must have been excavated by flow-

ing water. This stream ^ its lower course now only contains water

when tiiere has been vray heavy rain, and snow in the hills in which it

rises. Then, too, the flood water just sufiices for the cultivation round

Kh&ian itself. But the plain of Kharan abounds with the long-ruinod

sites of villages which were at one time composed of permanent dwell-

ings which at that time tiieltered an agricultural ( 4fod possibly, too, a

Jat) population. Among the narrow valleys in ^e Bas Koh mountains

there ate terraced fields, the retaining walk of which are composed of

huge natural blocks of stones and boulders, almost (yclopean in character.

No people would have incurred the labour of constructing these works

unless (hqr had reason to expect a good return. The only intelligible

insoriptioik discovered in Baludiistan exist in a gorge above the fort of

Jalwar and in Kalag in the Bas Koh mountains. They are extensive in-

scriptions, cut on the face of &e rock, in Arabic character. From dates

copied from these inscriptions they are referrible to the 10th and lltii

centuries of our era, and prove that a certain standard of civilization and

education prevailed at that time in the country. ^All indications point

to more favourable climatic conditions than those which now prevail, to a

time when the rainfoll was greater, and cultivation was probably ex-

tensive. The sandhilk which now covet the greater part of this dktrict

are composed of material eroded foom the surface of the soil—a sandy

loam—which under the influence of long-continued drou^it k ronderod

The toriaoed fioldf

known ae Gnur-

basiae, further

evidence on thift

point.
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moreable by the wind. At that period £haran was probably an outlyint;

district of the territory governed by the Ifaadanite Rulers of Makran.*

The Tarikh'i'Baihaki contains the folloAving incidental allusion to

this family, which also throws considerable light on the condition of the

country they held in the time of the famous Sultan Mahmud of Ghazni

and his son Sultan Mas’aud. “ When Maadan (Wall of Makran) died,

his two sons, Isa and Abul 'Askar, quarrelled over their inheritance. But as

the fighting men and agricultural classes wore in favour of Isa, Abul

'Askar fled from the country." This uus in 412 A.H. ( which I)ogan on

Monday 17th April 1021 and ended Friday 6th April 1022 A.D.). Abul

'Askar made his way to Seistan where he was honourably received by

Khwaja Bu Nasr, Khafl (apparently the Intendant of Sultan Mahmud
who was on his expedition to Somnath). Here he remained for some time.

After Sultan Mahmud returned from Somnath he summoned the fugitive to

Ghazni, when the latter was retained at court. Isa was greatly troubled

and he sent a deputation, headed by the Kazi of Makran, accompanied

by the Reis,* representatives of the learned and religious classes, and

the principal men of the agricultural classes, to the court of his Suzerain.

A letter was sent with the deputation, sotting forth that he, Isa, was the

heir of his father, and that if his brother had not been treacherous and

hostile, his share of the inheritance would not have been denied him

;

offering also if he, Isa, was confirmed as Ruler, to discharge any tribute

that might be imposed on him. The request was granted and the Makran

Embassy was allowed to return, 'Askar being detained at court.

After Mahmud's death, when his son Mas'aud was absent on an expedi*

tion towards Rei, some dissatisfaction made itself apparent among the

governors and feudatories of the Empire : Isa-ibn«i-Maadan among the

number. It was decided to remove him and to place Abul 'Askar, on the

seat of authority in Makran. Matters of greater importance caused this

affair to be postpoaed for a time.

At last an expedition was despatched for this purpose to Makran and a

strong reinforcement to Khuzdar in support of the movement. Isa, on bear-

ing of the movements of troops, prepared for war and collected his fighting-

men from all directions, raising 20,000 foot soldiers from the Kechis, Rckis,

and Makranis, and also 6,000 horsemen. On the day of battle the

.famah-dar,* commanding the Ghazniride troops, placed 2,000 chosen horse-

1 BibUothecft Iiidk» Cale«tti» 1861. Peniaa teit.

* A vofj powmfsl MctioB of tho prooeat popaUtion of Ke], and formerly in the eonnlcy uf Berhed. B«irth bimI

net of Bampar. Here thqr are now, however» the offepring of Ohas who married into ihr Reii tribee.

* Maelerof the Boyil Wardrobe.
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men (Sultani, or re^lars—Turkish horse) in ambush amongthe date grores.
The Makrani advanced to the attack with his men arrayed for i«ttK riding
on an elephant, with ten elephants trained for war. The invaders were on
the point of succumbing to the onset of the local forces, when the Jamah-
dar rallied his disordered troops, and the men lying in declared
themselves. The Makrani forces were finally routed and their Inn/lAr was
caught in a defile, his head was cut olf and carried away. Numbers of his

adherents were slain. For four days his city and the surrounding districts

wore plundered, and much booty and plenty of animals collected. Abul
’Askar was declared Ruler, and the Jamah-dar and Imperial troops remained
till his authority was established, after which they withdrew, and Makran
remained in the hands of Abul’ .Vskar till ho died.'

Those who know the country as it is—its scanty population, and
impoverished and dry condition—will be able to contrast the conditions pre-

vailing there in the 11th and present century.

^ It is not poMible to locate with any certainty the exact site of thia battle. Dampnr (written Ban-fal in the

Alam Ara-i-'Abbaai, 17th century A.D). bad been the capital of the Malika of Kef and Makraa for very many
generationa before their poaaeaaiona were abaorbed into Peraian Territory, after which, and under the blighting

iiidueiice of Peraian Rule, thia ancient family declined and died out.

Fahraj or Pahra, about 4 mllea from Baiiipur itaelf, ia a very ancient aite and ia the Ponra of Arrian. Hera then;

is a very ftne grove of date-palroa, but there were aimilar grovea round the old fort of Bampur which hare dia-

appearad. Fahraj or Pahra may well have been the battlefleld on which laa^ibn-i-Maadan waa and in

thiacaae the Ghaznivide troopa muat have advanced through Seiatan, then anbject to Ghasni (aee Part 1, Chapter 11,

page 21, 9t 99q.), The reinforcemonta aent to Khuzd&r may have been deapatched to prevent a general riaing

againat the Ghainivide Ruler, and alao to aupport the Jamah-dir ahould he have been confronted by a great

coalition of the aurronnding tribea of the wealern diatricta of Makran.

** In 1023 H. (began Tueaday, lat February 1614, ended Friday, 20th January 1616) GanJ Ali Khan, Zik Kurd,

Governor of Kirman, laid aiege to Bampur, and Malik Sbama-nd-din, aon of Malik Dinar, waa oompelled to

aorrender the fort, and with hia aona and membera of hia family waa deported to lapahan. Shama-ud-din died

1027 (1017-1618). Tomb at Jalk (Sykea^ 10,000 milea in Peraia, pagea 288—284). "

Malik Dinftr ia mentioned aa having been the Ruler of the whole country of Kej and Makran. He ia

enlogiaed aa a wiae and great man.

** In 1080 H.(bogan Thuraday, 16th November 1620, ended on the 5th November 1621), Malik Minaviaited the

Coart of Shah’Abbaa 1. Hia oonntry had been dependent on India, atteehed to the Provinoee of Tatta and Mind,

and he had been aubjeot to the Rnlera of Hindnatan. But owing to the dietanoe from Agra and Delhi, the Rulera

of that Empire were content with a very nominal tribute (from Makran), while the arm of the Sovereign could ni»t

conveniently reach the Rnlera of Kej and Makran ” (Alam Ara-i-*AbhiM).

Malik Mirza waa the greatest of all the MaUks (local familiee of Panjgnr and Kej) and of all men of that

•oonntry * • e With a amall following he presented himaelf at IsliUiin, where he was aoeorded an

interview, and his protestation of helpleonieas and aubmiasion were gncionsly aeeepted.’* (IM»)
Malik Miria probably died very soon after, for we read further on of *'the arrival (at Court) of Malik

Ikktiftr-nd-diu from Ban Fahal (etc in original) of Kej and Makran. He waa one of the gnat men of that oountiy.

Led by his good fortune to the foot of the throne,' he waa accorded an interview, an^ rewarded aa fitting a devoted

•nbject'* In 1088 H. (began Wedneeday, 16th October 1628, ended Sunday, 8id October 1024 A.D.).

**The district of Ban Fahal was aaaigned to him, whllo the presents that were beetowed on him ozoeedod the

ordinary (or naual) scale. He eerved under the Royal Standanl in the second campaign against Baghdad 1085 H-
(began Friday, 28rd September 1686^ ended Monday, llth September 1626 A.D.), at the head of a contingent of

Matcbloek-men of that district (of Ban Fhhal), when he rendered good^aerviee."
.
(Jiid,)

Pravionaly in the 16th century (1441'-dS A.D.), Abdnr Razsak, the author of the MaUa-na-Saadain, was sent

on an embaaay to India by Shah ^kb (aon of Timur). He arrived in Kirman, bat found the governor aheent on

-an expedition against Kej-Makran (Bampur).

The country iAen
and note.
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D»ta of thf Mltd
of tho Jadgol War.

The NikOdaria.

Degenerate into

banditti.

First appeaianoe in

Knuiasalii and head*

'quarters in the 14th

cental^’.

Their power hrokwi.

The date the Btahui*Jaidgal war, described in the ballad given in Volume

VI«B cS tihe Baluohutan series, can be fixed witb reasonable accuracy as

having taken place either in the very, last years of the J4th or in the early

years ot the following cenhiry. It will be shown as conclusively as can

be expected at this distance of time that the circumstances prevailing in

the country at that time were such as to render probable a t^ru^le for the

possession of the tracts over which tiie Jats had been predominant, on the

part of the so-called Brahui tribes—that is, the nomads who hitherto had

been the neighbours of the Jats.

The inroads of the h^es of Chingiz Khan not only overthrew the fabric

of society and politics in the Middle East, but let loose on the countries that

had been devasted in the course of the great invasion prowling bands of

Turkish and Mongol tribes that supported themselves by rapine. 6uch were

the bands of the Nikftdaris and Kaninas mentioned by Marco Polo as infest-

ing the country through which he travelled from Kirman.

These were, in all probability at the outset distinct tribes of Turks;

but as time went on they were joined by all to whom a life of rapine

appealed, and eventually became mere organised bands of robbers—^broken

men, and smalier’ associations of brigands, some of whom may have been

descendants of Arabs, the Mamasenis, perhaps Tajiks also, who had given up
their peaceful calling, and even Jats to whom a life of rapine would offer

strong temptations. The Nikfidaris of a later day had probably become a very

mongrel race, and the name merely another term for a robber or brigand.'

Their first appearance in Khurassan was in 1298-99* and they very

soon became notorious. By the middle of the 14ih century a band of

Nikudaris had taken up their abode within tho boundaries of Seistan ; they

were nomadic in their mode of life, and seemed to have been in the habit

of spending part of the year encamped on the banks of the Helmand.

Timur, after his first expedition into ^istan, rested in their tents to recover

from the wound he had received. (Fart I, page 49.) The famous well of

Glihh Amir, on the rbad connecting tho burial-place and the headquarters of

this tribe at Chvachig near Galugah, with tho valley of the Helmand, was

probably dug by the order of a Nikudari Amir, as it is almost half-way

across the interveni^ desert between the two places.

Prom Seistan tenitory the Nikudari bands extended their raids up to

Yazd and Pars and were a terror to the inhabitants of the countries

between. Their a^ressicins first received a serious check by successive

defeats inflicted on them by the founds of the family known to history

* Kfisiki tad Hikfldari btcttM toduilcil tflnnt for • fvedatory warfirt carrUd on b/ bonomon.

’ Pfil Is pnft 41
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as the MusMiffaride, who received the government of Yazd which in cdurso

of time he converted into an independent principality. He fought very

many engagements with the Nikudaris and in one of these the free-booting

nliiftf himself, the Amir Naushirwan, received groundsfrom the effect of which

he died and the depredations ceased. This reverse was followed early in

1884 (after the sack of Zahidan) by the slaughter of the Nikudari chief

and hk followers by order of Timur. This chief, prompted no doubt by

an uneasy conscience (owing to his loyalty to the Kaiani Princes of

Seistan), was preparing to move off with his tribe into Kej and Makran

from Karan, a locality to the south of the-Hclmand, from whence Timur’s

selected troops reached it in a night and a day, travelling rapidly. The

Julgah of Karan may have been either the Mashkel district to the west

of Khftran oir Chagai, but the probabilities are greatly in favour of Mashkel

and that the route used was by the way of Chah Amir.

Tn the winter of 1888-1889 I found a valley in the hills near the y
village of Sinukan, to the west of Jalk, named Nokodar, and a short time wMtof Kli«nn!

after I visited the “ Tombs of the Maliks ” at Guachignear GaJugah, which

I found situated in a great cemetery. Here, among weather-worn super-

terrene tombs, there were nine very remarkable mausoloa. standing on

hollow plinths, tli« latter also being full of human bones in various states

of preservation, v.hile on the floor of the chambers above (which were

coveredby domes) there wore graves builtup above the floor—also containing

human remains. The majority of these tombs had been rifled by the

Baluchis who, of course, could not tell mo anything about the people who

were buried there or to what teibe they had belonged—" they were Maliks ”

was all the information ^ich I could obtain from them.

The most curious feature of the mausolea-which had been built of d«prib.d.

kiln-burnt brick set with clay mortar, and the lower portion of which wore

courses of brickwork was the outer decoration of part of the walls of

the upper storey supporting the dome. Baked tiles about two feet square

were set in a kind of concrete plaster which covered the brickwork of the

walls. There wore several courses of these tiles. On them while yet soft,

rude figures of men, mounted on animals intended to represent camek and

horses, armed with bows and swords and evidently the representations of

warriors, had been engraved in low relief and the tiles had then been

baked. On others there were the representations of peacocks with

snakes in their bilk, and of deer with hunters on foot, and on one was

a crude representation 'of a one-masted boat or vesseL On some of

the tiles nearest the entrance to the upper floor (reached by steps, the

surfaces of each of these having been pqved with brick), wwe repre-

sentations of bangles and of human footprints such as would bo left
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on sand by a foot shod with sandals of tho Las Bola pattern. Those last

appeared to correspond roughly with the numl)er of graves inside tho

chiwwhftr. On one of the decorative tiles was tho representation of a man

ploughing with a yoke of oxen, all in the roughs and crudest manner

possible, short of being unintelligible. Although the representations of

animals, horses, camels with their colts, bullocks and leopards, and

mounted warriors were the most frequent, household implomonts such as

hand mills were also represented, vtrith rough imitations of human hands,

the fingers spread out

The scenes were taken, as might be expected, from the. daily life of a

semi-nomadic uncultured people, who were warriors and hunters ; and in

respect of the decorations, the tombs in the (Gwochig) cemetery near

Oalugah resembled the Paliiaor Kalmatti graves near the Railway Station

of Jangshahi (the Royal Battlefield) in Sind. In tho latter, tombs of men

are adorned with the representation (cut on stone slabs and not on baked

tiles) of weapons and sandal prints ; those decorated with figures of bangles

and other feminine ornaments were said to have been women’s graves.

In the graves near Galugah other purely ornamental designs occur on the

decorative tiles with those already described.

I spent a whole day in 1889 examining these tombs and provided Sir

Thomas Holdich with the result of my oxamination and with a rough sketch

of one of these mausolea, copied from my notes—still in my possession.

One of these buildings is still known as the Gumbad (Gumbaz or dome,

i.e., mausoleum) of Naushirwan, and upon a decorative tile on it was

engraved the inscription Mazar-i-Nikudar—the tomb of tho Nikddar

(chieftain).’ In view of the historical fact that Amir Naushirwftn

was the Nikudari chief mortally wounded in a battle by the Amir

HuzafEar in the district of Yazd, this name of the mausoleum, coupled with

the inscription on it^“tomb of th^'I^ikudar (chieftain)”—would prove

that his corpse was carried off, as is said to have been the case, and even-

tually buried by his followers in the tribal cemetery near Galugah in

Mashkel, and that the other mausolea were in all likelihood the graves in

which his forefathers or other earlier chieftains of this triljc hod been

interned.

The interments in the tombs in the upper chambers were probably cemmo-
nial (as is the case in China) ; and when a fresh interment in the fonrtily

tomb had to be made, the bones of a previous corpse were removed’ to

* 1lfueur» • tanb i vied to doicribo the last ronting-plaoe of a holjr inau or illnftrioua layman. Tbo proper name
Msaar k tnm » diflerant mot
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the vaults belour the chamber.' This is the custom in China where
however, the bones are placed in earthen plots after removal from the
sepulchre and covered up, the covers luted with cement to keep the jars
securely closed. The latter are arranged outside the family sepulchres,
which are then ready to receive a fresh corpse. Mausolca built of kiln*bumt
bricks bearing the names of various “Maliks” or petty chiefs are met
with at several places in the Kharan district, and still remembered as the
burial-places of certain personages who were probably the men of influence
in Ehmrim at various dates; “the tombs in the Shimshan—with Siilfiin

bek NiObat ” (of Kharan) “ bear the names of the brothers Tr«i«» and Toho
and their sister Bibi Basso, the first two of whom are famous in Brahui
ballads as having taken part in the grea.t Brahui-Jadgal war in the Jhala-
wan country.”* The old fort at Washuk (foot of tiie hills about 85 miles
south-west of Kharan) was probably the headquarters of the himself,

though his tribesmen most certainly must have spread’ themselves (in the
Baluch and Brahui fashion) over the whole district, dividing the

among themselves and each ruled by its petty chief.

The assumption is not unreasonable that the Nikudari tribes known to

have been settled within the limits of Seistan had their headquarters in the-

present Kharan district, and that the eponym of the Naushirwani family

(the chief of which rules the country), and who is called by them Mir
Naudiirwan, was the famous freebootmg chief Amir Xaushirwan, who
died of wounds received in battle in the district of Yazd, and whoso

descendants may have been Malik Dosten, and his son Malik Dinar,

who figure as the heroes in the war between the Mirwaris (leading the

Brahuis) and the Jadgals (Jats).
*

The severe check inflicted by the Amir Muzaffar near Tazd on tiie

predatory Nik^aris, followed by the death of their chief and the slaughter

of his follp^rs a short tim afterwards by Timurs expeditionary force, in

all probability cut off the family of the chiefe and the leading men of his

followers. /But it was the spr^ of Timur’s authority which rendered it

impossible iio carry put those oi^iauised raids which had yielded a. rich, spoil

in the past! Just as recently the spread of British authoriiy over Baludii-

put a stop to the restless activity of old Azad Khan, the Naushirwani,

a true descendant of the freebooters of an earlier age. Under these cir-

cumstances it is not to be wondered at that the miscellaneous nomadic

tribes who had been in the habit of forming the lower rank and flle of the

followers of the Nikudari chiefs, should have turned a covetous eye on tiie

comparatively rich country held by their Jab neighbours ; nch, that is, in

comparison with Kharan, and worth flghtii^ for.

^ Thil woald Moonnt for tbo vonlti below being filled with beepe of disjointed bonedb not eomplete skeletoni^

which might be eipeeted if these Yinlts slso were used ss sepi^hres.

* Belnchiston Qssetter series* Volume VII A, pege 40.

* Hid, PHie 83.
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The present condition also of the Kharan district may be attributed to

the progressiTe failure of moisture which began to mahe itself felt in the

nart few years after the orerthiow of the Nikudari chief in 1884 and

has gone on erer since.'

The date of the Brahui>Jadgal war may therefore be assigned to either

the very end of the 14th or to a rery early date in th« teat century.

The corpses discovered in the tombs at Gwachig arc probably the last

intownents that were made in those mausolea following the slaughter made

in 1884. The humbler graves in the cemetery, which surround the more

pretentious burial-places of the chiefs, are also super-terrene.

The Nikudari chiefs are known to have been allies of the Maliks of

flAistan, and were probably also on friendly terms with the Maliks of Bam-
pur, between whose territories these freeb^ters had their headquarters.

The peacock is not found in this country and its representation proves

an Indian influence. The Nikudari chiefs probably traded with Sind, where

the slaves and other more valuable booty would have obtained good prices,

and the ship was due to a similar cause—trade with the coast.*

1 Xha giadofll daifliflitioii of tho oountrj mooiidu for tho flbMaoo of jangloi of temarifk. If tho oondltion now
prtmfliiig had bran due to political canaet alone, and if anbaoil inoiitnre and rainfall had not gone on dcoreadiig,

the lapidlj growing tamariak would haTC ovornin the doMitad tiacto in a warj few jmn and the comitry wonld hava

boenelothed with adanaa growth of thia peoiaa of traa. Tha mpiditj with which' tamariak growa in placaa whara

water and noiatoia is doaa to tha aarfaca haa bean daacribad in tha daacription of Saiatan in Parta II and III.

* Tha orientation of tha giaraa inaida tha manaolaa a^ Onichig, and of othara ronud thorn, abow that tha

Kiklldarifl profaaaed lalain. But tha mode in which tha’corpaaa were prepared for burial ia peculiar, and proeae

lhatthay were brought from a dlatance for burial (at laaat in tha caaa of tboae who ware interred in tha upper

chamban of tha mauaolaa).

" Local aoeounto atata that tha oorpaaa ware in good preaanration in tha early part of the laat century a • a

The akaletona are further aaid to hara bean lying on bedding and oarpate, and to tova bean dothad in biooada and

ailka, which were remorad by tha paopla. Much damage ia alleged to hare boon dona to tha oontante of tha tomb^

and maiqr baade, jawab and Taluablae to hawa been removed by an Afghan fakir aavaral yean back, hie aiampla

being altarwaida foOowad by tha local Btkia. Bangles worn by one of tha oorpeae have bean obtained and also

soma pieces of ragged doth, which ware presumably used as shrouds.**

** Bo. 6, a vanlt SI ft square, is particularly interesting ns it contains a wall-preserved corpea in tha upper stoi^

which appaaie to be that of a woman. From the top of the head to tha toe the body measures 6 feet. Eicepting tha

nose and tha parts babw tha naval, the remainder still bean tha dried akin, all tha Sngen and one of tha aan
being quite undacayed. A blue thread has bean passed through tha right ear. Tha skeleton is quite naked. Tha
local paopla hava moved it from time to time placing it sometimael upright and eomatimas in a- recumbent pewitioB.

In doii^ so a good deal of nnerushad barley is said to hava fallen from tha stomach.** Bal. Chmattar series, Volume

VU-A, pages 47-^48.

Evidently the viscera must hava bean removed prior to burial and replaced with fine bhtisa or chaff in which

the grains of baricy ware induded, or with grain alone. In tha very dry dimate of Eiahkd a vary alight

knowladga of the artof embalming would snfloe to preserve the corpea thus treated for canturias. There wonld have

been no spedal diject in treating a corpse in this manner unless it had been brought from a distance for burial in

tUs smasoleBm—evidently tharefore a family tomb.

In 1888^ the BeUa of Miahkd told me that the corpses in tha mauaolaa had been wrapped, and dressed, for

burial in colonied doth or clothes.

The name Bakodar appears in the Punjab, where one township at least was found by me to bear this name.

Alter the inrooda of the Mongols, India seamed to have been the direction in which fugitives from Salstan

aongU thdr fortunes. The Sultan Ohdith-ud-din BuIInui, Kuler of Delhi, was accompanied by a body-guard of

Msmat Champions (Fahlwinin) when he rode abroaiL who marched with their swords drawn (Sultan Balban

idgned fium early in 664 H. to 688 or from 1665-66 up to 1887-88 A.D.). lUkbi-i-Finis Shabi of Zia-ud-din,

iMMi. Ifft. lodiM, p. SO.



CHAPTERVI.

ThB YiLLAOB COMHVNmBB AKD POPULATION IN SbISTAN.

Tub Seiflhmi village is a collection of squalid adobe hovela grouped ATiibathSiM
round the Kad'Khuda’s residence, or that of a deputy' mayor. The out*

lines of the domed beehive-shaped roofs are broken by the cowls of the
ventilators, which admit air and let out smoke, on the apex of the

The entrances are all on the south and south-wes^ side ; the aspect of a
'village from the north or north-west is that provided by bla^ walls,

pierced with small square holes to admit air, and most of these are plugged

'with day in the winter.

Barely is a village so poor that it does not possess one garden on its

outskirts. It is generally the propwty of the Bad-Ehuda, or of a

or some member of a family d priests who resides at the place—end as

such it is out of reach of the exactions of the government. At a flid-Ance

no one would recognise the existence of a garden, owing to the high prison-

like 'walls that are necessary to protect the trees within from the ravages of

the wind, and it is only as the 'wayfarer rides through the village that he

obtains a glimpse of what is inside—a carefully-tended garden, verdant

with beds of lucerne, and gay with the white and purple blooms of the poppy

which, 'With the glossy folihge of rose boshes, of pomegranate shrubs and

vines, and in a comer the tall feathery qprays of a dmpp of cultivated

reeds which supplies the owner' 'with his pens, make a diarming contrast

to the dreary expanses of dilapidated walls and a saline-encrusted plain

that form the usual setting the picture.

The water supply of the villages is derived from the canals, but when Wat* nypiy.

these are not dose at hand, the inhabitants have recourse to the village pond

(a cesspool too often), the 'water in whidi is very frequently too filthy for

description. When the canals are dry,
.
'wells are sunk inside them by the

side of the ford, and fom very dangerous traps for the unwary traveller

when the canal is full of 'water.

The country is divided into circles each of which is under a Ead-SIhuda. BramadiaiBif

This person is not dected by the inhabitants, nor is the office strictly heredi-
*'**‘**'

tary. The Ead-Ehuda is only a sub-contractor under the Governor of

Seistan, who is in turn the sub-contractor under tbe Prince Governor of

M^ed. The last-mentioned purchases his government and is a farmer of

the taxes. He squeezes the govemors under him, so that the Governor of

ass
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Sfflirt*" in his turn squeezes the Kad*Khuda ; who continues the process.

Aid extracts all he can from the agriculturist ; and the latter tries to get as

much as he can out of the land, without paying any hoed to the necessity of

nourishing the soil. Anyone, therefore, can become a Kad-Ehuda, at the

ATiTiiiAl sale of circles held by the governor, by out-bidding his rivals. But

a man whose fothers before him have held this office possesses the neces-

sary funds to purchase a circle and commands respect which is denied the

'< new man *’ or upstart. The Kad-Ehudas obtain & rebate on the revenue

which tiiey collect on behalf of the government, and also are given other

privileges.

ThtFigo. The agricultural community in a village organises itself into groups

of partners who take up land for cultivation. These groups are called

Fagos. The number of these is regulated by the amount of land which the

Ead-Ehuda decides to cultivate. The numbers of Fagos in each township,

circle, and in the country at large, varies from year to year.

Dwiintion of thit There can be no doubt that this system is of very great antiquity. It

would seem highly probable that the name Fago is from the priinoeral root

which occurs in the Latin Fagani and the Early-English Fagi (adopted from

the Latin) which was the sub-division of a hundred. The rural outlying

communities, from which our word Fagan is believed to have been derived,

were probably groups of cultivating people who occupied lands at a distance

from the parent township, which was a centre of civilization and refine-

ment, just as in the Mian Eangi the Fagani (Fagos) who dwell in rude

huts on the land they till, in very many cases belong to the larger town-

ships of the Shahristan, where are to be found such refinement and civiliza-

tion as exist in Seistan.

Two kind! of P^M F^os are of two kinds—Obami, i.e., subject to public, laborious or
^^tteiMpartiTo

((jjjaol) corvdes—and Tahwil. The former have to uork on any

land they may be allotted and wherever it is situated. The latter, who u’ork

for the Ead-Ehfida, usually are favoured as to the quality of the soil, and

are usually kept within easy roach of their village, as they discharge

the OQTvdes, for which they are liable, to him, repairs to his residence,

work in his garden or opium patch, etc. The corvdes to which their

less favoured brethren are liable a e usually the construction and main-

tenance of canals, or the governor’s residence in the capital town, and the

annual construction of the Band-i-Seistan in the Helmand. While thus

occupied the labourers provide their own food and live in the spot as best

they can till the work for which they have.boen selected is completed. The

strength of an ordinary or Ohami Fago is fixed at 6 men. Tahwil Fagos

vary from 0 to 10, but the greater number of these consist of 7 men
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When the pftrtnen contribute equal shares in the outlay necessary to put

the lands allotted to them under cultiTation, th^ divide equally the portion

of the yield which is left after satisfying all demands.

In the Afghan portion of Seistan the partners in each of the associations

. set apart one man to be on the spot in the village to discharge the corvdes for

which they are liable. This man takes no share in the work in the fields,

and is called the “ dsa(^ma»” or mard-i-murda in the vernacular. The

other partners are able to devote themselves uninterruptedly to agriculture.

The land is the property of the State, no one has imy right to it. Each Pago

has to pay a fee, which is supposed not to exceed 60 krans, before it receives

an allotment of land. The allotments are made annually, and the Gbami
Pogos have no idea where the land may be situated. In this reqtect the

members of such a Pago are absolutely at the mercy of the £ad*Ehuda, and do

notknow beforehand whether they will have to cultivate lands in the Shahri^

tan or be called on to move to more remote allotments into the Miw Kangi.

The distribution of lands is delayed till just before it is time to commence

operation^ and having paid their fee the members of a Gbami Pago aro not in

a position to refuse to go. The allotment and personnel of the Tahwil Pages

cause a groat deal of cavilling, and a certain amount of this would be inevit-

able almost, even if the system was workoil with scrupulous impartialiiy.

Tiiioso, however, who know the East, know that from China to Turkey, how-

ever excellent the Laws of the Land may be, scrupulous impartiality in ad-

ministering them does not exist in any oriental country. The.administration

of rules and regulations depends on the rapacity of those who are sup«

posed to administer them. The most important official under the Kad-

Khuda or Mayor, is the irrigation engineor. Not infrequently the latter has

to look after the canals of more than one village, but where a village is im-

portant and the area under crops is considerable the irrigation ebgineer has

his time fully occupied with ^e care of the irrigation channels and the

distribution of water to the cultivatoN. His duties are to align canals or

distributaries, and when these have been established, it is his duty to see that

they are maintained in working order, and regularly cleaned ; to acquaint the

Kad-Khuda whenever it is necessary to repair embankments, both of the

canals and those which have to be maintained to prevent the overflow of

water from the Hamun or the river ; and to summon thd gangs of able-bodied

labourers (Hashr) for this purpose. The distributibn of water enables the

irrigation engineer to add very considerably to his inoomp, which (like

the other village officials) is a dole of grain- from each Pa^, thelamount

of which lias been fixed from time immemorial, and represents his legal

emoluments ; but his goodwill can always bo purchased by a timely grati-

fication.

The ooitoiu of the
** Deod-mai).*’

Fees exacted for

allotments of land

unfairly worked^
villsffe officials &e
Ka^Khuda and
irrif^tion engineer.
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This useful member oi the village community has been In existence as^

long as irrigation has been practised ; and he is found to exist wherever

irrigation channels or canals have been found to be necessary. The native irri-

gation engineer was found by the Russians carrying on his work in

the fertile tracts in Turkestan, where canal irrigation was in existence, just

as he wasfound to exist by the Arab and other conquerors when they overran

the coimtries occupied by the East-Iranian race, where canal irrigation was

practised. It was found “ that with all their ignorance and want of techni-

cal ridll, the natives, simply following the custom of their forefathers, and

an inherited understanding of the wants of the soil, were more successful than

Europeans in whose bends the management of the canals had boon placed as

an experiment with the object of doing away with tbe post of Arik-Aksakal, ”*

the name by which the native irrigation official or engineer is known

in the country round Samarkand. Mir-ab (water-master) is the name used

elsewhere than in Seistan, where the term Paukar, and sometimes Jhar-Ghin,

is usually employed, and in the Helmand valley Gall)a. Under the Russian

Government the Arik-Aksakal (or Mir-ab) is paid in proimrtion to each year's

harvest, but there, as elsewhere (and in Seistan), tliis official makes his money

not from his recognised emoluments but from the bribes whieli lie receives.

Men of this class in bygone times have not infrequently risim to high office,

for in addition to their training continued for innumerable generations, the

office has always been most lucrative. Muhammad Taki Khan who, in tlie

time of Nadir Shah, rose to become the Governor of Pars and the Kub
QeUuyeh, began life as Mir-ab of Shiraz.

In addition to the Pago there is the Ealgir. This term is applied to

grants of land free of revenue. In Seistan, it was estimated that such

grants comprised an area which 100 Pages could cultivate, three or four

Kalgirs being regarded as equivalent to the area which one Pago could

cultivate. The number of families which enjoy these grants was estimated

at 800, These are in the possession of the holders and arc managed and

cultivated by their households. These grants are made as a rule to Mullas

and Mujtahids ; but can be a reward for good service generally. These

have been induded in the Tahwil Pagos.

Opium is cultivated for local consumption, and it was estimated that

fully eighty per cent, of the population use this drug.

In return for Tahwil grants, the Ead-Khudas arc liable for military

service. They maintain horses or ponies (and in the Mian Eangi “ jambaz "

camels) on which they mount their kinsmen and dependants, who form

the ordinary militia or police of the country. In 1904 this levy was made.

* Rvite Tnrkfitao, ptge 10.
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probably to enforce the obligation, when it was reported that 480 men x«d-KadMiu>i»

assembled under arms. Their firearms are antiquated and useless as an

armament. The levy en matte of Seistan is theoretically “ 10,000 match-' of

locks or muskets,” and the last occasion on which they mustered was

when Azad Khan of Eharan threatened Seistan, but wisely decided not to

entangle his mounted followers among the canals, and swept by Ghakansur

into the Helmand valley. The number of Pagos will give the strength

of the able-bodied men in the population of Seistan, which would be about

13,720 (in 1904-06) for the ShahrisUn and Mian Kangi,but even antiquated

firearms for this number would not be forthcoming.

The revenue is collected in kind, and the demand for the use of the Bamnut.

land is one-third ; but in addition a further demand of one-tenth on the

remainder, called locally dahnima, which brings the total demand up to

two-fifths of the total outturn of the lands culti'vated by each Ghami Pago.

Each Tahwll Pago ^is assessed at about half of the yield of the land culti-

vated by them. In point of the revenue-demand the Tahwil Pago is not

better off than the Ohami Pago, but it is better off in respect to tenure,

quality of soil, and situation ; careful agriculturists being naturally favoured

as the cultivators of Tahwil lands.

In addition the Kad-Khuda takes from each Pago 30 mant Seistani Ki^.Kada’t par-

measure of grain. In ancient times this was 50 mans. These form a

part of the Kad-Ehuda’s emoluments.

The collection of revenue is by actual division of the grain, which is

the produce of the lands held by each Pago, on the threshing floor, or

Batai as it is usually called in Afghanistan and known to British adminis-

trators. The system is condemned on obvious grounds ; but in a country

like Persia, or anywhere in the East, the abuses which arise from it ate

very great, and it pro'ndes opportunities for illicit gains on the part of the

village officials. Each of the latter is entitled to a proportion of the produce

from each Pago as his 'wi^e on each crop.

Then in addition there are those most useful memben of the village com-

munity who are non-agricultural and represent the professional and learned dolM.

classes of more favoured countries. Eadi of these has a 9xed scale accord-

ing to which every Pago remunerates them 'with doles of grain-—the

barber-surgeon 5 mans, the blacksmith 20. mans. Mullas (or priests) who

officiate at births, deaths and marriages, and have charge of education, also

receive their doles.

If plough oxen are hired, about a third of the nett yidd in grain is paid pJon^

for their hire. After disoha^ling all their legal and other obligations the
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,
members ef a Gbami P&go may, pobaps, divide up about a fifth of the

grun or produce they raise.

The only oadi payments are the fee to the Ead«Khuda on taking up
lah^ which is called Sar Xaskhi, and the hire (when this is necessary) of

cattle for treading out wheat and barley from the ear
;
this is paid for by

contract by a small ca& payment. It was estimated that each tiUs on
an average about 70 acres of land.

Under the system described in the foregoing pages, agriculture inSeistan

is carried on with Uie view of getting as much as possible out of the land

under cultivation. Except on lands in the immediate vicinity of vUlages

manure is unknown. Shepherds are encouraged to camp on fallow land

and the dung of cattle, sheep and goats forms a most valuable addition to

the very scanty farmyard manure, and to the sweepings of households which

are the usual resources of cultivators whose allotments are conveniently

situated with respect to their homes. In the Shahristan and the Mian

Kangi, about 159,560 acres are annually under crop, or about 248 square

miles. Deducting the area of land which cannot be cultivated owing to

extreme poverty (d soil, or being situated above the reach of water, covered

with 8a|id«dunes and ruins, or rendered useless by wind erosion, and last but

not least river*beds->the Pariun and its channels abne covers about thirty

Square miles of country with its fiood waters^-less than a third of the whole

area of the Shahristan and the Mian Kangi is under crop in any year, and iit

is possible for lands which have been cultivated to lie ftdlow for two years.

Then i^ain the deposit of nit, either from canal irrigation or fioods, con-

tributes to restore vigour to soil tiiat has been recklessly cultivated, and thus

the progressive impoverishment <d the soil is checked.

A barrage across the Helmand and scientific irrigation by means of

canals would result in about 5,000 square miles of land being placed within

the reach of water, and therefore rendered available for cultivation. The exist-

ence of is barrage—the Band-i-Bustam—previous to its destruction'by Timur

is ai proof of the civilised condition of Soistan previous to that catastrophe,

and (d the existence of a scientific irrigation tystem, the value of which

must have been clearly perceived by some of the early rulers of the

country. The construction of such a work to a great extent must have

minimised the occaedonal faQure of the Helmand : for when no water

reached tim Dblta in 1902 (the date of the last finlnre of water in the

Helmand), tiiete was water in the river-bed as low down as Chaharburjak.

^ . In Afll^nBdttii^intire Kang District, there are tegular villages whidi

are chiefly Ity A^han cultivators. The Ohilsais are repreiiented

aipong ihe latter, and their presence in Heiatai^ probably dates from the
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time oi Mir Weis, who, after he wrested Kandahar from (he Fendans,
overran Seistan just before his death. In this district also the lands are
irrigated, whereas in the district round Chakansur, where the Afghan
Governor resides, the cultivation depends principally on natural moisture.
Tn the latter district it was estimated that about 40,000 acres had falloii

out of cultivation during the six or seven years preceding 1904*1906.
This, however, was chiefly due to the policy of the Government in inducing
Baluchis to migrate into the Badghis District to the north of Herat where
lands were given to the immigrants. The reason for this was said to be
the desire of the Amir to establish a Sunni population in Badghis (and

the Baluch is always a Sunni) in the midst of the Hazaras, who are Shias.

Tn the Shahristan it Avas not possible to obtain the number of circles

’hito -which the land was divided for administrative purposes. Here we
were too close to the seat of Government. Across the Fariun, however,

the people AVero more communicative : the Mian Kangi District is divided

into circles which are farmed to contractors, who pay asum of money to the

Governor for the right to collect revenue.

In this district the Siadak Circle was (in 1904*1905) farmed by Sawltin.

Khan Jahan Khan, Sanjarani, and this circle was assessed in kind at 400

klMiHcara of grain, wheat and barley, in equal shares ; and in addition a cash

assessment of 12,000 krans per annum. The Sardar was allowed a rebate

of 60 klmrwars ; and tlio three bailiffs who worked under his orders received

each a riibato of 10 kharwars on the ^ain collected by them individually.

In this circle the produce of the Kalgirt was divided into five shares.

The Sardar took two shares and the cultivators three, out of which they

defrayed the allowance duo to Kad*Khudas, village officials and menials.

Deh Dost Muhammad : This circle was assessed in kind at 1,000 khar*

wars of wheat and barley in equal shares, and 20,000 krans in cash, annually.

Dost Muhammad, Saruhi (but- who calls himself a Kozilbash, as he has

Ti;>en in the social scale), the subcontractor under the Government, receives

a rebate of 9:i^ khanrars of grain per annum, in return for which he has

to maintain two horsemen and one Jambaz (camel*rider). Each of the

former ^icceh'os .10 kbaru'ars of gram and the latter 5 kharwars per

annum.' ' In addition Dost Muhammad contracted for the right to collect

grazing dues throughout (he Mian Kangi.

Buri*i*Mir Gul: Assessed annually at 560 kharwars of wheat and

barley in equal proporlions, and 5,000 krans in cash. The farmer of the

revenue receives 40 kharwars as his rebate.

> Tl.r yrcpui tiun of 2 to 1 repreimta the oontidertttion ihown ^ % horwtntn over hii oomitde vho if monntid on

& ctnipl. This liM been eittaUiihed by nnrient cnitom, nad the loot ooUectedby n bfi»d or laidiag force of lirigpiidf

If divided in tbeae pmpnrtionc between mounted men.

ThifbiU food in the nidi mode by thelite And Kbu, nbudit on foot gettinf only ludfn iliiri.

ft u i

Afghan Saittatt

daaoribod.

Circln in the

Shnhriitin omitted.

CitoIm in the Miln
Xnnji.

Deh Doft

hfuhnmmad.

Barj-i-hlir Gul.
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JMintri,

Ptigi.

Qtirggi1<

Jhanabad : Assessed at 400 kharwars of wheat and barley equally, and

8,000 krans in cash, annually.

Pulgi : Assessed annually at 260 kharwars of wheat and barley equidly,

and 6,000 krans in cash. The fanner is also assessed at 3^ horsemen, and

two Jambaa, or camel*riders. Ho received a rebate of 70 kharwars of

grain.

Gurguri : This circle’s annual assessment is only 60 kharwars of wheat

and barley in equal proportions, and 800 krans in cash. Two horsemen

were maintained. The rebate was 20 kharwars.

Ptdsi.

DmUiibid with

KbAnutk.

Fadai : Dur Muhammad, Saruni, and Mir Haji, Khammar, divide the

farm of this circle between them and are equally responsible for it. The

annual assessment was 200 kharwars of wheat and barley in equal pro-

portions, and 2,000 krans in money.

Daulatabad with Khamak: Annual assessment was 1,080 krans and

350 kharwars of wheat and barley in equal parts. Taj Muhammad, Kdl,

who had farmed a number of villages in the Mian Kangi, for his own

convenience divided them into two portions, placing one-third under

Daulatabad and the remainder under Khamak. The annual ass(^ssuu!nt

was probably divided into similar proportions.

Work on otoolf. Work on' the canals being a state corv6e, the men employed on this

work do not receive any remuneration and provide their own food. Koeh

Pago has to detail one man ^or this work.

looidMMo of In the Persian share of the Delta there were 386 villages including the

Poioioa fomftoiv. MUn Kangi, where, however, the ihajority of the villages do not deserve this

title and are hamlets both as regards the number of family tenements they

contain, and the nature of these dwellings—which arc of a very temporary

character. Of this number, only three had an estimated population of over

five hundred ; two contained a population of (about) from three to five

hundred families. The remainder were little better than hamlets.

bAl^ tmitoiv. Across the boundary in Afgh^temtory there were permanent villi^es

only in the Kang sub-division ; and with the exception of the town of

Chakansur, where the Governor resides, the cultivators reside in collectloas

of very squalid temporary dwellings, among which are to bo found a fur/

small adobe huts of a more permanent character.

MdMmofiillkR* On the Persian side of the boundary the average area of land occupied
*******

by a village community is less than three sqiuiro miles. In the Kang sub-

division it is about the same, but in the Chakansur District an average

would give a very erroneous idea, as in this district there axe very large areas

covered with ruins, and which could only be cultivated in years of abundant
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<ndn and movr>£all—a condition whioh does not often iccnr in Seiatan.

The rains round Saro*Tur alone coyer an area of oyer 600 squiun inilee, in

which human beings cannot liye.

The enumeration of the population of both the Persian and Porakti«n~amr

portions of the Delta of the Helmand was made fiye or siz times, imd the

mean results haye been entered in the Tables. These are as accurate as it is

possible for such information to be, as the rigorous methods in use in census

operations in more adyanced countries could (for obyious reasons) not be

adopted, in a foreign country.

As far as possible the agency employed was the subordinate staff of the Tb* •nil.

Suryey Parly attached to the Mission. Alphabetical lists of yillages, and

note books with numbered pages were issued to the Suryeyors, who were

ordered to push enquiries just short of the point of the inyest^^ons being

brought to the notice of the Persian and Afghan authorities. An interyal

was allowed to elapse and a redistribution of yilli^ was made, each

enumerator being giyen a different sot of yillages (and books) each time

regarding which tiie information was required. The final results were

collated by me. This method was employed in collecting the information

on the Afghan side of the boundary, but here the seryices of local MuUas

were utilised for this purpose.

As an indiyidual and detailed enumeration was out of the question, an BDonwntioD —
enumeration of “families" was substituted, the inyestigation of fheayerage ^^^i>***

number of souls being conducted by me personally. In the village commu*

nities of the Parsiwans, principally, on the Persian side of the boundaries,

and in the Kang sub^yision of the Chakansur District, which was inhabi*

ted by Afghans and where there were r^ular yillages, an enumeration of

the number of houses in each yillage was made. These yillages are corn*

posed of .tenements—separate family dwallinga, each of which compri^.

in itself the dwelling of the household, ’and, in an enclosed yard attached to

it, the stalls for liyestook owned by the household, its proyision of fuel,

fodder, and the implements a^ necessaries of life for man and beast.

The Persian word “KhSnah** is used indifferently for such tenements

as well as for the family of the householder in ordmazy coUoquiaL The

.

number of houses or tenements in any yillage therefore represents^ within

reasonable limits of error, the number of families composing the yillage

community.

A small floating population of diepherd and pastoral families are usually ^j^*
***“»

to be found attached to most of the yillages. These, howeyer, dwell in
.

blanket tents or in mat huts on the oii^irts 6i the yiUages and are easily

enumerated. Here also eadi ftunily has its separate tent or hut.
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The rale appean to be that as aoon aa a man (Fatriwan or paatoral)-

marries he sets up as a householder, and his parents, where there are many
sons, generally take up their abode with one of the latter. Daughters

mar^ into other fMnilies and leare their own family.

Ndbtt
^e arerage number of souls in a family was found to be 4*8, the result

derired from 40 to SO obaerrations.* This has been taken as a general

average for the country. It is very jnrobably correct, as in flie higher

classed the use of opium by both sexes, and their stagnant lives and

sensuality, result in very small families. The observations in this direction

were made from the agricultural labouring classes, which in Seistan, as

elsewhere, are probably more prolific than the classes above them in the

social scale.

From the results obtained the population expressed in families of Seistan

tMiritoijr. in 1904^5 was made up as foUou's

>

Fenian Territorg—

Shahristan

MiSn Kaiigi

Afghan Territorg—

Kang Diatrict

ChakAnrar

Agricultural. Pastoral.

. 18,7S7 1,885

. 6,641 282

10,828 2,067

. 8,020 1,884

. 2,880 8,160

. 26,828 7,101

InddMMt in MiMiM
pit iqwn BUM.

IMkI popubtiou of

Soiiteu.

makii^; a grand total of 32,420 families located in tlie Deltaof the Helmand

;

or the total number of persons to be 139,204.

The inddence on the Persian side of the boundary (in 1004^5) was about

twenty‘six families, or 111
.

persons, to the square mile : while on Afghan

territory the inddence was alwut sixteen families, or about 69 persons, to

the square mile.

To ol)tain the total population of Seistui it will be necessary to add the

estimated number of inhabitants in the southern delta of Persian territory and

in Path and Chaharburjak (Afghan) distriots, in which the total popula-

tion (agricultural and pastoral—prindpoUy the latter), was about 6,012

families ; or the number of persons to be about 21,662 persons ; making the

whole peculation of Seistan as it stood in 1904-06 to have been about

100,846.*

* ! SaiMlMtn, at tfe ccMM of UOl, tbo laeUmct per hoiM (a faBSIp)wm fvaiid to lia 41.

* lBtkjri«stltni«BatadiblaB.iiMt SSAtUa b italaS ((mMoadjr) to kaT*;b(cB Iht tmiaMian «ftba

Mtetlovc.
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... In .ac^wuil Pelta. nf .the Helinsnd‘ th^ 4i[Mz3>utkni ifiit the-: population

Itras, bn t^e. Persian side ,<^ the bounda^r: 91>988.per8Qns; and iu
pornhtion.

tenjltQr^—in the Kang and Chakansur Ilistrieta alone^about 47>296

persons. , ,, ,
. ., ;

Appendices l and.II .contain the figures of populatiMs y|]]agd .by Tillage, ViaaiMiBtfiu.

in. Persian Territory, and an abstiact.of tile estimated strength in families of

the tribes composing the agnpifitaral and pastoral sections of the population

for the Aj^han share of the Della of the Helmanfi*
.

.
^ .

These results,tm,. of .course, not to be:regarded,as .absolutely correotiQare Bamta ai* tnmi-

was notspared to make them as. .accurate as .the.nature oi the enquiry,.and

the circumstances imder wbichit was. prosecuted, would permit. .They.are,

howeveTi the conclusions arrived at after a very careful and independent

enquiry, and ai^, therefore, entitled to
,
respect on these grqimd^ in com-,

parison with other researches in this direction carried out under the same

conditions.

There can be ho doubt that great fluctuations have taken place in the VsmtioatiiitiM

population of Seistan at different periods of its history. The decrease in the

population has always been attributed (by chroniclers) to the anarchy that

has prevailed in that country since the conquest by Timur in 1384. From
the beginning of the 16th to the middle of the 18th century, under the rule

of the Kaiani Maliks as feudatories of Persia, the country eny^ed peace from

outside enemies, and the population accordingly must have increased both

naturally and by the influx' of immigrants. On the - decline of Persia and

the rapid downfall of the family of the Maliks, the country suffered, until in

187.2, the late Sir Frederiok Gnldsmidt
. estimated the population occupying

the delta at only 45,000 souls. .

’

Judging £rom the ruins of all descriptions and from .traditions collected in P«(niaM« of Mi>

the country, I estimated that previous to the
.
invasion of Seistan by. Timur

(1383:1384) the population must have .numbered at least a quarter ol a
million, and probably had been twice as great as it was in 18(114*1905.



APPENDIX I.

(A)

Abstract qf the village population, and PAgos, of the ShahrlstAn,
and MIAn Ksngl Districts, of S^stan.

PERSIAN TERRITORY.

1001-06.
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SHAHKlSTUf—

No- NEin^f of vlilmge.

Ploos.

i Kadkhoda. THbca af the inbabitanta.

GbamL nhwu Bf •

Brought forward 386k I60k 4,774 683

Dab Podna 3 18 ... Pardil Khan» Saibandi . Padua.

,, Maahadi Sariog

.

2 88 ... Amir Dahbaabi, Jotegh. Sheikh.

,, Nab 2 ... 10 ... Habamaiad Hmdar.
Sidluap.

Sidbmr.

„ Hina 3 ... 18 5 12j Mnbammad^ Kfil . Mina.

„ NawibKhin 9 8 80 ... Nawab Khdii, G^rgaj Oorgaje SbabriaWnl,
Riahki.

„ Jafari 1 1 14 6 Ohalam Saddaki . Shahridii, Baaidgal.

Oiwiiw (1) 4, 1 88 9 Mabammady Kakba Diwin and SMhadi
(Brf.).

Deb Raaol • « 2 ... 12 4 Ohalam, Sbahriari *. Baraliai (BidiMhi or
Bmhnir).

Sheikh (1) 3 18 9 Fakir, Khammar • • Sbaikb.

75 Diwin (a) 8 1 26 6 Ohalam Haidar, Jaaial*

lai.

Diwina.

Dab Sheikb (8) 2 1 28 Under Daudi • Kbammar, Sbaikb HFiJai.

„ SiBuar (i) 8 1 26 9 Obida m-i-S h ah b 5 s,

Khammar.
„ Biibaar.

.. « (*) 8 1 80 Ahmad Kh5n, Notiai Malla Sbdbi, ni.

Vabhvlla 6 80 8 Mabammad Haidar,
Kbarfit.

SiUuar, SargasL

80 Qaori (1) 18 6 108 66 Amir Dahbiahi, Joiagh Jotagb and Salad.

^ m 17 108 ... Salad H5Ji M M

Oaa-i-bdr 9 8 76
!

-
I

Ali Maiad, Baaddai • Di^na^Sbaik WaM,

GLalim Ali 4 1 ... Mir Hatteaa, Arab Afbb, DQariad.

Kbia • 3 ... ... Under Sbarifbbad OorgaJ, Ideaal, (Mam-

85 Hamaibid 8 ... 18 6 Under Bakoha Same aa Sekabn.

HnaaDibddi 4 1 80 9 Under WaeUiD Same aa Waailia.

Haaon Abdallah 1 ... 16 ... Sadalla, Mir Shikdr Mir Sblkir.

H uamiihid Pilpili 6 8 48 88 MaiidirPapfli . Pnpili, SdrftnL

M (City) 40 14 500

1

Mabammad M a h d i,

Kakha and Mahamtnad
Haidar. Kharrdt.

KbandA Kakha^ Siib-
aar, Sargaai, HaOa,
(fJab).

90 Hanaa . 7 ... 66 ... Hneaaa, Sarbadi Balaah Zaur, SarliadL

Carried over 2081 a.187 eas

• A AgrirnltorM*.
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8HAHB1STJLN—

No.mm PJLoos.
Nombbo or
Famibibs.

Kadkhod*. Tribee of the inhobitonto

01iMD{.|lUiwil A* Bf

Brought forward 8iei ao2i e.187 688

HmnBob 8 1

1

26 Pordil, Kbdn, 8orbondi Gsddh.

HoM J6for . 8 1
1

* 86 7 Gholom BiagOTp Tomoro-
bodi.

BohdAr.

Hhmb B6kor . U ... 19 Mokoinmody Kokhs BhobrUri, Rohdsr.

IfUMIlUliB 2 13 Soid Kbsn. Ndhrui Zwdani (AfghtnaP;.

96 HoMMoAodi 3 ... 86 ... Bodollo. Mir 8hik6r . Mir Bhikdr, BohdAr.

Hoaen Hnboiumod 2 20 Given to Nkoir of
Governor.

Gorgej.

Ibrobiniibid . 8 1 64 40 Ssif All Klisn, Ssrbsndi Nnri snd Pin.

Ibrahia Kadiil 1 1 14 Under Chilling • Bsrecbi (Afghan).

Imoil, Khotninor 7 3 66 18 Alip Slishriari . KshdAr, BhohriAri.
«

100 Ibmliim Mnliomiuodl

.

2 18 ... Hsji D6n» K&iui . Mnhsinrosdi.

Im 6 73 Mobsninisd Alcrsin> Ssk*
Esi’Afghsn.

Bob, PanjIks.

Uka ... 26 805 ... Mir Amir . • • Oi^vi (J.t) T»k.r,
PMijika, Mir.

IboI 8 ... 14 ... SordorSoid Kbsn Nswdb

!

11
JobiMr (1) 6 1 88 ... Mir, Amir, Mir . .

1

BsuAdgnl, Zsori.

106 JaULngir (1) . 4 1 24 ... ft n ft • •
j

Psnjiko, Ahsngsr.

JMMi (9) 6 4 116 ...

e

Amir Jobongir, Bdmiri BAmiri (Bsl.), DilorAmi.

Joloi 7 ... 42 10 Mabsminsd All, Biibasr KsrrutkhAr, A 1 A r i ,

Jotegb, BtAhasr.

JoUilibid ... ... 8 ... ... Karim KnahtSp Haidar i

Zanri.

Joaiolibid 8 2 64 16 AU Akbsr, Gslsvi BahdAr.iGalavi.

UO Jotcgh ... 4 24 8 Mnhsmmad M e b d
Jotegh.

j

BiAhaar, Jotogh.

Jo Bokih ... 8 48 80 Nozir to Governor of
;

Gsd&h, Sholiriori» Mir
Seiaton. Bbikor.

JOHIO « a 1 6 ... Under Bosi • Basi.

JodHik • 81 16 816 80 Toj Mobommodp K6l Bamrcdi PRci.), Shshimk.
KOI

Bos (Kood).

U6 (floodoiok lododsd) . 9 8 66 ••• Alimorod* Bi&baor * BiAhaar and Bolocb.

Eolo Koboo . 80 10 840
1

70 S.iiid AIL

Carried orer 648 2881 7,e48 067

* A Agiiaaltaffaite. t B BlupWrdi, giMim,
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SHAHBISTAN^—coniiAmed.

No. Name of village.

i

!

Plooa*
1

Nuxmix or
Famium.

Kadkhnda. Tribes of the inhabitants.

Qbami. Tmliwil A* Bt

Brought forward 648 2821 7,04d 867

Kala Nau • 25 8 800 Salad Mnbaiumad.

Kala Nau (near and
old).

18 2 160 ... Ifnbamniad M e b d 1,

Kakba.
Towards Qasbar and
Bo lai—Sanidgal,
Kakba, Panjika.

Kliadang (new and
old).

14 1 180 ... Snltin Mir Hnaeo* Arab Ar.b, BSmiii, Piri.

SikfmUbSki.

120 Khaiiiak • 12 5 102 45 Mebdi Kbui, KuSk Siabsar, Sharaki, KOI,
Piri.

Khammar (Farari) . 10 1 68 18 Mnradiy Kbammar Sheikh Weisi, Kbam-
mar.

Kachian . . 17 1 aao ... Darweeb Khan, Kaiini Sargasi, Dilaiimi.

Kbwftj* Abiusd 5 4 80 ... 8.1d KbSa N.wib
Sudwr.

Nalirai Bisbki.

Kbndadad * 1 ... 12 2 Mir J.Ar Kbin.
8Mb.ii^.

ShUiriSri T i 1 1 • r .

SMbuidi.

126 Kang 8 1 54 20 Under Jasinak . . Baari,

Koelia (Slieb) . • 14 6 120 80 Mir Ja6r, Sarbandi Shabriari, T i 1 1 a r,

Sarbandi.

.. . a 8 2 60 45 Sber Mnlianfmad Kban,
Sbibsai.

Sargaxi, Qhilsai.

Kapolak • •
i

^ ... so Under Kala Kohna. ...

Karbalai Hnicn 3
1

18 5 Hail Mubammad AU,
SUhMr.

Siibsar.

ISO Kavt>aUi •

1

4 ... 1 24 8 Mir Beg, Sarbandi Sarbandi, Karim Xisbta.

KubiMk .
1

* 2
1

86 5 Sheikh Baia, Kakba Siibsar, Kakbi.

KaramI . •
i

8 ...
I

1

1

6 All, Shabriiri • Shabriiri.

K&iamib&d •
!

8
I

;

180 ... Mir Kasim ... Malla, Mir, Panjika.

Kalukbi . 4
1

- '

i

80 ... Jabinglr Kbim Mni4d
KnlL

Maiid Kali.

1S6 Kand 10 7 175 ... Mir Beg, Kbammar Pali Pashm (f Jat),
Sheikh Kari, Piri.

Kalbali . 4 2 08 ... Jia Mahammad, Pati
Pashm.

Kalbah, Pbti Pashm.

Kimmak
•

j

11 1 200 60 Miikaimiiad Jin Xhte, •mm

Xaibalii Aflgbar « 8 54 ••• Mir Kisim BdMT. ifwsa KdL

Kafliigi m 4 1 84 ... Mar Mahaanaad, Sheikh
Hassni.

ShaWhJOM^ (BSlodi)

Corrtod oTor 846 8881 !».S40 It261

^ A Agricvltorigto.
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SHAHHlSTlN—<ioM<«fNMd.

1
1 09Momboi

Mo. KOMOf Tilli«0.

rAooo* Pamiu—.
Kodkhado.

59HI’IkhwiL A® Bt

Brovsht fonrud 846 sss« 8,84e L»8ai

140 KonftU . 10 1 66 99 Mohdi. Bonddni .

Lida ... ... ftoe ...

Lap • 0 4 48 99 Under DoOdl • •

Lotok 7 9 66 84 Pwdil Khia, Sorbondi .

Latfallol^ 7 1 18 ... Under Haaeno (Deh)

14ft MoUk Hokbri . 7 79 ... Mir Shm. Mir

XnMrl . ft 9 84 Mar4di« Pilpill .

XMUKhia 4 9 70 Alt MaiAd, Jotegh

MirwOfeil^ 10 8 76 ... Mirao Urh, Ankiti

Mahoaoiodohod 16 «80 96 44 Mir Dorweah, 8oiod

IftO Mahommod Aiom , 4 1 59 11 Mahommod Aoim, Mir
Shikor.

ifabMiiHMd DidI 6 0 18 Mir Kieim, Mir .

Mahonoiad Khfta ft 1 60 ... Mahommod Khftn» Sheikh
Hoaeln.

Mahommod Boftr
’ 10 9 80 Mahommod Amir Khda*

Jooiftlioi.

Mohomawd ' 8hih 107 Under Shorifftbid

Iftft MdirAbdal]* 89 *** MalU Abdnllo, Sheikh

.

XolkAU 70 Ohalim-i-Mallft Alt

j

MmlkBMhid . 90 ... MalU Roahid, Koahftni

.

Midlo Boatom • 8 MolU Raatoin, DiUrftmi

Mahoounod Akiam HH 99 ... Mahommod Akrom,
Sftkioi Afghon.

100 Koigord •
50 ... Dorweah, Zoar

Nosirftbftd, Khojo 10 9 76 95 KhoJo» Padno

ft 9 48 14 1 Mir Mahommod, Seiod .

Nifts Beg 7 ... 69 ... Mir Sher, Mir

Kor Mahommod Kohl S ... 97 1 Under Sborifibftd

16ft Kohor 4 ... 85 ... Gbalom Ali, Ahongor .

Nar Mahomiaod 1 ... 10 ... Nor Mahommod, KMni

.

Ifioo4b 4 9 64 ... Did, Jot . .

Owrlod OTor •88 8681 llflOl 4488

TribM of the inhobilMitiU

Jar Komilfy Bon^Ubii.

Deeerted.

SbodM. Kbommor,
Korat Kh&r.

Piri. Kholih SiftiMor.

Sorhodi, Zour

Bheik Nari, Mir. Jotegh.

B4hdio, Podno. ZooH.

Joiegh, Sheikh.

Ankdti. SulemAni.

Sorgaii, Nnri, Piri.

Qolovl. (Jot).

Jotegh.

8h«vkh Hueein, Gosmo
GorgeJ (Boluohie).

Joniolsu (Bol.) Goddli.

Aekori, Gosino. NohrOI
(Boluohis).

MnlU, :*heikh.Sonddgal.

Golovi, (F Jot) Sonidgiil.

Koeh&ni, Tdosoi.
('Bolncliia).

Dildronii.

Sftksoi.

I

Zour. Mir Shikdr.

Pudno, Doml.

8i&h«or. Sonchli.

Jotegh, Kurd. Marod
kali.

Boluhdni, Belach.

Shoroki. Ahangor.

W. of Koarotlbid.

JAT (Boroj).

2 Y
fB Shephorda, groiior^ eto.
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SUAHRlSTkTif-^oaniinued.

PlOOB. Nvmbu ev
Pamiubi.

JOi Name of Tillage.

OhaniL Tabwil.

1

A* Bf

Kadkhnda.

Brought forward 988 369^ 11,251 1.438

Pirdad 1 40 ... Kaw&b Kb&n, Gorgoj .

Pnlgi (Sheb) . . 1 60 11 Seiad AH •

170 „ BiUa . 8 .. 48 16

Pndhi'Ifiaah}- 6 2 62 22 Mahammadd^Ghnlam Ali
Khan.

Rahdar . . I. 86 ... Hamsa, Bahdar •

RiiHtanietii 3 1 GO ... Agha .laa Dahbaahi

Sadaki 6 2 52 32 Ohnlam, ShahriAri

175 Shaliriarl
t

1

4 1 ... H4ji DAn. KAini
Peahkar.

ShaiPfdlhait 6 ... Under Aliabad

Shahmfdr . 7
1

94 Akbar Khan, Oorgej

1

SLahrnkh
1

i
...

j

12
;

Under Chilling ,

i Shiiliban . . 1 H
1

j

14 i Mnbainniad Haidar,
i

1 !

f •
! Kharrat.

i80
1

1

1

Sh;'.rifata<i .
|

i

1? 5
j

j

260 ;

1

Haidar Ali, Nahrui

i

\

1

1

Shalif^nl .
.

1

2

j

1 ! 34
;

Under Sbarlfabad

Slalirak . .
;

5 J
:

80 Under Jazinak

t^ufar
1

2
1

i

14 : ... „ I’nidit-i-Dasht

•j5 1 i Mnradi, Pilpili
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1
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.
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1
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.

j

2
\

I

Siahmard, Sarhadi (Bal.)

Sap'-bli • . . i
8 .3

1
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'

24 Saiad Rcnsa .

IIM
1
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' 4 i

1

24
'

8 Sherdil, Sarhadi .

1

1

1

•SviH . . . J

1

3
1

i

i

35 : Mnhaminad Amin
JamAlsai.

i

<'1111111 . , .1 i . f

1

20 ! ... Snleman Nahmi .

!

i
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j
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Afghan.

Sh&hrfari, BAhdar.

I Kiyol (? Jat) lUihki,

j

OahiiMi^.

Mir Shiltor, etc.

MolU Sbahi.

Sanodgul, Gaima (Bia.}*

Mir Shikar and Pali
Favhni.

Barochi (AfgbAn).

Sbaraki, Ranrodi^ ete.

Kakha» Pilpili.

PUpili.

Marid Knli^ Baniri.

Siikhar^ Khalil.

Kaehani and Nahrlii.

Saihadi (Balncb).

Sanchli> Nnri.

Rahdar^Sarhadi, Balaeh.

S&fi.

Nahmi (Bnlvr'li).
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1
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1

1

•* 1 84
! 1
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2

1

1
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Kbarrat.
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Toki . 6 1 38 6 Miiliainuiaii Tiitl, iral.ha Kakha. Tak

Tfigbasi . . 8 2 64 20 Muhammad Mehdl Sarj<a7l
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1
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1
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1
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1
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'
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iiriari.

206 T6r Muhammad 4 2 30 5 1
Sheikh Kiahiiar

1

SialiHor.

Zdhidiii . 8 2 66
1

auat ' wj!V.* Sbrif K ban,
Nuiaiti

1
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ZaioQl Didi . 3 1 26 ... Undor Iitinail, Kbammar liAhiUr. Mir Sbikrnr.

Zainulkidua 1 1 14 6 8oia4 Dawd, Sfdad
1
liaal.

1

• Ziiiatgfth 2 '

' 0 12 4 Mir MehdI. Kaaak
1

.lotegh.

210 Zulflkari 8
i

!

^ 1 18 4 ......

Zabardait Khin • 1 18 Zabardaat Kliau, Oor^faj (iorfrej.

Zaailn Kh6a •

i

1
1

« • V 20 ... Kawab Khar*, (iiirgej Sbahrialatil.

Ziirat-i-Bibi Dost •

1

!

!

1

8 30 ... Mir Kmiii /t'akf lartrln fur| lbs
/ilamt..

GRAND TOTAL 1,2344441
1

13^87 1,835

•A Agricnltariatfi. t B SLepl»«ra», •!<:.
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APPENDIX n.

BAliOCH •• AND " BBAHUI. ”

I
N the preoeding ohaptera the tenns ** Baluoh ** and '' firahui have wo frequently been

need that it may be as well to attempt to solve the riddle—^what are the Balueh
and the Brahuis ? This is a question which cannot be finally disposed of now, as both

the terms Baluoh " and Brahui **
in course of time have lost any ethnological signi-

ficance that originally may have attached itself to these terms.

It will be as weU to consider first the Baluoh, as the Baluchis are universally (in

Baluchistan) believerl to have arrived before the Brahuis ; and also to state what conclu-

sions have been drawn, firstly in the volumes of the Baluchistan Oasetteer Heries, and in

the Baluoh Bace,'^ both being the work of authors who have studied the subject dili-

gently ; but before doing this it will be as well to see what light is thrown on the subject

by chronicles dealing with the countries which are knowa to have been originally the

habitat of these tribes.
^

The dialect spoken by the tribes which are named Balooh or Baluoh is called after

them Baluchi. It is technically described as belonging to the Iranian branch of the

Aryan sub-frmily of the Indo-European family. It has been called Baloohi or Baluchi

merely from the fact of its being the dialect which these tribes speak, and it is probably

quite wrong to distinguish this descendant* from an ancient language by this niune,

Baluchi is universally spoken and underst€x>d by the Farsiwiii population of Seistaii, and a

careful search would probably establish the fact of its being spoken, or understood, by

most of thq tribes in modern Persia. The Baluohi dialect is a relic of the widespread

Empire of the ancient Persian 'Hynasties whose authority extended over a vast tract of

uountry, before and after the commencement of the Christian era. The western limit of

this dialect is unknown, but its eastern limit has been the watershed of the Indus, which

coincides very well with the frontier in this direction of the ancient Persian Empires.

The Baluchi dialect has l>eeu carried into the valley of the Indus and the Punjab by the

tribes who use it, when they migrated eastwards. In this direction the Baluchi dialect

has become so corrupted with local tongues, Jad-gali aud Sindi for .instance, as to l>e

very nearly quite unintelligible to natives .of Kej and Mskcnn who .p»dc' a more correct

version of the ancient dialect.^

The fact that aU Balochis speak and understand either the corrupt eastern or purer

western variations is not in itself evidence in favour of an Iranian origin for the tribes

who speak it.

The Balueh tribes seem to have lieeii a floating population of equestrian and pastoral

tribes ranging over .the Kingdom of Persia from very early times, llie inclusion of

I Sonis few ymm mo the wirtem and oorni|it form of Halvehi was ftndiod by all who wore dmirrd to qualify

by tba Hlcfaar fliaadara lor tba aeitlioala and tba rrwaid for paMiny In tbU dialect. In tlsMe day« no matter

how well reraed a caadblato alight have been In the purer weidem dSulect. be c'miM not hope to miiefy the

uamniBifa ihut he knew Baluchi or waa opeaking it. There wae a eery utrikSiig imdanoe of b«iw nnintelligililo Ilia

imitnrn * waa to a natira of Waatam Bclnehiatan. In ISOl tbo OSlear Ounmandiiih the troop* in Panjgur (lie

had haan tha Fraaldant of tba Board of Maaminora in Balaehi. In Karachi) aaked the antbor to arrange an inienrlew

with the (Bdikl flardar of Panjgnr. On that oecaalim, the otor menttonad addreaaed to Nnliaiiiniad Ali KIuhi

Olohkl along anaacih In tlu vaqrbait qnallly Bnlnehl aaauokan on the bind FVoiitlar. The Oichki tnmed to the

nathor who waa pramiit and folding bb handa» he wnl«|imd to the latter—*'teU nie« Sahihp what may tbU

Lord ba laying to mo f ** and Chptalira — apiedi had to bo tmnalatad into tba weatoni dialect hy the antbor.

8 2
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the Ralmch (under the designation of Knch wa.Baluch) in the amies of the Khasraas»

by Firdausi in his groat epic the Sb&hnftmah probably embodied a tradition to this effect

that existed on the 11th century A.D.^ which at that time was regarded as being

ancient, and a.2 proscn'ving a historical fact. The authorities on which this famous work

liabed aro known in part, but it is not unlikely that other materials which were in

exisieiiee in Firdausi^s age and to which he had access, now have been lost. In addition

Firdausi probably used well-established and current traditions regarding the past which

were in existence in his day, and which have been destroyed in the overwhelming catas-

trophe of the Mongol inroad in the first quarter of the ISth century.

The organisation of the Balocb (or Baluch) tribes has always been the same as that

which prevailed among the tribes called Scythian by classical authors, which were

spread over a vast tract of Western Asia and had even penetrated into Eastern Europe.

is considered now that these tribes were only the outer and less civilized fringe of the

Aryan or East Iranian race, and the modern Baluch is, therefore, a descendant from

this ancient stock, a relationship which is suggested by the anthropometrical measure-

ments of selected types taken from the Baluchis settled in the Dera Ghazi and Dera

Ismail districts to the west of the Indus. A comparison between the cephalic measure-

ments of 60 Tajiks given by M. Ujfalvy with those of the Baluchis alluded to,

shows a very striking correspondence, the highest index in each case being the remarkable

figure 95 or 90. llie nasal index for the same Baluchis is 68*8. It is clear, therefore,

that -as far as the shape of the head is concerned the Balochis must be classed with the

brachycephalic Iranians and not with the dolichocephalic Arabs or Indians.^

The. composition of a Baluch (or Baloch) tribe is very suggestive of the manner

in which these nomads in the course of countless generations have picked up and Included

among them fragments of other races

The constitution of a Baloch tribe resembles that of the Brahuis.*

** It may be briefly explained here that a Brahui tribe is based primarily not upon

agnatic kinship like an Afghan tribe, but upon common good and ill ; in other words,

it is cemented together by the obligations arising from the blood-feud, and heterogeneity,

rather than homogeneity, is the striking feature of its composition. Round a nucleus

several groups of diverse origin, including Afgftn, * * *
^ Jat, and even sometimes

freed slaves, gathered together in time of emergency and ultimately became consolidated

into a tribe. * * ^ All comers gained easy admission to the tribe. As soon as

a man joined the tribe, he permanently became a participator in its fortunes both good

and ill. Then, having shown his worth, he was given a vested interest in the tribal

welfare by acquiring a portion of the tribal land, in return for which he was bound to

share all tribal responsibilities. Admission was then sealed with l^ilood by women bom
the tribe being given to him or his sons in marriage.^^ *

In the course of ages broken men and even &milies, whom the stress of circum-

stance had separated from their original tribes, Kurds, Lurs, Turkey Jat, Arabs

(and possibly Mongols) and Tajiks joined themselvM to the nomadic Baloch Tribes

who were located, or were prdwllng in their neighbourhood, and in a very short

time these recruits were'admitted to full membership with them. Whatever ethnologkal

* The Baloeli Rsm. A«. 8m. Xonogmplii, Yol. IT» bj (dnsworth Dsnsi, Loadoa 1904^ pa. 11 sad 18.
^ BslnehifUs OtsstkMr SeriM. Vol. Vl-A, p.88i
« IhU, Vol. VI. D, pp. 71 and 78.
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iiignificance may hnve been attachtnl at on<* time to tlu^ term Batuoh disappi*art!«( and

the name at last oaine to mean merely nomads of mixed blood*

The trerm Kuch wa Dalnob, t.e., nomads^ has been i*i use tor a very loi^jf perifwi of

time. Firdausi uses it with reference to the nomadic and iloatinp; S(H»ti«»?i of the ]>opii]a*

tiori of Persia. In the 10th century A.D., the [>opnliit?oii of the Kirma/) rn»v:noo

(conquered 65 years after the death of Naushirwiii) was composed of Kurds, iSaluch^

Jat, and the tribes nam<^ Uiifs or Qufas. The Jat eletneiit very soon lost it 5* distinetivo

features and was merged into the bulk of the agrieiiltiiral jK>pii]aiioii on the «>ne side

and possibly into the Kuch wa Haluch on the other. 1'he Kurds and the Qufs, however^

continued to remain separate from each other and from the agricultural ]>opuiaiiuu.

Muhammad Ibrahim in his Chronicle of the Saljtik Rulers of Kirin&ii hringK this out very

clearly, and from his narrative it is clear that hoth tribes were confined to certain distinct

portions of the KirmAn Province.'

The Qufs, or Qufas, held the country from Jiruft southward including the Makraii

districts (MakrAn-&t) to the coasts of the sea. 'J'hey were a savage ra^^e who extended

their forays to Khurass&n on the north, and up to the coufines of Fars on the west.

Numerous and warlike, they had for a long time inaintaincxl their independence against the

members of the Dilemite family who had held possession of Kirm&n, and had defeated

M^uin-ud-din Ahul Khair, the Dilemi, in the passes and defiles of Darfftrid and Sarpazan,

in which the latter lost a hand in the conflict.
*

Malik Kaward, the Saljiik, after the acquisition of KirmAn (about 1(H5 A.D ), lulled

the fears of this people by making over to them the country between those {lasses and

the Sea of Oman. Finally as the resources of the uplarul districts of Kirmaii proved

insufficient to maintain his follovvc^rs, K&ward formed a plan to overpower the Quias

who at this time were concentrated in the hilly country of Jl&rj&u. He sijq^rised the

leaders and their followers who had assembled for a wedding festival at Jiruft, drawn

together from all the districts to the coast of the Sea of Oman. The whole of the

assembled tribesmen were slain—^not even a single child was left alive ; and the whole

of the Oarmsir or lower districts of KirmAii were taken possession of hy KAward the

Saljuk.

Nv .nention of the Qufs and QufiM again occura in this chronicle.*

Later on appear the Kuch wa Baliich. At page 1 54 they are alluded by the name

of Kuj wa Baluch (evidently a mistake on the part of a copyist for Kuch wa Baluch).

They were located in the Garmsir of KirmAii. The fort of RasukhAn apparently was in

their possession
:

'after this place was reduced by Malik DinAr, tlic CJhaz Ruler of

KirmAn, he proceeded to MinujAn. The Kuch wa Baluch of the Garmsir arc mentioned

as being allied to the Ruler of Hurmuz. The Kuch wa Baluch are roentioiued as occu-

pying the northern portion of the couptry (in the vicinity of Jiruft) which had been

in the possession of the Qufs and Qufas in the time of KAward Shah, Saljuk ; and

it seems not improbable that the Koch wa Baluch of later times may have includexi among

them a part of the dispersed Qufs and Qufas of an earlier period
; and after the Ghaz

> HSslovj of tlie Sfillukt of KinnAn : by Muhommad Ibrmhiin poblbhod by M. Th. iloutoma, Loydf^ii K. J.

Brill, leee. altboi^ Mtibaininad Ibrahim wrote in the 17th cantury, he need information obtained from the earlier

olnonlde of Afi^ Kemia who wrote at the doee of the 12th oontnry dnnng the reign «if Malik Dinar, the

OhttB ehieftaih who had gained pnaeemion of the Frorinoe and capital dty of Ker^n.
* Their deeeeadante may be pomibly the prceest inhabitoDte of the Biwbakml dietrict and the Kliafajai of the*

Maldvjaa dbtrict.
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had overrun the juovu^oe and laid it waute, fragments of other races, such as the Kurds
aiid \ ri V |K>8;^il)iy the descendants of the ancient Arab, Jat and Tajik races, may have
been cora|Kdled to descend to a lower plane of existence and in self-defence to join the
“ DOiubdio tribes^' (Kiich wa Baluob) who were able, owing to their tribal organisation

ijnd fluid mod<- of life^ to either protect themselves against, or to evade, the Ghaz
who had taken possession of the country.

The inroads of the Ghaz preceded by a short period the more terrible visitation

of the hordes of Chingiz K hatt ; and the Baluch, who were by this time a very mixed race,

had to move into those districts further to the east—L&sh&r, Magas, Sib, Sor&n, Bug,.

Dombak around B&mpur, and the western districts of Kej-—Buleda, and others. From
these districts they migrated again into Sind at a subsequent period, but the fact that

the tribes had by this time lost their ancient names, and were known only by those taken
from the districts which they occupied, is proof that they were a very mixed race, which it

was impossible to refer to any one common stock, and who had become known merelv

as ** the nomads or “ wanderers, —the Kuch wa Baluch of those districts.

.The Ghaz element itself still Ungers in Sarhad, the most eastern district or fringe

of the Kirtnafi Province; where the Y&r Ahmadzais, Gamshadzals, and others

which together are nowadays styled the Dftmuni (border) tribes are undoubtedly
the representatives of the Ghaz, and they exhibit 'the same lawless, predatory, and
rapaciotis Instincts, combined with the low standard of clvilizaiioti which distinguished

their Ghaz progenitors. In 1889 when 1 was in Dizak I was informed by men from
Khwash to the north-west of that place, that the Sarhadis were all Ghazz.^^ The Reis

who were once upon a time a widely spread powerful tribe, which is still represented

ill Koj and in Seistan, and where they retain very many of the Iranian characteristics

in Ihoir physiognomy, in Sarhad call themselves indifferently Ghazz and Reis. The
ll&ir«uiii tribes in common with the Naliruis who (claim to be descendants of Arabs
from Nahrwaii in the vicinity of Baghdad), are also classed as Baloch or Baluch.^

The allusions to Syria' and to Turkish warriors contained in the ballads or of

this people preserve undoubtedly the memory that some part of the tribes known
as Baluch were recruited from *Arab Kharijis, from the descendants of the adherents

of \Vli, and from the remnants of the Army of Yazid bin Muhalab^s who fled by sea tc

the Kirmaii Coast after the death of their leader in battle (24th August 720 A.D.) or of

accessions of strength gained later on by Ghaz recruits,* or from contact with them.
The so-called Rind section of the Baluch tribes which migrated into India were

possibly descendants of the old separatists. (Kharijjg). But another derivation was
obtained by me for the term Rind in Panjgur and Jalk. There it was said that those

Baloch tribes who agreed together to abandon their lands owing to the oppression of
their Turkish overlords {Jiindi Als^ia in Baluchi) were the actual Rinds. The Rekis
of Jalk and M&shkel having formed a part of these separatists account themselves

as a section of the Rinds ; thus Rind had merely a political significance.

' The k*epreMioii of the Ghsc in K iniisn wm» effected by the Atabek of Fara Sid-Ibn-ZaDgi^ bat they ooii*
tinned to load the life of robbera (an the Damuni tribea do), till aih army from Khwaimam under Baai-ad-din,
Malik of Zauxan, took poesemioii of Kinu&n, and ian few yeara aftarwarda the minor tnmblea of the Frovinoe were
awellowed up in the terrible cmtaatroplie of the Moi^l Invaelon.

3 See peipa 7 and 8 of Kalat. by O. P. Tate, Celcutta, 1S86.
* ffaaed wa tmbdth, f.e., turbiilent, abendoned «vr lawlcaa folk, ia a well-knowa oompound noun in PeiaSaat.

Rimd or ffand, the root of the flrtt member, ie the root of the vnl|M Hindnatenl word, rmmdu an
woman—a pixMtitute. See alao Kalat, Calcutta, 1896. The word Sind eigniSea the irreooneilablct ** meiuly,
and baa iio^ an ethnologiiwl meaning.
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The Turkish oppressors may have been the Ghaz, the Khwarazm troops, the

Mongols, the successors of Timur, or lastly the Kara Koinlii Turkomans who occupied

Kirm4n from the middle of the 15th to the early years of - the 16th eentiiry. The
arrival of the Baluch tribes in Sind according to their own traditions' took place in the

lifetime of Jftm Niz4m-ud-din, Samah, who succeeded J&m Sanj^, on the 29th Novemiter

1461, and died sometime in 1498-99.

But the Babich ranged over a wide area in Khurass&n, and were not confined to the

Kirm&n Province. They formed a numerous and nomadic section of the population (in

the ISth and 14th century) of the country to the north of Herat in the direction of

fiadghis, according to the author of the Rauzat ul Jannat-Ji-l-ausaf^i^Madinati-l-Herat.

At the present time there is a not unimportant Baluch element in the population of the

ZanindAwar district of Afghanistan. In the Kh&sh district also the Baluch and Brahni

were not inconsiderable in 1904-05. Part of them were settled in the villages of Razai

and Shish&wa which were occupied by the Kirais, and Baluch (Uzbakxais), rosjwtivcly.

The headman of the Karai part of Razai, was Sh4h Nizar Khan—and of tlin UzhakzaiK

of Shish&wa the headman was one Akbar. The pastoral tribes (M&ld&r) of Khash in

1904-05, included the following groups : Bahramzai Brahiii ” (106 families), Shahakzai

(S’' families); Kirais Bi*ahui (185 families), Liwftrzais (45 families), Ishftk/ais

(47 families) and the Nuk Baluch (37 families), or 1,955 souls.

It was said that the ^Mlrahui tribes enumerated above all belonged to sub tribes

of the widespread Mamasenni tribe, the head-quarters of which are in Jebri to the

south-east of Panjgur.

A very curious variant of the word or term Brahui **
is in use in the Kh&sh district

and applied to the tribes enumerated as such. They are called lirahoki.

While it is possible to assign an origin to the tribes who are known as tin* Baluch,

the Brahui " is an insoluble riddle. They are without doubt comparatively recent immi-

grants into the country in which they are now to be found
; but the language they

speak has been classed by Dr. Grierson as one of the Dravidian languages.

The Brahui has been described as of middle size, square-built, and sinewy, with a

sharp face, high cheekbones and long narrow eyes. His nose is thin and pointed. Him

manner is frank and- open ; though active, hardy, and roving he is ineomparahlc with

the Baluch as a warrior, but he makes a good scout. * With a few except ifuis the

Brahui is mean, parsimonious, and avaricious, and he is exceedingly idle. He is preda-

tory but not a pilferer, vindictive, but not treacherous, and generally free from religious

bigotry. His extreme ignorance is proverbial in the countryside. If you have never

seen ignorant hobgoblins and mountain-imps come and look at the Brahui. ^

They claim to have come from Seistan and the low standard of civilization prevail-

ing among them would almost be a sure iiidicaifon that they are a remnant of the Ohaz

tribes, who overflowed into Kirm&n and into Afghanistan, after they were pushed out

of Central Asia. To give an account of the ravages committed by the (ihaz in the

Province of Kirm&n would necessitate a translation of the latter part of Muliaminad

Ibrahim's History of the Saljuks. Kirm&n was devastated and the agricultural popu-

lation, unable to endure the oppression of the barbarous shepherd-invaders, abandoned

their lands and fled into the neighbouring countries which possessed government k ttw

strong to be overthrown by these barbarians.

i BalaehMM GmaMmr 8#riw, Vol. VI-B, p. 102.
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Moett of the triben now classed as Brahui are confessedly of other well-known

and ancient origins such as the Mamasseni, who are Tiurs (called Muhammad Hasnis in

Baluchistan) ; the Mirw&ris who claim descent from Arab ancestors who originally came *

from Oman, or they consist of a variety of races drawn together and forming tribes

hj the obligations entailed by the blood feud. The Mengals of Jahlftwan are an example

of the operation of this obligation. They are of acknowledged Persian, Afghan and

Jadgal (Jat) origin. The Mardoi clan are Bulfat Jadgal descended from Jftm Bh&diii,

fourth son of Jftm Ari progenitor of the Haprftni, Hamalftiii, and Lohar&ni Jams of

Thana Bhula Khan and Tawang, in the Karachi District, who call themselves Numrias.

The tribes whose origin cannot be referred to some well-known races such as

ihinie already mentioned, may perhaps be iv garded as the origirtal Brahui **
nucleus,

such as part of the Zahri tribes in Jhalawan ; and the Rodeni in the Sar&wan country.

The ** Brahui **
tribes^ of this division of the Kalat State can clearly be referred to

other origins and arc not '' Brahui ^ using this word in an Ethnological sense.

If however this term is usfNi in a Political sense alone, meaning a combination

of the tribes and their chiefs, of the hill countiy”, then the meaning suggested for the

word Brahui, as signifying a hill man, or mountaineer, seems to be feasible. In

Sind Barohi is generalh* used for the people of the hilly country of Kalat, and this

probably suggested an explanation of the term or name, Brahui.

How a people which regard themselves as emigrants from the West, have come
to speak a language sprung from the same source as the Dravidian language group,^'

but which has freely absorbed the alien vocabulary of the Persian, Baluchi, Sindhi,

and other iielghboiiriiig languages, but in spite of their inroads its grammatical Byst.em

has preserved a sturdy existence —is a problem of which a solution seems to be

impossible, at least for the present.

' ScM! the lUt of ** Brahtti '* tribes urivGii in Vol. VI of the Baluchistan Gazetteer Series; and in the
Ptoplm of India, Iw the late Sir Herbert Bisley.

* Baluchistan Gazetteer Series, Vol. VI, p. 49. If these immig^rants learned the Brahui language iu

their present abodes, it would solve the difficulty. It is barely possible this may be the solution, but there are
obvious objections to it which do not apiiear to be capable of explanation, in the existing state of knowledge
of the subject. Brahui seems to be used in tli«* same sense as the earlier word Rind was ; to signify a coalition of
the tribes of the hilly country for political purposes, and their own protection. The Brahui language is known
as Kurd-g&li.

Notb.—

T

he ** Brahui ** tribes of Sarawan are (1) Raisaui, (2) Shabwani, (3) Bang^lzai. (4) Muhammad Shihi,

(5) Rarparra, (6) Kurd, (7) Lahri, (8) li&ngav, (9) Pebwdr. Of these the nucleus of (1) are Spin Tarin Afghans
of Ahmadun, in the Sibt District. (2) Shabwanis (see pp. 292 and 293); nucleus of this tribe, Baloch and Afghan
origin. (4) acoonling to local accounts are some of the oldest inhabitants of the Sarawan District. The nucleus
of the tribe are all descended from an eponymous ancestor Muhammad Shah, to whom other fimgments of Balurh
tribes liavo allietl themselves. (6) see pp. 298, 294. (9) These are an off-shoot of the Kurds of. Persia. (7) 'Hie

nucleus of this tribe belong to the Doinbki stock of the Balucli ; u'ith whom other fragments of Baluch aim Rind
triht^s have joimnl theinselvea. (8) Have ala^ays been UM>ked on as a subject race, and are of Jat origfin, t.s., the
tiangahs of Multan. Their main occui>ation is agriculture. (9) Tajiks to whom fragments of other tribes have
joined themselves (Hal. Gazetteer, Vol. VI, p. 49 ot oeq.)

The term** Brahui ** applied to these tribes is clearly used in a political sense, and it haa no ethnological
aiguiflcance.—O. P. T.
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APPENDIX III.

THE TAJIKS OF BOKHARA.

** rriHE Tajiks the original inhabitants in all the towns of Central Asia. This
J- sentence appears in all books of travel and geographical works on Bokhara and

its neighbouring cc uiitries. The fact is^ however^ that we do not know anything about it.

As mentioned in thv* cliapter on religion^ it is not only probable^ but unquestionable that

the Tajiks have sei^erseded another people from Bokhara and most likely a Tai-tar-

Mongolian people. If the Tajiks have proceeded from the west, probably over

Khorassiu^ they have expelled the Tartars towards the east and north-east beyond the

Syr. Darya and Tshu towards the Altai mountains, and from here the Tartars (Usbegs)

reappeared when a favourable opportunity, caused by internal decay in the Tajik

dominion, made the conquest of their former territories possible. For long before Islam

made its .way here in the 7th century, the Usbegs were the masters of the country and this

th^ are even now/'

"The Tajiks are, however, the oldest historical agriculturists in Bokhara who have

influenced and still influence the culture in spite of their being now in subjection. Ti>

them is due—^at any rate.according to the legend which is here certainly true—the irriga-

tion of the oases and the regular agriculture which was holy in the Avesta faith like cattle

breeding. They represent and represented the intelligence of Bokhara, and even n(»w

they look upon themselves as the original inhabitants of Bokhara and upon tlie Usbegs

.as usurpers who have overrun the oasis of Bokhara from the countiy towanls the north-

east round the Altai mountains and from Tiirkestsin over Samarkand and Shahr-sebbs

(Shahar-i-Sebbs) have force<l the Tajiks towards the east into Karategin and the Pamir

valleys south of this region which are now practically inhabited V»y Tajiks. This is,

By the oldeit population of Bokhara are generally meant the Iiaiiians, tlie present TadjilcH, wliriite

purest types arc seen in the Bukharan Pamir valleys. According t/> Chinese sounx's, Khiva, Hokhaiu ami

Turkestan had formerly an Aryan population, and the TVirtarth-Mongfdian ra<*o did not j'lnmigrate nntil a eoiuparn'

tively late time. But the fact that the Tartar-Mongolian x)0(>l>l^f novr the rulers in C'entral Asia, mot with Aryan

tribes does not preclude the possibility that the Aryans on their arrival hero met with Tartar al>originc‘S who <in the

Tartar-Mongolian invasion had long ago become swalloweil up by ibo ruling Aryans, tho b<«rors of culture.

The possibility that a non-Aryan population existed alongside of the Aryan is not oxehidnl, but even provinl

in Avesta whore non-Aryans are dealt mdth several times. The non-Aryan eouriirira are fought by the Aryans

by the help of Zarathustra, and this shows clearly that a war between races has taken place, here the Aryans

got the upper hand, but this war is in Avesta removed to a very distant time."

" In Bokhara the Parsee religion was closely pressed by two other reli|rions, namely, Buddism and Christia-

nity. In the lot century Buddism gained several adherents here, and even for a long tinio after the invasi«<n of

Islam Buddhistic idols are said to have been sold in the bazKrs of Bokhara, and on their arrival the Anlis found

rich temples with idols in gold and silver and temple doors earved with mythical figures. Before Islam the*

Christian doctrine bsd g»ined access in Mid-Asia, thus we know that in the year of 420 there a*as a Christian

AmXibishop in Merve, 608-^520, a Bishop in Samarkhand, in the circuit of which town large Christian c<jugro-

gstloBS are si^d to have existed which did not disappear totally until the end of the ISih century."

" Before the arrival of the Arabs and the conversion of the Aryans to Islam, the latter had already lost the

government of Bokhara, as Tnrkish (heathen, Bnddistic or Shamanitic) nomads hail forced their way from the

north into the oonniri«!8 on the Oxus and Jaxarts. They destroyed Balkh in the second century, and in the 6th

and 7tb centoriea they have immigrated in so great numbers into Bokhara and Turkestan as to completMy deprive

the Aryans of their inilnenoe. The Arabs who marched into Bokhara in the year 666 under Rebi-lbu-ul-flaritb,

spreading the doctrine of Mohammad with fire and sword, found the country under Tnrkish rule." The Emir of

Bokhara and his Country. O. Olnfsen, London : William Heinamann, 1911, pages 865, ei teq.
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ii^deedj ocmflistent with the fact that Tajiks live in great numbera in Afghanistan and

Balndiistan. It is well known that the Turks destrojred Qalkh in the second century,

and ^ this invasion has been efficient, it is probable that Tajiks owing to a strong

pressure from the Turks, have been forced into the narrow and poor valleys in west

Pamir to which no agriculturist resorts if not obliged to do so, and the Arabian invasion

•daring whicb Islam was spread over' Central Asia has caused a further expulsion of the

Tajik towards the east. They adhered, however, to the old Avesta faith, the fire-and-

light-ieligion, which they sought to mwtain in the narrow vallq^e ^ Pamir fortified by

nature/^^
** The Tajik is in Bokhara proud of Jus nationality, and even now he recalk the

frontiers of his former country, the old Khorassin (Khor means in old Persian sun and

sun region, the region of the sun or the east). The Tajikshave produced the most

renowned teachers, the first statesmen and officiak ; nearly
.
all the mullahs are Tajiks,

and all intellectual culture is with the Tajiks, but at the same time also the greatest

vices* In the cask of Bokhara itself the Tajiks are in the majority ; then they live

in great numbm on ^e middle course of the Serafshan ; in Karategin, one of the

best mountain province of Bokhara, the Tajiks are the main population, and they

inhabit, the provinces of Darvas, Roshan, Shugnan, Oaran and Vakhan, further they

•live more co^ctively in the oasis of Shirabad, wheras the Usbegs are the main popu-

lation in Hisar, Karshi, ^Shahrsebbs, Kasan, Husar, Kerki, Charjui, Chizaktshi, Kulab,

•etc. The number of Tajiks in Bokhara may be estimated at one-fourth part of the whole

population.^’

’' The word Tajik may mean Arab,^ and some natives themselves say they are

•descended from Babylon. ^ It is, indeed correct that during the persecutions of which

the family of the Prophet were the object under Haijai in the last 25 years of the Ist

century after Hedshra, many members of the ktter fled to the regions beyond the Oxus,

and there they became mixed up with the native popuktion, and therefore it is possible

that a few Tajiks have a right to carry their pedigree up to these and consequently to

the Prophet on account of which they receive the title of Said or Sait ; but much more

cannot be ascribed to thk. In Afghanktan the Tajik often goes by the name of

Dihkan (farmer) or Dihvftr (inhabitant of a town), but in Bokhara these designations

are not reserved to Tajiks alone, but are used of all cultivators of the soil or those

belonging to the sedentary cksil.”

” If we refer, however, all inhabitants of Iranian descent to the Tajiks which k
justified by the fact that every Iranian in Bokhara calls himself by thk name, it k
necessary to divide the Bokharan Tajiks into two classes, namely, the mountain Tajiks

in the East Bokharan mountains and Pamir valleys, the purest races of the original

old Irankns, because th^ have avoided intermixture with the Usbegs into whose

M « raUej of the Gimd rirer is exclusively inhsbited by noniitain Ibjiks or Oaltahss, ss it has been the
isshion to call theoii among the numerous mountain Ibjiks I Bavespoken with, I have never met one who knew
the %roid Galtsha.’* Pegs SS.

* The Arabs. Hie few Arabs who live in Bokhara are desoendants of the Srst oonqueron who brought
Islam Into the country or of those immigiated under Timur. Hiey live in the valley of the Serafshan near
Samarkand and in Katta Kurgan near Vardausi In Bokhara and near BldJIk on the Amu Darya. Formerly
they always lived in their tents in the old Arab way, but now they live in houses like the other nativee
espeeiBlly engaged in carpet weaving, oattle-breeding^ and horse dealing. They still speak a sort of Arabic and
•nro easily rsoognised owing to their almost pitoh blaolE koes and black hair.** 2hid, pago f
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families they do not marry, even if there might be occasion in some places, and the

Tajiks of in the oasis of Bokhara and in the level country who are much intermixed

with the Turks, and the numerous slaves introduced from Persia ; although they are

Iranians, the latter have received many foreign elements/^

Although it is commonly said that there are but few of the original Tajiks left

in the oasis of Bokhara, still the Usbegs know how to distinguish those considered as

Tajiks and those thought to be Persian." **a*****
**

'I'he mountain Tajik (he is sometimes call^ Galtsha) very much resembles the

present Persians with their oval faces, sharp, beautiful features with large straight nose,

which is sometimes, however, apt to assume a Jewish form, dark hair and rich growth of

beard ; but the features are coarser than in the present Persians. The difficult conditions

of life in the mountains have rendered him agile, strong and persevering, and his

isolation from the centres of the world have kept him free from the many vices and
disagreeable qualities which are characteristic of the Tajiks of the low lands. The
mountain Tajiks are very peaceful peasants, half-nomads if this is necessary, hut

elsewhere they prefer io live exclusively on agriculture ; they are very hospitable and
ready to help, and every large house-owner, generally Kasis * (Qaxi) * or Aksakal, has

a special room ‘ MehemAn-Khan&h * (room for guests), where he receives the newly

arrived strangers. Some authors state that slavery has never existed with them ;

certainly this is not correct, as the word kul (slave) is very well known here, but is

probable that it has not existed to such an extent as elsewhere in Bokhara where, in

spite of the Koran, slavery flouiished under Islam until the Russians conquere«l Central

Asia. The mountain Tajiks have rarely more than one wife which is partly due to the

fact that they cannot afford more ; the women are not veiled, they are not strict

Mohammedans, and especially hero the customs of the Avesta religion hold their own.^

The Tajiks on the jilains are like their fellows in the mountains, well-grown

people ; they are long skulled, have black hair and eyes. Nose, mouth and eyes are

beautifully formed, the first rarely curved, but as a rule straight aiid much more promi-

nent than in the Usbegs. The month is large, the same is the case with eyes and fec^,

and they are very hairy all over the body. The Iranian race is in the low lands

intermixed with foreign elements, especially Turkish, but the Iranian characti^ristics an^

nevertheless so well marked that the Tajik and the Usbeg are esasily distiiiguisluri,

the former being more elegant than the latter. He is polite, complimentary, more

' We know with certainty that the old Iranian flre-and-light-relin^on had . iU tnain sfats bon*

(Bokhara), * and that Zoroaater. Zara Thnetra, the beaming, had bia first adherents on the banka of the rivor

Serafihan after being ejected from his presnmable home, Atrapatenal (the present Asserbaijan or Adarbatgan,

guarding the fire).* • • • • • • • • •

** Among Paraee ciutoms still in practice in Bokhara may be mentioned the celebrating of the spring

festiral and.the new years festiyal (Nannia!), and the crowning of the isolated pillars un which tho Mat nx>f

rests with wreaths of ears of com ; the latter cnatom atill preraila in the Pamir ralleys. Further that on »

certain day in the year, Tshfirshunib6h-Sanni fires are lighted which people leap over, whilst pots are broken

at the same timei and all this is to drira away the evil spirlie and to be purified from sin and illness. The latter
.

enstom, however, only oontinnes in remote regions, being energetically counteracted^ by the ecclesiastics, but

when a Bokhara man is asked whether ha knows of it, he smilingly says t Oh ! no ! in such a way that the

custom seems to be maintained secreOj. The monntaiu Tadjiks unwillingly blow out a candle, but extinguish

it with earth in order not to pollute the holy fiame with their breath ; the sick are led round the fire, or a lighted

candle is held up before their face. On a child being bom a candle bums for 40 days at its cradle to keep off

•evil ^irits. Candles are also lighted at holy tombs, etc., eon finally Bokhara is still

by praotioany all the innanierable ^irits and demons of the Parsae religion.** iMd, 'pages 865, 367.
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discreet than the Uebeg, but on the other hand shrewd and untrustworthy. He is vety--

diplomatic and adorns his sjieech with a torrent of empty phrasei^ to avoid the matter

which he does not want discussed, and it is not pleasant to have to do with him in money
affairs/^

* * ‘ * » « a

The Tajik on the plain has no proper country, and the Mountain Tajiks do not

consider Bokhara as their country. They call themselves Karateginians, Darvasians,

Shugnans, etc., but the connection between these regions and Bokhara has not until lately

become more intimate. In the level country the language of the Tajiks is a Persian

dialect differing no more from the present Persian than that by means of this language

one may after a short time learn the language of the Tajiks ; the latter is, however,

greatly intermixed with Usbegic elements. Their language is the official language,,

that of the clergy and the cultivated, whereas Usbegic is more the language of the

lower •classes and the merchants in Bokhara. The farther south one gets from Karategin .

into the Pamir provinces, the more old Persian is the language. In Shugnan and

Vakhan entirely old Persian languages are spoken which it is even difficult for the

cultivated Tajik from Bokhara to understand. Practically not the least tribal tradition

exist among the Tajiks ; in genealogy they take very little interest.'^

Domestic life with the Tajiks is more sympathetic than with the Usbegs. The man
often spoils his wives^ to .such an extent that they become quite articles of luxury, .

whereas among the Usbegs they must generally work hard. The children «re brought

up to show great modesty in their conduct towards their parents, but an Usbegic boy

often scolds his father mo^ t terribly, which I have witnessed even with the Beg of

Roshan and Shugnan, an Usbeg despatched from Bokhara by the E m. The Tajik

is very fond of argument, of making long speeches, of negotiating ; scolding frequently

.

takes place, but thej rarely come to blows, and murders and violent attacks are seldom

heard of among the Tajiks.

Their women are among the most beautiful in Bokhara ; as with the Usbegs,

their, stature is always much smaller than that of tho. men ; they have round faces,

almond shaped, larg% black eyes, coal black hair, their complexion is pale because they

always stay within "doors or wear a veil before the face, and they soon become stout

like the Persian women. Many mountain Tajik women are with their fine features

real beauties. In Bokhara the Shugnan women pass for the ideal of beauty and not

unjustly, especially from a Bokharan xK>int of view.*'^

** The Emir of Bokhara and his Country. O. Olufsen : London, William Heinemann,

.

191 1, Chapter 5.'^
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APPENDIX IV.

THE JAT8 IN MESOPOTAMIA AND SYRIA.

rilHE well-known orientaUst^ M. J. de Gooje, has collected from the works of Muhammadan
^ authors some very curious and interesting information regarding the Jats (called

Zott in the works consulted) ; in his Contribution to the History of the Gypsies in

the Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschapper of Amsterdam, 1875.

In A.D. 768 in the reign of the Khalif al-Mansur, Med pirates penetrated into the

Red Sea, and captured Jeddah, the Port of Mecca. There was a settlement of Jats

(Zotts) in Bahrein, at al-Khatt, a town on the sea coast. Bil&duri mentions another

Indian tribe, named Say&bija who were established before the beginning of Islam on the

sea coasts; while the Zotts (Jats) pastured their cattle in the Tofuf, the bottom lands

of the Euphrates, in the neighbourhood of Babylon. An old canal in the Baiiha

(marshes of the Euphrates) near Babylon was known, even for a long time after that,

as the Canal of the Zotts. There was a colony of these people in Khuzistan. Bil&duri

mentions the Territory of the Zotts as among the districts which were conquered in

the reign of Omar (A.D. 685—64p4)« This territory was situated between Rgmhormuz and

Arrajan and retained this name long after the inhabitants were no longer recognized as

Zotts. Istakhri and Ibn Haukal mention it as being extensive, populous and rich.

Bil&duri relates that the Khalif Moawia in A.D. 660 or 670 transferred several

families of the Zotts and Say&bija from Basra to Antioch on the Orontes, and other sea

board towns of Syria. In the third century of the Muhammadan era, there was a

quarter in Antioch known as ** the quarter of the Zotts ; and descendants of this people

were living in Buka. A second colony, and afterwards a third, was sent into Syria by

Walid I and Yazid II.

Daring the state of s^mi-anarchy which was caused by the war between the sons of

Hirun ar-Rashid, al-Emin and al-M&mun, the Zotts (Jats) of the Kaskar lowlands

had obtained the mastery throughout* the regions of the Lower Tigris. They tor>k

possession of the highways—by land and water—plundered ships and caravans, and sacked

the granaries of Kaskar. In A.D. 880, matters had reached such a pass that |)eople

no longer dared to cross their territory, and ships destined from Basra to Baghdad with

provisions remained lying at Basra.

In 820 and 821 A.D. expeditions sent against the Zotts were altogether

unsuccessful and the prestige of the Khalif suffered greatly therefrom. This state of

things lasted till 884 A.D., when the successor of al-M&mun resolved to grapple with

the difficulty in earnest. After nine months were spent in the operations among the

marshes, in the end of 884 A.D., the outlaws finally surrendered on the condition that

neither their lives nor their possessions were to be forfeited. They are reported to have

numbered 27,000 persons, of whom 12,000 were men capable of hearing arms. They

were deported, first to Khanikin, and from there to Ainzarba (Anasarba) on the northern

frontier of Syria.
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Bijiftdori states that falljr the greatest number were taken ta the Ainzarba ; but

f-bai; n pert remained in Khanikin^ and a few were placed in other parts of the Syrian

frontier. ^

In the year 855 A^D. (according to Tabari and Ibn-l-Athir) when the Byzantines

attacked Ainzarba, they captured all the Zott prisoners in that town ; and carried them

off to their own country, along with their women, children, buffaloes and cattle.

In Sind—BiUduri speaks of '*the Zott of al-Bodha.'^ Th^ dwelt to the west

of the Indus and lived by camel-rearing. Th^ brought their produce to market at

the town of Klandabil—^the modem Gandava. The Meds inhabited the country on the

banks of the Indus, from the borders of Multan to the sea. • They differed little from the

Zotts. The inland Meds supported themselves by sheep-ieaiing, but their brethren

who dwelt along the coast lived by piracy. They were known as Kork (or Kerk) and
tho)r were a sea-faring people.

The Arabs corrupted Jat into Zott. In the Arabic Dictionary aUKamut this

entry occurs : Zott arabicized from Jati, a people of Indian origin. The word might
be pronounced Zait with equal correctness.*^ In the lexicon Mohit we read :

** Zott, a
race from India, arabicized from Jait/* Vullers in his Persian Dictionary quotes this

from a native Persian Dictionary: *'Djat nomen tribus segregeto infimm sortis et

deserta habitantis in Hindustan.**

**The Gypsies of India.** David MacBitchie. Kegan Paul, Trench and Company,
London, 1886,
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dui liaindar

Jni Kolineh

Jui Malani

Julgah of Karan

Jnn Ghurblnia .

Jut

J usdez

Juzjanan

raf0$.

. 214. 365

86, 108, 118,

315,216,217.

212

289

337. 29C, 298

• MH
^ 168, 170, 174

. 10. 155

37

.21

r>8

303

09

l“2. 170, 188.

. 287, 288. 280

23

23

Jabal Bariz .

Jadgal ....
JaOr 1^1
Jafir Saltan

Jahinabad

Jaihan ....
Ja-i*ijDrkb

daj ....
Jajnrm ....
Jalai ....
Jilawaii . .289,1

Jilk ...
JaUilabid 198, 150,

Jallaluddin Khan

Jalwar ....
Jim ....
Jamalii . . . .

Jamal-ud-din Mahammed Sam
Jamalzai . . . .

Jam Au . . . .

Jim Bhidin •

Jim Hiiim-ud’din .

Jim Banjar

Jamsbid ....
Janibad ....
Jan Beg .

Jandi Shafapnr .

Jangahihi

Jin Mohammad
Jatah or Jitab .

J«ta 10, 289, 290, 2

Jaurtee . ,

Jaainak ,

Jazman

Jeddah .

** Jehanam**or**irell**

Jharokl

390, 292,

167,169,

* . . . 296

• . . 291, 363

• . . 89, 91. 92

. 72,81

98. 170, 175, 176. 3.32

3

* . . . 150

. 27

• 86

164, 178, 262

294, 308, 318, 823, 368

. 128. 821, 366

171, 172, 175, 210, 261

171, 181

38,51,70,88

281,295
I Mahammed Sam .... 43

98

290,368

^•din

. 367
. . . 158, 154, 166, 157, 299, 300

29, 86

98, 210

3o
322

^ 168, 202

^ 301, 302

10, 289, 290, 291, 296, 301, 802, 303, 307, 309,

310, 311, 812, 316, 320. 364. 365, 366. 377, 378.

. . . .801, 371

42

377
®r«UeU"

178,199

Kalnil 2, 3, 4, 8,

Kactha Koh

Karhian

Kaebhi

Kadah

Kadaingali .

Kadir Bakhah

Kadkbuda Obnlim Ram
Kndkhiida Shih Beg .

Kail Khuda, Taj Maliaminad

Kad Khudae . .298
Kafir Kara
Kaiania . 1. » 6. K. 9.

2, 3, 4, 8, 18, 88, 66, 67, 68, 173, 203,

;

. 109,1

152. 167, 1

ion, l«7, 212.

1

Kai Kaarau

Kaikhaaran

Kaikubad I

Kaiii

Kainat

Kairabid

Kajara

Kakh

Kakba

Kakbajird

Kakhaa

Kalag

Kala-i'Baiitu

Kala-i>liiat

Kala-i-Sui-kli

Kalad-Dnkhtar

Kala-i*Katli

. 298, 299, 803, 327. 328, 329. 330.

1

1, 2, 0, K, 9, 12, 13, 14, 20, 22, 23. 24, VIO,

37, 4.5,48.49, 54, 57, 00, 0r>. 7G,

SI, 83, 8.5, 80, 87,91,92,9' ^ 99, 1:

167, 159, 164, 100, 170, 175». ; 253

’

2 :

280, 281, 282, 295. 299, 335.

29, 88, 89, 92, 217,

• .^9.31, 1.10,

. 168, 159, 243, 205, 2fi7, 277,

205, 200, 2'^!,

;

17, 60, 62, 79. 80, 110. 127, 179, 184,

210, 314.

68 ,64, 72, 76,77,78, 79, 128, 136,

188, 139, 140, 146, IWj, 158, i:,9,

161, 162, 163. 165. 177, 179. 215,

1

247, 248, 24d, 254, 250. 257, 258. 1

200. 261, 262, 282, 334.
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Kklt'i-Olmk

Kila-i-Kth

Kik-i-Kakib

Kd»-i-KwK

K»1»-I-KUMb>

Ktls-i-KohM

Kal»i-Kiik.

KtU'i'Vthnnid

Kila-i-Xtknd

K*l»'i-Nu

Ktit'i.-Sam

Kda-i-IUmnr

Kib-t-Zho

XaltBtu* .

Kilat

Kktet State

KetaTtiM

Xetati

Kilb’AU .

Xilgin .

Ktliynn .

Kilntti •

KunelKhw
Keieili* •

Kean
Keii^tt

KendihiT .

140, 146, 248, 364, 61#

10, 81, 87, 67, 68, 66, 90, 110. 160

*
, e •

•

! 178,199,810

. .841

. 94.9M69
• • *

. 866
• •

.
148

• *
. 161,940,941

• •

16,94,96.188.144,169,191.198
• 6,169,888
• ’

. 898.
268,868

• ’

. . 987

91

68, 88, 74, 88, 84, 88, 86, 88, 974, *98,898, 294.

298, 008,810,819, 816,868.

.
36,986,288,280

•
. . . .*w

‘
’

! . .802,808

Kang

Kanknlii

K&nta

Karabigh

Karacha

Karak

Kara Khitaii

Karamania

Koran

Karategin

Karbala .

Kardagap .

Kariyetein .

Karim Knihta

Karktt

KarbiLShak

Karknyieb •

Karlugh .

Kameln

Karibatp .

Kamhi

Karanao

KamtKbar

•
’

. . .88.85,88

. 189, 174, 176
*

*

. . 188

. . 281,296

;
*.!!..• 378

2, 6, 12, 17, 40, 48, 60, 66, 71, 78, 76, 78,

79, 81, 89, 99,96,98, 110,160. 179,

214, 216, 274^ 281, 282, 288, 288, 299,

296, 808,806,816,881.

296,830,882,888,886
‘

‘

. 36

146

26,52

. 9

. 62

371, 872. 874

. 94. 218

. 208

. 211,212

150, 161. 166, 176

206, 207. 208.244x247

16x 198, 208, 209

. . .
37

16, 16, 211,212

. 3
. 872

,
• 320

380

PifW.

IUrMrgi]> .19
Kmu .979

Xtah MM
Kilbin. . • 01

Kadilnia 174. 976, 292, 19|

Kaabghir . 6o

Kaiimibid 16, 160, 162, 271

Kadtar 877

KaMUnibid. dfM Kaiimibid.

XaiTmi 208

Xatbnga Nnyin 89

Katlok .808

Katta Kurgan 872

Kand 169,808

Kaad-i-Gaa 176

Raarard Shih 26, 21^ 216

Kazi Abdullah 261

Kazvin 81

17, 48

Koj . . 12,17,62,66,274.276.276,281,289,810,

812, 818, 816, 817, 821. 868, 866.

KejHakziD 818

197

•372

Keti Bandar 3O7

Kbabnihftn 63

Kbadang • 66

^amar 38,40,43,46,290

Kh&f 88, 110

Khaib&n 62

KbaiaKnh . .296

Khakan • 86

Khalaf-ihn-i-Ahmid 218, 224x 281

Khalaj

91.21,28. 24,26

Khalif-al-Maniur 977

KbaJifMoawia .877

.
, . 808

176, 882

Khandan 37

Kban Jahin Khan 92, 98, 99

Khan of Kalai 169

Khanikin 877, 878

Kbinidiin • #267

Khinihi (KbInUhin) . . . .
• .79

Kbarin . 16,120,216,276,288,268,292,8169 817

318.881, 883,824x899.

Kbarijii # . 16# 13, 95, 81, 97, 191, 209, 916, 994, 996,

206, 966.

’ KbarKnditt . . ..... 176

Kbbb . 10, 12, 17. 80. 60, 76. 108, 109, 110, 116,

117.147,160.192.199,906.211,219,

818, 92e, 961, 989. 816, 867.

Kbnib Kbak ... .... 61

" KbidiBnd . . 12,17,80.108,109.117,141,147,160.

187, 199. 966

Kbnib Kbak

Kbid) Bud
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KhttranL

KhMn Fwrei

Khtuma II.

Hburtihi •

Khami-gud

Xhaun
Xbe^k-i-Dnkhtar

Khiibid .

Khiabui .

Xhiaban AlU

KbUhfe .

Khiya, .

Khiiri .

KhiibanduB

Kbudabandft

Khujand

Kbnraiaan

Kbusf .

Khoib .

Kbrnpai Bud

Kbntlan

Khuidir .

Khutiitan

Kbwibgab

6.

16
, 27. 28 ,

44. 46. 46,

77. 78. 81 ,

226. 262 ,

812. 818,

16.111

148,

g^wajah 'Ali MuVid

Khwaja Ali

Kbwftjabi (or Kbojai)

Khwajah Abnad

Xbwijab Amiran

Khw&ja Amran

Khwaja Bn Nair

KbwajaKeli .

Kbwajab Babi

Xbwajab Babat

Kbwajab Slah>pofb

Khwaja Surju

Kbwaraaam, Empire ox

Kbwiab .

Khybw Paia .

Kilicb Kban .

Kimak

Kimmak. 5ee Kimak.

Kinneir .

Kipak. Prince •

Kipcbak

Kiraii

Xirmina

. 128 ,

149,

PafM.

. 11. 146

. 12. 18

. 18

268. 180.864

. . 271

. 12

. 202

. . 80. 98.268

. 4.68

. . 84

19. 17, 60. 199. 218, 226

. . . . 871

. 803

. ... 4

. . . 42i 43

. . . . 801

6. 7. 9,10 11 ,
18. 19, 20 ,

23.

82. 88. 86. 88. 89, 40. 41 , 48.

47. 64. 61 . 62. 69. 71 , 72. 76.

88. 84, 86. 89. 189. 191 . 224.

278 . 281 . 282. 284. 286. 298.

814, 820,
866. 867. 371 ,

372

. . 92.263

. .70

. 12.109

27

. 290. 292 , 318

. . . 377

129. 180,
185. 140,

142. 148.

160. 153,
172, 194.

. 64

79. 127, 128

. 68

97,
149. 173

. 282

274, 275, 298

. . 818

. 316

87

. 176, 176

. . 187

. 160, 256,

26.
82. 36. 62

. . 866

. 90

68

. 144. 192

Kirmix

Kiah

Kiahiiiar

Kiarab .

170, 171. 466

. 46

. . 86

. 867

18. 14, 1*. 17, 18, *0, 86, 27, 81, 87, 47,

61, 68. 77, 60, 81, 82i 88, 94, #7. »2t.

188, 196, Ifa. 814,816k 883. 894,198,

890,866.866,867.

. . . . . -48
. . 16, 17 , 166, 108, 114.886

188, 1.8

. . • . 814,816

Khilij Khan . . 79

Ktaailbaahet 74^78.81

Kohat • 89

Koh-l'Chako .118
Kob-i-Kgwajab 669 107. lOS. 118. 116. 168. 169, 164.

288. 848. 848. 166. 206. 267. 277-

Kob-i'l^iigiu 86

Koh-i-Snltan 109.ll0.ll8

Kohlak . ... 161, 1646 167. 236. 241

Kolmamt 119.216.2gr

Kolwa r4.2S6

Koabk 163

Koehk-i-Mabdi 86

Kraterai . . ....
KnbiiaiKban . . 158

Kncha-i-Afzaliibid ... . . 108. 263

KuchwaBalurh ... . . 805.366

Knchan 83. 84, H6. 86. 87

Knfa 20H

Kuhak 140,160. 152.178.281

Knhdaatan 50

Knhiitan ... 13. 18, .34, 42. 46. 89, 110, 2U5. 808

Knh-Klm'aja. Set Koh»i»]tCbwajah.

Kulipura . . :i9

Kuhiuioh 38, 51

Kolab 372

207, 21W. m
Kundar 164. 257. .*61

Kundarak . . 79. 168. 165. 237. 260. 261
.

2(i3

Kuiidiak. See Kundarak.

Knrdo 146. 147. 160.289.210

Kurdi . . 83, 84. 85. 86. 87, 88. 294, 364. 365, 366

Kuring .... .122.188. 198,805.216.217

Kurki 167,176

.Kuruii 123, 200. 216

Kurniig i09

Kuiitaiia II

Knvbiahtan 122

Kutlugh Torkiiii Agba •’'>‘1

Kutluk ’»•*'

Kyaneih •

Kyaxare*

L

Liftan

LakabfZlrrch .

Land) Barechi . . * •

Land! Mnbamntad Amtn Khan

Landl Walt Mnhamniad

LaiBeU .

Laah

Liiblr

. 10,81,80, IIH, 175,

. JIN 21 /

11 *

41 '

. 31 '»

. 7N 20 :.

. l-'“

S7i.
29k,

3l6
,

:»- •

216. 216. 2S7, 2K.S

. . . 3tJ6
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LasU-Juwtiin

Luii, Hotuo of

LoBiimnge^ Guy
Liworzaii

l^oharani Jims

Lora

Ldrosp

Lovett, Copt.

Liirg

Lurs

Lutf Ali Kh&n

PflfM.

. . 287,288,289

122,128,166,204^811

. 190

. 867

. 290.368

. 107

. 4

. 68

. 286

. . 864,368

82.88

llMdai) . . •

Macfldou •

Maebl . • *

MftcRitchie, David

Hagai .

Maliakaki . .

Hahfti .

Mahmud •

Habmad Ohainawi .

Mahmud Ghilaai

Mahmud Khuaraim Sbah

Maid&n-l-Gujarit

Makran . . 17,

818

289

187,168,196,264

878

866

. . . . 802,808•••«•• 84

22, 23

86

81, 88

t • • • • • 81

808

; 86, 62, 66, 89, 90, 110, 128,:308, 810,

819, 868, 866.

Mala Shill • • . •

Malik Abdullah

Malik Abu Bakr Marjaki .

Malik Ali ....
Malik Ali-i-Mai'ud . •

Malik Asadailab IQtaa

Malik Alim Kban .

Malik Bah&*ud-din (or Ma-ud-din)

Malik BahrAm Khan

Malik Bakr

Malik Daud

Malik Dinar

Malik Doaten

Malik Fakbr-ud^in....
Malik Fath Ali Khan . •

Malik Obeiath-ud-dio (Amir-i-Gbnri) .

Malik Gheialh-ud-din Muhammad
Malik Gbeiath-ud-din Fir Ali •

Malik OlMiath.uUH»k*-wa-iid*din

Malik Onliar Khan ....
Malik HaBz

Malik liaidari ....
Malik Haiiita Kban . 78, 79, 98,

181, 846.

Malik Uiaaoi-nd^ditt

. . ..X . 188

. 76

a . . . • 88.... 76

. a • a 89

.88,80

238, 880, 881«... 67

96, 98, 136, 167, 168, 169,

170, 171, 172, 181, 196

.46,61

61

27, 823, 866

. 828

a .41.42,43.68,66

. . 79, 80, 90, 91, 96

ri) . . .62
. . 78, 822

61,62,58,61

. 48.44.45

.99,177,299

. .46

a a 160, 162, 164, 176

1,79, 98, 94,96, 160, 161^

181, 846. 246, 847, 248, 240.

250^262,238,264, 265,268,

067, 268, 860.

41,48

Malik HuMin Ohori 47

Malik Hmm Sian 89,91

Malik Hman Kurt . 47,48,60,61,60,61,71

Malik labak 84,86,86,88,89

Miliklnit 76

Malik lia-nd-din 48

Malik Jafar Kaiini . . . .79
Malik J*aAr Kban . . . .79
Malik Jallalndin . 41, 48, 40, 64, 68, 71, 78, 74, 76, 76,

77, 78. 178, 281.

Malik JaUdndin Mahmud 240

Malik Kalb 'All 88

Malik KAward .866
Malik Kbamaa 44

Malik Kotb-nd-din . 44^46,47,48,60,67,68,61,68

Malik Lnlf'AU

Malik Mahmud

Malik Mabmnd Khan KaiAni

Malik Mamakatn

Malik Miran Sbah .

Malik MnbAria-nd-din •

Malik Muhammad (Amir-i*Kbard)

Malik Muhammad Aiiin Khan .

Malik Muhammad Jallal-ud-dln Kban

Malik Muii>nd-din . •

Malik Mn'i’s^nd-din Hmen
Malik Majd-uddin-Kalijoni .

Malik Naar-nd>din .

Malik Naar-nd-din Kbaa .

M*^ik Niaun-ad-din TIhyib

Malik Nmnt Khan .

Malik Nnarat-nd-din •

Malik Qatb-ad*din bin Shah Bnkn

Malik Bakn-nd-din

Malik Boftam •

Malik Shab ....
Malik SbAh Hnaen .

Malik 8b»mi-ttd-din . •

Malik Bbibab'Ud-din Mabmnd .

Malik SnlmnAn Kban

Malik TAj-nd-dln .

Malik TAj-nd-dia Mbar .

Malik Taj-ad*diB Mai Tigia

Malik nl Ashlar

4ik 48, 47, 48, 60, 67, 68, 61, 68

66,166, 166,168,169,181.

818,287.288,046,246, 247*

248,268.

. . 89,60,98,04^95

78, 78, 74, 75, 78, 77, 80, 61. 82

88,86,86,87,88,88,91, 92*.

848, 262.

171

62

40

83

ird) . . . 61,68,61

. 99
Kban .08,8^ 96,98,181,

M, 266.

. 46,49,60^61,246,267

. . . 64, 66

• . a . a 37, 38

. 74, 76, 76

92

70

79

• . . 31, 38

nkn . . . . 49^47

81,82,88,86,40,42.48

• . 89

. 21,24,28,80,81,82

. . • . . 76

. 27,88,87,89,40,41,48.46

81

91,92,96,268

. • 24, 26, 27, 26, 29, 81

40, 167

81,80,86,87,41,48

96

Malik Zainalo (Zaia-nl'Abidia)

Malik Zarif . .

Munaiwnd . • •
'

MaafaKlMui

MaiaoPob

Maidoi .

67

76

897,868

. 811

38

818, 820

. 868
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MirtP 151,110

IIwmM 88

Kinrir 374

IfMWd 1R«

Mldii 149,161,357

MAM Hiiw 863

HiAkri . . . Ok 107. 184, 117, 311. 811. 866

MMite 39

lb«Jkbk 216

Ihik 29

MMtaiw 89. 368. 186, 316

MmUm XahMMMd Bkah of lutk . . 66, 67

. MooIIbI Wilm-a6-6to 52

XomdanB 89, 54, 60, 70

X4Clii>dl4.1ir. 291

X«tkia.AiiMUoll.B. ...... 878

Xo6i 110.811.811,177.178

XOM 16.140^173,190,264

Ibrr 19,17,71,86.88.318

X«bt6 71.74.86,8414.86.87.88.91,09,108,110.
804,814.

!!..« 114,188,189,146.885.826

Xawor 180

MHa KoD|i 118, 164 106, *10. *97. 806, 807. 316,

8», 384 881, 381, 814.

IDlmbShob 3.7

nook 30

flu 311

146,153

iM-KMMBibid . • 141, 181, 106. 168, *69, 371

ing^ or Htog, or Kin lui

iDfldiarX«vl« .... 189, 160,291, 368

lDDlioj-l.8oio] . . ..... 30

bilioJ-oi.Boi4 *13

- lUniOflor ........ 391

36

irajoo »«5

. . 63

ir kbkoi 65, 68, 210

ink 33

Ir Aboi Khaa . . . . . 171, 181

IkAU ... 73

lr>AH Aanyioh . . 37

ilia Xir Abd-iUtk 63

ilia Sklh, PriDM 63

66

ir BiJ]or »*«

XirHaii 33*

ir-i.*Ai4b .... ... 24

irUba . *13

ir-Iaonilao 29

.MihahMa . .
34

irKaailiar .31.36

33

ir 34

ir Khaa .96

irWaW 79,135,808,881

in •
34-78.76

Miria D»*di

Modlwr 19
Modi, Jivonji Jamihedji . 2D]

MofhoU . 81, 8t 881,84, 86, 86, 88, 40, 48, 48, 44^ 62, 804

MoghOliitin 301

Mominibid 39

Mooreraft 3

Moms of CliotODtt 9, 184

MabidB 10

Mahominftd 82, 89

Muliommad Ali 88

Mahamnmd Ali Khan 97

UnhamBud Beg 76,88

Mahammad Didi 180, 280

Mohammad of Qhaini ..... 184,818

Muhammad Hnien Beg 87

Mohammad Hueen Khan 80, 92

Mahammad-lhn-i-Kaiam 16

Muhammad Ibrahim 866

Muhammad £iau ..... 78, 84, 86

Muhammad Khan Chulah 88

Muhammad Naeir Khan • 92, 98, 166

Muhammad Baia Khan Sarbandi .... 8

Mnbammad Besa Khan • • . . 91, 96, 96

Mtiliaminad Shaihaui Khan 77

Muliamuiad Sulten 58

Muhammad Taki Khan 828

M^haiiiinadxaii 890

llubamincdabad • 169

Muin . . . . . 0 . f • 98

M’uin-ud-din>Ahal Khair 366

Muit>ud-din . . « . . 27,46, 262

Mulahidah 29, 80

Mulla Khairau 22. 107

MuUa Muhaminad ^
Mulla Muin 4,6,0,10

Multan . . 378

Murghab 88, 64

Murraif • 298

Huiia Khan 288

Mitawakkal 189

Miitafar Humui, Prince 78

Mnudfa** Kob ^

Mnxaflar'Ud’daalah 177, 181

N

Nad Ali . 96, 111, 189, 148, 166, 178, 177, 194, i:i6, lOH.

199, 200, 201, 208, 210, 211, 218, 218, 220,

814.

Nadir . . .... 82, H6, 86. 87

Nadir Kuli ... 83, 86, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90

Nadir Shah . 91, 98, 95, 96, 166, 201, 215, 262, 282, 328

Nadir hhah'i Tower 217

Kahtfjin 20
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Nahniis , 27,94,96,98,97,98. 166,182

Nahrwaii .
360

Naiz&r . . . . 124.303,304.307

Najaf . . . . . . 02

Nakho 80.92,98

Nakodar .
321,824

Nalivkin, M. 284

Xarinian .
3

Nar-Tu 38,34,35,38

Nnsli Kud . • 15,145,148

Nastirakad . . . . 85.63.184, 166

Naiiir Khan Kaiani 166

NaHir«ad*din Uitmaii 28,29,41

Kiur 23

Natrataliod 185,184.191

Nauahirwati, Dam of 150,158,188

NauahirwiLn the Just . 135, 146, 150, 165, 156,157, 274,

365.

Nau'/ad •
29

Midi .
10,30,31.217

Noli . . .
* 113

KuilTigin . . . 31,37,43.44.43,218,313

Niohara 312

Nikudaritt . . 48, 46, 54, G2, 300, 320, 32 J, 822, 823, 324

Nimro/. . 46,61,77,110.183, 184

Nltr.roz, Malik of • 26

Nln.ntz, Sal rap of 12

80

NUhapur . iO, 13. 19, 23, 27, 20, 31. 83, 34, 35, 61, 84, 85,

86, 1S4.

Ninhk 145, 116.180, 198.199,212.218

Noken Kahit .
939

Nnh-Mardi 308

Siuk 1'.

Nuk-Baluch 367

Nnmrias 308, 300, 368

Nuahki 160, 289, 290, 291, 303

Nuri 302

0

Oba’d Ibn Ziyad . . . IG, 17, 155, 199

Ouiar, Caliph 19,377

Ommeya, Houie of 18,19,285

Or or Od 274, 813

Oritai . 274

Ormara * . . . 874, 288

Orontea . 377

Otrir . 163

Oxui • 7, 9, iO. 11, 18, 20, 27, 32, 3G, 38, 48, 46,

48, 51. 53, 64. 86, 89, 77, 253, 278, 289,

291, 301,302,371.

P

Fadai . 338

Ptigoa . . . .386, 327,329,380

Pagm,

Pahiawlni . . . 282, 391, 295

PahlaMiaiizai 290

Paiioi . . . . 189, 146

Pi Kaah-i-Rustam 196

Palangaii 109, 118, 893

Palangi . 169, 170, 250, 252, 288, 256, 25g

Palang Koh . 244

Pamir . 371,372.874

Panjdeh (Pandi) 47.63

Panjgar 35, 274,276, 276,281, 288. 289, 292,

31G, 817, 8C6, 367.

Panjika . a • • 308

Pa Filu . a a • • 99

Pariun 98, 111, 161, 177, 190, 236. 297, 330

Parkar • • 374

ParahaMlau • • • • « 188

Pania • • • a . 297

Parthian* • • • • . ]q

Parwan • • • • • 83. 68

Paaargadtr . • • .2, 10

Pate Paahm • . . 295,302

Pedro Texeira • • t • 206

Peahawaran . 121, 170, 1P8, 216, 236

Feahin 27*''

PilpUi • 296

Pin ‘
• * • 39

Pir Khizr .... Ho
Pir Muhammad . 80,86.87.88

Pir Saltan • • • • .
• 110

Piruz a • • • a 1 1

Piahiii • • a . a 280, 292

Poolgoe . 169,170, 173.253

Poat-i-Gau • 160, 187, 188, 1S2, 212, 213. 256

Puttingor. Tiicut.

Pudai. fiee Dor.

169

Pudiia *
» a a a 308

Fulalak . • . a a 815

Puicbota a a a a . 110

Pulgi a 176, 237, 263, 832

Paikpelly, Mr. Rapharl • • • a a 68

Puaht'i'Koh , a . • * a 68

Puaht-i‘Zawah . 77

Pnza-i-Surh Dagal a 183.161,267

Fai'i'Miahi . a 182,159,225

Oanttr-ud-diii

Q.

a SOI

Quetta . a 290

Quetta- risbin a a 286

Quf* or Qufai a 365

R

Kib) 18,16,108

Kidliin 88
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Buhbur . , , 204

iUbdar • • • 9 308

Baiaiius . • . • 290

Rakahan • • • . . 317

Bakabinia . • , . 290,397

Bamidthan Ghaihi . . 110

Ramhormuz . . . • 877

Bimrod 8, 7^ leo, 167, 168, 190, 240, 241, 248,

257, 258.

Btorodia • . • . 8

Ram ShahriatiLn 30, 166, 163, 192, 198, 194, 195,

196,198,199,222,238

Raaak . . • 195, 190

Basilik , • 74. 147

Baahak 193, 1<10. 288

'B&akak 267

Baa Koh . 317

Boankhan « • a . 365

RaTerty, Major * • • 5, 24, 27, 28, 223, 287

Bawlinaon, Qeorgo • • t . . 312

llawlinson. Sir Henry . 7. 16, 16, 123. 145. 155, 195,

Razai •

Regan

Bei

Koiz

Bd» Akbar

Rais Ghulam Mnhaniinad

Reis Hagan

Raia Huaena •

Reia Muhammad •

Raia Muhammad Ali

Reis Nakh Muhammad Ali

Bekia

Ronand, M.

Rcza Kali Khan .

Rinda or Rindan .

Binds

Robah

Rodeni

Roshan

Boas, Principal E. Denison

Rftamrod

Rudhar

Rud-i-Biyabaii

Rud^i-Bojzghanan

Rndd-Nasern

Kud-i-Naaru

Kud-i-Soistan

Rad<i-8lna #

Bnd-i*Taj Muhammad
Kud Mahi

198, 203, 205, 208,

210, 211, 212, 223^

296.

307

. , 214

. . 318

« • 8, 9, 306

. . . H

. 8

. 8

, . . 8

. 8

. 8

. 8

86G

. . 291

. 84

. 236,236,241

42

368

872, 374

62

74

16, 17, 127, 169

129, 130. 182. 138, 137, 147, 148,

154,150, 157, 158, 160. 161, 163,

164, 167, 196, 238, 240. 241, 242,

248, 250, 257, 258, 260.

6

. 164,166,172, 177

148

97, 142, 140, 150, 192, 195, 287

. 128,136,154

176

177

Rusbt

Kuatain . 8, 4, 6, 7, 9, 16, 112, 168, 182, 187, 101, 106,
20r, 204, 208, 211, 248,254, 264, 267.

Rnatem Khan ...... yi, 9:\, 200
Rustam Mirza .... 7.1, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78

s

S^bzawar . . . 4, 5, 6, 7. 10, 8t, 44, 64, 66, 83, 110,

184,271.

$abz Kim 134, 135

Sadoziiia 166

Safar 297

Saledik 130, 177, 200, 20l, 203

Saftd-khnki 303

Koh 31

Saird Hud 17

Saffaridea ........ 20

SafTavis, Empire of .... 71, 8l,2n,2l2
SsKaatan 184. ]8i

Said Klian OV
Haif iid-iliii 67

Sa'yiid Abiimd SI

Saj 67. 2S0

«aji 3ft

Hajitli 288, 289. '.Iftl

Sakai Kalat or Sakn Kniat .... 289

Sakas 10, 12. 287, 2K8, iJSft. 312

Sakttiiaraii ......... H

SakMtaua 9, 183, 312

Sakzia . . . 10, 21 7, 2H7, 2K8, 289. 291, 296. 297. .107

Salihaii MM, I2|

Saljaks ...... 2.1. 26, 36, 3)3

»Sain 3. 4, 6, 8

Sainan, Houao of 90, 21. 36

Ssmarkand . 1 , 26, 52, .53, 60, 61 ,
1 58, 289. 291 ,

3o]
, 328.

371,372.

.Saniarrii 180

Sam Beg Vakil ....... 87

Sam-Kuh ]i:|

.Saiiailgnl 29.5, 303

Sana Kud . 128, 133, 134, 13.5, I3;l, 137. 142.257

Saiif'hor , . ...... 274

Sanchuli 295, 296

Batiguri • . . . . . . 180

Sangtir 288

Saui Beg Siillan 77

Saujariinia .... 95, 97. 98, 128, 17.1. 17.^, 2or

Saujaria 46

Haraid-Siaaali 223

Barai'i-'rahiri .57

Saraklis 27

Saiujiara* ........ 294
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Sarawan ....
Sarayati (or Saraban)

fc^arbadaria ....
Sarbandis , 91, 94, 96, 97, 98,

Sar&3! ....
8ardar Az4d Khan . ,

Sardar Kban Jahin ghan
Saiyah ....
Sargah'i-Seiatan

Farhad ....
Sarliadis ....
Sir-oTar ,

16.

Sarparra

Sartor

Saj'tN

Sarunifl

Sarwiiii

Sa^wnian Dynaatj

SatMianidc Dynaaty

SaffRi and Puna

Satlrj .

Savari

Sawari Sbab

Sayabij*',

Sea <d Otnafi

Sebkoba

Soiitds

Seifltaii, Delta of

Sena Kud

St^rafrilian .

Serat .

Shn^ab»‘h

Sbabch

Shab-i-Ah .

Shab*i-Kuli .

•Shadyak

Shafilan .

Shah Abbas the Great

Sbabr-i-Sabf

tShuhakzais

Sbab All

ShiUiba/ Kalat

Sbahduz

Slinli Hum'ii .

Sbab iliisun Saffavi

Sbabi Hog Khan. Kabuli

Sbiib-i'Mosbod

Slmbin Sbabi

Shab.-USbabuii

Sbtib Ismail 3affa\

Sfiabirai .

Sbab .labun

Shall Kaiiiraii

Shall Kutb.ud<diii

Sbab Nusiat

. 7, 10, 16,

286, 980,

23^ 889,

266,266,

PafM.

. 298

77

. 61,64

166, 178, 284k 294. 295. 296

. 89. 90
. . . 16

. 831

138, 139, 140, 146, 147

. 138, 145. 249
. 8, 27, 128, 189. ai8

• • . .6
HI. 140. 146, 147. 186, 224^

227. 228. 231, 282 . 233,

240. 246, 248, 249, 860.

16,17,

276, 883

.203,294

. . . 78

. 279, 280. 284

. 118,303,806

803

11, 36. 156, 232

11

312. 313

• . 318

.108.109.115
161, 166, 208, 209, 236

377

• . . 274. 366
94, 96k 96, 195, 196, 238, 257. 258, 267

76, 124, 126, 166, 296, 397, 298

. . . . 1

146, 148, 149, IW, 166, 173, 199

872

198

149, 160. 155

. 146

.149, 238

. 68

85

36

. 81

52

. 367

222

292

SO

66

80, 81. 84

78

83

30

65, 60, 61

71

. 290

245. 260, 291

173, 174, 181

60, 61. 63, 66

46

56, 69,

Sbihrakw .

Shabriari .

8bahr«i-Kalan

Shahriatan

8hahr*iebbt

8hahnataa-i-Belkia

8hahrud-i*Baatain

8hah Bad
Shah Kokh
Bhah BnUk Kirta

Shah Sikandar

Shah Sikandar NUl Tlgin
Shah Thamatp .

Shahwaoia

Shah Yabyah

bhaibani Khin .

Shakan

Shakhim .

Shamiran

Shainsabad .

Shams-nd-din Laohin

Shand

Shapnr

Sharafud-i-Din All

Sharak •

Sharaki .

Sharifabnd

Sharif ^ban
Shash

Sheikh Daod

Sheikh Hnson

Sheikh Mahmud •

Sheikh Nuri

Shekh Wout •

SheU 16.16^70,109,
Shela*i>Gbalam Shah
Shela*i>lngliii

Shelai-Kadri .

Shela-i'MeBhknahi

Shela’i* Bad-Gaihta

Shela'i-Shamehiri

Shibargan

Shihab>ad*diii (Qhuri)

Shijrat-ol-Mulnk

Shiinir

Sbirwodh .

Shirabad .

Shirania ,

Shirai

Shiehawa .

Shorawak .

Shorn

Sbugnan •

Shnji Beg

Shnrgaa

Shostar

Siahiar .

Poyt*.

91, 02, 94k 96, 97, 96, 284^ SH 896. 296

808

.289
4b 7, 81, 111, 143, 297, 890, 807, 886
819,880, 881,884.

871 878

6a 61, 62,68, 64k 67, 69, 887

91, 169, 815. 846

. 66

. 67

84,86.86. 87.88

• 898

2,71*

. 44

. 89‘

4

184,186

38

. 147

. 10 -

. 158.

. 174

169, 176

.

183

71

188.

167,

168, 161, 164,

96.97

. 27

. 54.

110, 249

68.69

. 808

896,808

184k 196

. 126.

. 175

. 169

. 126

. 176

. 176

. 46

82, 36,38

. 91

. 218

. 16.

. 872

. 816

. 28

. 867

894,816

. 96

872, 874

. 71

. 296-

. 8

: 808.
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Tagf*.

Sib . .
366

Sigzw . .... • • 287

Sibiiii . ..... 301.302

Siiiitan . . 3. 15, 10. 38, 42, 122, 146, 184, 195. 199«

210, 287

Sik»r 1?7, 297

34, 87

Sills Rud .
212

Sind . . . . . . • . 3, 18, 20

Sinukan •
. • • 321

Sifsf . .
214

Sirjan 15.61

SinhPnl . . 232,

Smith. V. A 301

Sogdiaiia 289

Sohren Kalat . . 237

Soiniiath 31

K

Soran 366

Spiiitizha ......... 275

Snfl KiiH Khan Turkman Oglili 82

Su6 . . 308

Suliunan . . . . . . . . 88

Sultan lluaen Baikara 70, 71

Sultan Husen MirzA .
'

. . . . 73, 74. 76

Sultan Jallaludin Khwarazm Shall ... 33, 84. 36

Sultan Mahmud bin Shah . . .49
STultan Mahmud-i-Sabak Tigin . . 224

Sultan Mahmud of Qhazni .... 223, 224, 318

Sultan Matnd Gkainawi . ... 54, 813, 318

Sultan Muhammad of fChw&raiim . . . . 32, 38, 52

Sultan Muhammad (Khar Sawir) . . .81
Sultan Said 69,70

Sultan Sanjar 26, 27, 87, 271

Sumalzais . . .294

Snrh Dag&l • . , 133, 134

Snrbdik . . . . . . .200,201,203
Suruwar ....... 210,211,212

Sven Hedin, Sir 307

Sykez, Col P. M. . . . . . . 189

Syr '

. 871

Syr Darya . . . , .
.'

. 301

T

Taban Bahadnr . . 64

Tafaar Kan PaM 217,818

Tabari 877.878.

Tabaa 29,89,99

Tabaaain . 818

Tadjiks ; - • . . » 871,872,873,374

Ta-hia ^ . . . .
. 278

Tkhir 21,28,24,25,281,269

Tahiri Malika .*
• 86

TMA ••••.« 184

Tihttai (or Tibasumn) 74



TakbtM-Pnl (ancient bridge), baked brick & “«any** mortar (9th-10t.h oentmy A.D.).
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Mil , . . . 171

TbgfciB •

Tbbo • . . . .MS
Mtk . . . 81.86

Toll Kbtiil 0 . . 0 . M
Tun . • S»,79,80,81f86.16S

Mkaii KhateB . • . 4 . . M
Tonhli t . 6S| 189

Tnnik • . . . . M
Tqi 0 • • .18|84|84

U
injUSdiMi . . . • . .

'

. . n
Uehto . 307

UjfdTj.M ...... 300,364

Uk SI,!3k,H 30, 60, 133. 313,387

Ukti* 37

ni«ai» 60

VIJlItaMtMi .43,44
nimd 43

UarJ’lhngUBi 38

Vtatc . 20, 83

Vak 137

Uriwsi . . 71,73,77.78,333,376.384.371,373,373,

nthmiii 81

Uthmtn-i-TftJ-vd-diii Htnb 81

UsUkiMf 867

V
ytkkui .

ValinuM .

YaiiiebJaftt

Vaidftiul .•

VblitMpft •

YNdoDbnrgli, I
Yvllirt

871.874,874

.818

. 814,816

. .878

188

118

878

w
366

Wtdilbui U0
WifhHHhiff n3
Wtkhta . . .. If,
Wdkb
WtMI 677
WmmI UkUB^ 110.136; 366, 363
WlAlk ......... 333
WUtaBOM 361. 303

.378

Y
Ttkwikia 73

Ytku 137

Tik OuikM 187, 168

Taliib 304

Ytknb-ibn-al Uth 10; 3Ub 81, 38

Ykknt . 313.318

YamiBltk DjimBY 36

Yir AluMduii 37

Yuir, PlUiM 44, 43

YiI^CaL 3,6,337

Yud . . 73, 81. 138, 314, 317, 300; 83(b 831. 333

Ywdigtrdin 11,13,38

YhMII .377
Y«imb 10

Ynnwfk .30

Zibil 13

Ztkri 308

Zilnil (or Zowal) 3, 4, 3,

7

Zibollataa 63

Zohdc 118, Ul
ZtbkUn . . 81,31; 33, 80, 63, 36, 37, 36, 00, 81, 03, 71.

131, 116,156, 160,163, 183,164,181,

163, 318, 616, 360, 861, 336, 631, 336.

386, 683, 886, 367, 641. 643, 343, 348,

818.663.616,317, 156. 161, 363; I6H,

376,380,366,100,131.

Zthionil 364

ZiOnaldiod .617
Zob-nl-llUtal Wo-ad-dta 83

Zal 3, 4

Zoltk '
13, 18, 146, 160, 131

ZmUb Dia 61, 83

ZoBiadlvtr 310

Zoala-i-Domr . 37, 71, 73, 70, 77, 78, 106, 137

Ziaiia .
' 376

ZonfcblB 880

ZMbi 184

Zmai • . 3, 4, 8, 13, 16k 17, 10.61, 64,13,116,188,

184, 163, 168, 160, 166, 308, »«, 306,

*
610; 613, 113. 314^ 113,316, 318,338.

684k 118.

bri 188

ItAua . . lie, 147, 164k 133» 160, 187, 138, 130, 836

Zoniglr 18M

Zh« . . . . ‘ IM
Zonr 8u:i

Zoado 63

Zoaoblu 811

Zakah u .36
Zhob 371
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lUbtt ....
All

aim* of Aniita iht ZoikM
ZiMAfof Amimi
aM«lof8lwai-i.liMAtti ....
ziMiaofBhiAiMa ....

PofM.

.167

. 14*

949,S68^2I9

. 146.14^

9IB,964M
. 161

. 906

. 74

Zinh

ZIlNh

Zote

Zighv or Znyha

ZnMifholhil
Znlnn Bog

Pqpin

111,181.188,164
. . . 64 66, 67, 98.7499, 77

146, 147, 154 IM^ 190, 107. 984 844 Mi
. . 186, 184 189, 190. 191, 174 878

877
r»ap)> ....

».»,#•
71

APPnfDIX 1. APPBNDIX 11.

Oomotogy of tko Koloni Priaoof of Boittea Ikom

Orlgiiol Boareot^ 190*. . 191—106

« Briooli ** Md •* Bnhiri** .

PofM

. 868-868

APPBNDIX I (A).

Abilrtot ofthtyillago PopulaMoot oadPIgoi,

oftlioBbohry*l&MidHliaKM«l dlMrieti

of Hoirtm, Ponloa Tonltofy, 1904*06 . 819—656

APPBBDIZ Ul.

TboTliiJIkiof Bokbm . 871-874

APPSKDIX 1 (B).

Abilnoeof thoPopoltfioB in tho IMilrioto of

KoDfoadof ChoHnitirof Biiifnn^ AfuAnn

Tarrltoiy1 190M6 .... \ 869-800

APPSVDIZ IT.

Tho Jiti In MwogotMBlo fcad Byiln . 877-878
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